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The Charges 

INDICTMENT 

REGINA V Ian Edmondson, Rebekah Brooks, Andrew Coulson, Stuart Kuttner, Clive 
Goodman, Cheryl Carter, Charles Brooks and Mark Hanna 

Count 1 

Conspiracy to intercept communications in the course of their transmission without 
lawful authority, contrary to section 1(1) of the Criminal law Act 1977. 

IAN EDMONDSON, REBEKAH BROOKS, ANDREW COULSON and STUART KUTTNER 
between 3 October 2000 and 9 August 2006 conspired together, and with Glenn Mulcaire, 
Clive Goodman, Greg Miskiw, Neville Thurlbeck, James Weatherup and persons unknown, 
to intercept, without lawful authority, communications in the course of their transmission by 
means of a public telecommunications system, namely mobile phone voicemail messages. 

Count 2 

Conspiracy to commit Misconduct in Public Office, contrary to section 1(1) of the 
Criminal Law Act 1977. 

CLIVE GOODMAN and ANDREW COULSON, between the 31st August 2002 and the 31st 
January 2003, conspired together and with persons unknown to commit misconduct in public 
office. 

Count 3 

Conspiracy to commit Misconduct in Public Office, contrary to section 1(1) of the 
Criminal Law Act 1977. 

CLIVE GOODMAN and ANDREW COULSON, between 31 January 2005 and 3 June 2005, 
conspired together and with persons unknown to commit misconduct in public office. 

Count 4 

Conspiracy to commit Misconduct in Public Office, contrary to section 1(1) of the 
Criminal Law Act 1977. 

REBEKAH BROOKS, between 9 February 2006 and 16 October 2008, conspired with others 
and with persons unknown to commit misconduct in public office. 

Note: On 20th February 2014 the Judge, Mr Justice Saunders instructed the Jury to find 
Rebekah Brooks "Not Guilty" on the charge of Count 4 on the grounds that she has no case 
to answer. 

Count 5 

Conspiracy to commit Misconduct in Public Office, contrary to section 1(1) of the 
Criminal Law Act 1977. 

REBEKAH BROOKS between 1 January 2004 and 31 January 2012, conspired with Bettina 
Jordan-Barber and others and persons unknown to commit misconduct in public office. 
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Count 6 

Conspiracy To Pervert The Course Of Justice, contrary to Section 1(1) Criminal Law 
Act 1977. 

REBEKAH BROOKS and CHERYL CARTER between 6 July 2011 and 9 July 2011 
conspired together to do a series of acts which had a tendency to and were intended to 
pervert the course of public justice, namely permanently to remove seven boxes of archived 
material from the archive of News International. 

Count 7 

Conspiracy To Pervert The Course Of Justice, contrary to Section 1(1) Criminal Law 
Act 1977. 

REBEKAH BROOKS, CHARLES BROOKS and MARK HANNA, between the 15 July 2011 
and the 19 July 2011 conspired together and with Lee Sandell, David Johnson, Daryl 
Jorsling, Paul Edwards and persons unknown to do an act or a series of acts which had a 
tendency to and were intended to pervert the course of justice, namely to conceal 
documents, computers, and other electronic equipment from officers of the Metropolitan 
Police Service who were investigating allegations of phone hacking and corruption of public 
officials in relation to the News of the World and The Sun newspapers. 
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The Defendants 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 
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Rebekah Brooks 

 

 
 
 
Chief Executive Officer of News International (2009 - 2011) 
Editor of The Sun (2003 - 2009) 
Editor of The News of the World (2000 - 2003) 
 
Arrested: July 2011 
Charged: May, July and November 2012 

Charge on Counts: 1, 5, 6 and 7 

Note: Rebekah Brooks was also originally charged on Counts 4 - Conspiracy to commit 
Misconduct in Public Office. On 20th February 2014 the Judge, Mr Justice Saunders 
instructed the Jury to find Rebekah Brooks "Not Guilty" on the charge of Count 4 on the 
grounds that she has no case to answer. 
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Andy Coulson 

 

 

 
Director Communications Prime Minister's Office (2010 - 2011) 
Director Communications Conservative Party (2007- 2010) 
Editor of The News of the World (2003 - 2007) 
Deputy Editor of The News of the World (2000 - 2003) 
 
Arrested: July 2011 
Charged: July and November 2012 
 
Charge on Counts: 1, 2 and 3 
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Stuart Kuttner 

 

 

 
 
Managing Editor of The News of the World (1987 - 2009) 
Retired 2009 
 
Arrested: August 2011 
Charged: July 2012 
 
Charge on Count: 1 
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Clive Goodman 

 

 

 
 
Former Royal Reporter for The News of the World 
Arrested August 2006 for intercepting phone messages of the Royal Household. Imprisoned 
January 2007 for six months. 
 
Arrested: July 2011 
Charged: November 2012 
 
Charge on Counts: 2 and 3 
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Cheryl Carter 

 

 

 
 
Former Personal Assistant to Rebekah Brooks (2007 - 2012) 
 
Arrested: January 2012 
Charged: May 2012 
 
Charge on Count: 6 
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Charlie Brooks 

 

 

 
 
Race Horse Trainer, newspaper columnist, former Jockey and husband of Rebekah Brooks. 
 
Arrested: March 2012 
Charged: May 2012 
 
Charge on Count: 7 
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Mark Hanna 

 

 

 
 
Head of Security - News International. 
 
Arrested: March 2012 
Charged: May 2012 
 
Charge on Count: 7 
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The Trial Opens 
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Tuesday 29 October 2013 

Summary 

The Trial Opens 
Peter Jukes will be Live Tweeting 
Mr Justice Saunders Opens the Trial 
Rebekah Brooks forced to change QC 
The Judge advises the Jury on Social Media 

The Trial Opens 

Peter Jukes will be Live Tweeting 

Left the courtroom and can confirm Judge has ordered we can live tweet prosecution argument in #hacking trial @DBanksy 
@nigelpauley 

I will be live tweeting prosecution opening arguments in the Hacking trial on @peterjukes 

Just to reiterate: reporting restrictions are to ensure a fair trial. In principle, once the jury are told something, it can be reported 

Mr Justice Saunders Opens the Trial 

Justice Saunders directs jury to ignore Private Eye cover. "It is a joke which in the circumstance of today is in particularly bad 
taste." 

Saunders on importance of phone hacking trial and related publicity "Not only the defendants are on trial British justice is on 
trial" 

At the Old Bailey the jury have been told opening statements will now be tomorrow at 2pm. "Things crop up" said judge, 
explaining the delay 

Justice Saunders warned jurors on pop stars, celebrities or politicians who may comment on the case "Ignore what they say" 

In unusually long directions to jurors, Saunders told them not to comment or read comments about trial on social media, or 
google research 

Saunders to jurors: " Do not look up back up editions of newspapers. Do not look up anything in search engines on Google or 
Yahoo" 

" Well know actors, musicians and politicians may publish blogs and send tweets on... topics which they know very little" 
#hackingtrial 1/3 

2/2 "I hope they do not do so so during trial... They may be breaking the law." Saunders to jurors at #hackingtrial 

3/3 " Do not read them to avoid any possibility you will be influenced...If you do come across comment.... ignore it... You know 
more". 

Rebekah Brooks forced to change QC 

It can also be reported that the trial was delayed from September because Rebekah Brooks was forced to change QC 1/3 

The Judge advises the Jury on Social Media 

Saunders on social media; "There is a great deal of information about this on social media such as twitter and Facebook" 
#hackingtrial 1/3 

Saunders on social media 2/3 "Most of it is misleading and inaccurate. Some of it is offensive and demeaning.. ill informed.. a 
lot of abuse 

Saunders on social media 3/3 "It is essential you put ALL that material you may have heard before the trial out of your mind." 
#hackingtrial 

The Attorney General has ruled @PrivateEyeNews Halloween Special depicting Brooks as a witch is not in contempt of court 
#hackingtrial 

Attorney General seems to have concluded the @PrivateEyeNews cover, although offensive, did not prejudice a fair trial 
for Rebekah Brooks 

Rebekah Brooks' legal team revealed as gagging order lifted | News | The Lawyer http://www.thelawyer.com/news/practice-
areas/litigation-news/rebekah-brooks-legal-team-revealed-as-gagging-order-lifted/3011705.article 

"There have been a great deal of public comment... perhaps unprecedented, about phone hacking" Last telling comment from 
#hackingtrial judge 

Just in case you missed: Phone-hacking charges in detail ably summarised by the excellent @jamesdoleman 
http://po.st/LTqEZ2 via @thedrum 

Since Brooks' split with her former QC is reportable, I hope the innocent technical reasons for that split are too 

Support the book Sleeping Demons at Unbound - crowd funded publishing. http://unbound.co.uk/books/sleeping-demons 

Let's try again: if the prosecution opens at the #hackingtrial later today, I will be live tweeting it 
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The Prosecution Opening 

Statement 
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Wednesday 30 October 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Opening Statement 
Counsel for the Prosecution Anthony Edis QC 
The Defendants 
The Charges 
Guilty Pleas 
The Prosecution Case on Phone Hacking 

The Prosecution Opening Statement 

Counsel for the Prosecution Anthony Edis QC 

We're off. Anthony Edis QC is opening prosecution case in the historic #hackingtrial - surrounded by 21 other bewigged 
barristers 

The Defendants 

Edis tells Jury who is who "The defendants are sitting in the order they are in the indictments... Edmondson.. Mrs Rebekah 
Brooks...." 

Edis names the defendants and their counsel. Andy Coulson... Stuart Kuttner "he will not always be here because of state of 
health" 

Edis "The next defendant is Clive Goodman... next along defendant Cheryl Carter... next defendant is Mr Charles Brooks... Mr 
Mark Hannah" 

Edis "A word of reassurance. You won't remember quite a lot of what I'm going to tell you. It doesn't matter. This is not a 
memory test" 

Edis says "I've made a terrible mistake, I haven't introduced my team" and goes on to introduce prosecution team for Crown 

Edis "We go through the case quite slowly.... but everything of any importance is gone over and over again." #hackingtrial 

Edis "I'm speaking to give you an outline of prosecution case, so you now where the evidence fits in. Quite a long outline..." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "You know what some of this is about because everyone does. This is the phone hacking trial. But it's not just a phone 
hacking trial" 

Edis: It's arisen out of an investigation that began in Jan 2011 into phone hacking at NOTW... That resulted in closure of 
NOTW." 

Edis: "Those events were very big news at the time... It doesn't matter... All that matters is what happens here" #hackingtrial 

Edis to Jury; "You are going to learn a lot. What happens here will be memorable enough and what matters" #hackingtrial 

The Charges 

Edis: "There are 3 kinds of criminal behaviour alleged... 1/ Phone hacking... it became a criminal offence from year 2000" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Misconduct in a public office....Public officials given confidential, sometimes, secret information... expected to keep 
secret 

More on Count 2: "It appears public officials have sold these secrets... to the NOTW and the Sun... that is a crime." " 
#hackingtrial 

More on misconduct: "We're not dealing with a whistleblower.. .but someone who has betrayed public trust for money" 

Edis: "3rd type of criminality we allege in this case.... perverting the course of justice... hiding stuff so the police couldn't get it" 

Edis goes through the indictments in more detail #hackingtrial "A charge of conspiracy.... indeed they all are...." 

Edis first conspiracy count against "fairly senior people against News of the World." #hackingtrial 

Edis says "we will be able to show their was phone hacking at NOTW, that Mulcaire, Goodman and Edmondson did it..." " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "If others didn't stop it, you could say, they were party to a conspiracy" " #hackingtrial 

More on Count 2: "Misconduct in public office involves Goodman and Coulson.... Principally happened in 2003..." 

Edis: "Mr Goodman wanted to acquire royal telephone directories. Mr Coulson agreed to paid a sum of money... that;s what 
emails show." 

Count 3: "Short set of emails... Goodman asking Coulson to approve payment for palace policeman... the payments were made 
by cash." 

Edis: "When Goodman's house was searched... 15 Royal directories found.. including 2 from that time." " #hackingtrial 
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Edis: "The acquisition of phone books with phone numbers... would be useful for doing some phone hacking.... blagging..." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis on royal directories payments: "This behaviour is associated with phone hacking"..." #hackingtrial 

Edis on Brooks charges "While she was ediotr of the Sun she approved payments to public officials.. quite large payments..." " 
#hackingtrial 

Count 5 outlines charges to "Bettina Jordan-Barber... a highly placed ministry of defence official... with developed vetting" 
hackingtrial 

"Over a long period of time Bettina Jordan-Barber sold a lot of information for a considerable amount of money." " #hackingtrial 

"Rebekah Brooks approved over and pound;40,000 in payments to this public official" " #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Lastly counts 6 and 7... hiding stuff from police. This brings us bang up to date. Right at the end of the NOTW period" " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "The investigation began Jan 11. By July when Milly Dowler was made public... there was a storm of publicity. It wasnt 
going away." 

Edis: Between July 6 and 9... we say Brooks and her PA Cheryl Carter would get journallistic notebooks from archive." " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Ms Carter got them out of the archive on the Firday just before NOTW was closed and the building sealed... they have 
disappeared." 

Edis: "We will not know what those notebooks contained because they are gone." " #hackingtrial 

Edis on Charge 7 "prosecuting say..... material police would have wanted were cleared out of Brooks' country home and taken 
to NI offices" 

Edis: "Material was collected from their London flat and taken to the same place.' (NI offices at Thomas More Square " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis "This was material in possession of CEO of the company.... and would have been relevant to police inquiry." " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis "This was discovered as a result of an accident which was rather bad luck for the conspirators." " #hackingtrial 

Edis on Conspiracy "An agreement between two or more people that an offence shall take place... The agreement is the 
offence." #hackingtrial 

Edis outlines crime of conspiracy (e.g. hitman - the hit doesn\t have to go ahead) #hackingtrial 

Edis "But in fact in case of count 1... prosecution say they can prove their was phone hacking and quite a bit of it 

Edis: "Mulcaire pleaded guilty to phone hacking in Nov 2006.... in quite a restricted inquiry. We'll say more about that later." 

Guilty Pleas 

BREAKING: Edis: "Mr Mulcaire has also pleaded guilty this year in these proceedings to three counts of phone hacking.." 

BREAKING: Miskiw, Thurlbeck, Weatherup - News Editors have all pleaded guilty to count one " #hackingtrial 

Edis "That explains why you're not trying anyone in that first count list... and this is proof of a conspiracy" " #hackingtrial 

Edis is told to speak up: "What I've just told you... three newsdesk editors at NOTW have pleaded guilty to count one." " 
#hackingtrial 

"This prosecution is not an attack on freedom on the press ... but journos no more entitled to break the law than anyone else" 
#hackingtrial 

"The prosecution says there's no justification for journalists to get involved in phone hacking" " #hackingtrial 

"The prosecution says it is not right for newspapers to corrupt public officials by paying them money... not the same as 
whistleblower" 

"There can'\t be any justification for anyone interfering with police inquiry" Edis on perversion of course of justice " #hackingtrial 

The Prosecution Case on Phone Hacking 

Edis; "Phone hacking started when Brooks took over as editor (of NOTW) and continued when he took over (he had been her 
deputy) 

Edis: "During that period newdesk ed changed hands - Miskiw, Thurlbeck, Weatherup (all pleaded guilty) and Edmondson. you 
still have to try 

Edis; "The balloon goes up when Mulcaire and Goodman arrested in 2006... " Edis then talks about cash payments by Brooks 
at Sun 

Eds: "The arrest of Mulcaire and Goodman at sister paper of the Sun, the NOTW, ..caused ripples. The PCC... is involved." 

Edis: "There is a document.." SHOWS DOC ON SCREEN "this is a letter from 16 March 2007 to Brooks from PCC: 

Edis read out letter from PCC. "The commission deplores the kind of snooping revealed by Goodman case..." " #hackingtrial 
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Edis: Brooks response to PCC letter 27/03/07 "The Sun deplores the kind of snooping revealed by the Goodman case...." " 
#hackingtrial 

Brooks letter to PCC: "Any breach of code liable to be instantly dismissed by company". Edis points out during Bettina Jordan-
Barber period 

Brooks PCC letter: "Cash payments must be approved by me or editor of the day." " #hackingtrial 

Edis: on Goodman/Mulcaire case in 2005/6: "Mr Mulcaire was being paid 100k a year as a regular weekly retained... required 
high up approval" 

Edis: "Goodman arranged an extra payment sanctioned by Coulson in late 2005" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "We suggest you need to remember when you consider how Brooks approved these payment to Jordan-Barber," " 
#hackingtrial 

PCC letter seems to be drafted by someone else but sent out and signed under Brooks' name 

Edis: "NI was keen to say phone hacking in NOTW limited to Goodman.... this inquiry proved conclusively not true..." 

Edis: "It has secured the convictions of Miskiw, Thurlbeck and Weatherup.... News International did ultimately admit that." " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: brings up NI statement on Phone Hacking "We are saying it had been going on much longer that that" " #hackingtrial 

NI letter "Past behaviour in relation to phone hacking is a matter of regret, and investigaitons... not sufficiently robust" 
#hackingtrial 

Brooks was CEO at time of that NI letter and approved it " #hackingtrial 

Edis: Droppng "single rogue reporter... came about when civil litigation was going on ... legal documents came to light" " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis produces a humungous white file of documents with a chronology #hackingtrial 

Edis goes through chronology of Brooks and Coulson at NOTW: a lot of emails about budgetary constraints. " #hackingtrial 

Edis goes to Sir Paul McCartney and Heather Mills timeline: mentions Sienna Miller Jude Law. "Tmelines deal with each bit of 
phonehacking" 

Edis goes to a page 13th Jan 2003 - "thats when Brooks leaves the NOTW and goes to the Sun." 6th Jan 2004 'Army Bonking 
in Congo" 

Edis: this is to demonstrate timelines illustrating charges related to Bettina Jordan-Barber. 

Edis on Operation Sacha: "investigation into coverup" and shows the working of enormous binder. 

Edis on important Glenn Mulcaire "notebooks.... thousand and thousands of pages.... a schedule that lists Mulcaires notes." 
#hackingtrial 

Mulcaire used top left hand corner to note journalists who tasked him "early on it was Greg... Greg Miskiw... his first contact" " 

Edis on the electronic reference and doc IDs. Less fascinating stuff here. Thank goodness. Fingers need rest 

Edis on GM notebooks: 25/05/01 "Greg tasking.. subject of investigation... Will Young... phone numbers... NOTW story 
identified" 

Basically EDIS explaining the cross referencing between Mulcaire stories and published NOTW stories. " #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Chronology sometimes difficult because Mulcaire gets things wrong... sometimes other evidence... a story in NOTW" " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Number of tasking between Nevill and Greg, 2001-2002." Mentions "Louise Woodward.. nanny accused of murder." " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Nine of Woodwards voicemails were found recorded at Mulcaire's house... so no doubt about phone hacking" " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Sometimes Mulcaire wrote down what he call as 'hacking narrative'... numbers, UVNs, DDMs, other numbers" " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "The absence of that information doesn't mean someone wasn't hacked. We know Woodward was hacked.... we see GM 
calling other numbers" 

Edis: "This is a great long document because there was an awful lot of tasking of Glenn Mulcaire" " #hackingtrial 

Edis goes to p59 to illustrate how in later period further information became available about phone hacking later 

Edis; Page 2005 "tasking by Ian" appears in top left. "The prosecution say the only news desk editor called Ian is Ian 
Edmondson" 

Edis shows more tasking: "Chloe Straighter, friend of Nicholas Mosse, brother of Kate Mosse" 

Edis "Though they were giving Mulcaire 100k a year, there is very little paperwork on what NOTW were paying him for" 
#hackingtrial 

"NOTW records conspicuously silent about what they were getting for their money." Edis on Mulcaire #hackingtrial 
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"I''m sorry if it's tedious..." Edis on introductory process. Justice Saunders "I never intended or implied it was" 

Edis shows a schedule of Edmondson's use of Mulcaire "an undoubtedly large number of phone hacks." Some tape recordings, 
passwords... 

Edis "Passwords to someone connected to Joanne Lumley.... recording of Lord Windsor... Voice mails of Blunkett leaving 
messages for..." 

Edis: "Recordings of Blunkett leaving messages for Sally Anderson" He then shows the Non Royal Audio Schedule of recording 
"It's a big list" 

Edis "All I need to tell you now is that there really is a lot of material of recorded voicemails recovered from Mulcaire" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "How someone coming into the job know it was OK to hack if senior management didn't know?" " #hackingtrial 

Edis on Phone Data provided by NI: Private Wire Line. "We don't know which member of staff at NI were making this calls." 

Edis; "NI private line - (Royal Aide) Jamie Lowther-Pinkerton apparently calls his own phone.... but no, this was Glenn 
Mulcaire Oct 2005 

Edis draws jury's attention to page 11: "this is all Royal Hacking... except we suggest Mr Edmondson was going his own 
hacking" April 2006 

Edis: "Im going to talk a lot about Dennis Rice and Seb Hamliton... Edmondson hacking the phones of Mail on Sunday 
journalists #hackingtrial 

Edis going to talk more about Rice and Hamilton tomorrow. But no we're going to Tessa Jowell and Lord Frederick Windsor 

Edis "Perhaps this evening i can leave you with a single thought... Edmondson was newsdesk editor, but not as senior as 
managing editor" 

Edis: "How much did much did the management know what was going on their newspepers?" 

Edis "The NOTW was a Sunday paper. Publishes once a week. It wasn't War and Peace. It wasn't an enormous document.. 
they must have known" 

Edis reiterates; "NOTW was only publishing once a week... the mangements job to know what was in the paper." 

Back 10 am tomorrow 

Word of warning to followers tweeting about Brooks/Coulson trial. Prejudicial tweeters have already received contempt of court 
notices 

Thanks to all following over #hackingtrail. More next 2 days. Meanwhile for more backround info http://www.amazon.co.uk/Fall-
House-Murdoch-Peter-Jukes-ebook/dp/B0091US5MU/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top #FOTHOM 

Just to clarify the contempt of court notices I mentioned were not sent to me! #hackingtrial 

The power of Twitter. Various journalists including @lisaocarroll locked in Old Bailey after #hackingtrial. @JudiciaryUK call 
security 

MT @MarkLewisLawyer "All political parties let public down. No state controlled press and no press controlled state" #hacking 
#royalcharter 

(PressBoF) v Culture Secretary "I felt I was watching a highly skilled player bluff with a weak hand" 
http://www.headoflegal.com/2013/10/30/r-pressbof-v-culture-secretary-todays-hearing/ @carlgardner 

Murdoch's News of the World Editors Admit To Phone-Hacking http://thebea.st/1f4Il0z via @thedailybeast 

The News of the World wasn't War and Peace... The management's job to know what was in the paper." http://thebea.st/1f4Il0z 
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Thursday 31 October 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Opening Statement continues 
War and Peace 
Glen Mulcaire's Contract with News of the World 
The Police Investigation 
Conspiracy 
"We need a hit" 
100K Contract 
Brooks and Coulson Affair 
David Blunkett records conversation with Coulson 

The Prosecution Opening Statement continues 

War and Peace 

My favourite line from #hackingtrial so far is "The News of the World wasn't War and Peace" Now back to Old Bailey for more 
prosecution case 

A dull drizzly day outside the Old Bailey: but that hasn't deterred the cameras #hackingtrial More soon 
pic.twitter.com/JbP7uvlfjp 

Glen Mulcaire's Contract with News of the World 

Back again at #hackingtrial - Anthony Edis QC on his feet for the prosecution. He now has a microphone. 

Edis picks up on the management structure of NotW. #hackingtrial He emphasises two dates: the first Mulcaire tasking 8th 
January 2001 

Edis "The investigations unit of NoTW was set up by Brooks when she began editor. It was led by Miskiw and Mulcaire's 
taskings began." 

Edis: "Mulcaire was paid weekly fee during that period. On 01/09/01 we went onto a written contract. His fee no longer came 
out of newsdesk" 

Edis: It is part of the prosecution case that a big contract like would have been part of the management decision" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Most of his (Mulcaire's) money was paid through that contract, so it was never hidden from anyone." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "You wouldn't have given someone a contract like that unless they were worth it... But who would have decided that?" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Let me begin this morning by asking you to listen... to a tape recording of Mulcaire 'blagging' - trying to get something 
from O2" 

Crown plays a tape of Mulcaire changing various codes with O2 customer services. #hackingtrial 

Mulcaire gets the UVN number from customer services, DDMs by using a network password. "He's chatty and engaging" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis explains who real numbers have been bleeped out of the tapes "in order to prevent intruding into people's private things" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Prosecution say that was going on.... hacking ending in 06 with the arrest of Mulcaire and Goodman #hackingtrial 

The Police Investigation 

Edis: "What started the new police inquiry in Feb 11 was production of three short emails to the police by NI" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "A timeline detailing the hacking of Tessa Jowell and David Mills. Mills became a subject of press interest because of an 
allegsation" 

Edis: "An allegation of bribery in Italy concerning Berlusconi. This timeline will show you what happened." #hackingtrial 

Edis: back to the three NI emails produced by NI in civil litigation in 2011. "I will put them up one after the other onto the screen" 

Edis: "First on, 20 April 2006. From.. a Mulcaire address. A snapshot of what was happening in 2006. It's about Tessa." 

Edis read: Tessa Mob. Pin. David Mills. Mob. No pin Substantial traffic both ways, looks like she's selling up." 

Edis: "The name at top, John Chapman, he's a lawyer at NI. Mr Chapman was the lawyer who found these." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Next one. 27th April 2006. This is Fred Windsor. Member of Royal Family. Mob. Mail Box number. Press star. Pin." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: Mulcaire is telling Edmondson how to hack Fred Windsor, we say. 

Edis: 3rd; "Joan Hammill, advisor to Prescott.. the subject of intense media interest because of an affair with someone else." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Mobile number, Mailbox. Star. Pin. There are 45 messages there... you could only that if you were hacking" #hackingtrial 
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Edis: "Now let's look at the Tessa Jowell timeline. We'll put up on the screen some Mulcaire notes for Jowell and Mills." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis on Mulcaire notes: "Top left. Ian. We know who it is. The mobile phone number. Jowell. Left hand side 02. The supplier is 
for her" 

Edis: "That is a tasking to hack Tessa Jowell we say. Another. Top left. Numbe. Address. David Mills. A mobile number.... a 
PIN number." 

Edis: "What happens we suggest, looks at though M has managed to blag info on Jowell but not on Mills. Not every tasking 
successful hack" 

Edis: "19th April 2006. The name of Mills is there.... and his DDM. "Selling house". Email said 'looks like she's selling'. 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Mulcaire is reporting his results so Mr Edmondson can do some hacking of his own." #hackingtrial 

Edis back to Tessa Jowell timelines March 2006 to August 2006 

Edis: "March 2006 press interest in Tessa Jowells finances from Sunday Times. The day after text from Edmondson to 
Mulcaire" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Hour and half after the text Mulcaire is ringing the mobile phones of Jowell and Mills. Then a call to her UVN." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Very soon after Mulcaire calls Jowell's UVN, he speaks to Edmondson for ten minutes." #hackingtrial 

Edis "Very soon after that someone from NI calls Jowells's phone. We think it is Edmondson.... quite a lot about Tessa in 
NOTW next day" 

Edis: "Who decides what goes in the paper. The editor. Mr Coulson was the editor at the time. How did he know it was true?" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Mulcaire invoice for extra and pound;250 "Jowell Assist". How delicate." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Edmondson and Mulcaire talk to each other a lot in March. Phone records show the same pattern. NOTW break more 
stories on Jowell" 

Edis: On 28th March very vigorous phone hacking of Tessa Jowell. Still no hacking of David Mills #hackingtrial 

Edis: "More phone hacking of Tessa Jowell. Then Mulcaire email 'looks like she's selling up' - you could only get that by phone 
hacking. 

Edis: "Then finally there is a hacking of David Mills... looks like G Mulcaire has finally got that information." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Article in 20th April 2006... then phone hacking and a great deal of contact between Edmondson and Mulcaire." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "We know what Mr Mulcaire was doing - he was hacking. And look at the amount of contact between Edmondson and 
Mulcaire" #hackingtrial 

Edis shows Mulcaire invoice "Mills assist". #hackingtrial 

Edis: "That was an important story... Tessa Jowell and David Mills. It's not stuff tucked away after letters page. The bigger 
stuff..." 

Edis: "The bigger stuff the editor would have been involved with, asking the question 'How do I know it's true?'" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Now onto John Prescott. April 2006 to July 2006. We've seen the Prescott email. But let's have a look at a page of M's 
notes." 

Edis: "Dennis and Seb Hamilton, working for Mail of Sunday - a full hacking narrative as we called it yesterday. Just note word 
urgent" 

Edis: 25th April. Tasking 'Ian'. Tracey Temple mob. Password... Then probably 28th. John Prescott advisor. Joan Hammill 
details." 

Edis: "other details about Tracey Temple. Phonecalls. Email from Mulcaire to Edmondson on Temple's ex husband. 26th April" 

Edis: "Mulcaire calls to Tracey Temple... then an email chain. Edmondson to Coulson. 'I've got Temple's mobile number..." 

Edis on Edmondson email: "I'm going to shock her. How deep are you pockets." Coulson says "Start at 100k". Weatherup joins 
in 

Edis: Edmondson to Weatherup: "we will beat any other bid if Glen can assist" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "All going on from midday to about 2 pm that day. Mulcaire hacks Temple at 13.11." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "26th April. Around 2.30 - from Kirby to Wallis, Edmondson and others. Mr Coulson interested in this story." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Phone calls continue to UVN (unique voice mail) on 26th April. Articles appear in Daily Mirror. All Fleet St 
interested"#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Great pressure on NOTW for an exclusive. On 27th email Edmondson gets Joan Hammill's (Prescott SPAD) number" 
#hackingtrial 
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Edis: "Edmondson gets phone number of Hammill, immediately sends text to Mulcaire... he gets DDM and PIN number" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "28th April. Phone to Hammill's number and then to Unique Voice Mail Number.... 16 minutes and 28 secs call lasts." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: Mulcaire email on Prescott "45 messages" and instructions to hack. "The email that closed the News of the World" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Then the phone hack of Dennis Rice - 2 mins of messages. Sebastian Hamilton - 4 mins of message. Mulcaire rings 
Edmondson" 

Edis: "Then Mulcaire was hacking Rice again for 6 mins... Of course you don't want to be scooped. Nice easy cheap way of 
finding out..." 

"In the dog eat world of journalism, in the frenzy to find out this story... you hack the competition". Edis on Mulcaire and MoS 
journos 

Edis: 29th April during Prescott story: Edmondson, news desk editor, to various people - including Andy Coulson. 

Edis: Edmondson email "Prescott.... This is the planned spoiler........." You can see various stories listed there, Edis says 

Edis: "a lot of activity... a lot of hacking...of voice mails of 2 rival journalists. Then an email from Goodman to Edmondson" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Goodman has drafted an article on Saturday. Next day... paper was full of it. (Prescott). It was a very big story." 

Edis: "We're not suggesting that everything that appeared in NOTW was from a phone hack. But one of the ways was through 
phone hacking" 

Edis: May 2006 - phone hacking of Mail on Sunday journalists continued. Email 'For Neville'... Neville was having a go too" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: Mulcaire invoice for extra and pound;250 "Prescott assist". 

Short break for 20 mins 

Edis back after break. Everything I write her BTW is something he had said. Usually complete quotes. Sometimes shorthand 
precis 

Edis back on Prescott timeline; "We don't need to go through the rest of this.... phone hacks... invoices for assist work...." 

Edis: "Just want to draw to your attention.... In case there was any doubt at all about hacking of Rice and Hamilton." 

Edis: "If there's any doubt at all about the phone hacking, the tape recordings discovered in Mulcaire's property puts an end to 
it" 

Edis: "I want to look at Lord Frederic Windsor. Still April 2006... a busy time for NOTW and Mr Edmondson. He's a person of 
some interest" 

Edis compares to Tessa Jowell and Lord Prescott: "While Mulcaire is beavering away... regularly receiving taskings from and 
giving reports" 

Edis brings up Goodman email chain to Edmondson entitled 'Fred' #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Alexander was another false name for Mulcaire... under that he agreed an additional weekly retainer... to work for Clive 
Goodman" 

Edis: "Coulson put a stop to these payments (in 06).... hard for him to put a stop to something he didn't know anything about" 
Edis alleges 

Edis on email from Gadd to Edmondson on 26th April - gets Windsor's address and phone number. Two calls to Mulcaire. 
Mulcaire gets UVN" 

"Mulcaire is a quick worker... you might think he was worth 100k a year if you knew this. Perhaps not if you didn't": crown at 
#hackingtrial 

Edis on Mulcaire notebooks: "notes on friends of Frederic Windsor... surname Henry... We suggest he's managed to listen to 
messages." 

Edis: "Frederic Windsor same pattern as before... email...then someone at NotW is hacking that UVN sent to Edmondson." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis on Mulcaire's Lord Windsor "Full Hacking Narrative' - no doubt of hacking because we tape recordings of messages 
obtained (from M) 

Conspiracy 

Edis notes entry for Mulcaire on same page; "for James... James Weatherup.... Those in the know would have been committing 
conspiracy" 

Edis: "When did it really start?... The editor is responsible in the code for editors in PCC... When the paper maybe skating in 
thin ice." 

Edis: "The editor has an important role in this respect, as well as their contractual one." 
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Edis: "The Managing Editor....was directly involved in decisions about Mulcaire and how he should be remunerated." 

Ed: "Mr Kuttner wasn't just a book keeper but trained as a journalist... and go to editorial meetings... and provide liaison with 
police" 

Edi: "Kuttner involved in journalistic side of paper aswell as management.. ideally place to know both sides of the paper." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Direct dial number is a DDM (in Mulcaire's spelling) UVN is a unique voice mail number." 

Edis on Mulcaire contract: "initially to be paid 92k a year for exclusive provision of his service... a major commitment for NOTW" 

Edis: "It wasn't a secret Mulcaire worked for NOTW... in Aug 2002... an article in NOTW.. he was part of their special 
investigations team" 

Edis shows the jury the article in NOTW about Mulcaire "the man they call trigger... who had been playing football" #hackingtrial 

"Mrs Brooks said she'd never head of Mulcaire until he was arrested. This paper comes out only once a week. You would 
thought she read it" 

Edis: "After Coulson became editor, Mulcaire's remuneration was increased to over 100k a year" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "In the context of whether an editor reads the newspaper..." Edis calls for another document 

"We need a hit" 

Edis: a document sent from Coulson to staff: "we've not fulfilled our brief.... not one come to bring the kind of 'follow' we'd 
expect" 

Edis on Coulson email to staff: "We need a hit".... how much pressure on staff that might have led them into crime?" 

Coulson email: "On Saturday nights I expect everyone to come into my office to go through all the papers.. including our own." 
#hackingtrial 

Coulson email talks about success of Beckham, Sven and Blunkett in previous years. Edis points out timeline of last two "they 
were hacked" 

Edis: "The Glenn Mulcaire contract increaed in July 2003.... under Miskiw. Weatherup april 2004. Edmondson arrives 
November 2004" 

Edis; "Mulcaire's contract was a special thing... because he was paid on a weekly retainer. What was so special about him... 
phone hacking" 

Edis on Brooks: "actively involved in financial management" Edis "wants to look at a few doc about financial management 
review" 

Edis: 8th Sept 2000 email Kuttner to Miskiw, cc'ed to Brooks and Coulson: "overspent... bring back on budget" 

Edis on more financial controls: Miskiw copied to Kuttner 01 02 01 - "we are asked to cut back on contributors" Mulcaire then 
contributor 

Another financial email 5/06/01: Brooks emphasises 3 month meetings for saving money bonus scheme, anyone over budget 
penalised 

Edis emphasises: "Mrs Brooks direct role in budgetary management... wyou can see the three of them working as a 
management team" 

Edis on Miskiw email to Brooks: "Committed to 17.5k (for a Bulger story); Brooks "I hope you can afford it... if you can't you 
won't be paid 

Edis on Kuttner/Brooks email: "Can you send Miskiw a letter... he paid 7.5 for Bulger but everyone had it. 5k for royal rape.. it's 
madness" 

Edis "a very strict control was imposed in any cash payments over 1k, close financial management going on while substantial 
and pound;s to Mulcaire." 

Brooks emails: "I'm very worried about desk spending.. what's going on? You're going to have to authorise anything over 1k 
with me, K and AC 

Edis cites Brooks email as editor of NOTW. "I'm going to have to be unavoidably tough.. the palmy days of indulgence are 
over..." 

Edis: "What are the rules at NOTW that apply to everyone else, but not Mulcaire" #hackingtrial 

Edis on exclusive Mulcaire contract from Sept 2001: "If people knew Mulcaire was committing crimes for NOTW why he 
couldn't be on payroll" 

Edis: "Major exception to the rules was created for Mulcaire - that couldn't happen without them (Brooks, Coulson, Kutner) 
knowing about it" 

Edis: Jan 2005 BAC and cheque desk editors payments limit 2k. "Did senior staff know... or never hear of him?" 

Edis: "In that climate...context of that email about tax for freelance, the exception made for Mulcaire was very significant." 
#hackingtrial 
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100K Contract 

Edis: "A 100k contract for Mulcaire, signed by Greg Miskiw.... who authorised him? Who authorised the payments? Mr Kuttner" 

Edis: "Kuttner authorised 221 payments to Mulcaire amounting to and pound;413k.... what was he thinking every week?" 
#hackingtrial 

Break till 2 

Lots of prosecution detail this morning in #hackingtrial. Been asked to point out , background in my book 
http://unbound.co.uk/books/the-fall-of-the-house-of-murdoch @unbounders 

Sitting again at Court 12 in the Old Bailey #hackingtrial - Anthony Edis QC continues to outline the prosecution case 

Edis: Edmondson email to Mulcaire "Contract renewed to 2007... Happy now Grumpy?" #hackingtrial 

Edis goes over this period of contract renewal in 2006, and the connection with previous details of Jowell and Prescott 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "If Mr Edmondson was thinking like this, don't you think Mr Coulson was thinking this way." 

Edis: "Edmondson's recommendations to curtail the contract must have been overuled by someone more senior - Wallis, 
Kuttner or Coulson" 

Edis "in fact Mulcaire's contract wasn't terminated until 2007 when he was sacked when convicted o phone hacking" 

Edis: "I going to tell you what happened in relation to Milly Dowler.... she went missing in March 2002. Tragically she was 
murdered" 

Edis: "Her body wasn't discovered until Sept 02, and there was a lot of investigation as to where she had gone... led by Surrey 
police" 

Edis: "The prosecution alleged NOTW had hacked her phone at this time - and Mrs Brooks, Coulson and Kuttner were 
criminally involved" 

Edis: "If this is proved, this is a sufficient evidence for count one (conpsiracy to phone hack 

Edis: "I need to tell you about something... When the police investigated this again in 2011 they carried out substantial 
computer searches 

Edis "On Brooks computer was found a letter written by her to Mr Coulson in Feb 2004." #hackingtrial 

Edis "Whether it was sent to her I don't know.. The point I am going to make.... throughout relevant period what Coulson knew 
Brooks new 

Brooks and Coulson Affair 

BREAKING: "BROOKS AND COULSON having an affair that had been lasting at six years" 

Edis: "Brooks and Coulson are charged with conspiracy, first question jury have to answer... how well did they know each 
other" 

"The fact they were in this relationship meant they trusted each other quite a lot" Edis on Brooks and Coulson affair allegations 

Edis: "This might attract some unfair or unkind comment... you should know why you have been told this, and put it into context" 

Edis: "Isn;'t simply there was an affair.... but how did affect the case. The fact of the matter they were very close indeed." 

Edis reads from "intelligent, elegant and well written" Brooks letter to Coulson. 

Edis "at this time it looks like Coulson was seeking to break off this affair... it's clear this caused her a lot of grief" 

Edis Brooks letter; "Finally,... there are a number of things I would normally share. The fact is you're my very best friend." 

Brooks letter "We laugh and cry together. In fact, without you I don't know how I'll cope" 

Edis on Brooks: "You said I shouldn't contact you... But for example, how will this work for you?" 

Edis on Brooks" "I hope I've managed to put your mind at rest about Les Hinton and you to have a better relationship with 
KRM" 

EDIS on Brooks letter: "It's important we keep our professional relationship right.",.... Edis: "What should we take from this 
letter?" 

Edis: "For the previous few years that had complete and utter confidence in each other... and trust... that's the only reason to 
know this." 

Edis outlines the relevance to Milly Dowler case: 

Edis quotes PCC code: "no clandestine listening devices or intercepting voice mails. Law banning it enacted in 2000... it was a 
crime" 

Edis cites "there may be exceptions to case which are in the public interest... detecting a crime or misdemeanour." 

Edis on PCC code: "Any public interest defense will have to be explained by editors" #hackingtrial 

Edis; "Mr Kuttner went to the Surrey Police and told them he had a copy of her (Dowler's) voicemail. Surrey Police should have 
investigated" 
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Edis on Surrey police "perhaps they thought at that time it was important to find Milly Dowler." In sharp contrast to previous 
phone hacks 

Edis: Kuttner, Coulson and Brooks might say they didn't know phone hacking was happening... why did they tell the police?" 

Edis: "Who was going to justify the public interest defense. How was she going to do it, if she knew nothing about it?" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis claims "She did know about phone hacking... she was heard in 2010 saying phone hacking was widespread across the 
industry" 

Edis: Eimear Cook, wife of Colin Montgomery, met Brooks for lunch in Autumn 2005, and "she gave an example of McCartney 
and Mills" 

Edis; "And there is evidence from this time that McCartney and Mills were victims of phone hacking by Mulcaire" 

Edis: "In 2002 NOTW prints "Macca throws Heather's Ring out of Hotel Room exclusive". Brooks had mentioned that ring 
incident it is alleged 

Edis: "March April 2002, Dowler missing on 21st of March. Mulcaire has notebook entries for 20th and 21st about her." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "20th of March note of a call Mulcaire has identified... she didn't go missing till 21st" 

Edis: "The chronology really starts on 21st when she goes missing. On 24th there is an item in NOTW. They're interested in 
story." 

Edis: "The prosecution say it is highly likely Mrs Brooks involved in this story... because of her campaign for Sara's Law." 

Edis on Sarah's Law: "after tragic murder of Sarah Payne, the NOTW created a campaign to name paedophiles>" 

Edis: "So the case of this missing child is something Mrs Brooks would be very interested in." #hackingtrial 

Edis: Mulcaire entries on how "Surrey police are getting on". Including a production order for Milly's voice mail messages 
#hackingtrial 

Edis points out "Surrey police had a court order to intercept voice mails.. which is entirely lawful. That's the difference with 
Mulcaire" 

Edis on NOTW news schedule which lists Milly Dowler: "who sets the agenda... it's the editor and deputy editor" #hackingtrial 

Edis: message left on 27 Sept 02 regarding a job interview "a remarkable coincidence... Milly was schoolgirl" 

Edis: "But someone with a very similar name and phone number... this later came to attention of NOTW" #hackingtrial 

Edis now turns to Kuttner notebook entry from this time: "he's written down the number and name of Deputy Chief 
Constable...(Surrey Police) 

Edis: 30th 2002: suggested NOTW leaders included MIlly Dowler; Kuttner "Must be rejigged in case of developments" 

Edis reads NOTW piece about a letter from Sara Payne (Sarah's mother) to the Dowler family, hoping Milly hasn't suffered 
same fate 

Edis: "Another Kuttner notebook entry for 3rd April... one of the things NOTW wanted to do was to fund a reward for Milly 
Dowler." 

Edis: "Mr Kuttner got involved... Surrey Police weren't so keen" 

Another NOTW news schedule cited by Andrew Edis QC, counsel for prosecution mentioning Milly. 

Edis; "On 7th April another story.... they are running it every week. It's a substantial interest in this story: 'Milly Last Pictures' 

On April 7th, Edis says "Brooks was on holiday in Dubai. Not producing next edition of 14th. Mr Coulson is doing this as deputy 
editor" 

Edis: "That is why you need full context of their relationship. We say... this contact was at least in part in reference to this 
editon" 

Edis: "Tuesday news conference on 9th April, reference to 'Missing Milly' still on NOTW agenda" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "contact builds up towards then end of the week... when they are planning their paper.... you can infer, we say, it's highly 
unlikely" 

Edis: "If they were talking about work they were exchanging confidences.... Coulson was producing the paper that week." 

Edis cites an email from Hayley Barlow on wednesday 10th April to Surrey police press liaison containing a text of letter to 
Dowlers 

Edis says letter from NOTW to Dowlers offering to help, and makes the link with the Sarah Payne case. #hackingtrial 

Edis; "Any interview you have... you will have editorial control.... we are offering a reward to police...." Letter from Barlow to 
Dowlers 

Edis: "It would be difficult for Barlow to offer money and space for interview unless deputy editor agreed." #hackingtrial 

Edis on a Mulcaire entry from same time: "Neville.. 10th April... phone number and Dowler's phone records." #hackingtrial 
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Edis: "The day they were trying to get an interview from the parents, Neville instructing Mulcaire to do some phone hacking" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "On thursday - Brooks to editors desk at NOTW - 2mins 14 sec." 

Edis on Brooks calls "6 mins to editors desk". Next day she texts Mr Coulson, crown says 

Edis: "A little later on that Friday she calls the editors desk again.... Mr Kuttner contacting the police again with 12 inquiries" 

Edis on Kuttners questions to police "about paedophile activity in the area where Milly lived....any clues... further 
reconstruction...CCTC" 

Kuttner approaches to Surrey Police: "How can the NOTW with a readership of 12 million people help the police" 

Edis: "NOTW very interested in the story of Milly Dowler at a very senior level. But who knew about the tasking of Neville?" 

Edis: "Neville Thurlbeck contacts recruitment agency... how did that happen? We know there was a voice mail message on her 
phone." 

Edis: "What did they do about it?" Expense claims for 'Milly Dowler answer messages'. "They dispatched journos and 
photographer to Telford" 

Edis: "Dispatched to interview recruitment agency, and the factory where they thought she worked...If they had found her, quite 
a story" 

Edis: "NOTW finds girl the police can't find." Who did that? Thurlbeck... Kuttner... what about editors." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "the expenses form is quite interesting - Milly Dowler phone messages. Within the NOTW this is not really secret, is it?" 

Edis: "On Friday night she calls the editors desk for 38 mins.... Someone she met in Dubai said she said... MF 

Edis says witness said Brooks said in Dubai "I've got to talk to my paper about a missing schoolgirl" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "While that 38 mins call was going on.... the paper was on the hunt for a substantial news story... was Mr Coulson talking 
to editor?" 

Edis: "Thurlbeck talking to Coulson at 9pm that night. Everyone wants to know how they're getting on. It effects the paper the 
next day." 

Edis: "Another call from Brooks to NOTW editorial desk - 17 mins 58 secs.. we suggest she is taking an interest in the running 
of paper" 

Edis: on Saturday 13th April "things are going on in Telford. Recruitment agency doorstepped by NOTW... causing alarm" 

Edis; "Recruitment Agency gets a call from Stuart Kuttner.. it's going high up the management chain, isn't it?" #hackingtrial 

Edis; "Brooks calls editors desk in afternoon for 20 mins... publication date drawing near.... another call to editors desk by 
Brooks" 

Edis: "Mr Kuttner tells DS in Surrey that he wants to give information about woman from agency calling, they're in possession of 
recording 

Edis: "If a child is missing from home and if you have information, you might think you should call police at once, rather than 
wait 4 days" 

Edis: "Thurlbeck says they have taped messages from Milly's phone." NOTW advise police "they have 2 versions of story ready 
to go" 

Edis then cites First NOTW article which cites voicemail and talks of hoax call 

Edis goes back over the two NOTW versions of the story, and Saunders confirms Dowler DID NOT work for recruitment agency 

Edis: "Milly Hoax Riddle - Message on Mobile Probed" 1st edition of NOTW read out, citing messages 'offering job in Midlands' 

Edis: Article claims the message had been left by a "crazed hoaxer..." and gives verbatim quote of the voicemail #hackingtrial 
and others 

Edis "those quotes are the product of Mulcaire's phone hacking" in First edition of Dowler story 

Edis goes to second edition, "a reference to the voicemail but no quote" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "The story changed... and someone changed it... someone must have had a reason to change it" and cites a text 
message 

Edis: "Sunday 14th - short call from Brooks to ed's desk and a text to Andy Coulson" 

Edis: "Both of those articles for anyone who knows what's going on... can't have been much doubt about phone hacking for 
anyone involved" 

Edis: "News went on as Mrs Brooks gets back from holiday... the story goes on... including contact with police" Milly still on 
news sched 

Edis: "Ricky Sutton on behalf of Kuttner is contacting the police complaining press office not receptive to their ideas" 

Edis: "Then an email from Kuttner to Surrey press officer.... Dear Ms MacGregor... We've passed on info about messages left 
on her phone" 
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Edis reading Kuttner email to Surrey police: "told by police chances any messages were work of professional hoaxer known to 
the police" 

Kuttner to Surrey Police: "I would appreciate clarification as a matter of utmost urgency" Edis says show how interest NOTW at 
highest level 

Edis on 21/04/02 article in NOTW: full page about Milly's fear of the dark, and the lede. Is it credible she (Brooks) was 
unaware?" 

Edis on Mulcaire's notebooks: "verbatim transcripts of Milly's phone messages... a Neville tasking relating to recruitment 
agency." 

Edis "Both Neville and Greg were tasking Mulcaire... these are very senior journos. Simply incredible the editors didn't know" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis goes to another, shorter, timelines "relates to a person called Andrew Gilchrist... leader of Firebrigade Union in 2002" 

Edis: "Firebrigade Union in dispute with police... and threatening strike action...." On 30/11/02 Gilchrist gave speech after 5 day 
speech 

Edis: "Greg Miskiw tasked Mulcaire to hack Andy Gilchrist's phone" Edis goes through pages of Mulcaire notes, numbers and 
pins 

Edis 04/12/02 "transcripts of voicemail messages of... people who knew Andy Gilchrist". NOTW publishes article on 8th 
December 2002 

Edis: 13/01/03 Brooks became editor of Sun and it runs pieces: "Fire Union Boss is love cheat.... Fire Liar..." on Gilchrist. 
#hackingtrial 

Edis "the Sun had come by a story not by phone hacking but other means which revealed Mr Gilchrist had had an affair some 
years earlier" 

Edis on Sun Cartoon with Leader "Fire Liar... It's bad enough Gilchrist is a Marxist rabble rouser now we reveal him as a lowlife 
fornicator 

Edis says "this makes it more likely she was behind the tasking of Mulcaire against Gilchrist a few weeks earlier." #hackingtrial 

Edis "that takes us now to Mr Blunkett... a very senior cabinet minister... this is Mr Coulson's time as editor." 

Edis: "Mr Blunkett was investigated by Coulson using Mulcaire to do it. His voice mailed was not hacked... but people that he 
knew" 

Edis: "We have a great many voice recordings of Blunkett leaving messages for people he knew" #hackingtrial 

David Blunkett records conversation with Coulson 

Edis: "Mr Coulson became very directly involved... because he went to see Mr Blunkett.... who is a careful man, and made a 
recording" 

Edis: BREAKING: "Recordings of Blunkett revealed by tapes in the safe of the News International Laywer" 

Edis: multiple recordings of Blunkett's voice mails left on Kimberley Quinn's phones... and a new Mulcaire tasking, Greg, for 
Ms Quinn 

Edis: "Note relating to Simon Hoggatt, journalist for Guardian, he was also a victim of phone hacking" #hackingtrial 

Edis on 11th August - before Coulson spoke to Blunkett: contacts from Coulson with Thurlbeck and Brooks. 

Edis: "Lot of extracts showing telephone contact between Coulson and Brooks on 13th. On 15th Front Page story on Blunkett 
and Unnamed Lover" 

Edis plays audio recorded by Blunkett of Coulson: Too quiet to hear here 

Edis plays Blunkett Coulson tape: inaudible annex 

Tape Coulson says "there are some matters our paper will have to deal with it... story is about friendship, but it's much more 
than that" 

Coulson on Tape to Blunkett talks about various allegations of affairs... transcript to follow: 

The tape recording between Blunkett and Coulson is quite long. Only snatches audible in annex. 

COULSON on tape: "Someone else won't be as fair. What I'm prepared to do....run this story and keep Kimberley name out of 
it" 

Coulson on tape is negotiating with Blunkett over the fact "you had an affair with a married woman" 

Tape ends. Edis says meeting took place 10 am morning on 13th. Next day significant contact between Coulson and Brooks. 

Edis says story published on 15th - Blunketts Unknown Lover - the next day contacts with Brooks. On the Monday 16th Sun 
names the woman 

" On 17th Sun runs a story that Blunkett's lover is pregnant. One of the hacked message from clinic saying she should come in 
for scan" 

Coulson"I wouldn't have come all this way exposing myself to you.. unless I was confident it was true. I'm not going to tell you 
my source" 
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Edis on Brooks and Coulson: "both would have had to known the source of their stories.... hacked voicemail messages" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Mr Kuttner approaches Simon Hoggatt (on phone)... NOTW article on Kimberley Quinn details her affair with Hoggett 
(sp?)" 

Edis: "the following year, 28 June 2005, new taskings for Sally Anderson... and when the story is published. Edmondson back 
on deck" 

"We know all this because of tapes recovered from the safe of News International lawyers" Edis on Blunkett affair 

Edis on into 2005,6 "continued phone hacking by Mulcaire investigating the Sally Anderson story.... Ian and Neville involved" 

Edis: "a diary entry in relation to Mr Blunkett's son" 

Edis "Absolutely inconceivable they would publish a story about a serving cabinet unless they knew it was true...." 

Edis: "And the reason they knew it was true thanks to tasking to phone hacking... I will turn to the next Home Secretary 
tomorrow morning" 

Apologies for not making it clear court its over for today. Tomorrow we resume prosecution's opening with claims of another 
Home Secretary 

Prosecutors Allege Affair Between Rebekah Brooks And Andy Coulson http://thebea.st/1aqV3aI via @thedailybeast 

Phone Hacking Trial: Coulson-Brooks affair assists Crown's conspiracy claim - Martin Hickman http://wp.me/pMDHB-63L via 
@INFORRM 

Finally for today, full quote Brooks to Coulson about Murdoch "On KRM, well he's not bollocking you must not brood on lack of 
calls." 

"We know all this because tape recordings... recovered from the safe of News International's lawyer" http://thebea.st/1aqV3aI 
#hackingtrial 

New details emerging from today's #hackingtrial now added to my Daily Beast piece with @NicoHines 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/10/31/prosecutors-allege-affair-between-rebekah-brooks-and-andy-coulson.html 

Lest we forget. Revealed today Old Bailey, Mulcaire's invoice to NOTW was marked "Milly Dowler Messages" and was paid in 
full. #hackingtrial 
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Friday 1 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Opening Statement continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 
Prosecution Counsel continues to present evidence for Count 1 - Hacking 
Coulson: "Do his phone." 
Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 2 - Misconduct 
Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 3 - Misconduct 
Prosecution Councel presents evidence for Count 4 - Misconduct 
Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 5 - Misconduct 

The Prosecution Opening Statement continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Back into the fray at the Old Bailey. Worth remembering this is just the prosecution's opening statement - not evidence 
#hackingtrial 

Though the revelations of Coulson Brooks affair grabbed the headlines, the Milly Dowler and Blunkett evidence is what stays 
#hackingtrial 

And as fellow reporter @jamesdoleman said, Brooks' heartbroken letter to Coulson should remind us - the accused aren't 
tabloid caricatures 

For deep background on the #hackingtrial check out http://www.amazon.co.uk/Fall-House-Murdoch-Peter-Jukes-
ebook/dp/B0091US5MU/ref=zg_bs_362569031_5 and books by @martin_hickman @NeilChenoweth @davidfolkenflik 

The most in depth book will no doubt be 'Hack Attack' by inspiring @Bynickdavies - but that won't be out till after #hackingtrials 

Prosecution Counsel continues to present evidence for Count 1 - Hacking 

Anthony Edis QC for the prosecution picks up where he left yesterday after the Blunkett affair - with the next Home Secretary 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "This concerns Charles Clarke and Hannah Pawlby... who continued to work for him when HS in December 2004 

Edis: "There was a rumour Pawlby was having an affair with Clarke... this was not true... but NOTW were interested" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "A tasking designed to lead to the investigation of this rumour" in Mulcaire's notebooks. #hackingtrial 

Edis: "An important email exchange... between two targetings of Mr Blunkett... Coulson in May 2005 fully in the know about 
phone hacking" 

Edis: "Jules Stenson.... editor of features desk to Wallis and Coulson.... copied to Weatherup... blonde attractive special adviser 
Pawlby" 

Edis on Stenson email: "Spoke to Kirby.... news working on this through Neville.... already has her mobile" #hackingtrial 

Edis "this is the features desk taking an interest.... Neville already has the phone number.... "This sounds like a non runner" 

Edis: "This email suggests that everyone knew how news got their stories... by getting a phone number..." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "NOTW interested in Pawlby... Greg tasks Mulcaire on 17th June... names of Pawlby's neighbour, Clarke's number. " 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Was Coulson involved in this... yes he was... left message on Pawlby's phone on the 18th June. Coulson was attempting 
to contact her" 

Edis: "18th June Thurlbeck to Weatherup... girl up, gone to shops, visited by friends... our man not here.. Nothing new of 
message front" 

Edis: Thurlbeck on doorstepping and surveillance: "easy during rush hour but hard during weekend" #hackingtrial 

Edis: Weatherup to Neville: "Derek will cover on Monday." Edis "They'd been standing outside her house since the Saturday" 

Edis: "Coulson leaves a voicemail on Pawlby's phone."Hello... sorry to bother you... I've got a story we;re planning to run 
tomorrow.." 

Edis on Coulson voicemail: "It's quite a serious story... can you ask Charles to give me a call.... or call me yourself." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis says Coulson call Pawlby a second time to talk to her boss. "We know what Coulson likes to do when he finds a Home 
Sec having an affair 

Edis cites the case of Blunkett yesterday. "But when Clarke was contacted, there was no story. There was no affair. Chasing 
shadows" 

Edis on MO: "They get a tip... they task Mulcaire... and send Neville and Derek to stand outside house... and then 
doorstepping...." 
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Edis: "When it's someone really important, the editor contacts the minister and puts it to him. Surveillance... hacking... 
confrontation" 

Edis: "They're all working as a team and he (Coulson) is the head of the team" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "The irony is of course that those voicemails Coulson left were picked up by Mulcaire who was hacking her (Pawlby) that 
day" 

Edis: "The NOTW contains nothing about Clarke's personal life... nothing that would require editor to talk to Home Secretary 
himself" 

Edis: "No doubt it happened... loads of pages relating to her, her relatives and friends and Charles Clarke." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "We've seen what happened to Prescott and Blunkett, and here it is happening again" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Nobody is saying everything in NOTW came from phone hacking... or discovered by it.... they would not just hack a 
random" 

Edis: "Commonly they would have some kind of source... Stenson email from Westminster.... they have source, investigate, 
stand up" 

Edis: "It's a perfectly rational but illegal system" #hackingtrial 

Edis sums up timeline so far, including the three emails to Edmondson which "caused the whole stack of cards to collapse" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis shows some victims Sven Goran Ericksoon, Delia Smith, Jude Law, Huthart, McCartney, Gordon Taylor, Lord 
Archer, Nigel Farage, Kerry Katona 

Edis; "Those are the people who have been hacked" (other names I missed) 

Edis now turns to Edmondson in more detail #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Mr Edmondson has his doubts about Mulcaire in Feb 05 but happy with his value by March 06. He also used to his own 
hacking" 

Edis: "Gordon Taylor, chief executive of professional footballers association, in 2004 he was being intensively phone hacked 
and survellance 

Edis: "Transcripts of the hacked voice mails were provided by NOTW staff. One became quite famous... 'For Neville' 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "This tells you how these transcripts were treated... on 11th May... transcript sent to Weatherup and Edmondson" 

Edis: "Might this be why Edmondson changed his mind about the value of Mulcaire.. well it might be" 

Edis: Thurlbeck email to Weatherup and Edmondson: "This is a splash, get Derek on to it.... followed by transcripts of 
voicemails" 

Edis: "Edmondson's taskings of Mulcaire start after this (For Neville email).. he starts using him himself when he sees how 
good is info is" 

Edis goes through timeline of 'Ian' timeline of "frenetic activity... pages and pages of it" #hackingtrial 

Edis "it includes Jude Law , Sienna Miller, and Sadie Frost.. tasked by Ian and Greg Miskiw." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "This is evidence they both must have known what was going on.... this is teamwork" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "We will deal with this in detail during evidence... Jude Law, Sienna Miller and people associated with them" 

Edis: "There was also another political target.... Mark Oaten... one time candidate for leadership of Lib Dems, hacked Jan 
2006" 

Edis: "Soon after that they discovered he was having an affair with a young man who sold his story to NOTW" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "As a result of this affair... investigated by the use of hacking... but went into paper because they paid Chadwick a lot of 
money" 

Edis: "Here is an example of hacking working with other methods... you find Chadwick... give him a lot of money..." 

Edis: "You're not in the position Coulson was with Blunkett... you know the story is true but can't say why" 

Edis: "It works in different ways with different stories... but inevitably involves phone hacking" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Laura Rooney was hacked because they thought she was related to Wayne Rooney... she's a hairdresser who doesn't 
know Wayne" 

Ediss: "Calum Best subject of media interest... which shows you what a wonderful footballer his father must have been" 

Edis: "The evidence we have doesn't reveal there was any phone hacking of Calum Best... even though Mulcaire was tasked." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis on "something of considerable interest... during investigation of Calum Best... thought to be father of child born to Hogan" 

Edis: "They were paying Hogan a lot of money for this story.... they were concerned about 'leaks'... Calum may leak to 
competition" 
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Coulson: "Do his phone." 

Edis: Coulson to Edmondson "You think Calum a leak?" Edmondson "She's a nightmare" Coulson; "DO HIS PHONE" 

Edis reiterates Coulson's email: "Do his phone" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "That exchange published the day before NOTW published "Bests First Grandchild" 

Edis refers back to 2002 McCartney Mills wedding ring story. Edmondson was tasking Mulcaire in 2005-6 

Edis: "Does Kerry Katona mean anything to you... Atomic Kitten and Westlife.. Ian tasked Mulcaire... a full hacking narrative, 
stories." 

Edis shows two final documents relating to Edmondson: E to Paul Williams, who used 'Shadowmen' email address - that is 
Mulcaire 

Edis: "You may wonder what Edmondson thought of someone using false names.....Emmerdale actors the target." 

Edis: "A specific tasking by email... that didn't happen very often. We only have this because Mr Mulcaire kept it." 

Edis shows jury "when you access system and print it out, you will get the URL and date, and where it came from" 

Edis: "It looks like Mulcaire has managed to access the NI system" 

Second Edmondson document: "This is from someone at NOTW to Edmondson 6/7/06... just before the balloon went up with 
arrests" 

Email: "Here's the voicemail Abigail left on Ben Luntz's phone..... "I'm just on the beach you should see the waves." 

Edis: "That's the transcript of a hacked voice mail message isn't it?" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "The date of the email was 6th of July 2006.... tasking re Abigail Clancy... tasking name 'Ian'" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "The prosecution say, frankly, that the evidence against Ian Edmondson is overwhelming... Count One" conspiracy to 
phone hack 

Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 2 - Misconduct 

Edis now moves onto two and three against Coulson and Good, and "alleged conspiracy to commit misconduct in public office" 

Edis: "Goodman described as Royal Editor.... but we've seen he was directly answered to Edmondson who was his line 
manager" 

Edis: "We've know that Goodman already convicted of phone hacking through the 'Alexander Payments'.... weekly payments to 
Mulcaire" 

Edis: "That was for help in generating stories related to the Royal Family.... that's what Goodman was convicted of" 

Edis: "Since then Harbottle and Lewis documents have become available" 

Edis: "In 2007 when Goodman was dismissed, he complained he had been unfairly treated. NI commissioned H and L to look 
at emails" 

Edis: "The idea was solicitors were to... assess whether phone hacking involved anyone senior to him" 

Edis more on the Harbottle and Lewis emails procured from News International during Goodman complaints. 

Edis says "these documents weren't available to original 06 police investigation" 

Edis: "We say these emails show that in 2003 and 2005 Goodman wanted to acquire a Royal Telephone direction from Royal 
Protection Squad" 

Edis: "Royal Police provided directories.... the Green Book and another directory for members of the Royal Household" 

Edis: "Goodman had a total of 15 royal directories recovered from his house... but out of date information no good for blagging" 

Edis: "We're not suggesting all 15 green books were result of payments to palace police. But we are suggesting these two 
were" 

Edis: "In the case of one it has police officer's fingerprint... doesn't mean it was sold, but had been in possession of police" 

Edis: "There's a form of document examination... clear it had the handwriting of another police officer. So two subject of emails" 

20 minute break 

Edis is back on the Harbottle and Lewis emails which show an exchange between Clive Goodman, Royal Reporter, and his 
editor, Andy Coulson 

Edis: "in the NOTW financial statements for and pound;750 for Royal Directory approved to David Farish for a Green Book" 

Edis: "Jan 2003 second payment to Farish for Green book.... false name.., recorded in books." Now going back to Harbottle 
and Lewis Emails 

Edis explains Lawyer's name at top of email, John Chapman, who accessed the print outs of HL emails in 2007. 

BREAKING: Edis quotes 03 Goodman email to Coulson "if discovered selling stuff they end up on criminal charges, so do we." 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "Is Goodman telling truth.... there was a cash credit for a story paid that week, context verified by cash payment" 
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Edis on next email "another version of same document... something odd has happened... what's missing..." mention of illegal 
payments 

Edis; "How did those last words go, where did they go, did Coulson get whole email.... we will invite to think he has the whole 
email" 

Edis: "But even without last lines he knows..." Coulson replies "This is fine. Didn't I approve the payout for another green book 
earlier?" 

Goodman replies "this is the harder to get one which has the Queens' direct lines to the family" 

Edis: 25 mins later. Email from Goodman to Kuttner. "I've left a deliberately cryptic credit payment form in your intray" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "the cryptic credit note does exist, and was paid in 03.... He gets Coulson to sign off, and then authorised by Mr Kuttner" 

"We say this is the clearest indication possible of a conspiracy to commit misconduct in public office" Edis prosecutor at 
#hackingtrial 

Edis on 24/01/03 "Mulcaire tasked by Miskiw to investigation Michael Peat... mentioned in Goodman email" 

Edis: "You see name, address, landline and date 24/01/03 - Greg tasking, no mobile number, affair?" 

Edis: "There is no mobile number when that (Mulcaire) note is written... but new note now contains address, and numbers from 
Green Book" 

Edis: "One might assume... Goodman gets info from book, gives to Miskiw, who passes on to Mulcaire." 

Edis: "If that's right this book is useful for phone hacking. Sir M Peat targeted the same day book is paid for" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Another email showing more on the abortive investigation of Peat.... 24/01/ Goodman to Coulson: 

Edis: Goodman passes on details to Coulson "long term rumour about affair.... turning off phone. He is a pain." (i.e. Peat) 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "On the very same day the phone book obtained, Goodman telling Coulson about Peat's phone being off" 

Edis on another H and L email: "24/01 later that afternoon" - "Should have Peat's reg... Greg's people turning his mobile" 

Edis says Greg means Glen: new email on 6th Feb. Email to Neil Wallis "now have his mobile so we can check out this end of 
it" 

Edis goes to 2nd April email, Goodman to Coulson: "Peat talking to Prince of Wales... I might hear later on the mobile... if not 
later" 

Edis: That is count two (misconduct in office).. this is quite simple. We've seen how it came about. And there was phone 
hacking context 

Edis: "That is all much earlier than Goodman's conviction for Alexander payments in 05-06" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Goodman made unfair dismissal case in 07... that is when these emails saw the light of day" 

Edis; "Harbottle and Lewis gave NI a clean bill of health after these emails.... but why they did that is not for you to decide" 

Edis: "This archive came to attention of police... in July 11 when they were handed over by NI" 

Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 3 - Misconduct 

Edis on second misconduct count between Goodman and Coulson, H and L never produced these emails. Handed to police by 
solicitors 

Edis: 14/04/05 "Andy...one of our palace cops has got hold of a book... a very risky document for him to nick... OK to put credit 
through" 

Edis: sent again on 1st of June: "Andy OK to pay this..." Coulson: FINE 

Edis: a book from this era found in Goodman's house. And 1k payment to source authorised by Kuttner named "research 
assist" 

Edis: "The use of the word 'nick' explaining how policeman was getting hold of this book knows Coulson knew how it would be 
procured" 

Edis: Neither of the sources has been identified; "But how could public have trust... when they will sell private information... for 
money" 

Edis: "As it happened the directories not particularly closely guarded, lots of copies made, the system is no doubt tighter now" 

Edis: "Goodman is actually saying they are not as easy to get... and going rate is and pound;1k" 

Edis: email 24/08 email "Virtually all Goodman's payments for his Blackadder column are for cash... extra tax" 

Email on Goodman: "Goodman.. must get out more and get some stories that are free. And old fashioned idea I know" 

Goodman replies to Nicholas; "Hi Paul.... only 3 protected sources... other 2 sources impossible to pay in another other way." 

BREAKING: Goodman "any other source or audit trail.., could put them and me in prison." 
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Edis; Goodman extremely annoyed by this; "I feel like peeling his face off his skull.... I think this is payback for being a failed 
80s hack 

Edis: "Payments to these sources did continue. Who were they? Farish and Anderson paid from 01 to 06 under these false 
names" 

Edis:"They often relate to stories about the police and royal protection squad... I'll get to it in the evidence." 

Edis: "Prosecution say you can safely take these emails at face value" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Why would you put in something that could put you in jail if you didn't have to. It would be terribly terribly stupid" 

Edis: "Since Mr Coulson saw those emails... they both knew... and the evidence couldn't be clearer" #hackingtrial 

Edis on context: "He's right in the thick of it now, with Blunkett and Clarke, when it comes to phone hacking" 

Edis: "If you accept green books are related to phone hacking, it takes us back to Count One too" 

Edis on Mulclaire: "October 2005 to June 2006 12,300 pound, weekly retainer of and pound;500, irregular payments... 
attributed to particular items" 

Edis itemises payments - Fergus, Harry, Will and Wills. These are Alexander payments. #hackingtrial 

Edis focuses on another H and L email exchange: 03/02/06 Goodman to Coulson "Stuart told me about Matey's weekly 
payments" 

Edis on Goodman's email; itemises names numbers and connections "We're way in the black on this... has become particularly 
productive" 

Goodman: "We are getting stories of Will and Kate no one else is getting" 

Edis goes to another version of the email "It tells us all we need to know" 

Edis on origin of this other version of email: "Goodman arrested... on 10th August he accessed the NOTW system... and 
download some emails" 

Edis: Goodman identified emails that implicate Mr Coulson in misconduc 

Edis: this is full version of Coulson email, via Operation Weeting 

Edis: "On NI system there was a complete version... how come H and L got incomplete version" 

Edis on 'Matey's Payment" new bit of email omitted from H and L version. on Kate and William. 

Edis on Goodman; "There are costs for Matey... or he'll run it elsewhere... he's not a hack... Few weeks ago you asked me for 
new way" 

Goodman: "It's safe, productive and I'm convinced will become a great source of stories" Goodman then lists many stories from 
Mulcaire 

Edis on Goodman stories: "Harry's aide helps on Sandhurst exams... that story based directly on phone hacking" 

Edis: "Payment requests for Matey/Alexander/Mulcaire... all have 'identity is security sensitive'. But full email makes clear 
Coulson knew 

Edis: "How can Goodman say all this, if Mr Coulson didn't know what he was talking about. He didn't write back 'What are you 
talking about?" 

Edis: "Mr Coulson is just as guilty of the Alexander/Matey payments as Mr Goodman was, because he approved it" 

Five minute walkaround to stretch legs 

No, we're actually breaking now till 2pm. Back then 

Briefly out of courtroom for lunch. Press annex a fury of typing and writing, especially when prosecution went through H and L 
Goodman emails 

For deep background on the #hackingtrial check out http://www.amazon.co.uk/Fall-House-Murdoch-Peter-Jukes-
ebook/dp/B0091US5MU/ref=zg_bs_362569031_5 and books by @martin_hickman @NeilChenoweth @davidfolkenflik 

One last self-pimp prompted by my publishers @unbounders - Fall of the House of Murdoch also on iTunes 
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/book/fall-house-murdoch/id734679570 #hackgate 

The prosecution's opening case will probably conclude this afternoon - after that no live tweeting. But I will continue to cover in 
breaks 

Back again with counsel for prosecution Anthony Edis QC, probably coming to the closing of his opening by the end of today 
#hackingtrial 

Edis on Alexander/Matey payments "and whether Coulson is guilty of conspiracy... some recently acquired documents" 

Edis "they were found because Goodman only recently decided to waive his legal privilege during 2007 unfair dismissal claim" 

Edis uses overhead projector to show some of the documents in Goodman's files: to prove "he was sanctioned at a high level" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis "a reasonably accurate transcript of a hacked voicemail message.... in Mr Goodman's file 06/07 on Prince Harry and 
Lowther-Pinkerton 
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Edis: "Harry was training at Sandhurst to become an officer... transcribing going to gym, questions about siege on Iranian 
Embassy" 

Edis on Prince Harry transcription voicemail to Pinkerton Louth, his Royal Aide, asking for help in writing an essay 

Edis: "This is evidence of phone hack, and it was investigated." New email with a URL from NI system, downloaded 11/08/06 2 
days aftr arrest 

Edis Goodman email to Coulson about Harry 'cheating': "As we know 100 % fact. Embassy siege too specific to get through." 

Edis on NOTW story: "Harry asked L-P Royal Aide to do his research for him" 

Edis on Goodman to Coulson: "We know its 100% fact.... How did they know? .... Why no specific ref... because they would be 
exposed." 

Edis 10th Dec 2005 Coulson to Goodman "What's happening with your story" Goodman back "Just finished calling... need to go 
thru tapes..." 

Edis reading Goodman email: "I couldn't press forward (talking to Clarence House) without exposing the Source." 

Edis: "As we know Harry wasn't only asking for books...but for information. Sandhurst putting most positive spin on rulebook" 
#hackingtrial 

Edis: "A story did appear.... you see it on a list of Matey's successes..." 

Edis on "Matey's results.... William got shot during a night exercise (pretend shot) recording of voice mail confirms that." 

Edis: Mr Goodman's copy of Matey/Alexander payments tallying with stories at the time Coulson says "I'm sorry he has to go" 

Goodman to Coulson: "OK....you're the boss... but it will be a pretty big loss to my network" Must have known to have 
discussion about Matey 

Another story 20/4/06; "Coulson asking the 'editor's question'.... how do we know Harry true?" Goodman replies: "Its from same 
source" 

Goodman to Coulson: "We absolutely know it to be true... It comes from the same source on retainer. I'll have to blag a 
confession tomorrow. 

Edis: "We're back to Blunkett. You can't use voicemail. So you have to use info on voicemail to get a confession." #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Last two docs in this clip.... 28th July. Goodman to Coulson "sourcing that fellah who used to be on a monthly retainer to 
us" 

Edis, one more Goodman email "Something similar.... another Royal story... from a reliable source... can only manage it from a 
UK landline" 

Edis on email Goodman to Kuttner: "Andy agreed to keep him on.... good royal stories..." more details about one off payments 
#hackingtrial 

Goodman emailing Edmondson: 03/06 "The tale comes from William himself" Edm "What?" Gdmn "not on email," Edm "Think I 
understand" 

Edis: "those are really quite explicit emails... though not as explicit as they might be....they understand they need to be 
guarded" 

Ed: "All of this kept by Goodman as a consequence of his arrest. He was prosecuted. Prosecution suggested Coulson and 
others at NI worried" 

Edis: "We can see they had every reason to be worried. Goodman had kept an cache of emails to prove we suggest, he was 
officially sanctioned 

Edis: Goodman and Coulson keep in contact during arrest and guilty plea. A recorded conversation shows Coulson calling 
Goodman. 

Edis: "This recorded convo shows Coulson concerned about Goodman... though he caused great risk to NI, you'd think they'd 
be cross with him" 

Edis: "They kept him on the payroll for a long time. Coulson on telephone is reassuring Goodman he'll have job even if he goes 
to prison" 

Edis: "Emails in H and L file show discussions between Crone and Coulson of risk that when Goodman meets his probation 
officer he may talk" 

Edis: "Crone said to Coulson i email, there is a risk Goodman may 'stray off the preferred line' and let the cat out of the bag" 

Edis on emails: "Coulson worried probation service have adverse agenda against NOtW because of Sarah's law" 

Edis: "Coulson limiting the damage to paper... but also damage to himself." 

Edis: Email day before the plea. Coulson deciding what statement to put out. Edis shows draft statement. 

Edis quotes Coulson's official statement on Goodman conviction draft: "I have put in place measures WHAT ARE THEY? so 
this won't be repeated 

Edis: "Wallis deputy editor response to Coulson's email... concerned Goodman could 'throw spanners' in statement. Possible 
CAPS were Wallis 
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Edis on another Coulson email to Les Hinton: "looks like he has put in an additional paragraph in italics and underscore." Rules 
in place 

Email exchange between Brooks and Coulson on day of sentence: "The Guardian have been on about my phone and Dacre 
and other journos" 

Edis: "As it happens Brooks was hacked. 29/11/06 "I know this is Les; idea... not helpful... Mulcaire will think they've leaked it" 

Edis: "Why would they be worried about Mulcaire unless they knew". Brooks "police have presumably told everyone they 
interviewed" 

Coulson reply: "I just don't think it's helpful when it's going so well.... just creates more intrigue, and encourages papers to go 
for you" 

Edis on another email Crone to Coulson: "I suspect Goodman might stray off preferred line...' Coulson "how do you know that?" 

Edis on Crone's reply: "Henry... Goodman's solicitor" 

Edis: "Goodman sent to prison... Coulson resigned. No longer in position to influence things, but Mrs Brooks was." 

Edis: "Did she treat him as she said... instant dismissal. In fact she tried to help him get a job while unfair dismissal claim 
unresolved" 

Edis on Brooks - she took Goodman out to lunch at RAC, NI expenses document proves. Only 18 days after she told PCC how 
she would dismiss 

Edis on two emails from Brooks to Goodman 

Edis 9/05/07: Brooks "Clive I need a decision on the Diana Project... she wanted someone to write it... she chasing it up. 

Edis on Brooks email to Goodman: "a genuine offer of work from one old colleague to another" re a subbing job at the Sun 
#hackingtrial 

Edis 18/05/07 Brooks to Goodman: "Sub situation... starts July 5th... It's a great opportunity" 

Edis "They've treated him in a very different way from how Brooks told PCC she would treat anyone caught in criminal actions" 

Edis: "They felt a little sorry for him... but also quite eager to keep him on board." #hackingtrial 

Edis Counts 4, 5, 6 and 7 are "relatively straightforward" - not less important, just happen to be simple" 

Prosecution Councel presents evidence for Count 4 - Misconduct 

Edis: 'Counts 4 and 5 allege corrupt payments" he cites sun employee and MOD officials 

Edis takes jury through a clip of documents relating to Brooks' time at the Sun #hackingtrial 

Edis 15/06/06 sun employees emails re Sandhurst contacts and various stories (have to be vague for legal reasons) 

Edis details money in reward for pictures from MOD officials from NI employees. 

Edis: Ni employee sends email chain to Brooks; "What do you think boss? "OK" writes back Brooks quickly. Payment made 

Edis: "Brooks knew this was a payment to a public official because that's what the email says." 

Edis: "Minutes of payments via Thomas Cook... and pound;4000.. Prince William wearing a Bikini exclusive" 

Edis on payments "If you pay people in cash they have to pay the tax... it's something you do if the source is exposed to 
danger." 

Edis: "It's a special measure... There's the story. They used a mock up. But they got the story. But that's what they wanted." 

Edis; "I said I'd be quite brief about count 4 - and so I have. I won't be able to go through count 5 at such a lick" 

Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 5 - Misconduct 

Edis opens new document bundle: "I'm going to show some emails... Bettina Jordan-Barber... I've told you about her already" 

Edis: "Box refers to security clearance and vetting, various postings... fourth page is where payments start" #hackingtrial 

Edis associates Jordan-Barber stories and payment, and then who authorised them. "You can see at glance who authorised" 

Edis: "In early phase Brooks herself did not authorise payments, but after arrests in 06, things appear to tighten up" 

Edis: "We get to autumn 06 Brooks authorises personally 3 payments... they carry on... on page 11 more stories." 

Edis: "In some cases these stories which were paid for were coming into public domain anyway, in which case no good reason 
to pay BJB.." 

Edis: "Unless the sun wanted an exclusive. It really matters. Someone getting killed or injured in public service." 

Edis: "When we do this in evidence, we'll be able to see this story. Brooks herself personally authorised 40k. The Sun paid 
twice that sum" 

Edis shows "Emails which are evidence of Brooks' authorisations" 

Edis 28/11/06 email to Brooks. 'You're email Okaying them is all that's needed" Three stories worth 4.5k "I think cheap at the 
price" 
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Edis: "These are stories that come from one source, as employee says 'my number 1 military contact'. Stories from Sandhurst 
to Iraq 

Edis: "This is a quite well placed source". Less than a minute later Brooks says "Of course." 

Edis another email "much to same effect" 15/10/07 email sun employee on 'belting exclusive' 'pay contact 3k through Thomas 
Cook" 

Edis on Sun employee "If you approve... when you have spare 5 mins I have an idea about a blood transfusion story" 

Edis: "that story was adduced to Bettina Jordan-Barber" Brooks responds "Brilliant scoop. Whenever you want i'm here" 

Edis on another email: "Morning boss, can you please approve by Thomas Cook payment my ace military contact" 

Another email "My ace military contact again...." Edis details stories; "Makes 3k can you please make the same email approval" 

Edis then cross references these email and stories with the actual publication in the Sun 

Andrew Edis goes to next email: "Morning boss... authorise 2 more payments for my ace military source.... 3k... cheap at the 
price" 

Yet another NI employee email to Brooks "3k cheap at the price" Responded to by Brooks on same day "Yes" 

Email to Brooks; "Morning boss... ace military contact... 3k... and my very good prison contact..." Brooks replies; "Fine, thanks." 

Edis notes another for 3.5k 'military contact' two stories 'soldier losing leg': Brooks approves in minutes. 

Edis: "What does all that mean? You might think the source was someone who works at MOD. Or you might know that already" 

Edis 28/05/09 NI employee cites 2 stories. 15 mins later Brooks replies 'Thanks' 

Edis another one for 4k for 'number one military contact Thomas Cook' "an approval in very short order from Mrs Brooks" 

And again "No. One Military Contact" - 4 stories cited. Reply in 60 mins. Reply forwarded "As per usual positive reply from 
boss" 

Edis: "The prosecution suggest that in behaving that way Brooks was conspiring to commit misconduct in public office, and she 
knew it" 

May 2009 - the end of Brooks time at the Sun: "she starts as CEO in 2009": "this shows her approval several more stories" 

Edis: "Then of course there are no more authorisations after Aug 2009 because she leaves.... Suffice it to say payments 
continue" 

The judge invites Edis to take a break till Monday. He willingly accedes. The press annex erupt in joy. Back on Monday morning 

So I overestimated everyone's stamina: opening argument (and live tweeting) to continue Monday morning on coverup 
allegations #hackingtrial 

Having known the backstory to the #hackingtrial for several years, I'll try to think of the highlights from the court in the last few 
days 

However things pan out, some word of thanks to @Bynickdavies @MarkLewisLawyer and @tom_watson who worked tirelessly 
over many years 

The four tweets I marked BREAKING: 1/Four Guilty Pleas 2/Brooks Coulson affair 3/Tapes in NI Lawyers safe 4/Goodman 
emails to Coulson 
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Monday 4 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Opening Statement continues 
A Message from Peter Jukes 
Prosecution Counsel Andrew Edis QC 
Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 6 - Perverting the Course of Justice 
Planning the Sun on Sunday 
NI Email Deletion Policy 
Removal of Boxes 
Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 7 - Perverting the Course of Justice 
Where Eagles Dare 

The Prosecution Opening Statement continues 

A Message from Peter Jukes 

My last day of live tweeting from the Old Bailey: I'll miss it - my fingers and keyboard won't #hackingtrial 

Look what they did to my keyboard, ma. #hackingtrial pic.twitter.com/BW6ai8u7NJ 

Apologies for an obligatory freelance plug for 'Fall of the House of Murdoch' giving detail background to the trial 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Fall-House-Murdoch-Peter-Jukes/dp/1908717424/ref=ntt_at_ep_dpt_1 

A short discussion from yesterday about first week of #hackingtrial with @emilybell and @davidfolkenflik on CNN 
http://youtu.be/1HeWVDBtA7Q 

Prosecution Counsel Andrew Edis QC 

Andrew Edis QC, counsel for the prosecution, back on his feet in the #hackingtrial 

Some sound issues in the annex this morning: but Edis is discussing the two Brooks counts of perverting course of justice 
#hackingtrial 

Sorry folks Edis in inaudible because of a unplugged in cable 

The computer has also crashed so a little break while technical difficulties resolved. Normal service resumed shortly 

Justice Saunders has let some of into the court because sound not working - so here I am in court 12 

No seats left so I'm typing on my knees #hackingtrial 

Edis is showing a correspondence between Brooks in March 2007 to PCC on law breakers being subject to dismissal 
#hackingtrial 

Edis cites July 2009 PCC to CEO designate (Brooks) on "subterfuge by journalists" and new select committee 

Edis cites PCC worried about select committee on phone hacking in 09. Wanted assurances from Brooks in July 09 - after 
@Bynickdavies piece 

14/09/09 Brooks' reply "very similar kind of reply to that to PPC 07... since Goodman... our journalists work within the law" 
#hackingtrial 

"Since Goodman case... no cash payments without approval by senior editors" Brooks to PCC. "Within weeks of Sun 
payments," says Edis 

"Cash payments must be supported by detailed and relevant information...with confidential sources...ID's checked against 
electoral register" 

Edis citing Brooks letter on cash payments: "more detail on NOTW but less detail at The Sun" #hackingtrial 

Edis: "Perfectly obvious in July 09 the heat was on.... civil litigation, parliament, police review... the temperature was rising" 

Edis: "What occurred effectively... the rogue reporter line became more and more untenable" 

December 2010 - just before the three first emails were handed to police. Edis shows email from Brooks seeking legal advice 

Edis on reply to Brooks: "We've spent months moving from rogue reporter to zero tolerance.... by not acting we have to live with 
damage" 

December 2010 - the three emails have been discovered; Edis "A decision was taken to suspend Edmondson... in Jan, 
Coulson resigned his job" 

26th January 2011 - the three damning emails taken to police. "The rogue reporter line abandoned" 

Edis "As CEO.... Brooks was involved in the management of the fall out of the phone hacking... " cites an NI statement 

"Follow an exhausting internal investigation...." NI sets up a compensation scheme: "our past behaviour... matter of genuine 
regret" 

'Our actions then weren't sufficiently robust" says NI statement in early 2011: "We continue to cooperate fully with Met Police." 
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"Police were now fully engaged in trying to investigate the extent of phone hacking.... Mulcaire on books from 2000 to 2006" 

"When looking at what Brooks was doing in July 11 you have to see.. there was always a course of justice that could be 
perveted," says Edis 

5th July 2011 the day Milly Dowler story broke: draft email to staff from Brooks "all appalled and shocked when we heard 
these allegations" 

Edis on Dowler voice mail 'deletions' and 'false hope' moment alleged in Guardian. No evidence that Mulcaire deleted 
voicemails 

Brooks on 05/07/11 "Since 2006 when MPS seized Mulcaire documentation NI has had not sight of the documents..." 

"This morning we have offer Met full co-operation, I've also written to Chief Constable of Surrey police..." Brooks email 

"It's almost too horrific to believe that a journalist working for NOTW. (could do this). It is inconceivable I knew..." Brooks in July 
11 

Edis: "That is a vigorous denial of any knowledge of Dowler hacking... and an assertion that Brooks would fully cooperate with 
police" 

Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 6 - Perverting the Course of Justice 

Edis on coverup allegations: First count concerns 7 archived boxes. 

In September 09, on first day as CEO, Brooks' assistant Cheryl Carter archives Brooks' journalistic notebooks. 

Edis explains "media firestorm that was about to engulf NOTW" in July 11 

Edis goes through phone records between Brooks and her PA Carter on 7th July 11, the day NOTW closure announces 

At around 9.30 Carter phone activates a 'cell site' at the News International offices according to call data records obtained by 
police 

Edis explains to the jury the science of mobile phone triangulation through masts 

Brooks and Carters phone still contact cell sites at Thomas More HQ on July 7th 2011 as NOTW staff are told about closure 

The cell site info for the next day, July 8th 11, "a day when significant things happen... Coulson was arrested... Police inquiry 
moving on" 

Five minute break 

A rather stop and start beginning to day 6 at the Old Bailey. But Edis is back on his feet 

Edis on an email from Brooks to James Murdoch 8th July 11 - which she forwards to her husband Charlie 

Edis show "something about her state of mind and thinking... what is proposed a full internal investigation and report" 

Edis on Brooks "our internal investigations were woeful.... NOTW closed because of the actions of a few" 

Edis on draft email from Brooks to J Murdoch talks about establishing of MSC under leadership of Will Lewis 

"Outside counsel will review all previous investigations over the decade....." End of Brooks internal draft to J Murdoch. 

Planning the Sun on Sunday 

"I am ring fenced properly... if we don't launch the Sun on Sunday this weekend..." BREAKING: 8th July 2011 SUN ON 
SUNDAY already planned 

Edis: "plainly at that stage she was planning to carry on as CEO of News International" July 8th 2011 

"8th of July a date of great significance in this case... that was the day Brooks files were delivered to Cherly Carter from NI 
archives" 

Edis: "That was the day Brooks was considering further police investigations and even an internal investigations." 

NI Email Deletion Policy 

Edis now talks about NI's "email deletion policy" #hackingtrial an 'data retention' policy is perfectly normal business practice 

Edis; "a few documents which display Brooks' attitude to that policy" Jan 2010 email from Brooks re "email retention policy" 

Edis: "to delete emails.... which could be unhelpful in litigation to which NI is a defendant.... from before 31st October 2008" 

Edis on Brooks: "launch employee awareness campaign... about potential hazards of email.... a record that can be produced in 
hard copy." 

Edis: "Exceptions to automatic deletion policy - put it in a folder, litigation (cannot be destroyed no matter how unfortunate they 
may be) 

"However compromising they may be," emails must be retained when investigations on ongoing in Jan 2010 

Edis on policy in 12 May 2010: Brooks to Chapman (NI Lawyer); "What happens to my emails?" 

Chapman replies: "Current proposal all emails prior to December 2007 will be gone forever" 

Edis: "That year - 2007 - started with imprisonment with Mulcaire and Goodman" 
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29th July: Brooks "How come we haven't done the email deletion policy... Can Andy be consulted." 

More on email deletion policy from Edis: 4th August Brooks "JRM needs help.... anything before January 2010" new date for 
deletion. 

Edis on new deletion date: "This happens to catch her entire period as an editor at News International: 

Reply to Brooks: "The revised date is likely to be misconstrued if circulated externally" 

NI Lawyer: "Your note mentions Dec 10, this is different from Jan 07 as mentioned on previous note" Brooks: "Yes to Jan 10. 
Clean Sweep" 

Edis: "Of course this is all going on in the context of the Guardian having published its article... and parliamentary inquiry" 

Edis: "In fact there had been earlier... and effective... deletions. But no entirely successful because of backups kept by 
contractors" 

Edis: "A great deal of emails were deleted even up to January 2011" 

Edis: "That's all context... now back to Friday 8th of July 2011" #hackingtrial 

Removal of Boxes 

Edis pulls up a NI record "removal of notebooks and date they were first archived. " 

Edis on description of files in archives: "7 Boxes. All notebooks 1997-2007 of Rebekah Brooks, nee Wade. " 

Edis on official explanation for removal by Cheryl Carter: they were Carter's not Brooks' 

Edis: "I'd like you to think back to being Brooks' PA - why would you give it a false description?" 

More detail on 8th of July, toward end of afternoon, both Carter and Brooks at work. 

Edis: "Who collects the material? Cheryl Carter, NIck Carter (her son) and Gary Keegan (married to Brooks other PA) "people 
she can trust" 

Edis: "The prosecution case is.... these seven boxes have never been seen again." 

Edis: "This is essentially quite a straightforward allegation... but when Carter was interviewed under caution. She said.... 

Edis on Carter's statement to police over the lost 7 boxes 1/They were her boxes and badly labelled. 

Edis "the prosecution say this exercised was performed as intelligently as possible.... to set up the account later relayed to 
police" 

Edis on Carter's statement: 2/ Brooks was not in the office that Friday "setting up a false alibi for Brooks" 

Edis: "Just think for a minute of anybody doing that without approval just as NOTW is closed and police investigate." 

Edis: "Do you think that Mrs Brooks didn't know what her PA was up to or where she was? The false alibi was prepared we 
suggest." 

Edis says Carter also told police the archivist told her to move the boxes. 'But this is simply not so" 

Edis: "There are a number of falsehoods about these boxes which would be simply unnecessary if this was just a removal" 

Edis: "that is all I need to say about that count (count 6) as this stage" 

Prosecution Counsel presents evidence for Count 7 - Perverting the Course of Justice 

Edis "I'm going to move onto count 7. 15th July Brooks resigns as CEO of NI." 

Edis: "Some of this gets a little involved... 17/07 was a Saturday. This starts on that saturday morning with phone material..." 

Edis: "Two days earlier a particular computer was accessing the internet at Jubilee Gdns. The same computer found behind 
some bins" 

Edis: "A cleaner found it... otherwise we'd probably know nothing about it. He told his boss who called the police" 

Edis "At this time Brooks and her husband were at the centre of another media firestorm. A security operation was set up by NI" 

Edis" Mark Hannah, head of NI, contracted a private security for operation Blackhawk.... looking after the Brooks over 
weekend" 

Edis: "Hanna had lots of people working at NI for him. He also participated," Edis alleges 

Edis on phone call at this time: "Brooks, C Brooks, Hanna and others." He describes other Blackhawk operatives. 

Morning of 17th July, 'cell site' information for Brooks et al. Brooks was staying with friends. Security guards with them 

Edis says other security operatives, Blackhawk team, were also in Oxfordshire 

That morning Brooks went to solicitors Kingsley Napley, followed by a follow counter surveillance car. Brooks knew she was to 
be arrested 

Edis: "She knew she was about to be arrested... and therefore warrants could be issued and her property searched. Brooks 
knew that." 

Edis shows the cell site data showing the phones now moving around. "the cell site information show phones moving together" 
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Edis: "The prosecution say there were going to Jubilee Barn to collect things... they didn't want the police to see." 

Edis: "If they went there at all... it was because Mr and Mrs Brooks wanted them to go there. To collect things before police got 
there." 

Edis on contracted security team: "Where did they go after Jubilee Barn? Wapping." Neither were employees of NI 

Brooks is driven to Lewisham station, where she was arrested at 12.02. Mr Brooks returns to Chelsea Harbour, CCTV excerpt 

Edis: Brooks and his solicitor arrive at London flat around midday. 

Edis: "Nothing wrong with having a solicitor present... but it does suggest they knew they would be searched." 

Edis: At 12.15 Charlie Brooks exits lift with Jiffy bag and a laptop. Photo from CCTV 

Edis: "He turns to left and goes off camera to where the bins lie. Returns to lift empty handed, looking at his mobile... sending a 
text?" 

Edis: "Two text message sent from Brooks to XXXXXXX" boss of private contractor employed for Blackhawk 

Edis: Private contractor then contacts Hanna, who contacts private security guarding Brooks at Lewisham police station 

Edis: Hanna contacts C Brooks. Various telephone and text messages exchanges between security staff and NI head of 
security 

Edis: 13.30 Two security operatives leave Wapping... Another Hanna/Brooks call at 14.02. They speak for 13 seconds." 

CCTV: Mark Hanna arrives in Black Range Rover driven from Oxfordshire at Chelsea flat. He has in hand a brown briefcase. 

Edis: "Mr Hanna goes off camera in direction of bins. Then comes back... tucked under his left arm looks like Jiffy bag and 
laptop" 

Edis: "Charlie Brooks leaves something... an hour or so later... Mr Hanna goes to these bins and picks up laptop etc and 
leaves with them" 

Edis: "He's not going to leave them anywhere the police can find them" 

Edis: "Hannah and xxx leave Wapping after not very long. You could think they were dropping something off." 

Edis: "Later that day the police search jubilee barn and find no computer or documents or anything of that kind at all." 

Edis: "The coast is clear... the police have finished their search" Text messages between Brooks, Hanna and the Blackhawk 
team 

Edis: "Hanna is contact by Brooks, who then contacts the security team" Some text message have been recovered 

Edis exchange of texts around 7pm between Blackhawk team with Hanna's phone number "Oh I thought I had to call Charlie." 

Edis on Blackhawk texts - Brooks follow car security goes back to Wapping from Lewisham to pick something up. 

Edis on telephone contact between Blackhawk one to Hanna, and back to Hanna and Brooks "Hanna was authorising... hiding 
evidence" 

Text at 21.04 text and phone between Hanna and security guard on the way to Thames Quay. To Hanna "Have a plan. Can 
you call?" 

Edis alleges security guard was about to return a bin bag of stuff to London flat - but there's got to be a pretext. "Get some 
pizzas" 

21.27 Security operative arrives at Thames Quay carpark (Chelsea Flat): he removes black bin bag; "he's heading off to those 
bins again!" 

Security operative calls Brooks: CCTV shows him on phone in car. "Charlie Brooks is upstairs" And then he leaves 

Where Eagles Dare 

Two security operatives exchange texts: "Broadsword calling Danny Boy: Pizza delivered and chicken in pot" EAGLES DARE 
QUOTE 

Edis explains Richard Burton's role in Where Eagles Dare: Answer: "Ha. We should have done a DLB or brush contact on 
riverside" 

Edis explains DLD: "Dead letter drop" A brush contact... But not worth thinking about with a bin bag that size" 

Edis: "You can't log in the hours as perverting the course of justice... so you have to put pizza delivery" 

Edis 23.20 Brooks has been at the police station for hours. She's bailed and driven back to London flat. CCTV covering that. 

Next morning 18th July; security operative drives off with Rebekah and Charlie to Kingsley Napp, their solicitors 

Edis: "While they're away Mr Nascimento, a cleaner, finds various items of property near the bins." 

Edis: "At 12.58 the Brooks return to Chelsea Harbour and go to bin area hoping to find bin bag.... but it's not there. " 

Edis: "Mr Nascimento has taken it to his boss who decides to call the police" 

Edis show CCTV Mrs Brooks standing there while two men, Brooks and security bod looking for bag and on phone. 

Edis: one security guard calls the other who was supposed to have left bag. They meet outside. 
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Edis: two more security guards turn up at Thames Quay. CCTV shows another employee arrives. All standing there talking. 

Edis: at 14.10; Police arrive at Chelsea harbour. Collect bin bag and brown suitcase from manager of flats 

Edis: "Among the contents of bag was postmarked post delivered on the Saturday morning.... Most was Mr Brooks material." 

Edis: "They only brought back what they thought safe to bring back" 

Edis: "You only contemplate do this if that was the case.... designed to hide material so police wouldn't get it. " 

Edis: "They must have been trying to hide something... otherwise they were not behaving rationally. These two computers had 
no evidence." 

Edis: "All we have to conclude is that this activity was designed to hinder police searches. " 

Break for lunch 

I know many journalists have complained about dawn raids during #Weeting #Elveden. Perhaps this morning's allegations 
explain context 

UNBORKED Soon Edis will close his opening: livetweeting will end. But I will update my blog http://www.fothom.wordpress.com 
in breaks #hackingtrial 

Site Reactivated to Cover Hacking Trial http://wp.me/p1YHIt-2w via @wordpressdotcom 

Edis back after lunch: "A piece of evidence slightly interesting....Forensic analysis of a report. " 

Edis refers back to computer in Oxfordshire, then behind bins in Thames Quay 

Edis inside computer was a screenshot: it was connected to a particular router. (Edis explains wifi routers) 

Edis explains the computer was connected to router was at Jubilee barn (Brooks Oxfordshire residence) 

Edis shows screenshot from 26/06/11 a couple of weeks before. On or before that "each of these devices listed here were 
connected" 

Edis identifies a number of other devices on Brooks' wifi by a number of MAC addresses. 

Edis: goes through the devices connected to Jubilee Barn; a number of devices have been found and considered 

Edis: But 'Charlies laptop' has not been recovered. 

Edis: Rebekah's iphone has not been recovered either 

Edis: An Ipad 2 has also NOT been recovered. "We know from an email from Brooks Blackberry... Brooks was using Ipad 2" 

Edis: "From that we argue that there are devices (three) that have not been recovered..." 

Edis: "It is obvious that the purpose of all this activity was to hide something...." 

Edis: "Counts 6 and 7 are different events, but there is a common feature.... and that is Mrs Brooks. We say 
inconceivable...without consent 

Edis: "We say you can put both counts together... for the same purpose of obstructing police investigation" 

Edis: "This is long, but outline summary, against these eight defendants. Your job is to scrutinise evidence. That concludes my 
opening" 

BREAKING: I've been told we can live tweet from day to day now, depending on evidence. #hackingtrial 

Coming up: brief defence opening statement by Timothy Langdale, QC: counsel for Mr Couslon. 
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The Defence Opening 
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Monday 4 November 2013 

Summary 

The Defence Opening Statement 
Counsel for Andy Coulson - Timothy Langdale QC 

The Defence Opening Statement 

Counsel for Andy Coulson - Timothy Langdale QC 

Langdale on his feet for defence: "It's relatively uncommon for defense to make opening speech before Jury hears evidence..." 

Langdale: "Relatively uncommon though it may be... we think there are good reasons for those who represent Mr Coulson to 
say something" 

Edis: "Don't worry... I'll be about 20 mins. We invite you to bear in mind what you've heard is just one side of the story." 

Langdale: "This case, as you know, has an unusual history, now being heard in court after years of coverage. We invite you to 
keep open mind 

Langdale: "You draw your own conclusions when you've heard ALL the evidence. The prosecution is wrong, conclusions 
wrong." 

Langdale: "There will be a time to correct all that. Mr Coulson was arrested some 27 months ago. He will in due course give 
evidence" 

Langdale: "He will tell you when he was deputy editor and editor of NOTW (from 2000 to 2007) He recognised something went 
badly wrong" 

Langdale: "He wishes he made some different decisions.... he did not commit these offences. He was never party to an 
agreement to hack" 

Langdale: "You will hear what he made of Goodman's emails... he did not believe G had paid police. He will explain why." 

Langdale: "At the end.... you'll understand a great deal more about the editors duties and responsibilities... and what he was 
doing." 

Langdale: "The hurly burly of production.... it was a fast changing world where a large number of stories were produced and 
considered" 

Langdale: "Large numbers of stories may never cross the editor's radar. " 

Langdale: "It may be worth thinking of NOTW floor as a 'story gathering factory' 

Langdale: "The flow of stories was endless and continuing. The world of the Sunday news tabloid, fiercely competitive, 
pressurised" 

Langdale: "The NOTW wasn't just competing with the other tabloids, but with the Sun" 

Langdale: "Within NOTW there was also healthy - and unhealthy - competition. Journos didn't just wander around discussing 
sources" 

Langdale: "They kept their cards close to their chest, if they didn't rivals would snatch them. Journos have habit of overinflating 
sources" 

Langdale: "It's worth bearing in mind all this when considering... number of emails Mr Coulson was copied into" 

Langdale: "Prosecution case was that he (Coulson) must have known. But his job was to make sure 3m paper came out on 
time every Sunday" 

Langdale: "Thousand and thousands of stories... and bits of information that didn't make it into paper. A blizzard of emails for 
Coulson" 

Langdale: On NOTW "wasn't War and Peace" "Not real or realistic for Coulson to read paper from cover to cover" 

Langdale: "That picture ignores the fact there was a constantly changing process during the week... Football for example" 

Langdale: "50 pages of football, two magazines... never did the editor read every word of the paper." 

Langdale: "You should focus on meaning of documents when they were produced, rather than with benefit of hindsight" 

Langdale: "When it alleged Coulson must have know because News Eds party to hacking... bear in mind Coulson himself was 
hacked" 

Langdale: "Not easy to reconcile with prosecution case - Coulson both conspirator and victim? Things do not sit easily 
together." 

Langdale on Pre Trial publicity: "One press report had considerable repercussions. Nick Davies in Guardian "wholly unjustified" 
4/07 

Langdale now goes back to @Bynickdavies piece: "to eradicate prejudice." NOTW interfered with police inquiries, deleted 
messages 
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Langdale: "there is no evidence to suggest Mulcaire deleted any messages deliberately or accidentally. NOTW very pro police." 

Langdale: "Those statements had a significant impact on the closure of the NOTW. Though Milly's phone shouldn't have been 
hacked." 

Langdale:"It is Mr Coulson assertion that he never was party to the hacking of Milly Dowler's phone or anyone else's" 

Langdale closes and now we're carrying straight on with evidence. 
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The Prosecution Case 
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Monday 4 November 2013 

Summary 

Prosecution Case Begins 
Agreed Facts on Defendants 

Timeline - Milly Dowler 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective Sergeant Gregory Smith 

Prosecution Case Begins 

Agreed Facts on Defendants 

Junior Counsel reads "agreed facts": Justice Saunders says to count these elements as true and uncontested. 

Bryant Heron reads through agreed facts: Mulcaire, late 90s started for NOTW. Instructed by Miskiw on freelance basis. 
Agreement 2001 

Mark Bryant Heron then goes through the various Mulcaire contracts and payments. 

Bryant Heron on agreed facts on Edmondson: career, suspended Sept 2010, dismissed 2011 'gross misconduct for hacking' 

Agreed facts on Brooks 89 joined magazine, 91 joined NOTW, 94 deputy feature, 96 deputy, 98 deputy Sun, etc. 

Agreed facts on Coulson: as per wiki etc no point retweeting 

Agreed facts on Kuttner started 1956, joined NOTW, assistant editor 1980, 1987 Managing editor. 

Agreed facts about Kuttner's physical and mental condition 

Agreed facts on Clive Goodman, Cheryl Carter (PA since mid 90s) Charlie Brooks (he's married that's all). Mark Hanna. 

Other agreed facts: Miskiw, Thurlbeck and Weatherup 

Agreed facts on Miskiw's payments to Mulcaire through Miles Ahead Media: Thurlbeck's career to Chief Reporter 

Weatherup's agreed facts just detail his career to assistant news editor to Edmondson 

Agreed facts on 2006 case: guilty pleas and named victims 

Agreed facts Miskiw and Thurlbeck pleaded guilty to count one. Mulcaire guilty to conspiracy on Dowler, Gilchrist, Clarke, Delia 
Smith 

Agreed facts on NI and NOTW: 8th July 09 Guardian article on larger numbers: NYT 2010 alleged more people, and id'ed 
Thurlbeck 

Agreed facts "Missing Milly Dowler's Phone was Hacked'" by @Bynickdavies online July 4th 

Agreed facts: headline correct, sub heading no evidence to know if voicemails deleted 

Agreed definitions of unique voicemail numbers, direct dial messages, pin codes etc. 

Timeline - Milly Dowler 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective Sergeant Gregory Smith 

Prosecution calls Sergeant Gregory Smith, case officer for Weeting. 

Smith: "I was case officer in charge of alleged hacking of Milly Dowler's voicemail." 

Smith confirms evidence over Milly Dowler timeline 

Smith confirms Kuttner's contact with Surrey police, as mentioned in opening statements. 

Smith confirms Brooks work diaries April 2002 and Missing Milly stories. Now onto phone records 

Sergeant Greg Smith confirms Mulcaire notebook entires for Milly Dowler number, credit card payment number from police 
officer also on it 

Sergeant Smith confirms transcripts of Dowler voicemails and notes recovered from Glenn Mulcaire's computer #hackingtrial 

Bryant Heron goes to the top left heading 'Neville'; "that completes review of Mulcaire notes on the Dowler matter" 

Now writing into evidence all the Brooks/NI/Coulson texts and calls during the 'Missing Milly' period in 02 when she was in 
Dubai 

Last evidence for the day: Kuttner's emails to Surrey 

Interesting to have the Guardian's #stopbuggingus NSA debate during #hackingtrial. State and corporate surveillance in the 
digital age. 

Timothy Garton Ash: "We should take our free speech standards from America but our privacy standards from Germany" HT 
@janinegibson 
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Worth noting that the kindle version of my book gives a free preview of intro http://www.amazon.co.uk/Fall-House-Murdoch-
Peter-Jukes-ebook/dp/B0091US5MU/ref=zg_bs_362569031_4 #hackingtrial 

So, if prosecution are to be believed, Brooks successfully hid 7 boxes of info, iPhone, laptop and iPad from police #hackingtrial 
Day 6 

Can Twitter successfully bundle content and advertising as newsprint did 150 years ago? http://w.readwrite.com/19vsDui Case 
not proven yet. 

BREAKING: Rebekah Brooks' Hollywood Cover-Up Code http://thebea.st/19vIj0L via @thedailybeast 

One final thought tonight: from Goodman taping Coulson to Sun journos taping Murdoch and Mockeridge: Fleet Street is a 
lovely place. 
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Tuesday 5 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case continues 
Peter Jukes not in Court 

The Prosecution Case continues 

Peter Jukes not in Court 

Peter wasn't it court this day, but here are the tweets and links that explain why, what happened next and why he was in court 
the next day. 

Why I probably won't be live tweeting much more of the Hacking Trial http://wp.me/p1YHIt-2F via @wordpressdotcom 

#hackingtrial jury will now see how Dowler voicemail clearly source at time NOTW stories: two 2002 versions here 
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424053111903596904576516314142801424 

Help make it happen for Live Coverage of the Phone Hacking Trial on @indiegogo http://igg.me/p/580097/twtr/412026 

A quarter of the target raised in an hour? http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/live-coverage-of-the-phone-hacking-
trial/x/412026?c=pledges Beginning to remind of this http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3sXVxqDbFk #hackingtrial 

Amazing http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/live-coverage-of-the-phone-hacking-trial My #hackingtrial supporters have just 
helped me pay missed mortgage payment this month. Speechless (almost) 

What can I say? Nearly 1/2 way there. http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/live-coverage-of-the-phone-hacking-trial #hackingtrial 
here I come. On @IainDale LBC in about ten minutes. 

The kindness of strangers. Forgotten to eat all day, so must take a break before I crash. But it's a wonderful life 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3sXVxqDbFk 

Before I turn in, kudos to @GabrielleNYC who has storyfied my tweets so far and - somehow - turned them into a movie 
http://sfy.co/jUlJ 

Won't say it's the 'most humble day of my life' for obvious (grammatical) reasons. http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/live-
coverage-of-the-phone-hacking-trial/x/412026#description But awestruck update tomorrow 
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Wednesday 6 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case continues 
Peter Jukes is Back in Court 

Timeline - Milly Dowler continues 
Giving evidence - Robert Kellaway former NOTW reporter 
Cross Examination - Counsel for Andy Counsel questions Robert Kellaway 
Statements from Surrey Police Officers 
Statement from Vanessa Altin - former NOTW journalist 
Statement from Chris Bucktin - former NOTW journalist 
Statement from Ann Hancox - Monday Recruitment Services Ltd 
Statement from Mark Hancox 
Lunch Break 
Statement from Operation Ruby Detective DC Alice Barr 
Counsel for Andy Coulson questions Greg Smith 
More Agreed Facts 

Timeline - Sven-Goran Eriksson, Faria Alam 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Corinne Young 

The Prosecution Case continues 

Peter Jukes is Back in Court 

Other journos have also been incredibly generous, given the fact I'm taking their gig. But now all my donors 'own' me: I'm your 
reporter 

Can't quite believe what you've all done. My keyboard is quaking. My RSI is beginning to tingle again. But now we all get what 
we want 

If I overshoot the fundraiser, I'll just (gamble it away and drink it - NO!`) carry on reporting the #hackingtrial longer after 
Christmas. 

I'm told court reporting is a dying art. Shame. It's where journalists the hard difference between fact and comment -latter ends in 
contempt 

Might miss first five minutes this morning. Slightly unexpected situation (understatement), But I'll catch up from colleagues 
#hackingtrial 

I'm in - I haven't missed anything reportable #hackingtrial 

Just to explain I can only tweet what the jury hear. They're not in yet in the #hackingtrial 

Early morning in jury trials is usually a time for other business. There's a public gallery at the Old Bailey if you want to see 

FYI: I haven't run off to the Cayman Islands. There's a break after non reportable session #hackingtrial 

OK the jury is back in Court 12 for the #hackingtrial 

There's no live tweeting of this session but I will update my blog and publish in the break. Link coming soon #hackingtrial 

Timeline - Milly Dowler continues 

Giving evidence - Robert Kellaway former NOTW reporter 

Back to Live tweeting with Robert Kellaway former NOTW reporter #hackingtrial 

Edis shows Kellaway the Milly Dowler article from 02: "Did you write it?" Kellaway: "I don't know... First time I saw this was in 
2011" 

Edis: "Do you remember every working on the Milly Dowler story?" Kellaway: "I think I was assigned..." Judge asks him to 
speak up 

Edis: "Do you remember ever working on story when she was missing (02) Kellaway: "No." 

Edis: "How does a story bear your name that you didn't work on?" Kellaway: "Could have been a production error...." 

Kellaway: "A key performance indicator is number of byelines... a newsdesk might append your name to keep your byeline 
count up" 

Cross Examination - Counsel for Andy Counsel questions Robert Kellaway 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, asks Kellaway more about 'what can happen' on byelines. 

Langdale asks if a name could go on a story even if they hadn't contributed to it and that could help count. Kellway: "Yes" 

Kellaway: "About 40 to 50 byelines a year in the news department at NOTW... " Langdale: "And dozens of stories without your 
name?" Yes 
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Kellaway: "There was a lot of wastage in reporting.... The cut off point was around Thursday night. Come Sunday, lo and 
behold not in paper" 

Langdale asks about pitching to newsdesk. Kellaway formerly of NOTW: "They had pretty strong ideas... about what stories 
they are keen on" 

Kellaway confirms he knew nothing of phone hacking or Milly Dowler's voicemails being accessed. 

Langdale asks about Coulson's time as editor (Jan 03-07): "Did you find him a fair boss, Fair and reasonable ?" Kellawtay Yes. 
" 

Kellaway confirms he enjoyed his time at NOTW. Langdale cites Kellaway's undercover job as a journalist smuggling guns. 

Kellaway confirms the paper gave support when he was arrested. "They were occasions when it wasn't quite as good as that." 

Kellaway smuggled a gun after BA declared Gatwick safest airport. Three weeks later arrested. Released without charge 

Langdale finishes his questioning of Kellaway: Edis asks more about Thursday cut off point for NOTW. "The curse of Thursday 
night." 

Edis: "Who took those decisions..." Kellaway: "I don't know." Edis: "So you just looked at the paper on the Sunday and your 
story not there 

Statements from Surrey Police Officers 

Now having statements read in - agreed evidence. Bryant Heron leading for prosecution 

David Elliott of Surrey police involved in Operation Ruby - Milly Dowler search. He put credit on Milly's phone to receive more 
messages 

Elliott: "Real concerns for Milly's safety... she'd just vanished from near the station and nobody had seen where she had gone." 

Elliott: "I was asked to make contact with mobile phone network provider." he had no credit card, colleague authorised his card. 
and pound;5 approx 

I'll publish earlier non-live tweeting evidence at lunchtime. 

More written statements from Surrey police officers involved in Operation Ruby into abduction and murder of Milly Dowler: 

Surrey officer goes through recordings from 2002 "I dialled her mobile number... it went straight to automated message.,,," 

Statement of Stephen Pott, another officer from Surrey Police on Operation Ruby from Technical Support Unit 

Pott's statement explains how Surrey Police listened to Milly's messages: PIN number from company. They recorded the 
messages 

Pott explains how there were saved and new messages. One sounded like children playing. Another silent message had been 
listened to 

Potts: "another silent fourth message... the fifth message is from a recruitment agency... I clearly save all five messages." 

Statement from Vanessa Altin - former NOTW journalist 

Witness statement from Vanessa Altin, former NOTW journo. Remembers being undercover in Sugar Lounge looking for Man 
City players 

Altin: "Called by Neville.... told to go to Ironbridge. But thought it an impossible waste of time... a wild goose chase." 

Altin: "Very unlikely a child could have worked there. But Neville sent a team of photographers and journos." 

Altin: "It was only the next day Neville realised it was a wild goose chase, but he kept a couple of journos on stake out... very 
unusual" 

Statement from Chris Bucktin - former NOTW journalist 

Chris Bucktin, another NOTW journo during Dowler period, has written statement read out in #hackingtrial 

Bucktin was attached to NOTW in 12/042002 "tasked by newsdesk to go to Telford... Given my junior status unusual to be told 
the source." 

Bucktin's expenses claim relates to "Milly Dowler Voice Messages' signed by Thurlbeck and Kuttner. #hackingtrial 

Bucktin "I refute the allegation I said I was working with the police." from a complaint by a member of the public. 

Bucktin: "As many journalists I was aware of the rumours about phone hacking... but never practised myself" 

Heron Bryant for the prosecution now goes to a statement from head of recruitment agency who erroneously called M Dowler 
phone 

Recruitment manager gets a call from someone posing as Milly Dowler's mother, telling her she was too young to work. 

Recruitment manager was never approached by the police, but by NOTW journalists, who also approach other employees 

Statement from Ann Hancox - Monday Recruitment Services Ltd 

Statement of Valerie Ann Hancox of Monday Recruitment Services Ltd, which erroneously called Milly's number 

Hancox explains a call came in asking if Milly Dowler was working for them. The second posed as Milly's mother 
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Hancox: a NOTW reporter arrived the next morning with photographer "not aggressive.... well mannered...." 

Hancox: "He said he was working with the police... I was scared. I rang to check there was no Milly Dowler working for us" 

Hancox: "I thought the reporter would leave... but he didn't and sat in his car. Surrey police confirmed they weren't working with 
NOTW" 

Statement from Mark Hancox 

Statement from Mark Hancox, son of Valerie: "Heavily set man knocked on my door.... I felt very incompatible with that man... a 
call came in 

Stephanie Hardy from Monday Recruitment: "Woman saying her daughter was Amanda Dowler and was she working for 
them?" 

Lunch Break 

Written statements concluded. Back at 2pm 

Old Bailey Hacking Trial - Wednesday November 7th http://wp.me/p1YHIt-2S UNEDITED details from non-livetweeted session 
#hackingtrial 

Not completely comfortable with being news rather than covering it. Have NUJ card reported for two years Newsweek and 
@thedailybeast 

Nice to be called a pioneer in a new model of journalism: but many - like @Brown_Moses (top on Syrian and Hackgate) really 
burnt the trail 

Nice to be called a pioneer of journalism 3.0 - but many (including @brown_moses expert on Syrian and Hackgate) burnt the 
trail before me 

Statement from Operation Ruby Detective DC Alice Barr 

Jury back back in court 12. Alice Barr's statement lodged by defence. Read out by Bryant Heron for the prosecution team 
#hackingtrial 

Alice Barr was a DC in 2002 attached to Operation Ruby - family liaison assigned to Dowler family 

03/02 The false hope moment. Milly's mother finds her daughter's phone box no longer full 13/03/02 Milly's dad told of message 
on her phone 

According to Barr: "Milly's father was told it was probably a hoax by Surrey Police" 

Counsel for Andy Coulson questions Greg Smith 

Langdale QC, counsel for Coulson, is questioning Greg Smith from MPS Operation Weeting. #hackingtrial 

Langdale is querying the timing of two text messages sent from Brooks to Coulson during the Dowler affair. 

Some clarification from Edis QC that the outbound Coulson text is UK time, outbound Brooks text is Dubai time, or thereabouts 

Langdale establishes that Coulson message was around the same time as that from Keyworth (previous witness in Dubai) 

Langdale querying case officer about Dave Reed, Ross Kemp's PR person, who received texts from Coulson 11,12, 13 April. 

Langdale Counsel for Coulson, points out Dave Reed, was also PR person to other soap stars. 

Langdale goes through the timeline of Coulson's texts and reminds jury about the front page splash in April 02, nothing to do 
with Dowler 

Langdale goes to 'false hope' personalised message of Dowlers - an hour late police/NOTW contact. Then Mr Dowler contacted 
by NOTW 

More Agreed Facts 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution left a page out of agreed facts - adds some more admissions (49-58) agreed on all sides 

Bryant Heron reads in more 'agreed facts' of remote interception of voice mails from various mobile phone companies in the 
period 2000-2006 

More Milly Dowler admissions 'agreed facts' are read in. Glenn Mulcaire intercepted her voice mail 10-12th March 02 and 
supplied to NOTW 

Break for at least 30 mins 

Saunders apologies to Jury for the amount of evidence "bears no relation to what you see.... we try to whittle down" 

Justice says that the Jury won't be required for the next three Fridays (arrangements to reduce amount of evidence) 

Timeline - Sven-Goran Eriksson, Faria Alam 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Corinne Young 

Bryant Heron 'agreed facts' admissions in relation to Sven-Goran Eriksson and Faria Alam 

Eriksson and Alam agreed facts: England Manager 01-06. G-E's voicemail hacked by Mulcaire between Jan and June 2006 
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DC Corinne Young called as witness and case officer for Operation Weeting. #hackingtrial 

DC Young is the case officer on the Alam Eriksson hacking. She goes through the timeline 

DC Young confirms details of messages intercepted from Bill Kenwright and an Italian ex-footballer, from Mulcaire's notebooks 

DC Young confirms entries in Mulcaire's notebooks 02.06.04 Giving addresses and numbers for Alam and Eriksson. 

Bryant Heron confirming with DC: June 04 - possibly 20th - Greg tasking to Mulcaire with a new Eriksson number (manager not 
manufacturer) 

Mulcaire's notes say 'reset voice pin' and gives a number. (NB Today Eriksson is in High Court with hacking claim against 
Trinity Mirror) 

'Sven's Secret Affair' appears 18th July 2004 in NOTW 

Prosecution highlights newspaper article "I Bedded Sven and his Boss" from NOTW via Newsbank library 

01/08/04 Another Eriksson article: "I'm Giving You Chapter and Verse" - more on the same subject of Alam affair 

"Fariah on Nancy" NOTW piece on 8th August. Then email to Mulcaire 'More FA Sex and Lies'. 

27/05/05 More NOTW calls to Alam, and then in July. Then from Mulcaire calls to Eriksson. Five calls in Jan 06 

22/01/06 NOTW article 'This Man is a Crook' is a undercover sting by Mahmer Mahood against Eriksson, after Mulcaire hacks 

Two more calls on 25, 27th Jan 06 from Mulcaire to Eriksson's other number - prosecution claims they are hacks too 

29th Jan 2006 NOWT runs an article 'I was Sacked From Best Job in the World' after Eriksson says he will resign in summer 
after NOTW expose 

Article concentrates on controversial trip to Dubai and Eriksson announcing he will step down from job summer 06 

More Mulcaire calls through Feb, March, (not May) 9th and 28th June 06 to Eriksson: 4 NI calls to Ms Alam (can't say hacks) 

Two tape recordings seized from Mulcaire's address related to Eriksson. Jury are shown transcripts. 

Message from Bill Kenwright to Eriksson about signing an unknown player in Mulcaire's tapes. DC Young is finished 

Back again tomorrow morning 

Re: #hackingtrial Some of my recent tweets might seem dry and repetitive compared to prosecution opening: but this is reading 
in evidence 

Meanwhile, elsewhere in court. Appendix one makes interesting reading on alleged Mirror phone hacking 
http://hackinginquiry.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Gulati-ors-v-MGN-6-11-13-_2_-public-version.pdf HT @bilbocroft 

Col Allan's tactics might have 'worked' in Australia: failed in New York @NeilChenoweth @davrosz http://nypost.com/cover/ ht 
@DemocracyFail 

Tweeps crowdsource independent journalist for #Hackingtrial http://storify.com/gabriellenyc/tweeps-crowdsource-independent-
journalist-for-hack via @gabriellenyc Lump in throat time, read in sequence 
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Thursday 7 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case continues 
Statement from the Judge 
Bryant Heron for the Prosecution 

Timeline - Sven-Goran Eriksson, Faria Alam continues 
Bryant Heron for the Prosecution 

Timeline - Andy Gilchrist 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 
Giving evidence - Guy Patrick (former Sun journalist) 
Statement from Candy Kandolum 
Statement from John McGee 
Statement from Kenneth Cameron 

Timeline - Milly Dowler Cross Examination 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks questions DS Greg Smith 

Timeline - David Blunkett 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 
Meeting between Coulson and Blunkett 

The Prosecution Case continues 

Statement from the Judge 

Saunders to Jury on media reporting: "Some reports in papers maybe misleading... there is a sub editor looking for eye 
catching headline" 

Saunders: "Eye catching headlines don't catch the tenor of the case of the whole... An example of that is Sven-Goran 
Eriksson" 

Saunders: "The suggestion NOTW was hacking his phone for six years or so is not an established fact, or necessarily part of 
prosecution case 

Saunders; "Listen to what the advocates are saying here, and particularly what witnesses saying, don't rely on newspaper 
reports" 

Saunders: "What we're concerned about it that a headline gets fixed in your mind as an established fact" #hackingtrial 

Bryant Heron for the Prosecution 

Bryant Heron, for prosecution, goes back to 'agreed fact' on Milly Dowler and Mark Hancox of recruitment agency talking to 
Kutner 

Timeline - Sven-Goran Eriksson, Faria Alam continues 

Bryant Heron for the Prosecution 

Back to Eriksson Alam timeline at #hackingtrial: prosecution reads statement from former England Manager. 

Prosecution summarises: "that when S G-E was shown info (from Mulcaire noteboos) he didn't recognise number and other 
information" 

Bryant Heron goes through details of mobile number, st ives and other locations. Sven-Goren Eriksson said he didn't recognise 
these details 

Mulcaire's notes associate certain numbers with Ericsson in early entries which he says "I cannot attribute those no's on Feb 
05" 

More written statements from Sven G-E: "DC Evans plays me a tape from Angelo... a football player agent... you can get 40 
calls day..." 

Sven G-E: "I cannot recall that message and can only assume it relates to my time before I was England manager." 

Sven G-E: "I rang the number the caller left.... Luciana Merangon answered the call....He is an agent representing a TV 
company." 

Sven G-E: "The company represented by Luciano wanted me to appear in an Italian Big Brother programme." The item is now 
dated 06 

On Alam statement: "After I joined the FA Sven used to pursue me... Sven would hire a private dining room (at Kettners') I was 
impressed. 

Alam: "Sven would call me 5 or 6 times. He was smart and positive and I was getting attached. I flew out to his house in 
Sweden" 

Alam: "His house is on an inlet... we saw the press arrive... I stayed in the house." 17th July 2004 "Sven was coming to see 
me.." 
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Alam: "We were in a suite at the Leonard hotel, and David Davies called me saying NOTW were alleging we were having an 
affair." 

Alam assures FA David Davies she wasn't having affair with Eriksson: "He didn't want to go back to Andy Coulson and sound 
like an idiot." 

Alam: "After NOTW article published... (Secret Lover headline) Accompanying article was picture of me by Tooley St flat." 

Alam: "I was summoned to a meeting with FA legal dept, David Davies kept bombarding me with questions. I admitted dinner 
dates nothing more" 

Alam: "I managed to get to a car and get away.... Another contingent of press outside my home... girlfriend took me to her 
place." 

Alam: "I was constantly appearing in the headlines... I never returned to FA. Gibson told me to talk to NOTW and when I 
wouldn't got abusive 

Alam: "I was dismissed by FA in September. In August 04 Max Clifford. represented me" 100k offered by NOTW and Mail on 
Sunday for her story 

Prosecution shows more from Mulcaire's records: Project Faria Alam: Alam confirms numbers, address, additional info I do not 
recognise 

Alam on Mulcaire records: "Yes this the PIN number from my voice number" #hackingtrial 

More from Alam's witness statement confirming Mulcaire records "this the FA contact number for S G-E on T-Mobile network" 

Of records of 2nd June 2004 "this is my old address.... this is Sven's mobile number..." Alam "any intrusion has been done 
without consent" 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution "This concludes the evidence on the timeline of Faria Alam and Sven-Goran Eriksson" 

Timeline - Andy Gilchrist 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

Bryant Heron: "I'm now going to call evidence on the Andy Gilchrist..." and calls DC Nicholas Oskiewicz 

DC Nicholas Oskiewicz from Operation Weeting is the case officer eho compiled evidential report on Andy Gilchrist timeline. 

November 2002 Fire-brigade Union went on strike: Gilchrist was lead negotiator. 30/11 gave a speech to Campaign Group in 
Manchester 

Oskiewicz confirms that 01/12 there was an NOTW Editorial: 'This strike has lit up the truth' 'belligerent... self promoting...glory 
seeking 

'Reform or be Fired' NOTW article about Gilchrist shown to Jury. He's pictured and quoted about money to bomb Iraq 

5th December FB Union issued a press release about Gilchrist being 'stalked' 

Oskiewicz confirms 4th Dec 02 Miskiw calls Mulcaire. His notes 'Re Andy Gilchrist' name, address and numbers of his wife and 
friends 

Freelance journalist uses Twitter appeal to raise expense money to tweet Brooks trial. http://on.wsj.com/Hype3l 

DC Nicholas Oskiewicz explains how these particular Mulcaire entries verified by ESDA testing (imprint of previous writings) 

Prosecution confirm with Weeting DC further calls between Greg Miskiw (then NOTW news editor) and Mulcaire around time of 
Gilchrist hacking 

13/01/03 Brooks became Sun Editor. 20/01 'Fire Strike Leader is a Love Cheat... a love rat that cheated on his wife... year long 
fling" 

Another Sun article has a kiss and tell from Gilchrist lover. Joke about a 'fireman's pole' and allegations Union money paid for 
affair 

Sun Editorial "Bad enough Gilchrist is a Marxist rabble rouser but now we expose him as a low life, cheating fornicator" next 
day a strike 

21st Jan 03 Sun pictures Gilchrist with the headline "I'm Away with the Fairies" pointing out his voicemail greeting 

The Weeting DC is cross examined by Ms Simpson (standing in for Laidlaw) representing Brooks over "buy-up" of Gilchirst kiss 
and tell 

Defence establish Gilchrist/Holland affair started and stopped in 1998. Also that there was "widespread interest... across the 
press" in him 

Defence counsel for Brooks asks Weeting DC to look at 'Flaming Idiot' 'Fire Union Chiefs are Saddam Stooges' in November 02 

Defence point out there were 15 articles on Gilchrist and Fire Strike in the two months before Brooks took up editorship 

'I'm Away with the Fairies: Cheap Gilchrist Message' article from 03 (Brooks' editorship) is a voicemail greeting message from 
home line 

Mid morning break for ten mins 
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Back with Bryant Heron reading statements from Andy Gilchrist from March last year. He was a firefighter from 76-96. 2002 
General sec 

Gilchrist: "Oct 02 to 03 - during this time I could have up to 60 or 70 messages on my mobile. Very busy time. Didn't have PIN 
number" 

Gilchrist: "I was fairly regularly followed and harassed by individuals from various papers.. in 2002 about an affair with Tracy 
Holland" 

Gilchrist's statement then verifies the other evidence on his timeline - first on Mulcaire entries. 04/12 entry significant." 

Gilchrist' PA was called by journalist about affair. In Jan Sun journalist rang a private mobile, and then knocked on his door. 

Sun journalist handed Gilchrist's brother Sam a letter saying they were going to run story about affair. Ran story on 20th Jan 

Gilchrist also recalled the story was run a few days after Brooks left NOTW for Sun. He confirms wife's details and home 
address 

Gilchrist doesn't recognise an account number in M's notes. He does confirm an ex directory phone number only given to close 
friends 

Gilchrist notices two numbers from colleagues, with generic Fire Brigade digits, with some errors 

Gilchrist on his phone number: "members of staff were explicitly directed not to give this number out" 

Gilchrist on him and his wife's middle names "I don't know how anyone apart from close family would know our middle names... 
never use them" 

Gilchrist: "I never had any personal contacts with journos from Sun and NOTW as they were hostile to union issues." 

Gilchrist on NOTW and Sun journalists: 'They also seemed to know where I was going before I got there" 

Gilchrist on another Mulcaire document - he recognises number John McGee, a fellow Union official, and name 'Warren G' - 
regional treasurer 

Gilchrist: "We knew we were being followed... and knew our phone messages were being listened to. We joked it was MI5 or 
MI6" 

Gilchrist in December 2002 "it was obvious I was being followed and we issued a press release to that effect" 

Statement of Tracey Holland, who had affair with Gilchrist in 1998. Statement from 30th August 2012 

Holland recalls her interactions with reporters. Daily Mirror knocked on her door in late 02. She wouldn't discuss it and he left 

Holland called Gilchrist's office and spoke to PA. Two months later approached by reporter Guy Patrick, accompanied by 
photographer 

Holland refused to speak. Later that evening Patrick called: Andy was married at the time "I told him to go away." 

Patrick told Holland the next day to co-operate, or "they would talk to her friends and family". Feeling trapped, she agreed to 
cooperate 

Holland: "The Sun offered me 25k. I accepted." Sun journalist got wind of Union intervening; "He attached a small black box to 
me telephone' 

Guy Patrick taped the conversation saying Brooks wouldn't run story. "I'll have to play it back to her, I report back every night" 

Holland testifies Guy Patrick was also trying to obtain info about Gilchrist's financial records. I stayed with Sun for 3 days 

Holland asked Guy Patrick where he obtained financial information, but he wouldn't say. Brooks kept informed daily she 
believed. 

Holland contacted by NOTW a few weeks later about an expenses story but Holland couldn't remember name of reporter 

Holland was contacted by Guardian and Mail in regard to Gilchrist phone hacking in 2012 

Bryant Heron reads further statement from Holland about Mulcaire's notes. Another page doesn't have info relevant to me 

Ms Simpson for Brooks says tasking from 2002 doesn't relate to Holland 

Giving evidence - Guy Patrick (former Sun journalist) 

Prosecution calls in Guy Patrick - former Sun journalist - as a witness 

Guy David Patrick is now a journalist for northern news echo. In late 2002 early 2003 journalist for the Sun 

Prosecution asks him about Gilchrist story: Manchester officer received a 'ring in' from member of the public.... Gilchrist having 
affair" 

Patrick: "From memory... Manchester news desk took call.... Peter Sherlock." 

Patrick: "Dispatched with photographer... went to her address to check a) if it was true and b) if she'd do a story" 

Patrick: "Every story is different... generally you're expected to take control of the thing.... If big money involved... go to 
superiors" 

Patrick confirms that money of that amout, 25k, would concern the editor of the time (Brooks) 
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Patrick: "From memory we were given a name... used search engines available to public... Then I went and basically knocked 
on her door" 

Patrick: "She was a bit reticent initially.... wanted to think about it overnight... I went back to see her Sat morning. " 

Patrick: "Intimated she would do it if the price was right...she was put up in the hotel for two or three days." Prosecution pull up 
article 

'Fire Strike Leader is a Love Cheat' Guy Patrick confirms shared byeline for 20th. Article on 21st "I would have sat with the 
writers" 

Guy Patrick cross examined by Brooks' counsel, Simpson. She asks about 25k payment to Holland. 

Simpson: "Who would apply judgement if it was worth it." Patrick "A bit of Cat and Mouse... reported back to Sherlock... Brooks 
brought in" 

Patrick; "I spoke to Brooks the friday night. I worked with her at NOTW. Lot of money involved.... wise move to keep new boss 
in the loop" 

"The Friday" is the 17th the day Patrick first saw Holland. Saturday she agreed price. Article came out on the Monday 

Statement from Candy Kandolum 

Statement Candy Kandolum (sp) who worked for Sun and other papers, recalling her involvement in Gilchrist story. 

Kandolum remembers confronting Mrs Gilchrist and getting some quotes. "I had no contact with the editor... only news editor" 

Statement from John McGee 

Statement of John McGee, Fire Brigade national officer, recalling time up 2005 when he was working for Gilchrist during 02/03 
strike 

McGee was campaign manager in discussion with government and officials during negotiations and then strike 

McGee: "Gilchrist was targeted by the media, particularly the tabloids, because he.... as general secretary... had authority to 
call strike" 

McGee: "So concerned for his safety... Andy installed CCTV at his house... his wife and children were followed." 

McGee doesn't specifically recall any approach from Sun or NOTW during this period 

McGee confirms some personal details found among Mulcaire's notes. 

Statement from Kenneth Cameron 

Statement from Kenneth Cameron confirms his mobile number for 15 years, and landline. Predecessor as Gen Sec of Fire 
Brigade Union 

Kenneth Cameron confirms he would have spoken to Gilchrist during the period of negotiations and leading up to strike 

Statement of Nuwalla (sp) Cameron (wife of former Fire Brigade Official Kenneth Cameron) who confirms her mobile number in 
Mulcaire records 

Witness statement confirms that voice message 'dinner is in the dust bin' is the kind of message she would have left for her 
husband 

Bryant Heron then reads in the agreed facts over Gilchrist which basically outline the timeline, including acceptance Mulcaire 
hacked 

Timeline - Milly Dowler Cross Examination 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks questions DS Greg Smith 

DS Greg Smith from Weeting returns to stand to confirm something more from Milly Dowler timelines 

Sibson asks some questions of DS Smith on behalf of Rebekah Brooks about calls to Coulson 

Concerns second edition of NOTW which removes verbatim references to contents of message of Milly Dowler's phone 

Sibson establishes three different editions of NOTW in April 02 with two different versions of Missing Milly story 

Defence for Brooks, Ms Sibson establishes details of Scottish edition, and another midway addition with tiny change in NOTW 
caption 

"Hello Mandy we're ringing because we have some interviews" message on Dowler's phone quoted in NOTW. Break till 2.10 

Timeline - David Blunkett 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 

Edis for the crown calls DC Hargreaves from Operation Weeting for the David Blunkett and other people timeline #hackingtrial 

DC Hargreaves is the case officer dealing with phones hacked 'connected to Mr Blunkett' - his phone wasn't hacked. 
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Edis: "You're here... essentially to establish the facts" of the Blunkett timeline. Computer system problem so hard copies of 
timeline used 

Edis explains how Blunkett timeline contains Mulcaire's notes, telephone billing and other information starts Jan 04 'Greg' 
tasking 

DC Hargreaves agrees info contains personal details of Blunkett including his sons, and Hugh Edmonds (SPAD to Blunkett) 

Hugh Edmonds - Special adviser to Blunkett - to be called on Monday 

Edis reads from Blunkett witness statement: it contains his address for 15 years, landline for Sheffield address, and his mobile 
no 

Blunkett confirms that Hugh EVANs (not Edmonds) number on file. His oldest son. And number similar to second son. His old 
address too 

More details including Home Office numbers and Sheffield hospital confirmed by Blunkett in written statement in court. 

More entries related to multiple recordings, over 330 messages, from Kimberley Quinn's voicemail in 2004. 

These 330 messages are all left by Blunkett and recordings found. There are also police transcripts of recovered from Mulcaire 

Recordings of voicemails were recovered from two places from Mulcaire, and also from safe of News International, DC 
Hargreaves confirms 

DC Hargreaves confirms that some of the voice mail recordings were not recovered in previous investigations - but from NI safe 

These voice mail recordings of Labour Home Secretary David Blunkett from Kimberly Quinn's phones to be clear. 

Edis now produces pages from a spiral notebook, details relating to Kimberley Quinn, husbands name, passwords etc. 
Blunkett confirms details 

David Blunkett written statement confirms Quinn's address and date of birth and her former mobile number, and his former 
number 

Tasking to Mulcaire named 'Greg' and named Kimberley Fortier, also details a voicemail message left by medical clinic on her 
phone 

The message from Kimberley Quinn's phone transcribed by Mulcaire talks about the results of a 'scan' from a birth clinic 

Another Mulcaire notation relates to Simon Hoggart with his address and mobile number. 

DC Hargreaves explains new document found in News International safe of Tom Crone, a lawyer working for the company 

Edis explains that in Crone's safe were recordings and documents, the documents fall into several categories 

Edis on Crone's documents: A three page draft article by Neville Thurlbeck which refers to two people Noddy and Big Ears 

Edis explains finally article appeared in NOTW 15th August 2004 without NOddy and Big Ears names 

Edis cites another draft article from Crone's safe from Thurlbeck which quotes the woman involved in Blunkett affair. This article 
appeared 

From Crone's safe: another draft with Blunkett and Kimberley Quinn named. Her name was removed before going to press 

Edis on documents from 04 Crone's safe: "NOddy and Big Ears summary.... message says 'I yearn for you. What can happen 
in three years." 

Thurlbecks on affair details the fact Blunkett thought KQ was "tall and blonde" she was small and dark 

BREAKING: NI Lawyer had copy of birth certificate of Kimberley Quinn's child in his safe 

Thurlbeck on Quinn "we have cars and motorcycles on her... very low key". "I have a phone no for Noddy... but we should use 
for obv reasons: 

More info from Thurlbeck; "She has something she has to tell Noddy she must tell him face to face." DC confirms voicemail to 
him 

DC confirms messages from two other Kimberley suitors detailed by Thurlbeck in documents contained in NI safe 

Edis now checking with DC Hargreaves related transcript messages of Mr Hoggart and Mr X who rang Kimberley Quinn 

Prosecution checks with Weeting Case officer on some more dated and timed messages from Kimberley Quinn recovered 
from News International 

Edis does not read out "these are messages in which Mr Blunkett is professing his love." 

On one transcribed message there is a written comment "He does live there..." Named of Blunkett's children blanked out for 
court 

Series of Blunkett messages July 2004, Edis asks Jury to read; "He keeps expressing his love for her" He says "You are 
breaking my heart" 

DC Hargreaves "Deeply intrusive personal messages..." agrees the summary Blunkett was deeply distressed Quinn wanted to 
end their affair 

Blunkett message 22nd July 2004: "I'm going to Rebekah wade's husband's 40th Birthday and then going to collapse into bed" 
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Various other messages from Blunkett to Quinn in following days in 2004 checked by Jury but not read out in court 

July 23rd 2004: Blunkett leaves message with his own nickname 'Big Ears' which the NOTW picked up 

The last of messages in this clip of material on Blunkett and Quinn is shown to the jury but not to press 

DC Hargreaves confirms these are NI transcript. "There's a voicemail relates to each of these transcripts... I confirm they are 
correct" 

DC Hargreaves confirms photocopy of envelope which contained the voice mail tapes and were found in Tom Crone's safe 

Edis then ties up with envelope from safe '12/08/04 Thurlbeck NOTW Noddy Big Ears' with an entry in Tom Crone's diary 

DC Hargreaves confirms Mulcaire note of invoice for and pound;750 and note "We need to triangle late calls... It needs to stand 
up on it's own" 

Phone contacts for that day entered in evidence: Coulson Thurlbeck contacts and four contacts between Brooks and Coulson 
that night 

The next two days show over 20 contacts between Brooks and Coulson from call data. 

Meeting between Coulson and Blunkett 

Meeting between between Coulson and Blunkett Sat 13th minutes after a phone contact between Coulson and Brooks. 

Edis then plays into evidence entire 25 minutes of recorded meeting between Coulson and Blunkett (very inaudible in annex) 

Blunkett "I always had a view my private life is private... sticking to that... it's crucial. Coulson:"Some matters have to be dealt 
with" 

Blunkett: "It's a secret I met Kimberley as a friend." Coulson; "I won't reveal my sources... but I'm extremely confident of my 
info" 

Blunkett: "What is the information" Coulson: "You had a liaison at her cottage..." Blunkett: "What is this alleged evidence?" 

Blunkett: "The reason I'm querying is I get this all the time." Coulson "My job is to make sure I sift out the nonsense. I believe 
this info 

Coulson: "My job is to help you stop another paper getting this. It's a well known fact." Blunkett: What's it based on?" 

Coulson: It's a very good source. Blunkett: "Everyone says that." Coulson: "I'm very keen on defending you... " 

Coulson: "We believe it to be true... I'm prepared to run this story and keep Kimberley's name out of it" 

Blunkett: "I can't stop you... My private life is my own. I've been divorced for 14 years" 

Coulson: "You've been having an affair with a married woman... A short statement.... You're the Home Secretary that's public 
interest" 

Blunkett: "You've got to have something more. Coulson: "I'm prepared to say it's true". 

Blunkett: "The implication no one can have a good friendship... doesn;t mean I've had sexual relations with them." 

Coulson: "This is an extreme set of circumstances... Blunkett: "Quite dangerous. I'm not talking about having affairs, just 
friendships" 

Coulson: "We can run this story your way" Blunkett: "But anyone can come in from the street and say this." 

Coulson: "Someone has taken a big risk by coming forward about an affair with a Home Secretary.... that's the story" 

Coulson on Quinn staying at Blunkett's cottage: "That's one piece of info prepared to reveal" 

Blunkett: "Someone made an assumption just because we met on Thursday" Coulson: "I'm not sure whether relationship is 
ongoing?" 

Coulson to Blunkett: "If for example another paper covered this story, for example the Daily Mail...." 

Coulson: "This isn't the situation that you've been trailed and some airy fairy assumption. I wouldn't be sitting here today if it 
was that" 

Blunkett: "I have two concerns. Kimberley being damaged.. a terrible thing to do. And the second to prevent open season on 
my private life" 

Blunkett: "In 1984/5 when Tories in pickle, I said what goes on behind closed doors is private." 

Coulson: "You don't think someone who has an affair with a married woman.... Blunkett: "If they treat each other with respect, 
private" 

Coulson: "I don't want to be fair game in future.... I like my job... anything about private life interferes with that." 

Coulson: "Is the story true?" Blunkett: "Already said... What I do in my private life is none of your business" 

Blunkett: "I've seen a great deal of her. She's read books to me. Come to concerts with me... You can pen what you want to 
pen." 

Coulson to Blunkett: "By denying this story there are now going to be a flood of accusations..." 

Coulson: "This is an extreme situation... in terms of what I publish this weekend. I've got some serious thinking." 
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Coulson: "I'm prepared to run this story, and effectively kill this story... not good for NOTW. After holiday it will be done and 
dusted" 

Coulson: "That's my suggestion... I run this story... without her name." 

Tape ends: Counsel for Coulson has tried to provide a fuller transcript but no salient differences 

Sorry 10 O'Clock 13th August 2004. More phone contacts between Brooks and Coulson 

Edis asks DC Hargreaves who confirms Noddy and Big Ears is actually News International codes - Blunkett and Quinn never 
used those names 

Edis has got legible versions of the NOTW articles: "Love for Mum of One' on Aug 15th 04 'secret affair with married mum for 3 
years' 

NOTW quotes source saying 'they're in love' but 'they don't know what the future will hold' plus photos of both a Blunkett's 
London address 

Another NOTW piece on Blunkett; "Devotion" again quotes 'source' which seem to be quotations from the source. 

12 contact events between Coulson on Brooks on Sunday Blunkett story published in Coulson-edited NOTW 

On the following Monday the Sun front page: "The Blunkett Affair" and mentions "I told him I was tall and blond" from AQ 

The "tall and blonde" joke on Monday Sun was in Thurlbeck's draft for NOTW 

On the Tuesday 17th Sun article "David Blunkett's secret lover is 5 months Pregnant" cites Kimberley Quinn "telling friends" 

Edis cites Mulcaire bill for "Project Blunkett' a few days later for and pound;750 

Edis: "on day pregnancy story published there's contact between Coulson and Brooks." 

More on timeline: Blunkett confirms number of nanny employed by Kimberley Quinn in Mulcaire's notes 

Mulcaire's notes have details of benefit agency - Blunkett says he doesn't know why his surname appears on this page 

Simon Hoggart is called by Stuart Kuttner 18th December 2004 

Witness statement by Simon Hoggart: "I have no knowledge of phone hacking... or involved in any way." 

Hoggart statement confirms that Mulcaire page "I recognise my name, my address, my landline number, my parent's landline 
number" 

Simon Hoggart then confirms that recording given to police from News International (same as Blunkett) is one of his voicemail 
messages 

Hoggart: "I recall week before Xmas 18/12/04... from Stuart Kuttner... about my affair with her which initially denied" 

Hoggart: "On the day before Christmas Eve Neville Thurlbeck rang with accusations of another affair.. which wasn't true" 

Before Saunders ends, he warns jury not to pay attention to press over the weekend. Back on Monday 

End of week one with the jury. Tomorrow is a case management day. No reporting. Back on Monday 

Just to be clear: the allegation that Blunkett used code names came from Thurlbeck's notes. Turned out to be completely false 

Between state and marketplace, there's a host of human activity that is civil, co-operative, spontaneous. That's what this week 
taught me 

To my new followers. Be aware the 'dark arts' of the hacking scandal first incubated around the Daniel Morgan murder 
http://ln.is/thedailybeast.com/NBDZ 

Dwayne Fields | The First Black Briton to Conquer the North Pole http://dwayne-fields.com/ via @polaboy 

For future reference: if you just want my tweets on #hackingtrial and not my responses to others try this 
https://twitter.com/peterjukes/lists/phone-hacking-trial 
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Monday 11 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Timeline - David Blunkett and Kimberley Quinn 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Hargreaves 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Hargreaves 
Further Prosecution evidence 
Giving evidence - Huw Evans (former special advisor to David Blunkett) 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Huw Evans 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Huw Evans 
Judge Saunders addresses the Jury 

Timeline - Abigail Titmuss and John Leslie 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Oskiewicz 
Further Prosecution evidence 

The Prosecution Case continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Back at the Old Bailey #hackingtrial There will be a short break before 11 am for act of remembrance 

Timeline - David Blunkett and Kimberley Quinn 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 

Back at the Old Bailey #hackingtrial There will be a short break before 11 am for act of remembrance 

Edis gives the jury some further 'admissions' or 'agreed facts' #hackingtrial 

The agreed facts related to David Blunkett and Kimberley Quinn #hackingtrial 

Various people identify their voicemails on tapes recovered from News International 

The envelope with 5 microcassettes with voicemails were found in Crone's safe in August 2011 #hackingtrial 

Edis gives the jury some re-paginated evidence, and makes some minor corrections to last week's entries 

NOTW might not be war and peace, but there are several huge volumes of written evidence the jury have to deal with 

DC Hargreaves from Operation Weeting continues confirming the Blunkett hacking timeline from last Thursday #hackingtrial 

Edis reads a witness statement of Jane Rutherford, a practice manager from a clinic, confirming a voice mail recording on K 
Quinn's phone 

Rutherford listened to a CD of her voicemail to Kimberley Quinn (which mentioned a scan) 

Edis is now going through the Sun timeline which named Quinn as Blunkett's lover on the Monday, and her pregnancy on the 
Tuesday 

18th December 2004 Simon Hoggatt received a phone call from Kutner. Thurlbeck's articlee 'She's a Serial Cheat ' published 
by NOTW next day 

Edis moves on to the hacking of Sally Anderson/King 28th June 23rd July 2005 who met Blunkett during this period 

Sally King plays Max Clifford voice mails and then writes an article for the Sunday People 

A tasking for Ian appears in Mulcaire's notebooks with numbers for Blunkett's press advisor. 

Matthew Doyle was Blunkett's press advisor, Darren Murphy an advisor to Tony Blair: their numbers appear next to an 'Ian' 
tasking 

There are various entries for Sally Anderson in the Mulcaire notes, including numbers for her husband and 10 recordings of 
Blunkett 

The court are played a message left by Blunkett (inaudible) 

Blunkett seems to apologising to Sally Anderson for the press attention and being 'set up' by someone ruining their lives 

"I hope they rot in hell" Blunkett says of the press in the voice mail message left to Anderson 

Another message left by Blunkett for Sally Anderson hoping she's all right and apologising for 'voyeurism' "they are real 
bastards" 

Blunkett warns Anderson that their personal lives have been compromised by press 

Fourth message from Blunkett organising to meet Sally Anderson and apologising for the media intrusion 
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"The world is sick," is just one of the comments by Blunkett to Sally Anderson about the press interest in her 

The jury are played other voice messages from Sally Anderson; "The Hyena are still trying to get me," Blunkett says. 

Edis these were just some of the recorded messages from 2005 

"My life is hell" line in NOTW refers verbatim to a voice mail message 

Edis then correlates these events with Mulcaire's phone records and the tapes of Mulcaire hacking Sally Anderson's phone 

'Blunkett Wins of Tot Libel' is one of the NOTW's headlines derived from this source. 

Edis "significant number of pages referring to Kimberley Quinn and Sally Anderson and their associates 

The record of Blunkett messages was Mulcaire recording himself hacking Sally Anderson's phones 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Hargreaves 

Laidlaw QC for Brooks cross examines DC Hargreaves over the timeline: Brooks had left NOTW in 2003 

Laidlaw goes to the draft articles on 'Noddy' by Thurlbeck, found in Tom Crone's safe. 

Laidlaw, QC for Brooks, confirms the four different drafts of the first big NOTW Thurlbeck article on Blunkett. 

Laidlaw focuses on Kimberley Quinn's joke about telling Blunkett she was 'tall and blonde' with appears on NOTW notes and 
Sun article 

Laidlaw also goes over the Coulson Blunkett meeting on the Friday 13th before NOTW went to press on the Sunday 

Laidlaw cites more Coulson/Brooks contacts. He says he is citing these elements, and says he'll explain why later 

Laidlaw has a 'couple of propositions'. On the morning of the Coulson/Blunkett meeting: 8 calls from Coulson, including to 
NOTW editors desk 

Laidlaw points out that one of calls to Brooks that meeting last one second. And the other just over a minute. 

Laidlaw, QC for Brooks, goes over three contact events after the Coulson/Blunkett meeting - he made three other calls to 
NOTW. 

Laidlaw points out further calls to NOTW before a 1 second call to Brooks on morning of Blunkett meeting 

Court 12 will break for 10 minutes or so to allow people to observe a moment of silence. 

DC Hargreaves from Operation Weeting is going through Andy Coulson's billing records #hackingtrial 

Laidlaw QC for Brooks points out the calls from Coulson to Brooks are small compared to the others he made on the day of 
Blunkett meeting 

Laidlaw goes to the 14th August, day before NOTW exposed Blunkett's affair. Two more '1 sec' calls from Coulson to Brooks 

Laidlaw also points out calls Coulson made to Huw Evans and Neville Thurlbeck over this weekend 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, has a bundle of articles from other newspapers over this weekend produced by the defence. 

Laidlaw produces Blunkett articles from the Observer and the Mail from the previous year, the Sun and the Daily Mirror 

Nobody seems quite sure if the 1 sec calls from Coulson to Brooks are missed calls, or text messages 

The Observer a year earlier on Kimberley Fortier (AKA Quinn) final para touches on Blunkett and 'tall and blonde' joke by her 

Laidlaw says Thurlbeck's draft piece therefore drew upon previous articles. 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, cites Daily Mail diary column 21/11/03 about Kimberley Quinn and 'sleeping with a blind man' 
remark 

Laidlaw points out that though NOTW didn't name Quinn, there were photos in Sunday article 

Laidlaw goes to Sun coverage on the Monday after Blunkett affair exposed in NOTW - reference to 'tall and blonde' remark by 
Quinn 

The same joke about 'tall and blonde' appeared in Thurlbeck's draft NOTW piece, but also in Observer. 

Laidlaw asks DC Hargreaves if the tall and blonde remark appears in Mulcaire's notes, or transcripts. Hargreave explains 
volume of material 

Laidlaw is now focusing on the Tuesday after NOTW exposure of Blunkett 'Married woman affair': Named in Sun on Monday 

On the Tuesday the Sun publishes news of Kimberley Quinn's pregnancy 

Laidlaw produces two more papers which 'we suggest precede' this Sun revelation. 

Laidlaw cites the Daily Mirror 17/08: headline is billed as exclusive 'Blunkett's Lover Pregnant' 

Laidlaws suggests it was not the Sun but the Mirror which led on pregnancy story 

Laidlaw says Sun revelation was not in the first edition - they followed the Mirror story 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, submits Sun's first edition, which claims 'first picture' of Kimberley Quinn, but no pregnancy claim 
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Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Hargreaves 

Anthony Langdale, counsel for Coulson, now cross examines DC Hargreaves from Operation Weeting 

Langdale identifies some further contacts between Coulson and Huw Evans 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, asks for leader from NOTW on the day of Blunkett affair expose, be entered into evidence 

Langdale reads NOTW leader that day (two days after Coulson Blunkett meeting) 

Langdale says he will raise that part of the paper with the next witness 

Further Prosecution evidence 

Edis reads in more of Blunkett's statement, stating his mobile details, his PIN numbers and how he was shown docs by police 
in May 2011 

Blunkett says one set of notes had his son's name, DOB and 'benefit check'. 

Edis explains these are all Mulcaire notes. Blunkett confirms Huw Evans was his special advisor at that time. 

Blunkett confirms details of son at university in Huddersfield, Nottingham and hospital records. And a landline for ministerial 
residence 

Blunkett written statement confirms more details of Kimberley Quinn and associates 

Blunkett confirms Darren Murphy details (Spad to Milburn and then Tony Blair) Matthew Doyle confirms his press advisor 
details 

Both Murphy and Doyle, whose numbers appear in Mulcaire's notebooks, went on to work for Tony Blair 

Blunkett on Sally Anderson: says he had not intimate relationship with her. Identifies Anderson's aunt, former boyfriend from 
Mulcaire notes 

Blunkett confirms the transcripts of all nine messages left for Sally Anderson 'nobody else had my permission to listen to them' 

Blunkett "some parts of intercepted voice message reproduced verbatim by the People newspaper" - he successfully sued the 
People 

NOTA BENE: Both Murphy and Doyle, Special Advisors whose numbers appear in Mulcaire's notebooks, went on to work for 
Tony Blair 

Second Blunkett statement from January 2012 about the recordings found in Tom Crone's safe - he identifies 6 messages from 
summer 2004 

Blunkett confirms Coulson meeting in Sheffield on Friday before NOTW expose of married woman affair. 

Blunkett's statement confirms that Coulson said he wouldn't published Quinn's name in NOTW. But was printed next day in Sun 
and Mirror 

Edis for prosecution produces written statements from Sally Anderson 

Anderson explains how she was pursued by media "for weeks" because of her friendship with Blunkett. 

"I can recall because of intense media intrusion I flew to US" says Anderson. NOTW reporter Rob Kellaway on same flight 

Kellaway offered Anderson 150k for her story. Anderson could not work out how NOTW reporter knew where she was 

Anderson confirms phone and account details from 05 in her written statement 

Tariq Saddiqui 'My Life is Hell' NOTW headline: Anderson confirms this was a voicemail message left on her phone 

Anderson confirms numbers from her ex boyfriend Neil Gomersall, friends, family, father's friends, and 'nan' all appear in 
Mulcaire's notes 

Sally Anderson notes that numbers on Jason Carey, a colleague and property developer, appear in Mulcaire's notes 

Anderson confirms details of numbers and address for her father appear in Mulcaire's notes too 

Anderson confirms that her grandmothers maiden name, her mother's US number, her aunt, osteopath and cousin in Hull all 
appear here too 

Sally Anderson confirms to police she never gave Mulcaire permission to access her phone or any personal data 

Anderson says she did write a couple of articles because she felt under enormous personal pressure to do so 

Anderson's second personal statement details two meetings with Max Clifford. 

BREAKING: Max Clifford recorded the voice mail messages left by Blunkett on Sally Anderson's voicemail and showed to 
Sunday People 

Anderson says these voice mails were produced with permission. She had to issue a written apology 

Giving evidence - Huw Evans (former special advisor to David Blunkett) 

Prosecution calls Huw Evans, former special advisor to David Blunkett 

Huw Evans was Special Advisor to David Blunkett starting in 2001: subjected to standard vetting, and then (after 9/11`) 
developed vetting 
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Huw Evans worked for Blunkett from July 2001 to September 2004. Both had mobile phones for work "all the time" 

Huw Evans said mobile used "particularly frequently at the weekend" 

Huw Evans "David liked to use voicemails extensively" 

Evans had access to secret and top secret material. Edis: "Did you ever discuss secret matters?" Evans: "No... we used coded 
language" 

Evans "we arranged to speak on landline for extremely sensitive messages" 

Evans received a call on holidays on the Thursday before the NOTW article from Jonathan Sedgwick Principal Private 
Secretary to Blunkett 

Blunkett had agreed to meet Coulson and not confirm story, but still wouldn't lie about it. Evans spoke to Blunkett to agree no 
lies 

Huw Evans spoke to Coulson on the Saturday - challenged him over source of evidence on the affair with Quinn, and how he 
was to run it 

Evans wanted anything removed which could expose Blunkett's security details 

Evans confronts Coulson on source of story: it didn't stack up. Photograph proved nothing. 

Evans says that "Coulson was flatly unequivocal story was true.... I wondered at the time how he could be so unequivocal" 

Huw Evans 'It struck me as odd... he (Coulson) volunteered not to name her". No discussion of the child as far as Evans can 
remember 

Huw Evans said he spoke to Brooks on the Sunday 15th August about Blunkett Quinn affair 

Brooks asked how Blunkett was, according to Huw Evans. She was assured him that "the Sun didn't view it as a resignation 
matter" 

Brooks also told Evans she was planning to name Blunkett's lover the next day, Monday 

Huw Evans had a 0 minute duration call on 15/05/02 from Coulson. Blunkett was giving speech to police federation 

Hugh Evans says the night before he and Blunkett had a dinner with Brooks and Coulson the night before "nice to meet you" 
contact 

Coulson called Evans in September 2003 just before Labour Party conference. Evans cannot remember the call 

August 2004 on the day the NOTW exposed affair, Evans and Coulson have a text exchange about the story - anything breach 
security? 

Another call between Coulson and Huw Evans on the Monday which he cannot remember 

December 2004: Huw Evans confirms he gave transcript of Coulson and Blunkett meeting to a journalist. Coulson reacted 
angrily 

Evans says Coulson was angry the transcript of his conversation with Blunkett appeared without his permission or advance 
warning. 

Evans leaked the transcript of the tape to a journalist who had questioned Blunkett's integrity 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Huw Evans 

Evans is now cross examined by Langdale, representing Any Coulson 

Langdale asks Huw Evans about leaking to Spectator of Coulson's conversation with Blunkett. 

Evans: "The story appeared before alleged that Blunkett had been the source of the story.... it had to be rebutted." 

"The content of the article was very much to do with the NOTW" Evans 

Spectator alleged Blunkett leaked the story himself. Evans supplied transcript to 'cut off that approach' 

Langdale asks from general questions about relationship with Spads, ministers and the press 

Evans confirms he had been Labour Party press officer. "There's frequently a clash between politicians and press?" Langdale 
asks 

Hugh Evans "there's a healthy tension" between politicians and the press 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, says the press and politicians often cooperate on campaigns. Huw Evans, Blunkett SPad, 
agrees 

Evans agrees it's a "two way process.... both politicians and press hoping to derive benefit for their different interests" 

Evans explains 'Chatham House rules' - statements can be reported but not the source. 

Huw Evans confirms that there would be "nothing unusual or untoward" about editors meeting Senior politicians. "But appetite 
varies" 

Evans confirms Blunkett had, at that time, a good relationship with NOTW and other papers 

Evans says he had a good relationship with Ian Kirby at NOTW. 
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Evans said he didn't speak to Kirby much more than other political editors, spoke possibly once a week 

Ian Kirby, political editor of NOTW, had written a number of stories about Blunkett - probably 2 articles a month 

Evans says of himself and Coulson "we got on fine... but it was a professional relationhip" 

Evans "Labour's relationship with News International was broadly in a continuum with its predecessors" 

Evans says neither he or Blunkett were aware voicemail message could be intercepted. 

Evans agrees he "didn't speak loosely' in voicemail messages to Home Secretary Blunkett about security sensitive matters. 

Evans denies he was Blunkett's 'lead mouthpiece' in Fleet Street, but says he'd the main spokes person in 'political matters' 

PPS contacted SpAd Evans about the Kimberley Quinn story. 

Langdale outlines the number of people 'in the know" who knew Blunkett was in a relationship with Kimberely Quinn 

Evans' statement alleges about 13 people knew of Quinn Blunkett relationship. 

List includes Home Office director of communications, Kath Raymond, another Spad - who had just formed relationship with 
Les Hinton 

Sophie Lindon and Nick Pearce two other special advisors knew. Beverely Hughes, two of Blunkett's PAs, 2 close friends 

Blunkett's protection officers and driver also knew of Blunkett's relationship. His sons also knew 

Break till 2pm 

Over recording of Blunkett to Sally Anderson, Mulcaire said: "Just say I love you and 25 grand." 

#hackingtrial resumes after lunch with evidence from Huw Evans, David Blunkett's special advisor 

Jonathan Sedgewick alerted Huw Evans to NOTW article. The Coulson meeting had already been arranged 

Langdale, counsel for Andy Coulson, suggests to Evans that the Blunkett Coulson meeting gave the story more credence 

When Quinn refused to go on holiday with Blunkett, Evans "had an inkling" the relationship was over. 

Huw Evans does not accept that talking to Coulson about the Blunkett NOTW was 'standing the story up' 

"I said nothing on that call that asserted the story was true or false" Huw Evans on his call to Coulson, when he was NOTW 
editor 

Evans says Coulson was 'supportive': "they were not going to ask that Blunkett should resign." Evans thought Quinn would 
eventuall be named 

Evans confirms the Coulson conversation was 'difficult' but 'civilised and business-like' #hackingtrial 

Evans: "(Blunkett) He had some hope that my conversation (with Coulson) ... might lead to a change of heart (at NOTW)." 

"My professional judgement was it wouldn't take very long before she (Kimberley Quinn) would be named." Huw Evans to 
Langdale, QC 

"The Home Secretary was not having an affair, he wasn't married, he was having a relationship" Huw Evans on Blunkett 
#hackingtrial 

Saunders points out that the jury is not here to consider whether outing Blunkett's relationship is in the public interest or not 

Langdale asks Evans whether some of the NOTW comment came from him. He denies the 'David is in turmoil' comment came 
from him 

Blunkett resigned on Sept 14th 2004. Evans "the NOTW and Sun set up a train of events that eventually led to his resignation". 

Evans concedes that it was a Telegraph article over allegations of fast tracking visas that led to Blunkett's resignation 

Langdale refers to drinks with Evans, Brooks, Coulson, Blunkett and Katherine Raymond. 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, now goes through the contacts between Coulson and Evans 

"Fairly perfunctory and civilised" contact between SpAd and NOTW editor after the Blunkett expose 

Evans received a couple of text messages from Coulson commiserating after Blunkett resigned. 

4th and 11th December 2004 Coulson is angry and disappointed about Stephen Glove Spectator article publishing 
transcriptions of tape 

Evans met Brooks at Kath Raymond's birthday dinner after second resignation. Evans provided corrections to Blunkett's new 
book 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Huw Evans 

Laidlaw for Brooks has two short topics for Evans: first back to NOTW in Aug 2004 

Laidlaw goes back to Evans' written statement and his assertion that it was 'inevitable' Kimberley Quinn would be named 

Quinn and Blunkett had two holidays and went to official palace dinner. They were "hiding in plain sight" according to Huw 
Evans 
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Evans conversation with Brooks took place on afternoon of the Sunday of NOTW exposure. 

Evans: "Brooks was clear she was going to name Quinn.... but she was very sympathetic and didn't think it was a resigning 
mater." 

Edis back questioning Evans for the prosecution, emphasising the difference between contact with Editors during party 
conference 

Evans questioned on his discussion with Brooks. She already knew the name of the Kimberley Quinn and the name of the 
son. 

10 minute break for jury 

Court rises till 3.30 

Judge Saunders addresses the Jury 

Saunders explains to jury he's going to speed up timeline evidence. No live witnesses for tomorrow. 

Timeline - Abigail Titmuss and John Leslie 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

Bryant Heron for prosecution with timeline evidence for Abigail Titmuss and John Leslie, verified by Weeting detective 
Oskiewicz 

Timeline concerns August 2002-August 2006: Abbi Titmuss, John Leslie: admissions their phone was hacked by Mulcaire 

22 Oct 2002 first tasking from Greg to Mulcaire - leading to NOTW article on John Leslie alleging drug use 

Late October two calls to Mulcaire from Greg Miskiw: 24/10 Green ink on lined file paper "check address - owner/utilities...do 
both mobiles" 

23rd October notes from Mulcaire's records shows Abbi Titmuss. Article in Sun soon follows. 

Statement of Mark Stephens Leslie's solicitor - receives call from Stuart Kuttner asking for comment. 26/10/02 7 pages on 
Ulrikka Jonsson 

Tasking from Greg for John Leslie and reference to Catherine Lister who worked for his agents. Another Neville tasking for 
Mulcaire 

6th June 2004 - 'Abbi's new Sex Video Shame' in NOTW. And a Greg tasking for Mulcaire' with more John Leslie detail 

13th June 04: articles in NOTW about both John Leslie and Abigail Titmuss. 

Once again junior prosecution counsel are checking the details of timeline with police officer from Operation Weeting. 

Call records from Jan 06 show calls from Mulcaire to Miskiw, and targeting Abby Titmuss - 19 accesses to June 06 

23rd July 06 another NOTW about a stalker and Titmuss. 15 further notes in Mulcaire's documents related to Titmuss/Leslie 
undated 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Oskiewicz 

DC Oskiewitz now cross examined by Laidlaw QC for Brooks. Goes back to October 2002. 

Laidlaw explains that John Leslie was a Blue Peter presenter, who became of interest because of Ulrika Jonson 
autiobiography 

Jonson alleged she'd been raped by a TV presenter. Mr Leslie was named as that individual in Oct 02 by Matthew Bright 

None of these assertions and allegations have never been tried, Laidlaw QC reminds the jury 

Leslie was charged with sexual assualts, but in July 03 prosecution offered no evidence. The Ulrika Jonsson evidence was 
never tried 

Laidlaw explains that Abby Titmuss was Leslie's girlfriend at the time. They split up in summer 03 after the charges dropped 

Laidlaw asserts 'no evidence of hack' on a Mulcaire page: Weeting DC says the line "do both mobiles" might suggest otherwise. 

DC Oskiewicz confirms that there is no information on that page to actually hack Leslie's phone. 

Laidlaw suggests NOTW article based on 'buy up' of a video of Leslie consuming drugs, and not a hack 

Further Prosecution evidence 

Bryant Heron now reads in some more supporting statements on the Leslie/Titmuss timeline 

Leslie states 24/08/12 he had a friendly relationship with Coulson and Piers Morgan when they worked on Bizarre Column until 
2002 

Leslie; "2002 a traumatic time" because of rape and drug taking allegations "At one point I was in (NOTW) every week" 

Leslie: "In 2005-6 when I moved back to Scotland the coverage of me stopped" 

Leslie confirms some of the Mulcaire entries; with green ink on a ring bound lined notepaper. Address relates to architect 
building his home 
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Leslie identifies the telephone of his parents from Mulcaire's notes. 

In a written witness statement John Leslie recognises an entry for his address, DOB, home and possibly old phone number in 
Mulcaire's notes 

Leslie's statement concludes with pro forma statement that he didn't give Mulcaire permission to access voicemais, therefore it 
was illegal 

Abigail Titmuss statement on press in 2002 "they were very interested in John and me as a couple" 

Titmuss confirms Mulcaire notes of her name and timing coinciding with Ulrika Jonsson's allegations of rape 

Titmuss recognises her phone number from that same date in 23/10/02 in Mulcaire's notebooks 

Titmuss confirms her old mobile number and PIN in undated note from Mulcaire documents 

Mulcaire's notes show interest in an alleged 'stalker' leaving messages on Abigaill Titmuss's phone. 

Titmuss was in Fiji on Celebrity Love Island during date of 24/05/05 when there's another Mulcaire note with her mobile number 

That's the end of the evidence till tomorrow 
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Tuesday 12 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Timeline - Delia Smith 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Detect Oskiewicz 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Detect Oskiewicz 

Timeline - Eunice Huthart (Angelina Jolie's body double) 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 

Timeline - Wayne Rooney, Patricia Tierney and Laura Rooney 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Corinne Young 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Corinne Young 
Further Prosecution evidence 

Timeline - Tessa Jowell and David Mills 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC DC Ryall 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Ryall 

Timeline - Lord Prescott 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 
Trial interrupted by Harry Nilsson's "Everyone's Talking at Me" 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Weeting Detective 

Timeline - Lord Frederick Windsor 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Timeline - Mark Oaten 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Timeline - Sir Paul McCartney 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Hargreaves 

The Prosecution Case continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Back in Court 12 for the #hackingtrial - today the jury will have no live witnesses, but go through a timeline with written evidence 

There's a problem with the sound today - so Bryant Heron for the prosecution sounds like a Dalek. He's going through 
Mulcaire's notebooks 

Timeline - Delia Smith 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

Edis is back on his feet and is calling a Weeting Detective to look at the Delia Smith timeline of phone hacking 

A page of Mulcaire's notes has addresses for Delia Smith and Wynn Jones. 

The Weeting Detective confirms a number of pages with extensive personal details for the Bruno family 

The Bruno family were friends with Delia Smith 

There's an email chain from Thurlbeck to Coulson about the tactics for covering the Delia Smith 

There are three stories in NOTW following up the Delia Smith 'incident in Norwich' 

The Mulcaire notes have extensive details for Wynne Jones - including an entry for Hospital 08/05/05 Greg Miskiw tasking 

Phone records are cross referenced between Mulcaire and Miskiw. Mulcaire then calls a variety of hospitals near Norwich 

Mulcaire then calls Lucy Crabbe's number - a former colleague and chef of Delia Smith 09/05/05 

Calls from Mulcaire to Ian Christmas - who has a number very similar to Delia Smith. 

06/04/05 a email from Neville Thurlbeck continuing to make inquiries about her 

Mulcaire emails Thurlbeck with an invoice for background checks on Delia Smith - Ian Edmondson is also included in the 
email chain 

There are undated Mulcaire notebook entries: Delia Smith and her husband have made witness statements on these 

Delia Smith recognises her married name from the notes, two mobile phone numbers, her address. 

Mr Wynne Jones - her husband - recognises the password to his phone on the Mulcaire notes. 

Wynne Jones' witness statement also confirms his address and old phone mobile numbers, DOB, and PIN number. His other 
name also appears 

Delia Smith recognises the names of Pierre Bruno's family on another set of Mulcaire's notes 
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Delia Smith's written statement recognises the name of Lucy Crabbe, and the numbers of her agent and a personal assistant 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Detect Oskiewicz 

Detect Oskiewicz is cross examined by Mr Laidlaw for Brooks. He goes back to an email reference to a 'Rebecca' - not Brooks 
he alleges 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Detect Oskiewicz 

Mr Langdale counsel for Coulson asks if this relates to Rebecca Loos. The Weeting DC can't confirm this 

Langdale asks if there's any evidence Mulcaire actually accessed voice mail messages. DC says there's call data evidence 

There are no transcripts or recordings to suggest Delia Smith and associates were successfully hacked 

Timeline - Eunice Huthart (Angelina Jolie's body double) 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 

Edis calls DC Hargreaves from Weeting for the timeline of Eunice Huthart (Angelina Jolie's body double) 

Edis reads Huthart's statement to explain who she is to the jury. A former Gladiators star and then a stunt woman in various 
movies 

Huthart has been a stunt double for Hollywood stars, including Jolie. She was working in LA with Jolie and Brad Pitt 

Huthart says she had a PIN code, but it didn't work every time she tried to used it. She often complained to vodaphone 

Huthart confirms a Mulcaire handwritten entry: 06/07/05 she was filming Mr and Mrs Jones in LA 

Mulcaire's notes contain her ex-directory landline. Huthart was sharing a house with Angelina Jolie during the filming 

Huthart recognises a Vodaphone PIN, and her direct dial messaging number. Its a 'Nev' tasking 

10/07/05 NOTW article about Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie. 17/07 another about her child. Another in August. 25/09 another 

Three more articles the following year. Edis goes through the call data between Mulcaire and Thurlbeck. 

24/02/06 Another Mulcaire call to Huthart's phone and then to NOTW, followed by an article. 

There are four undated Mulcaire pages relating to Huthart, redacted by police to hide personal numbers 

Huthart identifies six entries on Mulcaire's notes: her name, number, acc no, direct dial numbers, and a reset PIN 

Huthart recognises more details from another Mulcaire page and then a 'target evaluation list' of 16 people including Huthart. 

Edis reads admissions or 'agreed facts' on the Huthart timeline 

Huthart was working on Mr and Mrs Smith when Pitt and Jolie first started their relationship 

Timeline - Wayne Rooney, Patricia Tierney and Laura Rooney 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Corinne Young 

DC Corinne Young is called to give evidence on the Laura Rooney timeline - no relative of Wayne but assumed to be so 

Laura Rooney was a beauty consult with no connection to Wayne. Agreed facts she was hacked 4 times by Mulcaire 

A new timeline on Wayne and Laura Rooney is given to the jury at #hackingtrial 

There are six articles from the Sun about Wayne Rooney, one concerning his suggested use of prostitutes 04-05 

Edis takes DC Young to a Mulcaire notebook entry late August early September 2005, though the DC can't remember how 

Statement from Patricia Tierney who received a lot of attention for an untrue incident at a massage parlour in Liverpool 

Patricia Tierney says she warned Rooney not to come to massage parlour because his life would be 'destroyed' 

Mulcaire has 'Sun' notation, and pound;250 and entries for both Patricia Tierney and Wayne Rooney. 

26/08 shows contact between Weatherup and Edmondson and Mulcaire. Then the timeline breaks off until 18th Jan next year 

Mulcaire starts investigating Laura Rooney according to the timeline 18/01/06. 

Mulcaire's notebook has various personal details for Laura Rooney including mother's maiden name 

Another Mulcaire entry shows Wayne Rooney's mother's name and her address. 

Edmondson and Mulcaire make contact. Mulcaire then calls Miskiw. And then call data that he calls Laura Rooney 

Mulcaire calls Laura Rooney's Unique Voicemail Number, and so does someone at News International 

There was no NOTW article (obviously) about Laura Rooney 

10th and 11th May 2006 - various conversations between Mulcaire and Edmondson. 27th of July notebook entries mention 
Greg and Ian 
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28/07/06 story in NOTW. More stories about Rooney in both NOTW and the Sun. Mulcaire notes show continued interest in the 
footballer 

Edis for prosecution reads Laura Rooney's statement on Mulcaire notes 18/01/06 she was working in Harrods at the time 

Laura Rooney recognises two of the numbers in Mulcaire's notes 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Corinne Young 

Mr Laidlaw, QC, counsel for Brooks goes back over Laura Rooney timeline with DC Corinne Young 

Laidlaw suggests the Sun reference in Mulcaire notebook is "puzzling" 

Laidlaw notes that there are 8000 pages of Mulcaire notes, some in bound notebooks, other loose pages. 

Laidlaw: "Among those 8000 pages this is the only reference to the Sun?" DC Young: "I don't know that." 

Laidlaw QC: among the top left tasking references in Mulcaire notes, there is no reference to a Sun journalist. "This is an 
unusual entry" 

Laidlaw hones in on the fact the Weeting DC was struggling to explain the confirmation of dates of some Mulcaire entries 

26/08 to 01/09 2005 Laidlaw emphasises there is no call data evidence of Mulcaire contact with the Sun, and no evidence of 
payment to him 

Laidlaw points out there is no evidence of a hack here, or an subsequent story in the Sun 

Suggestion that Patrizia Tierney was offered and pound;250 by the Sun has no evidence suggests Laidlaw. Confirmation she 
was offered and pound;30k by NOTW 

Laidlaw explains that the 6 Sun articles on Wayne Rooney in Aug 04 and April 05 follows a scoop by the Sunday Mirror on 
24/08/04 

The allegations against Rooney ended up in allegations against Patricia Tierney, and had much wider coverage 

Laidlaw goes back to that 'isolated' Sun entry in Mulcaire's books. By summer 2005 Tierney was in process of suing the Sun 

Laidlaw says Tierney's libel case against the Sun failed. 

Laidlaw claims 'pretty irrelevant and extraneous material' has been put on the Laura Rooney timeline. 

Laidlaw suggest that Mulcaire might have taken it upon himself to get involved in Tierney during the litigation 

Laidlaw suggests Sun article on Rooney was common in other papers, and has nothing to do with NOTW hacking 

A break 

Further Prosecution evidence 

Edis reads in the evidence of Patricia Tierney who recognises the name of her mother, a hospital number (she had health 
problems) 

Tierney recognises her mothers date of birth, and two doctors. She says her mother had various calls from men purporting to 
be Red Cross 

Tierney claims a reporter from NOTW offered her 30k but she refused 

Edis confirms this is the only Mulcaire note with Sun in top left of the page and and pound;250. Tierney says another magazine 
offered her that 

Tierney recognises the name of both her ex and current husband in the Mulcaire notes 

Tierney was also shown a document from Mulcaire's computer and recognised her name. That concludes the Wayne 
Rooney timeline 

Timeline - Tessa Jowell and David Mills 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC DC Ryall 

Bryant Heron for prosecution now goes through Tessa Jowell and David Mills time. Jowell was culture and Olympics minister 
married to Mills 

In 2006, Mulcaire accessed Jowell phone and police retrieved a recording from her phone. Mulcaire accessed it 19 times in first 
half 2006 

Bryant Heron calls an operation Weeting detective to go over the Jowell/Mills timeline 

Bryant Heron asks DC Ryall, case officer on this timeline, over a log of texts between Sunday Times journalist to Sue Mullins 

The ST journalist Gareth Walsh accusing Sue Mullins of making a false statement about Jowell's/Mill tax affairs 

Gareth Walsh offers to keep Mullins name out of the Sunday Times if she breaks client confidentiality over Jowell's tax March 
2006 

04/03/06 call data. Text from Edmondson at NOTW news desk to Mulcaire. Call from Mulcaire to Tessa Jowell's mobile 
number 
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On the same day at 11.26 to David Mills mobile from Mulcaire. 11.27 a three minute 9 sec call to Jowell's UVN (another hack) 

At 11.54 a ten minute call from Edmondson to Mulcaire. 25 mins late a call from News International to Jowell's unique voicemail 
number 

The private wire line at News International, explains DC detective, shows all calls routed through one line at cheaper rate 

12.35 the same day Edmondson uses his mobile to call Mulcaire. Next day, 5th March 2006, a series of NOTW articles 
on Tessa Jowell 

Bryant Heron for prosecution goes through newsbank 'Tessa in a Messa' NOTW article about her loans and tax affairs 

March 5th 2006 NOTW edition also has an interview with Jowell's sister about an alleged marriage split from David Mills 

Same edition of NOTW another article about Jowell and Blair. "This gives a flavour of the reporting," according to Bryant Heron 
for crown 

12th March 06 shows Mulcaire 'Jowell Assist' invoice to NOTW for and pound;250 

This is a contributor self billing invoice from Mulcaire, held by Burton Copeland solicitors working for News International 

Further NOTW opinion pieces and an article that week about Mills and Jowell, including on letters pages 

15th of March telephone calls from Edmondson to Mulcaire - last lasting 17 minutes, followed by another Mulcaire hack of 
Jowell 

17th March 06: call evidence Edmondson texted Mulcaire in the morning. In the afternoon Mulcaire hacked Jowell's voicemail 
again. 

After that Jowell hack there were three subsequent calls and a text from Edmondson to Mulcaire. Further NOTW articles 
followed that Sunday 

28th-March to April 10th 2006: a series of calls from Mulcaire to Tessa Jowell's unique voicemail numbers 

12th April Edmondson calls Mulcaire twice that day and then Mulcaire hacks Jowell's phone again late afternoon 

14th April another Edmondson call to Mulcaire followed by a hack of Tessa Jowell's phone. Edmondson calls him soon after 

Sunday 16th April 2006: NOTW article 'Tessa's Cronies' about the Olympics 

19th April on Mulcaire's notebooks has Jowell and Mills phone numbers and UVN numbers - with the left hand corner tasking 
'Ian' 

19th April 2006 hacked Tessa Jowell's phone that morning. On the 20th Edmondson calls Mulcaire in the morning. Mulcaire 
hacks Jowell twice 

Mulcaire also calls David Mills mobile on 20th April. Prosecution call up Edmondson email 'that closed News of the World' 

Mulcaire's email to Edmondson provides Jowell and Mill's number and PIN with note "substantial... looks like she is selling" 

Saunders: this is the email that was disclosed in 2011 by News International that started Operation Weeting 

The day of that email there was the first hack of David Mills 

That was 20th April 06: subsequent day there are two further hacks of Jowell. Three calls on 26th all from Edmondson to 
Mulcaire 

26th April 06: two further calls from Edmondson to Mulcaire followed by another hack that morning. One further in the afternoon 

Similar pattern 28th and 29th April - calls and text from Edmondson to Mulcaire, followed by hacks. NOTW article 'How Could 
they Refuge' 

3rd and 12th of May 2006 - calls and texts from Edmondson to Mulcaire, followed by hacks. Another on 23rd of May 2006 

4th June NOTW article saying "Mills: I'm in the Clear". 7th of June more phone contact between Edmondson and Mulcaire 

Bryant Heron shows an invoice from 25/06/06 from Mulcaire to NOTW for 'Mills Assist: Urgent' charging and pound;250 for 
additional work 

26th June a further NOTW article. And on 2nd July. 6th of July another hack. Further NOTW articles on 9th and 16th of July 

A tape of a hacked call from Jowell's mobile was seized from Mulcaire's home address that she had identified 

Prosecution show a page from Mulcaire's notes: Tessa is named, plus entries for mum and other names 

Another Tessa Jowell entry in Mulcaire's notes with the name 'Neville' and Anthony from New York 

More Mulcaire notes on Mills and Jowell and note '19 messages'. Ian is in the top left of tasking details 

Two more Mulcaire notes on Jowell: first tasking 'Ian', Jowell mentioned and the name 'Nigel'. 

Another email recovered from News International, shown to the jury at #hackingtrial gives more Tessa Jowell numbers 

Bryant Heron reads out the statement of Tessa Jowell explaining her background. 2001-2007 Secretary of State DCMS 

Jowell: In 2006 my husband facing an investigaiton from Italian tax authorities... we agreed to separate... and left a lot of voice 
messages 

Jowell's statement confirms her phone numbers and the email disclosed from NI called 'Tessa' 
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Jowell confirms the content of the email in terms in numbers, and says she's never met Mulcaire or given out her PIN number 

Jowell on the Mulcaire notes exhibits: she confirms a message she received from friend in 2006. 

Jowell confirms the number of Bill Bush, her special advisor at the time. 

Jowell confirms office number, mobile number, family number a home in Mulcaire's notes 

Jowell confirms Nigel Warners number, a later special advisor 06-07, in Mulcaire's notebooks 

Tessa Jowell confirms Sunday Times copy of her email address and her tax advisor Sue Mullins 

Another Mulcaire entry confirmed by Tessa Jowell with her family home and Mills' address when they separated. All numbers 
and PINs correct 

David Mills statement to court explains his background and the Italian charges of being bribed by Berlusconi. ST ran story 
mortgage paid off 

Mills: "frequent speculation our separation was a sham... we talked often about our children and grandchildren." He confirms 
details 

Break for lunch till 2 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Ryall 

Bryant Heron recalls Weeting Officer to be cross examined on Tessa Jowell evidence by Langdale, counsel for Coulson 

Langdale asks the DC Ryall about a NOTW article of 5th March 'A Split Dodgy' referring to a Mills' solicitor statement 

Langdale turns to the statement of Mills' solicitor in 4th March 2006, day before newspaper article 

The Mills statement is about the separation of Mills and Jowell, and Langdale gets it established in a timeline 

Timeline - Lord Prescott 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Bryant Heron moves on to the case of Lord Prescott and those associated with him. 

Prescott was deputy PM to 2008. In 2006 Mulcaire hacked Tracey Temple's mobile number and that of Joan Hammond, 
Prescott's assistant 

Various friends of Temple's are detailed in Mulcaire's notebooks. So too were MoS journalists Dennis and Seb Hamilton. 

Alan Schofield was Prescott's press advisor - he was also hacked by Mulcaire in 2006. 

Bryant Heron for prosecution is now going through the Prescott timeline with the Operation Weeting detective responsible for 
the case work 

It starts on 25th April 2006 with notes from Mulcaire, tasked by 'Ian'. Tracey Temple name and mobile number are identified 

Temple's ex boyfriend Barry Williams also appears on Mulcaire's notes, and where she lived in 06. 

More pages from Mulcaire's notes have details of Temple's ex husband: on same date 5 calls from Edmondson to Mulcaire and 
an email 26/04 

More calls from Edmondson and NI to Mulcaire and email exchange with Coulson "I've got Temple's number will shock her with 
offer" 

Coulson says "start at 100k". Weatherup looped into conversation saying "If Glenn can assist" in relation to Temple connected 
to Prescott 

Soon after Edmondson/Coulson/Weatherup email Tracey Temple's unique voicemail number is hacked. 

Ian Kirby email to Coulson: "Mirror were rumbled when blag calls failed" 

Mulcaire hacks Alan Schofields voicemail same date, various texts from Edmondson to Mulcaire 

Following day, 27th, Mirror exclusive on Temple's ex, Bolden. Then the Sun publishes a piece on the story 

27th shows calls from Mulcaire and Alan Schofield, two way exchange of calls and texts between him and Edmondson on 
NOTW news desk 

Keith Gladdis NOTW Whitehall editor emails Edmondson 27/04/06 with Joan Hammell's mobile number, but 'no mobile for 
prescott' 

On the 26th Mulcaire hacks Joan Hammell's number. NI landline calls to him. A further hack of Hammell's unique voicemail 

Correction that was 28th April: Mulcaire's notes for that day have mobile and unique voicemail and PIN for Hammell 

One of the three emails that started the Weeting Investigation from Mulcaire to Edmondson with Hammell's number and 
hacking instructions 

On 28th April various call data of six calls between Edmondson and Mulcaire: then 17:49 first Dennis Rice call and Sebastian 
Hamilton calls 

8 mins after those calls, Mulcaire hacked Rice's phone through the unique voicemail number, and then Hamilton's number 
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After more calls from Edmondson Mulcaire hacks Dennis Rice, MoS journalist, again. 

At quarter past 6 that evening, the NOTW landline hacks Dennis Rice's phone, and then Sebastian Hamiltons' 

Then there are further hacks from Mulcaire to Seb Hamilton's phone. Minutes later more NOTW landline hacks in the minutes 
after 6pm 

If that is right, according to Bryant Heron, Mulcaire and NI were hacking Rice and Hamilton simultaneously over Temple story 

Later that evening more texts from Mulcaire to Edmondson, and more hacks from NI private wire line. More the next morning 

Email on 29th from Edmondson to several including Coulson and Weatherup. "This is the planned spoiled... TBC secret sex 
diary" 

Repeated hacking of Rice and Hamilton from NI private wire line (NOTW landline) continues the next day and evening 

29th April 2006: Goodman emails Edmondson 'CGPrescott1 with you' 

NOTW produced three articles on Prescott that weekend. 

Following week in early May 06 more hacks of Mail on Sunday journalists from Mulcaire. 

A 'Neville' tasking in Mulcaire's notebooks refers to Joyce Matheson who worked with Prescott with name, DOB, address 

Invoice entries to NI from Mulcaire detail "Prescott Assist" recovered from NI solicitors 

Trial interrupted by Harry Nilsson's "Everyone's Talking at Me" 

Trial interrupted briefly by phone alert playing 'Everyone's Talking About It" 

More hacks of MoS journalists in mid may, followed by another Mulcaire invoice for the 11th May 

12th May 2 Mulcaire hacks from Mulcaire and three from NI offices 

16th May Hamilton and Hammell are hacked, Edmondson and Mulcaire contacts. 17th Rice hacked again. More invoices from 
Mulcaire 

19th May to 14th June 06 same pattern - hacks of Hamilton, Rice and Hammell, and calls between Edmondson and Mulcaire, 
most hacks from NI 

Tracey Temple remained of interest through June; on 17th NI private line hacked Seb Hamilton. Mulcaire hacked Temple 

Early July 06 - more hacks by Mulcaire and NOTW landline of Dennis Rice and Sebastian Hamilton at Mail on Sunday 

Bryant Heron, for crown, summarises the undated entries in Mulcaire's notebooks. A note of the and pound;250 fee. Joan 
Hammell with an Ian tasking 

Another three undated entries in Mulcaire's notebooks have details of Tracey Temple 

Mulcaire notes on son of John Prescott in Hull, the names of a friend of Tracey Temple, details of Rice and Hamilton PIN 
codes and numbers 

BREAKING: Log in details for Associated Press computer system and IT support line for Mail on Sunday in Mulcaire's notes 

Dennis Rice has confirmed that number of tape recordings seized from Mulcaire's address were left for him. So does Sebastian 
Hamilton 

Rice identifies voice message left by Ben Shepherd and Mr Jeffs - tallying with notes in Mulcaire's documents 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Weeting Detective 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, goes back over timeline with Weeting Detective and case officer 

Langdale goes back to the emails between Edmondson, Coulson and Weatherup concerning Tracey Temple. "How deep are 
your pockets" 

Coulson replies almost immediately "Start at 100k" further emails between Edmondson and Weatherup do not include Coulson 

The 'Glen can assist' Weatherup line was not circulated to Coulson 

Langdale goes back to Kirby email to Coulson, Wallis and Thompson about "Mirror blag failing" then just forwarded to 
Edmondson 

Timeline - Lord Frederick Windsor 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Moving on to Lord Frederick Windsor timeline with Bryant Heron counsel for the prosecution. Son of Princess Michael of Kent 

Agreed facts and admissions: Windsor was hacked and eight messages left for him recovered from Mulcaire's house. Friends 
have id'ed them 

2nd April 2006 the NOTW refers to Lord Frederick Windsor. Towards the end of April a series of calls between Edmondson 
and Mulcaire 

26th April 2006 Clive Goodman emails Edmondson with 'Fred' employment, address, date of birth 
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Edmondson replies to Goodman email: "What name will he use... Freddie Windsor?" Goodman replies "Fredidie but official 
forms Frederick" 

Before the first email reply Edmondson calls Mulcaire. After reply Mulcaire calls Windsor's mobile phone, and then hacks it 
twice 

Mulcaire calls Marina Handry, a friend of Windsor's minutes later. Edmondson calls him. Three more hacks of Windsor's phone. 

Following morning more Edmondson and Mulcaire contact followed by a hack of Windsor's mobile phone. More texts. Three 
hacks that afternoon 

After the final hack that day on 27/04/06 Mulcaire emails Edmondson emails with mobile numbers and hacking PIN instructions 

Thirty minutes after that email the NI landline hacks Windsor's mobile phone 

28th of April hack of Windsor, friend Mary Chateris - then Edmondson calls Mulcaire. NI hacks Windsor's landline. 

More hacks the next day. Then 3rd of May Windsor and Chateris' phone hacked again. More Edmondson Mulcaire texts and 
calls 

4th May 06 NI landline hacks Windsor and Chateris. 5th May more Mulcaire/Edmondson contacts. Mulcaire hacks Chateris 
again. 

6th, 9th, 10th of May more contact until more hacks on the 10th, 11th, 16th of May 

Entries for Mulcaire for the 26th May 06 (though wrongly dated 05 out of sequence with others): detective says bound pages - 
mistake 

Another hack of Lord Frederick Windsor on 31/05 or Chateris on 01/06/06 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution confirms with Operation Weeting Detectives the various Mulcaire entries for Windsor and 
family 

5 minute break 

CORRECTION: it was "Everyone's Talking at Me" by Harry Nilsson from Midnight Cowboy that interrupted the trial, Saunders 
QC for C Brooks 

Timeline - Mark Oaten 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Andrew Edis QC for crown now takes us to the hacking timeline of Mark Oaten, former Liberal Democrat MP #hackingtrial 

Edis goes through the admissions or 'agreed facts' on the Oaten timeline, his career as MP 97-2010. Leadership bid in 2006 

Recording of four voicemails from Mark Oaten's phone found in Mulcaire's belongings, all identified by those who left them 

Various hacks of Oaten's phone agreed by both sides. DC Hargreaves from Operation Weeting gives witness evidence to 
support the timeline 

Weeting DC confirms lots of calls from Neville, Mulcaire and Edmondson around the time of entries in Mulcaire's notebook 

The Oaten timeline concerns allegations of an affair with Ian Chadwick, Mulcaire called his phone and then NOTW newsdesk 
editor Edmondson 

13/01/06 the jury is shown the Tom Crone agreement with Ian Chadwick for an exclusive for and pound;20k 

That January Oaten withdrew from Lib Dem leadership, and stood down from front bench on 21st. More calls to Chadwick's 
phone. 

Mulcaire's notes have a 'Ian' tasking and are marked with Mark Oaten and the number of a former employee. NOTW publish 
the Chadwick story 

Various calls from NI to Oaten after that story: Edis refers to tape of Mulcaire blag heard in opening for personal phone details 

Jury is shown Mulcaire's notes on his own call data to various Oaten related contacts. 

Timeline - Sir Paul McCartney 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 

We now move to the timeline of Sir Paul McCartney with same Weeting Detective - DC Hargreaves 

Admissions in regard to McCartney: May 06 he separated from Heather Mills. Mulcaire investigated and intercepted sister, 
Fiona Mills 

Alan Edwards was McCartney's publicist - he was hacked. Stuart Bell - his personal assistant - was also hacked: 'agreed facts' 

Another target was previous boyfriend of Heather Mills in 1999 - notes found in undated Mulcaire entries. Other notes 
confirmed by victims 

24/07/2001 a Greg tasking to Mulcaire includes Heather Mills - but with no other info 
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Macca Throws Ring out of Window exclusive in NOTW, looking for 15k sapphire and diamond ring. Security guard found ring 
by torchlight 

More Mulcaire notes on Heather Mills address, DOB, service provider and phone numbers. 

Another notebook entry has old carphone number for Heather Mills and a mobile number for her sister Fiona 

Those entries were from 2002. Now onto 2004 when NI called Mills' phone. An article 20th and 27th March 05 two NOTW 
stories 

In 2005 more calls to Heather and Stuart Mills - more NOTW articles. 

Mulcaire new note has a 'redirect number' for Mills and that of her personal assisant. 7/07/06 Heather's Moved Out NOTW 
exclusive 

Another note has an address for Mick McGee - a mispelling of name but correct address of Paul McCartney's brother 

Another 'Ian' tasking has details on McCartney's publicist Edwards and a PIN for McCartney's brother. 

'Macca's Still on his Own' appears in the NOTW soon after. 

17th May Mulcaire hacks Edwards number 4 times then email from Weatherup to Mulcaire giving details of Mills' relatives and 
friends 

Weatherup asks for numbers for Fiona Mills from Mulcaire in the email 

Whole list of voicemail recordings have been recovered from Mulcaire related to Mills McCartney timelines, identified by those 
who left them 

Weatherup email to Mulcaire asks for details of Chris Terrell. More hacks of friends and assistants of Heather Mills 

Mulcaire hacks Edwards: Ni continue to call Terrell after Weatherup provided with details. Another NOTW story. 

Lots of traffic between Edmondson and Mulcaire, followed by hacking of Mills and associates 

Code name for Mills McCartney hacking was 'Abbey Road': Miskiw writes to Sun journalist about Mills mobile "nothing new" 

BREAKING: email shows Greg Miskiw writing to Sun journalist about Heather Mills phone 'not being used' and 'nothing new' 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Hargreaves 

Laidlaw, for Brooks, cross examines DC over hacking on May/June 2006 

Laidlaw focuses on the period before Jan 2003 when Brooks was still editor of NOTW (had gone to Sun on later hacking) 

DC Hargreaves identifies evidence of tasking of Heather Mills in 2001, but agrees theres 'no evidence of a hack in the notes' 

DC Hargreaves agrees 'no evidence of a hack' in early entries on Mills. 

Email from Miskiw to Sun Journalist was 29th May 2006. Court now finished 

CPS have redacted names in Mulcaire's Target Evaluation List not relevant to current #hackingtrial 
pic.twitter.com/AQGp7bk0ZQ ht @robindbrant 
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Wednesday 13 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Timeline - Gordon Taylor 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Oskiewicz 

Timeline - Nigel Farage and Liga Howells 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

Timeline - Calum Best and Laura Hogan 
Giving evidence - Calum Best 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Calum Best 
Giving evidence - Laura Hogan 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Laura Hogan 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Laura Hogan 

Timeline - Jude Law, Sienna Miller and Jade Schmidt 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Hargreaves 

Timeline - Helen Asprey (aide to the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge) 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Scott 

Timeline - Paddy Harverson (Communications Secretary for the Royal Family) 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Bathhurst 

Timeline - Jamie Lowther-Pinkerton (Private Secretary to Princes William and Harry) 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Timeline - Mark Dyer (Royal Equerry to the Prince of Wales and the Royal Princes) 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Timeline - Tom Parker-Bowles (son of the Duchess of Cornwall) 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

The Prosecution Case continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

We're back in Court 12 with the Gordon Taylor hacking timeline, verified by a Weeting Detective #hackingtrial 

Timeline - Gordon Taylor 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

We're back in Court 12 with the Gordon Taylor hacking timeline, verified by a Weeting Detective #hackingtrial 

Agreed facts on Taylor - Mulcaire hacked Taylor's phone. 76 messages retrieved from Mulcaire's belongings in 2006. 

A dozen or so people have identified themselves from voicemail recordings hacked from Gordon Taylor and Joanne 
Armstrong's phones 

DC Oskiewicz is the case officer for the Gordon Taylor timeline 

Edis has simplified the timeline issue by asking DC Oskiewicz: "Is this timeline accurate?" Oskiewicz: "Yes" 

At this point in February 2005 the media were investigating the allegation Joanne Armstrong and Gordon Taylor were having 
an affair 

There's a detail in Mulcaire's notes connected with Blackburn Royal Infirmary - the notes tally with call data obtained by police 

Mulcaire called the Inland Revenue in Lancashire and then contacted Miskiw at NOTW. Contract pays a proxy id for Mulcaire 
for 'photos' 

Apart from voicemails recovered from Tom Crone's safe. Edis for crown says all other recordings were recovered from 
Mulcaire's property 

Jury shown a graphic depiction of Gordon Taylor emails: Shauna Corr sends Miskiw transcripts. Call data from Mulcaire to 
Miskiw 

Graphic depiction of Gordon Taylor voicemails continued: Miskiw sends back transcripts to Mulcaire for rechecking. 

Mulcaire using his Shadowman alias then emails transcripts to Neville Thurlbeck, who then contacts Weatherup and 
Edmondson 

Court shown Thurlbeck email 11/05/05 to Weatherup: "this is a splash.... get Derek onto it" then transcript of Taylor voicemail 
messages 

There are about four pages of transcribed voice mails in the email from Thurlbeck to Weatherup #hackingtrial 

Edis produces another Mulcaire agreement from NOTW dated 24/06/05 signed by Edmondson this time for "photos" 

The agreement is effectively an exclusive time limited agreement for Gordon Taylor affair - found among Mulcaire's belongings 
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Jury is shown famous 'For Neville' email from Ross Hindley (NOTW reporter) which opened up the civil cases in 2009 

Weeting Detective explains this is a far more extensive set of transcribed voicemails, looks like at least a dozen closely typed 
email pages 

We're now at 1st July 2005 on Gordon Taylor timeline with an email from Thurlbeck to Edmondson with the draft NOTW story 

Edis claims there were 5 calls from Thurlbeck to Taylor during this period, but not hacks - but calls for comment on running 
story 

14th Feb 2006 to 16th May 2006 call record data shows Mulcaire calling Taylor's voicemails regularly, and one to Joanne 
Armstrong 

Edis for crown then cross verifies Mulcaire records on Gordon Taylor in 37 documents. 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Oskiewicz 

Langdale counsel for Coulson cross examines Weeting Detective on one issue - no emails involving Mr Coulson in relation 
to Gordon Taylor 

Langdale also establishes there were no articles published in relation to Gordon Taylor. Now onto timeline for Nigel 
Farage and Liga Howells 

Timeline - Nigel Farage and Liga Howells 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

Edis reads through the non contentious admissions or agreed facts on Farage. In 2006 he had alleged affair with Liga Howells. 

Agreed facts - Mulcaire hacked Farage and Howells in January 2006. There's an 'Ian' tasking on Mulcaire's notes 

Mulcaire's notes on Farage have call data. 

There are several calls from News International to Liga Howells in Jan 06, and then Mulcaire calls her and Farage's mobile 
numbers 

After accessing the mobiles of Farage and Howells, he calls Ian Edmondson at NOTW 

The next day Mulcaire accesses Farage three times, and then calls Edmondson. A direct NI line then hacks Farage's voice mail 

29/01/06 NOTW 'Euro MP Cheats on his Wife with a Woman' details Farage alleged affair with Liga Howells 

January 2006 Farage is informed by his service provider that someone is accessing his phone. Recording of Mulcaire blagging 
O2 details 

Timeline - Calum Best and Laura Hogan 

Giving evidence - Calum Best 

Bryant Heron for the Crown calls Calum Best as the next live witness in #hackingtrial 

Calum Best is asked about events 2005-6 when he was a TV personality and appearing on 'Celebrity Love Island' 

Bryant Heron for Crown asks Best to confirm some information from Mulcaire's notebooks 

Best was shown a doc date 24/03/05 by Weeting detectives a while back, but in court he confirms his mobile number and 'Fiji' 
location 

Best confirms Mulcaire had details of his service provider and an old mobile number from many years ago 

Another page from Mulcaire's notes: another entry for his phone and the name Calum and a Her to Him table of call data 

This Her to Him list of times and duration of calls from Best's birthday on 6th of Feb "Of no significance" says Calum Best 

Bryant Heron shows some more Mulcaire documents to Calum Best: they detail numbers of texts and call duration from his 
phone 

Yet another Mulcaire tabulation of Calum Best's call data headed "Her to Him" with "Info Ian Edmondson" written beside it 

Prosecution shows Calum Best some NOTW news articles from March 06 

'Calum Confesses' NOTW news library piece shown on screen about him and Elisabeth Jagger ifrom 27th Feb. He did speak to 
Rav Singh 

Another NOTW article "Lust Like Dad" relates to Laura Hogan who Best had a relationship with, and who claims he is father of 
her child 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Calum Best 

Langdale for Coulson cross examines Calum Best about some 'general matters' and then some 'specific incidents' 

Best agrees he has regularly featured in newspapers and magazines. "You get used to it," Best says. 

"You wouldn't have appeared on Celebrity Love Island if the press hadn't been interested in personal life, and personal 
relationships." 
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Best started working as a model, thereafter mainly in TV: Langdale: "involved in the field commonly referred to as Reality 
Television" 

"Some media intrusion you have actively encouraged yourself?" Langdale. Calum Best replies "Correct" 

Langdale: "Appearances in the paper can lead to TV appearance and therefore earning money... running into thousands rather 
than hundreds" 

Langdale: "You are someone who tended to spend what money you had rather than investing it?" Best: "You could say that." 
Laughter 

Langdale asks about Best's contacts including his father's agent Phil Hughes, who occasionally acted on Calum's behalf 

Langdale asks about Dave Reed, who organised personal appearances, worked with Best. A good friend of Ross Kemp and 
showbiz agent 

Dave Reed accepted payments for media appearances for Calum Best. He can't remember a friend called AD Feelham 
accepted money from Rav Singh 

AD Feelam was running a hairdressers in Soho called 'Blow' 

Best admits he knew Rav Singh - the showbiz reporter for NOTW - since around 2004. 

Langale: "It was a two way operation with Rav Singh..." Best: "We didn't have that kind of relationship" 

Langdale asks if Calum Best got Rav Singh into Charlotte Church's private party: Best can't remember it specifically 

Langdale asks if Rav Singh alerted Best to NOTW stories they were about to run: "I can't remember that," replies Best 

"Unfortunately I want to disagree with that," says Best; "There was only one occasion.... the Jagger case." 

Langdale QC for Andy Coulson goes to specific matters on the Calum Best phone hacking timeline #hackingtrial 

Langdale asks if Best received payment from NOTW: Best says he did, sometimes through Dave Reed 

Langdale goes back to 2004 (2nd May) NOTW article 'Calum: How Dad Drove Me to Drugs'. Best says he didn't receive 
payment 

Calum spoke to Phil Taylor at NOTW "he was always around" but not over that particular article. 

Calum says article came from friend of Alex Best (his father's partner) but not from him. His 'confession' was without his 
approval 

Best claims he gave a friend a lot of detail, and they passed it onto Phil Taylor at NOTW. 

Langdale moves on 20/02/05 NOTW article "11 Minutes of Shame' with Elisabeth Jagger. "Things had got a little out of hand," 
Langdale says 

Langdale: "Over the top behaviour..." Justice Saunders: "Good choice of words." There was CCTV footage and Jagger 
stopped it circulating 

One week later NOTW produces an article 'Calum Confesses' with an interview with Rav Singh. 

For that 'Calum Confesses' Best received and pound;2k. NOTW used models to reenact the Jagger incident 

Langdale moves onto an article 20/11/05 with a George Best piece five days before he died. 11/12/05 NOTW published 
Calum's response 

On Sunday 11th and 18th December a two part NOTW Calum Best piece about his fathers death: he was paid about and 
pound;3k 

17th March 2006 was Georg Best's memorial service in Manchester. 10 days later NOTW printed 'Lust Like Dad' by Chris Tate 

The NOTW article is about Calum's Best's sexual encounter the night before the memorial service with Lorna Hogan 

16th April 2006 NOTW printed 'I'm Having Calum Best's Baby' by Chris Tate about Hogan's pregnancy. 

Justice Saunders to Langdale: "I don't think you'll get a job as Headline writer at NOTW. Langdale: "Thank goodness for that." 

21/05/06 Another NOTW article appeared 'Best's First Grandchild' - Calum Best had texted Hogan about the piece two days 
before 

Langdale: "You got to know Hogan was talking to NOTW through Rav Singh..." Best: "I can't remember that. It could have be 
him Or my agent" 

Calum Best asked Hogan not to talk to the papers, then discovered she was going to sell picture of unborn child from scan 

Sound went down. Calum Best said he only sold one story to Rav Singh and wasn't a good friend. 

Giving evidence - Laura Hogan 

Laura Hogan gives her evidence jury over Calum Best hacking in 2005-6. She was a glamour model then 

Laura Hogan says she had a relationship with Chris Tate at NOTW to provide him with gossip stories from her clubbing 

Hogan had a two month relationship with Calum Best in 2005. After pregnancy she regular contact with Tate and met 
Edmondson 
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Hogan met Edmondson for lunch, and he put pressure on her to sell her story and sell the pictures of her scan 

Hogan says she sold details of her pregnancy on more than once occasion to News of the World. Crown shows some NOTW 
pieces 

26/03/06 NOTW article 'Lust like Dad' was sourced from Hogan's conversation with Chris Tate 

16/04/06 NOTW article 'I'm Having Calum Best's Baby' article came from info from Hogan. She was paid for both pieces. 

21/05/06 'Best's First Grandchild' NOTW piece. Laura Hogan says she provided Ian Edmondson with pregnancy scan. Not 
paid 

After baby was born, Laura Hogan then started dealing with Mirror 

Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Laura Hogan 

Edmondson's QC cross examines Hogan. She worked for Phil Green who arranged for models to visit clubs and meet 
celebrities 

Edmondson's QC confirms that Hogan would be paid between and pound;3-10k for gossip provided for night clubs. Hogan 
insists not paid for scan 

Best sent Hogan a text: "How could you be so low as to sell pic of unborn child" Hogan warned Chris Tate someone tipped him 
off about story 

Hogan agrees he had an exclusive deal with Chris Tate, and she was paid by cash. She sold one story after to Mirror. 

Hogan says she dealt with Max Clifford to help with PR 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Laura Hogan 

Langdale for Coulson asks Hogan if Chris Tate photographed her text message. She says yes, and not just Calum Best 

Hogan tried to get Best to acknowledge he was father of child many times. Mulcaire Him to Her call data matches those 
contacts. 

Laura Hogan says she never became a client of Max Clifford or went onto his books 

Timeline - Jude Law, Sienna Miller and Jade Schmidt 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Hargreaves 

Edis for the prosecution now goes to Jude Law, Sienna Miller and Jade Schmidt timeline: he gives jury some amendments 

Admissions or agreed facts on Law, Frost and Miller. Schmidt was lawyer. Mulcaire hacked Sienna Miller - recordings retrieved 
in 06 

Mulcaire hacked Sienna Miller's friend Archie Keswick on a number of times, as did a general News International number: 
agreed facts 

DC Hargreaves from Operation Weeting confirms Mulcaire notes on Sadie Frost, with several landline numbers 

Edis confirms call data from Jan 2003 of calls between Miskiw and Mulcaire tallying with notebook details of Law, Frost and 
Miller 

Screens not working in court but Edis and Weeting detective going through personal passwords and numbers related to this 
timeline 

in 2005 Mulcaire has details of Jade Schmidt and Sienna Miller. August NOTW article 'Jude takes Sienna Back' exclusive 

NOTW 'Jude's Shrinking Feeling' another the following week 'How Jude Do That': More Mulcaire notes in following month 
09/09/05 

Edmondson texts and calls to Mulcaire coincide with the day of his notes, followed by a series of hacks of Miller's friend archie 
Keswick. 

Another page of Mulcaire notes on Miller, including PINs and numbers for her friend Ben Jackson. Another hack on Keswick 
from NI next day 

Two days later NI landline hacks Keswick again. 24th more hacks. And 25th a NOTW article in Blackadder column about 
Keswick and Miller 

11/10/05 Keswick hacked. NOTW article 'Jude and Sienna Miller Back On'. 

NOTW then accessed Sienna Miller's phone in December various times after contact with Mulcaire 

09/02/06 Edmondson calls Mulcaire. Mulcaire hacks Keswick. Three days later a NOTW article about Jude Law and Sienna 
Miller 

14/02/06 Edmondson calls Mulcaire. Another hack of Keswick. 

March 06 Mulcaire notes on Sadie Frost. Lots of contact with Edmondson. Then Mulcaire hacks Keswick again 

April 2006 Jade Schmidt phone hacked - various recordings from her phone recovered from Mulcaire's belongings 

Frost sacked Schmidt; Mulcaire recorded messages from Weatherup and Miskiw offering the nanny money for her story 
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Back with DC Hargeaves on the timeline of Jude Law, Sadie Frost and Sienna Miller #hackingtrial 

There's a Mulcaire entry for Jade Schmidt and Sadie Frost and for 'Rebekah Wade' on the same page 

The name 'Grant' is mentioned in Mulcaire's notebook connected to a phone. May 2006 another Mulcaire notebook entry 

Edis for the crown cross refers the Mulcaire notes on Sadie Frost's nanny Schmidt to illegal hacks of her phone 

A series of hacks Schmidt, and Mulcaire calls a child psychologist who had been contacted by Schmidt 

3 texts from Weatherup to Schmidt: "Silence is deafening... let me get you some free legal advice.... Time is running out. Final 
offer 85k" 

Mulcaire hacks 'Grant' - Jade Schmidt's boyfriend. Weatherup texts her: "100k - final offer" more hacks 

NOTW ran two articles about Sadie Frost and Jude Law in the next edition. More hacks the following week, Edmondson 
contacting Mulcaire 

Emails between Miskiw and Chris Anderson at Mail on Sunday discussing Sadie Frost stories, not called up in evidence 

The timeline shows a lot of phone traffic between Edmondson and Mulcaire during the hacking of Jade Schmidt's mobile 

Miskiw emails Chris Anderson at Mail on Sunday on the same day. Next weeks Mulcaire hacks Schmidt again after contact 
with Edmondson 

All this followed by NOTW article "Sadie's Not Scot Free". More hacks the following week 

Greg Miskiw is in contact with a Mirror journalist about the Jude Law Nanny story in May 2006. 4th June NOTW article 
on Sienna Miller 

05/07/06 more hacks of Schmidt and in 5th September 2007, direct access from News International to Archie Keswick's phone 

Undated Mulcaire notes mistake Archie Keswick, Sienna Miller's childhood friend, as 'Sienna's Boyfriend' 

Mulcaire's notes have addresses, PIN and phone numbers for Keswick, Jude Law, Sienna Miller, etc. 

Recovered from Mulcaire's premises invoice for 'electronic intel.... traffic analysis...' names 'Harry William, Asprey, Middleton, 
Katona 

The Mulcaire traffic analysis also includes Archie Keswick, invoices and pound;1k cash for intel and offers to 'TR scripts 
however you want' 

BREAKING: Evidence in court suggests NI hacking friend of Sienna Miller a year after Mulcaire arrested and convicted for 
phone hacking 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Hargreaves 

DC Hargreaves is cross examined by Brooks' counsel, Mr Laidlaw over Miller/Law/Frost/Schmidt timeline of hacking 

Laidlaw for Brooks goes back to mention of 'Rebekah Wade' in Mulcaire's Sadie Frost entry: it's not in tasking area is it? 

Laidlaw says Brooks was a personal friend with PR spokesman for Miller and Law, and suggests Mulcaire has picked up 
reference 

DC Hargreaves agrees with Laidlaw: Brooks herself was victim of extensive phone hacking. 

A Mulcaire entry relates to the hacking of Rebekah Brooks' phone. 

Another Mulcaire entry on Brooks: DC Hargreaves says he showed Brooks these documents. 

Edis for the prosecution makes it clear that mention of Brooks on Mulcaire's Sienna Miller notes does not mean she was 
tasking him 

DC Hargreaves says he showed Brooks evidence of her phone hacking before her arrest. Another MPS officer asked her if she 
would be witness 

Laidlaw suggest Brooks was asked to provide a witness statement. Hargreaves agreed 'at some point' 

Edis asks DC Hargreaves about contact with Brooks: "what was the object of exercise?" "To comment on notes," Hargreaves 
explains 

DC Hargreaves says that it was their duty to inform everybody who appeared in Mulcaire's notes. 

Saunders: "No more live witnesses this afternoon, that's right?" Bryant Heron: "Police officers" Saunders: "Not suggesting 
they're not alive 

Timeline - Helen Asprey (aide to the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge) 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Scott 

Prosecution on the timeline of Helen Asprey, aide to the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge. Messages recovered from Mulcaire 
in 06 

Admissions: Mulcaire made 48 hacks of Asprey's phone, and former NOTW Royal Correspondent Clive Goodman made 83 

DC Scott was Weeting case officer on Asprey timeline. 
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DC Scott says he's essentially the author of this hacking timeline starting June 2003; first a Greg tasking with Asprey PIN and 
phone numner 

The Asprey hacking lasted for three years, until August 06. Majority to Unique Voicemail Number. NI landline used too 
#hackingtrial 

Calls to Asprey UVN line also came from Goodman - these are all hacks 

Jan 2005 phone data shows 18 calls to Asprey UVN, 3 from Goodman landline, 15 from News International landline, 1 to 
mobile 

Mulcaire notes on Asprey also notes "Willam/Harry PA" with phone provider and 'reset voicemail' and 'default pin' 

Email from Greg Miskiw to Clive Goodman subject 'phone' - "she has reset it, we'll have another go later on" 

Another Mulcaire Asprey note 18/01/05 tasked by 'Greg'; direct dial numbers, PIN resets and notes "they have monthly 
passwords not daily" 

Transcripts of Asprey's voicemail shown to jury includes a doctor, Rod Jack, talking about a mutual friend with 'knee problem' 

Prosecution read out a witness statement of Rod Jack, director of medical services at English Institute of sport. He identifies his 
message 

Rod Jack confirms the private medical details were not discussed with anyone other than Aspery, or others bound by medical 
confidence 

Bryant Heron for prosecution shows the jury an email from Goodman to Coulson: "The Health info is from the doc himself, 
scanned from Asprey" 

Coulson emails back:"He won't help will he?" NOTW article followed 

BREAKING: Goodman emailed Coulson about P Harry's health with "scanned from Asprey" (Royal Aide) NOTW article on 
medical problems next day 

NOTW article details the medical problems Prince Harry was having with his foot and knee 

Phone data shows Asprey's phone hacked by Goodman, Mulcaire and the News International landline during this time too 

A police protection officer also identified his voice from Asprey's recorded phone messages recovered from Mulcaire in 06 

Bryant Heron reads a witness statement from Tania Still who left a message on Asprey's voicemail. 

Tania Still: an artist who was exhibiting in July 2005 who Asprey wanted to commission for a painting. 

Tania Still identifies the message from late July 2005. Then she saw herself in a NOTW Black Adder article on 7th August. She 
phoned NOTW 

Tania Still asked Clive Goodman at NOTW where he got the information from. He never got back to her. 

NOTW Black Adder by Clive Goodman claimed Prince William had commissioned Tania Still for a picture of his hounds. 

22 calls to Asprey from the summer autumn of 2005. November 95 calls, 57 from NOTW landline public line, 24 Mulcaire, 16 
Goodman 

December 05 44 hacks of Asprey's phone: she then noticed new messages filed old, and constant PIN numbers 

Over 200 hacks for the first six months of 2006 of Helen Asprey's phone from the same NI, Goodman and Mulcaire lines 

In addition to Mulcaire's notebooks, notes seized from Clive Goodman's office contained details of Helen Asprey #hackingtrial 

Timeline - Paddy Harverson (Communications Secretary for the Royal Family) 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Bathhurst 

DC Bathhurst from Operation goes through Paddy Harbison timeline replacing Corinne Young who was taken ill 

Paddy Harverson is the communications secretary for the Royal Family 

Goodman and Edmondson share on Harry's Sandhurst exams and allegations of 'cheating'. Paddy HARVERSON is proper 
spellng 

Patrick Harverson agreed facts include: comms secretary for Prince of Wales. Muclaire and Goodman hacked him regularly in 
05-06 

Hundreds of hacks of Paddy Harverson from Goodman, News International landline, and Mulcaire - agreed facts from both 
sides 

Email from Edmondson to Goodman wanting to include quote about Harry. Goodman: "massively dangerous to source... it's 
Paddy BTW" 

Transcript of recording of Goodman speaking to Paddy Harverson also included in evidence, the subject is Prince Harry. 
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Timeline - Jamie Lowther-Pinkerton (Private Secretary to Princes William and Harry) 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Bryant Heron then goes to the Jamie Lowther-Pinkerton hacking timeline (I'll abbreviate to JLP) and admissions or agreed 
facts on that 

Admissions on JLP, private secretary to Harry and Wills from May 05. Mulcaire intercepted JLP Oct 05 to Aug 06. Tapes of 
voicemails Id'ed 

October 05 19 hacks November 05 104 hacks of JLP - the bulk of these direct from News International private wire line for 
NOTW. 

Transcript of a Prince Harry voice message to JLP is now shown to the jury, found in Goodman's possession. Harry wants info 
on Iranian siege 

Harry's voice message tells of his exhaustion, and how he needs to write an essay on Iranian embassy siege. 

Goodman gave this transcript to his solicitors during his employment case against NOTW, and subsequently waived privilege 

10th Dec 05 email Edmondson to Goodman: "Where are we with the Harry tale?" Another email chain Goodman to Coulson 
and Wallis 

Draft article sent to Wallis and Coulson: Goodman writes piece about Harry 'cheating' by asking for help on Sandhurst essay. 

Coulson response 10 mins later: "Can u get someone on record... what a disgrace this is..." Goodman: "Colonel Bob Stuart a 
tutor there" 

Another email reply from Wallis: "Black Adder lead next week I think" Goodman response: "Clarence House extremely rattled... 
" 

Muclaire's notebooks have entries for Kate, 'L-P' and Parker-Bowles. Dec 05 - Aug 06 about 400 LP hacks from NI landline, 
Goodman, Mulcaire 

Timeline - Mark Dyer (Royal Equerry to the Prince of Wales and the Royal Princes) 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Two short Royal hacking timelines to finish today: Mark Dyer, royal equerry to Prince of Wales and the royal princes. Mulcaire 
intercepted 

Timeline for Dyer Sept 05 to Jan 06 show about 100 calls from Goodman landline another 100 from NI landline 

'Greg' was marked in various Mulcaire notes in the tasking column for Dyer (Sloane Bar tycoon) and 'princes'. 

Email from Goodman to Weatherup, Kuttner and others re 'credits' and small payments for Harry and William stories. 

Goodman email to Kuttner and other employees of NOTW managing editors staffs. and pound;115 for Mark Dyer's letter. More 
Dyer invoices from Goodman 

Feb to Aug 06 another two hundred hacks or so of Dyer - all but one from Goodman and NI landline. Mulcaire only a single 
hack 

Timeline - Tom Parker-Bowles (son of the Duchess of Cornwall) 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Final hacking timeline for day, Tom Parker-Bowles, son of Duchess of Cornwall. Agreed facts hacked from March 05 to May 
06 via NI landline 

Early entry in 2003 in Mulcaire's notebooks for Parker-Bowles. Another in Feb 05 on resetting his voicemail pin. 

10th Feb Goodman to Coulson about Parker-Bowles about him seeking PR. Further email from Goodman to Weatherup and 
Edmondson 

On the same date, Goodman emails: "Good to do a few dark arts..." Weatherup: "Don't know what you mean..." Goodman 
mentions 'Maz" 

Email exchange 08/03/05 Miskiw provides address for Parker-Bowles for Goodman. NOTW article about him ordering a suit 
follows 

Further hacks of Parker-Bowles in early 06 from Goodman's landline, then NI landline, and Mulcaire. He was on Mulcaire 
'evaluation list' 

Court breaks till 10 am tomorrow 
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Thursday 14 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Timeline - Lord Archer 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Weeting Detective 

Timeline - Charles Clarke and Hannah Pawlby 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Scott 
Giving evidence - Charles Clarke (former Home Secretary) 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Charles Clarke 
Further Prosecution question to Charles Clarke 
Giving evidence - Hannah Pawlby (special Advisor to Charles Clarke) 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Hannah Pawlby 
Further Prosecution question to Hannah Pawlby 
Further evidence from Operation Weeting Detective DC Scott 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Scott 

Timeline - Kerry Katona 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Ryall 

The Prosecution Case continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Back at #hackingtrial concerning the timeline of Lord Archer - Weeting Detective going through the details 

Timeline - Lord Archer 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Back at #hackingtrial concerning the timeline of Lord Archer - Weeting Detective going through the details 

Bryant Heron reads the admissions re Lord Archer and Edwina Freeman: Mulcaire intercepted the voicemails recovered from 
Thurlbeck's desk 

Mulcaire notebooks related to Jeffrey Archer shown to jury and a NOTW story dated 21/09/02 about his time in prison 

An undated Greg tasking to Mulcaire has Archer's mobile number. Another with landline dated 24/07/03 

Another Mulcaire note from 02/10/03 with a Greg tasking and notes on Lord Archer and an associate #hackingtrial 

30th May 2004 another tasking by 'Greg' and more numbers related to Lord Archer. 

11/05/04 a Mulcaire record of Archer's mobile seems to be marked 'neville': another Neville tasking has numbers of Edwina 
Freeman 

18/06/04 mobile numbers of Mary Archer and Edwina Freeman found in Mulcaire's notes confirmed by Lord Archer and 
Freeman 

Bryant Heron for prosecution tallies call data between Thurlbeck and Mulcaire. 4 recordings found in drawer at NOTW identified 
by Freeman 

Handwritten note 'For James' dated 5th May found in Thurlbeck's desk tracks the call data of Edwina Freeman and a gallery 
owner 

One more undated 'Greg' tasking to Mulcaire has more personal details on Edwina Freeman 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Weeting Detective 

Mr Laidlaw, QC, counsel for Brooks goes back over the three entries in Archer timeline for the period when Brooks was editor 
of the NOTW 

Laidlaw reminds the jury of Lord Archer's perjury charges and imprisonment 2001 to 2003, and that Thurlbeck had exposed 
the perjury 

Counsel for Brooks then goes back to early Mulcaire entry on Archer, marked Neville, with two addresses but an unrecognised 
Barclaycard 

The Weeting Detective confirms that there was no hack of Archer related to early entries. Hacking begins May to June 2004 

Timeline - Charles Clarke and Hannah Pawlby 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Scott 

Edis for the prosecution goes to the timeline of Hannah Pawlby and Charles Clarke. He proposes first to confirm timeline with 
Weeting DC 
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DC Scott confirms a Mulcaire 'Greg' tasking from 07/04/05 which has entries for Charles Clarke and Hannah Pawlby: latter 
with address DOB 

25/04/05 Jules Stenson email has a (false) tip off of an affair between Pawlby and Clarke. "News was working on this with 
Neville.." 

Features editor Stenson forwarded email to Panther, Evans and Nixson "sounds like noon-runner because news have a head 
start" 

A voicemail of Ian Kirby, political editor of NOTW, recovered from Mulcaire's house. 

17th June tasking by 'Greg' to Mulcaire has Pawlby's names, addresses, and names of previous tenant and neighbour, parents 
address 

Two recordings of voicemail by Andy Coulson left on Pawlby's phone were recovered from Mulcaire's belongings 

Email chain 18/06/05 Thurlbeck to Weatherup details Pawlby's movements "Derek will be on her first thing Monday" and talks 
of 'doorstepping' 

Weatherup replies "Derek can handle" Derek replies complaining about not getting enough work 

A BBC reporter Sandford recognised his number in Pawlby related Mulcaire entries. Her brother appears with note "mortgage 
paid off" 

Andrew Pawlby statement to police explains Mulcaire reference could be about sharing mortgage payments for a joint house. 

Giving evidence - Charles Clarke (former Home Secretary) 

Edis for prosecution calls former Home Secretary Charles Clarke as a witness in #hackingtrial 

Clarke confirms to Edis his career as MP, Education secretary and Home Secretary 2004 to 2006. 

Clarke explains that Hannah Pawlby was a diarist who became a special advisor at Home Office during a maternity leave 

Edis shows Clarke a Companies House document list of inquiries ordered by Mulcaire: 26/04 Personal appointments Charles 
Clarke 

Clarke says he was a director of two companies. One before he became an MP. And another company he never used. 

Clarke explains how he was part of co-operative management company which owned some flats in a Westminster house 

Clarke can't understand why Mulcaire had a notation 'America/Florida' connected with his name 

Edis: "One reason the NOTW were interested you in 2006 was in relation to a rumour of a relationship with Hannah Pawlby" 

Clarke: "That's absolutely untrue.... I was contacted by political editor of the Sun, Trevor Kavanagh... he had evidence I was 
having affair 

Kavanagh told Clarke he would get it sympathetically covered for him if he confessed to him. Clarke ended the conversation 

Clarke can't be definitive about the time of conversation but it took place between October 05 to March 06. He asked HO for 
diaries 

The meeting with Kavanagh wasn't in the diaries so estimates Oct 05 to March 06 "I'm sorry I can't be more precise than this" 

Clarke says that he doesn't believe a story ever appeared about this false rumour 

Pawlby came Clarke, extremely distressd, to say gossip columnist from the Sun wanted to run false rumour of affair 

Clarke rang Brooks, editor of Sun, threatening libel if such a story was published. He spoke to her deputy instead as she was 
away 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Charles Clarke 

Counsel for Coulson cross examines Charles Clarke about 'dialogue' between politicians and press. Sometimes at odds, 
sometimes in common 

Counsel for Coulson about interaction between senior press and politicians at party conferences over lunches and dinners 

Counsel for Coulson asks Clarke about social events during party conferences including the press. 

Clarke explains there are events at the conference the delegates attend, and the wide range of fringe meetings from lobbying 
groups 

Clarke explains there are a host of parties at conference, thrown by various organisations including the media, with no agenda 

Finally, Clarke says, there are 'bilateral meetings' of lunches and dinners between politicians and journalists 

Counsel for Coulson "Senior politicians know people in the media extremely well... " Clarke: "The knowledge is professional 
knowledge" 

Clarke says "there are relatively few close personal friendships between politicians and journalists." 

Clarke emphasises that Civil Servants are excluded almost entirely from party conferences, and so doesn't get involved 

Clarke now answers questions about Special Advisors from counsel to Coulson. Saunders "Very interesting... how related to 
the case?" 
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Clarke "a number of special advisors I have employed were former journalists" but a whole aspect on policy no media related. 

Clarke explains how of his three special advisors only one was related to media - Hannah Pawlby was one of those. 

Clarke is asked if he can remember bi-lateral conference meetings with Andy Coulson, usually with SpAd, and some parties 

Clarke agrees he had a perfectly decent relationship with Coulson during his time as minister. 

Clarke recalls having a dinner outside conference season with Brooks. Clarke said he had meetings with Neil Wallis, perhaps 
with Coulson 

Counsel for Coulson explores NOTW campaign 'Helping Hands' which Clarke says he remembers 

The jury are show a NOTW page with a logo for 'Helping Hands' a zero tolerance policy towards bullying 

Clarke says this campaign was typical of good campaigns newspapers would run which the government would support 

The jury is shown a Charles Clarke piece in NOTW, during his time as Education Secretary, about zero tolerance for bullies 

Clarke explains how he would enthusiastically support an anti bullying campaign like this 

Jury are show a third NOTW page about the "shame of 7/7" and campaigning for better compensation for terrorism victims 

Clarke explains about difficulties over higher compensation for terrorism as opposed to other disasters, eg, or police victims of 
shooting 

Jury shown a NOTW page announcing victory in the compensation campaign. Clarke says he'll have to check his statements 
congratulating them 

Counsel for Coulson explores more direct contact with Clarke - in this case with journalist Mr Mahmood in March 05 

A NOTW double page interview with Clarke on 20/03/05 covered issue of illegal immigration with Mr Mahmood (pixilated) 

Counsel for Coulson explains origin of this interview was a story, two weeks before, about illegal immigration 

Clarke thought because "many many millions of people are reading these stories it's my job to put the government side." 

Clarke says its possible he had a dinner with Coulson, Kirby and Wallis around this time, but cannot recall precisely 

Jury show email where someone from Home Office sent a briefing to NOTW about terror threats and detention of terror 
suspects from October 05 

Clarke explains his connection with Neil Wallis, which goes back to 1992. Through time at Sun, People and deputy editor of 
NOTW 

Clarke says, as part of his work, he met Walls at lunches and dinners, but not socially in terms of meeting families. "I trusted 
him" 

Clarke on Wallis: "Our meetings were fixed up by my special advisors... but if you say I had his mobile number... it's possible." 

Clarke agrees that he would talk to Wallis if something was urgent, but can't recall that happening. 

Clarke says he would talk to any journalist, including NOTW, about a story, but in practice this was dealt with through special 
advisors 

Clarke explains about government 'lines to take' on government issues, Coulson's counsel produces some from weekend of 
18th/19th June 2005 

One of the 'lines to take' from the government that weekend concerned ID cards. Another was Ronnie Biggs application to be 
released 

Counsel for Coulson shows Jury NOTW article from that weekend in which Clarke is quoted on bullying 

Clarke confirms that Coulson never spoke of the Pawlby rumour. Nor did Neil Wallis - to the best of his recollection 

Further Prosecution question to Charles Clarke 

Edis for the prosecution asks whether Coulson spoke to Clarke about any story: Clarke said he did discuss campaigns in 
general terms 

Edis asks Clarke if Coulson asked him about Ronnie Biggs: Clarke says NOTW political editor Ian Kirby said Coulson was 
interested in story 

Edis goes back to the Home Office briefing doc sent to Kirby, forwarded to Wallis, forwarded to Coulson; 

Clarke says he always assumed that Ian Kirby was working closely with Andy Coulson. 

Edis asks if he was ever asked to comment about his successor, Ruth Kelly, in education, about the bullying campaign. Clarke 
says no. 

Edis talks about interview with Mr Mahmood "the pixilated gentleman": Clarke thinks this was organised through Ian Kirby not 
Coulson 

Clarke says it's "quite possible" he talked to Andy Coulson about the bullying campaign. But less likely on criminal injuries 
compensation 

Edis asks Clarke a NOTW article quoting 'home office spokesman' about Biggs release. Clarke says that could be "a number of 
people" 
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Clarke: "I'd generally be referred to as the Home Secretary... it would be very unusual to be referred to as a spokesman" 

Giving evidence - Hannah Pawlby (special Advisor to Charles Clarke) 

Prosecution now call Clarke's former special advisor Hannah Pawlby at #hackingtrial 

Pawlby confirms she was Clarke's diary secretary and then promoted to special advisor, with responsibility for liaisons with the 
press 

Pawlby says she had regular contacts with press and editors. More often dealt with Kirby and Wallis at NOTW than Coulson 

Edis plays to the court the hacked voicemails taped from Pawlby's phone. 

The jury hear various innocuous personal messages to Pawlby, clearly played and retrieved remotely. 

Pawlby said she never picked up the saved messages. 

Pawlby says Coulson called her from time to time, and called her asking her to call him back. 

Pawlby says she identified details in Mulcaire's notes of her grandparents, a colleague of her mothers, family friends including 
head of MI6 

As well as former head of MI6 Pawlby also identified a friend of her parents who worked for the British embassy in Paris 

Pawlby says there was no truth in the Clarke rumour. First contacted by Sun journalist on gossip column saying she had 
pictures of affair 

This was the time John Prescott was being alleged to have an affair. Pawlby told Clarke about the call. Clarke said he'd call 
Brooks 

Pawlby said Clarke spoke to Brooks' deputy and the story was never published 

Pawlby says she can date the call through both the Prescott allegations and a prison scandal story 

Pawlby said the prisons scandal led to Clarke being asked to move jobs and then leaving office in the summer of 2006 

Pawlby cannot recall talking to anyone at NOTW during the time of the false affair rumours. 

Pawlby spoke to Ian Kirby after the phone hacking emerged: he said there was 'rumours of the affair in the newsroom of 
NOTW" 

Pawlby says she was aware of rumour before the approach by Sun journalist. 

Edis asks Pawlby about Daniel Sandford details - a BBC journalist who could have left a message. 

Edis asks Pawlby about a 'home office spokesman' referenced in a NOTW article denying Biggs release. She can't remember it 

Edis shows Pawlby a NOTW story about Clarke's successor in education, Ruth Kelly: she can remember nothing of that 

Pawlby explains how she would be the intermediary in any press approach to Clarke. 

Pawlby says about 5 % of her contact with NOTW involved Coulson personally, normally around big issues, 7/7, De Menezes 
shooting 

Pawlby also said that if there was a particular campaign, like paedophiles, Coulson might be in contact about that 

13/12/05 Orange call records for Pawlby show a man trying to make a payment on her account, refused, but she was never 
informed 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Hannah Pawlby 

Counsel for Coulson cross examines Pawlby who says it was unusual for a diary secretary to become a SpAd. 

Counsel for Coulson goes over Pawlby's dealing with press issues while Clarke's SpAd. Home Office had 50 working in press 
office 

Pawlby explains that the 'lines to take' documents produced by the press office would be approved by different people 
depending on issue 

Counsel for Coulson goes back to Home Office briefing sent to Ian Kirby at NOTW about the 3 month extension of detention of 
terror suspects 

Pawlby agrees that NOTW had a "strong interest in stories that came within the remit of the Home Office, law and order etc." 

Pawlby said she had a good working relationship with Ian Kirby, who had a separate office at Westminster. They'd bump into 
each other often 

Pawlby said she arranged and was present at bilateral meetings between Clarke and Coulson over lunch with whole NOTW 
team 

Pawlby says she was aware Clarke was on more friendly terms with Neil Wallis, who would meet just the two of them on their 
own 

Pawlby says the diary secretary would organise those meetings with Wallis 

Break for lunch 
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Still no definitive verdict from assembled journalists if the word Goodman used was 'scanned' or 'scammed': doc screen was 
down at time 

Back in Court 12 for #hackingtrial after lunch. No jury attendance tomorrow, so last session for this week 

Alison Pople, counsel for Andy Coulson, continues with more evidence from Hannah Pawlby, former SpAd to Charles Clarke 

Pawlby confirms she didn't get the message from Andy Coulson (it had been saved as old message by Mulcaire) and so didn't 
call back 

Pawlby confirms she spoke to Coulson's solicitors and the police about two NOTW articles: the first about Anti Bullying. 

Pople, counsel for Coulson, focuses on June 2005 article relating back to Clarke's period as education secretary (he was Home 
Sec by then) 

Pople now turns to Ronnie Biggs story - about claims of compassionate release from Belmarsh prison by his solicitor 

Pawlby agrees that the denial of early release in NOTW conveys the essence of Home Office 'lines to take' for that weekend 

Pawlby says she doesn't recall a message from Ian Kirby asking her to "give him a buzz" because she only listened to new 
messages 

There are also voice messages from ITV and Sky News asking Pawlby to call her back. She says they were typical. 

Pawlby says she first became aware of rumours when she first entered Home Office. Ian Kirby later said he thought there was 
no suspicious 

Pawlby confirms Coulson never asked her about the rumours during the period 2004-6. 

Further Prosecution question to Hannah Pawlby 

Edis for the prosecution asks Pawlby about the time she met Coulson's solicitors. She made no note or statement. It wasn't a 
formal meeting 

Pawlby said Coulson's solicitor's met her in her offices, and was shown two articles, the police asked her about them later. 

Further evidence from Operation Weeting Detective DC Scott 

Edis calls back DC Scott over the Pawlby Clarke timelines, meanwhile he goes through 'agreed facts' or admissions. 
#hackingtrial 

Admissions include Mulcaire intercepted Pawlby's phone, and recording seized by police from Mulcaire's house in August 2006 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Scott 

DC Scott is cross-examined by Pople, counsel to Coulson, about additional details in the timeline. 

Pople shows Jury a NOTW news schedule from 15th June: politics section has second entry for 'Bullying Investigation' and 'ID 
card costs' 

Pople for Coulson shows an overnight log for NOTW 16/06/05 which mentions Ronnie Biggs appeal for prison release on 
compassionate grounds 

Pople produces another NOTW news schedule mentioning ID cards and bullying in politics section at bottom 

Pople produces call data from News International 'hub phone' individual numbers routed through one phone 

Coulson's defense team have Id'ed different calls to Pawlby from Kirby and Coulson, and tallied with recorded voice mail 
messages 

To clarify: defense have identified the Coulson/Kirby calls from NI hub phone by tallying with timing on Pawlby's mobile 

Timeline - Kerry Katona 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Ryall 

Edis for the prosecution moves onto the last hacking timeline - for Kerry Katona #hackingtrial 

Admission: Katona is known for Atomic Kitten. Mulcaire intercepted and recordings were recovered from his property in August 
2006 

Admissions: those who left the messages on Katona have identified themselves. It is agreed Mulcaire hacked using unique 
voicemail number 

DC Ryall from Operation Weeting, case officer for Katona, confirms it starts June 10 2005 with a call from Miskiw to Mulcaire. 

In mid 2005, Katona was in the news for her relationship with Westlife band member. Jury shown NOTW article about cocaine 
addiction 

10/09/05 texts and phone calls between Mulcaire and Edmondson. The following day a NOTW article "The Newly Wads" 

Further articles between Sept and October 05. The first dated Mulcaire note on Katona is from November. 

DC Ryall confirms Katona details from Mulcaire notebooks including address, phone numbers, remote voicemail access 
numbers 
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On Mulcaire notes on Katona there's a PIN number and reset note. Notes on her husband McFadden and boyfriend 
Cunningham 

Other entries on that Mulcaire note including notes on license number, driving test, and DOB. 

On same date 29/11/05 as note, 3 calls from Edmondson to Mulcaire: next day 4 calls. On 30th Mulcaire landline hacks 
Katona's voicemails 

A NOTW article "Kerry in new Coke Shocker" follow on 4th of December 2005 

7/12/05 Mulcaire hacks Katona again. Two days there's another Mulcaire note on the pop star with a 'Greg' tasking, resetting 
VM and PIN 

The Mulcaire note also has details of another Katona friend. Bryant Heron then places note in chronology of agreed facts and 
admissions 

Miskiw left NOTW June 05 - at the time of these hacks working for Mercury Press Agency 

Email from Chris Johnson of Mercury Press to police with a sworn affidavit from Michelle Hunter about Katona's drug use 

9th December 05 - three hacks of Katona by Mulcaire. 11 Dec another NOTW article about Katona reuniting with boyfriend 

Another email from Mercury Press, employers of Miskiw at the time, with an appeal to Katona from friend 

New Years Day 2006, after further Mulcaire hack, NOTW article about Katona arguing with mother. 17/18/19 Jan three more 
hacks from Mulcaire 

21st Jan 06 has Mulcaire note tasked 'Ian' with Katona's name, mobile, new above DDM. Names Mark Croft ex husband, and 
address 

23/01/06 Katona voicemail hacked by Mulcaire, and three further on the 27th January. Same day, a two second call to her 
mobile 

29th Jan NOTW articles "Kerry Steals Pal's Lover' "Kerry is pure trash" exclusive. Two days later another hack. 5th Feb another 
NOTW piece 

On 6th Feb another hack from Mulcaire of Katona's unique voicemail number. 12th Feb another NOTW piece. 16/17th two 
further hacks 

19th Feb a further NOTW article, followed by two more hacks. Another article 26th Feb. 

02/03/06 Edmondson sent text to Mulcaire - followed by three hacking calls. 5 calls from Edmondson to Mulcaire that day 

5th, 12th of March, two NOTW articles. Hack on 15th. Article on 19th. 29th and 30th further hacks of Katona's mobile 

9th April 06 another NOTW article on Katona. Mulcaire note on 30th May 06 more on Katona's number and passwords. Former 
husband's address 

01/06/06 Another hack of Katona, and of a linked number. Edmondson calls Mulcaire. Followed by an email... 

Mulcaire then emails Edmondson various Katona related numbers. 4th June another NOTW article on Katona 

Some undated entries from Mulcaire notebooks mention Katona's ex husband McFadden, mother. Computer doc from Mulcaire 
has her as 'project' 

Another undated Mulcaire note has names of one of Katona's friends. 

Court is now done for the week. 

Clarke threatened to sue Sun if 'affair' claims published http://www.itv.com/news/update/2013-11-14/clarke-threatened-to-sue-
sun-if-affair-claims-published/ via @itvnews 
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Monday 18 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Witness - Justin Walford (Barrister employed by NGN) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Justin Walford 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Justin Walford 
Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Justin Walford 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Justin Walford 
Further Prosecution question to Justin Walford 

Witness - Michael Gill (Group Financial Controller of News UK) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Michael Gill 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Michael Gill 
Further Prosecution question to Michael Gill 

Witness - Harry Scott (former NOTW journalist) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Harry Scott 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Harry Scott 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Big police presence, plus Nick Griffin and EDL outside Old Bailey today. Suspect nothing to do with #hackingtrial 

Witness - Justin Walford (Barrister employed by NGN) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Justin Walford 

We're back, with Anthony Edis QC, calling a number of former News International employees, starting with Justin Walford 

Walford is a barrister employed by NGN since December 2005 in the legal department #hackingtrial 

Walford used to report to Tom Crone, and was promoted in 2011 with responsibility for the Sun, and the NOTW when Crone 
was away 

Walford: "Crone was technically legal director over all 4 titles - the NOTW, Sun, Times and Sunday Times... but spent most 
time with NOTW 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Justin Walford 

Langdale for Coulson cross examines Walford about Tom Crone: "He spent most of his time in the NOTW offices...." 

Walford: "Crone had been there a very long period of time....I'd consult him for any major legal settlement, consult him on a big 
Sun story" 

Walford: "Tom Crone worked a NOTW week starting on Tuesday and including Saturday." 

Langdale: "Was it clear that Andy Coulson valued his (Crone's) advice and consulted him?" Walford: "Yes it was." 

Walford confirms that Coulson was keen to get stories "legalled" 

Walford involved in 'libel reading' - getting hold of copy intended to be published, adding 'alleged', removing paras, with 
balanced quotes 

Walford on no-win and no-fee arrangements: it would double costs. The burden on proof always on newspaper or broadcaster. 

In practice Walford would instruct lawyers and counsel on pre-publication injunction threats, rather than do in house 

Walford also dealt with post-publication legal complaints, and decide whether to settle or defend. If the latter, went to outside 
counsel 

Walford would take instructions with editor and managing editor (Kuttner) of the NOTW - the latter about PCC complaints 
matters 

Walford worked on the Express beforehand, and his advice was sought on PCC matters. He'd also deal with buy up contracts, 
usually predrafted 

Walford confirms to Langdale QC that he advised on matters of conduct - such as drugs in undercover operations 

Walford on investigations such a Mazher Mahmood "a number of convictions over the years through its journalism" 

Walford would replace Crone when he was away, and assist libel readings when he was busy 

Walford also gave advice about legality of methods of obtaining information: e.g. subterfuge, confidential material 

The NOTW didn't have night lawyer because of weekly publication, unlike the Sun. 

Langdale QC: "So the Sun and NOTW had a full co-operation with the police?" Walford: "Yes... and convictions as a result" 
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Prior to arrest of Mr Goodman in 2006 and sentencing in 2007 Walford can "recall no time" when he was asked to give advice 
on phone hacking 

Walford can't remember anything than made him think that a story from this time (post 2006) had been obtained by phone 
hacking 

Walford recalls Tom Crone gave training in a "school of excellence" which covered legal issues: do's and don'ts of journalism 

After the Goodman incident, Walford got involved in some training for NOTW because Tom Crone was busy 

Walford says the PCC code on privacy, accuracy and undercover work was taken very seriously by the editors and the paper 

Langdale asks Walford about "checking sources of information..." he agrees broad responsibility for this rested in the editorial 
team 

Saunders confirms "conduct matters rested with editor and managing" but because of volume of material "departments and 
desk editors" 

Walford "you tended to be bought into stories quite late.... so the focus is on libel and privacy.... on that copy for tomorrow" 

Walford: "I don't tend to find out about journalist's sources... they're very personal to them... and naturally very protective" 

Langdale to Walford on sources: "If they made that information public it might come to the attention of the source...." 

'Might there come occasions when the provenance of the source became an issue?" Walford "Yes breach of confidence 
matters..." 

Walford: "My experience is that by and large lawyers don't go and try to find out the name of the source... court orders 
complicate matters" 

Walford on dangers of court orders and knowing the name; "there was an added burden not to go into exact details of a source" 

Walford said he never felt any financial pressure from the proprietors: "I give advice... if the editors don't like it it's their problem" 

Walford agrees that "from what he saw" Andy Coulson took Tom Crone's advice, and would take seriously legal advice 

Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Justin Walford 

Caplan representing Stuart Kuttner, former NOTW managing editor, asks Walford about how hard working he was. 

Caplan asks Walford the 'legalling' process: Sun had night lawyers coming in at 6pm-10.15pm. But NOTW was legalled on a 
Saturday 

Walford says that on a major story risking a superinjunction (mainly privacy problems) leading counsel would be bought in, 
even back in 2006 

Walford said rise of superinjunctions came from a growing recognition in the noughties from lawyers of the power of privacy 
over libel law 

In the Sun there is a 'leg-in' legal box, according to NI internal lawyer, with legal marks that needed to be checked before 
publication 

On the NOTW "much to my shame" Walford says, he knew of no such 'leg-in' system. He'd make notes direct on copy and 
hand to sub. 

Caplan, counsel for Kuttner, asks if most the copy would have been read by a lawyer. Walford says yes. 

Caplan asks Walford about 'cash payments'. Walford "in the case of kiss and tell, mainly the ladies who are paid.... but cash 
payments rare" 

Walford on payments in general: "Not something the lawyers would generally get involved in... I can't remember it coming into 
my orbit" 

Walford agrees there has been a 'change in culture' in the use of cash payments after the Bribery Act became operational in 
mid 2011 

"Your hearing means there has been a major change in attitude to cash payments," Walford says. 

Caplan turns to the role of the managing editor, and asks Walford if the title is misleading: "He's not an editor in the true sense 
of word" 

Walford: "The managing editor does all the business side of the newspaper... staff matters, budgets, contracts... a pretty tough 
job" 

Walford says "Occasionally a managing editor will writer a leader ... the political comment... and takes responsibility for it" 

Walford agrees Managing Editor would oversee HR department and disciplinary matters, and with complaints made to PCC 
about NOTW 

Caplan asks Walford about private investigators - Walford cannot remember any time he was involved in hiring them. 

Walford says he doesn't know enough about it to agree with Caplan "there are many legitimate functions for private 
investigators" 

Caplan asks Walford about the Data Protection Act regulated by the information commissioner. Was he aware of the two 
reports in 2006? 
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Walford agrees that other bodies other than newspapers were criticised for their use of private investigators. 

"My feeling there has been a considerable tightening up... of use of private investigators" in newspapers says Walford. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Justin Walford 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, asks Walford about his cross over with his client from 2005, when his work was with the Sun 

Brooks was the editor of the Sun when Walford joined, and remained editor until 2009 when she became CEO. 

Laidlaw asks about Walford's work for the Sun about "professionalism and standards". 

Though associated with "page three" and "celebrity stories" Walford agrees the Sun is a "national institution... provide proper 
news." 

Walford: "the Sun...campaigned on certain issues and would expose wrong doing...had something to say to a certain section of 
the population" 

"Most fair minded people would agree Sun has a high degree of professionalism... don't get to work on it unless a very good 
journalist" 

Walford an Brooks: "She was very passionate about the paper... and we had many arguments about what she wanted in the 
paper." 

Walford on Brooks: "Like most editors....she knew the rudiments of the law, as they jolly well should do. And the PCC code..." 

Walford "to the best of my recollection I cannot remember being asked to advise on it (the legality of phone hacking)... or 
Mulcaire." 

Asked by Laidlaw about hearing about Mulcaire before 2006: Walford "My recollection is that I cannot remember it" 

After the Goodman conviction, Walford "did ask a number of people" and was given assurances phone hacking hadn't 
happened on the Sun 

Laidlaw turns to the matter of 'sources': "sheer volume of stories published every year.... only respected department editors 
could monitor" 

Walford replies: "The focus of the lawyers was.... inevitably on the final product rather than where the material had come from" 

Laidlaw lays out the volume of NOTW stories, each edition with 200 or 300 hundred stories: "including sports stories... yes." 

Laidlaw explains that this is just published stories, many more went unpublished. He then turns back to the six day a week Sun 
newspaper 

Laidlaw, QC for Brooks, points out that the Sun published hundreds of stories a week "and those are only the stories that made 
the paper" 

Walford: "I learned at the NOTW that if you worried about a story during the week you'd find it never actually got published on 
the Sunday" 

Laidlaw explores with Walford the reluctance of journalists to reveal their sources. "Journalists move between publications..." 

Walford: "One of the extraordinary thing about the Sun and the NOTW was the tremendous rivalry between them... a fierce 
competition." 

Walford: "I'd worked in a newspaper group that did cooperated, when I worked at NI I was quite taken aback by the rivalry 
between (titles)" 

Walford agrees to quesiton "it would be quite impossible for an editor to know the source of every story" - "yes, given number of 
stories" 

Walford agrees he did approve the use of private investigators, hired by external lawyers, during litigation 

Walford explains about "pre-notification... of a target of investigation" and the growth of privacy injunctions. 

Walford explains the Reynold's defence that gives the press a responsibility in libel to confront and publish a response 

Walford's line is that 'pre notification' is the Sun's practice even though it can tip a target off and therefore risk a privacy 
injunction 

Laidlaw points out that pre-notification means getting contact details of a subject, but Walford says "doesn't jump out as a 
problem" 

Laidlaw on lawyers "note keeping" in newspapers. "Something Lord Leveson pointed to... it is a problem. No systematic 
system." 

Walford: "Nine times out of ten I'd make marks on the copy on the computer... no systematic recording of advice." 

Laidlaw asks Walford about Sun's campaigns - like Help the Heroes "Mrs Brooks very much the driver of those... a topic close 
to her heart" 

Further Prosecution question to Justin Walford 

Edis for the prosecution questions Walford about the most important thing; "Meaning... and then justification or truth," he replies 

Walford asked what is the key question in privacy: "Is the information you're seeking to publish, is it itself private?" 

Walford on the 'balancing exercise' in privacy issues: "is there some public interest, some wrong doing, that outweighs it" 
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For a prominent story, Walford would discuss a privacy issue with the editor 

Edis asks about oversight of contracts, if they were non-standard. Walford says "I might become involved... depend on volume 
of work" 

Walford on Tom Crone's "School of Excellence" - he thinks precedes the arrest of Mulcaire and Goodman. "I wasn't involved at 
that time" 

Walford says the issue of phone hacking was included in the training sessions after the arrest. 

Edis shows Walford the PCC code of practice for Dec 99 and restriction on clandestine devices and messages, except with 
public interest 

Walford thinks there was some training by managing editors with members of the PCC after arrests, but maybe before. 

Edis shows Walford the PCC code of practice 2003 - which is identical to the one four years earlier on phone hacking. 

Anthony Edis QC, counsel for the prosecution, asks about 'only department heads responsible for individual journalists." 

Walford agrees responsibility for department heads laid with the editor and managing editor 

Walford explains the review of cash payments after the introduction of the Bribery Act, with a new code of practice. 

Walford says Brooks was a "very demanding editor... strong personality, strong views, expected hard work everyone pulling in 
same direction" 

Walford: "She tended to have legal problems dealt with by deputies... but wanted to know in outline the legal problems at the 
paper" 

Walford was involved "very very briefly in phone hacking inquiry at NOTW... when the arrests happened... Tom was away...." 

Saunders asks Walford if he advised on stories like taking a gun on a plane of part of an investigation. "Serious though to be 
given." 

Caplan has another question to follow up on "public interest" - he would seek "outside counsel....a silk to put his head on the 
block" 

Ten minutes break 

Witness - Michael Gill (Group Financial Controller of News UK) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Michael Gill 

Edis for the crown calls Michael Gill, group financial controller of News UK (formerly News International) since March 2008 

Until 2006, Gill was a financial accounting manager - 2006-08 Financial accounting controller. 

Gill is the group financial controller for both NGN and Times Group. He manages a large staff and computer system in 
Peterborough 

Edis asks about NGN contributor payment process. Gill "our objective was ensure... payments properly authorised and 
processed." 

Gill "if process not properly authorised...." Edis "Payment wouldn't be made: Gill: "That's right" 

Gill explains four different methods of payment 1/ Cash direct 2/Cash through Cook or WU 3/BACs 4/Cheque 

Gill explains that a 'desk head' would often request payments. Back in 2001 a central team received requests based in London 

Gill said the central processing team was disbanded in 2003 and put in respective titles sitting alongside desk heads 

Originally the payment authorisation was manual, but became computerised in 2003. 

Edis looks closer at the payment approval system and six policy documents. They are put on the screen. 

Gill explains 'approval authorities' 2002 document, but can't help for the policy before that date. 

Gill explains that different expenses had different authorisers and 'cost centres', and limits to amounts. 

"Exceptional items... should be signed off at a higher level," according to the 2003 Payment Authorisation document. 

System was then controlled by accounting manager in 2002 (not 03) - which was Michael Gill at the time. 

Another document list the different employees authorised to make payments. Some had no limit to how much they could 
authorise - board level 

Category 3 authorisers had a financial limit of 50k. Category 6 had a 5k limit to payments 

Edis then brings ups some more notes on authorisation e) Contracts have to reviewed g) Contributors only related to stories 
and photos 

Gill says that only people responsible for certain editorial areas could sign off contributor payments. 

Edis now goes to a list of people in each category of authorisation according to department. 

In a document dated April 2002: Kuttner and Brooks had 50k authority, everyone else except one was a category 6 lasted till 
07/5 
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iPad not letting me post - on phone. In 2002 only Brooks and Kuttner had 50k authorisation - including year total payments 

OK - let's try again. Edis is now going through a series of payments made by NOTW news editors 

I think i must have exhausted my twitter feed - both phone and iPad wouldn't work. Hopefully you've all got the gist. Payment 
issues 

According to NI policy regular monthly payments should have been referred upwards if total exceeded 5k desk limits 

Break for lunch 

Along with flags, Jerusalem on speakers, BNP Old Bailey protest banners call for the return of the death penalty 

A slightly tetchy and buggy start to week four of the #hackingtrial with @twitter allowing me to RT but not post for a while 

Can't say the BNP protest outside the Old Bailey is overwhelming pic.twitter.com/juUY1ofucc 

Back with Michael Gill - Edis summarises the contributor rules - each person would have an individual account in SAP software 

Gills explains two 'generic vendor account codes' were used for NOTW and the Sun for cash payments if recipient not named 

"If the recipient was named" cash payments would go onto an individual user account name, that the revenue could check for 
tax implications 

An unnamed account required NI to pay the tax: the two generic anonymous codes were 'confidential' or 'insufficient address 
details' 

In pre 03 manual system of payments there was three copy carbon system: white (receipt), blue (accounts) and pink (editorial) 
copies 

The approval for cash payments prior to 02 came from the managing editors office - Kuttner and Spink 

In the early days, according to Gill, cash would be collected from a 'cashiers office' in Wapping until 2009 

The money would be collected from the cashier's office by a 'runner' or occasionally by a journalist. 

After May 2009 when the cash office was closed, individual titles and their managing editors were able to dispense cash 
themselves 

The cash office kept a weekly log of money sent and received, which would be sent to financial HQ in Peterborough on a 
weekly basis 

Edis takes News UK's financial accountant Michael Gill through old stamped invoices, Thomas Cook payment forms, and bank 
transfers 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Michael Gill 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, cross examines Gill about the NI financial accounting system. 

Laidlaw goes through the budgets of NOTW during the three years of Brooks' editorship. 

Laidlaw goes through NOTW first financial year of Brook's editorship July 2000-June 2001 - revenue estimated at and 
pound;161 million 

Laidlaw points that editorial cost for NOTW and pound;23.5m production and pound;29m ink and pound;46m promotions 
distribution - does not give libel figure 

Apparently is NGN not NOTW Shared cost and pound;32m Profit and pound;39m minus and pound;9m contingencies in 2000 

Laidlaw points out that NOTW and pound;20m editorial costs is subdivided to various desks at Wapping and regional offices 

Editorial cost 98-99 was and pound;20 million: and pound;2.5 editorial managemeent. and pound;2.9m features and 
pound;3.3m 01-02 substantial overspend on budgeted figures 

Overspend by about and pound;3-4million on a budget of and pound;29 million in 01/02. (Occasionally Laidlaw includes 
magazine, sometimes not) 

Laidlaw goes back to last year of Brooks' editorship of NOTW: financial year 02-03 with an editorial budget of just over and 
pound;30million 

The and pound;26 million for the paper alone (without magazine) breaks down to features, news, sport and pictures taking 
more than half the budget 

Laidlaw points out that one month for April 02 payments has 100 pages of request for payments for NOTW 

The four weekly payments for Mulcaire are in this bundle of payments for April 02: to Nine Consultancy 

Laidlaw, Counsel for Brooks "just a glance down that page shows the kind of sums for that single day." 

Laidlaw goes to two other and pound;1,769 payments to Mulcaire in the mass of payments, some very small, others up to and 
pound;7k 

"These are four payments on a monthly payments among many hundred of payments" Laidlaw on Mulcaire in April 2002 

Laidlaw takes Gill to a third binder of all payments authorised by Brooks during her editorship of News of the World 

"Most of these appear to be expenses claims," says Laidlaw of Brooks' payment authorisations while she was editor NOTW 
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Gill confirms that Brooks never authorised a payment to Mulcaire either in person or to his consultancy according to computer 
records 

Laidlaw says News International contributor payments procured by police for period 2001-2011: no documentation before 2002 

Mulcaire never had employee status at NOTW, but paid by weekly payments around and pound;1.7k, and additional one off 
payments. 

The composite figure became 'annualised' in 2005: Mulcaire reached 100k and would need senior authorisation 

The composite annualised policy 'should have been there' before 2005, it was implied but was not spelt out until then, 
according to Gill 

Laidlaw asks about Brooks' approach to the budget during her time as editor. But Gill can't help him because not his 
responsibility 

Further Prosecution question to Michael Gill 

Edis shows Gill over Mulcaire's 02 agreement: it's for Euro Research and Information Ltd. Different from 9 Consultancy in 
invoice systems 

The agreement documents the weekly sums mentioned in NI invoice records. Edis asks Gill who would have approved it 

Gill on Mulcaire's 02 contract "It would need editorial approval for the total amount... and pound;92,000... for total amount of 
contract." 

Edis asks Gill about NOTW editorial costs: 98-99 and pound;20m 99-00 and pound;23m 00-01 supposed to be reduced and 
pound;1.2m. 

Expected NOW profit of and pound;39m in 2000 only actually achieved and pound;33m. Budget lowered to and pound;30m for 
the following year: and pound;1.5m less for editorial 

Edis on Brooks' authorisations for NOTW, asked if a similar document could be produced for her period at the Sun and 
Coulson. Gill: "yes 

Edis produces a list of payments made to Mulcaire and associated companies, scrolls down to 4 payments made in 2002 

Mulcaire's entries are filed "research" sometimes "urgent". All approved by Kuttner. Paid to Euro Research and Information (as 
per contract) 

Witness - Harry Scott (former NOTW journalist) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Harry Scott 

Edis calls Harry Scott as a witness, a former NOTW journalist who joined in 1990, a subeditor, and then the night editor in mid 
90s 

Scott explains to Bryant Heron the difference between "Back and middle benches" - the sub would rewrite in house style 

In the middle bench, the chief subs would supervise the subbing. The back benches would do production 'packaging' 

Scott explains it like a shop: "we'd make it look good and sound right" like composing shop windows. 

Scott explains how the night editor would choose the right pictures and headlines 

Scott "I have to be convinced in my own mind the story was right.... it's going to be read by 9 million people. They'd come after 
you" 

Scott; "If you had any questions about a story you'd go back to departmental head... Is this right?" 

Scott, former night editor: "If it turned out to be a rumour in a pub... you can't publish it. You'd talk to a lawyer, use you common 
sense" 

Scott: "If it's a PA story or Reuters, you trust them to do it right. Legal oversight of everything you run." 

Scott: "if you have a kiss and tell, and lots of quotes from the woman telling, you'd know it's right... you can't always know 
source" 

Scott: "If the woman has signed an affidavit... and if there's a picture of them kissing... you'd know it was right." 

"You tend to leave shortly after the editor," Scott says about Saturday night deadline on NOTW 

Scott thinks first edition off stone at 7.45 on Saturday night, but sometimes late. Second edition on sport 8, and third about 
10.30 pm 

Correction, Scott thinks second edition of NOTW was probably around 9pm 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Harry Scott 

Langdale, QC for Coulson, to Scott the night editor "I'm afraid I've got quite a lot of questions for you." 

Scott explains to Langdale more of the sub-editors job: a 'taste queue' of copy and then draw up a page with art department, 
and give to sub 

Scott confirms that under the Hermes computer system you could see who edited, but Langdale says that copies of Hermes no 
longer available. 
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On the middle bench at NOTW: a chief sub, a deputy chief sub, an assistant chief sub - often no relation to what they did 

On a Saturday for NOTW, according to Scott "every editor would be on the back bench.... except Colin Myler" 

Scott lays out the logistics of the NOTW offices: Editor's offices backed on back benches, then middle benches, and sub 
editors. 

Scott lays out to left of back bench picture desk, news desk, and reporters arrayed at the old NOTW: to right the art desk, and 
production 

There would be someone on the legal desk, according to Scott. Then political editor, Ian Kirby. 

Scott then explains the 'secret room' which unlike others didn't have a glass wall. 

Scott then runs through the series of editors - Phill Hall, Rebekah Wade, Andy Coulson. Scott refused promotion because of 
family 

An organisational chart from NOTW 06: Coulson editor, Wallis deputy: under him Gary Thompson with Harry Scott immediately 
below 

Scott says "You couldn't take anyone out of the system (at NOTW) we didn't have much spare meat" 

Scott goes through some of the NOTW news schedules around time of Milly Dowler with counsel for Coulson, Anthony 
Langdale QC 

12.04.02 News schedule from the Friday has MISSING MILLY at number six, assigned to Arnold/Rose/Mabey 

The same day but a bit earlier the NOTW news schedule has Milly Dowler story on at 8th position with same reporters 

Back tomorrow 
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Tuesday 19 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Witness - Harry Scott (former NOTW journalist) 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Harry Scott 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Harry Scott 
Further Prosecution question to Harry Scott 

Witness - Geoffrey Sweet (a former sports journalist for NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Geoffrey Sweet 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Geoffrey Sweet 

Witness - Robert Beasley (chief sport correspondent for the Sun and NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Robert Beasley 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Robert Beasley 

Witness - Emma Harvey (former PA to Andy Coulson) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Emma Harvey 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Emma Harvey 
Further Prosecution questions to Emma Harvey 

Witness - Frances Carmen (former News desk secretary at the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Frances Carmen 
Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Frances Carmen 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Frances Carmen 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Back in Court 12 of the Old Bailey with Harry Scott, former NOTW night editor, giving evidence #hackingtrial 

Witness - Harry Scott (former NOTW journalist) 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Harry Scott 

Harry Scott is being cross-examined by Antony Langdale QC, counsel for Andy Coulson, discussing plan and size of now 
defunct NOTW 

Scott describes the NOTW newsroom as about twice as wide as the courtroom and four times as long. 

Scott says there were news conferences with Coulson, Wallis and Kuttner plus heads of features, news, pictures, sports politics 
and deputies 

Those conferences would also be joined by someone from legal, circulation and advertising 

At the news conferences different stories would be discussed by the various heads of department 

NOTW stories would move up and down the list: these meetings would last at least half an hour, Harry Scott says 

"In the end it was the editor who would decide on placement of stories," Langdale says. Scott agrees #hackingtrial 

Tom Crone, NI's legal director, would mainly be present at these NOTW conferences. Scott says he was in constant contact 
with him 

Scott points out that Crone had an office downstairs because he was also servicing the Sun, but on Saturdays would be in 
NOTW offices 

Langdale asks Scott if he went to 'think tanks' devised by Andy Coulson. He remembers this would happen about once a year 

Scott agrees that the NOTW 'School of Excellence' came out of one of these NOTW 'think tanks' 

Production of the Sunday NOTW would begin on Wednesday, starting with the 'back of the book' - gardening, finance, travel 

"You'd probably do the underspread on a Wednesday," says Scott: the underspread are the two pages beneath the pull out 
section 

"The further back you go the less important the story is.... right hand important, left hand less important." Scott on NOTW 
structure 

"You try to balance it out.... light and shade... humour and seriousness." Harry Scott, former NOTW editor, on the design of the 
paper 

"if you cut a reporter in half like a stick of rock you find 'expenses' all the way through," night editor NOTW Scott on his fellow 
journos 

"40 percent of readers start at the back of the paper" according to Scott 

Langdale asking about the importance of sport to NOTW. "Pretty rapid stuff going on with results coming in late,' according to 
Langdale 
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Scott says when it comes to NOTW news and features "you'd tried to read every item" #hackingtrial 

"We tended to divide the stories up, and paid more attention to ones you were working on" Scott on NOTW 

Scott explains the 'flat plan' of the paper which laid out the advertising and set the template the rest of the stories had to fit into 

There would be several 'flat plans' for the NOTW from the Wednesday to Saturday printing: some tension between commercial 
and editorial 

"If the advertising people got the ads they wanted to get in, they'd take over the paper." Scott on the tension between ads and 
editorial 

Scott is explaining the cost balance between printing more pages and taking more ads 

"You'd hope for late breaking stories," says Scott former of NOTW: "Some parts of the the paper just waiting for them to 
happen." 

Harry Scott says any changes between different editions of the NOTW would be the editor's decision 

Langdale takes Scott back to the 'Missing Milly' story from April 2002: Scott cannot remember details of that story or particular 
day 

14th April 2002 the Missing Milly story appeared on page nine in first edition of NOTW, then was moved to page 32 in third 
edition 

For a story to be moved from page 9 to 32 would signify a downgrading if "the story was not as good as it was" according to 
Scott 

Scott says "it's possible" the night editor would move a story like that in discussion with the editor. 

The jury are shown first edition "Milly 'Hoax' Riddle" a whole page spread on p 9 of first NOTW edition 12/04/02 

The page nine has a large photo of Milly Dowler, a please call us appeal, a timetable of her disappearance, and an ad in 
bottom left 

The jury are now shown the third edition. It's on page 32 and takes over only a third of the space, the rest filled with ads 

Replacing the Milly story on page nine is a headline "5 SBS Heroes Kill Hundred Al-Qaeda" Scott says "It's a great story." 

Nobody seems to know if the SBS story was a new one, or promoted from elsewhere in the paper 

When Scott looked at the story sometime later did he assumed the voicemail messages in original Dowler story "had come 
from a policeman" 

Scott says the first edition would be available in the office in Saturday: they'd soon know what was in the rival Sundays and 
have a meeting 

At an editorial meeting they'd go through the first edition of NOTW and look for changes, improvements, in light of rivals papers 

Scott says Coulson "believed in a really clean looking paper" He was like all editors "they all changed things late in day like a 
rotavator" 

Asked by Justice Saunders "which edition of NOTW sold more" Scott says he doesn't know. 

Scott is asked about emails: he agrees he was bombarded by emails, probably on a Saturday, and agrees editor must have 
been too 

Langdale shows Scott some emails from NI server to see if he can remember them or their context 

Langdale shows a Jules Stenson 24/03/05 email to about a dozen people about an 'East Enders orgy' and talks of texts and 
voicemails 

Two days later from Jules Stenson, same circulation list about Muhammad George's voicemails and texts, not suggesting 
illegal access 

Langdale shows Scott another email from Fran Goodman (chief sub) to Andy Coulson, cc'ed to Wallis to Scott about "copy in 
secret queue" 

The secret queue was a directory of 'ultra secret production' which could only be seen by a privileged number of people 

Scott explains that previous reference to 'voicemail' wasn't phone hacking, but was a kiss and tell with legitimate exposure of 
voicemail 

Because of leaks, there would be a 'secret room' with an artist and a sub working out of sight on secret queue stories 

Scott is shown another email from him to Coulson in November 2005 about a new printing process they viewed in Augsburg in 
Germany 

Scott's three page email to Coulson in Nov 05 is filled with lots of technical material; "The sort of matters that come up for 
editors." 

Another email from Scott to Coulson - this time about a promotion, and the fight between advertising and editorial. 

Another email from Scott to Coulson and Wallis in March 2006 about new size ads, page layouts, colour and mono, gutters etc. 

Langdale asks Scott is Coulson is the kind of person who would "avoid unnecessary intrusion into people's lives" 
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Scott asksCoulson if a Gary Lineker Headline about divorce "They think it's all over. It is now" would be too cruel? Coulson 
says "yes" 

Another email from Stenson to Coulson and others dealing with a well known person and their children. Coulson says "Don't 
Name Kids" 

Another email produced by Langdale, counsel to Coulson, is about "love boat revellers"; Coulson says 'pixelation' for their faces 

Langdale then explores the kind of things - for example the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster - which would require a major 
revamp 

The jury are shown the front page of the NOTW during the Columbia disaster "No Chance" with more Horrific Story Pages 1-9 

Second edition of Columbia disaster NOTW shows a different photo and two more pages of coverage 

Langdale goes to David Beckham Rebecca Loos affair: Coulson produced a spoof edition to fox rivals over a secret story 

Scott says rivals would see the 'street edition' which would often be spoofed to deceive rivals and couldn't be copied. 

A big story would be 2 or 3 or 4 spreads: the spoof story to cover it up would have to be as big, and also be true. 

Scott says accidentally papers have produced the real story on the spoof edition, and a spoof story in the real paper 

Langdale shows Jury a first edition of NOTW on Chelsea and Harry, with mention of the pope's illness. A later edition changes 
'Pope Dead' 

Scott can't remember the front page of the NOTW having to change because of a legal injunction. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Harry Scott 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, with two or three questions for Harry Scott, former NOTW editor. He goes back to Milly 
Dowler April 02 story 

Laidlaw calls up front page of that edition of NOTW "Beppe Blasts Eastenders" and asks if it rings any bells. Scott says it 
doesn't 

Scott can't even remember if he was at work that Saturday, or who was editing. Laidlaw points out that Brooks was abroad - 
edited by deputy 

Laidlaw talks of Brooks' calls to NOTW editorial desk on Friday midnight. There's an issue whether time is London or Dubai 

Scott says he wouldn't be working midnight that Friday unless it was a big story. But if call times are 3 hours earlier he would be 
there 

On the Saturday Brooks calls 11.24/25 am (if Dubai time three hours earlier) Scott would be at work, but probably in secret 
room 

"Is it possible she was speaking to you?" Laidlaw asks Scott: "A headline story... she wouldn't necessarily be speaking to me 
about it" 

"Anyone on the back bench could have picked up that phone," Scott says of Brooks' calls to the NOTW on Milly Dowler story 
weekend 

Laidlaw asks Scott about Glenn Mulcaire; he says he had never heard of him until his arrest and conviction 

Scott didn't realise Mulcaire had appeared in a copy of the News of the World as their private investigator in 2002 

Scott hadn't seen the Mulcaire appearance partly because it was in the sports section. 

Laidlaw returns to the front page of that 2002 edition which focused on the Soham murders 

Laidlaw says the news of the discovery of the bodies of Holly and Jessica was on a Saturday, with NOTW leading the news 

Scott says "it depends on the timing of the discovery of the bodies" Laidlaw says "I think it happened at lunchtime" of the 
Soham murders 

Scott can't remember the re-ordering of the NOTW that Sunday in the light of discovering the bodies. 

Laidlaw says this is "particularly relevant to my client Mrs Brooks" and points to a Sarah's Law campaign article from that 
edition 

"She took heavy criticism for Sarah's Law," Laidlaw suggests of Brooks: "Yes, the public loved it, the authorities hated it," 
replies Scott 

Laidlaw wants to confirm one more detail with Scott about 'Fran Goodman' - chief sub, and Clive Goodman's sister 

Further Prosecution question to Harry Scott 

Bryant Heron for prosecution refers back to Milly Dowler article and moving articles between editions "shuffling the book" 

Scott confirms the post first edition conference details to prosecution counsel, around 8.30 or 9pm 

Scott says Editor/Deputy, department heads would all attend that meeting. But the reshuffle is the editor's call. 

Bryant Heron refers to a call to NOTW from Brooks around time of this post first edition editorial conference. 

This call comes in from Dubai around 9pm on the Friday - not relevant to the first edition conference 
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Witness - Geoffrey Sweet (a former sports journalist for NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Geoffrey Sweet 

Next witness if Geoffrey Sweet - a sports journalist for NOTW in 2002 

Bryant Heron for prosecution calls up a NOTW article "now guess which' 18/08/02 which Sweet wrote 

This is the story about AFC Wimbledon. It was a "novelty story" during which he interviewed Mulcaire who had been a 
Wimbledon centre forward 

"Glenn Mulcaire - the man they call Trigger... part of our Special Investigations Team" according to Sweet's 2002 article 

Sweet remembers it was an "extremely hot day": How did you know Mulcaire. "I was part of the NOTW empire and it was 
generally known." 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Geoffrey Sweet 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Sweet: Sweet wasn't based full time in Wapping, and would visit Wapping every six or so 
weeks 

Sweet spent most his time in the sports department when at the Wapping Office. "It was generally known" about Mulcaire 

"As far as I know Mulcaire was never discussed," says Sweet. The actual line about special investigations could have been put 
in by sub. 

Witness - Robert Beasley (chief sport correspondent for the Sun and NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Robert Beasley 

The next witness for the prosecution is Robert Beasley: a chief sport correspondent at the Sun, previously NOTW 

Beasley became the chief sports reporter, mainly away a matches and assignments, working a lot at home on laptops and 
mobile phones 

In the old days Beasley used to dictate to copy taker. Copy sent now to an agreed email address. 

Beasley used to file to Mike Dunn, who'd query number of sources on a difficult story. "You break stories people didn't want you 
to break" 

Bryant Heron shows Beasley a page from Mulcaire's notebooks: it has Dunn, Beasley's name and mobile, then a story about 
Chelsea footballer 

Beasley did not know till this moment his name was on Mulcaire's notebooks 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Beasley: he'd visit NOTW offices 10 times a year. Common practice to sports reporters 

Beasley says he never met Mulcaire, or heard his name, till after his arrest. 

Beasley said he was never aware of phone hacking at NOTW 

The Chelsea Player story appeared in 2004: Beasley had no idea of Mulcaire then 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Robert Beasley 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, cross examines Beasley on "brilliant" atmosphere at NOTW. "Good training ground for 
journalists" 

Beasley says he was never asked to undertake any inquiries which were illegal or unethical. Editor wouldn't ask about sources 
all the time 

Back after lunch - sorry I forgot to flag that up. Interview with Australian TV 

Witness - Emma Harvey (former PA to Andy Coulson) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Emma Harvey 

Bryant Heron for the crown calls Emma Harvey: in early 2002 she was PA to Andy Coulson. 

Prior to that she had been Coulson PA on Current Bun - the online sun paper. She went with Coulson to NOTW in 2000. In 
2003 she left 

No prosecution questions. Instead Harvey is cross examined by Langdale, counsel for Coulson. 

Harvey said she left NOTW because she 'wanted a new challenge' and they 'departed on good terms' 

Harvey said she would book lunches and meetings, and deal with personal and private aspects of his life. 

Harvey was aware of Coulson's professional meetings, and would act as a liaison sometimes talking to the police liaison 

Harvey explains how NOTW was competitive with the Sun, and journos were secretive about their information. 

Harvey can't remember dealing with Coulson's emails and she was never aware of phone hacking, nor of Glenn Mulcaire and 
his company 
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Harvey's statement says she was 'aware' someone well placed in royal circles was supplying information to NOTW 

Harvey knew someone paid in cash for Royal Stories: she was asked to transcribe taped conversation between Heather Mills 
and a prostitute 

Harvey says NOTW tried to support police in their investigations. She says Coulson "was a very good boss.... with enormous 
talent" 

Harvey agrees with Langdale Coulson was "approachable" and "understood the issues and time pressures of his staff... keen to 
get it right 

Harvey agrees Coulson was concerned about "leaks" about stories "coming out inadvertently in other papers before we had a 
chance" 

Langdale turns to the April NOTW 2002 edition on Milly Dowler. Harvey has no recollection of that, but remembers Michael 
Greco story 

That story was the front page of the NOTW in April 14th 2002 with the 'Beppy Blasts Eastenders' headline. 

Inside the paper was a spread featuring Michael Greco: Harvey has no recollection of the photo shoot. 

Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Emma Harvey 

Edmondson's QC asks Harvey "Coulson would not suffer fools gladly" she agrees "He was a confident character" 

Further Prosecution questions to Emma Harvey 

Bryant Heron for prosecution on her phrase Coulson "was keen to get it right." End of Harvey's evidence 

Witness - Frances Carmen (former News desk secretary at the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Frances Carmen 

Prosecution call Frances Carmen; she was a NOTW employee as temp in 1999, made permanent in 2000 as news desk 
secretary until 2011 

Carmen's direct boss was the news desk editor, but she worked generally to all of the reporters 

Carmen started under Desk Editor Greg Miskiw, and Clive Goodman was his deputy. Brooks replaced Hall in May 2000 as 
editor 

Miskiw was briefly New York editor according to Carmen under Phil Hall. Brooks brought him back to head up an investigation 
unit 

The Miskiw investigation unit was separate from news desk. On it was Thurlbeck, Sara Arnold and Paul McMullan. 

Bryant Heron asks about the time Miskiw went to head up Manchester office: Carmen doesn't know what happened to 
investigations unit then 

Miskiw went up to Manchester on 8th Dec 2003. 

Carmen says the investigations unit was at the other end of the office from the news desk, so she doesn't know what went on 
there 

On her day to day role at news desk, Carmen would answer phones, sort out expenses, and 'casuals' working on Saturdays 
etc. 

Carmen often typed up the contracts for external contributors. Bryant Heron shows her Mulcaire's July 2005 Nine Consultancy 
contract 

The contract is for and pound;104,988 per annum with Neville Thurlbeck signature. Carmen says this is not the normal 
template. 

Carmen says she might have been sent the contract to tidy up. She can't remember Nine Consultancy. She used to file 
contributors files 

Carmen said she stored old contracts in brown envelopes. On 14/04/11 she was there when Weatherup arrested 

Carmen was witness for Paul Nicholas packing Weatherup's desk which she then took to lawyer's at Lincoln's Inn Fields 

Carmen "knows a man called Glenn" used to call up from time to time wanting to speak to people on the news desk. Never 
heard surname 

Bryant Heron for the crown asks Carmen about her archiving duties and show the jury a NI records transfer list during move 
from Wapping 

In top line from archive 16/10/10 is a reference to 'Ian's Tapes': common for journos to have tapes of interviews 

Carmen remembers a company called Euro Research, but didn't know at the time it belonged to Mulcaire 

Carmen would arrange to have cash paid to external contributors, signed off by news desk and managing editors. 

Problems with payments would be referred to Kuttner or his deputy Paul Nicholas 
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Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Frances Carmen 

Kuttner's counsel cross examines Carmen over the Mulcaire contracts calls up Euro Research contract from Sept 2001 for and 
pound;92k signed by Miskiw 

A similar Mulcaire contract for 2002 for Euro Research worth and pound;92k is also signed by Greg Miskiw. 

Carmen agrees that Kuttner "worked hard... wanted things done correctly". 

Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Frances Carmen 

QC for Edmondson will cross examine tomorrow. Meanwhile Langdale for Coulson asks where Carmen was sitting "on the 
news desk" she says 

Carmen accepts that before Goodman's 06 arrest she had no idea of practice of phone hacking. "I enjoyed it very much" she 
says of NOTW work 

Prosecution have no further evidence to call today - early finish. Back 10 am tomorrow 

For my #hackingtrial followers: I try to respond to every query. If I don't, it's usually because I don't know or legal rules constrain 
me 

Meanwhile short trial day gives me time to catch up on another project http://www.guccithemusical.com 
pic.twitter.com/tW93ghXE3d 
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Wednesday 20 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Witness - Frances Carmen (former News desk secretary at the NOTW) 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Frances Carmen 

Witness - Nick McCaul (formerly of the Finance department of the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Nick McCaul 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Nick McCaul 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Nick McCaul 

Witness - James Morgan (formerly of the Finance department of the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel questions James Morgan 
Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines James Morgan 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines James Morgan 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines James Morgan 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines James Morgan 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines James Morgan 
Further Prosecution question to James Morgan 

Witness - Barney Monahan (qualified solicitor and legal advisor to the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Barney Monahan 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Barney Monahan 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Barney Monahan 

Witness - Andrew Gadd (Investigative Researcher for the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Andrew Gadd 
Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Andrew Gadd 
Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Andrew Gadd 

Written Statement - Amanda Burgess (former News Desk Secretary for the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

Written Statement - James Fletcher (Chief Northern Football writer for the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross reads from James Fletcher statement 

Written Statement - Dominic Herbert (Cardiff district reporter for the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

Written Statement - Paul Kennedy (Manchester reporter for the NOTW) 
Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

Documentary Evidence relating to Count 1 Defendants 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Andrew Ryall 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Day 18 of the #hackingtrial at the Old Bailey. 

Witness - Frances Carmen (former News desk secretary at the NOTW) 

Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Frances Carmen 

Day 18 of the #hackingtrial at the Old Bailey. 

Frances Carmen, former newsdesk secretary, is being cross examined by Sallie Bennett-Jenkins, counsel to Ian 
Edmondson former news editor 

Bennett-Jenkins asks Carmen about the news desk being "frantic" - a set of desks and large bank of phones. 

Bennett Jenkins asks about the period 04-06 when Ian Edmondson, her client, returned to News of the World. 

Carmen agrees it's "very difficult" to remember events from then given the distance of time. 

Carmen explains how it was common to record incoming calls, depending who was on the phone, or subject matter 

When NOTW ran kiss and tells they'd also print a number and email address so that members of the public could contact them 
with stories 

Carmen explains more to Edmondson's counsel about her archiving activities: she was central point for news desk records and 
contracts 

Carmen is asked to look at an archive record for "Ian's Tapes". She agrees, again, it's very difficult to recall details of stories 
now 

Carmen agrees most staff had A4 notebooks: Bennett Jenkins says Edmondson would note down telephone details and 
contacts 

Frances says by the time NOTW moved to Thomas More Sq all incoming call numbers would be displayed digitally, unknown to 
callers 
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Carmen talks about the packing up of Weatherup's desk when he was arrested in 2011. Edmondson had been suspended late 
2010, sacked in Jan 

Counsel for Edmondson asked who packed up his items when dismissed. Carmen said she packed up personal effects but not 
tapes or notebooks 

Bennett Jenkins then asks about the changing news editors at NOTW: she can't remember a change in style between 
Weatherup and Edmondson 

Jury shown a NOTW news schedule for 2006 with a couple of dozen stories. 

Carmen, former new desk secretary, on the NOTW news room: "there was a lot of shouting going on.... but not shouting a 
people specifically' 

Carmen agrees Edmondson was a new broom at news desk, but can't remember details about the budget or reducing 
freelance contributors 

Jury shown email from Edmondson to Kuttner, cc Wallis and Coulson, on 19/02/05 " and pound;2k payment to Greg's 
investigation has to stop..." 

Edmondson email on getting rid of Mulcaire; "I have spoken about this a million times and I don't think I need to say any more" 

BREAKING: 19/02/05 email to Kuttner, Coulson and Wallis says 2k payments to Mulcaire "has to stop... spoken about tis a 
million times" 

Carmen can dimly remember some joke about Mr Lemon/Strawberry but does remember someone called Glenn calling in 

Witness - Nick McCaul (formerly of the Finance department of the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Nick McCaul 

Prosecution calls Nick McCaul as the next witness: he worked in the finance department of NOTW. 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution asks McCaul if he dealt with dealt with requests for payments. McCaul said he was sent 
emails and invoices 

McCaul said claims would be for outside contributors as well as journalist expenses: he would add page numbers and picture 
details 

Payments would be determined by how big the story was, whether it was published, and where it appeared in the paper: 
McCaul on NOTW payments 

After desk editor approves payment, McCaul would put the details on the CPR - Contributor Payment Request system - then 
back to desk editor 

Normally the payments then would go to managing editor, Stuart Kuttner for final approvement. Bev Stokes in that office had 
'signing rights' 

Tara Kent/Nicholas was briefly deputy managing editor, preceded by Fiona Spink at Kuttner's office: both had 'signing rights' for 
payments 

James Morgan was McCaul's colleague who controlled payments via news desk. Payments over and pound;1k only referred 
after new electronic system 

According to McCaul, the desk editors had a payment limit of 2k in latter years, but can't remember before that. and pound;1k 
marked up 

Most the and pound;1k plus payments signed off by NOTW managing editor, Stuart Kuttner, personally McCaul tells jury 

Only payments authorised by desk editor would go up to Kuttner who according to McCaul was "very rigorous... story couldn't 
go over mark up" 

McCaul is shown an entry in Glenn Mulcaire's notebooks, retrieved in 06, with his name misspelt and some phone numbers 

McCaul said Mulcaire would telephone asking where his payments were in the system, but it was "seldom" 

14/03/06 Mulcaire email from Edmondson references "McCall" chases up and pound;2k "no normal contract money". Email 
passed up to James Weatherup. 

McCaul is asked about payments to Derek Webb, who he remembers 

Jury is shown a contributors payment request 1/04/07 refers to private investigator Derek Webb and is about the story 
"PINKHAM AND LINEKER" 

McCaul is asked whether he treated payments to Mulcaire different to those of Derek Webb: he says "no contributor was 
different" 

McCaul says he would not know about the contracts side of Mulcaire's various companies 

McCaul's recollection is that Mulcaire's weekly payment was the same each week. There were some other regular payments to 
outside contribs 

McCaul cannot remember what Derek Webb did, or what his title was. 
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25/011/05 email from McCaul to Goodman for and pound;500 cash payment to an "identity protected source". Cash wouldn't be 
seen on electronic system 

On cash payments for Goodman, McCaul says James Morgan would normally cover this. Cash payments authorised by 
Kuttner, McCaul says 

Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Nick McCaul 

Counsel for Edmondson and Kuttner cross examine McCaul on small details over payment system limits 

Counsel for Edmondson asks McCaul if he knew Derek Webb was a private investigator: he says he knows he worked a 
number of shifts 

McCaul says the other contributors numbered many thousands - so he wouldn't know who they were. He can recall payments 
to Max Clifford 

McCaul said he only dealt with Ian Edmondson when he covered for James Morgan on the news desk when he was away 

Bennett Jenkins asks McCaul if he remembers Edmondson wanting to cut back 'cash payments' - he can't remember that 
specifically 

McCaul says he doesn't know if Edmondson made many attempts to sack Mulcaire 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Nick McCaul 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, cross examines McCaul on the general budget of NOTW, but he says "I was never involved in the 
budget" 

McCaul confirms his police statement that he knew Glenn Mulcaire was a private investigator 

Laidlaw asks McCaul about Derek Webb: in his witness statement he says he remembers he was a private investigator too. 

Laidlaw goes through the various company names for Mulcaire and McCaul confirms he should have had same vendor number 
regardless 

Witness - James Morgan (formerly of the Finance department of the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel questions James Morgan 

Prosecution calls James Morgan: while McCaul was mainly responsible for features payments, Morgan was in charge of news 
desk payments 

James Morgan confirms to Bryant Heron for the crown that he was a NOTW employee 1995 to 2011 

Morgan says his role from 2000 was a 'contributions assistant' with responsibility for picture desk and news desk 

Morgan was part of the managing editors department, with Stuart Kuttner as his boss. Paul Nicholas became deputy to 
Kuttner around 2007/8 

Morgan recalls that Desk Editors could sign off and pound;1k, everything else went up to Kuttner. 

Morgan remembers Kuttner himself had a signing limit of and pound;50,000 

Morgan goes through difference between cash and BACS payments to contributors: 3 printouts of cash payments - reporter, 
managing ed, desk ed 

Mulcaire notebook entry has James Morgan's name but no phone numbers. 

Jury is shown another Mulcaire entry on James Morgan mentioning newsdesk and " and pound;2019.... missing" 

James Morgan cannot recall speaking to Glenn Mulcaire. 

Morgan does remember inputting Mulcaire's payments. He set reminders for every Tuesday for weekly payments. 

Morgan does remember putting in requests for extra sums for Mulcaire beyond the weekly payments, signed off by news desk 
or managing editor 

Morgan clarifies that because sums over thousand pounds would need signatures from both news desk and managing editor 

Morgan says Kuttner, Nicholas or Stokes would sign off these contributions from managing editors department 

Morgan confirms that he would prompt each weekly payment, "until told differently" Miskiw told him to set up the account first 

Morgan says the name Glenn Mulcaire "does ring a bell" but at time "don't seem to recall the name being used a lot... more 
company names" 

Morgan asked what happened when Miskiw went to Manchester: "Neville... Clive.... whoever it was at the time... I'd get a 
signature" 

Morgan asked about time when Edmondson took over as News desk editor "I imagine the same procedure... signed off at desk 
level... then up" 

Jury is show a cash request for 11/04/06 and pound;700 cash HARRY/ALEXANDER/FGOODMAN TXT" with James Morgan's 
validation and commmision 

Cash payment for MIDDLETON FOR 12.04.06 mentions contributor Hall and Goodman and signed off by Morgan 
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Jury shown Morgan email to Kuttner on 25/02/05 says Ian Edmondson trying to stop weekly payments to Nine Consultancy 

A contributors request form from 17/04/07 has the Derek Webb entry covering "Pinkham and Lineker": Morgan confirms Webb 
regularly paid 

Email from Clive Goodman 15/11/05 to Kuttner, Morgan, Stokes requesting and pound;500 for 'Mr Alexander' for research on 
NBA number... 

Morgan says the cash payment for Mr Alexander was on a separate accounts from the news desk - signed off by Clive, then up 
to Kuttner 

Morgan says Kuttner was "very good at his job.... quite strict" End of prosecution questions 

Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines James Morgan 

Caplan, counsel for Kuttner, cross examines Morgan: confirms Kuttner tried "to do things by the book" and his various deputies 

Morgan's written statement explains how some sources would not want "News International" cheques or transfers to show up in 
their statements 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines James Morgan 

Langdale counsel for Coulson cross examines Morgan about his history: he started as a messenger in 1995, through accounts 
to manager in 2008 

Langdale asks Morgan about his written statement on a 'dip sample' of ten confidential cash payment requests shown to him by 
police 

Jury is shown a cash payment 03/06/05 of and pound;1k to 'Anderson' via Clive Goodman. Morgan agrees he paid a 
significant number of Goodman payments 

Morgan says Goodman payments were in line with other reporters. 

Justice Saunders reminds the jury Farish and Anderson names relate to payments to Royal Protection officers for Royal 
Household directory 

Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines James Morgan 

Bennett Jenkins asks Morgan about his relationship with Edmondson when he returned as 'associate editor' rather than news 
editor 

Morgan confirms Edmondson was younger than predecessors: "Hard working, tough, bright." Morgan agrees he was lower in 
the pyramid 

Morgan tells counsel for Edmondson that he "presumed Glenn was Greg's man" because Miskiw set up Mulcaire contract, but 
not widely known 

Morgan confirms that Edmondson was very good at his budget, and was keen to reduce cash payments on his arrival at NOTW 

The jury is shown again Morgan's request to Kuttner to stop paying Mulcaire on 25th Feb 05, soon after Edmondson returned to 
NOTW 

Morgan confirms that he had to inform Kuttner about cessation of Mulcaire's payment. 

Morgan says he 'doesn't know' whether Edmondson was talking about getting rid of Mulcaire, denies he went over 
Edmondson's head. 

Bennett Jenkins points out that payments to Mulcaire continued regardless. The acting news editor was James Weatherup 

Back cash payments by Goodman to 'Alexander' (Mulcaire) on 13/11/05 - it came from managing editor's budget and did not 
concern Edmondson 

Morgan can remember Edmondson splitting up payments into three amounts instead of a single weekly 2k payment 

Counsel for Edmondson goes back to NI generated list of Mulcaire payments - Edmondson name appears on very few of the 
payments 

When Edmondson was NOTW news desk editor most payments authorised by Weatherup: Edmondson six or out of three 
dozen 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines James Morgan 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, cross examines James Morgan, contributor accounts manager. 

"It was not my place to ask why we should pay anyone," James Morgan in his written statement about Mulcaire payments, read 
out by Laidlaw 

Morgan confirms to Laidlaw that Mulcaire was widely known as "Greg's Man" (Miskiw) though this is slightly at odds with 
previously testimony 

Morgan says contributor name could be changed by a reporter, but unique contributor number could only be changed by 
finance 

Morgan can't remember associating the different company names with Mulcaire. 
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Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines James Morgan 

Bennett Jenkins for Edmondson asks about Weatherup approved to Mulcaire in May 2006 called "Prescott Assist' 

25/06/06 entry called 'Mills Assist' authorised by Weatherup. Caplan for Kuttner asks if small individual payments would got to 
Managing Ed 

Morgan answers Bryant Heron on the 'grouping' of payments to Mulcaire - compounded entries would go to news desk he says. 

Jury shown email to Morgan from Miskiw in Sept 27 01 marked 'Sensitive' provides Euro Research and Information Services 
address details 

Break till 2pm 

Lady Justice looking very shiny this chilly lunchtime pic.twitter.com/xL9IEDkKjl 

Here she is again - a bit scary with blindfold and sword #hackingtrial pic.twitter.com/xtLtT7uOLX 

Further Prosecution question to James Morgan 

Back with witness James Morgan, former contributions account manager for NOTW news desk - being questioned by Bryant 
Heron for the crown 

The Jury are being directed to a finance spreadsheet for Sept 9 2001 when regular payments began to Mulcaire for and 
pound;1769 per week 

Morgan says the authorisation for this came from managing editor Stuart Kutner. Crown now turns to Morgan's second police 
statement 

In Morgan's second statement he was shown SAP payments to Mulcaire's account and the code changed 3oo3 to 3oo1 under 
Kuttner's instruction 

Morgan did not understand why the Mulcaire billing code was changed sporadically from newsdesk to editorial 

Witness - Barney Monahan (qualified solicitor and legal advisor to the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Barney Monahan 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution calls Barney Monahan as a witness. 

CORRECTION: my pictures of justice statue from Old Bailey incorrectly tagged. She wears no blindfold 

Barney Monahan is a qualified solicitor who worked for NOTW as a legal advisor 2003-2010 

Monahan was a freelancer working at News International working as a 'night lawyer' checking for libel and privacy issues in the 
NOTW 

Monahan says when he started in 2002 there were three in house lawyers: Tom Crone, Daniel Taylor and Tim Ross 

Monahan explains the HERMES system of publishing, with in a 'leg-in' box with copy which he would mark and send it to 'leg-
out' back to subs 

In the evening, Monahan would sit on the news desk looking at the mock up of the NOTW 

Monahan says in early parts of the week he'd get calls from reporters asking for advice, but towards end of week he'd look at 
pages 

Monahan says there is no written record of his advice on the friday evening newsfloor duties. He'd watch chief sub editor make 
changes 

Monahan would check the source would 'back up' potentially libellous stories. He says he would deal, as a freelancer, with less 
contentious 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Barney Monahan 

Monahan is cross examined by Laidlaw for Rebekah Brooks on his written statement from last September. 

Laidlaw reads out last two paras about Monahan's methodology: he would question journalists on their sources, without asking 
identities 

"Journalists become very secretive and defensive about their sources," said Monahan, NOTW night lawyer, in written statement 
#hackingtrial 

Laidlaw asks Monahan to confirm why journalists are so protective of their sources - for their careers, and source safety 

Monahan is now cross examined by Langdale for Coulson, over his views of Tom Crone. 

Monahan confirms Crone was "the best in the business" and would "operate within PCC guidelines" 

Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Barney Monahan 

Bennett Jenkins for Edmondson asks Monahan about the serious consequences of getting something wrong. 

"The importance of the lawyer cannot be overstated," says Bennett Jenkins. "Coming from a lawyer...." jokes Justice 
Saunders #hackingtrial 
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Witness - Andrew Gadd (Investigative Researcher for the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Andrew Gadd 

Crown calls Andrew Gadd as next prosecution witness. He worked for NOTW as a 'investigative researcher' find addresses, 
business details etc 

Gadd worked for NOTW from November 04 to September 2010. He met Mulcaire while working at same agency in 1990s. He 
did tracing work 

Gadd describes his job as 'tracing work' - finding out where people lived. He worked for Ian Edmondson at NOTW once or 
twice a week or month 

Gadd says he had no contract for NOTW. He worked as a freelance for Edmondson. 

Gadd says he would invoice NOTW with details of target. Initially paid by cheque and latterly by BACS (electronically) 

Gadd's submitted 219 invoices from 09/11/04 to 08/09/07 to a value of and pound;218k. For 22/07/08 to 27/09/10 131 invoice 
to a value of and pound;126k 

Gadd said he worked exclusivley with Edmondson he was still at Sunday People, and came over with him to NOTW 

Gadd says Edmondson would usually email him with info, but they would also talk on phone 

Private Investigator Gadd said he met Edmondson only three times, the last time in 2009 at lunch concerned work had 
dwindled a bit 

Gadd had read about phone hacking, and asked Edmondson about it; Edmondson said it "was historic... and was worried 
about Clive Goodman" 

Counsel for Ian Edmondson cross examines Andrew Gadd 

Bennett Jenkins counsel for Edmondon cross examines. Gadd says he liked Edmondson was a 'straightforward family man' 

Bennett Jenkins asks about the last meeting in 2009: Gadd knew Goodman had been arrested. Edmondson was concerned for 
him. 

Gadd thinks his work diminished because NOTW researchers thought "I could do this work myself" - a lot of sources online now 

Sources for Gadd's trace work include electoral register, directory inquiries, land registry to help track neighbours, companies 
house 

Other sources official receivers, post delivery services, local shops, local desk sergeant "Anyone really who can help you," says 
PI Gadd 

Online services Gadd used http://192.com , Equifax, a plethora of open source materials. Google, MySpace and Facebook for 
pictures. 

"The internet is vast and I've found things on there you wouldn't believe," says Gadd, an investigator for NOTW who traced 
people 

Bennett Jones asks about an Edmondson to Gadd email asking for a finances on "Andy Gray" - he said "check his outgoing 
phone messages." 

Gadd says he never heard the word "blagging' until the police asked him about it. 

Gadd was asked to do traces on Tracey Temple and Kerry Katona by Edmondson. He'd reply by email 

Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Andrew Gadd 

Gadd is cross examined by Caplan, counsel for Kuttner. Gadd classifies himself as "an investigative researcher" not a private 
investigator 

From their address, Gadd says, you can come up who they live with, phone number, possible company directorships. 

Gadd confirms he did trace work for other companies than newspapers - financial institutions, legal inquiries. 

Caplan reexamines Gadd's invoices for 'work done' for NOTW - he worked on average of about 2 days work, possibly less, a 
week. 

Gadd earned about and pound;345k over six years, gross. Gadd says the net was about and pound;39k a year. Caplan says 
gross and pound;70k 

For an average of two days work a week for NOTW, Gadd was earning in excess of a thousand pounds a week over six years 

Gadd says the paper paid more generously than other clients because he was able to work longer, and Edmondson never 
challenged the costs 

Gadd says he doesn't believe NOTW ever queried the bill. He cannot remember ever being put onto a fixed weekly contract. 

Gadd said he didn't want an exclusive contract because he had other clients, not in newspapers 

Gadd is asked by the two Information Commissioners reports in 2006 - he can't remember anything about it 

Saunders asks what Edmondson's requested. Gadd would double check names and get more than partial information, and 
keep confidential 
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Gadd would discover who the targets were co-habiting with. He was never asked for mobile number, but he would supply them 
regardless 

Gadd said basic information would be address and phone number - sometimes price of a house, who they're with. 

Written Statement - Amanda Burgess (former News Desk Secretary for the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

Bryant Heron for the crown has a written statement from Amanda Burgess: she was at NOTW 1993 till Sept 2003 Marunchak's 
news desk secretary 

Burgess was then promoted to executive secretary, instructed to liaise with PCC. 

Burgess worked with Marunchak and Miskiw: in 2003 investigations unit was set up by Miskiw with Thurlbeck, Arnold and 
Miskiw's girlfriend 

Burgess says Paul McMullan was drafted in. There was a great deal of secrecy at NOTW, says Burgess. People would go on 
the roof to smoke 

When the investigations unit was closed, Burgess went onto to assist Goodman and Kirby and political team, aswell as 
Maruncak and Miskiw 

Burgess had nothing to do with payments, but in Kuttner's absence payments would go up to editor if they were large. 

Written Statement - James Fletcher (Chief Northern Football writer for the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

Statement of James Fletcher, who joined NOTW in 2002 as Chief Northern Football writer. Expected to work Tuesday to 
Saturday. 

Fletcher says his stories invariably involved Manchester United, he's still in contact with his trusted sources. He didn't want 
them exposed 

This source protection would often come in conflict with other journalists, says Fletcher in a written statement. They would want 
names 

Fletcher says he would support his stories with accurate contemporaneous account, including recordings of phone 
conversations 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross reads from James Fletcher statement 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, wants to read out a section of Fletcher's statement 

Fletcher says he first became of phone hacking prior to joining NOTW. He has never done it himself, or seen his colleagues do 
it 

Written Statement - Dominic Herbert (Cardiff district reporter for the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

Statement of Dominic Herbert: worked for NOTW as district reporter in Cardiff, and moved to London in 2009. 

From his Cardiff desk, Herbert reported on various local matters, self generating more work than in London. 

Herbert says contact with news desk depended on stories. As he got better stories, he was in higher contact with editors 

If anyone asked Herbert for payment, he was the middle man who would pass them onto the news desk, or they would suggest 
payments 

Herbert says his contact with legal team was in conjunction with news desk. He often checked he wasn't breach PCC code on 
privacy 

Herbert says he only learned about phone hacking from the subsequent news stories and civil actions. 

Herbert says 'door knocks' were more sensitive, and he'd often get advice from news desk because people were apt to 
complain 

Written Statement - Paul Kennedy (Manchester reporter for the NOTW) 

Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

Statement of Paul Kennedy NOTW reporter from Manchester. Now in Cayman Islands. He worked for Liverpool Echo and Post 
in senior roles 

Kennedy worked in NOTW Manchester Office from 2004 to 2005 - Greg Miskiw was his boss. Kennedy was hardly ever in 
office. 

Kennedy also received instructions from Weatherup, Edmondson and Rigby. Most his stories came from 'ring-ups' about 'kiss 
and tells' 
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Kennedy says idea NOTW was "a pack of lies... couldn't be further from the truth." He'd shadow celebrities, knock on doors 

"The writing the story took the least amount of time, running around standing it up took up most the time," Kennedy on his 
NOTW work 

Kennedy says "it's astonishing how people will lie to you to get payment...." 

Kennedy says Miskiw "was a very private person and very secretive... I knew he had a source by the name of Glenn. Met him 
once" 

Kennedy: "It was widely known that Glenn was providing Greg with very good info... I can't say more than this. He was v 
secretive" 

Written statement of Tara Kent, who worked for NI May 1997 till October 2004, starting on Times picture desk, transferring to 
Dublin 

Tara Kent was offered assistant manager editor job by Kuttner. She started work in March 2004, but left on redundancy in 
October 2004 

Kent dealt with expenses, accounts, tax, and payments to sources via a green slip she'd deal with on Tuesdays. Cross 
referenced with paper 

Kent says cash payments were also made by green slips. Kuttner would want to know about any payment over a few pounds, 
and check with paper 

If Kuttner did not find story in marked up copy, he would challenge the journalist. If detail was scant, he'd want more information 

"He would not give them such a hard time," says Kent if the journalist had worked at NOTW for a long day 

"There was a proof reading day," says Kent: "There was not much going on in the paper that Stuart wouldn't know about." 

Kent says she knew nothing about phone hacking and was shocked to read about Clive Goodman as "he was a nice guy" 

Bryant Heron says this finishes the section with News International employees, and is now going to a new area. 

A five minute break while the prosecution gets a document bundle in order 

Documentary Evidence relating to Count 1 Defendants 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Andrew Ryall 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution lays out a file of written evidence before the jury 

The bundle has a section for each of the defendants of count one - conspiracy to phone hack. 

The exhibits are indexed by defendant, date, source of information and a legal number 

Bryant Heron calls DC Andrew Ryall from Operation Weeting to verify the written evidence. 

DC Ryall is the 'case officer' on the Edmondson investigation. There is a chronological bundle of documents here. 

The first Edmondson page is the Morgan to Kuttner email about Edmondson about stopping payment to Mulcaire 

Over the page 11/10/05 is another email from Coulson announcing Edmondson's promotion to news editor, and Weatherup 
going to associate 

The next email "Can you have a look at this please' 22/11/05 from Edmondson to P Williams (Mulcaire) 

Text of Edmondson email relates to Matt Healey and Emily Simons from Emmerdale Farm suggesting 'meetings' giving 
personal details 

Handwritten on email is mobile, voice mailbox for Emily Simons - with PIN number: document comes from News International 
MSC committee 

Email from Mulcaire to Edmondson subject 'contract' "awaiting renewal to 22/11/07' Edmondson confirms renewal "happy now, 
grumpy?" 

Another email 10/03/06 from Goodman to Edmondson "anything from police? Apols... thought you were spinning some dark 
arts on this" 

Goodman to Edmondson 11/03/06 "the story comes from William himself" Edmondson "I think I understand..." 

Email provided by MSC from Mulcaire to Edmondson subject 'money' 14/03/06 saying "I'm a week behind" forwarded to 
Weatherup 

Another MSC provided message from Mulcaire to Edmondson 26/04/06 titled OVERLOAD. Message NO MORE PLS.... 

Email from Bethany Usher to Edmondson 06/07/06 with the transcription "Abigail left on Ben Lunt's phone from Marbella on 
Sunday" not hacked 

But following day Mulcaire note on "Abigail Clancy' has mobile number with a B in a circle, meaning Ben's voicemail 

27 Jan 11 confirmation of termination of employment letter from NI dismissal for "complicity in illegal interception of voicemail" 
at NOTW 

Dismissal letter from Bill Akass says Edmondson has to return mobile phone and iPad 
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Bryant Heron cross refers Mulcaire notes of Dennis Rice and Sebastian Hamilton with hacking details and internet address and 
log in for MOS 

Break till 10 am tomorrow 

CORRECTION: This date for renewal of Mulcaire's contract should read Feb 07 
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Thursday 21 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Additional Evidence presented to Jury 
Prosecution Counsel Bryant Henron 

Witness - Beverley Stokes 
Prosecution Counsel questions Beverley Stokes 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Beverley Stokes 
Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Beverley Stokes 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Ryall 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Ryall 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Andrea Fletcher 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Andrea Fletcher 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Back at the Old Bailey for the last day of the #hackingtrial this week - opening delayed by legal arguments 

Additional Evidence presented to Jury 

Prosecution Counsel Bryant Henron 

Bryant Heron has some amendments to a bundle of evidence on count one - conspiracy to hack phones: Jury given new index 
and additional pages 

Bryant Heron explains that the annotations on an email from Edmondson, was recovered from Mulcaire's home address 

Witness - Beverley Stokes 

Prosecution Counsel questions Beverley Stokes 

Bryant Heron calls Beverley Stokes as a witness: Stokes worked at NOTW as PA to Stuart Kuttner, the managing editor, 
2005- 2009 

Stokes was responsible for diary management, HR contracts, and authorised some payments on behalf of Kuttner and his 
deputy Paul Nicholas 

Stokes, former NOTW pa, explains the authorisation process via the deskhead and to managing editor if over and pound;1,999 
circa 2005 

Stokes explains the position with confidential cash payments: originally hand written by desk head, then entered electronically 

Stokes recalls Clive Goodman making confidential cash requests for 'Hall' and 'Alexander': authorised by desk head and then 
managing editor 

Stokes she never discussed these confidential cash payments with Stuart Kuttner #hackingtrial 

Stokes explains that the managing editor annually set budgets for individual departments in consultation with NOTW editor 

If a department went over budget, the managing editor would talk to the desk head, according to Beverley Stokes, former 
NOTW PA 

Bryant Heron shows the jury an email from Goodman to Kuttner and Stokes 15/02/06 request for three 'Blackadder' payments 
page 32 

The Goodman payments to Hall and Alexander under editorial management rather than the news desk: Managing Editor would 
make that decision 

The Goodman email for three outside payments (total and pound;900) is sent on to James Morgan with text "this week's lucky 
winners are" 

Prosecution call up a note Stokes made in 21/01/05 "Paul Williams and pound;500 Greg Miskiw": she can't recall how it came 
to be made 

Jury is shown a memo: "Proposed Savings for 2006/7 Editorial budget" "Reduce Nine Consultance to and pound;76k to news 
desk saving and pound;28k" 

Stokes confirms document about Nine Consultancy savings would have come from the managing editor's office. 

Nine Consultancy, mentioned in 06/07 cost savings, was Mulcaire's company 

Stokes says she sent out an email to desk heads for any story that cost and pound;1000 on a weekly spend. 
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Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Beverley Stokes 

Langdale counsel for Coulson cross examines Stokes who says Coulson was "nice enough guy... a bit aloof" 

Langdale calls up an email from Stokes thanking Coulson for a pay rise. 

Stokes had more email contact with Goodman than any other reporter: they had "good working relationship... jokey.... at times" 

Stokes confirms she made a lot of cash payments for Goodman. She concedes he could be a 'bit overdramatic at times' 

"I couldn't possibly comment" Stokes on Goodman exaggerating. Judge Saunders intervenes "That's not an acceptable 
answer". Stokes says "no" 

Jury is shown an email from Goodman to Stokes 12/04/06 about 'Alexander' cash payments and Prince Harry story. 
(Alexander was Mulcaire) 

Later in same email chain about 'Alexander Payment' Goodman jokes about being drowned in the Thames. Another email 
shows same jokey tone 

Goodman on payments to officers "Two are in uniform - them, you, me, the editor - would all end up in jail if anyone traced their 
payments" 

BREAKING: Goodman email to Managing Editor PA about cash to officials says we "could all end up in jail if anyone traced 
their payments: 

Another Goodman email on "Kate's Sex swap dealer" chasing up and pound;250 for an Alec Hall. 

BREAKING: Another email 21/01/06 from Goodman "Mr Farish.... because of his extremely sensitive job. Curtains for him and 
us..." 

Edmondson email to Kuttner and Bev Stokes 01/02/06 talks of and pound;1000 for another "confidential source" 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, calls up another email from Stokes to Coulson about other large payments 17/05/06 

Email removed from screen on Justice Saunders concern for confidentiality of other NOTW columnist and annual payments 
from and pound;40k to and pound;182k 

Another Goodman Stokes email exchange 26th July 2006 pressing to get cash payments for Alexander again 

Counsel for Edmondson cross examines Stokes on the managing editor role in hiring and firing: very much the managing 
editors role 

Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Beverley Stokes 

Caplan, counsel for Kuttner, cross examines Stokes on her impressions of Kuttner: she agrees he worked long hours, a 
"stickler" she agrees 

Stokes agrees Kuttner was "somewhat old fashioned" and that he wanted to reduce spending at desk head levels. 

Stokes says that occasionally her former boss Kuttner would appear on television as a spokesman for the newspaper 

Stokes explains she had signing authority only after six months, she thinks to a limit of and pound;5,000. 

Stokes confirms that paymentt not come into Kuttner's office, with exception of "editorial management' covered by senior 
editorial levels 

Caplan produces 2005 attendance record for Kuttner's diary showing a whole week in July and days in August he was on 
holiday or sick leave 

Caplan explains his reason for adducing these absences: some of the Goodman emails were sent to Kuttner when he was 
away 

Bryant Heron says Beverley Stokes may be required again as witness, but no further questions for her today 

Brief break 

Jury back in Court 12 after a break for legal arguments #hackingtrial 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Ryall 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Ryall 

The crown recalls DC Ryall from Operation Weeting to go over Count One evidence - allegations of conspiracy to hack phones 

Ryall, case officer for Ian Edmondson investgation confirms at 27/04/06 email to Mulcaire email about "edward paschal 
quigley" mobile nos 

Jury is shown as sequence of email to Edmondson from Mulcaire with details of phone numbers, addresses, and targets 

These emails to Edmondson from Mulcaire have been provided by News Corp's Management and Standards Committee. 

Email from Muclaire (using Williams alias) to Thurlbeck in 31/08/05 requesting and pound;1k payable to Nine Consultancy over 
investigation of "Excel' 

Thurlbeck ask please send company info. Mulcaire gives Nine Consultancy. Thurlbeck cc's in Edmondson and Morgan for 
'Delia Smith' checks 
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Bryant Heron then draws up Mulcaire notes we have seen before on Calum Best timeline. Coulson reply to Edmondson; "Do 
his phone" 

More documents from Jowell and Prescott timeline shown to jury in Edmondson bundle - seen in previous evidence 

Jury are shown again the Tessa Jowell email from Edmondson, billed by Crown as "the email that closed the News of the 
World" #hackingtrial 

The Edmondson bundle now moves into The Lord Frederick Windsor timeline of Mulcaire hacks 

As I said before lunch, we're on Lord Frederick Windsor Timeline: Goodman email to Edmondson, followed by 27/04/06 email 
on pin and numbers 

Edmondson email on Frederick Windsor's mobile number and PIN was one of 3 which initiated Operation Weeting - the MPS 
hacking investigation 

Jury is now shown the graphic (seen before) about voice mail message transcripts from Thurlbeck, to Edmondson and 
Weatherup #hackingtrial 

Jury shown again 10/12/05 Goodman to Edmondson email about Harry at Sandhurst in reference to Paddy Harverson, Royal 
Aide 

We're now looking at the Paddy Harverson timeline: Goodman to Edmondson email on draft Harry article "massively 
dangerous to source" 

Jury is shown again the third of three emails that initiated the current police phone hacking investigation: the Kerry 
Katona email 

Jury is shown an email from Keith Gladdis 03/07/08 email to Edmondson with mobile number for Mark Croft and Kerry Katona 

Jury is shown a Goodman, Weatherup, Edmondson exchange about Tom Parker-Bowles: Goodman writes "Getting Greg to 
do a few dark arts" 

Jury shown again two emails from 25/02/05 with Edmondson trying to terminate the services of Mulcaire. 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Andrea Fletcher 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Andrea Fletcher 

We're now moving onto section 2 of this bundle - associated with Brooks. DC Andrea Fletcher, Weeting case officer, is sworn in 

DC Fletcher is helping to verify Brooks related evidence: firstly a PCC letter from March 07 after original Goodman/Mulcaire 
convictions 

The jury is shown Brooks' reply to PCC eight days later on 27/03/07 - document supplied by Linklaters 

In reply to PCC on "phone message tapping" Brooks says deplores practices exposed by Goodman case, and talks of instant 
dismissal 

Brooks also says no cash payments to contributors are made by the Sun without personal approval by herself, the editor 

The letter talks about "complete consultation with Rebekah" but then is signed in her name 

PCC appeal to Brooks in 23/07/09 when she was CEO of News International about parliamentary in "phone tapping" after 
Guardian artIcles 

Baroness Buscombe, chair of PCC, asking Brooks for help to prove to Parliament sufficient had been done by the press over 
phone hacking 

Brooks' reply to Baroness Buscombe 14/09/09 about the select committee hearings: explains changes in contracts at NI, data 
protection etc 

Brooks' letter explains that all 4 papers under her control, NOTW, Sun, Times and Sunday Times, have strict data protection 
processes 

Brooks writes that 'subterfuge' only decided at editorial level for stories in sufficient public interest defence: arms dealing, child 
abuse 

On cash payments, Brooks writes about strict protocols; confidential sources must be explained to managing editor, and checks 
against ID 

Brooks' 2009 conclusion "there can be no journalist work for NI.. who is not regularly reminded of PCC code, and consequence 
of ignoring" 

March 2011 Daisy Dunlop writes to senior execs Chris Bryant allegations about that hacking began under Rebekah Brooks 

Daisy Dunlop is transcribing questions in the House by MP @ChrisBryantMP 

Dunlop email is forwarded to Charlie Brooks email address, and the next day email from Brooks to Will Lewis: "Bryant...pretty 
aggressive" 

BREAKING: Lewis writes back to Charlie Brooks: "Bryant is clearly making stuff up... He, other MPs, Panorama... attempt to 
target Rebekah" 

Charlie writes back to Lewis: "Thanks Will.... I'm glad she has you belong side her" 
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All these documents found on an Apple Mac PC found at Brooks' London address 

Email 07/03/11 from Simon Greenberg to Will Lewis cc'ing Brooks subject 'mea' about a response to phone hacking allegations 

Greenberg amends the News International statement about how the 'rogue reporter' defence was wrong. 

Greenberg draft announcement deals with civil claims and concludes "To those who would use past events to restrict our 
industry's freedom" 

Will Lewis responds to 'Mea" and says "I don't think we should the rogue reporter phrase in this statement" 

Brooks replies: "Send to me please". Rewrite "we intend to engage and challenge those who clearly wish to restrict our 
industry's freedom" 

From same Apple Mac PC at Brooks' London property: internal email to News International Staff 08/04/11 with attached NI 
statement 

Email from Phillip Dunne MP to Charlie Brooks 04/07/11: "Charlie thought you ought to see this..." email about Milly 
Dowler phone hacking 

Charlie Brooks replies "Is the problem below a problem for Rebekah" Lewis replies "Another attempted hit on Rebekah from 
Watson...." 

05/07/11 1.30 am Greenberg statement address to Brooks and Lewis; "Draft RB statement" is then forwarded to Charlie's 
email. 

Brooks draft email to staff at 12:18 about the "sickening... devastating" hacking of Dowler's voice mail 

"News Int has had no visibility of the evidence available" writes Brooks to staff in July 5th, 2011 

Brooks adds 05/07/11 "It is almost too horrific to believe a... journalist or even freelance inquiry agent... could behave in this 
way" 

"I hope that you all realise it is inconceivable that I knew, or worse, sanctioned these appalling allegations" Brooks to Staff 

June 2000 news clip, retreived from Mulcaire's address about Miskiw being removed from NYC by Brooks and setting up 
investigations unit 

Email from Kuttner to Miskiw about being over budget in September 2000 copying in Coulson and Brooks 

Email from Thurlbeck to Brooks 27/09/00 about his salary. She replies to Coulson and Kuttner "I want Neville to have that 
promotion ASAP" 

DC Fletcher says this email highlights that Brooks always wanted to be in the loop in staffing decisions 

Edis explains how Thurlbeck was prosecuted and acquitted in a previous unrelated case, referred to in that email 

29/09/00 Brooks to Kuttner promoting and giving pay rises to Thurlbeck and Stenson "two self generating journalists" 

Jury shown fax from Brooks to Sir Donald Irvine head of GMC 27/10/00 about doctors misconduct story in the NOTW 

Jury shown a Nov 2000 costs letter to Brooks and Coulson about saving and pound;2302 a week on TV listings 

Jury shown a 2001 redesign letter for NOTW: cites budget control " and pound;500 limit on heads of department" 

Jury shown email from Judy McGuire to Brooks asking to give senior sub payrise. (Not shown on screen) 

Brooks email 01/03/01 "issues": summarised by prosecution as showing her over details of NOTW 

Email from Brooks on a trip to Ireland to NOTW staff "I'll be checking in regularly" 

Jury shown several emails from Brooks which prosecution allege show close supervision of NOTW 

Brooks 'confidential' email establishing Greg Miskiw's special investigations unit in 2001 

More emails from 2001 show Brooks managing budgets, giving bonuses for anyone who reduces costs, and regular meetings 
with desk heads 

Saunders closes the court earlier today. Back on Monday morning 

Here's the Tom Watson point of order on Milly Dowler, featured in Charlie Brooks/Lewis emails revealed in court today 
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/debates/?id=2011-07-04a.1249.0#g1250.2 
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Monday 25 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
A witness from Los Angeles later this week 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Fletcher 

Witness - Fiona Makin (former PA to Stuart Kuttner) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Fiona Makin 
Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Fiona Makin 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Fiona Makin 

Timeline - Eimear Cook (wife of golfer Colin Montgomery) 
Counsel for the Prosecution Andrew Edis QC 
Eimear Cook delayed 

Evidence on Andy Coulson 
More Evidence on Andy Coulson 
Clive Goodman recorded conversation with Andy Coulson 

Timeline - Eimear Cook (wife of golfer Colin Montgomery) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Eimear Cook 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Eimear Cook 
Further Prosecution question to Eimear Cook 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

A witness from Los Angeles later this week 

Is it Groundhog Day? I'm back in the same place, same people, same view: ah, no. It's week 5 of the #hackingtrial 

The jury is not required on Wednesday morning discussions about shortening case. Thurs PM a witness via video link from Los 
Angeles 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Fletcher 

Bryant Heron for crown recalls DC Fletcher from Weeting. Going through bundle 2 of count 1, conspiracy to phone hack, 
documents 

We're going through a number of emails about Brooks' running of her papers, which are more relevant at a later stage: no 
screen shots 

There's an email to Brooks from Kuttner about expenditure on pictures: another from Miskiw about 7.5k payment for story and 
which budget. 

Other email Brooks expresses concern about News desk expenditure to Thurlbeck and Miskiw: Kuttner: "I'm going to be 
unbelievably tough" 

Another email from Brooks "It's madness" about Miskiw in 2001, asking Kuttner to authorise anything over and pound;2k 

Another from Kuttner cc'ed to Brooks and Coulson, to picture desk 2001 about overspend: "ed's instruction all depts must 
operate in budget" 

Another 2001 email from managing ed on NOTW overspend from outside contributors. Brooks to Miskiw asking about ongoing 
stories in July 01 

A 2-page exhibit in reply to Brooks gives reporters responses, and she directs the content of the paper, the jury hears 

Still in July 01: email to Brooks about McCartney getting engaged. In Sept: Miskiw reports back to Brooks about a story - she 
instructs 

More emails from 2001 showing Brooks supervising employment, the appearance and NOTW, chasing Miskiw for stories and 
tell him to progress 

Email from Brooks in Feb 02 discussing reduction in budgets. 14/04/02 more cuts. Brooks supervising a Sven Goran Eriksson 
story 

June 2002 Brooks to Miskiw, Scott and others about Mail on Sunday article they must 'weave in' at 8.44 pm on Saturday 
evening 

22nd June 02 Brooks replies to stories in Sunday Mirror: Brooks says they must update the NOTW 'Sven' story 

July 2002: Brooks to Scott and Akass about Shipman coverage 

Three page exhibit about a draft story sent to Brooks and asking about PCC. "No problem as long as it's accurate..... public 
interest" 

Jury shown raft letter from Coulson to Brooks among others on a story about Heather Mills from August 2002. 

Sept 2002, Brooks to Coulson, Thurlbeck etc demanding to know how Mirror got exclusive picture of Maxine Carr (Soham 
murders) 

Saturday afternoon in Dec 02, Brooks asking NOTW staff "come on guys what have you got? 
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Another email about a court appearance in 2002, Brooks suggests an approach to the story: maybe Kuttner can get info from 
Chief Constable 

Jury shown a draft article from Jeff Webster: Brooks makes extensive notes 

Jury shown 2 page exhibit from Brooks' office Sept 02 setting out stories that need sorting out by 'night conference' - Dowler 
story at top 

"We can't be beaten by the Mail on Sunday" says Brooks, sending out a photographer to get a picture in 2002 

8pm on a Saturday evening, Brooks to telling news desk to read 'Sunday Mirror Angus Deayton buyout' immediately 

Brooks back to then NI CEO, Les Hinton, early 2002 NOTW was on "a high' compared with competitors, circulation, and 
relationship with Sun 

Brooks to Hinton concludes: "failing to meet lead budgets" 

We now move on to Jan 2011: Brooks to her PAs, cc'ed to Coulson: "Need to see Andy tomorrow somewhere discrete, like a 
hotel" 

Carter replies to Brooks with a Hotel. Coulson replies from a yahoo address: Can we make it 7.44? Brooks was CEO NI, 
Coulson working for Cam 

14th Jan 2011: electronic note of meeting with Coulson at 7.54 AM. 

PA Carter to Brooks and 30/01/11 telling her that police called Andy Coulson. Weeting started four days before 

Back to 2002 and a letter of condolence from Brooks in 2002 to the parents of Milly Dowler after her body was discovered 

05/07/11 Brooks to Chief Constable of Surrey Police, and cce'd to chief investigator on Weeting, asking why NOTW not given 
notice of hacking 

Brooks asks Surrey Police chief for more information on Dolwer hacking 

Handwritten diary entry from 12th April 2007 shows Brooks setting up meeting with Clive Goodman at RAC club: followed by 
receipt for and pound;67.40 

May 07 Brooks to Goodman on working for Sun "I really need a decision on Diana project... sub editors training course... well 
paid...". 

Goodman writes to his lawyer Tony Lorenzo about "passing" on freelance contract but still talking about sub-editorship 

18th May 07 Brooks replies to Goodman on sub-ed job with PA/Sun "we'll get you the contract"/ 

Email from Jeff Webster to Wade on Mail theory Milly Dowler's body has been found. 

Sept 05 20th Brooks work diary "lunch Rafi, Amir. Monty" - to be explained later 

The jury is shown a schedule of Brooks Coulson phone calls Feb 04: Bryant Heron says "we'll return to this in due course" 

Witness - Fiona Makin (former PA to Stuart Kuttner) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Fiona Makin 

Prosecution calls Fiona Makin, who was PA to Stuart Kuttner (she couldn't make last week so slightly out of sequence) 

Makin was in Kuttner's office from 1997 to 2004, and promoted to deputy managing editor, 

Making explains expenses, contributor payments, contracts and discipline all came through Kuttner's office 

Makin says she initially had a 'signing limit' that rose to and pound;50,000 

Makin cannot remember authorising payments to Glenn Mulcaire 

Makin is shown July 13 04 email to Ian Edmondson with his contract for re-employment inclosing a pamphlet 'Integrity, 
Honesty and Fair Play' 

Makin shown a cash docket 27/01/06 and pound;150 cash payment p38/Hall/Goodman.txt out of managing editors budget. 

Makin says Clive Goodman's 'Blackadder' Royal column might have been separated and come under managing editor's 
budget 

BREAKING: Makin from NOTW Managing Editors is shown a Euro Research contract for 92k Mulcaire's company. She says: "I 
knew them by name." 

Asking who would know about and pound;92k, Making says "my assumption was managing editors office approved it." 

Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Fiona Makin 

Makin cross examined by Kuttner's counsel: she explains she was secretary before joining Managing editor's office from 1997 
to mid 2002 

Makin says she was supported by Kuttner and had an aptitude for that job "I had maths at A Level'. Kuttner supported her move 
to HR in 2002 

Makin says Managing Editors office was "very busy" 
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Makin is shown (again) a doc from 20/04/02 from Kuttner to press officer Surrey Police saying DS McEntee passed on detail of 
Dowler messages 

Makin agrees Kuttner was hard working, thorough, old fashioned, that "he didn't adapt to new technology readily." 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Fiona Makin 

One question by Langdale on behalf of Coulson: Makin agrees she'd heard nothing of phone hacking till Goodman/Mulcaire 
case in 2006 

Ten minute break 

Timeline - Eimear Cook (wife of golfer Colin Montgomery) 

Counsel for the Prosecution Andrew Edis QC 

Andrew Edis QC, counsel for the prosecution, now takes the jury back to a timeline on Eimear Cook, wife of Golfer Colin 
Montgomery 

Eimear Cook will be giving evidence later, but Edis says first he'll go through the timeline with DC Fletcher case officer for this 
timeline 

First document is back to NOTW article from 02/06/06 "Macca throws Heather's ring out of the Window" 

According to the NOTW article, the ring throwing moment with McCartney and Mills happened in Miami 

A Sunday People article from the same date has a different story - exclusive about a family rift among the McCartney's over 
Mills marriage 

Jury shown a 'Greg' tasking to Mulcaire from September 02 "re Colin Montgomery" with numbers, bank account, and no of ex 
wife Eimear Cook 

The next (undated) Mulcaire page has "call America" and "most favoured calls" with the word 'Alabama' and Eimear Cook's old 
mobile number 

The Mulcaire entry has "30 times" circled. The note 'just talk' and name and number of Mrs Atkinson - a friend of Eimear Cook's 
mother 

A dated Mulcaire entry 10/07/04 "Greg' tasking: 'reset voicemail PIN with names of Montgomery and Eimear: reset pin 3333 

Third line up from Mulcaire's Montgomery notes: "Cust password of the day" - which DC Fletcher thinks is the network 
password 

Another Greg tasking for Eimear and Montgomerie 07/07/04: Mulcaire notes addresses and service providers, crossing out all 
but Vodaphone 

Mulcaire's computer has an entry for Colin and Eimear Montgomerie's mobiles. NOTW 13/01/05 "unresolved divorce settlement 
turned nasty" 

Eimear Cook delayed 

Calling of Eimear Cook as witness is delayed because of some missing documents. 

Another short break for legal matters to be discussed 

Evidence on Andy Coulson 

More Evidence on Andy Coulson 

While we wait for Eimear Montgomerie, Edis for the crown takes us to more evidence on Andy Coulson, including a tape 

8th Nov 2006 Goodman and Mulcaire arrested: 29th entered guilty pleas: 

Clive Goodman recorded conversation with Andy Coulson 

BREAKING: Coulson taped by Goodman from November 06 between arrest and guilty plea 

Tape hard to hear but jury have transcript 

Goodman first gets voicemail. Finally an answer put through to Andy Coulson's office: Nov 8th 2006 

Coulson asks "How are you?" Goodman "It should have never happened." Pretty inaudible here in annex 

Coulson talks about "not widening out the charges" (I think) "There are very few guarantees in life." 

Goodman talks about the situation with vodaphone numbers 

Coulson says at one point "I don't know which numbers are traceable" 

Coulson to Goodman"The intention is to give you every possible support through this process.... but I needed to see paper 
work over weekend" 

Coulson to Goodman after hacking arrest: "I'm telling you now... at the end of this process, I've every intention of re-employing 
you" 
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Coulson to Goodman about being suspended and "your role in terms of Royal.... Because of what's happened, that's going to 
be very difficult" 

Goodman talks to Coulson about meetings with his barrister and about Glenn Mulcaire "feels quite bad. He's worried about his 
future." 

Coulson talks about (I think) Goodman's pension payments. Something "From what I understand they're not trading those 
names for a favour" 

Goodman talks about lack of forensics on other victims - 21 names. Coulson confirms "there are no charges related to those 
inviduals' 

Coulson to Goodman: "We mean what we say... the prospect of this must be an absolute fucking nightmare for you." 

Coulson: "I appreciate what it must be like for you, you can't see beyond the nightmare.Goodman: "It's a terrifying time. I can't 
believe it 

Coulson tells Goodman: "If I hear any more I'll let you know." 

Coulson agrees Mulcaire "Must be feel hard done by". Goodman "He's worried about his future earnings..." 

Langdale counsel for Coulson goes back over the transcript of the tape: some differences between the two 

Edis explains some of the names in the tape - Kelsey=Kelsey Fry the barrister representing Goodman. Break now till 2pm 

I seem to have got most the snatched phrases from Coulson/Goodman tape right: but check out @SkyFixerJim and 
@Fhamiltontimes for more 

Apologies for typos or errrors. I try to correct in time, because "Every time you make a typo, the errorists win" 
pic.twitter.com/HdkwCuwls3 f 

Timeline - Eimear Cook (wife of golfer Colin Montgomery) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Eimear Cook 

Back in Court 12: Edis for the crown calls Eimear Cook as a prosecution witness in #hackingtrial 

Cook confirms she was married to Colin Montgomerie in 1990, she was divorced in 2004. 

Edis asks about the timing of the divorce: Cook; "We separated in 2000, then got back together, then I filed for divorce in 2003" 

Cook had three children with Montgomerie: Cook says the media knew from the first point they separated "he lived in the public 
eye" 

Cook agrees that their split became public knowledge because she no longer accompanied Montgomerie to matches 

When Cook separated from Montgomerie, there was media interest, but it died down when they reconciled. flared up when she 
filed for divorce 

Cook was no aware of investigations into her. She confirms her vodaphone mobile and its voicemail facility and PIN number - 
default 333 

Cook regularly retrieved her voicemail messages from abroad, and from a landline. 

In Feb 2012 the police showed Eimear Cook pages from Mulcaire's notebook. Edis brings them up on a screen for the court 
again 

Cook confirms the documents (seen earlier today) were shown to her by police. The Pall Mall number refers to her bank, Cook 
tells the court 

Scrolling down, Cook identifies her mother's Orange mobile number, and an address in Surrey which used to be their 
matrimonial home 

Cook explains the 'America' reference in Mulcaire's notebook could refer to her sister who lived there. 

Edis shows Cook another page from Mulcaire's notebook: Eimear Cook confirms her sister's number in Alabama 

Cook also recognises a password from her husband with a golfing connotation. 'Most favoured calls' refers to sister and friend 
of mother 

The mother's friend came down to look after Cook's mother when she was unwell, and probably left a message 

Cook says she her mother's friend told her she left a message, but she can't herself recollect 

Edis shows Eimear Cook Mulcaire pages from 2004 (the others from 2002) with the HQ of IMG address. 

Edis asks about an entry by 'system' and the name 'Gemini' - but it means nothing to Eimear Cook. 

One last Mulcaire page probably 17th July 2004: Cook says 'Strand on the Green' refers to IMG offices (sports management for 
Montgomerie) 

Edis asks if the password 'Manchester' was a personal password, but Cook says it didn't belong to her 

Cook says she had heard of Mulcaire when police interviewed her, but had never met him. 
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Cook says there were stories "about the state of her marriage"" Edis asks about the general nature of those stories and the 
'truth' of them 

Cook says she felt "The papers were dealing with a hatchet job and not revealing what the nature of the breakdown was." 

Cook says the papers alleged "she had numerous multiple affairs" Edis: "Was that true?" Cook: "No!" 

Cook says "it was extremely wholly unexpected and extremely upsetting. I was looking after three children, and dealing with 
breakdown" 

Cook: "To have all these lies published about me... There were reporters outside the house all day. I was followed to the 
shops." 

Cook: "I found these extremely stressful.... the press were outside the house for 10 days. Pictures wld emerge of me out 
shopping" 

Cook: "I was in the newspapers a lot.... I was granted decree nisi quickly but financial settlement took 2 years" 

Cook: "My friends thought I had been extremely badly treated by presss. But I never exercised my right of reply. I tried to keep 
my chin up 

Cook: "My friends - Mr and Mrs Malukian - suggested I meet someone high up in the press." 

Cook: "They introduced me to Rebekah Wade, as she was then. They invited me to lunch in their house in Pond Street. Four of 
us" 

Cook was at lunch "probably an hour an half." She'd never met Brooks properly before, and not since. 

Cook thinks this lunch took place before Jan divorce hearing - so Sept October 2004 for date 

Cooks things it a "well meaning effort" on behalf of her friends to "feel better about the media" 

Cook remembers Brooks had had to come a long way from Fleet Street to Pond Street and was quite late. 

Cook remembers talking to Brooks about "public figures... in a gossipy fun way." 

Cook remembers "laughing" because Brooks had been in the paper for a "domestic row" and Kate Mosse had just called lost 
contract with Chanel 

BREAKING: Eimear Cook had a conversation with Rebekah Brooks about ease of voicemail hacking in Nov 2004 

Cook says Brooks said "it was so easy to so. Couldn;t believe that people with all their advisors don't know to change PIN 
code" 

Cook alleges Brooks told her about the McCartney Mills 'ring throwing session': Cook had impression she was talking about 
voicemail messages 

BREAKING: Cook alleges Brooks was talking about McCartney Mills argument in terms of 'not having secure voicemail" 

Cook says Brooks tone of conversation about Paul McCartney and Heather Mills argument was "quite flippant" 

Cook says Brooks how "ludicrous it was people didn't secure voicemails" and then went on to Mills/McCartney Ring argument 

Cook says she exchanged emails once about a domestic violence charity Brooks was a trustee of 

Edis shows Cook a NOTW article 20/01/05 "Colin Montgomerie's Unresolved Divorce Settlement" 

Cook remembers that article about her divorce settlement appearing. 

The story contains 3 suggestions 1/Montgomerie wasn't allowed into her home 2/ They weren't talking 3/ Montgomerie's filthy 
temper 

Cook says none of three facts were in the public domain before; "I've never spoken to the press" 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Eimear Cook 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks tells Eimear Cook to sit down "You might be there some time" 

Laidlaw asks Cook to reflect on her statement "I've never talked to the press". Cook replies "Not about my marriage" 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, goes through Cook's written statement in summary. 

Laidlaw focuses on Cook's line "I've never courted the press, or sought media attention, and always strived to have a private 
life" 

Counsel for Brooks focuses on line "I've never given my address, numbers, private details to any journalist or member of the 
press" 

Laidlaw focuses on Cook statement on the "Mail asking for interviews. Mail, Mirror and Sun particularly interested in me." 

Laidlaw goes to end of statement: Cooks line "I am incredibly private person.... the thought they were listening to message... 
abhorrent" 

Cook says this reflects her position as a single woman. When she was married to Montgomerie it was 'different' and 'not my 
choice' 

Laidlaw brings up a Hello Magazine 23/06/03 that an article 'The wife of top golfer talks frankly about past marital difficulties\ 
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Laidlaw suggest Cook was doing "precisely the opposite to her witness statement" Cook says that they had got back together. 

Cook: "There's a distinction about my life with Colin. When we got back together... not about intricacies of my life" 

Cook: "When I filed from divorce from Colin I thought I was no longer in the public eye and deserved my privacy." 

Laidlaw reminds Cook "she is on oath." He goes to next edition of Hello for Sept 2004, beyond the date of filing for divorce 

Hello Magazine, p118, full page article on Cook in a fashion shoot. "I did that for a friend..." 

Cooks says fashion shoot was favour for friend of hers who was bringing a book out "I didn't talk about the marriage" 

Cook to Laidlaw: "I don't think giving a glossy photo shoot is the same as giving permission to access my private life." 

Laidlaw goes to Daily Mail article Jan 2005 "Monty still won't talk to me" He says it's an interview with Richard Kay 

Cook says it wasn't Richard Kay but Helen Minsky: "This took place after my divorce... taken at party. It's extremely 
embellished." 

Cook: "She's expanded on a couple of comments I did make while talking at a party. Hard to bite my tongue with bullying press 
against me" 

Cook: "My statement says I did not court the press. This woman I knew for years came up to. Report Mont. couldn't come to 
house untrue" 

Cook says she's never met Richard Kay, the author of this article 

Cook agrees the Mail article is very misleading. Jury is shown a copy of it 

Laidlaw is on page 39 of the Mail by Richard Kay, who Eimear Cooks she never met. Kay used phrase "tells me" twice. 

Cooks says she spoke to Helen Minsky at a party, but not Kay. "I've never met him," Cook says. 

Laidlaw bring up Mail 2nd Feb 2006 and says to Cook "You seem to have found yourself on the front page again." 

An article on page 6 has a byline of Kay with another and Helen Minsky. "I didn't speak to anybody." 

BREAKING: Eimear Cook says Daily Mail piece by Kay and Minsky which gave the impression she was talking to them: 
"Completely untrue" 

Cook on Helen Minsky after she met new Partner. "She had my number, she called me and said 'It's all great thankyou' and left 
it at that'" 

Laidlaw brings up Mail March 2006: Cook wrote two travel pieces "absolutely no reference to my private life or former 
husband," she says 

Cook says "I can categorically say I never gave an interview about the difficulties of my marriage" 

"From the point of being a single woman, when I filed for divorce, I wanted nothing to do with being in the public eye." Cook tells 
Jury 

"As for travel articles and fashion shoots, I draw a great distinction between that and reveal items from my private life," Cook to 
court 

Laidlaw goes back to the lunch with Brooks in Pond Street: they were joint friends with the Manukians (spelling?) 

Cook agrees the lunch was "an act of kindness by Brooks because of her friendship Manukians" 

Laidlaw checks the date - September or so 2004. "We've all been told it was a 20th 2005" Cook says it was 'definitely before 
my divorce' 

Laidlaw calls up Brooks table diary from September 2005. Cook says final divorce hearing was actually 2006. So Brooks' diary 
correct 

Laidlaw cross refers Cook to the Kate Moss 'drug incident' which Brooks spoke about at the lunch: that was actually September 
2005 

The timing of the Kate Moss loss of 'Chanel' contract means that the Cook Brooks lunch was the 20th September 2005 not 
2004 

Laidlaw goes back to police statement where Cook says the Manukians were present. 

Cook says she did know Charlie Brooks, though he hadn't met Rebekah at this point. 

Laidlaw alleges Cook had 'told lies' and let's everyone see the witness statement 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, goes to Cook's 9 page statement date 20/03/12 for his 'serious allegations' 

Cook remembers that her police statement had gone through at least one previous draft. Police contacted her in January 

Laidlaw says Cook called Operation Weeting back on 16/01/06 after she was told her phone was hacked. 

Cook took legal advice from Mark Thompson. She met police in his presence. A draft witness statement was produced, and 
revised 

Laidlaw is coming to a 'pretty confined passage' on pages 7-9 but runs through a summary of Cook's marriage and separationn 

Laidlaw goes to the bottom of page 7 of Cook's statement: MANOUKIAN is the spelling 
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Laidlaw goes to page about the lunch with client, Rebekah Brooks. Statement reads AUTUMN 2005 - in variance with verbal 
evidence 

Laidlaw explains the Manoukian's house in Knightsbridge is very big; Cook says they ate in the intimate private dining upstairs 

"Rebekah arrived late... initially a bit grumpy. A frank and open person about the assault on her husband Ross Kemp" Cook on 
Brooks 

"She was laughing while regaling me the story" of telling her boss Rupert Murdoch about her arrest: Cook on Rebekah Brooks 

Cook confirms that "yes she was light hearted" about the Ross Kemp. She can bring that story back to her mind's eye 

Laidlaw asks: "Did this happen?" Cook: "Why would I make this up?" "This is quite impossible... She wasn't subject to his event 
till Nov 05" 

Laidlaw: "Not only did this not happen.... it could not have happened." Cook: "I did not it up. I have no greivance against Mrs 
Brooks" 

Laidlaw says: "I'm suggesting this couldn't have happened for a few weeks. It's a lie" Cook: "No other time did I have a convo 
with her" 

Laidlaw brings up evidence for Brooks' alleged assault on Ross Kemp: "this event could not have happened for another six 
weeks." 

Cook says "perhaps there was another incident of this sort. I didn't make this up. I didn't lie. I have nothing to gain" 

Laidlaw: "there's also the embellishment of this story that she was laughing" Cook: "I have no interest in manipulating facts" 

Cook on Brooks at that dinner. "I certainly did not ask her to run a story on my ex husband." 

Laidlaw: "Did you have any vendetta?" Cook: "Absolutely not. I was asked by the police to be here." 

Laidlaw asks if Cook "made these things up" because she wanted aggravated damages for phone hacking. "I never made 
anything up" 

Cook said she has never met Heather Mills, and did not know she was also one of Mark Thompson's clients 

Cook agrees with Laidlaw that she spoke with Brooks about the targeting of women 

Laidlaw asks if the Mail was particularly pursuing her. Cook says she didn't read the papers. 

Laidlaw turns to claim that rich people were stupid to leave their voice mails unattended. Were the Manoukians there. Cook 
says in and out 

Laidlaw points to her line "I can't remember how the subject of phone hacking came up. I suggest it is a lie" Cook: "this is not a 
lie" 

Laidlaw puts it Cook that she told Brooks that Montgomerie had been violent towards her: Cook says "yes, I did." 

Twitter lock out - been tweeting too much 

Cook absolutely denies she asked Brooks if she could run with that story of Montgomerie's violence. 

Cook says about running violence allegation "Completely untrue" and she never had conversation about an affidavit 

Cook vaguely remembers Brooks talking about a charity she was connected to about domestic violence 

Laidlaw mentions a campaign Brooks was running about domestic violence and changing the law: Cook doesn't remember the 
details 

Those last tweets were catchups; Laidlaw now reads out a police note that says Cook met Brooks over "an alleged affair with 
footballer" 

Laidlaw shows Cook the police note: it was 2005. She had a bugbear about these false stories about affair with footballer 

Cook says the alleged affair with footballer was "part of the content" of discussion but not most of it. 

Cook agrees that in her civil claim she spoke of humiliation she felt. Edis for prosecution asks her about that in follow up 

Further Prosecution question to Eimear Cook 

Edis for prosecution now does his follow up examination of Cook, and brings up NOTW article 02/06/02 three years before the 
lunch 

This is the Paul McCartney Heather Mills ring story: Cook says she heard of it "only from what Miss Wade told me" 

Edis asks Cook exactly what Brooks said about her domestic violence incident. "She mentioned it at the beginning of the lunch" 

Cook on Ross Kemp allegations "She was laughing about it. She didn't say she'd been arrested." 

Edis asks about the allegation Cook wanted her story in Brooks paper. Cook says she's been offered 'quite a lot of money' for 
her story 

Cook says she never accepted those offers of money for her story 

Edis brings up the Hello article from June 2003, first cited by Brooks' counsel. "Wife of Top Golfer Colin talks frankly about 
difficulties" 
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Cook: "His management company wanted top PR spin" but she says there's nothing in it about "past marital difficulties" 

Edis brings up the Hello article about the dresses "Bruce Oldfield's friend Eimear Montgomerie" with pictures of her 

Cook says "It was all Bruce who gave the interview" and there was nothing about her private life 

Back to the Daily Mai Richard Kay article: "How much of this came from you and how did it get from you to the paper?" 

Cook: "Helen Minsky, a society journalist... I was wary of being mauled by the press, so I tried to be polite but very succinct" 

Mail line "Eimear Cook refuses to discuss the High Court Battle". Cook says she was "extremely nervous of talking to a 
journalist" 

Edis goes to Mail article Feb 06; "Did any of this come from you?" Cook says again "No" and no idea what the sources were 

Cook says she did deny allegations Montgomerie had been banned from the house "because it was so hurtful to the children," 

Cook points out the Mail picture is "extremely out of date" for the piece. She had nothing to do with them getting the picture 

Edis goes back to Cook's civil claim against NI for phone hacking. She only made claim 'after' she spoke to the police. 

Until Cook spoke to the police she didn't know she was a victim of phone hacking "but suspected I might have been" 

Cook did not engage Mark Thompson until she was told by police she was phone hacking victim 

Edis asks about Cook's civil claim she felt 'humiliated' and she confirms that Mulcaire notes made her feel that way 

Cook says she feels "like I had no private life whatsoever". 

Edis asks Cook if she stands by her statement that Brooks was making fun of her. But she wasn't being that specific 

JUST TO BE CLEAR: while locked out of twitter, counsel for Brooks told the jury Cook was lying about her evidence over the 
Brooks lunch 

Not to be forgotten: all eight defendants deny all the charges against them. The trial continues tomorrow 

Transcript of the Goodman's call to Coulson after being charged with Phone Hacking in 2006 http://wp.me/p1YHIt-5x 
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Tuesday 26 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 

Witness - Jo Manoukian 
Prosecution Counsel questions Jo Manoukian 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Jo Manoukian 
Mr Justice Sauders: "Very modest." 

Witness - Rafi Manoukian 
Prosecution Counsel questions Rafi Manoukian 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Rafi Manoukian 

Witness Statement - Margaret Atkinson 
Prosecution Counsel Anthony Edis QC 

Witness - Dom Loehnis (friend of David Cameron) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Dom Loehnis 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Dom Loehnis 
Further Prosecution question to Dom Loehnis 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Fletcher 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Fletcher 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Scott 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Scott 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Opening of #hackingtrial slightly delayed as another case is dealt with 

Witness - Jo Manoukian 

Prosecution Counsel questions Jo Manoukian 

Back with #hackingtrial and witness Joe Manoukian, the host of the Brooks/Eimear Cook lunch discussed before the jury 
yesterday 

It's Jo Manoukian not Joe 

Jo Manoukian is married to Rafi: she says the Brooks/Cook lunch party took place "around 2006" 

Jo Manoukian was told by Eimear that the police might get in contact. They did so in March 2012 #hackingtrial 

Jo Manoukian says she knew Eimear since the late 90s, but has had no contact since the phone call about police 

Jo Manoukian says she met Brooks around 2000, and then met maybe six times a year since then. 

Jo Manoukian says she last saw Brooks a few months before the police interviewed her 

Jo Manoukian says the lunch happened because Eimear Cook had been very unhappy due to negative press coverage of 
separation from Montgomerie 

Jo Manoukian thought it "would be helpful to Eimear" if they organised a meeting with Brooks #hackingtrial 

Jo Manoukian: "I only positively remember Eimear's dissatisfaction with the bad press she was receiving... other than that not 
much detail" 

Jo Manoukian had met Rebekah Brooks only three days before the police interviewed her 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Jo Manoukian 

Jo Manoukian is now cross examined by Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks. He asks about precise date: Jo says "around 2006" 

Laidlaw refers to Jo Manoukian's witness statement: "I believe the lunch took place in 2004 but can't remember day or month" 

Jo Manoukian says she had no diary entry for this: "We had a lot of lunches or dinners." 

Jo Manoukian confirms lunch took place in private and intimate part of the house, the family room, around a modest style table 

Mr Justice Sauders: "Very modest." 

Saunders causes some hilarity in court in reference to Jo Manoukian's eight seater dinner table "Very modest" 

Jo Manoukian confirms that Brooks and Eimear Cook were 'strangers to each other' at the time of the lunch 

Jo Manoukian witness statement: "I do not remember phone hacking being talked about... I'm not sure I knew in 2004 what 
phone hacking was." 

Jo Manoukian said Eimear phoned to warn them the police would interview her and her husband over 'phone hacking case' 

Jo Manoukian says she's never discussed the police case with Brooks. They've kept their distance on this topic 
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Follow up from Edis from the Crown: "How much did Eimear tell you?" Jo Manoukian "Can't remember if it was about hacking 
or lunch" 

Jo Manoukian on her contact with Brooks: "We've had telephone contact... on a personal level... to see how her child was." 

Witness - Rafi Manoukian 

Prosecution Counsel questions Rafi Manoukian 

Edis calls Rafi Manoukian as a witness in #hackingtrial 

Rafi Manoukian met Eimear in Brunei in early nineties when Colin Montgomerie played gold there 

Rafi Manoukian says he met Brooks around 1998/7 through friend Gary Farrow, PR Man: his wife Jane Moore used to work at 
the Sun 

Rafi Manoukian says he got to know Brooks 'reasonably well' - they sometimes holidayed together, or weekends abroad 

Rafi Manoukian says he was still friends with Brooks when police interviewed him 

Rafi Manoukian says lunch happened 'five or six years ago.... probably instigated by Eimear Cook" She was in "a bit of state" 
about press 

Rafi Manoukian says his wife probably did the arrangements. The lunch probably last no more than two hours. 

Rafi Manoukian says "the one thing that stood out was how badly she was treated." She felt press coverage was "one-sided" 

Rafi Manoukian can't remember Eimear Cook making any requests of Brooks, or that Brooks volunteered any 

Rafi Manoukian cannot remember Brooks giving Cook any advice how to handle the press. No other topics of discussion stick 
in his mind 

Rafi Manoukian says he would occasionally had left the lunch a "couple of times" for the rest room, or to get his cigarrettes 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Rafi Manoukian 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, cross examines Rafi Manoukian. Says "seven years" ago - i.e. 2006 - no diary to refer to 

"Mrs Brooks was doing a favour to us by giving Eimear advice on how to handle press," Rafi Manoukian tells the jury 

Rafi Manoukian described Brooks in witness statement "more of a listener than a talker... and she was no different that day." 

Rafi Manoukian says Eimear Cook was giving some intimate details of marriage, some of which surprised him. No recollection 
of hacking 

R Manoukian on phone hacking: absolutely no recollection of phone hacking conversation, but left the table a couple of times 

Rafi Manoukian says "I was not aware you could listen to voicemail messages prior to police interview" but was aware of 
scanning 

R Manoukian on whether Brooks and Cook would be left alone: "its highly unlikely they would have been left by themselves but 
not impossible" 

"It's a big house, and it might have taken more time than you think" R Manoukian on going to get some cigarettes during the 
Brooks lunch 

Witness Statement - Margaret Atkinson 

Prosecution Counsel Anthony Edis QC 

Edis reads out the statement of Margaret Atkinson, friend of Eimear Cook's mother, about appearing in Glenn Mulcaire's notes 

Margaret Atkinson explains that she was looking after Eimear's mother who was ill, and called Eimear on her mobile about it 

Margaret Atkinson confirms the pay as you go JustTalk phone in Mulcaire's notes: but since never registered the address 

Witness - Dom Loehnis (friend of David Cameron) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Dom Loehnis 

BREAKING: Prosecution calls Dom Loehnis about a party he attended on a Saturday night 2010 at Chequers for David 
Cameron's 40th Birthday 

Loehnis was sat next to Rebekah Brooks at Cameron's birthday party - he'd met her before. He remembers the conversation 

Loehnis asked Brooks whether "Coulson would survive press speculation at the time": he was press secretary at the time 

BREAKING: Brooks told Cameron friend didn't think Coulson could survive phone hacking scandal back in 2010 

Loehnis: "Brooks said she didn't think the story would go away..." She talked about PIN numbers "wasn't a story that could be 
closed down" 

Loehnis: Brooks said that journalists had found about voicemail hacking "at the moment most people got mobile phones.. in late 
90s" 
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Loehnis says of Brooks and voicemail hacking "simply once people learned how to do it.... it may have been fairly frequent" 

"The impression I took was that.... once you discover you can do it, you do it because you can." Loehnis on Brooks attitude to 
phone hacking 

Loehnis says Brooks didn't tell him about the general attitude of journalists, right or wrong 

Loehnis on Brooks "She said there was one default code, and nobody changed it... and some people put that code in and 
discovered voicemails 

Dom Loehnis works in recruitment "helping companies find people" 

Loehnis says he wrote Brooks a letter on her resignation in 2011: the discovery of that letter led police to Loehnis 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Dom Loehnis 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Loehnis: he has been shown an email between Loehnis and police about court dates 

Loehnis had been under the impression he might be a defence witness, but then called to clarify he was actually a prosecution 
witness 

Laidlaw goes over the 2010 conversation: Loehnis agrees he cannot recall the 'exact words' 

Loehnis said he didn't place any particular significance on this conversation at the time, only Brooks' resignation brought it back 

Laid goes through dates of Cameron Birthday Party: letter to Brooks 9 months on. 7 months on he is interviewed by police 

Loehnis was given no notice of police interview: they were waiting for him at his workplace 

Two officers were waiting for Loehnis: he made the witness statement the same day. 

Police were interested in paragraph of Loehnis' letter to Brooks in July 11 hich made reference to conversation in October 2010 

Loehnis worked briefly as a journalist in the early nineties. 

Loehnis was not aware phone hacking was the subject of publicity in the late 1990s 

Laidlaw says Brooks has no precise recollection of conversation of this private dinner at Chequers: part election celebration 
and birthday 

Brooks remembers about 60 people present at Cameron's party: Dom Loehnis a very close friend of Cameron's and had to 
make speech 

Laidlaw says speech "was very well received": Loehnis says "thank you very much" Loehnis read out a poem at Cameron's 
birthday 

Loehnis says there were six to eight tables, with partners sat separately, at Cameron's Chequers Birthday 

Brooks says there wasn't much conversation before Loehnis delivered his poem: Loehnis thinks the conversation was before 
then 

Loehnis remembers there was press publicity around the time of the extensive nature of phone hacking 

Coulson was at the time Cameron's Director of Communications at the time, Laidlaw reminds the jury 

Brooks remembers that Loehnis was concerned, as a friend of Camerons "do you think this phone hacking is going to be a 
problem to Tories?" 

Loehnis remembers it was about Coulson: "Could he survive?" was the tenor of the conversation "in context of this story." 

Laidlaw emphasises Coulson survival wasn't about knowing about phone hacking. Loehnis says "Yes because of the publicity" 

Loehnis on Coulson: "The story wasn't going to end... and while he was the story that make his position harder." 

Loehnis cannot remember Brooks saying "it gives the opposition a stick to beat the Tories" 

Loehnis on Brooks' concern over phone hacking: "Because it was unclear... how many people had done it, the story can't be 
quickly closed." 

Laidlaw reminds the jury that at this time Brooks was CEO of News International. 

Loehnis says the exchange lasted a couple of minutes, amongst a number of things they spoke about. He can't remember the 
other topics 

Loehnis concedes Brooks didn't hide her knowledge of phone hacking, but it was common knowledge at the time. She didn't 
talk about NOTW 

Loehnis says Brooks seemed "relaxed about her own position" vis-a-vis phone hacking at Cameron Birthday Party in 2010 

Loehnis says phone hacking was the only part of the conversation referred to the letter to Brooks in 2011 

Further Prosecution question to Dom Loehnis 

"Phone hacking as a phenomenon became better known to me in middle of last decade," Dom Loehnis to Andrew Edis QC as 
#hackingtrial 
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Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Fletcher 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Fletcher 

DC Fletcher case officer for Brooks on count 1 is cross examined by Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks 

Fletcher explains her role in taking the witness statement from Eimear Cook. 

DC Fletcher also took the witness statement from the friend of the mother of Eimear Cook 

Fletcher also took the witness statement of Dom Loehnis - who has just appeared and with DS Massey did the interview 

Laidlaw goes through the contact log for Operation Weeting: DC Hickling did the initial sheet: DC Fletcher did the longer, later 
version 

Initial police interview with Eimear Cook was delayed when Mark Thompson took over her civil case 

DC Hickling, Fletcher, lawyer Mark Thompson and Eimear Cook's new husband present at that first interview 

Fletcher confirms that in initial Cook statement "Rafi and Jo were present during the conversation" 

The Cook statement went through a couple of revisions 

After some argument whether Mulcaire note is actual evidence of hack, we break for lunch 

Another delay for legal arguments. Back to #hackingtrial soon 

Back with DC Fletcher, case officer for Brooks part of Operation Weeting case, being cross examined by Brooks' counsel, 
Laidlaw 

Laidlaw and Fletcher discuss the Mulcaire notes on Eimear Cook after departure of Brooks. No resultant stories from 2004 
Mulcaire notes 

DC Fletcher confirms there are no transcripts or recordings of Eimear Cook Mulcaire records 

Laidlaw goes through the police obligations in terms of investigating allegations of crime "to be of all times of an open mind" 

Laidlaw lays out the police duties to be "following the evidence and where that takes them" 

Laidlaw "any police officer who allows any agenda to take over... would have lost their way" DC Fletcher agrees 

Laidlaw says "it wouldn't represent good policing to take a witnesses account with out testing it" DC Fletcher agrees 

DC Fletcher agrees that the police also have a duty to the prosecution to test the credibility of any witness 

Laidlaw: "coming as, you know doubt anticipated I wold do, I come to Mrs Eimear Cook... and the account she gave you...." 

Laidlaw asks; "Have you approached that task with an open mind?" DC Fletcher: "Yes I have." 

Apologies Laidlaw brings up the McCartney Mills NOTW in its original form, not Montgomerie 

Slight delay for legal arguments. Back with Laidlaw and DC Fletcher and the Mills/McCartney article #hackingtrial 

Laidlaw questions DC Fletcher about the Mills/McCartney story and whether it was the result of illegal hacking - she couldn't 
link it 

DC Fletcher explains how she contacted Annette Weatheridge author of the article: tasked to ask around in Miami Hotel 

DC Fletcher explains this is no call data to McCartney Mills in 2002 that proves phone hacking. 

DC Fletcher goes through emails of her contact with Annette Weatheridge over the McCartney Mills 'ring throwing' story in Aug 
2012 

Annette Weatheridge is a journalist based in US: she writes back to Weeting Officer "came from information from hotel staff" 

Weatheridge writes to police that the tip off came from a 'phone in' from someone working in the hotel, who had been hawking 
around story 

Weatheridge spoke to a security guard and people in the beauty salon of the Miami Hotel McCartney Mills were staying in. 

Weatheridge cannot remember the name of the original tipster or his wife, who worked in the Hotel beauty salon. 

Weatheridge wasn't interviewed by the police because she lived in New York. 

Weatheridge sent Laidlaw the email: it was not part of prosecution disclosure 

Fletcher explains the McCartney/Mills was added to timeline because it formed part of the Eimear Cook timeline. Second article 
also added 

DC Fletcher explains there is payment record for Ms Weatheridge for expenses on that story 

Laidlaw produces a document from police records - a contributors payment request. 16/06/02 and pound;750 for story 'Feud of 
the Rings' 

DC Fletcher says she put the Macca ring story in to corroborate Cook's recollection of the lunch with Brooks 

DC Fletcher says she did not raise again any McCartney/Mills hack with Eimear Cook 

Laidlaw counsel for Brooks asks DC Fletcher if she remembers the Kate Moss incident of losing Chanel contract. 
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DC Fletcher says she's satisfied at the date of the Brooks/Cook lunch from Kate Moss story and Brooks' diary date 

Laidlaw asks about how the Dom Loehnis letter came to be in their possession. It was through solicitors Kingsley Napier. They 
seized letter 

The letter was provided to Kingsley Napier by Brooks. Edis follows up it was after the 7 boxes of evidence had been removed 
by Cheryl Carter 

Kingsley Napier said they had a number of boxes in their possession from various locations: Fletcher says there were 7 boxes 
and a sack 

DC Fletcher explains there was no call data over Mulcaire in 2002 because in those days phone companies only kept for a year 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Scott 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Scott 

Back with Bryant Heron going through the jury bundle 2 evidence on Andy Coulson. DC Scott is called as case officer and 
witness 

Bryant Heron takes DC Scott back to Coulson/Goodman tape: it came from a cassette seized on 08/07/11 seized from 
Goodman's house 

Jury shown email from Tom Crone to Andy Coulson 16/09/06 "Here's what Rebekah told me about the info relayed to her by 
cops" 

Crone to Coulson email: 1/Confident have Clive and GM bang to rights 2/ From GM "a list of 100-110 victims 3/ and pound;1 
million payments 

BREAKING: Crone email to Coulson says Brooks knew over 100 victims of phone hacking in 2006 

Crone email to Coulson about Brooks conversation with police: "they do have Glenn Mulcaire's phone records sequences of 
calls with NOTW" 

Crone email tells Coulson police are going to contact Brooks later that day to "see if they are going to take it further" 

Coulson to Crone 06/11/06 about legal document: Crone emails Henry Brandman, Goodman's solicitor asking to see 
prosecution papers 

Coulson emails Tom Crone 02/12/06 "Probation service have anti NOTW agenda. Crone forwards to Goodman's solicitor 
Brandman "for info" 

Jury shown three page exhibit NOTW budget 2005-6: Kuttner's note of a meeting with Coulson, on 'potential savings' 

Point 14 of Budget plan: "cut 50% of Nine Consultancy current and pound;105,000 via Greg" 

Kuttner's notes on meetings with Coulson from a letter has several crossings out: including the Nine Consultancy savings of 
and pound;70k 

There are a couple of additions to this revised Kuttner/Coulson budget meetings, document dated 15th May 2005 

Email from Coulson to NOTW staff on 2005 awards "far too many stories fall into the 'fine' category... we need a hit. Badly" 

Coulson email from April 16th 2005 says "Sat nights I will now expect every dept head and senior member of staff... to be in my 
office" 

Coulson email to staff: "We broke Beckham in april, Sven in July and Blunkett in August" expects more of the same 

Jan 18th 2006 Coulson writes to desk eds looking for "big hits this year" talking of an away day going into evening 

Email from Coulson to Wallis 01/12/06 "Can we find out where peirce got horribly accurate info" in Telegraph piece the day 
before 

The Telegraph piece was about the guilty pleas of Mulcaire and Goodman: names ten victims but goes into his and pound;50k 
budget, and payoff 

Correction: "Goodman's budget had been increased by and pound;500 a week after he told management that he needed 
money to look after unnamed contact" 

The last quotation came from Telegraph piece came from 30/11/06 the day after Goodman and Mulcaire pleaded guilty in court 

Jury shown another budget plan for year to 2007 08/03/06 "reduce Nine Consultancy to 76k saving and pound;28k" 

Another document has the same Nine Consultancy as second entry on News section: this copy from the archives: the previous 
from MSC 

Version 2 of the same document show 'Nine Consultancy' cut as the first item under News section budget reduction 

On version three of 06/07 NOTW budget documents 'Nine Consultancy' is still the first item for potential cuts in News section 

A doc the jury has seen before: email from Stenson to Coulson about Charles Clarke affair 'tip off' is cited by Bryant Heron 

A doc from Paddy Harverson timeline, seen before is shown: Goodman says health info SCANNED (not scammed as reported 
elsewhere) 

Jury not required tomorrow morning: so back tomorrow at 2pm 
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I can report: Tracey Bell, a pharmacist at Sandhurst, was given six month suspended sentence this morning, for misconduct in 
office 

Tracey Bell had pleaded guilty to selling stories to a journalist about Prince William and Harry at Sandhurst 
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Wednesday 27 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Peter Jukes Bunks Off Early 

Prosecution Evidence on Stuart Kuttner 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 
90 million Email Messages Recovered from NI 
10 million NI Email Messages Deleted in 2010 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Peter Jukes Bunks Off Early 

Back at #hackingtrial - but will have to bunk off half an hour early for live interview with R4 media show at 4.30 with 
@steve_hewlett 

I know - I'm a very very naughty attention seeking boy: but it's a long standing commitment 

Tomorrow court will start at 11.30 because of video link: #hackingtrial 

Prosecution Evidence on Stuart Kuttner 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective 

Bryant Heron for prosecution is going through Stuart Kuttner documents, former NOTW managing editor: he calls Weeting 
detective to verify 

A three page memorandum from NI archive from 06/10/99 from Kuttner to Miskiw "Research and survellance Costs" more than 
and pound;167k per annum 

On the same Kuttner/Miskiw 1999 memo is the cost of external contributors for 98-99 total and pound;265k - almost and 
pound;14k a month 

Kuttner email 15/08/01 to several recipients about tax treatment of external contributors unless true freelancers "treat as de 
facto staff" 

3-page memo from Kuttner to Brooks (09/10/01) cc'ing Coulson details managing editorial budget of and pound;17k per week. 
and pound;7k for contributors 

02/10/01 (just after Mulcaire first contract) Kuttner writes no new commitments. 11/10/01 Costs Review from Kuttner to staff on 
Staff Frieze 

2002 Kuttner gives Miskiw a and pound;1k bonus for "diligent stewardship" of his budget 

06/02/02 Brooks email to Kuttner and Coulson on 'serious consequences' after drop of ad revenue. Kuttner replies about 
picture desk budget 

Email from Neville Thurlbeck asking Kuttner for a new laptop 

23/09/03 Email from Thurlbeck's home account to Kuttner detailing costs of a few hundred for an ongoing investigation. Girl will 
cost and pound;1k 

A three page doc from NI archive 23/05/05 from Surrey police to Coulson complaining about behaviour of NOTW reporter 
McGee 

Kuttner replies to assistant chief constable of Surrey reiterating NOTW's and his personal promise to help in Milly Dowler case 

Email 06/05/09 from Kuttner to Colin Myler (then NOTW editor) "NOTW been my life for 29 years... PI activities, bridging 
journalist and mgmt 

The Kuttner email is a response to Myler "recasting his role": he asks to "resume his existing role" with PCC etc or a "clean 
break" 

Myler forwards to Cloke FYI - Kuttner resigns in 2009 

Now moving onto documents jury have already seen in timeline with Bryant Heron for the crown, Weeting DC verifying 

Many redactions in these documents - "nothing suspicious just about relevance" says Bryant Heron to Justice Saunders 

The first handwritten note from Kuttner re Milly Dowler "something is happening - M to run it" and lists a Surrey police email 
and numbers 

Kuttner notes Sarah MacGregor at Surrey Police press office and Ricky Sutton's number (NOTW journo); Clark and O'Connor 
senior officers 

03/05/02 Kuttner note says "New Pic of Milly" and name checks 'Sarah Arnold': Staines police station tagged 'Ricky' 

15/05/02 Kuttner handwritten note has another reference to 'Milly' August 02 note has "Milly Squat" 
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A note from Gill, financial controller at NI, with the policy on approval for contributor payments and their limits 

More documents the jury have already seen in the Milly Dowler timeline, but now part of Kuttner bundle: 

Bryant Heron explains it's a draft NOTW leader from 30/03/02 about Milly Dowler's disappearance 

Email from Kuttner 12/04/02 to ACC Surrey Police asking a series of questions about the Dowler investigation - read before in 
court 

Email jury have seen before from Kuttner to Surrey Police press office referring to messages left on Dowler's phone: advises 
other nos 

01/05/02 another email from Kuttner to Surrey ACC offering a reward for information on Dowler and advantages of it to police 
investigation 

19/03/02 staff officer writes to Surrey Chief constable about reporter Ricky Sutton complaining police weren't listening to NOTW 
ideas 

Another email seen before attaching Kuttner's further offer of a NOTW reward to Surrey Police 

Email from Goodman to Kuttner costing elements in his 'Blackadder' column. 

Edis for the crown steps in to record the approval rates from 2002-2011 for the clarity of Justice Saunders 

Bryant Heron has a list of further 'admissions' or 'agreed facts' by all sides, for the jury in the #hackingtrial 

A short break once the jury have reassembled their bundles #hackingtrial 

Bryant Heron goes through admissions on the 'treatment of emails at NI" 

90 million Email Messages Recovered from NI 

Approx 90 million email messages from NI have been recovered, including duplicates. This does not represent ALL email 
messages 

Millions of emails missing: before 2005 no archiving policy - so individuals could have deleted all their emails 

After 2005 archiving only took place after 14 days, so any deleted before them. Users could also opt out of archiving system, 
about half did 

10 million NI Email Messages Deleted in 2010 

Approximate 10 million emails deleted in 2010 - purges through maintenance and disk maintenance. Now not available 

Those above emails cannot be retrieved because they predate any backup. 2007-2010 more millions of emails deleted. 

The email deletion policy at NI: after Jan 05 NI archive grew year on year. By 08 system beginning to creak and log ins slow 

In 2009, with the move to Thomas More Square, IT department redesigned system and gave a time limit to storage 

November 09. Senior Execs launch a more aggressive purging policy. In 2010 a new policy was created over storage of emails 

Document 'NI Framework for Email Retention Policy' all email between 96 and 2010 - 12 terabytes of data accumulated. 

Archived emails over 6 months are hardly ever activated, says NI document. "Eliminate in consistent manner... emails that can 
be unhelfpul" 

The date of that Retention Policy is date 27/01/10 

12/05/10 Brooks wrote to NI legal director asking what happens to her emails with deletion. Chapman replies emails before 07 
gone forever 

On 18/05/10 Hickey from IT emails Brooks and others about revised 'email retention" discussed with Brooks. 

29/07/10 Brooks emails Chapman "How come we still haven't done email deletion policy?.... Another reason for Andy to be 
consulted" 

By August 2010 new policy agreed; kept for 3 months prior to deletion. Move from Wapping to Thomas More Square underway 

All these statements are 'admissions' or 'agreed facts' 

04/08/10 Brooks emails team on email deletion "anything before Jan 2010 will not be kept" 

Hickey replies to Brooks about "company policy.... in case it is miscontrued". Several people at work for move to Thomas More 

Hickey "Your note mentions Jan 2010 as cut off date.... this differs from previous statement july 07... everything pre JRM 
(James Murdoch) 

Brooks to Hickey: "Completely agree re company wide coms. Yes to Jan 2010. Clean Sweep." 

But in September 2010 the migration did not take place because of problems with transferring volumes of emails 

07/10/10 Brooks chases up Chapman on "email deletion policy"; 08/10/10 writes to head of IT cc'ing Brooks 

"Giving continuing interest in NOTW" hacking "emails will be preserved... Coulson, Thurlbeck, Wallis, Miskiw, Evans" says 
Chapman 

Chapman writes that Brooks and James Murdoch email will also have to be preserved. 
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NI contracted Essential Computing to go over to PST system for Microsoft Outlook "only for the last twelve months" 

In Jan 11, Will Lewis writes that he needs Edmondson, Coulson, Thurlbeck, Hall, Kuttner, Mulcaire, Marunchak, Wallis emails 
preserved 

Because of "outstanding matters" IT told to preserve same names (I missed Crone) whose email archive needed extracting 

The extraction started with 10 users, and grew to 29, when contractors arrived in mid January 2011. 

The email preservation policy extends after chat with Chapman and Julian Pike: all Coulson, Kuttner, Wallis NOTW emails 

New policy: all news desk correspondence with more than 90s names. All emails sent to (including previous names) Crone, 
Singh, Taylor, Evans 

12/01/11 29 users mailboxes extracted and 8 executives (the latter back to Jan 09) only. On 14/01 further 16 mailboxes 
extracted 

Those emails extracted were transferred to a laptop PST file. The source data was then deleted. 

18/01/11 A further 52 mailboxes extracted from NI archives; first group all mail, the second 05-6. 105 different users mail boxes 
extracted 

The deletion took place in stages: first batch before Jan 07, second all 07. First batch deleted last weekend of Jan 2011 

Deletion recommenced on 7th Feb - by then no emails beyond Dec 08 existed. 

Edis admits "This sort of information is always tedious and difficult' and moves onto a new section 

Edis reads out further admissions or agreed facts over Eimear Cook 

Going to have to scoot to Radio 4 interview; follow @jamesdoleman or @martin_hickman @Fhamiltontimes @SkyFixerJim 
@robindbrant 

Some comic confusion in Broadcasting House reception: BBC Chief Salmon almost took my place. Lovely funny bloke though 

On at end of #R4Media show, so time to catch up on news Mulcaire was paid and pound;7k to track the Bulger killers, then on 
witness protection 
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Thursday 28 November 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Delays due to Legal Arguments 
Video link will not happen today 

Prosecution Evidence on Glen Mulcaire 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Teresa Thompson 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Teresa Thompson 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DS Guest 
Glen Mulcaire's Whiteboards 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DS Fitzgerald 
How they Hacked Voicemail 
24 Hacking calls in one day 
Neil Wallis phone Hacked 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Fitzgerald 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DS Fitzgerald 

Prosecution Evidence on Max Clifford 
Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Delays due to Legal Arguments 

Back with #hackingtrial - some delays through legal arguments. Video evidence from LA has been postponed 

Saunders explains to jury "complex cases with lots of information" there are sometimes problems. We seem to have hit a lot of 
them today 

Video link will not happen today 

Saunders explains to jury how the video link cannot happen today. Some more days off to get more agreed facts to save time 

"These things happen in the best organised cases... whether this is the best organised case we'll see.... but I'm as frustrated as 
you are" 

Previous quote was from Justice Saunders explaining the delay to jurors in #hackingtrial 

Prosecution Evidence on Glen Mulcaire 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Teresa Thompson 

We're now with DC TeresaThompson, confirming with counsel for the prosecution, Mark Bryant Heron, some payment 
schedules 

DC Thompson was previously attached to Operation Weeting tasked to audio evidence - NOT payment schedules as said in 
previous tweet 

DC Thompson explains to court that raw material of tapes an CDs and tapes from Mulcaire's home address AND business 
address. 

DC Thompson explains how individual messages were identified - a number of messages on one tape which police have 
individualised 

Detective Constable Thompson explains how 'blagging' works, contained in some of the audio evidence heard already at 
#hackingtrial 

There are 727 recorded sections recovered from Mulcaire, not all voicemails or blags - some of them repeats 

It seems that Mulcaire recorded some voicemail messages more than once 

There is a tape from the 02 customer services providing an example of Mulcaire's blagging #hackingtrial 

Sometimes there's an 'unknown' in the caller/recipient details in the schedule of Mulcaire tapes, but most identities have been 
attributed 

Detective Constable Thompson explains how identities confirmed: sometimes the person leaving the message, sometimes 
recipient of message 

The third form of identification of hacked recorded voicemails in Mulcaire's premises - a police officer has recognised voice of 
caller 

Third means of voice idenitification: for example Mulcaire calls an Audi Dealership on a blag - a police officer identified his voice 

The fourth means of identifying Mulcaire recordings: phone number and call data. The fifth: from the message itself e.g. "Hi, it's 
Jamie..." 

Sixth form of identification is when a personal assistant or royal aide has recognised the voice of the caller or recipient of 
voicemail 
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Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Teresa Thompson 

Laidlaw counsel for Brooks cross examines the police officer, complaining about lack of dates attributable to recovered tapes 

DC Thompson (nothing to do with comics) says that wasn't a task she was involved in. Prosecution now call Detective Sergeant 
Guest 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DS Guest 

DS Guest verifies a schedule of payments made by NI made to Mulcaire and his various companies and the budgets they 
came from 

The schedule of Mulcaire payments is evidence that has been seen before, but is organised now with cost centres noted 

There is a new ID Mulcaire used "James Street" another ID for payment. Not sure if contributor number changed 

This Mulcaire payment schedule is not yet an agreed document. Defense haven't had enough time to examine 

Glen Mulcaire's Whiteboards 

DS Guest confirms that a number of 'whiteboards' were recovered in 2006 from Mulcaire's home and work addresses 

DS Guest has brought some of the whiteboards in to show to the jury 

The first Whiteboard from Mulcaire's officer: name says Bulger, and has Swiss Cottage. O2. Venus Williams. Congestion 
charges. CCS831 

The second Mulcaire office whiteboard: Objectives - I.E. "Breaking News: and a diagram with 'Subject of Inquiry" 

Spokes from 2nd Whiteboard pictures, transcripts, sources and contacts, legality, a telephone no, immediate reaction, add 
evidence, SOE. 

3rd whiteboard: Michael Wormsely, Stonewall FC, Middx County League, Fax, numbers, players, Kevin Eller, email, BT, SOE, 
T Mob, Mr Kemp 

4th Mulcaire whiteboard - quite busy: UPDATES Call Eric/Ivor/Chris, Task re Trib, PAS changed, Red Voda Barcelona, Monty's 
Pass, antelope 

More from this whiteboard: "BT, Derving, LIC, EIN" New column "Nile, phone number, Clive, Kevin and No, porsche email 
address, web address 

More from this Mulcaire whiteboard: "Medical update with dates, BT smartoneview. New column "Mercury press, number, PIN, 
and and pound;1,250, and pound;1k NOW 

More from this Mercury press column on Mulcaire whiteboard: says "Standard". Another "Volvo - avoid Damian" "Office and tele 
no" 

Edis reminds the jury Greg Miskiw joined the Mercury Press Agency in 2005 from NOTW 

Fifth Whiteboard: Marked "Project Targets" Buncefield, David Ginola/Tony Adams, Bulger inquiry, Royal Assesments, 
Reporters confidential 

Right hand column of this whitecolumn: "Networking" diagram: services, Charles Ray - Rebekah Wade, Paul Allen, FA Backing, 
info players MF 

More on this Mulcaire 5th whiteboard: "Comms meeting EST contact, Mike Hamilton, Greg Miskiw, "Think tank" 

One more Mulcaire before lunch: "Priority/Crisis Management Agenda" Left hand column: "Information v Intelligence" 5th 
'deintelligence' 

Right hand column Mulcaire whiteboard has no and web for 'tracemark' 9 news and PR, then "deep space" "J Sars and phone 
no. Avoid David 

Break till 2.15 

One more thing apparently mentioned on Mulcaire Whiteboards: "Operation Paget" 

Random unrelated lunchtime thought: we realise the market problems of 'Big 5' energy companies. But press ownership even 
more concentrated 

Back at #hackingtrial with DS Guest going through the (surreal) Mulcaire whiteboards. No explanation yet, just description of 
them 

Last Mulcaire whiteboard: bottom left "documentary/Wimbledon" then "Gordon/Rainer/Sky" - end of selection of cryptic 
whiteboards 

DS Guest helps with another exhibit" "if you can bear it," Edis for crown asks Jury to turn back to another timeline - Eimear 
Cook 

Back to two pages from Mulcaire's notes: first from 28/04/02: DS Guest lifts up the notebooks (a3 quite big) with post it notes. 

Edis shows jury second page of notebook, still bound together in sequence with second Eimear reference. 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DS Fitzgerald 

DS Fitzgerald is called by the prosecution in #hackingtrial 
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DC Fitzgerald from Operation Weeting has been responsible for telephone evidence: Edis wants a simple guide to phone 
hacking 

DC Fitzgerald is here to provide "A Idiot's Guide to Phone Hacking": a series of diagrams compiled by another officer are 
produced 

Edis for Crown: "We're trying to put ourselves in position of Mulcaire or someone wanted to hack phone 2000-06" 

How they Hacked Voicemail 

Fitzgerald explains says THREE ways hacking phone: 1st, dial mobile when not answered (off/engaged), interrupt voicemail 
greeting, enter PIN 

Fitzgerald explains how first mode of hacking would appear on call data - but indistinguishable from a normal call. 

DC Fitzgerald explains history of default PINs in late 90s, specific to each network. Depending on network you could change 
PIN remotely 

The SECOND main form of phone hacking would be to dial "bespoke voice mail number" (DDM) unique to your phone account. 

UVN and DDM the same thing: effectively a second number given to you when you get a mobile number. 

The DDM hack would feature on the billing of the 'person who made the call' not on the bills of the person hacked. 

Fitzgerald confirms that his second form of DDM/UVN hacking less likely to alert the target. 

The Jury shown more detailed diagram of hacking different mobile service providers: Vodaphone, T Mobile, Telefonica, Orange 

Orange never had a default pin: voice mail only worked when users established their own PIN 

With 02 three different ways of retrieving voicemail evolved over time: PIN, an Orange like generic number, and then a bespoke 
direct dial 

There's also a difference between T-Mobile of 02 customers on contract as opposed to pay-as-you-go: only former had unique 
or phantom nos 

Vodafone had both standard mail box PINs and a bespoke retrieval method 

Fitzgerald says it is possible that if two simultaneous calls were made to mobile - 'jamming' would allow hacking surreptitiously 

DC Fitzgerald explains call data on Mulcaire is patchy: they do not know what other phones he had. "Large areas of time no call 
records" 

Edis for the crown takes the jury back to the Sven Goran Eriksson timeline to look at the different methods deployed by 
Mulcaire 

17/01/06 calls from one of Mulcaire's three landlines are less than 10 secs, others longer. 

DC Fitzgerald explains that this method would appear like normal billing. But turning to Tessa Jowell timeline Fitzgerald has 
done more work 

This Jowell timeline shows three numbers called Jowells/Mills/Jowells UVN. DC Fitzgerald has found out Mulcaire dialled other 
numbers 

Call to Jowells phone took five secs. After that Mulcaire made 6 calls: 3 calls to Vodafone customer services, before he called 
her UVN 

Before he accesses David Mills unique voicemail number, Mulcaire calls Vodafone customer services 7 times 

The same pattern of calling service provider before hacks happens with Jade Schmidt, Joan Hammell, Tracey Temple and 
Laura Hogan. 

Bryant Heron now turns to News Internationals 'private wire line' - a dedicated single number for all outbound calls 

Bryant Heron explain that News International had a a single vodafone 'fixed link' allowing mobile phones to be integrated into 
network 

This 'private wire line' allowed NI landline calls to route through the vodafone link. So any desk phone could be routed through 
this number 

Practical consequence is that any at News International could have had access to this landline number. 

Date range for call data from News International runs from October 05 to August 06. The evidence here is direct calls to UVN's 
- i.e. hacks 

Phone records detail time and cost of the NI calls, and the police have identified 'victim group' eg Pinkerton Louth for Royal 
Princes 

Pinkerton-Lowther UVN consistently hacked till November 05, then joined by Mark Dyer till 8th December, goes on for pages... 

On 04/03/06 we start on the hacking of Tessa Jowell timeline of hacks from the News International line. Carries in tandem with 
Royal Aides 

Another NI line hack happens later that month but police can't identify victim 

Then in late April 2006, NI fixed line starts hacking two Mail on Sunday journalists Dennis Rice and Seb Hamilton over Prescott 
timeline 
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On 29th April 2006 hacks Dyer, Lowther-Pinkerton, Dennis Rice, Seb Hamilton - 24 hacking calls in just one day to those UVNs 

24 Hacking calls in one day 

BREAKING: on one day in 2006 News International landline made 24 hacking calls to Royal Aides and rival journalists 

Neil Wallis phone Hacked 

BREAKING: 18th of May 2006: calls to UVN of Neil Wallis - deputy editor of News of the World was hacked from News 
International landline 

20/05/06 Katie Price hacked three times from News International fixed line 

8th June 2006: Mail on Sunday journalist Laura Collins UVN hacked by News International line 

9th June: both MoS journalists Laura Collins and Sebastian Hamilton hacked via News International landline 

Early July NI Hacks: David Dillan, Daniel Boffey 

416 hacks on Lowther-Pinkerton in this nine month period from News International landline. 

Saunders explains to the jury that it is not accepted by all sides that the 'Ian' tasking in Mulcaire notebooks refers to Ian 
Edmondson 

Now looking at schedule detail contact between Mulcaire's phone and Ian Edmondson, denoting texts and calls, covering July 
05-August 06 

There are six further calls from Edmondson's mobile to Mulcaire's home landline after the latter's arrest 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Fitzgerald 

Laidlaw counsel for Coulson cross examines Fitzgerald who agrees mobile security systems in early days 'deficient' 

Laidlaw adduces an Independent article from 1999 "how to hack into mobile phones": a local Cwm Bran paper October "a more 
homely tale" 

Laidlaw adduces MoS article in 2000 on voice mails. DC Fitzgerald agrees voice mail hacking was subject to publicity 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DS Fitzgerald 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, cross examines asking about duration of call and whether it's possible to know if message was 
intercepted 

Engineer in 2006 said six seconds is sufficient to intercept a voice mail message. 

Prosecution Evidence on Max Clifford 

Prosecution Counsel Bryant Heron 

Bryant Heron reading out statement of Max Clifford. (Maxwell Frank Clifford) in regard to some of the stories he worked on. 

Max Clifford says he had a good relationship with NOTW until 2005 when he and Andy Coulson fell out over a story 

As a result of that falling out Max Clifford sold stories to other papers, but stories about his clients still appeared in NOTW 

Max Clifford was show Mulcaire's notebooks and identified his own and clients details on them 

CORRECTION: Mulcaire whiteboard read MICE "Money, Ideology, Compromise, Ego" - not 'Maz' 

To "smooth over any wrinkles" #hackingtrial jury are being sent home till 1o a.m. next Wednesday. Saunders thanks them for 
their tolerance 

So there you go: no more #hackingtrial till next Wednesday (what will I do with myself?); thanks to all your RTs, comments 
and corrections 
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Thursday 5 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case continues 
Back at the Old Bailey 
Prosecution Presents Evidence on Counts 4 and 5 - Misconduct 
Agreed Facts on Counts 4 and 5 
Giving evidence - Operation Elveden Detective DC Tilbury 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Tilbury 

Witness - Paddy Harverson (former Communications Secretary to Prince Charles) 
Prosecution Counsel question Paddy Harverson 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Paddy Harverson 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective Inspector Kennett 
Prosecution Counsel questions DI Kennett 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DI Kennett 

Recalled Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DC Tilbury 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Tilbury 
Lunch break 

Witness - Major Julia Parke-Robinson (Royal Military College Sandhurst) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Major Parke-Robinson 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Major Parke-Robinson 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DC Briddon 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Briddon 

Witness - Belinda Vern (Head of Army Secretariat) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Belinda Vern 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Belinda Vern 

The Prosecution Case continues 

Back at the Old Bailey 

Heading back to #Hackingtrial at the Old Bailey after 6 days. Dare I say? I kind of missed it. This is what they mean by 
#stockholmsyndrome 

If you want to catch up any of the last five weeks of the #hackingtrial - all my live tweets stored and indexed 
http://www.fothom.wordpresss.com 

At the #hackingtrial Justice Saunders welcomes the jury back after a long break 

Prosecution Presents Evidence on Counts 4 and 5 - Misconduct 

Counsel for the prosecution, Rebecca Chalkley, is now going to counts 4 and 5 of their case against Rebekah 
Brooks #hackingtrial 

Chalked explains count 4 "conspiracy to commit misconduct in public office': Brooks conspired with Sun journalists and MOD 
employees 

Count 5 - another misconduct charge against Brooks with Sun employees and a public official 

Rebecca Chalkley takes the jury through the 'admissions' or 'agreed facts' of the case. 

Agreed Facts on Counts 4 and 5 

Admission: Brooks became editor Sun Jan 2003. Sun made payments directly or indirectly. News International declare to tax 
authorities 

Further admissions: a Sun journalist received information from an employee at Sandhurst. A story about William in a bikini party 
cited 

Admissions: payments were made to husband and wife working at Sandhurst. 

Admissions; another public official received and pound;100k for stories provided to the Sun. 

Admissions from both sides - the payments to this public official are agreed and accurate. 

Giving evidence - Operation Elveden Detective DC Tilbury 

Prosecution calls DC Tilbury as their first witness in counts 4 and 5. 

DC Tilbury was the case officer for Count 4 of this indictment against Brooks 

Chalkley explains to the jury the index of their 'bundle' for these particular charges 

The first document shown to jury: email 18/04/06 to Brooks subject 'Cash payment authorisation' for and pound;1k for someone 
working at Sandhurst 

Second email 15/06/06 from Sun employee about a contact offering picture from Sandhurst with William dressed as 'bond girl' 
for and pound;4k 
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Sun employee about picture source: "I already have him over a barrel because I know his identity... he needs picture for a 
course for wife" 

Email is passed onto Brooks "What do you think boss?" Brooks responds ten minutes later; "OK" 

Jury now shown Thomas Cook payment requests from Sun - validated by Sun employee, and identifying wife of Sandhurst 
employee 16/06/06 

Payment description to Sandhurst employee for and pound;4k describes Prince William wearing bikini, and the department is 
Sun News 

The jury is shown the relevant article 

The article goes into detail William and Kate Middleton at a Sandhurst themed party 

Jury is shown a schedule of payments made to husband and wife at MOD for a variety of stories 

The payment schedule tallies with the arrival of the stories in the Sun, and identifies Sun journalist and contributor 

A third payment 13/10/06 fro and pound;500 via BACS rather than Thomas Cook to MOD employees 

MOD employee from May 06 paid and pound;1k via Thomas Cook with related story alleging MOD employee killed a policeman 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Tilbury 

Laidlaw counsel for Brooks cross-examines the police witness over Count 4 on the bikini photograph, with relevant email 

15/06/06 Laidlaw says this the only occasion on Count 4 Brooks is asked to approve a payment. He goes to the email in some 
detail 

Laidlaw goes through the number of people involved in Brooks related email, and the police investigations into them 

The email of 15/06/06 is written by a Sun journalist who cannot be named for legal reasons, to another Sun journalist 

DC Tilbury says "all I've done is investigate this email" - he hasn't investigated the relationship between different Sun 
employees 

Laidlaw dissects the email: "Here is the situation. My best contact at Sandhurst..." DC Tilbury explains who he is and had gone 
to Australia 

Sun source: "has supplied a string of great stuff over a period months is offering us a picture of Prince William at Bond themed 
party" 

The Sandhurst contact was posted in Australia at the time. "The picture in question belongs to fellow [MOD employee|" 

"He is very concerned about the notion of the picture ending up in the Sun" says Sun journalist about Prince William picture in 
June 2006 

DC Tilbury says inquiries are still 'ongoing' about who the person offering the picture - another military official 

Inspector Kennett is conducting further inquiries about the email, with assistant DC Bland. These inquiries are 'live', Laidlaw 
establishes 

DC Tilbury explains they are still exploring call data from Australia related to this MOD employee when he was based there 

Tilbury says they are still waiting for the information from Australian service providers 

Laidlaw to DC Tilbury: "I don't want to be unfairly critical of you.... but you are not confident of identity of [MOD employee] are 
you?" 

Break while Inspector Kennett is looked for 

Back after break at #hackingtrial: prosecution will call another witness before Inspector Kennett gives evidence. 

Witness - Paddy Harverson (former Communications Secretary to Prince Charles) 

Prosecution Counsel question Paddy Harverson 

Prosecution call Paddy Harverson former communications secretary to Prince Charles and his son, re his relationship with 
the Sun 

In mid August 2006 Harverson called Brooks about photo in the Sun. He made notes of those conversation 

Harverson can't remember who called who, but conversation with Brooks was 15/16th August 2006. He was 'testing an issue' 
around Prince Harry 

Harverson: "in course of conversation about Prince Harry...." Brooks talked about "a photo of Prince William in a bikini with 
feather boa" 

Harverson said to Brooks "photo taken during private occasion shouldn't be published... a breach of his privacy". Brooks said it 
wouldn't be 

Royal Aide Paddy Harverson spoke to Partrick Harrison, press secretary at Clarence House, who had been in conversation 
with Sun 
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Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Paddy Harverson 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Harverson over photo "This is not that straightforward... particularly at this distance in time." 

Laidlaw calls up Harverson' contemporanous handwritten notes on the conversation. RW: "My guys say they did deal on 
Friaday. Guys have negs" 

This notes relate to a story about Prince Harry "Dirty Harry: Playboy Prince Cops a feel. RW note "If we fucked up, what are 
willing to say" 

Laidlaw goes through the Sun Front Page story alleging Prince Harry had been canoodling with a woman he wasn't going out 
with 

The Sun article from 15/08/06 claims pics of Royal princes were taken at Bougies nightclub, and was a 'recent story ' 

Harverson was concerned the pictures were taken some years earlier at another nightclub, and woman involved, Ms Pinkham, 
was family friend 

Harverson notes Brooks says of picture sources: "They claimed they were his pictures and we knew him" 

Harverson notes Brooks said the Sun "fucked up" - they were not recent photos, and Prince Harry hadn't cheated on his 
girlfriend 

Harverson knows nothing of Brooks demoting journalist involved. He vaguely recalls the apology the Sun printed on 16/08/06 
on page 6 

The Sun makes a short apology for front page about Harry splash on page 6, second item on column one. 

Until the conversation with Harverson, Brooks was intended to do another story on the Royal Princes the next day 

Harverson continues with notes; "PW pics due to go tomorrow" - Brooks was intending to run story from "well known source... " 

Harverson explains the reference to "Front Page OK?" was about where they would put apology. 

Harverson reads Brooks promises to change pics on website. "Remove Part 2.... Prince William in feather boa" 

Harverson says he'd never heard of the Prince William feather boa picture until Brooks told him 

Next page of Harverson's handwritten notes of his conversation with Brooks: Prince William in underwear with a pink feather 
boa 

Laidlaw says the People in 2011 published the picture of William in underwear with two boas. Sun only published a mock up 

Harverson says he can't be sure that was the photograph Brooks was talking about. The People references a 'stag do' - Brooks 
didn't 

Harverson says the mock-up the Sun eventually ran was William in a bikini "must be two different occasions" 

Harverson says Brooks didn't mention a party at Sandhurst in that conversation. 

Laidlaw takes Harverson through his written statement: he called her to complain about the Prince Harry photo in august. 

Harverson: "My recollection was that Brooks told me the Sun had a photo... my impression taken some years before." 

Harverson "can't remember whether the photo was months old or years" though his written statement says "years" 

CORRECTION thanks to @NicoHines - Prince Harry story which Brooks says Sun "fucked up" was at BOUJIS not BOUGIES 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective Inspector Kennett 

Prosecution Counsel questions DI Kennett 

Prosecution calls Detective Inspector Kennett as a witness on the Count 4 and 5 corruption charges against Brooks 

DI Kennett is attached to Operation Elveden, investigation in payments into public officials. 

Kennett explains how DC Tilbury was a case officer who did every day kinds of inquiries 

Kennett is asked by Edis, for the Crown, about the source of the photo of William in bikini. 

Edis asks about the inquiries into two potential sources of the photo: the inquiries are not complete. 

Justice Saunders asks Laidlaw to 'think carefully' about whether he needs to know the names of two suspects 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Kennett on the individuals mentioned in email about the bikini picture: "how many do the 
police believe" 

Laidlaw points out his client was arrest in July 2011 on Operation Elveden charges. "That is now what 28 or 29 months ago?" 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DI Kennett 

Laidlaw asks about the resources dedicated to Elveden: Kennett says 60 police officers over 80 to 90 lines of inquiry 

Kennett says the number of officers on Elveden were initially small "but grew as the line of inquiries grew" 

DI Kennett explains that DC Tilbury didn't know all because "of particular sensitivities of this particular subject" - Royal Family 

DI Kennett identifies a Sandhurst source for the jury - cannot be named for legal reasons 
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Laidlaw focuses on email "the picture in question belongs to a fellow [Sandhurst employee]..." Tilbury had identified a potential 
name 

Kennett subsequently established that there was another senior officer at the time of the party, but different to time of email 

Laidlaw names the other potential source of the story as the 'first' senior officer commanding Prince William. 

Kennett agrees the name of Sandhurst source, it belongs to commanding officer, but Laidlaw alights on "the chap who has 
picture" 

Laidlaw asks if police have investigated whether the person who the photo belonged and the 'chap who had the picture' were 
different 

Laidlaw asks about the "thinking of the police" and "whether or not there are three individuals involved here" 

Kennett says they "keep an open mind" but the "clear inference" is that the person who the picture "belonged to" was same as 
who had it 

Kennett says the "the inquiries are still ongoing" but agrees "thus far" there are two not three people being spoken of in the 
email 

"My man is convinced that as a result of doing the deal with us it will open the prospect of future exclusives" Sun Journo on 
William pic 

"Indeed I already have the guy with the picture over a barrel because I already know his identity" Sun Journo on source owning 
royal pic 

"The chap is only happy for us to use the picture once Sandhurst is on a break... but needs cash by Saturday...." Sun journo 
email 

DI Kennett agrees the email suggest the source needs the cash for the Sun for a course for his wife. 

Five minute break 

Laidlaw resumes with cross examination of DI Kennett about the work that was line of inquiries over Prince William's 
commanding officers 

Kennett explains how commanders at Sandhurst change over the terms. 

A witness statement from the widow of former commanding officer was obtained in March 2013 - very sensitive. Laidlaw: "He 
died a hero" 

Widow of senior went to Royal Wedding, but Kennett cannot say her husband was "was extremely" close to Prince William 

Kennett says his investigations have excluded the possibility it was this commanding officer. His wife heavily pregnant at time 
of email 

Kennett agree this "rules out" Prince William's former commanding officer, who died in Afghanistan, as source of photo. 

DI Kennett says investigations into the second potential source of pic are hampered because he's outside of the UK and still 
serving officer 

DI Kennett says "for various reasons" it hasn't been possible to interview second potential source of the Prince William Bikini 
pic 

Laidlaw goes back to possibility of a "third individual": person No 2 is "very concerned about the idea of snap ending up in Sun" 

Edis re-examines DI Kennett on second potential source: "He will be interviewed. Am I justified in arresting him? Probably not." 

Edis asks Kennett if he can caution suspect on phone: "I've never heard of anyone doing that on a phone.... I've liased with 
Army..." 

Kennett: "But what the army won''t do is post someone back into jeopard..... where he can be arrested. " 

Kennett on the possibility of a 'third man' in William pic. Brooks didn't mention it: "this is the first time this concept has arisen" 

Recalled Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DC Tilbury 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Tilbury 

DC Tilbury is recalled to discuss the details of the money schedule on Count 4 of corruption indictment against Rebekah 
Brooks 

Laidlaw focuses on payment for and pound;4k 27/06/06 for Prince William picture. "Was there anything unusual about this?" 

Laidlaw asks if there's any other occasion when the payment for MOD source comes before the article was published. DC 
Tilbury says 'no' 

DC Tilbury was the payment details given by MSC. Payment before publication "because the email requested it" 

DC Tilbury explains this was the only occasion wife collected payment in cash ("her husband was away in Australia") 

DC Tilbury confirms that no cash sum for and pound;4k was paid into wife's account. " and pound;500 credited to account after 
and pound;4k taken out." 

A second cash payment was made to MOD official's wife - but additional and pound;500 paid in cash to bank account 
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DC Tilbury confirms that the police have not seen the "Will's in Bikini photograph" 

Laidlaw corrects previous statement. This wasn't the only Brooks contact: 18/04/06 and pound;1k request from this MOD 
source but no approval 

Email produced by defence from 21/04/06 has another request for this and pound;1k payment but it's not addressed to Brooks 

DC Tilbury is conducting a financial review of MOD officials accounts to see if they made payments to others. 

Lunch break 

8 Lessons From the Murdoch Phone Hacking Trial http://thebea.st/1bhSYsl via @thedailybeast 

Saunders reminds the jury at #hackingtrial that Clive Goodman pleaded guilty to phone hacking in 2006. 

Langdale for Coulson explains he is not present because he's in conference with legal team 

Chalkley shows jury the statement of the press statement from Patrick Harrison about a call from Sun journalist "at Rebekah 
Wade's request" 

Harrison: "he claimed photos he had photos of.... Prince William in a bikini top." Harrison made usual statement about private 
events 

Witness - Major Julia Parke-Robinson (Royal Military College Sandhurst) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Major Parke-Robinson 

The prosecution call Major Julia Parke-Robinson from RMC, serving officer for 15 years. In August she was platoon 
commander at Sandhurst 

Sandhurst is divided into three colleges. Witness moved to old college in 2006 

Parke-Robinson explains how each company is split into three platoons. She was commanding number 11 platoon, sharing 
office with two others 

Alex McCay platoon commander 12 platoon. David Brooks 10 platoon. While Willima was at Sandhurst they were briefed about 
'H Wales' 

At end of each term Parke-Robinson explains there were both platoon and company parties - used as a "leadership tool for 
management skills" 

In April 2006 the theme for the party was James Bond, cadets and staff were allowed to bring guests. William accompanied 
by Kate Middleton 

Parke-Robinson: William and a number of his friends were dressed as Bond girls. He wore a green bikini. Can't remember what 
Kate wore 

Cadets were allowed to take photos of party according to Parke-Robinson 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Major Parke-Robinson 

Laidlaw cross examines Parke-Robinson: she was certain photos were taken of the Bond party. 

Laidlaw points out that cadets are in late teens and early 20s, with phones to take pictures. 

Cadets are allowed to drink on social occasions but party on Sandhurst grounds. Company parties about 150 people, cadets 
plus guests 

Parke-Robinson says in 2006 social media wasn't as prevalent - but they don't have access to internet during training. 

Chalkley for the prosecution moves on to count 5 of the misconduct corruption of public official indictment against Brooks 

Chalkey reads the witness statement of Mark Rowlands, head of corporate foreign exchange at Thomas Cooke. NI one of their 
clients 

Rowland's witness statement explains how NI would order currency through fax or email, signed by someone at NI 

Mark Rowland's from Thomas Cooke explains that official ID was needed to collect cash payments, and ID should have been 
recorded 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DC Briddon 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Briddon 

Prosecution call DC Jim Brinnan (sp?) from Operation Elveden to answer questions on count five against Brooks 

Elveden DC Briddon is shown an exclusive Sun article from 2006 about a Sandhurst instructor 

Another Sun story from 2006 has another army related story by Tom Newton Dunn about the death of a female soldier 

Another story from 2006 has a Sun exclusive about an injury during army training 

Email from Sun journalist about those stories to Brooks: "Please approve following payments for No 1 military contacts through 
T Cooke" 
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Brooks replies "Of course'' Chalkley says "these are the three stories we've just seen in the papers" Then shows T Cooke 
payment slip 

Payment slip to source shows date, cash payment, form of ID: a story named and sum of and pound;1000 attached. Cost 
centres, exec authorisation 

Internal payment request shows that tax has been paid separately by Sun because of anonymous contributor. 

Same date as previous email, another anonymous cash payment to be collected in Camberley by Bettina Jordan-Barber 

A sum of and pound;3000 attached to another named story in the Sun. 

DC Briddon explains an internal confirmation memo from News International to Thomas Cooke that payment has been made: 
and pound;.4.5k for 3 stories 

The memo names Bettina Jordan-Barber in Camberley as recipient. 

The jury is shown another exclusive Sun story from Aug 2007 which tells of engagement of army cadet (featured in several 
other stories) 

A Sun front page exclusive from October 2007 details the death of a Sandhurst instructor 

The front page is bylined to a Sun journalist, with additional reporters 

Email from Sun journals to Brooks about "belting exclusive splash" (seen just before) asking for and pound;3k for first story, and 
pound;1k for second 

Brooks responds a few hours later: "Brilliant scoop.... of course on payments" Sun journo responds: "Many thanks boss" 

The jury sees another Thomas Cooke payment request to be collected by Jordan-Barber. and pound;1k for one story. 

Another NI memo from that October shows money collected by Jordan-Barber 

Chalkley shows jury a Sun story about Prince William attending funeral of slain soldier, and a Nov 07 exclusive about an army 
resignation 

A third Sun exclusive from Nov 07 about an army major appearing on swingers website. 

An email from Sun journalist from Nov 07 to Brooks: "Could you please approve TC payments for three exclusives for ace 
military contact" 

The email to Brooks describes the three stories just shown and ask for approval for and pound;2k. 

The Sun journalist then emails another editor to process the "dosh" 

A Thomas Cooke fax form tallies with date of previous email with cash only payment to Jordan-Barber naming one of the 
articles 

Late November 2007 another Thomas Cooke authorisation to Jordan-Barber for Sun story about resignation and payment for 
and pound;2k 

Third Thomas Cooke payment for and pound;500 for third Sun story: CORRECTION total was and pound;3K 

An internal NI memo tallies up the three stories and three payments for and pound;3k 

Jury shown another Sun exclusive from April 2008 about a sexual scandal at army barracks 

Chalkley for prosecution shows another Sun exclusive about a Captain having laptop nicked. 

An email from Sun journalist to Brooks naming stories and asking for approval for and pound;3 payments to "ace military 
contact...cheap at the price" 

As with previous schedule, Thomas Cooke and NI memos confirm payments to Jordan-Barber for two stories concerned 

Jury shown another exclusive Sun army story from May 08 about a traumatised corporal facing disciplinary action at army 
barracks 

May 2008 another Sun exclusive about an army disciplinary action over a live grenade incident at a barracks 

Third Sun exclusive from May 08 involving a domestic incident with a Sandhurst soldier. 

June 08 Sun journalist emails Brooks about "three strong stories" just seen for " and pound;3k.... cheap at the price" Brooks 
replies 11th June "yes" 

More Thomas Cooke and NI memos and a fax cite three stories and collection by Jordan-Barber. 

Sun Front Page exclusive Aug 08 about drug testing in the navy. Another exclusive from Oct 08 about sexual assault. Nov 08 
another exclusive 

Email from Sun Journo in Oct 08 to Brooks: "My dear boss... could you please approve following payments.... Good value for 
money" 

Sun journo details "ace military contact" and describes the page one exclusive, and the other two stories from Oct/Nov 2008 for 
and pound;3k 

Sun journo also details prison source about Al Qaeda suspect training to be stand up comic - negotiating down to and 
pound;3k. Brooks "Fine, thanks" 
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Those three stories also have Thomas Cooke authorisations 

Nov 2008 Sun exclusive about a female officer losing limb in Afghanistan. Front page exclusive Feb 09 about colonel "leaking 
secrets" 

Email from Sun journo to Brooks in Feb 09; "Could you please kindly approve payments for no 1 military contact... via Thomas 
Cooke" 

Brooks replies to Sun journo a couple of minutes later "yes": memos and faxes confirm payment of amounts and stories 

March 2009 Sun exclusive about a baby hidden in barracks. Another in March about an army colonel having an affair, cross 
references previous 

March 2009 another Sun exclusive about a cadet allegedly having affair with colour sergeant 

Saunders apologises "for waking everyone up" as he queries missing page 

The payments for those stories are all detailed in subsequent NI memos 

March 2009 another Sun exclusive about false expense claims by soliders. 

March 2009 email from Sun Journo to Brooks asking approval for and pound;3k "no 1 military contact" through TCooke. Brooks 
replies 2 mins later yes 

Brooks approval forwarded on to another NI employee confirming authorisation, employee emails but adds "please delete this 
email after" 

BREAKING: payments to Bettina Jordan-Barber from Sun employee "please delete this email after" 

Sun May 09 two Sun exclusives about officer faking medals. Email to Brooks that month about "massive exclusive" from "No 1 
military contact" 

Brooks replies to Sun journalist that morning "Thanks" 

Memos again confirm stories and payments through Thomas Cooke for those stories. 

A Sun Front Page Exclusive from June 2009 about an illegal immigrant hiding through army transport 

Email in June from Sun Journo to Brooks "ref today's splash... leading TV and radio bulletins... please approve 4k for ace 
military contact" 

Half an hour later Brooks replies "Thanks, xxxxxx" 

Chalkley shows jury the filled in Thomas Coke form for collection of payments by Bettina Jordan-Barber 

Late June 09 Sun article about dress and personal appearance. July: Sun exclusive about a phone stolen in China. Aug: soldier 
loses 2nd leg 

Fourth story from late 2009: Sun exclusive about a soldier dying from swine 'flu. 

Sun journalist emails Brooks for approval over the previous four stories for a total of and pound;4k "as ever... very cheap at the 
price" 

Brooks replies the same day; "Yes". Email forwards to Charlotte Hull. "Here's the OK from the boss." 

Five minute break 

Before the break Justice Saunders tells jury: "Sorry you had to go through that. It wasn't rivetting. But needed to be done" 

Witness - Belinda Vern (Head of Army Secretariat) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Belinda Vern 

Prosecution calls Belinda Vern as a witness: head of army secretariat from Andover in Hampshire 

Part of Vern's job is to advise press office. She started working at land forces in 2008 - her middle manager was Bettina 
Jordan-Barber 

"Betsy oversaw... issues to do with media stories over army discipline" Vern tells the jury about Jordan-Barber 

Vern says Jordan-Barber should not have had contact with media over soldier fatalities. Her security clearance was high 
'developed vetting' 

Vern confirms Jordan-Barber would have had access to 'sensitive material' which she could have taken home over weekends 
or holidays 

Chalkley for the prosecution brings up standing orders for security instructions for secretariat 

On Part 1 of Army Standing Orders: Security Intent explains various reasons for breaches 

Chalkley explains the document is redacted by MOD for security reasons. Employees are required to report to security officer 
any breaches 

Second exhibit from Vern: 'Leaks of Official Information' says "leak usually take form of reports in public media.... causes 
political harm" 

More on 'Leaks' - lost information is not counted as a leak. 
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Chalkley for crown takes Vern to a section on 'new briefs' from her department to support press office and ministers over 
'incidents' 

Chalkley goes to a news brief dated 02/10/06 relating to Sun story about drunken officer. Background not for release section 
only for MOD 

The news brief suggest the new brief was in response to a story already in Sun. It has a 'lines to take' and 'if pressed' sections 
of info 

Vern has been asked to identify the news briefs related to the Sun stories previously brought forward in evidence today. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Belinda Vern 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Vern: "I won't keep you long." Asks how the MOD was organised, relation with press office 
and Vern's 

MOD press office was in a different building, Vern confirms. Jordan-Barber was already in place when Vern arrived. She left 
office in 2009 

Laidlaw clarifies that Jordan-Barber had access to news briefs until 2009. In new role occasionally she might have done. 

Laidlaw establishes that Jordan-Barber might have had other sources of info she relayed to Sun, outside of her office 

Vern confirms that on one of the pieces of evidence Jordan-Barber may have had a friendship with someone 

Laidlaw turns to MOD news briefs and background 'not to be released to media' and how that changes in some instances 

Laidlaw clarifies that MOD "lines to take" are position one. "If pressed" is position two. They are defensive positions, Vern 
agrees. 

Laidlaw turns to a Vern reply to press office when Sun have got hold of a letter about appearance of service personnel. 

The Sun letter to MOD press officer is from 2009 querying why appearances matter when so much else was going on during 
Afghanistan. 

Another email exchange between Vern and Defence Media Communications who is in contact with Sun journalist. 

Laidlaw asks if it's clear Sun journo was alerting press office. Vern says media office "under pressure" 

Press office email addresses Sun journo "good to chat to you about this" . 

Laidlaw says "that is an illustration of a practice" of Sun journo "not suggesting xxx was seeking permission, but would pre-
notify.." 

Vern says she cannot answer she cannot answer that prenotification except on this specific story 

Laidlaw asks that apart from these 'defensive positions' MOD would be encouraging publicity. "There would be occasions, yes" 

Vern says news briefs are never intended for proactive use and confirms Jordan-Barber was in charge of discipline related 
matters 

Jury is out till next Monday in #hackingtrial tomorrow is reserved for legal argument 

8 Lessons From the Murdoch Phone Hacking Trial http://thebea.st/1bhSYsl via @thedailybeast 

Phone Hacking Trial: Police investigate Army officer over and pound;4,000 picture of Prince William in The Sun 
http://wp.me/pMDHB-6hI via @INFORRM 
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Monday 9 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Hacking Trial 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks on Bribing Charges 

Witness - Brigadier John Donnelly (Director of Army Personnel Services) 
Prosecution Counsel Rebecca Chalkley QC questions Brigadier John Donnelly 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Brigadier Donnelly 
Further Prosecution questions to Brigadier Donnelly 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DC Briddon 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Briddon 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Briddon 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Hacking Trial 

Back at the #hackingtrial for what looks like a full uninterrupted week 

Chalkley for the crown recalls DC Tilbury who has done some checking for Brooks' counsel, Mr Laidlaw over a spreadsheet of 
payments 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks on Bribing Charges 

Laidlaw is going over the charges against Brooks alleging she bribed public officials. 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, looks at a cash payment to the wife of a public official on the 27th June 2006. 

"No need to take that attitude with me," says Laidlaw to DC Tilbury who answers quickly about cash payments: "just wait..." 

Counsel for Brooks hones on the precise dates of payment, clearance, and arrival of funds from News International to wife of 
public official 

DC Tilbury evidence is on payment for alleged Will in Bikini photos to wife of Sandhurst official, prior to publication, collected in 
cash 

Witness - Brigadier John Donnelly (Director of Army Personnel Services) 

Prosecution Counsel Rebecca Chalkley QC questions Brigadier John Donnelly 

Chalkley for prosecution calls Brigadier John Donnelly; director of personnel services, responsible for discipline and policy etc 

Between 2006-9 one of Donnellys employees was Bettina Jordan-Barber, alleged to have received and pound;40k in payments 
from the Sun 

Donnelly cannot talk about matters which might prejudice an ongoing investigation and court martial 

The amount of comment over a court martial is very tightly controlled to prevent prejudice of the ongoing investigation, says 
Brigadier 

Internally within the secretariat, only the rank and offence of those investigated in a court martial are revealed 

Donnelly explains that after a court martial, the name of accused and nature of offence, would be released to the public. 

Brigadier Donnelly has been asked to comment on two specific Sun stories: the first about the death of a decorated soldier from 
early 2007 

Donnelly says the article was published before the authorities had a chance to conclude investigation and inform family of dead 
corporal 

Donnelly explains the army prefer to "brief the family sensitively" and so family have some control over what is released into 
public domain 

Chalkley for the crown now turns to second Sun story about the death of Prince Willam's platoon commander, Major Roberts 

Donnelly explains Sun 07 article was published before "we fully briefed the family... we were not allowed to completely our... 
duty of care." 

Donnelly duty to care to soldiers 'they have to trust us to handle their information securely and discreetly." Early release 
"undermines trust" 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Brigadier Donnelly 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Brigadier Donnelly on these two Sun stories. 

Brigadier Donnelly is explains more about Sun story of Major Roberts death: he was killed on 04/10/07. Sun frontpage 06/10/07 

Brigadier Donnelly had said the Sun "went too early": Laidlaw shows Donnelly the MOD press release published once next of 
kin informed and ready 
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Laidlaw points out that the date on the press release was the 5th October 2007, day after Major Alexis Roberts killed by an IED. 

The press release gives photo, military background, time with Gurkha rifles, time at Sandhurst, with heartfelt tributes for other 
officers 

Brigadier Donnelly confirms that Major Roberts was a deeply respected and admired figure. 

The Brigadier confirms that by 5th of October all the essential preparation seems to have been done before Sun publication 

Laidlaw: "I don't want to take advantage you... but if the police had shown you this before, would you not have made statement 
on oath" 

Brigadier Donnelly: "I made the claim on basis of what I was shown," in response his statement the Sun went too early with 
Major Roberts death 

Laidlaw shows how other papers pickup and follow the Major Roberts death story on 6th October: telegraph online, CNN, BBC 
online 

Brigadier is shown a 'restricted management' pack over MOD media briefing over the repatriation of Major Roberts' body. 

Laidlaw produces another internal MOD document about coverage of inquest over Major Roberts' death in July 2008 

Laidlaw for Brooks shows the jury the press's coverage of Major Robert's funeral 

Laidlaw for Brooks takes Brigadier Donnelly to the second Sun story about the death of a member of the parachute regiment. 

Laidlaw tries to summarise Donnelly's concern "there had been publicity before investigation completed... and could inform 
widow" 

"I understand the difference between the public interest and the interest to the public," says Connelly. Saunders replies... 1/2 

Saunders to Brigadier Donnelly: "I wish you would explain it to me sometime." Laughter from court 

Laidlaw goes through timeline for para corporal: he died 20/08/06 in Sangin during a firefight with Taliban, three others injured 

Laidlaw shows another MOD press release with biography of killed soldier, photo etc. He says the Guardian was the first to 
report his death 

Sun's coverage printed starts on 22nd August 06 and an article about Corporal Budd's death. 

Laidlaw moves forward to October 2006 and Sun article on circumstances of the parachute corporal's death 

The Sun article is about the "extraordinary actions" of "soldier hero" who saved 7 others, and suggestion of a posthumous 
Victoria Cross 

Donnelly remembers the Sun story Laidlaw has just read out. Agrees it is "very positive" coverage. 

Brigadier Donnelly says MOD has "a very tried and tested procedure for medals... not dependent on media coverage." 

By the December of 06 Corporal Budd had been awarded the Victoria Cross. Then Feb 07 Laidlaw there was "surprising turn of 
events." 

A forensic examination of Corporal Budd's body found fragments of NATO stock bullets. Military definition of friendly fire is 
fratricide 

Brigadier Donnelly explains this is not abnormal: the risk comes from close quarter combat covering fire. 

Donnelly contends MOD need to investigate such incidents without major publicity: at least for the sake of other soldiers 
concerned 

Laidlaw shows the jury the first page of MOD briefing which is marked "not for release": RMC special investigations branch to 
contact widow 

Laidlaw now goes to 'if pressed... lines to take' from MOD release into friendly fire investigation and 'dynamics of close quarter 
battle" 

Donnelly confirms friendly fire doesn't effect Victoria Cross: "The bravery of the man is the same whoever fired the shot," adds 
Saunders 

The friendly fire investigation had been reported on the 16th by other papers: on the 17th Sun quote widow and relatives. 

In late November 2007 Oxfordshire coroner finds one of the shots that contributed to 3 Para Corporal's death was of Nato 
stock. 

Laidlaw asks Donnelly if there "has been some debate" about court martials. The Brigadier says they are compliant with human 
rights act 

Donelly doesn't agreed with Laidlaw's suggestion debate has changed the nature of court martials. "Not during my time," says 
the Brigadier 

Laidlaw goes to Guardian article 05/09/11, "MOD agrees to more openness on courts martial." 

The Guardian article is about an incident in Basra, and how the MOD has agreed to become more transparent about courts 
martial 

Donnelly says he cannot answer Laidlaw because he was posted away, and he can't answer on behalf of the prosecuting 
authorities 
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Donnelly says public and press aren't excluded for courts martial, but there may be an accessibility issue because they're 
based in barracks 

Laidlaw asks Donnelly if practice had changed: Donnelly "just as civilian justice system evolves, so does the military system." 

Further Prosecution questions to Brigadier Donnelly 

Chalkley for prosecution re-examines the Brigadier about investigation into death of Corporal Budd. 

Donnelly said the investigation had not concluded by the time of publication of Sun report. 

Normally, information would be released after a 'service inquiry'. 

Chalkley goes back to the fatality notice for Major Alexis Roberts shown Donnelly earlier: once on MOD website safe for 
newspapers to report 

Chalkley goes to the two editions of the Sun story: the first story has "the officer who cannot be named" with an exclusive tag 

The third edition of Sun article which names Major Roberts. 

Donnelly said the Corporal Budd information was not 'complete' so they were not ready to release the details. 

Families are given 'a few hours of grace' before information about fatalities 

10 minute break 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DC Briddon 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Briddon 

Prosecution recall DC Briddon and asks the jury to turn to a news stories related to corruption: in this case the William in a 
Bikini story 

Now an exclusive from October 06 comparing it with internal MOD news briefs. "It is known that the Sun newspaper has 
acquired this story" 

Another Sun story about a female soldier dying in Iraq has no MOD internal newsbrief attached 

Another Sun exclusive 06 about accident at an army training camp has internal MOD newsbrief: Yorkshire Post, Mirror, NOTW, 
followed up 

Prosecution compare another Aug Sun army training camp exclusive about an engagement with internal memo: in Mail, Mirror 
etc after 

The Jury are shown the Sun frontpage about death of Major Roberts. Newsbrief on repatriation dated 08/10 but the story on the 
06/10 in Sun 

Another story about Prince William's attendance at funeral is also reported in other papers 

A draft MOD newsbrief from 14/11/07 and then a Sun exclusive three days later. 

An MOD newsbrief for a sex swinger major, another Sun exclusive, was drafted the day after it was published. 

Back to April 08 military story: the source of the internal MOD newbrief is marked 'Betsy Jordan-Barber' 

Another Sun article and matching MOD internal news brief sourced to Betsy Jordan-Barber 

All these stories, now being connected to MOD internal news briefs, were covered last week in relation to Sun payments to 
Jordan-Barber 

Sun story of drugs on ship, covered. So too an allegation of sexual misconduct. First covered elsewhere: second only in Sun 

Many of these MOD 'newsbriefs' are 'defensive' because of a story appearing in the Sun, and followed up by other newspapers 

Another MOD defensive newsbrief suspects Mail on Sunday has got hold of military story - but it is only published in Sun, says 
DC Briddon 

The Sun's spring 09 exclusives on fake medals is covered on same day by Times and police confirm source was Bettina 
Jordan-Barber 

Jury shown again Sun headlines about illegal immigrant using military transport and army appearances in June 09 

Jury shown a Sun exclusive from Aug 09 about swine flu in barracks, which is followed up by a dozen other papers 

Email between Brooks and Sun employee shown to jury 01/07/05 

Email 05/07 from one Sun journo to another about 'ace military contact' "don't want to put name in email for security reasons". 

"The source is really good but has to be so careful," Sun journalist explains to another in email cash payments to 'ace military 
source' 

29/03/06 Brendan Malinsky emails to Brooks about a "prison source story" 11/04 John Coles to Brooks on 'cash payments" 

BREAKING: Sun journalist to Brooks email on cash payments: "I'd like to keep this secret as the source is a serving police 
officer" 
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Email April 06 asking for cash payment from Brooks: "guy who got us picture works at Sandhurst.... doesn't want it traced back 
to him" 

06/01/09 From Sun Journalist to Brooks, cc Mohan and Kavanagh: "Man at five.... spooks are keeping an open mind." 

Back after lunchbreak at the #hackingtrial with Chalkley for the crown going over Sun stories with an 'ace military source' 

Jury shown Sun website asking Sandhurst officer or cadets to make contact 

Email to Brooks on 'Harry': "from my guys serving along side, he's been moved up.... as a forward air controller. Dodging the 
bullets" 

10/01/08 Sun article about blood transfusion contamination of soldiers: BBC cover it that afternoon 

January 2008 another son article, followed by other coverage. Chalkley shows Bettina Jordan-Barber collecting payment for 
and pound;5k for story 

The end of the section shows selection of emails from Brooks thanking the Sun journalist for his work for the newspaper 

Chalkley for the crown now takes the jury "Brooks - Jordan-Barber" timeline. 

Timeline has Brooks as a pink line with events (e.g. a payment authorisation), Sun stories and Jordan-Barber's leave, posting 
etc, 

A parallel document in the Brooks/Jordan-Barber timeline connects payments to her, Sun journalist, collection, story etc. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Briddon 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, has some questions for DC Briddon case officer for count 5 - asks him how long he's held that role 
(March 12) 

Briddon corrects himself - he joined Elveden on March 12, and became case officer: 'around about August' last year 

A case officer collates evidence gathered by other officers. Laidlaw asks "Are you confident you can deal with questions?" 
Briddon says yes 

DC Briddon has produced spreadsheets. Laidlaw intends to "proceed at some length into the detailed material" 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, makes some 'general propositions': first article linked to Jordan-Barber from Jan 2004 to August 
2011 

Laidlaw points out that during this period Britain was involved in armed conflict throughout this time. 

Laidlaw subdivides Jordan-Barber stories in three categories: 1. Deaths in Action. 2. Injuries to Serving Officers 3. Alleged 
misconduct 

Laidlaw comes up with a fourth category dealing with less serious matters in military stories - sexual misconduct, lost property 

Laidlaw asks Briddon if he had information from News International suggesting Sun journalist other paid military sources. He 
says he didn't 

Brooks QC puts before the jury an Operation Elveden document about cash payments by Sun journalist concerned (not named 
for legal reasons) 

DC Briddon says he's seen this Elveden document before but cannot say he's analysed for other sources of stories other than 
Jordan-Barber 

28/08/08 Sun Navy story has another cash payment made for and pound;250. 

Laidlaw makes another general question about 'pre-notification' of army press office by Sun journalist 

Laidlaw points out there were two periods Jordan-Barber was on maternity leave in 2004 and 2006 

Laidlaw counsel for Brooks points out Bettina Jordan-Barber left one department on 27/04/09 

Laidlaw asks about stories Jordan-Barber acquired during maternity and when she left secretariat 

DC Briddon confirms Jordan-Barber was a friend of Major Alexis Roberts he was alive "Yes, but no way of knowing which story 
came from where" 

DC Briddon explains police only did comparison of Sun exclusive to newsbank articles on 3rd December this year 

Stories are sourced from Jordan-Barber during her maternity leave, and call data with Sun journalist from that time. 

First Brooks recorded approval for Jordan-Barber payment is an email from late 2006 

Laidlaw is suggesting that DC Briddon missed another article on this Sun/MOD timeline 

Laidlaw, Brooks' counsel, is looking at a story about the deaths of four soldiers on the Shat-al-Arra waterway in Basra in 2006. 

The Sun publishes the first article in 2006 about the Basra casualties including a female intelligence officer. 

Laidlaw goes through the ministry of defence website document on four soldiers killed on Basra operation in 2006 including 
Sharon Emlett 

Laidlaw goes to an article about bullying in Catterick Barracks in November 2006. 
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The internal MOD "newsbrief" goes into a recruit who is hospitalised with a blood clot, which may be related to incident at 
Catterick 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, then goes to the court martial of the officer accused of injuring a recruited. DC says sourced to 
Jordan-Barber 

Laidlaw is going through other Sun/MOD stories sourced to Jordan-Barber, the MOD briefings and other news coverage 

In 2007 a number of payments april, may to July to Barber Jordan but without apparent authorisation through email, DC 
confirms 

Saunders clarifies with Brooks' counselthat Telegraph and Birmingham mail article actually followed Sun story published earlier 
that day 

Laidlaw on emails from Sun journalist about Jordan-Barber payments which Brooks doesn't reply to: he writes to Richard Barun 
to process 

Three payments to Jordan-Barber, paid through Charlotte Hull, were authorised by Richard Barun at the Sun 

On Telegraph copying Sun story, Laidlaw explains to jury how other papers steal 'exclusives' from first editions of other papers. 

On two occasions in 2007, Brooks appears to have been asked twice to approve Jordan-Barber payments; first no reply, 
second 'of course' 

In 2008 no recovered response from Brooks to another email from Sun Journo approval of Jordan-Barber payment but 
executive editor signs off. 

Laidlaw establishes that a Sun story Jordan-Barber was paid for seems to have another source paid in cash 

Laidlaw summarises 2008: Brooks email three occasions for Jordan-Barber payments. One was not replied to 

10 am tomorrow 

CORRECTION: live tweets today had two mentions of a Richard Baron - that should be BARUN, a deputy managing editor of 
the Sun at time 
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Tuesday 10 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Hacking Trial 

Timeline - Jordan-Barber 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Briddon 
Further Prosecution questions to DC Briddon 

Witness - Michelle Light (Head of telephony at the Royal Household) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Michelle Light 
Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines Michelle Light 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Michelle Light 

Witness - Jonathan Spencer (Deputy Controller of Lord Chamberlain's office) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Jonathan Spencer 
Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines Jonathan Spencer 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Jonathan Spencer 
Further Prosecution questions to Jonathan Spencer 

Witness Statement - Peter Smith (Head of IT and Telecoms for Royal Household) 
Prosecution Counsel questions read Peter Smith Statement 

Witness - Michael Godfrey (Former Metropolitan Police Officer) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Michael Godfrey 
Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines Michael Godfrey 

Witness - Gregory Gillhan (Retired Police Officer) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Gregory Gillhan 
Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines 
Further Prosecution questions to Gregory Gillhan 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Hacking Trial 

Back to the #HackingTrial I'm told I typed 70k words in tweets - apparently the equivalent of a novel in three weeks 
http://wp.me/P1YHIt-94 

Jury back in #hackingtrial. Justice Saunders explains Ian Edmondson is ill and has been for about 10 days. 

Edmondson's lawyer's have no been instructed by him so some of the forthcoming evidence cannot be cross examined and 
may be delayed 

Timeline - Jordan-Barber 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Briddon 

We're back with DC Briddon now, being cross examined by Laidlaw for Brooks on the timeline related to Jordan-Barber and 
corruption charges 

Laidlaw corrects himself from yesterday on the Jordan-Barber timeline about whether an article was a Sun exclusive or not 

DC Briddon has done some further investigations on the request of Brooks' counsel on payments to other sources by the Sun 

DC Briddon explains a payment schedule came via News Corp's MSC - Management and Standards committee - in regard to a 
Sun journalist 

There were other payments on that schedule. Briddon has a statement by DC Martinez about investigations in other payments 

DC Briddon has also checked whether an intelligence officer killed in action was named in other papers beyond the Sun 

Laidlaw refers Justice Saunders' statement the Birmingham Post is a published PM. "I wouldn't want you to rely on me," says 
Saunders 

Laidlaw analysing online publication and various different editions in regard to some of the exclusive Sun stories adduced to 
Jordan-Barber 

Laidlaw alights on another Jordan-Barber Sun story about a 'bonking' colonel' which, from payment records, someone else was 
paid 350 Euros 

A story about a female soldier having sex with her sergeant from the Sun appears to be an exclusive. #Hackingtrial 

Laidlaw now onto last three stories referenced in emails addressed to Brooks, which he cross references to MOD briefings and 
other papers 

On the last of these Sun stories, sourced to Jordan-Barber, Laidlaw notes another and pound;250 was paid to another 
contributor from NI records 

Of the eleven requests for approval from Sun journalist, Brooks replied to all but two according to police evidence. 

DC Briddon says they only have a 'limited snapshot' of the emails sent to Brooks handed over by the MSC. 
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Edis for the crown concedes Brooks would have received a lot of emails in a week. 

Laidlaw asks DC Briddon if there is any evidence of the Sun journalist exposing Jordan-Barbers name. He replies: "No, sir" 

DC Briddon confirms some the payments to Jordan-Barber were either when she was on maternity leave or had left previous 
job 

The police have not been able to establish how Bettina Jordan-Barber came by the the stories she sold to the Sun 

DC Briddon confirms that her husband Nigel Jordan-Barber was an adjutant at Sandhurst between 2004-6. 

Laidlaw goes over an email the jury have read (but press haven't seen) from one Sun journalist to a 'tipster' who is a policeman. 

The email the jury can see is forwarded to Brooks by journalist. 

Laidlaw asks DC Briddon if the police have investigated this alleged 'police tipster' and if there's any info: "No as far as I'm 
aware, Sir" 

Laidlaw refers to email exchange between 2 Sun journalists in 2010 about "Don't want to put the name in email for security 
purposes" 

By this time in 2010, Brooks had left the editorship of the Sun and was CEO of News International 

Another email seen by jury (but not press because of 'sensitive' matters): 3rd sun journalist referring to a drug dealer and a 
celebrity 

The internal email also talks about a man who met old flame on friends reunited and wife hiring hitman: seems to refer to secret 
source 

An email from March 06 from Malinsky to Brooks refers to "prison source" about two child killers. Sun journo claims "good 
prison source" 

DC Briddon confirms MSC would only provide assistance on records if police confirmed payments were made to public officials 

MSC replied to request over prison source - "payment was to a journalist" 

Saunders apologises to the jury for a brief interruption: he was just seeking clarification "which wasn't in evidentiary form" 

Another email to Brooks for another cash payment from another Sun journo: "I want to keep it secret because the source is a 
police officer" 

The Sun journalist email seemed to contain info from Sun police source about Mayor of Tetbury 

Laidlaw cross refers to a Sun article and witness statement from Mr Hurst that piece seems to "have nothing to do with police 
business" 

Laidlaw for Brooks then shows court Sun front page article from April 06 which suggests a policeman was killed by a soldier 

Laidlaw then refers back to an email to Brooks about someone going to Sandhurst to retrieve picture of soldier. No response 
from Brooks 

"Different individuals are involved in this email chain," says Laidlaw about this payment. "Consistent with Mrs Brooks not having 
responded" 

"I can't say there was no response," says DC Briddon about email from Sun journalist to Brooks: "No email was found" 

Another email cc'ed Kavanagh and Mohan refers to someone at MI5. Police have no found any information of payment to 
source there 

Email from Jamie Pryor to Brooks about 'Prince Harry' (read y'day) about his service in Afghanistan: press had agreed to 
restrict reports 

In reply to Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, DC Briddon says there's no record of payment for this "from the information we have, 
Sir." 

On a story that troops may have been contaminated with infected blood, the police didn't find any evidence Brooks authorised 
payment 

DC Briddon looks through writings by Brooks on Sun journalist; they were recovered from his home address. "She thought very 
highly of him" 

Further Prosecution questions to DC Briddon 

Chalkley for crown reexamines DC Briddon over the Brooks indictments over conspiracy to commit misconduct in public office 

Chalkley goes back to a request for and pound;3k payment to Brooks from November 2007. It's forwarded onto Richard Barun 
to be processed. 

Chalkley shows another payment email Brooks approves, forwarded to Charlotte Hull, who emails another "please delete this 
email afterward" 

That email then results in a payment to Jordan-Barber, authorised by Richard Barun 

Going back to that approval email had no response from Brooks, Sun journalist writes to "Dicky Boy" payment authorised by 
Richard Barun 

Saunders asks for a short break 
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DC Briddon confirms that names and payment numbers of some of these payments have been redacted by MSC because of 
journalistic privilege. 

Email from Mike Sullivan at Sun to Brooks over a Sun source: "not wise to put this thing down on email as a permanent record" 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution is now focusing counts 2 and 3 of conspiracy to commit misconduct against Goodman and 
Coulson 

15 Royal directories were found in Goodman's home address when they were searched 8th August 2006 

Witness - Michelle Light (Head of telephony at the Royal Household) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Michelle Light 

Prosecution call Michelle Light; head of telephony at the Royal Household for 15 years 

Light explains the Royal Household refers to support to for Queen and family based at "all different locations" - majority Buck 
Palace/Windsor 

Light explains the internal directory has all the extensions listed by 'hierarchy and dept" about 2000 names. The Green Book 
lists family 

The directories, discoloured and forensically treated, are shown to Light and jury: the beige one is the internal directory. This 
from 2002 

Light holds up the 'Green Book' - Offices and Addresses of members of Royal family, friends and senior members of 
household. 

The Green Book is updated annually. The books are now shown to jury and judge. They can't be taken out of forensic bags sat 
the moment 

Bryant Heron produces a further directory from 2005 - that's count 3 subject. It's an admitted fact that these came from 
Goodman's home 

Light confirms Goodman was not a named recipient of the internal direcory. 

Light says about 1000-1200 directories are printed in Buckingham Palace each year. 

Light says each department how many they require - they pick them up, or her office delivers them. 

The directories are desk based only and must stay in office. Balmoral, Sandringham have their own copies so no need to 
transport 

Light confirms Clive Goodman had no authority to possess a directory. 

Goodman's counsel says "you've probably forgotten who I am and who I represent." Saunders asks if photocopies can be done 
over lunch 

The forensically treated directories could be carcinogenic so jury can't handle them. Copies needed. Break till 2pm 

Back at #hackingtrial with Michelle Light and the prosecution have obtained unredacted copies of the Royal Directories for jury 
to inspect 

Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines Michelle Light 

Mr Spens, counsel for Clive Goodman, cross examines Michelle Light, head of telephony for Royal Household 

Light confirms that before she was responsible for compiling the internal directories she worked in telephony department 

The internal directory (IDT) has no mobile numbers. It's purely internal landlines. It aids communication between Royal 
Department 

Loosely bound, copies of the ITD are given to judge, witness and jury on request of Goodman's counsel, Mr Spens 

Saunders points out entries in the directories have some interesting titles such as 'The Royal Pastry' 

Light confirms that the ITD's are internally printed: "they have a man," who does the printing. The are produced twice a year 
"ish" 

Light explains the royal household has an internal Royal Mail section and couriers - nothing goes through public mail 

Light says 8-900 are actually distributed and confirms they have a spare capacity of a few hundred. They're not individually 
numbered 

When directories are delivered, there's an internal record of how many to each department, head of Telephony at Royal 
Household tells jury 

No record for each individual copy of the ITDs. They don't have to sign official secrets act, but have been security cleared, says 
Light 

Light confirms nothing secret or classified about the numbers themselves. If lost, there's no obligation for person responsible to 
report 

Light agrees it's quite difficult to trace the provenance of individual directories. The spares are kept in Light's locked office 

Spens asks Light if she was aware of staff selling IDTs to the press. She confirms she "knew nothing of that." 
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Light also confirms that securing the IDTs is responsibility of each individual. Old copies supposed to be shredded. 

Light has to trust the individual who has the IDTs to destroy them securely. "They could be put in waste paper basket or bin," 
she agrees 

7 of these IDTs were found at Goodman's home in 2006. Light was not aware of this fact until 2 Feb 2012 when police took 
witness statement 

DS Paul, according to Light's witness statement, interviewed her on the 26 Jan. That's when she first learned 7 IDTs recovered 
from Goodman 

Light hasn't introduced any new security system since she heard about the recovery of IDTs from Goodman 

Light confirms she never spoke Goodman: "not that I remember". Spens gives her a phone number ending in 916. She says it's 
possibly familiar 

Light says that the number sounds like a police number. But there are 600 mobile numbers within the Royal Household range 

Light asks "Do I get a prize if I know it?" about the number Spens has written out for her. "Does it ring a bell?" asks Spens 

Light identifies the number as Elsa Anderson - deputy press secretary, now head of communication. 

CORRECTION: "Ailsa Anderson" is former deputy press secretary 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Michelle Light 

Langdale for Coulson asks Light how many offices receive IDTs. "A lot," Bright says. 

Light confirms to Anthony Langdale QC there were no protocols or procedures for tracking missing IDTs. Marked 'RH Secure' 
but now warning 

Langdale: "There's a very wide range of people... really quite grand people, keeper of the privy purse, down to low level in 
directories." 

Langdale shows a redacted page of 2002 directory to the jury with a witness Sir Michael Peat, secretary to Prince of Wales 

We see extra gentleman usher, lady in waiting, stud warden, Swan Warden in the Royal Directory: "A professor at Oxford," 
notes Saunders 

"The ones in my possession are shredded," says Light of her IDTs. "There is no instruction" to others about shredding 

Witness - Jonathan Spencer (Deputy Controller of Lord Chamberlain's office) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Jonathan Spencer 

Prosecution call Jonathan Spencer as a witness: he's deputy controller of Lord Chamberlain's office at Buckingham Palace 

Spencer is a line manager for collation of the Green Book - an address book of member of the royal family, members, senior 
employees 

Spencer identifies an exhibit as the Green Book. It is distributed to all those offices and personnel listed in it - all the Royal 
Houses 

One or two extra distributions include house at Ascot, Spencer tells #hackingtrial jury 

Spencer says some people, who live outside the palaces, but listed in book, are given copies. Queens' police officer given 6: 
some to others 

6 for Royal Protection Officers - some for the Royalty Protection Department, and control rooms at Buckingham Palace and 
Windsor 

Spencer explains of the Green Book "recipients are all known to us... information held on central office database." 

Spencer says the books remain property of the Royal Household, stated in the book. 

Spencer says they would never send Green Book to unauthorised person, "only those with a duty to perform in the Royal 
Household" 

Spencer says around 900 Green Books, paper copy only, were produced at that time. That's been reviewed recently 

A slip of paper with Green Book asked for it to be 'properly destroyed' or returned to them when a new version arrived. Printed 
internally 

Spencer explains that there no specific instructions about handling "but you will understand the sensitivities': since recipients 
senior 

The Royal Household operate a 'clear desk' policy and so the Green books should have been locked away. Goodman not 
authorised recipient 

Spencer explains the Green Book was a 'restricted' document - now been upgraded to 'classified - RH secure' 

Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines Jonathan Spencer 

Spencer, of the Royal Chamberlain's office, is cross examined by David Spens, QC, for Clive Goodman 
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Spencer confirms to Spens that the personal responsible for compiling book is relatively new, someone responsible in 2002 has 
now retired 

Spencer confirms some of the numbers and addresses in the book are private. Spens hands the 2002 Green Book to the jury 
to examine. 

Spens takes the Jury to page three of the Green Book - with an address for Prince Phillip. It's the main Buckingham Palace 
switchboard 

Spencer confirms the Green Books usually only issued once a year in february: 8 Green Books recovered from Goodman 

1st Green Book recovered from Goodman was dated August 1998 - the last of seven was issued October 2002. 

In the past, Spencer says there were two versions a year in late nineties. Depended on volume of out of date material 

Spencer confirms that in 2002 there were about 400 part time members of Royal Household. Some got more than 1 if they 
worked in 2 locations 

The vast majority of the Green Books are allocated to various Royal offices, says Spencer. Probably 150-200 spares. 700 in 
circulation 

Chefs, chauffeurs, gardeners, firemen, groomsmen, would not be issued with a Green Book "not necessary in course of duty" 
says Spencer 

Spencer says RH rarely use outside contractors - daily cleaning contractors are confined to basements, and not offices or 
Royal apartments 

Green Books delivered by courier or internal Royal Mail. The spares locked away in Royal Chamberlain's office. Very few spare 
issued 

Spencer says he's never heard of staff selling Green Books to the press, in response to Spens, counsel for Goodman 

As with the IDTs, recovered Green Books cannot be traced back to original source by any numbering. 

When receiving the Green Books recipient would have signed a contract of confidentiality. It's not coded as a classified or 
secret document 

If someone wanted an extra copy of the Green Book, they would have to make a justifiable application. 

No Green Books went missing during time of previous collator, who retired just over a year ago. 

Spens asks about distribution to police officers: Queens police officer at Buckingham gate is given 7 copies. Commander of 
spec proc 3 

1 copy Green Book to police at St James: 2 to police at Windsor 

Spencer confirms that with only one copy, St James' office would have reported any copy missing 

Spencer is "Absolutely certain, not" Green Book ever reported missing from St James police control room 

Spencer can be fairly certain about protection of Green Book at Buckingham Palace and Holyrood Palace if the 'clear desk' 
policy observed 

"Quite often officials bring copies of them so we can put them through the confidential shredder," Spencer says of Green Book. 
About 100 

Last question from David Spens, QC: "when did you learn a large number of these books were found in Goodman's home?" 
Around 16th Nov 2012 

BREAKING: Royal Chamberlain wasn't told by police that Royal directories were found in Goodman's house until 2012 2006 - 
six years later. 

Since the Royal Household discovered about the 15 directories, they're revised their procedures: do no dispatch to private 
numbers anymore 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Jonathan Spencer 

Langdale for Coulson has one cross examination question for Spencer from the Royal Household. Previously the Tower of 
London was part of it 

Spencer explains that Clarence House decides whether Highgrove need a new copy of the Green Book. 

Further Prosecution questions to Jonathan Spencer 

Bryant Heron, for prosecution, asks Spencer to read out "Restricted Document - not to be distributed, on receipt of new copy 
please destroy" 

Witness Statement - Peter Smith (Head of IT and Telecoms for Royal Household) 

Prosecution Counsel questions read Peter Smith Statement 

Prosecution read out statement of Peter Smith on the Green Book: an email is sent when new copy is to be produced. 

Peter Smith confirms in written statement that the directory in possession of Goodman was not authorised. 

Peter Smith is head of IT and telecoms for Royal Household - never heard of press requesting or receiving a directory 
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Witness - Michael Godfrey (Former Metropolitan Police Officer) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Michael Godfrey 

Prosecution calls Michael Godfrey as a witness: former Met officer, in March of 1991 he joined SO14 uniformed security for 
Royal family 

Godfrey was attached to Windsor Palace, sometimes Richmond Park and Balmoral in the summer 

Godfrey explains how there was armed police post known as 'side door' used by members of staff - a 'tradesmen's door' 

The procedure at the police post was to check visitors without a pass by calling internal numbers using the internal directoriess 

Godfrey was approached by officers from Operation Elveden when his fingerprints were found in 1999 ITD found in Goodman's 
house 

CORRECTION: 1993 royal phone directory was found in Goodman's house. Godfrey doesn't know Goodman, never supplied 
the directory 

This 1993 directory is outside the dates of the Count 3 indictment against Goodman 

Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines Michael Godfrey 

Spens cross examines Godfrey on behalf of his client Clive Goodman. 

Godfrey explains that the side door posting was just one of many jobs during his ten years working in the Royal Palaces 

Godfrey estimates about 20 to 50 people would enter Windsor Castle door every day. Some with business, or guests of the 
staff living there 

Generally, former Royal Protection officer tells court, police would use directory over night shift when porter not present 

Another of Godfrey's postings was the control room at Windsor where they'd monitor CCTV and alarm systems around the 
castle 

Godfrey can't recall creating much paper waste. The delivery porter worked alongside him - three working alternate shifts 

Godfrey, former uniformed Royal Protection officer, says the internal directory wasn't locked away to his memory. 

Godfrey when asked about Green Books. "There were many Green books. Sorry I didn't mean to be facetious." "Well you 
managed!" jokes Saunders 

Godfrey was never aware of directory going missing. The side door was manned 24 hours a day he tells Justice Saunders 

Witness - Gregory Gillhan (Retired Police Officer) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Gregory Gillhan 

Prosecution call witness Gregory Gillhan: he confirms to Bryant Heron he's a retired police officer, service from 1971 to 2011 

Gilhan worked in the SO14 in the last twenty years until his retirement. Mainly worked at Buckingham House. 

Gilhan was approached in October 2012 by Operation Elveden because his signature came up on a 1999 Green Book 
recovered from Goodman 

An ESDA test (showing indentations on paper) revealed his signature. If you use Green Book as a pad, a signature is revealed. 

Gilhan ran operations and wrote operational orders on things such as state opening of Parliament. 

Gilhan worked at most the royal palaces, but for operational matters he'd be based at Buckingham Palace or Buckingham Gate 

As a uniformed officer Gilhan mainly worked at Buck Palace: in latter phase of his career mainly at St James 

When Gilhan was an operational sergeant he generally had less intimate ITD rather than the Green Book, which was more 
personalised 

Gilhan says the internal directories were restricted "unusual to find one laying open on a table." 

Gilhan was an operational supervisor: at the office four at the most, but during an operation could go up to thirty staff. 

Gilhan says the "Green Book had more delicate information so was less available.. you'd go to a supervisor to get a copy of it." 

Gilhan "worked for the royal family for a long time... and the protection of the family was paramount." 

Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines 

Spens establishes Gilhan worked for Royal Household for 24 years. In 1987 he was the team sergeant: supervising palace shift 
work 

After that, Gilhan worked at the operations office and then the officer in charge of Kensington Palace between 1997 to 2011 

My previous BREAKING: on 6 year long failure to inform Palace tha Goodman had Royal Directories 
https://twitter.com/peterjukes/status/410430250104152064 

Gilhan explains that there were some private security officers employed by the Met guarding the palaces 

Gilhan says he didn't have a green book while employed as head of operations at Kensington Palace. 
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The Green Book with the impress of his signature was dated in 1999: "Does that not suggest there must have been a green 
book?" asks Spens 

"Although my signature may be on that, I've not seen a green book like that" Gilhan on the exhibit showed to him in Court 12 

Spens for Goodman suggests the signature must have come from another office than Kensington Palace, maybe Buckingham 
Palace. 

Gilhan can't remember ever seeing a Green Book lying around, you always had to go and get it. 

The straw book or pink book was located by number: alterations to staff names while office and extension would stay fixed. 

If it was Gilhan's book, he'd expect alteration to names in his handwriting. Police disposed of directories in confidential waste 
sacks 

Gilhan can't remember disposing of green book or directory himself. 

Further Prosecution questions to Gregory Gillhan 

Re examination of Gilhan by Bryant Heron for the prosecution: he explains Buckingham Palace was much busier than 
Kensington Palace 

Back 11 am tomorrow 
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Wednesday 11 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Witness by Video Link later 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Alan Pritchard 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Alan Pritchard 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Alan Pritchard 
Further Prosecution questions to DC Alan Pritchard 

Witness - Ambi Sitham 
Prosecution Counsel questions Ambi Sitham via Video Link 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Ambi Sitham 
Further Prosecution questions to Ambi Sitham 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Witness by Video Link later 

Back at #hackingtrial - today will run later because of a live video link from LA. 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Alan Pritchard 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Alan Pritchard 

Prosecution call DC Alan Pritchard: a police officer from Weeting who specialises in computer forensics. 

DC Pritchard has examined email material held by News International and other sources. 

Edis explains "there are emails that are digital copies.... and in some cases, hard copy emails, supplied by three firms of 
solicitors" 

Edis: "I'm talking about emails handed over to police in 2011 and 2012" - Burton Copeland handed over emails from Harbottle 
and Lewis. 

After Burton Copeland handed over HBL emails in Summer 2011, the police went to straight to Harbottle and Lewis. 3rd firm 
working for HBL 

HBL were instructed in 2007 to consider contents of file assembled by 2 NI employees (Cloke and Chapman) for evidence of 
misconduct 

Edis: "They were supplied with access to online emails.... on NI system (the Cloke/Chapman folder) ...HBL had read only 
access." 

But HBL made some hard copies in 2007, and this is the source of hard copies handed over by Burton Copeland in 2011. 

Burton Copeland didn't have hard copies of everything. 2817 emails were recovered then. There are hard copies of under 200 
pages 

DC Pritchard explains, for clarity, how police investigated NI system. 

News International, under the authority of the MSC, offered to search the emails and make some available to police 

The MSC is comprised of lawyers and IT experts - Stross - who review emails and then move then into NOMAD where 
accessible to police 

NOMAD contains millions of emails, says DC Pritchard. The police do a key word search and pass down to officers for review 

To clarify the key word searches are done before movement to police folder by NI lawyers and IT experts 

Pritchard explains that MSC process stopped in May of this year. 

Edis explains there are sometimes digital copies, and sometimes hard copies, of the same News International emails 

There are two schedules the jury are given: the Farish and Anderson timeline, and the Alexander timeline 

The first Farish and Anderson bundle has an index that is five pages long 

The jury are asked to turn to page 830 - about half way through - a fifty page selection of hard copy emails originated from HBL 
circa 07 

Page 880 till the end are further hard copy emails recovered from Goodman's papers. 

Back at page 830, Edis explains the new markings and evidence notation: the rest of it a photocopy of document recovered 
from HBL 

Edis analyses the email for form rather than content. It has a 'lawyer' user name for HBL's original access to News International 
emails 07 

At the bottom of this recovered hard copy email is a URL, printed onto the document when it was remotely accessed from NI by 
lawyers in 2007 
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Edis then explains the 'public' folder noted in the email printout. Emails have been moved there from private inboxes. 

"Its not in any real sense 'public'.... it means public as opposed to private folders of individual users," Edis for crown explains to 
jury 

The Harbottle and Lewis email also notes HR, Daniel Cloke, and 24/05/07 - the day the email was printed. Now into the content 
of email 

Email 07/01/03 from Goodman to Coulson: "Calls today about Anne and Tim... announcement due? Because NOTW pictures. 
Palace say no" 

Edis explains that this email has the appearance of not being complete. Pritchard confirms the printed document of some 
emails incomplete 

Pritchard confirms that the digital copy sometimes has additional material unlike the truncated HBL printout 

Pritchard confirms that there aren't many emails from 2005 remaining on the news internationals. "None of the 2003 available 
digitally" 

03 Emails; Coulson replies.... soon as we put a photographer on it the Palace know."" 

09/01/03 More from Goodman on 'Anne and Tim" email. Edis: "Is it possible to do anything to the email you reply to." "Yes, you 
can edit" 

Looks like Goodman has asked a question and Coulson has answered yes by editing his email. 

Goodman emails about Harry exams and Goodman replies "after A levels.... they don't have a PCC case against us" 

Goodman to Coulson in 03: another story about Anne and 2 dinner engagements and "PMK outburst slightly detuned to make it 
more runnable" 

PMK=Prince Michael of Kent 

24/01/03 Goodman email about Harry's birthday and Michael Peat dealing with the Prince of Wales - Camilla Parker-Bowles 

BREAKING: "Long term. Sir Michael Peat has a mistress. Turning his mobile" Goodman email to Coulson in Jan 03 

Edis then turns to the payments to Anderson and Hall payments from NOTW over Royal Family and a Mulcaire notebook entry 
on Michael Peat 

This 'Greg' tasking is from Feb 02: Sir Michael Peat and a telephone number in Mulcaire's notebook 

A cash payment in Feb 2002 is to 'Farish'. Entries for Sept and October 02 timeline show the publication of the Royal 
Directories 

Another request for payment from Goodman in December 2002 for 'Farish' - for 'Royal Research': we'll see the email soon 

The timeline notes promotion of Coulson to editor in 2003. Mulcaire note for 23/01/03 has address and phone number of Peat: 
and "affair?" 

Edis then shows an entry for Deborah Sage on the same page 

DC Pritchard has been involved in Weeting inquiry for 3 years, and police have used an expert archive company, one called Mr 
Kellett 

Edis returns to the incomplete hard copies of emails. No reason why a malfunction in the computer system would chop off part 
of email 

24/01/03 Goodman to Coulson email: "Andy... one of policeman... has obtained brand new Green Book... he'll be handy in Peat 
affair tale" 

Coulson replies in Jan 03 to Goodman purchase: "This is fine. But didn't I sign off on purchase of Green Book recently?" 

Goodman replies this is the more important version: "direct lines to the Queen and her family" 

Edis explains that the complete email was printed out in 07 - but an incomplete email recovered from News International server. 

Complete hard copy Goodman says to Coulson: "If they're discovered selling stuff to us they could end up with criminal 
charges, as could we" 

Goodman to Kuttner on timeline: "Left a deliberately cryptic payment form in your credit tray." Timeline then tags 24/01/04 
payment 

Another email from Goodman to Coulson with stories for 'Carvery' section of NOTW referencing "M" in Manchester and 
Colleen, Anne and Tim. 

Another email Goodman to Neil Wallis about Charles and Camilla: "at heart of debate is Sir Michael Peat.... strong links with... 
Buck Palace 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Alan Pritchard 

Langdale for Coulson draws attention wants first para readout fully: second para about Peat is pitch for story 

The jury are shown the Mulcaire entry for Peat again and are asked to cross reference this with the Green Book entry. 

Jury back after a short break at #hackingtrial 
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Further Prosecution questions to DC Alan Pritchard 

Edis notes p4 on the timeline undated Mulcaire notes, which contains an entry from Goodman's filofax which mentions Peat 
and 'voicemail' 

CORRECTION: that's Mulcaire: page with Daisy Peat and phone number: establish mobile Sir Michael Peat affair. And an 
email page for Higgins 

Goodman's filofax just has Sir Michael Peat and phone number 

24/01/03 Goodman to Coulson "should have Peat's car reg. Greg's people turning his mobile now." 

Page 841: the next day in Jan 03: Goodman to Coulson on the 'Carvery' lede about tone taken towards Prince William 

31/01/03 Goodman to Coulson: "briefed Nev on the watch we want to keep on William, he's getting Maz to assemble similar 
team.." 

Email one Prince William continued: "He wants Maz to assemble similar team to the one who got Harry" 

Goodman to Wallis in 02/02/03 "Girl works for prince's trust... should get name in a few days... now have his mobile and can 
check out." 

Goodman email to Coulson in Feb 03: "Peat talking to Prince Charles now... might hear later on the mobile." 

DC Pritchard confirms that there are very few emails from 2003 - these are most of them. 

August 2005: Goodman to Coulson; "Progress so far. Harry and Chelsea. Good off record chat with ... last night" 

Goodman: "He's not allowed to use his mobile while at Sandhurst but she's blitzing him with calls and text... she's putting in 80 
calls" 

That email to Coulson is forwarded to Edmondson and Weatherup: this email printed out by Simon Lans former IT manager 

Paul Nicholas to Edmondson cc Kuttner Aug 05 on Goodman Blackadder payments about cash payments over Prince 
William story 

Nicholas email: "I do not accept level of cash payments... he should get more stories that are free, an old fashioned idea I 
know" 

24/08/05 Goodman replies to Nicholas: "there only 3 protected sources I pay in cash. One... extremely valuable to me." 

Goodman on cash payments: "Any computer trail that leads to them or their families, would put them, you, me and the editor in 
jail" 

Goodman to Edmondson: "Was updating Andy on Project. Harry: Clarence House staff pissed off for having to contribute to 
Birthday present" 

Edmondson asking why Goodman was in 'conf': "was speaking to Andy about a project" 

Goodman on why he can't make morning conference: "I've got surprise stuff I can't discuss on conference floor" 

06/12/05 Goodman on security scare with Harry: "because of extremely squeaky nature of inf I can't discuss it, and can't go into 
details." 

03/02/06 Goodman to Coulson: "Stuart told me of decision on matey's weekly payment. I never had chance to go through 
maths on it" 

Goodman on Mulcaire: "We've acquired a long list of names, numbers and connections... this contact has become extremely 
productive" 

Coulson's answer: "I'm sorry but he has to go" 

Edis takes us back to and pound;500 cash NOTW payments to 'Alexander' (i.e. Mulcaire) - a and pound;3000 payment for a 
'Wills page 4-5' story 

DC Pritchard explains a digital version from NI with "I'm sorry it has to go" from Coulson "We were 5 mins away from catching 
Wiil and Kate 

Goodman: "There are costs for matey... He's not a hack... You asked me for new ways to get into the family. And I came up 
with this." 

Goodman to Coulson on (Matey( Mulcaire: "I think this will become a goldmine if we let it run a little further." Then a dozen 
stories cited 

Goodman to Kuttner on "Alexander research credits" being "Andy agreed to keep him on for one more week until new system 
set up" 

Break till 2: then a break at 3 to set up video link to Los Angeles 

Back with DC Pritchard, prosecution witness, on Goodman/Coulson counts 2 and 3 at the #hackingtrial 

11/03/06 Goodman to Edmondson on 'CG Mug' story: Edmondson: "You have no idea the confusion you cause...." References 
a William story 

Goodman: "The tale comes from William himself..." Edmondson says "? Not on email": on hard copy version "I think I 
understand..." 
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15/09/06 the next few emails are from month after Goodman arrested. 

Tom Crone to Coulson email (seen before) "Here's what Rebekah told me about info relayed to her by cops" 

The Crone email (seen before) to Coulson references Goodman arrests, voicemails, payments, victims, charging GM, scale of 
activities etc. 

Crone email to Coulson references connection between Hugh Grant/Jemima Khan and Goodman notes. 

There is a shorter version of the Crone email: the current one is the electronic version 

Edis for the Crown then inserts the Goodman/Coulson phone call into the timeline from 8th Nov 06. 

03/11/06 Tom Crone to Coulson: "I spoke to Henri. Clive would only agree to let us see and have papers on Tues... 

Crone to Coulson: "He doesn't want to release (his papers). It always leaks... He's being similarly difficult about Kelsey (Fry)" 

10/11/06 Crone to Coulson: "I spent hr going through (files) on Tuesday": Greg, Edmondson, etc. also mentioned. 

Coulson replies Crone: "Fine. Is there something else buried away... work me sending SK or Neil to go through...." 

22/11/06 Crone writes back to Coulson that Goodman doesn't want him at conference with Kelsey Fry. "Devastated by number 
of charges" 

BREAKING: Crone on Goodman "has to make clear... he's not the guiding light behind everything GM did at NOTW over the 
years" 

25/11/06 Crone to Coulson about other hacking victims: "Are you going to apologise to other people.... could prompt Mulcaire 
into reacting" 

Crone on Coulson's planned apology about 06 hacking: Clive might see it as NOTW distancing itself 

27/11/06 Coulson to Les Hinton on draft statement: "Will call to discuss" Draft apology apologises unreservedly to Royal Aides 

Coulson to Wallis, Kuttner, Crone 27/11 "Have decided statement from me is required. Have think please...." then proceeds 
with draft apology 

Wallis replies: "some poss issues.... if Clive reacts to any statement... a long gap.... he can thrown spanners in... PCC can 
react" 

DC Pritchard confirms the capitalised words like UNACCEPTABLE... WHAT ARE THEY??? ... WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO 
HIM... are Wallis suggestions 

Wallis perhaps adds "SACKING OFFENCE???" to Coulson draft apology in regards to Goodman guilty plea over hacking 

28/11/03 Hinton replies to Coulson with underscored italics. "Clear rules were already in place.... additional measures put in 
place" 

29/11/06 Day of Goodman plea at Old Bailey: Brooks to Coulson "Guardian have been on about my phone, Dacre and 
others..." 

Coulson: "I know this was Les' idea... Mulcaire will think we've leaked it. Brooks: "Mulcaire has to know police have interviewed 
everyone" 

Brooks: "Clearly the police could leak that. They told me that themselves..." Coulson: "I don't think is at all helpful..." 

Hayley Barlow to Coulson 01/12/06 "There are only so many people who could have known whether Clive was trying to 
engineer departure" 

Barlow: "He let Camilla engagement slip through fingers... through process of elimination this may narrow down NOTW mole" 

Dave Rigby circulates to Coulson, Wallis etc a story. "Taylor targeted by hackers" from PA sports reporter. 

Coulson forwards PA story onto Barlow and Tom Crone 

Coulson to Crone hoping Goodman has been told of probation service's "anti NOTW agenda" 

Crone to Coulson "Clive won't like the last five word....in his chats with probation service he might stray off preferred line" 

Crone says he got that info from Henri, Goodman's solicitor, from attending first probation chat. 

Crone to Coulson; on Mulcaire's "thinly disguised blackmail threat"... "Please hold off from sending to Les," Corrects probation 
meeting 

BREAKING: Coulson email to Crone: "You say Mulcaire started working for us in 2000, I thought it went back further than that. 

Crone reply to Coulson: "Henri is sure the 'who knew' subject never arose" in reply to Goodman's meeting with probation 
service 

Crone to Coulson on Goodman: "On options briefing re Les... we should offer one years' money severance deal. Payments 
should be in tranches" 

23-4/01/07 Coulson to Kuttner: "Am I right in thinking payments to Mulcaire ended this month.... fulfil the contract by not a 
penny more" 

23/01/07 Crone to Coulson on Sven making charity payments. On Goodman "Need to work out with you...what I say about the 
future." 
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Now moving onto files recovered from Goodman's office - some repeats. But his version of Coulson Goodman exchange has 
more 

Goodman and Coulson on sacking Mulcaire: "if there's any way round it I'd be extremely grateful" and then cites story 

Document: "x high it's y. Got your message while I was on guard.... Long run came second.... The whole platoon is sleeping 
this afternoon" 

Edis reads out a text send by Harry when he was at Sandhurst recovered from Goodman's premises 

That transcript of Harry and Lowther-Pinkerton was from Lewis Silkin file from Goodman's employment case against NI 

An email from 06 is one that Goodman has sent to himself from NI folder. 

09/12/05 forwarded printed Aug 06 email from Goodman to Coulson: "Harry... see sample copy below... I'll get MOD involved 
too" 

Goodman to Coulson on Harry exams: "the specific inf about iranian embassy siege too specific... going to include it in a list of 
subjects" 

Coulson: "What's happening on your story" Goodman: "Just finished the calls. Just need to go through tapes... will email you 
and Neil" 

"It's kind of phone a friend on 'Who wants to be a Brigadier'" says Goodman of Harry's apparent research for his Sandhurst 
exams 

BREAKING: Goodman to Coulson in Dec 06 on Prince Harry "Just finished the calls. Just need to go through tapes... will email 
you and Neil" 

That previous Goodman joke about 'Who wants to be a Brigadier' is attributed to a 'colleague' in Goodman's final NOTW copy 

Another Goodman email he downloaded from server is about Harry getting shot in exercises, and the next about Kate 
Middleton pics 

11/08/06 Goodman to Coulson: "sourcing is that fella who used to be on monthly retainer from us... these are his exact words" 

Goodman copy about Prince William confiding to close friend "it was horrendous... these two guys died in front of us and had 
to be revived" 

28/06/06 Goodman to Coulson on Chelsy and another alleged Harry contact: "got a direct way into her.... can only manage it 
from UK landline" 

28/04 Coulson to Goodman: "How do we know Harry true?..." Goodman reply: "From same source we had on retainer. I have 
to blag a confession" 

Half an hour break while a video link is set up at #hackingtrial 

Back with #hackingtrial and a video link to LA - technical conditions permitting 

Witness - Ambi Sitham 

Prosecution Counsel questions Ambi Sitham via Video Link 

Anthony Edis, QC, for the prosecution calls Ambi Sitham as a witness via videolink from Los Angeles. 

Saunders apologises for cancelling last week and thanks Sitham for her co-operation. Special Agent Daniel Chang is also in 
attendance 

Saunders tells Sitham it's not a memory test. She has brought the Old Testament as her Holy Book, and the oath is projected 
on screen 

Ambi Sitham explains her professional qualifications: a no longer practising qualified solicitor 

Sitham qualified in 2002, and was a trainee solicitor who worked at Shillings from Nov 2000 till April 2005 

Sitham worked on defamation and privacy claims at the media section at Shillings 

Sitham worked for clients wishing to sue media outlets while at Shillings. She now lives in the US where she moved 
permanently last year 

Sitham explains she's no longer in practice as a solicitor, now she's on a different career path 

Edis focuses on the time Sitham worked for Shillings and was living and working in London - especially in 2003 

Sitham was then in a relationship with a publicist called Neil Reading in 2003: through him Sitham met his friends 

Sitham went to Andy Coulson's birthday party January 2003 during the week - her partner then was Coulson's good friend 

The Coulson party was in Balham in South London, at a steak restaurant, Sitham tells jury 

Sitham says there were 18-20 guests at the Coulson 03 Birthday party. She went with Neil Reading. 

Sitham tells Jury she was sat next Rebekah Brooks on left, opposite Piers Morgan, Chris Tickier, and Claudia Winkelmann 

Sitham had not met Brooks or Coulson before this party, but had met Piers Morgan before. 

Sitham says she had been involved in a piece of litigation for Naomi Campbell against the Mirror, which involved Piers Morgan 
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Sitham claims that Piers Morgan had a conversation over the principle of law over Naomi Campbell: Morgan said "I agree with 
that..." 

Sitham claims Morgan continued on Campbell: "But that doesn't mean she wasn't unlikeable" 

Sitham claims she made small talk with Brooks "she was very lovely, very welcoming, very nice... said we should keep in touch" 

BREAKING: Sitham claims Brooks and Morgan, then top tabloid editors, were very busy trying to finish off last details of front 
page splashes 

Sitham said both Brooks and Morgan were "engaged in banter about respective front covers." 

BREAKING: Sitham claims Morgan said to Brooks "I know what your splash is because I've been listening to your messages" 

BREAKING: Brooks responded to Morgan: "Been hacking into my phone again have you, Piers?" 

Morgan responded to Brooks, according to Sitham, "well you've been looking at my emails" 

"It was quite a quick back and forth of banterings," says Sitham of Brooks Morgan conversation at Coulson's birthday party 

Sitham says the conversation between Brooks and Morgan was "pointed... the way they reacted to each other" 

Sitham claims this conversation was early on, about 45 minutes after they got there: they were just putting orders in and pre 
dinner drinks 

Sitham claims Morgan left to finalise front page before returning for main steak meal. 

Edis asks Sitham how much she had to drink that night. Sitham says a glass of wine before dinner, and half a glass with meal. 
Quite nervous 

Sitham said she had to work the next day and didn't want to make a fool of herself in front of her new partner's friends 

"It was a very relaxed and intimate gathering," Sitham tells jury: "Pretty much the most powerful people in the media of the day" 

Sitham says she gave Brooks her number and Morgan said: "Careful she'll hack your phone." 

Sitham then gave Brooks a number than took it back - it was Ross Kemp's number. And crossed it out very thoroughly. 

Sitham never called Brooks: "I was a bit shy to call her... Instead I sent her my card.... Be good to work together in future" 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Ambi Sitham 

Clare Sibson for Brooks asks for five minutes while she consults her client. 

CORRECTION: Morgan said to Sitham about giving Brooks number: "Careful, she'll TAP your phone" - fingers not keeping up 
with ears 

Back with cross examination of Sitham by Brooks' counsel Sibson. 

Sibson for Brooks asks about her experience as a lawyer: "You claimed worked for Schillings from 2000 to about 2005." 

Sitham says she stayed on the roll of solicitors at Miramax. She believes she's still on the roll, but hasn't practised since 2006 

Sitham worked on some very high profile cases while working at Schillings, a law firm that specialises on media law 

Sitham agrees Schillings was at that time in the leader in media field. She worked on a lot of defamation and privacy action 

Sitham agrees she was practised at preparing material for court - witness statements, discovery etc. 

In LA Sitham has a book to be published 'the laws of love' and is a life coach. She tweets and blogs. 18k follow her on Twitter 

Sitham appeared on Daybreak in the UK she agrees. 

Sitham appeared on Daybreak as a commentator on media law 

Sitham agrees that at Coulson Party "everyone there was well aware she was a Schillings lawyers" Brooks had talked about it 

Sitham agrees Morgan knew about big privacy action Sitham was involved in re Naomi Campbell "the privacy action of the 
decade" 

Sibson explains how Campbell was involved in case against Mirror action about drug addiction - she'd already won her trial in 
2001 

Sibson suggests dinner took place pending Naomi Campbell's appeal to House of Lords over privacy. Sitham can't remember 
exact dates 

As a matter of record the dinner fell before the appeal. Sitham had met Morgan before the dinner so he knew her involvement 

Jury are shown Sitham's blog: "And the truth shall set you free" from Nov 2012, but first published on Huff Post in March 2012 

Sibson reads out blog from Huffington Post and her blog: "I've always prided myself on being honest.... the wisdom of truth" 

Sitham's blog talks about "information that raised a red flag both legally and morally" in reference to Morgan Brooks 
conversation 

Sitham says the only person she talked to about it was Neil Reading, when they were friends, a couple of times, a year and half 
later 
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Sitham says she spoke to N Reading a few years after that, and a more uncomfortable conversation when she was giving 
Leveson evidence 

Sitham's blog says the flash backs to conversation with Brooks and Morgan. Sitham began when asked about original hacking 
allegations on TV 

Sibson asks what Sitham means about the Morgan/Brooks exchange being pointed. "There was a certain look in their eyes." 

Sitham wasn't entirely sure they were serious "but I remember feeling uncomfortable". "Foolishly I didn't.." tell Schillings next 
day 

Sibson asks whether Sitham tool Morgan's "Careful, she'll tap your phone" seriously. "I though it could be possible... I was 
concerned" 

Sitham explains that she thought tapping could refer to listening to live conversations, some cross wires at work around the 
time 

Sitham confirms she was in conversation with high profile people involved in litigation with newspapers - tapping breach of legal 
privilege 

"The truth is this conversation didn't happen did it?" says Sibson. "It did," replies Ambi Sitham. 

Sitham remembers sending Brooks a card with a jokey caption. Sibson brings up the police note of conversation with her in 
2012 

The police note of the Ambi Sitham conversation is shown to jury: "I sent her a card... white/funny/jokey caption on front" 

'Very good to meet. I know we're on opposite sides of fence. But maybe one day meet in middle" Police note of Ambi Sitham 
card to Brooks 

Sibson asks "You want to meet in the middle with someone you're concerned will tap your phone." Sitham; "I was concerned. 
She saw that." 

Jury directed back to Sitham's blog: "the resurgence of Hackgate... I've waged an internal battle whether I should speak up" 

Sitham met up with Nick Davies, Hugh Grant and Evan Davies: "Is any part of this fictionalised?" asks Sibson: "Absolutely not," 
says Sibson 

When Sitham wrote her blog she had no idea her Leveson testimony would be used in criminal trial 

After meeting with Grant, Davies and Harris, Sitham agreed to be interviewed in a Nick Davies documentary about the hacking 
sage 

"Depending on the legal situation, I was preparing to speak up about something that had cost me friendships" Sitham on N 
Davies documentary 

During conversations about documentary, Sitham was concerned she was would be seen as a "snitch.. cutting off friendships" 
Her blog resulted 

The meeting was in Jan 2012: "at that time absolutely open" to do something with Guardian and New York Times. "Mine 
wouldn't be published" 

Sitham explains she's been in the Times newspapers for a piece on legality of boxing, and injuncting John Does. "Legal 
articles" 

After the meeting with Harris, Grant and Davis Sitham prepared a statement for Leveson Inquiry, but statement was sent to 
police 

Sitham: "This evidence could be relevant to Weeting... I was leaving the country.... I thought I'd better give them before I leave" 

As at 3/02/12 the plan was for Sitham to give evidence at Leveson Inquiry she confirms to jury 

Sibson asks if this was to make a decent "US/UK media impact". Sitham says "No." Sibson calls up an email 

Jury shown email from Evan Harris to Ambi Sitham 03/2/12 "Re: Piers Morgan" 

Harris to Sitham: "I can prepare a statement for you..." Ambi says "random things were in that notebook" but she no longer has 
it 

Sitham says she made random notes throughout her life, but journalised it in 2006. 

Sitham "I definitely made notes in 2006, but might have written about it in my diaries:" To date she's provide Weeting with no 
notebook 

Evan Harris explains Sitham will have to inform Nick Davies mentions make "decent media impact" - never objective of doing 
this, says Sitham 

Sitham: "In my gut I though this evidence was relevant... I felt very uncomfortable. They said you're standing up for the good." 

Sitham: "It was never the objective of doing this... but I was quite worried about my relationship with Neil. Rather than being a 
snitch" 

"Is this whole exercise not just about publicising yourself?" Sitham: "This whole process has given me an ulcer and lost 
friendships" 
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Sibson says the Birthday was Coulson's 36th Birthday in 2004. Sitham says it cannot be that because of breaking up with 
boyfriend 

Sibson asks if dinner was immediately prior to Hutton report? Sitham says it rings no bells. She remembers the report was 
about David Kelly 

Sibson suggests dinner was night before Hutton report made public. Sitham can't remember that. 

Sitham cannot remember Brooks mentioning anything about a leaked copy of the Hutton report acquired by Sun 

Sitham says she can't remember details of the front page splashes, only that they were liasing with editors 

Sibson claims Morgan took a call telling him Sun had leaked copy of Hutton report. Brooks had to take calls from Downing 
Street 

Sitham said Brooks was sat down majority of evening. She may have left to take calls 

Sibson suggest "pointed conversations" about leaked copy of Hutton report: Sitham "not things I was aware of. Think I would 
have remembered 

Further Prosecution questions to Ambi Sitham 

Edis for the prosecution then goes back to email to Evan Harris; "As you know I have nothing to gain from this... will suffer 
backlash" 

Sitham email says she wants to "answer any of her critics and then get on with her life" 

"You all saw how scared I was last week, and the wave of vitriol coming my way" Edis for prosecution reads Sitham letter 

Sitham explains "that's how scared I have been for last two years" to Edis for the crown 

Sitham says she will go back and track break up from Nigel Reading from emails (a bit of a sigh when she says 'yes') 

Sitham explains she and Neil Reading have gone "from very good friends, someone I'd know for rest of my life, to having no 
contact at all" 

Back tomorrow at 10 am. 
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Thursday 12 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Hacking Trial 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Alan Pritchard 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Alan Pritchard 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective Inspector Kennett 
Prosecution Counsel questions DI Kennett 
Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines DI Kennett 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DI Kennett 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Guest 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Guest 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DS Brian Cook 
Prosecution Counsel questions DS Brian Cook 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DS Cook 
Ian Edmondson Trial Postponed 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DC Emberson 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Emberson 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Emberson 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Richard Scott 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Richard Scott 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Richard Scott 

Witness - Sir Michael Peat (Private Secretary to Prince Charles) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Sir Michael Peat 
Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines Sir Michael Peat 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Hacking Trial 

Back at #hackingtrial after a scary moment of unresponsive iPad (better have a backup eh, @applenws) with DC Pritchard and 
Goodman emails 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Alan Pritchard 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Alan Pritchard 

The jury are shown again the email from Goodman to Coulson about Helen Asprey's voicemail being "scanned for info" 

18/03/05 email from Goodman about Charles; "My man in charge of invite vetting" - Blair accepted. Queen annoyed palace 
police scoffed nuts 

Goodman email now talks about paying and pound;1k for "enormously useful" Green Book. 

Another email from Goodman to Coulson from NI server, but not in Harbottle and Lewis hard copy material: 14/05/05 about 
Green Book. 

Reminder a month later "Andy is it OK to pay this guy for this...." Coulson replies to Goodman: "Fine" 

Another Goodman email, seen before with Bev Stokes evidence, addressed to Kuttner about "me, you, them, the editor" editing 
up in jail 

Goodman email speaks of another newspaper executive who needs cash payments because of taking on "life altering risks" for 
being his source 

Jury shown again Goodman's email about his "three protected sources" and "any computer trail" risking imprisonment for all 
involved 

This version of the email is longer and not cut off, and goes on to describe the tax position and another source of Alex 
Marunchak's 

Goodman replies about looking for "free stories" but then gives a list of credits for recent NOTW Blackadder columns 
#hackingtrial 

Goodman forwards Nicholas email to his sister, Fran Goodman, who is chief sub saying "attempted payback" from "pathetic 
hack from the 30s" 

Edis for the prosecution goes through the different versions of the Nicholas email. and Goodman's furious response 

10/05 Goodman "Alex is talking to... long term police contact (about William pics). We can change things of pics to make them 
less obvious" 

Goodman email claims pics worth and pound;10k. "But story stands alone" William nicknamed "Prince Dynamo" because of 
fitness for Sandhurst 
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08/12/05 Email exchange between Goodman and Edmondson just before Harry 'essay crisis": about Coulson: "he had full 
briefing last night" 

10/07/05 Goodman sends Wallis and Coulson email about Clarence House being "rattled" and "anxious to be pals Paddy 
Harverson" 

10/10/05 Goodman to Coulson and Wallis about Harry essay crisis leads to email: "Just listening to voicemails, need to go 
through tapes" 

Meanwhile, on same day Goodman writes to Edmondson about Harry material "Boss and Neil have it on e" 

Edis for the prosecution has been trying to explain to jury the sequence of emails from the Harry story on 10/12/05 

Edis shows jury a series of emails about NOTW budgetary considerations 06-07: and pound;26k pa for Goodman contact: 
more for Mulcaire 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective Inspector Kennett 

Prosecution Counsel questions DI Kennett 

Prosecution calls DI Kennett over payments to Farish, Anderson and Hall - three of Goodman's secret sources 

Edis explains to jury prosecution do not allege that the cut off emails "were the fault of anyone in this trial... especially Mr 
Coulson" 

Edis shows the jury the NOTW contributor payments to Farish: DI Kennett says the address on NOTW records led the police 
nowehre 

These payments to Farish from 2002-06 tally with the Goodman email requests 

Another cash payment Goodman source - Mr Anderson - is connected to Royal stories exclusively 

Some of these Anderson stories concern terrorist alerts over a President Bush visits, and Stevens inquiry into Diana death 

Now Edis for prosecution goes through stories associated with Farish and payment for "Royal Research Project" and 
pound;1000k for Green Book 

These stories are predominantly to do with Royal Family, but not exclusively: one, for example, concerns Nicole Kidman 

One of the Queen's valuable paintings destroyed when cop fell through it an example of the stories from secret Goodman 
source 

Edis now goes through the third of Goodman's sources: Farish, Anderson, Hall. DI Kennett says "these people don't appear to 
exist" 

When it comes to Goodman's third secret cash paid source Hall, the stories are more media based than Royal Family focused. 

There is very little here about palace cops, DI Kennett agrees of Goodman's third source Hall. The other two were 
predominantly so 

Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines DI Kennett 

DI Kennett is cross examined by David Spens, QC, counsel for Clive Goodman 

Spens goes back to 14th May 05 request for payment from Goodman to Coulson for cash payment for Green Book. Authorised 
early June 

Spens notices that there's no cash payment that tallies in 02/06/05 or soon after: DI Kennett notices and pound;1k cash 
payment two days earlier 

Spens goes back through the 'Anderson schedule" and asks DI Kennett if he'd spotted this anomaly before. "I will have to 
double check" 

DI Kennett says there is an email that corresponds with the Anderson schedule. The cashier's copy corresponds with the email. 

Spens has analysed the stories from Goodman's three secret cash paid sources. Since it's agreed with crown, it is entered as 
evidence 

Spens breaks down the Anderson and Farish stories by subject matter. He also lodges details of the 15 directories recovered 
from Goodman 

DI Kennett agrees details on Goodman; Seven internal directories from Jan 1993 to Feb 2005: Eight Green Books running Aug 
1998-Oct 2002 

DI Kennett says he's read Goodman's police interview from August 2006 he was interviewed about possession of Royal 
Directories 

Spens: "It was quite obvious to interviewing officers he shouldn't have been in possession of books.... he could have been 
charged" 

DI Kennett says "we didn't have the emails which put books in context. I'm not sure if I was faced with that I would have 
charged Mr Goodman 

DI Kennett says of failure to charge Goodman on Royal Directories: "emails from 2011 drastically changed the context" 
#hackingtrial 
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Spens, counsel for Goodman, goes through his charging and imprisonment: "nothing was done in relation to directories... 
nearly 5 years later 

Goodman wasn't charged with current offences 23/10/12 "over six years after the books were found". Charging decisions made 
by CPS 

Spens explains that Goodman is married and has a 8 year old daughter. Apart from 06 hacking convictions, Goodman has no 
other offences 

Spens asks if DI Kennett made inquiries whether the Royal Household was informed of 15 recovered directions: "I wasn't privy 
to that" 

Spens, counsel for Goodman, asks DI Kennett about Sir Michael Peat's contact details 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DI Kennett 

Langdale for Coulson, cross examines DI Kennett. "Has anyone checked if stories appeared in other papers?" Kennett says no 

Langdale asks if police made any effort in 06/07 to find potential police leak. DI Kennett "I'm unsighted as to what original 
inquiry did" 

DI Kennett explains Farish and Anderson only revealed in June 2011 due to release of NI emails. Clear line of inquiry to look 
for officers 

Langdale asks about security at the Royal Household. DI Kennett says they have made inquiries with the Royal Protection 
Branch 

Andrew Edis, QC, uses re-examination DI Kennett to insert a new page into the jury bundles. 

DS Guest is called as a witness for the prosecution, and a new timeline is inserted into the jury bundle (i.e. new evidence in 
their files) 

DI Kennett clarifies that one of the Goodman payment documents was created by a police officer from information provided by 
MSC 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Guest 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Guest 

DC Guest is called back as a prosecution witness on the 'Alexander timeline' - Goodman payments to Mulcaire and Coulson 
communications 

The Alexander payment schedule of and pound;12,300 is a police document of payments to Mulcaire from original 2006 
investigation into phone hacking 

Edis now cross refers Mulcaire payments with emails, NOTW stories and call data of calls with Goodman over a 3 year timeline 

Police officer confirms the call data between Goodman and Mulcaire only exists because of 06 Operation Caryatid: "now it 
would be deleted" 

BREAKING: Brooks was TWICE victim of phone hacking - in 2006 during Carytid and again in 2011 under operation Weeting 

BREAKING: the tasking of phone hacking of Coulson by Mulcaire is referenced to 'Ian' 

Langdale for Couslon cross examines DC Guest: Coulson hacked in 2005 

Langdale asks for more information on regularity of hacks of Coulson. DC Guest will return with more information 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DS Brian Cook 

Prosecution Counsel questions DS Brian Cook 

Bryant Heron for the crown calls Brian Cook as a witness 

DS Brian Cook is attached to Met Police on professional standards, and currently on operation Elveden. 

DS Cook was present at Goodman's house when it was searched in Nov 2011 and recovered some banking documents 

DS Cook analysed Goodman's bank accounts and has produced an schedule of cash withdrawals, petrol purchase, and NI 
credits 

The Goodman analysed bank statements also have cash deposits to the account the police cannot identify. 

Cashpoint withdrawal from Goodman accountt, and pound;10k 2000 and pound;6.4k 01 n/a 02-03 and pound;200 04 and 
pound;0 05 and pound;3k 06 and pound;7k 07 and pound;5k 08 and pound;4.5k 09 and pound;4.6k 10 half year only 

DS Cook also analysed Goodman first direct account: 4 significant credits: 23/03/04 and pound;112k inheritance 24/03/04 and 
pound;32k no origin 26/04/07 and pound;160k 

The last Goodman credit related to sale of house: and pound;84.6k from NI severance in 07 

Sums subsequently transferred to other Goodman account for living expenses and payment of bills 

Another joint account with Goodman and Stott funded by Lloyds account, and cash or cheque payments in bank 
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Saunders explains to the jury "this might seem mystifying, but at a certain point the financial matters of Mr Goodman may 
become relevant" 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DS Cook 

Langdale cross examines DS Cook about the cash withdrawals from Goodman's Lloyd's TSB account. 

Langdale establishes that there were insufficient records for Goodman from 2001-2003. 

Langdale establishes there were no cash withdrawals for two years from that Goodman account from 2004-06 

Spens, counsel for Goodman, explains his client tried to help the police with the missing data. 

Piers Morgan Joked About Phone Hacking With Murdoch Editor http://thebea.st/1bFLx2L via @thedailybeast 

An incestuous nest of vipers former media lawyer describes media in email shown to #hackingtrial jury http://thebea.st/1bFLx2L 

Ian Edmondson Trial Postponed 

BREAKING: former NOTW news editor Ian Edmondson discharged from jury in #hackingtrial for separate trial at a later date 

Saunders has read a number of medical reports to say Edmondson is "unfit" and could be for several weeks. 

Saunders says "you will not need to consider a verdict in Edmondson's case" 

The removal of Edmondson from this #hackingtrial leaves seven defendants in the dock 

Witness - Operation Elveden Detective DC Emberson 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Emberson 

DC Emberson is sworn in as a prosecution witness: she has some amended schedules for the judge and jury 

DC Emberson has a four page schedule of payments to Goodman informant named as 'Anderson' who according to the police 
'never existed' 

DC Emberson has assumed a and pound;1000 cash payment was for Royal Directory but be absolutely certain it wasn't for 5 
NOTW Goodman sources 

More information imminent on the hacking of Andy Coulson, from DC Guest at the #hackingtrial 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Emberson 

Langdale for Coulson has been provided with an extract Mulcaire calls to Coulson mobile and unique voicemail numbers 

DC Guest says the call data is full history of recorded hacking of Coulson: first 01/02/06 remaining calls to UVN till 25/07/06 

Saunders asks about the entry in Mulcaire notebook is 09/11/05 tasked ******: there is another undated entry tasked 'private' 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Richard Scott 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Richard Scott 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution call DC Richard Scott at the #hackingtrial 

DC Scott has an amendment to Calum Best timeline. 

Calum Best gave evidence over 2 NOTW articles by Rav Singh circa August 2002. 

There's a Mulcaire notebook entry for 'Rav' with his phone number, DDM and PIN numbers. 

Edmondson removed from Current Hacking Trial http://wp.me/p1YHIt-d2 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Richard Scott 

Langdale for Coulson asks Weeting detective to look at Calum Best timeline and the 'Do his phone' email. 

Langdale asks Scott if he was in charge of the research in regards to this Coulson email: Scott says "Yes, I was" 

The "Do his phone" line is dated 20/05/06 in response to Calum Best and Lorna Hogan story. Scott researched this on 
25/06/12 

Langdale emphasises that there is no call data that Calum Best's phone was hacked. And he was targeted earlier. 

Coulson email 21/04/06 "We still have an appalling lack of kiss and tells.... we are scraping the bottom of the barrel with... 
calum etc." 

Langdale claims "well known by July of this year that Calum Best was a victim... you accept it was something you should have 
picked up" Yes 

DC Scott says he didn't use 'Calum' as one the 130 other key words on this occasion. But that omission was rectified on 
20/11/13 
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Witness - Sir Michael Peat (Private Secretary to Prince Charles) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Sir Michael Peat 

Prosecution call Sir Michael Peat as witness: he was the private secretary to Prince Charles 

Peat was responsible for the operational aspects of Prince Charles' household from 2002-2012 

Bryant Heron shows Sir M Peat the Mulcaire entries for him and Deborah Higgins: he confirms his then address 

Another Mulcaire note from 24/01/03 has more Peat details and word "affair": Bryant Heron asks if Peat was involved in an 
affair 

Peat asks "What is the relevance of that question?" Short break for legal argument 

Jury is told by Justice Saunders that Sir Michael Peat's answer about personal life is not relevant. Bryant Heron has no 
further questions 

Counsel for Clive Goodman cross examines Sir Michael Peat 

Cross examined by Spens for Goodman, Peat explains he was an accountant by profession. 23/10/13 was Peat's first witness 
statement 

Peat wrote out his witness statement: and referred to longstanding practice of staff "selling copies of green book to press (or 
police)" 

BREAKING: Sir Michael Peat says understood there was a "long standing tradition" of selling Green Books to the press ten 
years ago. 

Peat's submission was made on the basis he warned was "a substantial risk" the book would come into other people's hands in 
90s/noughties 

I'm not quite sure what common knowledge is in the Royal Household, says Peat to question whether Green Book loss was 
common knowledge 

Peat tells jury he discussed this matter with immediate superior of previous witness from Chamberlain's Office 

I do wish you'd read the first bit, says Peat of his statement "what I understand to be" a long standing tradition. "Not all the staff" 

Of selling Green Books Peat says he added "or police" in brackets as potential sources, because they weren't staff. 

Spens counsel for Goodman asks Peat what he means by "press" - "a generic term". He first had this understanding first time in 
nineties 

I wouldn't want to say I was the person who originated this thought, says Peat of Green Book. "Certain information was taken 
out of it" 

I don't think there was any dramatic change, says Peat. "We might have taken certain people out of the Green Book... only 
official no's" 

Spens, counsel for Goodman, asks Peat if he acquired a country home before 2002: "I've lived in a number of houses," Peat 
concedes 

Peat asked if "on Saturdays he was in the habit of going for walks" He replies: "I must have gone for a walk on a Saturday, 
yes." 

Peat is asked whether he called his wife from a public phone box: "I can't recall making a call from a public phone box for 
decades" 

Peat says he has met Clive Goodman on two or three occasions. Peat heard a tape of a phone call, but can't remember 
Goodman calling 

Peat became private treasurer to Prince Charles in August 2002: he says "certain sections of the media have used him to sell 
newspapers." 

Peat says of Charles in 2002: "an attempt was made to improve the service he and his family got from his press office" 

Peat agrees he spoke to editors and journalists. He spoke to both Brooks and Coulson at times, perhaps at St James Palace 

He can't remember if Goodman was at a Peat meeting with one of the NOTW. He thinks it "unlikely but not inconceivable" he 
gave mobile number 

As to whether Green Book 2002 page contains his mobile number: "I'm afraid I don't have a clue," Peat replies. He recognises 
landline 

10 am tomorrow 

Media lawyer decribes British media as "an incestuous nest of vipers": Ambi Sitham at the Hacking Trial http://wp.me/p1YHIt-cY 

The Coulson Calum Best Email: Do His Phone http://wp.me/p1YHIt-d7 
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Friday 13 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Hacking Trial 
Counsel for Andy Coulson examines hacking of Rav Singh 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Massey 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Massey 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Guest 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Guest 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks Objection 
Saunders directs the Jury on Social Media 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks refers to Nick Brown Christmas Card 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Oskiewicz 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Hacking Trial 

Long overdue chat with my dear son in Australia means I'll be about 10 mins late to #hackingtrial apologies. Blame time zones 

Counsel for Andy Coulson examines hacking of Rav Singh 

Back at #hackingtrial where Langdale, counsel for Coulson, exploring hacking of Rav Singh, a NOTW journalist, involved 
in Calum Best story 

The hacks of Rav Singh took place several times in the March of that year (2005?) when the Calum Best story was current 

The hacks of Rav SIngh by Mulcaire seem to have taken place around the funeral of Calum's father, George Best #hackingtrial 

All these Calum Best and Rav Singh hacks refer to March 2006 

Langdale brings up April 26th email with Coulson complaining NOTWs lack of kiss and tell stories and Calum Best "scraping 
bottom of barrel" 

11/05/06 email from Andy Coleman to Kuttner submits 799 calls from Rav Singh in the month before 

Call records show Rav Singh calling and texting Calum Best's agent - Adee Phelan about ten times in May 06 

Email from Chris Tate on 20/05/06 on Lorna Hogan's text to Calum Best about her pregnancy, and fearing leak within NOTW 

On previous email, Langdale says he will be "coming back to the issue of non disclosure of that email to the defense later" 

Langdale goes back to the "Do his phone" Coulson email, and then cites four subsequent articles in NOTW over the next year 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Massey 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DC Massey 

Langdale asks about the "failure of the police... to disclose the leak email about what Lorna Hogan was saying to Chris Tate" 

Langdale is cross examining DC Massey from the Operation Weeting about the extraction of emails from NI NOMAD files 

Langdale makes the point that there's no evidence Calum Best was targeted as a result of the Coulson "Do his phone" email 

Langdale says that in April 13 pretrial submissions "Do his phone" was said to be a request for checking on the billing in case of 
NOTW leak 

BREAKING: Langdale, for Coulson, claims the "Do his phone" email about Calum Best is a request for billing info about Rav 
Singh's phone 

Rav Singh, DC Massey explains, is being investigated in regards to hacking under Operation Pinetree, which relates to NOTW 
features desk. 

Langdale takes DC Massey back to a hard drive which had been overlooked by police until July 2013. On that drive was a 
Coulson PST file 

Langdale explains how individual defendants got copies of their old PST (email) files recovered from a hard drive iin July 2013 

DC Massey explains how they searched this new data using key words, looking for anything that could assist prosecution or 
defence 

DC Massey explains that one of the key words in the search of this new material was the word "Calum" 

The police search in July this year of the new material didn't pick up the "scraping the barrel" email mentioning 'calum' 

Langdale asks DC Massey: "How come you missed that?" Massey: "I can only apologise it seems to have been missed." 
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Langdale: "How could you have missed it? It was obviously relevant." DC Massey: "The fact remains quite palpably it was 
missed, I apologise" 

Saunders and Langdale agree they weren't involved in the case during this period - neither defence nor prosecution saw it in 
early July 

Langdale says to DC Massey "the seriousness of the failure to find this document is highlighted later" and goes to a 23/10/12 
report 

An October 13 review by DC Ryall in October found about 110 new relevant emails in these various mail files for several 
NOTW employees 

Langdale says trial was opened on the basis that "Do his phone" meant hacking, and this new info only provided morning of 
Best's appearance 

"Nobody drew the defence's attention to the fact there was evidence related to Calum Best, due that very day," says Langdale 

"It was only as Calum best was leaving the stand that the defense were given a password to that disk from the prosecution," 
says Langdale 

"It was only because [not named for legal reasons] team provided that email to me I could put that email to Calum Best," says 
Langdale 

Bryant Heron adds an amended Milly Dowler timeline into the jury bundle 

The Dubai timing of calls between Brooks and Coulson has been amended in this new timeline 

Half an hour break while new schedules are installed 

Back with #hackingtrial on a slightly stop-start morning: Saunders gives the "program of the day" - schedules and Kuttner 
interviews 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Guest 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Guest 

Chalkley for the crown produces some new schedules for the jury: DC Guest is here to help her with the Dowler and other 
timelines 

Chalkley explains that the calls between Coulson in London and Brooks in Dubai in April 2002 were on three hour time 
difference - Dubai +3 

So the prosecution are creating a new timeline when all these Brooks/Coulson calls and texts are in UK time, rather than a mix 
of Dubai/UK 

Chalkley gives the jury an "Overall Chronology" of phone hacking related to the defendants. #hackingtrial 

Chalkley explains how the overall chronology cross refers to either a timeline, an incident, or an "agreed fact" by both sides 

Jury shown an memo 09/10/99 from Kuttner to Miskiw on news desk on surveillance costs at and pound;167k cc'ed to Phil Hall 
(then editor) and Goodman 

This overall chronology fits in all the various counts involved in the #hackingtrial from the moment Brooks and Coulson rejoined 
in 2000 

Jury shown again the Evening Standard article about Greg Miskiw being recalled from NYC to set up investigations unit for 
NOTW in 2000 

The prosecution is essentially cross referencing much of the evidence we've already heard into one chronology: no point 
reiterating here 

In March 2006 Greg Miskiw started his Miles Ahead company and made two payments to Mulcaire 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks Objection 

Counsel for Brooks objects about a timeline reference to a PCC letter drafted in Brooks' name: it was never actually sent by her 

On the same day in Jan 11 three emails are sent to police to start Operation Weeting NI attempt to delete all their emails for 
last 10 years 

Bettina Jordan-Barber paid by Sun until early 2012 despite arrests of several senior NI executives suspected of payments to 
public officials 

"@DBanksy: December #Medialaw bulletin out now, it's free, to subscribe, click here - 
http://davidbanksmedialaw.wordpress.com/bulletin/ " --- highly recommended 

Saunders reminds the jury to ignore social media "in fairly strong terms... not to be influenced by anything outside court" 

Saunders directs the Jury on Social Media 

Saunder is warning the jury now "there are things on twitter trending that are deeply prejudicial to Mrs Brooks" 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks refers to Nick Brown Christmas Card 

"It is a problem other courts have experienced...." Laidlaw for Brooks wants to show the jury the prejudicial Christmas Card 
from Nick Brown 
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Laidlaw inadvertently called Nick Brown Nick Davies: he meant former Labour chief whip 

BREAKING: Jury shown prejudicial Christmas Card by Laidlaw: Saunders: "I'm well aware this could increase the circulation of 
this..." 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Oskiewicz 

Bryant Heron for crown explains they have to some "schedule gardening" replacing out of date schedules 

FYI: no one can find mention of this Brown Christmas card trending and independent article has only 92 retweets at this time 

Bryant Heron explains 8,000 notes were recovered from Mulcaire's household - notebooks, loose leaf sheets, diaries. 

DC Oskiewicz explains the four names in the top left of Mulcaire's notes were news desk editors at NOTW have been put in 
chronological order 

The current schedule is therefore as summary of what the prosecution call those "Top Left Notes" - some when Brooks was 
editor NOTW 

Bryant Heron explains that the first four "top-left notes" are dated in 1999 - predating Brooks' arrival in 2000; the next is 8th Jan 
2001 

There are about twenty pages of entries covering the three years Brooks was editor of NOTW until Jan 2003 

The second schedule is the Mulcaire "top left notes" during Coulson's editorship of NOTW from 2003 to Jan 2007. 

We're now looking at construction of first schedule: Mulcaire top left notes for 1999-2003. 

Only Neville and Miskiw feature as Mulcaire "tasked by" news editors during the period of Brooks' editorship of News of the 
World 

Weeting DC explains they included related NOTW stories related to individuals two weeks before or after a 'tasking' to Mulcaire 

The second schedule covers Mulcaire taskings for the period from 03-6: this now cross refers to call data (noy available for 
previous 99-03) 

Weeting DC explains the methodology police used to date the undated Mulcaire notes: 1. Before and after pages in bound 
notebooks. 

Police methodology on undated Mulcaire notes: 2. Some people of interest to NOTW were quite time specific 3. Two taskings 
on same page 

More on police methodology on undated Mulcaire notes: 4. Some just filed by period of employment of desk eds. 5. Some 
impossible to date 

Bryant Heron for prosecution calls Richard Fitzgerald to go through the methodology of the third schedule - Mulcaire and 
taskers phone data 

On this schedule various lines of Mulcaire are logged, and - when possible - their recipients. Includes Orange Platform Network 
of time 

There are calls to landlines in this Mulcaire schedule which are not hacks, but they do relate to "top left" taskers at NOTW news 
desk 

There are 1184 datacall entries for Mulcaire's outbound phones in 03-06: break till 2 O'Clock Tuesday. That's it for #hackingtrial 
this week 

Clive Goodman and Andy Coulson email about purchasing a Royal Phone Directory http://wp.me/p1YHIt-dk 
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Tuesday 17 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Hacking Trial 

Prosecution Evidence on Stuart Kuttner 
Stuart Kuttner Police Interviews under caution 
First Stuart Kuttner Police Interview on 2 August 2011 
Second Stuart Kuttner Police Interview 
Third Stuart Kuttner Police Interview 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Hacking Trial 

Back at the #hackingtrial. Jury are told all day will be spent reading out Stuart Kuttner's interview "reasonably hard going" says 
Saunders 

Prosecution Evidence on Stuart Kuttner 

Stuart Kuttner Police Interviews under caution 

Bryant Heron points out that Stuart Kuttner had several taped interviews, and this is the agreed transcript 

First Stuart Kuttner Police Interview on 2 August 2011 

First interview under caution 02/08/11 - two detectives present with Kuttner and legal representatives. Police witness reads 
police parts 

Bryant Heron reads the part of Stuart Kuttner. Kuttner's legal representative names himself 

Just to explain the scenario: Weeting Detective is reading the police parts during the re-reading of the interview. Currently 
giving caution 

DC explains Operation Weeting began when the three emails were handed to Met in Jan 2011. Burton, Kuttner's solicitor, 
explains his stroke 

Kuttner's legal rep explains recent hospital attendance in California due to a heart attack, and consequent difficulties reading 

Kuttner's legal representative explains Kuttner has memory problems since brain stem stroke in 2010. 

Kuttner explains during interview "I will do my best to answer your questions.... If I can't remember I will say so" 

Kuttner says of the three Mulcaire emails circa 2006 "I have no information on them" 

Kuttner "Without sight of them I am not at all familiar...." Kuttner (in reread interview) explains his history at NOTW 

Kuttner took over managing editor role in late 80s: "on Fleet Street.... each managing editor carves out his or her role" 

"I also liaised with the police during the Wapping troubles," Kuttner explains in a rereading of his interview, organising transport 

Kuttner on his NOTW role: "For quite a long time I'd do a lot of interviews.... and defend the paper's coverage in other media." 

"There were days I feel I was appointed in the 1880's," says Kuttner of police slip up in dates in his transcribed interview 

Kuttner explains he was based in Wapping until he left in 2009, with his own office, and a PA nearby 

Kuttner explains that there were no notes take at editorial conferences. Editor would talk about scoops. Dept heads would pitch 
stories 

Kuttner also trained journalists to the PCC Editors Code of Practice "at News International... all staff required to adhere to it" 

Kuttner is asked to recall his work email addresses and/or aliases while he was at News International (in rereading of interview 
transcript) 

Kuttner says he was one of the last people at NI to get his own email address circa 1999/2000. 

Kuttner then gives two home email addresses to detectives interviewing him in August 2011 at #hackingtrial read through 

Kuttner says he might have returned company laptop, but can't remember and never used it 

Kuttner then goes through his PAs who had the password to his business account, so they could check his emails. 

Kuttner says he couldn't access his work email until he got his Blackberry "in the last few years". They've brought it in to police 
station 

Kuttner remembers his two work phone numbers. He took them with him when he left News International. 

Both mobiles in Kuttner's possession in 2011 were paid for by News International, even though he'd left 2 years before. 
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Kuttner explains his role during the run up to 2005 Elections: he went with political editor to 10 Downing St to interview Blair 
and Brown 

Kuttner says he came up with the idea of a reward for an occasion like Soham, and would go there and talk to the police about 
announcement 

Kuttner says "campaign for Sara's law I was most intensely involved in... to make Britain safer for children. Met a lot of 
opposition" 

Kuttner says a campaign like Sarah's Law (CORRECTION) required a lot of continuity 

Kuttner: "The word reporter is inscribed in my heart": rereading of his 2011 interview at #hackingtrial 

Kuttner now explains the rule over NOTW expense - had to be filed within 4 weeks to desk editors, and if approved handed to 
Kuttner's office 

"If it looked realistic I'd accept it, and pass through the accounts department," Kuttner on NOTW expenses 

Kuttner confirms that editor had authority over expenses, but disputes rarely went that far. 

"My memory of details is impaired," Kuttner tells Detectives during 2011 interview about contributor payment details 

Kuttner would check up a marked copy of the newspaper with the different quantum billings for sports, news, picture etc 

Kuttner says "there was a chap responsible for setting pay scales," towards the end of his time. "That chap was Neil Wallis" 

"The common sense approach was through cheque or BACS," Kuttner says of his preferred form of payments. 

Kuttner explains that cash payments had protocols: names, addresses and details 

"Ha. That's a very good question, who's job was it to check the accuracy," said Kuttner on payments: mainly responsibility of 
journalists 

Detective interviewing Kuttner: "Who's the responsibility of something procured by illegal mean?" Kuttner says the person 
acquiring it 

Kuttner explains that in contentious stories such as "Mary X is sleeping with the following men" there would be a "pre-
publication inquest." 

Kuttner cites NOTW corrupt cricket story: "lots of information would have been sifted before publication...." 

Kuttner says the pre-publication inquest wasn't his responsibility. 

Kuttner tells police he's "utterly appalled" by phone hacking "and the allegations against me personally. I spent 25 years setting 
standards 

"I've never knowingly bribed a policeman, which is part of your allegation, nor been knowingly involved in phone hacking." 
Kuttner 

10 minute break 

Back in #hackingtrial with DC Backers reading the part of DC Fletcher interviewing Kuttner back in August 2011. 

Saunders tries to cut out repeat cautions from re-read evidence. 

Kuttner explains his resignation in 2009 was when editor (Colin Myler) asked him to take a part time role 

"I received a very warm and personal letter from Rupert Murdoch," says Kuttner: "And then I left" 

Kuttner kept in contact with Sara Payne over Sarah's Law after his retirement 

There was continuing relationship with NOTW says Kuttner "Until the devastating closure of News of the World." 

"I was not there, but the relationship was maintained," says Kuttner of the NOTW after departure in 2009, that's why he kept 
two phones 

Kuttner was also chairman and trustee of a NI pension fund. He stood down from that when NOTW closed and medical issues 
in summer 2010 

DC Fletcher asked Kuttner about Brooks: "the direct work relationship was a long time ago..." 

"She was a very able newspaperwoman." says Kuttner of Rebekah Brooks. 

"I can't recollect," says Kuttner of Brooks' editorship of NOTW: "Very difficult to tell.... what... ten years ago." 

"In terms of working with Rebekah, I liked her...." says Kuttner of Brooks: "and she could not be faulted in terms of her 
commitment" 

Kuttner talks about Brooks and the 'Beast of Bodmin' story: "her intuition.... saved the paper. She's intuitively strong." 

"One of the reasons it sticks in my mind (the Beast of Bodmin inquisition) was that it was very unusual," Kuttner says 

Kuttner says he went to Brooks' first wedding and knew Ross Kemp. They'd chat - for example on her frustration at not being 
editor of Sun 

Kuttner saw a lot of Brooks on the Sarah's Law campaign. DC Fletcher asks about his connections with the deputy editor. 

"I'm not in that chain of command," Kuttner says of editor, deputy, desk heads: "I don't fit into anything." 
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Kuttner cannot recall Brooks' email address. He would speak to her on the phone about a staff matter "It could be anything..." 

Matters of non attendance of staff might be brought to Kuttner's attention, and he would inform Brooks. 

"The only contact I've had with Rebekah... was a few days ago, with the news Sara Payne's phone was hacked," says Kuttner 

"I'm preparing a draft statement... it's all in hand," said Brooks to Kuttner (according to interview) about the hacking of Sara 
Payne 

Kuttner says he probably last had email contact with Brooks around his farewell dinner in 2010 

"There was a lot of emailing, there's a lot of it going on... sometimes you think what has this got to do with me...." Kuttner of NI 
comms 

"There's a tradition in newspapers where you cascade down," says Kuttner of command structure at NOTW when editor or 
deputy away 

Kuttner says Brooks "Rebekah was rightfully concerned with whatever was going on, but I don't think I'd call her 'hands on'." 

Kuttner has no knowledge of Brooks knowledge of phone hacking. Denies conspiring with her over phone hacking 

Kuttner denies there was a culture of "get the story at any cost" at NOTW 

Another Weeting Detective asks whether managing editor was an 'executive position': Kuttner sounds unsure; says 'senior 
position' 

"At budgeting time I would have discussed the budget with her," says Kuttner but he can't remember any specific detail "It was 
years ago" 

"Every editor is different, every editor is individual:" Kuttner says of Brooks' tenure at NOTW but "cannot say with certaintly" any 
detail 

"It's possible I.... listed some contracts... about the value," says Kuttner of his discussions with Brooks. 

"I am frustrated, and frustrated at being here at the centre of these unfounded accusations." Kuttner 

"I liked Andy. Competive, astute," says Kuttner on Coulson. 

"He was significantly involved in early days.... there at the beginning of Sara's Law campaign. He had enthusiasm..." Kuttner on 
Coulson 

"He was better at lunching with people than some people. He was closer to people. My wife went to theatre with his wife" 
Kuttner on Coulson 

"Crikey. A long time ago." Kuttner last spoke to Coulson "when he was at the Conservative Party and was getting a lot of 
negative coverage" 

Kuttner says he offered to help Coulson. Kuttner thinks the number is still stored on one phone as 'AC' and another as 
"Coulson' 

On Coulson's resignation; "Goodman's conduct happened on his watch.... Les Hinton.... accepted it with reluctance," says 
Kuttner 

"Are you sure this is absolutely necessary?" Kuttner asked of Coulson. They discussed how "appalling" the phone hacking was 

Kuttner says the arrest of Goodman "was the most traumatic day of my life." And says his arrest is "traumatic" 

"I think he was a popular editor, and people were disappointed he decided to go," says Kuttner of Coulson 

Kuttner explains his role with Neil Wallis: "much more involved in content of paper... then very much involved in consultancy 
operation" 

Wallis was a "meetings and projects person" says Kuttner. "Myler wanted a new deputy, and Wallis became executive... 
2008ish" 

Kuttner's contact with Wallis would "be about money" and the "changes in working practices" suggested by management 
consultants 

Kuttner says Wallis came when Coulson became editor. "I knew of him and he knew of me.... only social encounters, Holocaust 
education trust" 

Kuttner cannot remember much about Goodman. First a freelance, and then on staff. Given Royal Reporter or editor, maybe 
News editor. 

"Perhaps I had more to do with Clive than other journalists... I had some very good Royal contacts," says Kuttner of Goodman 

"I picked him up from the police station and took him home," says Kuttner of Goodman's arrest in the summer of 2006 

"He popped into my office from time to time, with cash or dockets," says former NOTW Managing Ed Kuttner of Clive 
Goodman 

"I wasn't his line manager, but I noticed he wouldn't stir himself." Brooks wanted Goodman to come to Paris but he wouldn't 

Kuttner went with Wallis (for the Sun) and Brooks on a 17 hour journey to Paris chasing up a story about Duchess of York and 
Johnnie Bryant 

Kuttner on Goodman says "he on the whole wouldn't stir himself" so Kuttner had to go to Paris instead 
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Kuttner says Goodman's "amounts were out of kilter" from his stories: "About quantum, rather than anything else." 

Kuttner was not aware of any contracts with outside investigators set up by Goodman 

"I don't think so, no" Kuttner says on the authority for contracts: "It's possible I might have overseen the contracts" 

"I didn't know... I didn't know.... I didn't know till Goodman's arrest it was possible to interrogate phone messages on phones" 
Kuttner 

Kuttner confirms he did phone Goodman on a "hot story" about Prince and Princess of Wales were going to separate with an 
intermediary 

"It was a hot, hot story... and Friday night was the ideal time," says Kuttner of Princess Diana story. 

"Did I know (Goodman) was working with him (Mulcaire).... I might have known before, but I was first aware when he was 
arrested." Kuttner 

Kuttner remembers the Alexander cash payments because they "had to dig them out" when Goodman was arrested in 2006 

"Clive Goodman was inventing people," says Kuttner of Goodman's payments to Mulcaire through false name. "We trusted the 
staff," he says 

"If you find out, as I found out, that you're deceived by Goodman, you're very angry." says Kuttner: 

"He can't be the final signatory, absolutely not," says Kuttner of Goodman. "But he's not the best example.... he held a high 
position." 

"Other people would have to go through news editor or feature editor before they reached the managing editors office," Kuttner 
on payments 

Kuttner "can't say for certainty" about Mulcaire Goodman contract "but I can't recall any knowledge of it." 

To accusation he should have known about Mulcaire: "I think the answer to that is no.... you trust senior people." 

Kuttner says to questions of involvement in phone hacking, tasking, or intercepting royal household; "Absolutely not" 

Kuttner cannot recall any involvement in Goodman's dismissal either pre-trial or during conviction. 

Kuttner said previously he'd been on a dismissal's appeal panel, but not to do with Clive Goodman. 

"I think he claimed that everyone from the editor down knew of phone hacking" says Kuttner of Goodman's dismissal claims. 

"Completely and utterly false claim,' says Kuttner of Goodman's allegations of widespread phone hacking at NOTW in 2007 

"I can't recall any involvement" in Goodman's dismissal appeal, or subsequent investigations by News International to 
investigate in 2007 

Kuttner says; "I have some good Royal Contacts but I will never disclose them...." Laughts: the source of Diana divorce was not 
Royal Source 

Kuttner was concerned at the volume of Goodman's cash payments: "my impression was his were pretty regular" 

"The show business guy also had a lot of contacts," different areas required more cash payments than others says Kuttner in 
police interview 

Kuttner says he would have no further idea about the identities of source other than the names on the dockets. 

Kuttner cannot understand why Goodman created a new identity for Mulcaire, if paid elsewhere. 

Kuttner recalls another contract named at Parliamentary Committee in 2008/9 but in another name suggested by "NOTW 
person" 

"The informants name was not his true name," recalls Kuttner of one instance. "There's not a policy," of pseudonymity, "but it 
would go on" 

Kuttner says the greatest bulk of payments have their names and addresses logged - false names an exception 

"I was also shaken by the deception of myself, the editor, and the News of the World," says Kuttner of Goodman's Alexander 
payments 

Second Stuart Kuttner Police Interview 

Two weeks later: another Kuttner interview: police role read by DC Backers. Stuart Kuttner played by Mark Bryant Heron 

In this later interview Stuart is quizzed about his Blackberry handset and whether other people used it. He used persona and NI 
email addys 

Kuttner agrees he was NI's "the head man" when it came to the payments that would end up in the accountants system in 
Peterborough 

Kuttner says he "didn't decide to be old fashioned" but liked things on paper such a payment requests over and pound;1000k 

Back after this wretched @twitter lockout. Always happens when there's more to tweet! Saved drafts now reposted 

Back with #hackingtrial and Kuttner's police interviews: with DC Backers reading role of detectives and Bryant Heron reading 
part of Kuttner 

Kuttner says payments above and pound;50k were very rare, but would go even further up the tree. 
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Kuttner says "that once we get into thousands rather hundreds" on payments "the editor would get involved" 

Kuttner said it would involve the editor and the department head if the "buy" was big enough. 

"It could be and pound;15k, it could be and pound;5k, it could be and pound;2k" provoking a discussion with editor over a 
picture buy, says Kuttner in police interview 

"So who makes the decision?" Kuttner "Let me help you. There might be some misconception" Kuttner compares himself with a 
church manager 

"They would go ahead, and you'd have to accept that?" asks detective. "Absolutely," replies Kuttner of power of editors over 
managing editor 

Sun publisher posts and pound;75m pre-tax loss http://www.theguardian.com/media/2013/dec/17/sun-publisher-loss-news-
group-newspapers 

Kuttner is asked about his bonus, and what it might be in relation to: "I don't know," says Kuttner: "I don't want to speculated...." 

"I do recall it was.... a short letter. This is your bonus." That's all Kuttner can recall in police interview about bonuses at NOTW 

Sometimes, rarely, Kuttner would recommend someone else for a bonus. But usually it was the editor's remit. 

Kuttner might recommend a bonus because of outstanding story or picture scoop. 

Kuttner explains the expenses system, sometimes claims, sometimes on an 'advance docket'. He didn't like late claims 

Kuttner says he would "have knowledge" of cash payments to contributors. Meetings were not minuted or recorded in regard to 
finances 

Kuttner says his bonuses "weren't city bonuses, unfortunately": around and pound;10k to and pound;15k. 

Kuttner is asked by a police detective about medical problems relating to his memory, ever since his heart attack and brain 
stem stroke 

Kuttner: "I'm answering your questions as best I can... I cannot invent...." Detective: "No, I'm not asking you to speculate" 

"Is the reason you don't know the passage or time or your medical condition?" asks Detective of Kuttner during interview: "As 
my doctors." 

"It's not even there. I can't retrieve it," says Kuttner pointing to his head. Has to be explained police interview has no CCTV only 
voice 

Justice Saunders notes of Kuttner interview there is a "long section on why he doesn't know why he doesn't know" 

Kuttner is asked about guidance for his particular role: "if so, I'm not aware of it.... If there was a manual, I wasn't aware of it" 

Kuttner says he can't recall standard operating procedures or risk assessments of any of NOTW journalists. 

DC Fletcher led this second Kuttner interview in August 2011, now covering fallout from Goodman's dismissal 

Police interviewer now moves onto Glenn Mulcaire: "I really don't know very much about him... he had a contract over several 
years" 

"I don't really know much about that," Kuttner on Mulcaire's role as a 'inquiry agent' who was a 'regular freelance' 

Kuttner can't recall how long Mulcaire worked for NOTW 

Kuttner can remember Mulcaire was paid around and pound;100k plus a year for his services as this was more economically 
effective 

Kuttner remembers it being more "cost effective" to put Mulcaire on contract, but can't remember who approved that. 

Kuttner remembers Mulcaire worked with Miskiw, and then the news that emerged that he worked with Goodman 

Kuttner agrees and pound;100k was a lot of money, but can't say it was a lot of money in regard to the services he was 
providing, what he didn't know 

Kuttner doesn't know who put the new contract in place: "possibly by me, I don't know." 

"In the wake of the Goodman affair, I discovered he'd been paid as Nine Consultants Ltd," says Kuttner of Mulcaire. Also aware 
of Alexander 

Kuttner doesn't know if Mulcaire's contract was exclusive, or whether he had any other contract with another member of News 
International 

"If such had come to light....they would have been challenged" says Kuttner of possibility of Mulcaire billing through another NI 
paper 

Kuttner on exclusivity explains that individual writer could offer a story not accepted by NOTW "to another non rival newspaper" 

"Pretty chunky sum of money for anybody," says Kuttner of Mulcaire's annual and pound;100k payments 

"I'm familiar with the name Mulcaire after all that's ensued,' says Kuttner in 2011 interview, now being read out in #hackingtrial 

"I think I was informed," says Kuttner of Mulcaire's contract. As for anyone else other than Miskiw and Goodman knowing: "I'm 
not aware." 

"I back in this area of avoiding speculation," speaking of Mulcaire's cash payments coming through his office 
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"I don't believe so.... " says Kuttner of speaking to Mulcaire: "I don't recollect doing so. But if I did, I did," 

Kuttner says he might have spoken with Mulcaire - "this is pure speculation" but "if he says he did I wouldn't deny it." 

"To the best of knowledge, no." Kuttner says of the attending social functions with Mulcaire 

Kuttner is asked how Mulcaire information was validated? Kuttner uses examples of photos or sworn affidavits. 

"The source of the story might be the very personal at the heart of the story," says Kuttner of how NOTW's stories 

When asked whether an editor would want 'hard evidence" Kuttner says "it's not as easy as that" but still agrees need for 'hard 
proof' 

"I'm afraid.... Clive Goodman deceived the newspaper," says Stuart Kuttner about the payments to Mulcaire for hacking 
Royal aide phones 

"Not that I can recollect," says Kuttner of tasking Mulcaire, or becoming involved with any story involving him him 

Ten minute break 

Third Stuart Kuttner Police Interview 

Back with #hackingtrial and the reading out of Stuart Kuttner's third interview, he played by prosecutor, Weeting Detective 
playing another 

Saunders to Jury: "Bad news is we've got a long way to go. Good news is we can start on page seven" 

Kuttner is asked if 'Paul Williams' means anything to him. Kuttner says "yes" and remembers DCMS inquiry mentioning it meant 
Mulcaire 

Kuttner cannot remember another Mulcaire pseudonyms "Jane Street, John Jenkins, Matey" - "I handle a lot of documents" 

Kuttner asked what his response to a "Matey" invoice: "Goodman being a very senior chap.... I might just have signed it off." 

Kuttner asked (in 2011 interview) again about 'Alexander' payments: "he does have a recollection... and now knows it was 
Mulcaire" 

"It all comes back to the person producing the docket. If it was someone who'd been.... a news editor... I would have approved 
it" Kuttner 

Kuttner cannot recall being involved in the legal dispute with Goodman/Mulcaire and NI - Cloke and Crone would have dealt 
with that. 

Kuttner says he remembers "firming up protocols in terms of cash payments" after Goodman/Mulcaire arrests and convictions 

Renewed contracts were sent to 'inquiry agents' who worked for NOTW after Goodman/Mulcaire conviction in 2006 

Kuttner is asked about hacking of Max Clifford and Gordon Taylor: he can't help on that because he wasn't involved 

Kuttner explains his long term knowledge of Miskiw from Evening News. They both arrived at NOTW around about the same 
time. 

Kuttner says Miskiw's move to Manchester "might have been for domestic reasons". Investigations Unit set up a while before 

Investigations Unit covering drug smuggling, murder suspects, could last month tying up journalists and reporters for a long 
time 

Kuttner can't remember if there was a new contract for Miskiw's role as head of Investigations Unit - a small number in a small 
room, 2-4 

Kuttner's day to day contact was the same as most people - not always day to day, probably spoke most about money 

Kuttner thinks Miskiw reported direct to the editor when running the investigations unit for NOTW 

"We trusted our staff," says Kuttner of the controls historically kept on NOTW journalists. 

Kuttner on Miskiw: "sometimes him and his team took a long time producing material.... he became very intense about his 
material" 

Kuttner on Miskiw: "He was passionate.... and this kind of problem can become a problem." 

"Competition in a newspaper office, perish the thought!" Kuttner laughs in police interview in response to questions about 
culture of NOTW 

"I'm not saying there were no issues. I'm saying I can't recall any issues": Kuttner on Miskiw's request for payments. 

"All these positions are.... empowering positions," Kuttner on new editors. 

Kuttner on Neville Thurlbeck: "he was involved in most the major stories.... one or two he was involved in, I got involved in." 

Kuttner recalls the Mark Oaten story, and that Kuttner should add weight to Thurlbeck's allegation that Oaten led a double life 

Kuttner recalls Thurlbeck's time as chief reporter: he would occasionally seek advice. He went Oaten's house on cold winter's 
morning 

Kuttner remembers the 'For Neville' document emerging in parliament and assumed connection between Thurlbeck and 
Mulcaire then 
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Kuttner said he never socially mixed with NOTW except at Christmas parties etc. 

Kuttner says that Miskiw did attend news conferences at NOTW, both as news editor and head of investigations unit. 

Kuttner spoke to a former NOTW journalist who cannot be named for legal reasons when staying down in Mevagissey in 
Cornwall 

Kuttner is now asked about James Weatherup - senior reporter and news editor. "I had a respect for him as a senior journalist" 

"I sometimes knew what he was doing because some of his enterprises were quite costly," says Kuttner on Weatherup, and 
cites Spenser story 

Kuttner is asked about Weatherups phone numbers, and his connections with Mulcaire - can't remember 

Kuttner vehemently denies being involved with any conspiracy to hack phone messages with Weatherup 

Memorandum by Goodman to Phil Hall with credits and payments for 'Matey' in 1998 for background information on page lede 

BREAKING: first Goodman mention of codename for Mulcaire - Matey - in email to Phil Hall in 1998 

Kuttner shown by police the Miskiw/Mulcaire contract for 2001 for "Euro Research" 

Kuttner has "no recollection" of the Mulcaire contract in his police interview, being read out in Court 12 of Old Bailey 

Kuttner recognises the Miskiw signature in 2002 Mulcaire contract. 

BREAKING: Kuttner asked about such high value Mulcaire contract in 2002 "I would expect his was approved by then editor" 
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Wednesday 18 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Third Stuart Kuttner Police Interview - 30 August 2011 
Fourth Stuart Kuttner Police Interview - 9 September 2011 
Fifth Stuart Kuttner Police Interview - 18 May 2012 

Prosecution Evidence on "top left" tasking 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Tasking Evidence 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Third Stuart Kuttner Police Interview - 30 August 2011 

Back at #hackingtrial for the penultimate day before Christmas. Continuing with Stuart Kuttner's evidence. 

30th August 2011 interview with Kuttner: Bryant Heron reading in as him. DC Backers as interviewing officer two years ago 

Kuttner is shown the contracts signed by Mulcaire and Miskiw. 2003 contract has a letter of agreement attached. 

Kuttner can't recall the Mulcaire contracts but the figures are familiar 

Kuttner says of these agreements "there may have been a dialogue with the editor" about them 

Kuttner was an assistant editor on Special Investigations - the unit run by Greg Miskiw which employed Mulcaire 

Kuttner is shown a 2005 contract for Mulcaire signed by Neville Thurlbeck. He says he doesn't believe he's seen this document 
before 

Kuttner says he wouldn't have expected Thurlbeck to have signed this without permission of News Editor. 

Kuttner is shown a 'Paul Williams' (Mulcaire alias) contract over a Gordon Taylor inquiry for and pound;7k. 

Kuttner says he's relying on Parliamentary Inquiry for his memory of Paul Williams and Gordon Taylor settlement 

Saunder points out the Williams contract is "very strange... won't publish anything you say but will pay and pound;7k when we 
publish it" 

Kuttner is asked about the and pound;2k Mulcaire was paid after arrest and conviction. "I simply don't recall.... sorry I don't 
know. Don't recall' 

Kuttner is shown a Mulcaire authorisation with his signature in the bottom right and notes news editor's signature 

The Mulcaire invoice signed by Kuttner specifies "research" and is dated from early 2007 - after Mulcaire's sentencing 

Kuttner is asked about Milly Dowler: "I recall going to see the police in Guildford to see if there was anything the paper could 
do..." 

"I took someone from the paper with me, and spoke to the then Chief Constable of Surrey, Dennis O'Connor," Kuttner on Milly 
Dowler case 

"It was a time I was quite deeply involved in the Sarah's Law campaign," says Kuttner of his visit to Surrey Police re Milly 
Dowler 

Kuttner saw an officer in charge of Dowler investigation with a female reporter he can't recall 

Kuttner recalled the fact of an "exploratory meeting" - he can't remember how long the meeting was or what was agreed 

"I would have known at the time but I don't know now," Kuttner says of who in the NOTW was involved in the Dowler case 

Kuttner says the purpose of the phone call with Chief Constable was to build a connection. 

"I don't think I had any further involvement," says Kuttner on Dowler. Can't remember if a reward was offered. Would have 
talked to editor 

Kuttner says of Dowler "if I was running a newspaper I would throw a lot of firepower at it" 

Kuttner can't remember how many phone calls he made to Surrey Police. He also remembers a press officer "I think it was a 
woman" 

When asked if he had any further involvement with Milly Dowler Kuttner replies; "Not that I can recall" 

"Making notes is one thing... making a recording, even a written recording, is another," says Kuttner of his contacts with Surrey 
Police 

Kuttner says he wasn't involved in strategy or coverage of Dowler story, but "only the editor" would assign personnel on scale 

Kuttner remembers the police had "some suspects locally... possibly the girl's father" over Dowler disappearance in 2002 

Kuttner can't recall if he wrote down the Dowler information: "I absorbed it.... I wasn't the person assigning reporters to the 
story" 
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Kuttner can't remember if Thurlbeck and Miskiw were involved in Dowler story, or if they reported back and discuss strategy 

Kuttner says he didn't assign any inquiry agent on Dowler case, or task Mulcaire 

Kuttner says Dowler case would have been discussed at daily management meetings and editorial conferences "like every 
other paper" 

All Kuttner says of Milly Dowler phone hacking is "what I"ve read in the papers" 

"It seemed to me to be a disturbing and quite appalling event" says Kuttner of Dowler phone hacking. 

Kuttner was asked if he was ever told of content of Milly's voicemail mesages: "not at all, no" 

Kuttner has no recollection of "redacting or changing" the Dowler story on the basis of information on her voicemails 

Kuttner says the in house lawyer would see words and pictures of story as it developed. He can't recall this in Dowler case 

Kuttner is asked about an email he sent to Sarah McGregor press liaison for Surrey Police on 20/04/02 re Dowler 

Kuttner is shown a couple of pages from Mulcaire's notes with a 'Neville' tasking and details on Milly Dowler's family 

Kuttner is shown another Mulcaire note with a 'Greg' tasking. He can't recall if Thurlbeck and Miskiw were involved in the 
Dowler story 

Kuttner now thinks the email to press liaison in Surrey might have been about setting up meeting re 'Amanda Dowler': it is read 
out to him 

Email from Kuttner says the NOTW contacted' Dowler Squad with "information we have received... messages left on Amanda's 
mobile phone" 

Kuttner's refers to a message from a recruitment agency left on Milly Dowler's phone: "I don't recall any other detail" 

"Presumably this is information that has been given to me by someone," says Kuttner of messages on Milly Dowler's voicemail 

Kuttner's email also offers to provide Surrey Police with tape recordings of Milly's voicemail. "I don't know at this distance" 
where from 

Kuttner's email says they "radically and substantially amended" the Dowler article but he can't remember actually doing that. 

He can't remember any other details from his email about a hoaxer calling Milly's mother, checking into a hotel etc. 

Kuttner email goes into more forensic detail about the hoaxer and the voice mail messages. "I don't doubt I wrote it, but I can't 
recall it" 

Kuttner's email goes into more details demanding three answers from Surrey Police about their Dowler inquiries. 

Kuttner on email: "these events were nine years ago, and not uppermost in my mind, I mean not even in my mind" 

Kuttner is asked by police in 2011 interview about being in possession of Milly's voicemail. He says "I'll see what inquiries I can 
make" 

"I must have got this information from someone, but I don't know who" Kuttner says of claiming he had voicemails of 
missing Milly Dowler 

"You clear stipulate you have in your possession voicemails," says police officer. Kuttner replies: "Not in my personal 
possession" 

The two page email from Kuttner in 2002 to Surrey Police about Dowler: "I need some time to investigate... if you can help 
me..." 

"I don't believe you wouldn't have checked the facts before going to police," says officer. Kuttner says he needs time to read the 
email 

Kuttner goes through email "I'd like to get to the bottom of this... and talk to people at NOTW" about the email: Officer: "What 
people?" 

"You knew her voicemails had been hacked," says officer to Kuttner in 2011 interview. Pause in interview. 

Fourth Stuart Kuttner Police Interview - 9 September 2011 

Another Kuttner interview 9th Sept 2011: his legal representative complains about lack of advance disclosure and neurologists 
report 

Kuttner's legal representative asks for advance disclosure because of his clients poor health 

Kuttner wants to read in an advance statement into the police tape about his email to Surrey Police on Dowler 

Kuttner says "I have no memory of it all... who provided me with information.... Unable to assist further at this stage." 

Kuttner's written statement is handed over to police in an interview (read out verbatim in court) from September 2011 

Police interviewers return to the subject of Milly Dowler phone hacking, and Kuttner's email to Surrey Police possess her 
'phone messages' 

Kuttner's written statement says "It's not helpful to speculate about this letter." to Surrey Police about Milly Dowler voice 
messages 2002 
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In reply to Weeting Detectives Kuttner says "in light of restraints put on me, I don't think it's helpful to speculate" about Dowler 
hacks 

"I have, to the best of my knowledge, nothing to do with that letter," says Kuttner. Then corrects: "No, I have not denied that 
letter." 

"I have nothing whatsoever to hide, but I don't think it's helpful to speculate," says Kuttner about his email citing Dowler 
voicemails 

"At this distance of time, and in the context of health considerations, I have no knowledge of the letter," Kuttner says of email 

Kuttner's counsel Caplan cuts short the re-reading: "My client just keeps reiterating he can't remember." We jump forward in 
interview 

"To the best of my knowledge, I have had no dealings with Mulcaire," says Kuttner. Denies conspiring with, or tasking him. 

Interviewing officers cite Kuttner's notebooks with both the number of McKenzie and Milly Dowler's number, and relevant 
NOTW articles 

Kuttner accepts that he was the 'formal go-between' between NOTW and Surrey Police 

Police officer puts to Kuttner facts from his diary; he replies "I think I used the word speculation, because I don't recall precise 
events" 

"I don't accept your terminology," says Kuttner to interviewing police officers accusing him of substantial involvement in Dowler 
story 

Kuttner says PA had access to this email but wouldn't have sent police letter. "I do not recollect the letter, nor do I deny the 
letter." 

Fifth Stuart Kuttner Police Interview - 18 May 2012 

18th May 2012 interview with Kuttner now being read out in court with Bryant Heron playing part of Kuttner: DC backers police 
interviewers 

On this occasion Kuttner's legal representative has a prepared statement as Kuttner does not want to answer any more 
questions 

This is the fifth time Kuttner has been interviewed under arrest. His prepared statement denies phone hacking and bribery 
charges 

Kuttner's prepared statement says he's 72, and despite brain stem stroke been "plunged into a nightmare" with these 
"interrogations" 

"The pressure of this intense police activity is intolerable," says Kuttner's prepared statement to police on fourth interview under 
caution 

Mr Kuttner thereafter declined to answer any further questions. Short break 

Prosecution Evidence on "top left" tasking 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

Judge tells jury an 11 am start tomorrow morning, because of legal argument. Prosecution call DC Oskiewitcz to deal with 'top 
left' tasking 

The 'top lefts' were the names Mulcaire assigned to those who tasked him - mainly news editors like 'Neville' and 'Greg' 

Bryant Heron gives way to Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, "I'm sorry... this will be a couple of hours" on this schedule 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Tasking Evidence 

Laidlaw wants to separate out the Mulcaire taskings during the period of Rebekah Brooks' editorship 2000-2003 

Laidlaw for Brooks gives an introduction to the Mulcaire arrest and Operation Caryatid 

Laidlaw reiterates there were about 8,000 pieces of paper seized from Mulcaire. Each piece of paper copied separately as pdf 

Laidlaw goes over the appearance of Mulcaire taskings - some bound notebooks, incomplete notebooks, some notebooks 
fallen apart 

"Not every page of 8000 or so had to do with 'taskings':" agrees DC Weeting Office. Some pages of bank statements etc. 

Laidlaw asserts about 2,400 pages of 8k have nothing to do with tasking - 5,600 documents consistent with tasking. 

Laidlaw asks more about the police production of what is generally called the 'Top Left Schedule' detailing the timeline of 
taskings 

All these top left Mulcaire schedules relate to four individuals who were at one time News Editors at News of the World 

Of 5,600 pages of Mulcaire taskings: about 2,200 bore one of the four news editors names. 

600 taskings of those cover the period of Rebekah Brooks' editorship at News of the World compare to 1600 for Coulson 

Two news editors did not join News of the World until Brooks had left in 03, so Laidlaw only concerned with Greg Miskiw and 
Neville Thurlbeck 
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Agreed facts or admissions on Miskiw: he started on NOTW in 1987, news editor 1996, assistant editor of news and investig 
October 2000 

"In short Mrs Brooks inherited Mr Miskiw... he continued to work for NOTW after Brooks' departure," says Laidlaw for Brooks. 

Admissions on Thurlbeck: joined NOTW as freelance 88, reporter 94, investigation news editor October 2000, news editor 2001 

Laidlaw makes the same case Brooks inherited Thurlbeck, and that he continued to work for NOTW even when Brooks 
departed to edit the Sun 

2/3rd of Mulcaire taskings from Brooks' era were for Greg: 400 of the 600. Neville begins to task more consistently later 

"One of the matters that came to the attention of my team were duplicate entries," says Laidlaw of police schedule on Mulcaire 
taskings 

By duplicates Laidlaw means double entries made by Mulcaire, not multiple copies of same document 

Some duplicate Mulcaire notes were transfers from unbound paper and into larger notebooks. 

Laidlaw says defence team had identified 61 duplicate entries: the police agreed 46 duplicates and set out of reasons. 

Laidlaw cites three examples of the 46 duplicate Mulcaire notes 

Jury shown entries for David Cook: landline, mobile, postcode, ref to Surrey Police, Rank DCS, and Hendon. 

Laidlaw shows almost identity set of records for Dave Cook on another notebook 

Same person tasking and the same date for the two Dave Cook entries 

Laidlaw shows another e.g. of Mulcaire duplicates: Jacqui Hames - address, DOB, payroll number, national crime faculty, 
NCIS, Yard, ex hub 

FYI: Laidlaw's first two e.g's of Mulcaire duplicate taskings happened to have been two police officers - Jacqui Hames and 
David Cook 

Third eg of duplicate brought up by Laidlaw is a court case, around Southwark Crown Court. 19/11/02 Targets, landlines 

The target of this Mulcaire duplicate is a barrister, chambers listed, and civil case. 

This seems to be an undated Miskiw tasking: there's a reference to Victoria, Lionel, and 'confirmation' 

The third duplicate Laidlaw has used as an example of one of the 46 duplicate entries seems to be a barrister. 

This leaves 554 taskings of Mulcaire during Brook's editorship of NOTW 

Laidlaw wants to know about the additional 3,400 non tasking Mulcaire pages. DC Oskiewicz can't comment on those. 

Laidlaw goes back to the Milly Dowler timelines: there are six taskings that don't relate to Brooks or Coulson. 

Laidlaw goes through the Mulcaire taskings from 1999 before Brooks arrived. 

One tasking from 1999 is from 'Clive' seems to go to several pages 

A 4 page Mulcaire tasking from 1999 appears to be from Greg. 

Jonathan Laidlaw QC, counsel for Brooks, points out hat another 1999 Mulcaire entry has one page with Clive and another with 
Greg 

Another Clive tasking for 1999 notes Laidlaw as he painstakingly goes through Mulcaire's notebooks 

Laidlaw speeds up with more Mulcaire taskings prior to Brooks' arrival. 

FYI the third duplicate was about a barrister called Christine Russell 

Back after the break with Laidlaw going through the top left schedules of Muclaire during Brooks' editorship of News of the 
World 

Laidlaw: "A large number of separate pages were stapled together... we saw large examples of that in 1999." 

Laidlaw makes the point that a Mulcaire bundle of 10 pages, 4 pages are taskings. 

Laidlaw has amendments for these Mulcaire tasking schedules. 

Laidlaw moves out a couple of undated Mulcaire entries from the Brooks period of editorship. 

A couple of other Mulcaire taskings Laidlaw suggests should not be in the Brooks timeline 

Laidlaw also challenges a Mulcaire entry during Brooks' period for Sven-Goran Eriksson which seems to be relate to Faria 
Alam 

Having made a small number of corrections, Laidlaw goes through the appearance of the schedule that covers Mulcaire's 
timeline 

Laidlaw for Brooks suggests there are three mistakes in the phone number schedule. 

Laidlaw says 550 Mulcaire taskings from May 2000 till Jan 2003 - the period of Brooks editorship, and asserts 307 have no 
mobile numbers 

Breaking down the schedule was the responsibility of four officers, Laidlaw confirms from Weeting Detective at #hackingtrial 
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Laidlaw is going through the police methodology for organising the notes: taskers, targets etc. 

Laidlaw says that some pages are blagging not hacking. 

"We're concerned at your assessment.... you're not sure if it's a blagging or hacking, and might relate to neither" Laidlaw to 
Weeting DC 

Edis objects to Laidlaw's categorisation of these unsure documents as 'not hacking' - they're just unsure 

"I'm dancing on the head of a needle, rather" says Justice Saunders of these distinctions of Mulcaire taskings. 

Laidlaw says of Mulcaire taskings during Brooks editorship: 218 dated taskings,106 circumstantially dated,13 undated 

Laidlaw goes through the undated taskings - mainly related to NOTW articles that coincided with targets (eg, Andy 
Gilchirst, John Leslie) 

Another NOTW article and associated target related to Peter Foster 

Laidlaw brings up a Greg tasking for Charlotte Church - Orange Platform number. 

Laidlaw says of nine significant hacking entries in the entire 550 taskings there are no direct dial numbers 

Laidlaw claims that a NOTW article on Charlotte Church "Charlotte is on the gravy train" is not related to a Mulcaire tasking 

The Mulcaire tasking notes Gatwick and America re NOTW Charlotte Church story and speculation of a split 

Laidlaw brings up Peter Foster stories in three NOTW editions (Foster was involved in Cheriegate). 

Laidlaw asks if there was anything that connects Mulcaire notes with NOTW: Weeting DC notes an email address which 
appears in NOTW 

Laidlaw goes to another two Peter Foster articles to see if anything on Mulcaire's notes that tallies beyond email address. 

Laidlaw has gone through all the 13 category three (undated) Mulcaire hacks one by one. 

Laidlaw for Brooks is now querying the police's rationale for dating some of the other Mulcaire entries 

Laidlaw cites a Mulcaire note doing 'call analysis' around Will Young's telephone - linked to a NOTW article 

Some confusion on categories 1/unsure 2/probably a blagging 3/definitely a hacking: Laidlaw establishes 13 in the last category 

Laidlaw for Brooks now going through the defence version of the audio tapes recovered Mulcaire's premises 

There are no voicemail recordings recovered from Mulcaire's premises: Saunders reminds the jury Kuttner claimed he had 
tapes 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, wants to look at the taskings for when Andy Coulson was editor of NOTW. 

Coulson's counsel wants to establish two particular points about his Mulcaire schedule: overwhelming number of taskings 
related to Greg 

Langdale notes that a very large number of undated Mulcaire taskings relate to Greg. 

Court breaks until 11 am tomorrow. 
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Thursday 19 December 2013 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Last Day of the Hacking Trial for this Year 
Some Filing work for the Jury 

Prosecution Evidence on Royal Voicemails 
Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Guest 
Kate Middleton Phone Hacked 
Prince Harry's Phone Hacked 

Prosecution Evidence on Arrests 
Agreed Facts on Arrests and Police Interviews 
Rebekah Brooks Prepared Statement 
Andy Coulson Prepared Statement 
Clive Goodman Prepared Statement on Misconduct 
Rebekah Brooks Prepared Statement on Misconduct 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Last Day of the Hacking Trial for this Year 

On the last day of #hackingtrial before Christmas, the court is currently preoccupied by legal argument. Jury in around 11 a.m. 

Saunders explains to jury they may get an early day because of continuing legal arguments 

Some Filing work for the Jury 

Edis QC, counsel for the prosecution, produces a new jury bundle while his junior, Chalkley, hands them out. Brooks is not well 
today 

The judge tells the jury Brooks has attended very diligently and is only late today due to illness. Coulson absent this PM for 
good reason 

Rebecca Chalkley, counsel for the crown, is now handing out dividers to the jury and new schedules 

Saunders asks jury: "Are you happy?" Slight pause "Not generally.... But with what you've just done" Laughter in court 

Chalkley asks the jury to add the 'Alexander' timeline behind new dividers; Saunders says "Sorry if this seems like a primary 
school class" 

Chalkley for the Crown now adds Farish and Anderson timelines: "This is why we use recycled paper," jokes Justice 
Saunders, on a roll today 

Saunders explains there's an "index of royal voicemails to be added" to this bundle 

Prosecution Evidence on Royal Voicemails 

Giving evidence - Operation Weeting Detective DC Guest 

Edis examines DS Guest from Operation Weeting who is the police witness for this part of the #hackingtrial evidence at the Old 
Bailey 

Edis explains there is "new material" in this bundle 

Edis shows a four page index of royal voice mails to the jury: a transcript of message on phone of Helen Asprey about "our 
mutual friend" 

Edis reads out a doctor's message about medical condition of William recorded by Mulcaire from Asprey's phone 

22/01/05 Email from Goodman "Health inf scanned from Helen Asprey's phone" re HARRY not WILLIAM CORRECTION 

Edis then reads out subsequent NOTW article about Harry's "nazi new injuries" (not not a typo) 

The email about Asprey was sent from Goodman to Coulson around time of Harry's injury story 

Edis shows another Royal Voicemail from Goodman's home address. Police transcript recovered from Goodman's lawyer's files 

This voicemail is Harry leaving the message on Lowther-Pinkerton's phone about essay: relevant NOTW emails over the page. 

08/12/05 Goodman to Coulson on Harry exam: "have you stood it up" Coulson: "A million miles away..." 

Goodman email to Wallis 09/12/05 seen before. 10/12/05 Goodman to Coulson and Wallis about "our man on ops" and 
Sandhurst exam rules 

Edis Goodman email about Harry's exam "cheating" on 10/12/05 Replies to Coulson "Just finished records.... need to go 
through tapes" 

Edis cites Wallis reply "Blackadder lead next week I'd say" on Harry's exam stuff. 18/12/05 NOTW on Lowther-Pinkerton and 
exam allegations 
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Kate Middleton Phone Hacked 

BREAKING: Kate Middleton hacked. "Hi baby it's me" says Prince William in voice mail read in hackingtrial 

BREAKING: Prince William message to Middleton talks of being nearly shot in army exercise 

Goodman email: "William got shot in night exercise..." to NOTW editors. 

NOTW 29/01/06 Blackadder lead cites information hacked from Middleton's voicemail 

Edis then cites email about "Matey's weekly payment" for Mulcaire: one of items mentioned 29/01 "William shot in ambush" 

BREAKING: another Prince William voice message found in Mulcaire's address: heavily redacted 

William calls Kate "Babykins" at 5.30 in the morning. "I hope you're allright" THIRD voicemail from William to Kate recovered 

In third voicemail, retrieved from Goodman's address, William says to Kate "If theres's any chance you're free... going to go 
beadling" 

28/01/06 email string Goodman to Coulson: "Andy, William is out beadling.... rule is no leave... dead tricky to stand up" 

Goodman to Coulson: "Pics are looking.... they visited pub first... so a punter could have seen them and called it in" 

Transcript of phone conversation between Goodman talking to press representative talking about "Beagling" story. 

CORRECTION: it's BEAGLING not beadling in Prince William voice mail message to Kate 

12/01/06 Exclusive by Goodman in NOTW "babykins" nickname appears in headline and in text "he wants her to be his 
princess" 

"The pair are secretly phoning and texting each other.... planning to meet against Sandhurst rules," says NOTW. Family pal 
cited as source 

Another William voicemail form Middleton's phone citedn "Hello Baby. It's me.... I'll give you a buzz when I'm in the car," says 
William 

Goodman emails another NOTW editor "Willam is out of Sandhurst tonight.. heading straight to meet Kate... parents place." 

Prince Harry's Phone Hacked 

BREAKING: Prince Harry's phone also hacked. False male voice claiming to be Chelsy 

09/04/06 NOTW "Chelsea tears strip off Harry" - "repentant prince takes an ear bashing." cites hysterical voice: "I love you big 
ginger" 

BREAKING: Prince William joke "Chelsy" voicemail left on Prince Harry's phone read out in #hackingtrial 

Edis for the prosecution goes through the list of Alexander payments (the pseudonym for Mulcaire) that tally with these Royal 
Stories 

Another voicemail described in court is from Andrew Richie to Lowther-Pinkerton about "an incident at a ball last night" 

Goodman emails Wallis and another editor and cites the Richie message to Lowther-Pinkerton. 

Goodman emails Wallis and another NOTW ED about William getting drunk and someone pretending to be a commandant 

Wallis replies to Goodman re Prince William story: "Remind me, how do we know this to be true" 

"I was pissed but I wasn't that pissed," line from Prince William is described by Goodman as "massively dangerous to my 
source" 

Front page of NOTW describes what happened at the Sandhurst Ball, and the complaint from Richie to Lowther-Pinkerton 

More emails three days later from Goodman for and pound;3k credit to "square the guy away pronto" for front page story 

Cash payments for and pound;3k in connection to "Wills page 4 and 5" to Mulcaire cited 

Goodman to Kuttner email about cash payments to sources read out "some are very sensitive" 2002 

Edis for the prosecution canters through emails between Goodman and Coulson we've seen previously 

Emails about acquisition of Royal directories also in this bundle, in chronological order at #hackingtrial 

Goodman to Coulson 23/02/05 mentions Sun journalist tip off "Sun keen to blame Harverson.... or someone's hacking paddy's 
voicemail" 

Goodman tells Coulson he will check if Paddy Harverson's voicemail is password protected in email 

Goodman writes to Bev Stokes about cash payments and email to Kuttner about "you, me, them ending up in jail" if they're 
identified 

01/07/05 Goodman to Kuttner "our man was involved in vetting addresses..." and cuts cash payment 

06/07/05 Goodman to Coulson about Blackadder: "just got great story about Queen and face to face row with cops" 

Goodman email to News ed about his "man in uniform" on 07/07/05 

Goodman email to Coulson 08/07/05 about the "army ring of steel around Buck Palace" and SO14 manning crisis 
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Goodman pushing for cash payments for his "uniformed folks.... couple of sigs would be helpful" 

14/07/05 email to Goodman questioning cash payments for Queen's security story: he reduces it to and pound;500. 

19/07/05 email from Goodman about "stressed out cops... my man got sent away last week>" 

Goodman email to Weatherup about reassignment of 'anti terror' army after 07/07 London bomb attacks 

Goodman says he hasn't asked Lucy Panton: "my VP copper" has all the info 

Goodman email about a missing royal policeman "they hit panic buttton - they find him shopping in a village down the road. 

Goodman says "it might be a bit dangerous for my source" to get more information on false Balmoral alert 

16/08/05 Goodman to Coulson pitching Royal stories. Coulson replies "I need a story this week, Clive, something of substance" 

Edis then cross refers the payments to alleged police sources 'Anderson' and "Farish' for the stories just cited 

20/08/05 Coulson to Goodman: "Blackadder way off mark this week... where is the revelation?" 

"I feel like peeling his face right off" exchange from Goodman seen before cited 

Goodman to Coulson 10/09/05 about Harry story at wedding "To be honest I'd rather be at Jordans" Coulson asks: "How we 
get this? 

New email "Royal Cop" October 05 about a Sun story cop, now claimed to be hectoring Windsor visitors with anti-royal views 

28/10/05 Goodman about a "new project" and palace meltdown involving Lowther-Pinkerton, Michael Peat, and Prince 
William; Coulson says "Pop in" 

Edis then cross refers to payment schedules 16 payments in 16 weeks during this time in 05 

NEW EMAIL 25/11/05 Goodman to Coulson "Got a sec on extending the Matey trial...." (Matey is Mulcaire) Coulson replies 
"Okie Doke" 

06/12/05 Goodman briefs Coulson on William and Harry: "because of squeaky nature of inf cannot discuss in editorial 
conference" 

Kuttner to Weatherup, Coulson, Wallis, Rav Singh on "Cash payments process" December 2005 

Kuttner email on cash payments to protected sources: "memo must be provided to managing editors office" 

Goodman to news editor asking for "William and Kate Christmas pic" payment - "have to work out another way of doing it" 

06/01/06 email about secret party and nightclub event sent to Goodman: "There was a private reception with food and then 
onto club" 

Kate Middleton and Prince Harry's Phones Hacked, Court Hears http://thebea.st/18YZk3p via @thedailybeast 

Goodman about Kate Middleton organising a secret party for Prince William. Edis cross checks "My adorable Kate" and 
pound;1k paid to Mulcaire 

07/02/06 Goodman to Coulson "might we extend matey for one more week..." to track down William and Kate. Coulson replies 
"Fine" 

Goodman to Wallis "My guy came back on Ian Blair... officials had to help to car... It's the talk of everyone at palace the boss 
was pissed" 

Wallis: "What have we got to reply to them. We're no eye witness. No one saw him (Ian Blair) Goodman: "That seems to be a 
no then" 

Goodman on whether Prince William was going to join Royal Guards: "just trying to make the most of what we've got all copy 
is CG Welsh" 

"This is a fact" says Goodman about 'CG Welsh': William had the meeting last night at Sandhurst: told to go to palace for 
supporting quote 

Goodman queried about cost of story on Harry Chelsy S Africa trip "my guy had story about drunken phone calls" says 
Goodman 

Jury shown again Coulson email "How do we know Harry story true?" Goodman "Same source as guy on retainer" from April 
06 

Another email exchange about payments to "Alexander" (i.e. Mulcaire) about 'William's Birthday presents': Kuttner reduces 
down to and pound;250 

Court back at 2.05 pm 

Transcript of Voicemail Message left on Prince Harry's Phone http://wp.me/p1YHIt-f4 

Saunders explains that the proposed live evidence for this pm will no longer take place. Edis explains we'll just continuing look 
at emails 

Edis produces new email 15/07 Goodman to Neil Wallis re "William and Harry" asking whether John Stevens had much to do 
with them re Paget 

Goodman email talks about missing laptop. News ed says "I like that" and then more about Lord Stevens and Paget call. 
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01/08/06 Goodman email about an outstanding cash payment coming back from Kuttner's office. "Contact long standing and 
well placed 

"Realise you're into the pre conf cosh," Goodman asks NOTW news editor to sign of a payment for 'Farish' for missing laptop 
story. 

Edis cites article from telegraph 30/11/06 about the plea hearing for Goodman written by Andrew Pierce, about Goodman's 
budget and Mulcaire 

Email from Hayley Barlow (media and PR) asking whether these Telegraph "facts are true" and increased budget. 

"Pierce may well have contacts here from his days at the NOTW in the 80s". 

New email from Coulson to Wallis: "Can we find out where Pierce got his horribly accurate info from...?" 

Bryant Heron for the crown introduces some new 'admissions' or 'agreed facts by both parties' into the jury's mounting bundles 
of evidence 

Saunders explains to the jury they'll be moving into a new part of the case after Christmas, and they will be able to put some 
bundles away 

Prosecution Evidence on Arrests 

Agreed Facts on Arrests and Police Interviews 

Bryant reads out admissions on arrests, interviews and charges'. 

Admission re Brooks arrest and interview under caution in July 11: made no comment response. In Aug denied it. In Oct 'no 
comment' replies 

Coulson admission: arrested on 10/07/11 for both hacking and bribery allegations. No comment responses in both interviews 

On being charged Coulson said "I deny all charges" 

Kuttner interviewed three times, answered all questions. A Nokia and Blackberry siezed, and items from his home address 

18/05/12 Kuttner made no comment but provided a written statement. His solicitor Andy Burton received a document about 
Kuttner's duties 

Burton wrote to Weeting detectives claiming that Kuttner was misquoted saying he 'micro managed the paper" should have 
been "macro" 

Analysis of interview transcripts showed that he had actually said MACRO managed, not "micromanaged": transcripts corrected 

Nothing was found in search of Kuttner's addresses, or his phone or computers. 

Goodman was arrested at home 08/07/11 and home was searched. During that interview he responded "no comment" 

On second interview Goodman provided a prepared statement and no comment to questioned. When charged he made no 
reply 

Rebekah Brooks Prepared Statement 

Brook's prepared statement 17/07/11 "I've listened carefully to allegations put to me today...." 

"I wish to begin by saying.... I've been the subject of events that have had an enormous and detrimental effect on my life" 

Brooks statement says she has been the victim of "hysterical publicity from our competitors". She says she's stood down from 
her job 

Brooks statement complains about having to change her lawyer (who was being investigated) and having only two days to 
prepare for interview 

In the light of this time pressure, Brooks statement says she hasn't replied to police questions. 

Brooks says she was involved in "all the significant issues" NOTW, but this would not lead to "detailed questions about sources 
of stories" 

Brooks says that responsibility rested with journalist, news editor, sub editor and lawyer. Her role was to make sure paper PPC 
compliant 

Brooks statement claims that the managing editor had responsibility for budgets, relations with PCC and product handling 

Brooks statement says the managing editor controlled payments to private contractors. She says journos signed up to act in 
PCC code 

"On this understanding reporters had a lot of autonomy," says Brooks about possible misconduct among her staff 

Brooks statement she was "appalled that anyone working for NOTW should hack Milly Dowler's voicemail... I have no 
knowledge of Muclaire 

Brooks statement points out that the Milly Dowler story was published when she was on holiday 

"I was first made away phone had been hacked to make stories for NOTW,' Brooks says. "I was shocked..." 
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"I did not know telephone hacking took place during my time at NOTW. I would not have countenanced stories based on 
hacking..." Brooks 

Brooks talks about civil settlements, and the potential civil claim by Max Clifford and loss of income under Coulson 

Brooks said she wanted to draw a line under Clifford problems, and so settled his claim, organised by Tom Crone 

Brooks of material in the safe in her room: "I am not aware of material placed their by colleagues... It is logical phone hacking 
material." 

"Finally, I wish to say.... I will continue to maintain my right of silence for this interview" 

A further Brooks prepared statement: "I continue to deny the allegations of conspiracy to intercept voicemails... I have seen no 
evidence" 

Brooks: "I first heard Mulcaire's name when he was arrested in 2006 and I was first informed I had been hacked." 

Andy Coulson Prepared Statement 

Coulson statement 2011: "I liked to place on record I attended the police station voluntarily... disappointed you've decided to 
arrest me." 

"All kinds of allegations have been made against me.... I have been shown material in advance.... I've been advised I should 
not answer" 

Clive Goodman Prepared Statement on Misconduct 

Goodman statement "In my capacity as Royal Editor material would be passed to me... " 

Goodman "I never had any reason to believe any of this paperwork had been illegally acquired.... Cash payments made using 
system at NOTW" 

Goodman: "To my knowledge... there was no corruption of any member of the Royal Household or police" 

Goodman: "The money was the property of my martial arts trainer" 

Rebekah Brooks Prepared Statement on Misconduct 

Brooks responds to misconduct in public office allegations: "I became editor of the Sun just before we went to war with Iraq..." 

"We are the forces paper.... and raised millions of pounds for servicemen and women... campaigned for kit, against bullying" 

"The Sun was a great supporter of the military services, but would hold the MOD to account when we thought it necessary," 
says Brooks 

Brooks speaks about a universally respected Sun reporter. 

Brooks responds to the emails apparently authorising illegal payments: "I sent and received millions of emails... impossible to 
recall" 

Brooks says Sun journalist did not name sources in emails "that is entirely consistent with industry practices" 

"To the best of my knowledge I have never heard the name Bettina Jordan-Barber.... Certain I never heard her name while 
editor of Sun" 

"There are a myriad of possibilities... other than a military employee... journalists, civilian staff members, husbands and wives 
etc." 

"During my career as editor I must have published 100k stories a year and considered double that number" Brooks says in 
written statement 

Brooks: "Journalists have a duty to protect their sources... Payments were made in cash to help them remain anonymous. " 

Brooks: "I believe the stories were in the public interest" bullying, improper behaviour, impropriety. "I category deny... 
conspiracy" 

Statement Oct 2012 Brooks: "I have chosen to answer allegations by means of a statement." 

"I have never knowingly offered a corrupt payment to serving police officers." Brooks says in October 2012 

Brooks says that story on page 33 "increasingly unlikely I would be involved" or identify a serving police officer. 

Brooks says "story contains only private information completely unrelated to a serving police officer." 

Brooks has "no recollection of Prince William in a swimsuit.... the emails are incomplete... I need to review my own emails" 

Brooks says she's heard the name of two MOD employees "only today" - "my reply was in haste and late in the day" 

"I note from a desk diary that Rupert Murdoch was in the office that day and I had other responsibilities that day," says Brooks 
of email 

"There are lots of interpretations of the PCC code article 10," says Brooks of public interest defence 

Saunders explains to the jury they won't be back until 2pm Jan 6th and repeats warnings about "solely on the evidence" 

Mr Justice Saunders dismisses the Jury for the Christmas Break 

Saunders explains trial is running between 2 or 3 weeks behind but like trains hope to catch up 
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"If you feel like being ill this winter, this break might be a good time, so avail yourself of that," Saunders says to Jury before 
Christmas 

That's it folks. Court 12 still busy with legal argument, but no more live tweets till Jan 6th. Have a great holiday everyone. See 
you soon 
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Monday 6 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
The Trial Resumes after the Christmas Break 

Prosecution Evidence on Counts 6 and 7 
Counts 6 and 7 Evidence for Two weeks. 
Operation Sasha 

Witness - Nick Mays (Archivist at New International) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Nick Mays 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Nick Mays 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

The Trial Resumes after the Christmas Break 

The jury return to court 12 after a two week break from #hackingtrial Wonder if they followed Justice Saunders suggestion 
before Christmas 

Saunders said back before the break: "if you decided to be ill, now would be a good time to avail yourself" - or words to that 
effect 

Prosecution Evidence on Counts 6 and 7 

Counts 6 and 7 Evidence for Two weeks. 

Edis for the Crown outlines the plan for the weeks ahead. Next two weeks counts 6 and 7: on Wednesday Susan Palluccio will 
give evidence 

Pallucio is a slight interruption because she lives in Australia. After counts 6 and 7 will return to other phone hacking evidence 

A juror has to attend a funeral on Friday so the jury will not sit that day - though the court may still sit for legal argument 

Langdale for Coulson explains he will not attend most of the count 6 and 7 sessions because they don't concern him 

Bryant Heron for the crown takes the jury back to counts 6 and 7 - conspiracy to pervert the course of justice 

Brooks and Cheryl Carter are charged under count 6 - removing boxes of archived material from News International 

Bryant Heron then explains Count 7 - which involves Brooks, her husband Charlie and NI head of security Mark Hanna for 
concealing evidence 

Operation Sasha 

The crown have a produced a schedule "Operation Sacha" which details a events around counts 6 and 7. Firstly, the mobile 
numbers are indexed 

Bryant Heron for the Crown goes through the schedule timeline - which matches date and event: first Cheryl Carter archiving 
Brooks docs 

Next event: NI circular about Milly Dowler hacking in July 2011. 

Next event shows calls and locations for Carter Brooks conversations from the days after Milly Dowler scandal explodes in 
July 2011 

The evidence shows caller, duration of call, and 'cell site' placing the caller (in this case Carter) at a postcode (in this case 
Wapping) 

The calls show Carter and Brooks in Wapping till 9.30 on the 7th July 2011 when the closure of NOTW was announced 

The next day on the timeline shows phones attributed to Carter and Brooks at the cell site in Wapping on 8th July 2011 

At 8.53 am on 8/7/11 Carter calls Brooks: Brooks texts back. That evening just before 7pm - Brooks at Wapping cell site, then 
calls Carter 

Coulson was arrested on the 8th July 2011: that Carter contacts NI archivist Nick Mays. Nick and Cheryl Carter collect boxes 

The police seal the NOTW offices on the day after 

Nick Carter is alleged to be Cheryl Carter's son. Accompanying him on the pick up of boxes was the partner of another Brooks 
PA 

Witness - Nick Mays (Archivist at New International) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Nick Mays 

The prosecution call NI archivist Nick Mays. 

Nicholas MAYS had been archivist since 2008: he started work at News International in 1994 
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Mays explains the nature of the archive: it looks after historic documents of the company and hard copies of records 

Mays said in July 2011 the records were stored at a facility in Enfield 

Mays explains to Bryant Heron for the prosecution that people who call or email to access archives: they are verified for 
permission 

Mays and jury is taken to an exhibit about this archive process in a new jury bundle 

Mays explains this is a page from his desk diary from Friday 8th July 2011. He confirms it is his handwriting 

An entry relates to phone call from Cheryl Carter 10 am that morning" 'request PLS return Rebekah's Notebooks" 

Mays identifies a printout of NI crown records management online ordering system: 8 items ordered. 

The order request from Mays was 11.28 am - delivery on the following Monday by standard procedure 

The 8 items have a 'track number', 'container' and alphanumeric bar code number for boxes 

The identifying numbers are unique in the records management system the NI archivist explains to the jury at Court 12 

Seven of the eight items were designated to be handed over to Cheryl Carter says Mays 

Mays now identifies another document detailing the storage of 7 boxes of Brooks' notebooks (from 1995-2007) on 2/09/09 
when she became CEO 

There's a note on this document that Carter told archivist the notebooks belonged to her and another Brooks PA when taken 
out in July 2011 

An email from Mays at 12.10 on 8th July 11 has a request from Paul Nicholas for historic NOTW material for last issue of 
Sunday tabloid 

The Mays email asks for the archived boxes to delivered to the basement of Thomas More Square in Wapping. 

Mays explained there was a urgency in getting boxes back, so they considered asking Premiere Moves quicker than the Crown 
service 

Mays asked for a 2 or 4 hour service on delivery from archives - part of their contract with Crown 

This was actually the first Crown delivery from new archive service to Thomas More Square NI offices 

Mays cannot "recall exact mechanism" for speeding up delivery. Mays said 'next working day' moved from 'greatest degree of 
urgency' 

The jury is shown some bad photocopies of the exchanges between Mays and Cheryl Carter about the urgency of delivering 
archive boxes 

CORRECTION: it's an email exchange with Carter asking archivist Mays for an "urgent phone call" and then "to call her asap" 

Deborah Keegan, another Brooks PA, is also involved in this email exchange 

Another email from Carter - "Hi nick I tried to call you back" 

Carter follows up at 10.59 email to Mays - "Hi nick you call me. I've been trying to call you again" 

Early email message didn't get through to Nick Mays because his name was spelt wrong. 

Bryant May goes to an email in the defence bundle, not contained in the prosecution evidence 

By 12.10 Mays is email Sprake at Crown archives to hurry things up. Mays says also to confirm archive material for NOTW last 
issue 

Mays then identifies the 'delivery work order' from Crown Records management: they show items arrived at Wapping 13.36 on 
08/07/11 

The delivery slips for archive show order copies for 7 items all signed by 'C Carter' 

Mays confirms the alleged Brooks archive boxes were not sealed: dimensions 370 mm, 193 mm, by 256 mm 

Mays says Carter picked the boxes up with another man identified as another PA's husband 

Mays said Carter said about the seven "they would be permanently withdrawn, not something that had been mentioned before" 

Mays saids Carter said many of the notebooks were hers, or Deborah Keegan's - another Brooks PA 

Bryant Heron asks Mays the archivist why this note about books was added: May says "because it was different to that on 
usual transfer list" 

Bryant Heron asks Mays if he called Carter about boxes or instigated their removal: "I did not," Mays says 

Mays explained that he and Carter had "two other issues" at the time. 

Mays explain another issue was the purchase of "some company silver" by Brooks referred to "Charlies' Cheque" 

Previous email had said "Charlie's Cheque is In": some company silverware was handed over to Mays secure store on 
Wapping site 

Mays explained that the NI company silver was valued by outsider, and executives were being asked whether they wanted to 
buy it 
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In his NOTEBOOK (not email) Mays became aware that Charlie Brooks wanted to buy some of the old NI corporate silver. 

Previously archivist Mays had emailed Cheryl Carter in June 2011 about the purchase of silver and see whether Charlie's 
cheque had come in 

11/07/11 Mays chased up the trolley the boxes were taken away on 

Mays had other items stored by Brooks in local store: large board with messages from Sun, framed front pages, Help for 
Heroes medal etc 

Mays says this other stored material was immediately resolved. His last contact with Brooks was the day she resigned. Nothing 
came of that 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Nick Mays 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter (almost inaudible I'm afraid) has further questions for NI archivist Nicholas Mays. 

Mr Trevor Burke QC is the counsel for Cheryl Carter: he asks Mays who actually filled in the original request: Mays "it could 
have been me" 

Burke for Carter tries to ascertain who entered the comments about Cheryl Carter claiming the notebooks were hers 

Burke says the note from Carter is "expressly contradicting the document" that said the notebooks belonged to Brooks 

Mays said he didn't "correct the record" but merely recorded what Carter said about the contents of the 7 archive boxes 

Mays says the archive documents are available on the intranet or emailed. Sometimes forms filled in by hand writing 

Mays says there was stuff archived from Brooks' time as Sun editor. The move to CEO combined with move to Thomas More 
Sq led to less storage 

Mays points out that move to Thomas More Sq didn't take place till a year after Brooks stored her 7 boxes of notebooks. 

Burke asks May how his computer would assist with a 'vague request' for notebooks: but the Carter request was more specific 

Burke notes a 'contradiction' in Mays evidence between calling them "Rebekah's notebooks" used on phone and later 
description 

Mays disagrees on Carter's initial request: "I would have written down what she said to me" about Rebekah's notebook 

Burke then turns to a compliance document from the archiving service from May 2003 

Burke quotes compliance document about labelling etc. 

Burke cites a section on "litigation" and contacting appropriate legal department over archives 

Burke for Carter asks May if lawyer said "don't return the boxes" you'd do that. 

BREAKING: NI archivist says that lawyers and police did nothing to protect or preserve Brooks archives even after her arrest 

"General tenor," of archive Burke says "is designed to store important business docs for News International": Mays agrees 

Mays says they didn't inspect the contents of the boxes in great detail. He also says he didn't check the inspection of 7 boxes in 
question 

Burke for Carter produces an archive box (looks about shoe box size) and asks whether the photo of the box provided is same 
size? 

An email from Carter says Brooks had a portrait to archive. Mays knew she meant storage. 

Burke asks what happened to Brooks' portrait: Mays said it went into executive storage with other items like framed prints 

There's no extensive paperwork for portrait and other items for 'storage' unlike the NI archive system. 

"RBs old front pages" is one email from Mays to both PAs Carter and Keegan about NOTW and Sun. 

The portrait Brooks had in storage is referred to, in a May 2011 email as "the JRM portrait" 

Mays explains to Burke that the main News International archive moved to Crown in Enfield in 2010, the historic archive in 
2011 

Mays explains he always resisted using company storage space for personal items (unlike records etc.) 

Mays makes a distinction between company property and personal property when it comes to Brooks various stored items 

"You departed with the silver before you got the cheque?" asks Burke. Mays confirms that Charlie Brooks got company silver 
before payment 

Cheryl emails someone who has retired and defunct email address with news she has a cheque from Charlie Brooks for silver 
ware 

Carter emails retired Eammon Dyas three days later to speak to her urgently on 7th July 2011 - day of NOTW closure 

Burke counsel for Carter shows jury truncated email from 07/07/11 about NOTW closure. 

These email exchanges between Nick Mays archivist and Cheryl Carter Brooks PA are recovered from Carter's Blackberry 

Initial chitty specified a Monday 11th delivery: Mays says this may have been an automated response to late Friday request for 
Brooks' docs 
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The eighth box on May's list was non urgent request for material for an Avril Russell. 

Burke suggests that Mays only made the Brooks' order 'urgent' because of other NOTW archive material for last issue: He says 
"No I did not." 

Mays recalls one man being present for collection of 7 boxes. He cannot recalled being introduced or his name (Gary Keegan it 
is alleged) 

Burke then cites May's follow up email to Carter about the "missing trolley": Carter says she spent weekend reading 7 years of 
news cuttings 

NI archivist Mays said he did not know Carter wrote a beauty column, and did not link the boxes with her career as journalist 

Cross examination by Burke will continue for 30 mins when court resumes tomorrow morning at 10 am. Bye till then 
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Tuesday 7 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter continues cross examination of Nick Mays 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Nick Mays 
Further Prosecution questions to Nick Mays 
The Judge, Mr Justice Saunders questions Nick Mays 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter re-examines Nick Mays 
Further Prosecution questions to Nick Mays 

Witness - Eamon Dyas (Archivist at New International) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Eamon Dyas 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Eamon Dyas 
Further Prosecution questions to Eamon Dyas 

Witness - Nick Carter (Son of Cheryl Carter) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Nick Carter 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Nick Carter 

Prosecution Evidence on Cheryl Carter 
Giving Evidence - Operation Sasha Detective DS John Massey 
Cheryl Carter Statement to Police 
Cheryl Carter Police Interview under caution 
Second Cheryl Carter Police Interview under caution 
Third Cheryl Carter Police Interview under caution 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter continues cross examination of Nick Mays 

Back at the #hackingtrial with continued cross examination of Nick Mays, an archivist at News UK, by Trevor Burke, counsel for 
Cheryl Carter 

Burke asks Mays if Carter collected anything other than the 7 boxes on the 8th of July 2011: Mays "She did not." 

Brooks resigned on the 15th July - a week after the 7 boxes filed under her name were collected by Cheryl Carter. 

Burke cites the email from 15th July 11 in which she resigned as CEO 

Brooks' email speaks of 'press freedom' and her 'sense of personal responsibility': "I have given James Murdoch my letter of 
resignation" 

"James Murdoch is an inspirational leader... I have worked here for 22 year... I will always be eternally grateful...." Brooks on 
15/07/11 

James Murdoch wrote 10 mins later to NI staff about "solving the problems at NI in relation to NOTW" and Brooks' resignation 

James thanks Brooks:"she's been one of the outstanding editors of her generation". He talks of formation of MSC and closure 
of NOTW 

James' email from 15/07/11 then announces Brooks' replacement as CEO - Tom Mockeridge 

Mays writes that day to Cheryl Carter about 'framed items' stored in Wapping. 

Mays says he could not arrange with Carter the transfer of Brooks' personal items that day 

Burke suggests he can correct Mays' memory: but Mays cannot recollect anything being returned after police search of Brooks' 
office 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Nick Mays 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Mays: "I want to focus on the archives at Enfield.... and not the storage facility in Wapping" 

Laidlaw draws out the distinction between 'storage' and 'archives': the last often "documentation to comply with legal and 
accounting rules" 

The other role of the archives is to preserve the 'corporate identity' of historic papers - like The Times and News of the World 

Archives could include artefacts, important internal memoranda, letters from the public etc. for historic purposes 

Mays explains they had an office at Enfield, even though he was based in Wapping. 

"For records management, we will store non historical material for legal or financial reasons," says NI archivist Mays 

"Any material related to the workings and operations of the company and its staff" is Mays' description of proper archiving 

"The archive is not there to store personal effects?" asks Laidlaw. "Formally, no" says Mays. During NI 'decamp' they made 
exceptions 

The archive at Enfield was "not intended for that use" says Mays of personal effects storage for News International 
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Mays explains that Enfield archive was for the whole of News International, not just News of the World. (Times, Sunday Times, 
the Sun, TLS) 

It's not just the editorial department that uses the archives - "any member of staff can use it to store their records": HR, Legal 
etc. 

"I don't vet the material on general quality grounds," says Mays. "Files, notebook, company generated documentation.... that's 
acceptable." 

They avoid storage of things like Jane's military text books and other supporting documentation at NI archives at Enfield. 

"Let me just set the scene," says Laidlaw; Brooks joined NI in 1989 - Mays in 1994. "She had never personally put anything into 
archive." 

"I couldn't vouch 100 percent the boxes weren't filled by her," says Mays of Brooks archiving. 

Whether Brooks personally put anything in archives Mays says: "I do not believe so." 

Laidlaw sketches Brooks career - researcher, feature writer, editor of features desk: "she spends five years a journalist before 
any exec" 

More on Brooks career at NOTW. She joins Sun as deputy editor in 97. Returns as NOTW editor in 00. Sun editor 03-09. Then 
CEO NI for 2 yrs 

"On none of the occasions where there is a change of job does she appear at NI archive..." asks Laidlaw. "Not personally," 
says Mays 

Laidlaw then moves on to "use of the archive by members of her (Brooks') staff": Mays has made five witness statements to 
police 

Laidlaw cites Deborah Keegan - Brooks PA - who archived material between 2007 and 2009. That material is still there 

Mays says of Keegan's archiving "they all seem to be admin records from that office" - i.e. Brooks editorship of the Sun 

Laidlaw then moves to Cheryl Carter's use of archives. Mays says that she didn't use it, except for the 7 boxes, from 2007 and 
2009 

On his third witness statement covering the Carter use of archive up to 2012: "the seven boxes were the only time she did..." 

Mays says a temporary member of staff archived some of Brooks' stuff in that 5 year period. 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, explores why in September 09, on her promotion to CEO, she needed to archive these seven 
boxes in question 

"This isn't entirely straightforward," explains Laidlaw. Brooks moved from one office (Sun) in Wapping to the CEO's office 

Laidlaw asks whether May knew if Brooks' CEO office was smaller than Sun. No, but he was aware it was Murdoch's office now 
divided in two 

Mays says he never saw the divided CEO office himself. 

Laidlaw says Brooks case is "she had nothing to do with the sending of the seven boxes to the archives in Wapping" 

Brooks case is she had nothing to do with decision to archive the 7 boxes, the labelling or withdrawal. 

Saunders intervenes: "This is just comment." Mays confirms he has no knowledge of this at all. 

Mays says he has "no recollection of the actual process" of originally archiving the boxes. "It's possible" he inspected to verify 
contents 

Mays says he has "no direct recollection" of inspecting the 7 boxes attributed to Brooks 

Mays confirms there was no 'formal record' to remove or access the 7 boxes early than the date in July 2011 

Laidlaw then moves from the archives to temporary storage spaces for staff at News International. 

In October 2010 the senior management at NI moved to TMS (Thomas More Square) and were asked to reduced amount of 
property they transferrred 

Mays remembers "A Help for Heroes" framed medal. Some cartoons, posters, luncheon lists, large board with Sun logo with 
farewell messages 

These personal effects remained in Wapping at a temporary storage facility in which Brooks' staff were allowed to store 
material in Oct 10 

The Wapping storage was about to be closed down on the move to TMS. Laidlaw for Brooks finishes his cross examination of 
Mays. 

Further Prosecution questions to Nick Mays 

Bryant Heron for the Crown has a few follow up questions for the NI archivist. 

Mays is questioned about archiving form that Carter corrected (to say it was her material not Brooks): "It was not out - she didn't 
see it" 

Bryant Heron goes back to the email contact between Mays and Carter: "I never spent any social time with her at all," he says 

"Apart from these three issues.... I had little contact with Mrs Carter," says Mays 
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The Judge, Mr Justice Saunders questions Nick Mays 

Justice Saunders has a few more questions about email to Carter: Mays had some material from 2003. 

Saunders asks about portrait of JRM moved in May 2011 

"I will find a space for everything" about personal effects. But Mays says of combining it with archive material: "Certainly, not" 

Mays said he had no reply about Brooks' personal effects, and brought it up again on the day of her resignation on 15th July 
2011 

Saunders asks about the purchase of the Times silver in May 2011: Charlie Brooks had chosen some from a catalogue 

The evidence shows Mays chasing up Carter on Charlie Brooks' cheque for the silver: goes wrong because of wrong emails 

Trevor Burke, counsel for Carter, intervenes about the timing of the email timings (Carter's Blackberry was one hour behind) 

Saunders ask about Mays note of Carter phone call asking for Brooks boxes: "my recollection is that I would have made it 
during the call" 

Mays then explains to Saunders about Paul Nicholas' simultaneous request for archive material for last edition of NOTW 

Saunders asks Mays about first archive request for 7 boxes and something else for member of legal department, Avril Russell 

Mays says that Crown archiving facility preferred a 'standard delivery' to be booked, which would then be accelerated by a call 
or email 

"It moved to some kind of faster delivery and we would try to work it out," says Mays of archived boxes. Discussion of another 
courier 

Mays explains how a separate moving company (Premiere) was mooted for delivery of the seven archived boxes "from Crown" 

May says he would not have thought of employing anyone else to make that move. The idea of separate moving company not 
initiated by him 

Mays says that he recollection of first discussion at 10 am: "next working day was satisfactory". 

For contractual reasons, Crown had to move 'historical material' (for NOTW last edition) - they had to deliver in four hours. 

The eight boxes were added to the Crown two hour delivery of historic NOTW material says Mays, NI archivist, to Justice 
Saunders 

Three orders were therefore combined in one delivery through Crown, rather than using a separate courier company. 

Mays says he would have only have used the Crown Service for standard delivery 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter re-examines Nick Mays 

Burke counsel for Carter, re-examines Mays about the reasons for expediting the delivery of the seven boxes. 

Burke suggests that the only reason the 7 boxes expedited was because there was room in the Crown van 

Further Prosecution questions to Nick Mays 

Bryant Heron for the Crown goes back to Mays statement about "I must have talked to Cheryl about same day delivery" 

"Cheryl gave no reason why she wanted them quickly," says Mays written statement about delivery of 7 boxes 

"Ten minute break while we find the next witness,"" says Saunders to Jury at Court 12 

Witness - Eamon Dyas (Archivist at New International) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Eamon Dyas 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution calls Eamon Dyas, another archivist at NI 

Dyas was head archivist at NI until 2008, and was replaced by Mays on his retirement. After his retirement Dyas did 
consultancy work for NI 

24th November 08 to September 10 Dyas attended daily as part of his consultancy - dealing with the historic aspects of the NI 
archive. 

Dyas provided further consultancy work over various days in early 2011 at NI archives, specific project related to Australian 
legal case 

Dyas legal investigation in 20111 concerned the Sunday Times investigation into Thalidomide under @sirharryevans 

Dyas confirms seven years was the standard retention period for NI archive. 

Dyas explains that the 'transfer list' is required to itemise what the contents of all boxes filed in the NI archives contain 

Dyas says the written description of archive contents are prepared by those submitting material to archives 

Bryant Heron goes through the transfer list for Carter/Brooks from September 2009 - describing 7 boxes of Brooks/Wade 
notebooks 

Dyas says after the 7 year limit archives write to those who filed the material whether they want them destroyed or not 
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Before destruction, Dyas said the boxes would be inspected for 'historical material' after no longer needed for books and 
records 

"We have no authority over records, they remain the property of the donor department," says Eamon Dyas, former NI archivist 

Dyas said he has no personal recollection of Brooks or Carter storing personal material within the archive 

Dyas says that people did occasionally store personal effects in the archives: he recalls Times Editor Simon Jenkins asking for 
a favour 

Dyas does not recall making any requests to Brooks or Carter to remove boxes from archive 

Bryant Heron for the crown takes Dyas to an email from 04/07/11 addressed to him from Cheryl Carter: "HI Eamon I have 
cheque.. from Charlie" 

Dyas was not working at NI on the 4th July 2011. Further email from Carter on 7th July. Dyas did not receive as he was at 
home 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Eamon Dyas 

Burke, counsel for Carter, asks Dyas about his police statement on Sept 12. 

Dyas was legally disqualified after his retirement from dealing with company record. After Nov 2008 he did agency work 

Dyas was at work when the alleged 7 boxes of Brooks' notebooks were put into the archives by her PA, Cheryl Carter 

Dyas does not record filling in the office use only section. In response to Mays' assertion he did: "He may have better memory 
than I do" 

Dyas says that he couldn't have filled this in because he was no legally permitted to deal with records. He didn't know who filled 
it in. 

Dyas confirms that there was a third person in the department, Mr Jensen, who could have filled in the office only use bit of 
transfer form 

Burke for Carter explores with Dyas what would happen at the review date - in the case of Brooks' seven boxes that was 2016 

Burke refers back to Dyas' police statement about requests for removing boxes offsite 

Dyas says one rare event non personal documentation was removed from archive was for the Bloody Sunday Inquiry 

Burke points out that Carter would have needed Nick Mays' "express consent" to remove the seven boxes attributed to Brooks 

"I don't think I done it," says Dyas when asked by Burke if he had anything to do with the filling in of Carter's transfer form 

This is the first time Dyas has seen one of these emails from Carter about the cheques from Charlie Brooks 

Dyas says "I haven't a clue" about what these emails were about. "She's presumably emailed the wrong person," says Burke 

Dyas had no involvement in the movement of the seven boxes, he tells the Jury. Laidlaw for Brooks now follows up with his 
cross examination 

Dyas joined News International in 1990 working for 20 years in group archives and records department. He only met Brooks 
twice. 

"My contact with her was minimal," says Dyas of his connections with Brooks. He cannot remember any specific contact with 
Cheryl Carter 

Further Prosecution questions to Eamon Dyas 

Bryant Heron re-examines Dyas over his phrase "we were custodians not owners..... NI quite unique having this records 
department. Voluntary" 

"Because they remained the property of donor dept, they could always request permanent removal... and this was always 
acceded to," says Dyas 

Saunders asks if there's any reason they could not require records back: "None whatsoever....but newspapers a fraught 
atmosphere." 

Very rare that permanent removal requested, says Dyas - but archives would have to do it if so requested. 

Historical archivist Dyas asks if he can take police statement with him: "If you want to keep it historically,' jokes Justice 
Saunders 

Witness - Nick Carter (Son of Cheryl Carter) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Nick Carter 

Bryant Heron for the crown calls Nick Carter, Cheryl Carter's son, as a witness 

Bryant Heron asks Nick Carter about events in July 8th 2011: he confirms he went to TM square at News International. He was 
admin assistant 

Carter tells the Jury that his mother asked him to take some boxes in next building, (Thomas More Square) TMS 2 - he was in 
TMS 3 
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Carter says Gary Keegan was there, husband to Brooks' other PA. The three of them went to the archive office in TMS 5 

The three of them went with a trolley to the archive office, collected boxes on trolley. Carter went with Keegan to basement. 

Nick Carter loaded the seven boxes into his car, and then drove the car back to his car park. Drove home at end of day, and 
unloaded at home 

Carter says he just plonked the stuff on the landing. He can't remember if his mum and dad were at home. 

Nick Carter says he had no idea what was in the boxes, nor did he have any discussion about them. First time he'd ever 
removed archive boxes 

Nick Carter says he doesn't know what was done with the boxes. 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Nick Carter 

"I ask you question on behalf of your mother," says Burke counsel for Carter. "You still live at home and have no intention to 
move" 

"I'm not so sure about that," says Nick Carter about never leaving home. Some laughter in court. 

Carter started working for NI in his teens. He followed his mother's column on fashion and make up. Samples would be sent to 
Cheryl. 

When Carter moved with Brooks to the 10th Floor, it was harder to receive make up samples, so Nick would take receipt of 
them 

"Taking items from work home to your mum's house was something you did about once a week," asserts Burke: "A regular 
occurence" Nick says 

Nick Carter says that various people would ask him to collect stuff from various parts of Thomas More Square. 

Nick Carter says it was fairly late in day when he picked up the 7 boxes with Gary Keegan and his mother Cheryl Carter. 

Nick Carter says he cannot assist Burke on what happened to the boxes. Police visited him in Nov 12, same day as Cheryl 
flying back from Oz 

Cheryl Carter phoned her son from Hong Kong: Nick says there was no prior discussion of what to say to the police, he 
confirms to Burke 

Nick Carter was not concerned he was getting his mother into trouble when it told police about removal of boxes: it was a 
regular occurence 

Burke is now going to ask Nick Carter about the family's proposed emigration to Australia. The police alleged a job there was a 
reward. 

Nick Carter went with his dad to visit to Australia, when they decided to emigrate. Visas were agreed in 2007 for Mr and Mrs 
Carter and kids 

As of Feb 07 the family had all passed a medical and had a five year visa. They went on holiday that summer. 

The five year visa period expired in 2012: and pound;1500 was paid in visa costs by the Carter family 

When Cheryl Carter moved to corporate in 2009, she didn't like it there - had a period of illness - and then wanted to go back to 
the Sun 

With the closure of NOTW and Brooks' resignation, Burke alleges, Cheryl Carter then decided to emigrate to Australia with two 
others 

Six tickets were bought for 22/01/12 for entire Carter family to emigrate to Australia and start a new life in Perth. Furniture 
shipped 

The whole family planned to leave 22/01/12. Cheryl Carter and husband travelled previously: she had an interview with 
Murdoch's Perth Times 

Cheryl Carter arrested on 06/01/12 and passport taken: family emigrated waiting for her to join. But she was charged, got ill, 
they returned 

The next witnesses Mr and Mrs Keegan have got a flu bug or something, says Saunders. New evidence coming. Break till 1.50 
pm 

Back at #hackingtrial: the crown calls DS Massey 

Prosecution Evidence on Cheryl Carter 

Giving Evidence - Operation Sasha Detective DS John Massey 

DS John Massey of Operation Weeting verifies the 'Book 101' of the searches of Cheryl Carter's premises in Billericay 

Bryant Heron points out that DS Massey was in charge of the search of Carter's property on 25/11/12 

Attached to the Book 101 are notes by DC Hargreaves of responses by Cheryl Carter while at the premises. 

At the time of the police search Cheryl Carter was present with her husband Geoffrey/Jeffery: "No items were seized" 

The typed up version of DC Hargeaves notes of interview that afternoon. 
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Cheryl Carter Statement to Police 

Carter's statement claimed Dyas wrote several times insisting the boxes had to be moved while Brooks was a bootcamp. 

Brooks statement to police says most the contents of the boxes were hers - which she threw away. Some of Brooks' stuff went 
to TMS 3 

Carter says she binned 30 notebooks of her own. "I thought it was Eamon but it could have been Nick Mays" 

A later statement from Carter was taken 'not under caution'. 

Carter makes a standard declaration on the police statement - 7 pages "true to the best of my knowledge" and is signed by her 
C Carter 

Carter's statement explains her role as Brooks' PA for sixteen years and her beauty column. She claims Mays contacted her to 
remove boxes 

Carter's statement says Mays called twice and she didn't know where to store boxes, and never had time to pick them up. 

Carter says Brooks was away at a boot camp in July 2011 and so she had time to move the boxes. 

Carter says she called Gary - Rebekah's driver - and her son, Nick. Her statement says she didn't know about archiving in 
Enfield. 

Carter says she received seven boxes and three pictures of Brooks. She went through the boxes - three notebooks belonged to 
Brooks 

Everything else in the seven boxes belonged to her, claimed Carter in police statement: 30 spiral bound notebooks which she 
binned 

"No one ever told me I could not or should not get the boxes," says Carter in her first police statement. "Brooks helped me" 
says Carter 

Carter claims Brooks helped her look for work in Australia in initial statement not under caution. 

Cheryl Carter Police Interview under caution 

The first Cheryl Carter interview under caution will now be played on tape in court (hope it's audible): Jury has a transcript 

Tape recording is being played: police offer explains she is entitled to legal advice and can be stopped at any time 

Carter says she's happy to continue with interview: the police officer cautions her: right remain silent but can be given in 
evidence 

Exact implications explained to Carter: she can remain completely silent but judge and jury may wonder why she doesn't use 
this opportunity 

Carter says she understands the reason she was arrested but that she did tell the truth. Officer explains perverting the course 
of justice 

Destruction of evidence, lying to police can be construed perverting course of justice. Officer says Carter's account differs from 
others 

Officer says he'll ask Carter about her role in NOTW and relationship with Rebekah Brooks: "the floor is yours." the officer 
says. 

Carter recollects Nick Mays called her and Deborah Keegan in April 2011 "downsizing archive and you need remove the boxes 
you have" 

Carter said she and Keegan laughed to themselves: "Where the fuck are we going to put this." They knew they had to downsize 

"I couldn't leave my desk because I was so busy.... but I knew Rebekah had a week's holiday booked for when she was in a 
boot camp," Carter 

On 8th of July Carter rang Mays to get boxes: "I didn't do it for any other reason than that she (Brooks) wasn't there for that 
week" 

Carter explains to police officer they couldn't get messengers to come to the corporate 10th Floor, so that's why she called her 
son to help 

Carter explains her son Nick often picked up messages. "I knew most of the stuff in the boxes was mines, collated from NOT 
and Sun" 

"I put them in conservatory and went through them box by box," she only found some speeches and a diary of Brooks, and 
returned to office 

Carter says on taped interview that the stuff of hers was from her beauty college studies, revisions, design work and admin 
sheets 

Carter says she tore up the stuff in the boxes and didn't shred them. 

She returned material to filing Brooks' office, Carter was there when police sealed Brooks' office but they never asked her about 
filing 

"The police could have asked at any point about that," says Carter of Brooks' office then sealed by the police. Carter had the 
filing 
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Carter says the filing in her office was returned to Brooks. 

All the paperwork for Brooks was kept in Carter's office. Police didn't search. It went back to "the barn" says Carter on tape. 

Carter says she packed up 8-10 crates of Brooks' files in front of Jane Viner in late July. NI hired a van. 

This was after the police search had taken place. 

Carter says all the personal stuff of Rebekah's went to "my father in law's garage" and then a few days later I took to Rebekah. 

Carter says this happened on the day that she left. Jane Viner is the NI facilities manager who oversaw the removal of Brooks' 
files 

Carter says she did not explain to police she had the files. William Lewis and Simon Greenberg dealt with the police. 

"At no point did anyone ask me anything," says Carter of this police search of Brooks' offices (which missed all her files) 

Carter says she only recovered three pads of Brooks' from the seven boxes in archive, which she put back in NI offices 

Carter says she put the diary in her section of the office: speeches and photographs in filing cabinet in front of her part of the 
office 

Carter says "I believe William Lewis had introduced me as her PA as I was making tea and coffee." The layout made it clear 

"When Ross had a party there were some names of people she wanted to invite" says Carter of other Brooks materials in 
boxes 

Carter claims "100 per cent" it was someone in charge of archives who requested removal of boxes in April/May 2011 

Carter again says Mays claimed they were downsizing "and you need to come and remove some of the archive material" 

The only thing Carter thought strange about removal of archive material was "what are we going to do with it" 

"I knew it related to me," says Carter of the seven boxes removed in July 8th 2011 

Carter says "could have been my old pads, could have been Rebekahs" in terms of archives that needed to be cleared 

Carter says she knows there "some framed shirt of Man City or West Ham": Brooks' memorabilia remained in office 

Carter says these items separate in her mind to the 7 boxes: "they were quite big... they went up to my pod... leaned on wall 
next to me" 

Carter says Brooks' memorabilia stayed in her office/pod until she left in late July 2011 

Carter goes through the two calls from May - head archivist. She can't recall the second call but it would have been about 
downsizing 

Carter says she and Deborah Keegan (Brooks other PA) "we laughed about it...." 

Carter says archiving was also for storage: "Forgive my language, but any old shit you had, you stuffed it down there." 

Carter says she called Mays, probably on the day she collected them. 

Carter says she thinks she called Mays because they had the boxes by the afternoon. 

Carter describes the shoe-box size cardboard archive boxes 

"Big enough to fit a notebook in," says Carter of NI storage boxes. 

Carter says she went down with Nick and Garry and loaded the boxes onto a trolley, loaded into Nick's car, then she went back 
to her office 

DS Massey says of Mays it "seems likely he would have phone you to say they're ready?" 

Carter says she wasn't bothered about delivery: "no time pressure at all.... it could have been following weak as far as I was 
concerned" 

"I could have carried two boxes up.... there were only small little boxes... I could have done it two or three at a time." Carter on 
archive 

Carter explains that Brooks' boot camp holiday had been planned since May: 8th of July 2011 was part of the week Brooks was 
off 

Carter explains that Brooks' bootcamp "Rebekah at home having a personal trainer to train her." 

Carter says there was no real discussion with archivist Nick Mays: how are you? Fine. Not fine. Then he'd asked me to sign for 
it. 

First tape of Carter interview over: now a ten minute break for jury 

Back with the second part of Carter's recorded police interview at the #hackingtrial 

Second Cheryl Carter Police Interview under caution 

DS Massey explains tape is recording again with DC Elliott and repeats caution 

DS Massey responds to allegations that Carter's arrest has to been leaked to the BBC. Essex police revealed name 
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Carter's lawyer says police leak is "outrageous": Cheryl Carter is upset on tape. "She's only upset because you brought it up" 
says DS 

DS Massey says he does not want to discuss allegations of police leak of Carter's arrest. 

Carter says she took possession of a number of boxes, and two large frames - a football shirt and a signed Sun picture 

Carter's solicitor, Byrne, made the intervention complaining about BBC reports of Carter's arrest in November 2011 

Carters says her son drove the boxes home in his mini, "they stayed there a couple of days. We transferred into conservatory." 

Byrne complains the questions are "complete repetition": DS Massey explains "it helps us to work out if you are telling the truth" 

Carter says there was no confusion with Nick Mays the archivist - no discussion or argument about what she was collecting 

Carter explains that the Sun and NOTW had ten editorial assistants who you could ask to get messages, coffees etc. 

Carter says "in corporate you had to do things yourself" but confirms you'd get facilities to do "heavy lifting". 

"Ever since we were in corporate land," Carter complains, PAs had to do more. "You couldn't call... messengers all the time" 

Jane Viner was in charge of corporate facilities: Carter tells police she rang her son Nick and Garry to help after Nick Mays 
rang 

DS Massey refers to other material mentioned in the first interview: Brooks' NOTW/Sun material boxed up in front of Jane 
Viner. 

Carter says Jane Viner "stood beside me to make sure I didn't take it" of Brooks personal possessions, the business records 
left behind 

Contracts, budgets, marketing, finance and other company records of Brooks' were left in her CEOs office according to Carter. 

"They're all still there," says Carter of Brooks' business records. Jane Viner booked a van for the personal possessions 

These boxes were stored in the garage of Carter's parents in law. A few days later Carter and her husband delivered to Brooks 
in Oxford. 

Carter says it was quite normal to visit her in London once a week - when she moved to Oxford 4 or 5 times a year 

Carter says "anything of the running of her home in Oxford" she might be requested by Brooks to attend 

"At no point did anyone say don't do this... only when Rebekah left the company 'you mustn't shred this'," says Carter 

"My from point of view I haven't done anything wrong and don't see why I'm here today.... I just removed my own stuff," Carter 
to police 

Carter says the stuff she recovered from the archive boxes would have been put in the 8-10 boxes returned to Brooks, because 
personal 

Carter says she recognises "speeches" that came from archive, and "was put in a crate and taken to Oxford". 

Carter said she looked at the speeches: one was a lecture, and another when someone left but can't remember in detail 

Carter says the three pads and diary went to Oxford too. She can't remember year of diary - 1999 or 2002. 

Carter remembers the spiral notebooks as being blue and standard to News International 

Carter says all the desk diaries she maintained for Brooks over 18 years were in NI offices when she left 

Carter says she left a week after Rebekah's resignation (15th July 2011) 

DS Massey asks Carter how the notebooks would have been filed. "I would have put them down as Brooks' because that was 
my office" 

Carter says she had no other archive material. "We scaled it down quietly when we moved to new building." 

"I wouldn't have at any time put it down as my notebook.... Nick Mays would have said 'get rid of it'... it would have needed her 
name" 

Carter says she would have just discarded the reference numbers for the archive: "I probably would have chucked away a 
piece of paper" 

DS Massey produces some documents related to the boxes. Carter confirms her signature for 08/07/11 on seven receipts for 
the boxes 

"if they got an instruction from my office it would have to be pretty quick" Carter says of archives: Massey "Because of clout of 
CEO?" Yup 

DC Elliott reads out the note given to Mays that the notebooks were hers not Brooks': she presumes this came from her 

Massey: "why are you telling him that level of detail? Why are you clarifying it yours." Carter replies: "I don't know.. can't answer 
that. 

Carter's lawyer Byrne suggests it's because Carter is "very talkative" and then explains the police implication she's lying about 
the boxes 

Byrne asks whether "it's possible" Mays went through the boxes and checked the contents 
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Byrne says "It's taking a while" for the police to explain what Nick Mays has actually said. DC Massey says they will explain 
later 

Carter says her relationship with Brooks was "very good" - 16 years with her. "A good fair boss and she helped me with my 
beauty" 

Carter says Brooks helped her with her family getting Nick a job when he went "through a bad stage... lying in bed a lot" 

In tears Carter explains Brooks gave her son "a purpose... anyone who's good to my children is a good person" 

Carter explains she worked at Mirror and knew Phil Hall (who became NOTW editor). She became a childminder for a year and 
Hall got her a job 

Carter says of Brooks "she was tough... she shouted a lot of the time." A pause for five minutes as the tape is changed. 

Third Cheryl Carter Police Interview under caution 

The third police interview is now going to be read out in transcript rather than played out in tape 

Massey plays himself: Bryant Heron for the Crown plays Carter in this reading of a transcript 

Carter says PAs never sat in on journalistic meetings. Deborah Keegan only joined full time in in 2009 

"Just get on with people," is how Carter explains her role as PA. Brooks said Brooks let her write a beauty column. 

Carter says she started on and pound;23k and moved up to and pound;66k when she worked as CEO executive PA 

News International offered to keep her on - but Carter went for redundancy payment to move to Australia. 

Carter says she met "Charlie Brooks not a lot - a different circle of friends" but she was friends with Ross Kemp, went to 
school with Kemp 

"A lovely boss, but a boss who wanted you to work hard. The Milly Dowler stuff... she wouldn't have done. I wouldn't have 
worked with her" 

Carter then talks about her role in the Sarah's Law campaign at NOTW: she looked after Sara Payne's kids when they came 
into office 

"I looked after her, I felt part of it," says Carter of Sara Payne and the NOTW campaign. 

Carter is quizzed by police about Brooks' colleagues : she replies"she got her money's worth out of them... she was tough but 
she was fair." 

Carter says she frequently keeps in contact with Brooks as her 'friend' - once a week on the phone, or three times over 
Christmas in London 

"For 19 years I've done her Christmas shopping," says Carter of Brooks: she carried on doing so in the Christmas of 12/13 

The police then request Carter's numbers - her landline extension at the Sun and TMS, her mobile number for 16 years. 

Carter says she kept same number but changed to Blackberry when she left NI. She gives NI and private email - offers 
computer to police 

Carter says the would allow her to superdrug product placement at the Sun "once every three months" 

Carter is asked about work for the Sunday Times in Perth. Her daughter would go to police academy. Her husband has a brand 
her wants to sell 

The police say they have an open mind. No one is accusing her. They have a suspicion. The CPS decide charges. 

However there are 'discrepancies' with CME/3 account of Nick Mays. Then reads statement of Nick Mays over the 'urgency' of 
the boxes 

"I can't remember saying that to him,' says Carter of urgency of the boxes - though previously she had said there was none 

The police point to their 'concern' about this discrepancy: "I do not know what to say, Sorry." replies Carter 

"I would not know of anyone who would have told me to do that," about the hurrying up of the removal of archive boxes. 

Mays statement is read out to Carter: "I would not have called Carter to ask for removal of boxes.... my role is reactive not 
proactive" 

"I would not call Cheryl Carter about the removal of seven boxes," repeats Mays in his statement. 

The police re-read Mays' statement about the storage of Brooks memorabilia during the move to Thomas More Square. 

"I was not aware of any request to remove seven boxes prior to Cheryl contact me," Mays says of the archives. 

Police read out statement of other PA Deborah Keegan who explains Carter called her and asked for her husband's help 

"He's adamant he didn't tell you to come and get the archive material" says police officer to Carter about Mays. 

Officer; "If it is you we think there is some sinister implication... because this the date after the NOTW announced it will be 
closing." 

"What I'm imploring you to do is think long and hard about what happened,' says interviewing police officer to Carter on 
discrepancies. 
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Carter says she's "saddened" Deborah Keegan cannot remember the Nick Mays phone call chasing her up on archived items. 

Carter denies there was any pressure to remove the boxes from someone else. 

Carter says she had no idea NOTW was closing until it was publicly announced: "I was close but not in that way," says Carter 
of Brooks 

"I knew what was going on and that she was very upset... but I would not have been privy to that... whether she would resign" 
says Brooks PA 

"The timing raises a massive question mark," says Police Officer to Carter 

Break till 10 a.m tomorrow 
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Wednesday 8 January 2014 

Summary 

Prosecution Case continues with Evidence on Cheryl Carter 
Giving Evidence - Operation Sasha Detective DS John Massey 

Witness - Susan Panuccio (former Chief Financial Officer of News Group Ltd) 
Prosecution Present Evidence about Payments 
Prosecution Counsel questions Susan Panuccio 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Susan Panuccio 
Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Susan Panuccio 
Further Prosecution questions to Susan Panuccio 
Jury questions to Susan Panuccio 

Witness - Gary Keegan (Husband of Deborah Keegan - PA to Rebekah Brooks) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Gary Keegan 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Gary Keegan 

Witness - Deborah Keegan (PA to Rebekah Brooks) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Deborah Keegan 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Deborah Keegan 

Prosecution Case continues with Evidence on Cheryl Carter 

Giving Evidence - Operation Sasha Detective DS John Massey 

The jury is back in for the #hackingtrial - continuing with the evidence of DS John Massey, interviewing Cheryl Carter, Brooks' 
PA 

Back at Carter's third police interview tape. DS Massey has a serious of questions and wants to "cut to the chase" 

Massey says Gary Keegan - Brooks' driver - was in London collecting her. "I'm sure she was off," says Carter of Brooks 

Carter says she trusts Gary Keegan, and says he would not provide an untrue account: "I'm sure she was off that week,' says 
Carter 

"I never have stored things under my name - maybe he would have allowed me or maybe he wouldn't," says Carter 

"You described it as "shit'", DS Massey says to Carter of her archived material. "But these notebooks and everything don't 
seem like 'shit'" 

Continued police interview with Carter: "When we moved I would have just picked up a bundle of everthing.... just getting it out 
the way" 

Carter explains to police they were only given a couple of days notice when Brooks was elevated to CEO of News International 

DS Massey asks Carter why archivist Nick Mays would have "singled her out". It didn't seem unusual or odd, said Carter 

Carter explains that as a beauty editor she used to get a lot of material at the main gate, which her son Nick would pick up 

Nick Carter was an editorial assistant in advertising: Carter would ask him to do favours "because he was my son" 

"Nick doesn't ask questions, he's not that kind of person. It was my business," says Carter of the seven boxes she took from 
archives 

DS Massey asks what Nick is going to do in Australia: Carter: "He won't work for the paper (Perth Sunday Times)... he will 
travel around" 

BREAKING: Carter says Brooks organised job as a secretary on Perth Sunday Times: "She spoke to John Hart... I'm going to 
be on and pound;30k a year" 

"Did it cross your mind when you saw the boxes that this might be... interpreted as suspicious or illegal?" "No," says Carter 

"100 percent, no. On my children's life..." Carter denies police suggestion that Perth job organised by Brooks was a "payment in 
kind" 

Witness - Susan Panuccio (former Chief Financial Officer of News Group Ltd) 

Prosecution Present Evidence about Payments 

Anthony Edis QC, lead prosecution counsel, reads a statement to the jury about payments from News International. 

Mr Michael Gill, a previous witness, group financial controller for NI explains "to be deleted" tag on Stuart Kuttner 

The "to be deleted" tag is not sinister, but part of the accounting tags for staff who have left NI 

Prosecution Counsel questions Susan Panuccio 

Edis for the prosecution calls Susan Panuccio at #hackingtrial 

Edis is not going to ask Panuccio much about her statement and her admissions: "real purpose so other counsel can explore 
matters" 
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In 2008 Panuccio became CFO of News Group Ltd - she remained in post till Sept 2012 and is now CFO with News Corp 
Australia 

Panuccio started working for NI newspapers in 2004, but she's only been quizzed about time post 2008 when promoted to CFO 

Panuccio never worked on the editorial floor, but would work with managing editors - she dealt with Mr Kuttner before 
retirement in 09 

Panuccio explains the admin, HR and external events organised by the managing editor at a NI title 

Panuccio says is the responsibility to make sure payments aren't made for illegal actions belongs to journalists and editors 

Edis asks about how a contract like Mulcaire's and pound;105k annual contract should have been dealt with, though paid 
weekly 

Panuccio says would query why a contract was being dealt with that way. Contracts over and pound;50k would have been dealt 
with at editorial level 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines Panuccio over the financial requests made to her by the police 

Panuccio agrees with Laidlaw that the police quizzed her over her role as CFO and historical payments 

Panuccio explains James Murdoch replaced Les Hinton in late 2007, and James brought Panuccio in as CFO in 2008 

Panuccio agrees James Murdoch saw that "improvements could be made" in News International 

James Murdoch remained CEO of News International until September 09, when he is replaced by Rebekah Brooks. He 
became chair of NI 

Panuccio agrees she inherited a "financial governance system that had been in place for some time" and planned to "refresh" it 

Panuccio agrees James M and Brooks planned to "tighten up the governance" of NI. The executive team was extended. 

Mr Cheeseborough Chief Information officer was added. Will Lewis and Simon Greenberg added by Brooks to executive team 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Susan Panuccio 

Laidlaw for Brooks asks former CFO Panuccio about "challenges... Mrs Brooks faced... First chief executive job.... no previous 
experience" 

Laidlaw explains the revenue of News International was " and pound;1 billion plus at this time": Panuccio says "she was on a 
steep learning curve" 

Panuccio reported to Brooks. Brooks to James Murdoch. James to his father Rupert (or perhaps Chase) in New York 

Panuccio agrees that Will Lewis was hired to deal with the developing phone hacking problem, which would become a crisis 

Panuccio agrees that the years Brooks was CEO were successful: "Yes, we hit our financial targets." 

Laidlaw asks about Kuttner: Panuccio agrees he was deeply experienced and good at his job. 

Laidlaw asks about NOTW in 2000-03. Panuccio had never heard of Mulcaire and his companies until his arrest in 2006 

Panuccio is quizzed about payments to third parties on the ECS system at News International by Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks. 

Panuccio says she does not know at what level editors would have been involved in contributor payments - each arrangement 
different 

"The profitability was lower so there was more analysis of the numbers," says former NI CFO Susan Panuccio of the year 2008-
9: worst results 

The and pound;50k editorial approval threshold did not change in 2008, says Panuccio, just the person NI editors had to report 
to: it became her 

Even as far as September 2011, cash payments were permissible by NI papers 

Laidlaw puts Brooks' recollection on Thomas Cooke payments while she was a the Sun circa 2006 to Susan Panuccio 

Laidlaw for Brooks says she remembers Thomas Cooke payments being treated differently from cash: Panuccio can't confirm 

Panuccio can't comment if the forms for Thomas Cooke payments were different, or had different accountancy codes 

Laidlaw says Brooks recalls that Thomas Cooke payments weren't anonymous: Panuccio says she can't comment on that 

Laidlaw for Brooks goes on to cross examine Panuccio, former CFO, on the issue of contracts. 

Panuccio implemented a new contracts policy in 2008, but this did not affect editorial - so she can't comment on managing 
editors etc. 

Panuccio says there's no automatic system picking up broken up payments accumulating in excess of and pound;50k: would 
have to be referred 

"It should have gone up the MGN director," Panuccio says of Mulcaire contract. 

Laidlaw asks Panuccio about the 'email deletion' email from Brooks: "she had 10k emails in her in-box" says former CFO 

Apologies for temporary suspension of #hackingtrial service. Stomach pains and nausea but rescued by @GaetanPortal and 
@jamesdoleman 
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Counsel for Stuart Kuttner cross examines Susan Panuccio 

Caplan for Kuttner cross examines Panuccio on Kuttner's qualities: A man of integrity? "As far as I could see," says former NI 
CFO 

Caplan for Kuttner refers to NOTW budget cuts for Nine Consultancy (Mulcaire) and exchange with Steve Mears of Finance. 

Further Prosecution questions to Susan Panuccio 

Edis has further questions for Panuccio: "how much do you know about NOTW in 2000-03?" Panuccio shrugs: "Nothing" 

Edis asks Panuccio if she conducted some kind of inquiry into Mulcaire payments: "Yes, I have." 

As for the NOTW budget 2005-6 about Nine Consultancy from 24/02/05 Panuccio can't confirm whether Mulcaire's payments 
were reduced 

As for the NOTW budget June 2006-07 about Nine Consultancy in Feb 06 Panuccio can't confirm whether Mulcaire's payments 
were reduced 

Edis goes to Panuccio's statement about her financial oversight: they wouldn't go through things "line by line" - i.e. by 
transaction 

"How does that expression 'line by line' fit with a system where payments have to be authorised?" asks Edis of Panuccio, 
former NI CEO 

Panuccio is asked how long it would take her, as an accountant, to run her eye over hundreds of payments: "If I understood, 
pretty quickly" 

Panuccio says she has no knowledge of budgetary pressure on NOTW 00-03. 04-06 some knowledge of fall of circulation from 
high of 3.8million 

Justice Saunders gets Panuccio to clarify that the Mulcaire contract may have been discussed with Steve Mears at corporate 
level 

Panuccio confirms that any payments over and pound;50k should have gone to managing director of NGN before she took over 
as CFO 

Panuccio says that she remembers Brooks having a blackberry, and iPhone and an iPad 

Jury questions to Susan Panuccio 

Jury asks about audits of payments - usually 10-15 across the company says Panuccio, though not all editorial 

Jury asks through Saunders, whether any audit picked up the Mulcaire payment: "A risk was flagged," says Panuccio: "I can't 
recollect" 

Break to 1.10 pm. I'll look for a Boots, dioralyte solution and ginger beer! 

Witness - Gary Keegan (Husband of Deborah Keegan - PA to Rebekah Brooks) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Gary Keegan 

Bryant Heron for the crown calls Gary Keegan as a witness: he was Brooks' occasional driver and helped move 7 archive 
boxes on 08/07/11 

Keegan explains his wife Deborah was a PA to Brooks in 2011. He helped out occasionally as a driver 

Keegan cannot remember exactly what time of day he asked to help out, but he was already at Thomas More Square 

Keegan was "just there in case (Brooks) needed a drive home." His wife Deborah called to ask if he could help with some 
boxes. 

Keegan said he received a call from his wife "from Cheryl Carter". In his statement he remembers going to executive 10th Floor 
Office at TMS 

At the moment he can't remember if he went up there. But he met up with Cheryl and her son Nick and went to TMS 5 to help 
remove some books 

Keegan can't remember how many boxes "but they were very heavy and we had to commandeer a trolley" 

They took the trolley by lift to loading bay in the basement. Keegan waited by the boxes while Nick Carter got his mini, and the 
loaded up 

Nick Carter then drove off with the boxes. 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Gary Keegan 

Burke, counsel for Cheryl Carter, cross examines Gary Keegan. He doesn't think he bought Brooks to work, but merely to give 
life back 

Keegan says he doesn't think she needed a lift back that day. By this time he'd been a relief driver for a couple of years 

Burke for Carter establishes that his wife Deborah, PA for Brooks, would use her to run errands: "Anything heavy," says 
Keegan 
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"Always it would be Deborah who called me," says Keegan. Burke asserts it was immediately: "Completely out to the blue," 
says Keegan 

"It could be," says Keegan about the timing of 4pm. He says he was "good friends" with Cheryl and Nick Carter 

Keegan is shown the NI archive boxes and confirms they were the ones he picked up in 2011. He can't remember returning the 
trolley 

Of Keegan's failure to return the trolley to archives, Justice Saunders jokes "We'll need a special verdict on that." 

In his statement, Keegan says Nick Carter told him they were full of his mother's stuff. Now he can't remember he says, relies 
on statement 

Witness - Deborah Keegan (PA to Rebekah Brooks) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Deborah Keegan 

Edis for the prosecution calls Deborah Keegan, Brooks' second PA along with Cheryl Carter 

Deborah Keegan has made two written statements but - as per normal - must ask permission to refer to them in court 

Edis asks about the removal of the 7 boxes on 8th July, and asks D Keegan about first mention of the boxes: that afternoons 
she says 

Edis asks D Keegan about a witness statement made in early Jan 2012: "what was it Nick Mayes asked you to retrieve at 
archive?" 

"Who decided what went in the boxes?" asks Edis. "Not so much a choice but a matter of space... didn't feel right to bin it." 

"If I filled the from in I don't recall," says D Keegan of archiving material 

On the 8th July 2011 when she called her husband "I assumed the job was done," says D Keegan of the 7 boxes 

Edis shows D Keegan a document from "Cheryl Carter defence file" 

Keegan is shown the Brooks 7 boxes archiving form from September 09 and recognises it as a newer form. 

"You would write anything on it," says Keegan of archive form: "I don't want to sound flippant but you just wanted to get the job 
done." 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Deborah Keegan 

Burke for Carter establishes that Carter and Keegan were "very old friends" but she notified NI lawyers about subsequent 
meetings 

In all meetings between Keegan and Carter there was always a third party present 

Keegan is shown floor plan with Brooks' private office "more like a cloakroom" says former PA. CC and DK - initials of PAs - 
shared office 

The filing space for the PAs, says Burke for Carter, "extremely limited" 

23/05/11 a temp Teresa Zanuski emails Cheryl and Deborah a filing list itemising where items were filed 

The list is "fairly particular" over the filing cabinets - nominating drawers with share certificates, marriage certificate, gun licence 

Zanussi particularised Brooks' property in JULY list of 131 pages 

Page 130 of July 2011 list details Rebekah Brooks notebooks. Keegan remembers a safe that didn't work, but never had leave 
to go to it 

Keegan describes "thick carpet land" of executive floor for James and Rupert Murdoch, who did not like clutter (unlike the Sun 
offices) 

Late summer of 2009 Brooks moves to RKM's office divided in two: half to Brooks, and the other half to James 

Keegan confirms she did not get to know Carter until Brooks moved in as editor 

Keegan confirms that Carter wrote a weekly Sun beauty column for 7 years: and had many magazines for inspiration, and 
samples send 

Keegan confirms Carter pasted all her cuttings in her notebooks. 

Keegan says Carter was unhappy leaving the Sun, had to write articles at home: weeks off work due to illness, very unhappy in 
corp land 

Brooks "probably took her notebooks to corporateland" says D Keegan: she never kept an kind of inventory 

"Legally we had to keep stuff for seven year, but we had stuff ten years old" says Keegan of clearing Brooks' office 

Burke asks about the "nee Wade" filing of 7 archive boxes: "we wouldn't hark back," says Brooks former PA Deborah Keegan 

Burke then focuses on the twelve years of desk diaries in Brooks' office written in by both PAs and Brooks herself 

Carter had to travel from Essex. They would open the post, flagging up letters for Rebekah. They'd bring her breakfast 
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There were events in the evening as well. This was a 'pretty average day" says Deborah Keegan. Brooks would close the doors 
for meetings 

"You effectively run her life," Keegan agreed of her time with Brooks: deal with finance, mother, mortgages "Anything," says 
Keegan 

Keegan says she would email Brooks and Carter even though the latter was sat next to her. Burke for Carter cites a message 
about RJM calling 

"Chery silly question - have you a receipt for Charlies' hotel in Doncaster" Burke cites another of Keegan's work emails 

Other emails about Rebekah leaving her keys in the flat etc. shown to Jury by counsel for Carter, Trevor Burke, to explain 
nature of work 

Other emails to the PAs talk of setting up dinner with KRM, getting shopping from M and S: both PAs always shared emails 

Brooks had two personal trainer: Zac at the local London gym: Calum who ran 'boot camps' in Oxford 

Keegan can't remember archivist Nick Mays emailing her about Brooks' memorabilia: "I didn't pay much attention" says Keegan 
in May 2011 

Keegan laughs at Carter's memory of saying: "Where the fuck do we put this stuff?" 

Brooks PA Keegan cannot remember conversation with fellow PA Carter about storing the 7 archive boxes in her office 

Keegan can only "very vaguely" checking Brooks' bank records to get her location when the Milly Dowler story broke in July 
2011 

Keegan says that she, Brooks and Carter were "very upset" when the Milly Dowler story brokes. "Rebekah would not do that," 
says Keegan 

Keegan laughs at the suggestion she would have every thought her boss, Mrs Brooks, "would be of interest to police" 

Brooks resigned while Keegan was on holiday in Italy: "I expected to come back and find things the same," she tells Trevor 
Burke, QC 

Keegan says "there was a lot of toing and fro'ing out of Brooks' office: though never gave advance notice of NOTW closure - 
only rumours 

Hong Kong and Shanghai bank called back re Brooks' banking statement, and movements around the time of Milly 
Dowler hacking 

Another call from Brooks' mother 'Betty' concerned for her daughter: PAs reassure her that Brooks is OK 

One email talks about Brooks' to all staff talks of "a town hall meeting" with NOTW staff 

The email identifies a town hall NOTW meeting led by Brooks at 4pm - round the same time Carter removed 7 boxes from 
archive 

Keegan says she doesn't believe Brooks was involved in storage or retrieval of boxes. 

Brooks' bootcamp was, according to emails to Calum shown to the jury, rescheduled from Milly Dowler scandal week to end of 
July. 

Burke has two more 'discrete' topics he wants to explore with Brooks' second PA. 

Keegan remembers Cheryl Carter started their own make up brand and got the product into Superdrug in 2011 

Keegan agrees there was a falling out over Carter's company - lawyers were involved, it was very unpleasant 

Carter "only shared her ambitions to go to Australia until after she took redundancy," agrees Keegan. "And the window was 
getting smaller" 

Keegan remembers a man called Evan Hammer coming to London to interview Carter for new Australian 

By Jan 2012 Keegan knew all about Carter's plans to emigrate 

"It was a tough atmosphere to work in because Rebekah was very demanding... but we could say what we thought," says 
Keegan former PA 

Keegan agrees that Cheryl would be a 'intermediary' sometimes: but she was an upright person. 

Laidlaw wants to cross examine D Keegan, but this will continue 10 am tomorrow 

Coming up: some of the tweets from Edis' questioning of Brooks' PA Deborah Keegan, that got locked out of twitter 

Phone-hacking trial: Brooks was very upset at Dowler allegations says her PA http://po.st/XwqkvF via @thedrum 

Please RT to get Twitter @support to change my settings so that my #hackingtrial tweets aren't blocked as spam, and I get 
locked out 
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Thursday 9 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Peter Jukes Stomach and Twitter Account not Playing Fair 

Witness - Deborah Keegan (Former Personal Assistant to Rebekah Brooks) 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter continues cross examination of Deborah Keegan 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Deborah Keegan 
Further Prosecution questions to Deborah Keegan 

Witness - Jane Viner (Facilities Manager at News International) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Jane Viner 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Jane Viner 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Peter Jukes Stomach and Twitter Account not Playing Fair 

Heading back to #hackingtrial at the Old Bailey, with dicky stomach and dodgy twitter lock out almost resolved. Thanks for RTs 
to @Support 

Back in Court 12 of the Old Bailey: Laidlaw for Brooks is about to cross examine her former PA Deborah Keegan 

Witness - Deborah Keegan (Former Personal Assistant to Rebekah Brooks) 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter continues cross examination of Deborah Keegan 

Apologies: it seems Trevor Burke, counsel for Carter, has more questions for Deborah Keegan about the clearing of the Sun 
office in 2009 

Keegan is asked if the contents of the boxes put into archive in 2009 were marked. She says the boxes were numbered, but 
not itemised 

Burke asks Keegan if she had regular arguments with David Smith, head of messengers, about the access to messengers 

Justice Saunders asks about the storage exercise when Brooks was promoted. Keegan and Burke suggest 1st September 
2009 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Deborah Keegan 

Laidlaw cross examines Deborah Keegan: "You're one of Mrs Brooks' PAs: I'm one of her lawyers" and establishes 
connections with Brooks 

Brooks arrived as deputy of the Sun in 1995, shortly after Keegan was working in editor's office 

Because Brooks would 'act up' as editor, Keegan would support her at the Sun in 1995. Brooks arrived with Carter as dedicated 
PA 

In 2000, Brooks and Carter leave for the NOTW. Keegan remains in the Sun office. 

Keegan left the Sun offices only in 2009 when Brooks became NI CEO. 

Laidlaw asks Keegan about 'archiving' during "your whole period of service with Brooks." Keegan had said she archived three 
or four times 

Keegan says she might have archived material once or twice in the time she worked for Brooks 

On archiving her own notebooks, Keegan agrees with Laidlaw: "Going back to 1996, I may have done." 

Keegan thinks the filing of the 7 boxes in 2009 might have been the first time she archived anything. 

"There wasn't that much hard copy that went out in correspondence from the Editors...." Saunders establishes it was readers 
letters 

Laidlaw goes back to Burke's questioning ("He's now with a beard - you wouldn't know that") 

Asked if archiving is determined by 'space issues' Keegan says "totally". 

Brooks PA at the Sun, Keegan, says "files were beginning to collapse" even at that time. 

Laidlaw suggests that the archiving Keegan does was 'getting rid of excess' 

Saunders asks Laidlaw if he minds further questions to Keegan: "I might mind, my lord, but I wouldn't dream of stopping you." 
Laughter 

Keegan agrees there was some selection in archived material - stuff they didn't feel comfortable putting in bin bags 

Laidlaw alights on the moment Brooks became a CEO and arrived in "DeepCarpetLand": it meant about a halving of storage 
space 

Laidlaw explores the floor plan for Thomas More Square. Brooks' office was quite spacious, but no room for storage 
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"If you were uncertain of throwing something away it went into archive?" Keegan agrees with Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks. 

Back to that Sunday in September, Laidlaw suggests the archiving "had nothing to do with Rebekah Brooks... she wasn't 
there." 

"She would expect the office would be running smoothly on the Monday morning, how we got there was our business" Brooks' 
PA Deborah Keegan 

Keegan agrees "she didn't need to seek Brooks' permission... or report back to her" about archiving her materials. 

Laidlaw suggests Keegan: "you would not be throwing away or sending to archive anything she would need" 

Laidlaw again stresses Brooks had nothing to do with what went into those 7 boxes, their labelling, or sending to archive. 
Keegan agrees 

Laidlaw cites archive saying 7 boxes had notebooks from "Rebekah Brooks, nee Wade" - "how that came to happen has 
nothing to do with Brooks" 

Laidlaw now explores the nature of NI notebooks, and Brooks' use of them when she was deputy editor of the Sun, and then 
editor 

Laidlaw hands out two kinds of notebooks: a reporter's notebook: roughly A5, and a larger A4 foolscap notebook 

Laidlaw then suggests to Keegan that Brooks did not use either of those kind of notebooks "habitually". 

"I think we feel a question coming on?" suggests Saunders to Laidlaw. 

Keegan says Brooks didn't use notebooks "regularly" 

Laidlaw then lights on the Brooks' desk diary: as she was driven to work Brooks would read all the daily papers. 

"She would check what the rivals were doing... and tear out or mark out relevant bits," Laidlaw says of Brooks' prep for 11 am 
conference 

"I'm not sure I noticed a regular format,' says Brooks PA Keegan. But there would be notes KRM or Les Hinton for calls she had 
to make 

Brooks would use these pads to sketch out the layout for the next day of the Sun, perhaps with a headline, and then tear out for 
11 am conf 

Keegan agrees with Laidlaw these pages weren't "filed": she would sometimes ask Brooks if they could be thrown away. 

Both Carter and Keegan kept Brooks personal and professional diary: Keegan agrees "those things were all kept" from 1995-
2011 

Laidlaw suggests that Brooks took up James Murdoch's suggestion from his time as CEO to keep a notebook: leather bound 
with green pages 

"No one worked quite as she did.... she drove herself extremely hard," Laidlaw suggests. "Spot on," agrees her PA Keegan 

"There was also a softer side," suggests Laidlaw of Brooks "where she displayed great kindness to you and your family" 
Keegan agrees 

Laidlaw points out how people worked with Brooks for a long time. 

Laidlaw then says the Sun was a "pretty tough environment": Keegan says it was "challenging but satisfying... a love hate 
relationship" 

"In the early days a very male dominated environment," says Laidlaw of the Sun "not entirely friendly towards women" 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, then establishes "the breadth of things as CEO Mrs Brooks was concerned with." He goes to filing 
of 12/07/12 

Going through 2011 files - personal files, LSE files (James Murdoch sent Brooks to study). In cupboard 3 more business related 
stuff. 

From previous evidence the itemisation of Brooks' office records circa 2011 runs to over 130 pages. 

Laidlaw pauses over Cupboard 4 of Brooks' filing: schedule for Afghanistan - Brooks travelled to the bases and Helmand 
Province 

Keegan had to make sure Brooks had appropriate clothing for Aghanistan. She worked with Apple for newspaper aps 

Laidlaw points out the Brooks supported the troops, and issues such a Bernardos, and Sarah's Law 

One of the files relates to Comic Relief, another to Davos Trip, European Constitution, Fairbridge - youth charity to help 
excluded kids 

"Again something pretty close to her heart" says Laidlaw of Fairbridge charity: "she was a comprehensive girl herself" 

Laidlaw alights on Brook files on Huntley, Malaria No More, Mentoring of Shine, the Millies (Military awards) and a phone 
hacking file 

Brooks other files: police bravery awards, press complaints, press association, Swim Mentoring 

Another file "Volunteering Update": Brooks required all employees had to volunteer for a charity 

Laidlaw points out the filing for NOTW, the Sun, Sunday Times, The Times: a reference to the CEO notebooks 
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A file on Thornwood Academy, a school Brooks supported. 

"Neither was it possible for Rebekah to have a personal life, she didn't have time to go shopping," Laidlaw establishes with her 
PA Keegan 

"One last topic from me," says Laidlaw for Brooks: "This is about telephones... as editor of the Sun and as CEO." 

"I suggest she used a single mobile number through that entire time," says Laidlaw. "She always used as a Blackberry" 

"We reluctantly gave up our blackberrys," says Keegan. Laidlaw asks if Brooks was against using an iPhone. 

Charlie was provided with a NI laptop and phone when he married Brooks: "He lost phones?" asks Saunders. "Yes." 

On email addresses, Laidlaw asks Keegan if she just had a single email address. "There wasn't a second?" "Not that I was 
aware of?" 

The framed football shirt is now established as a Man U shirt 

Further Prosecution questions to Deborah Keegan 

Edis has a follows up about meetings with Cheryl Carter after her initial police statement in Nov 12 "I have met her...not in a 
one to one" 

Keegan says she has met Cheryl Carter five or six times since her arrest. Lunches etc accompanied by Sally Brook at the Sun 

Edis asks who gave Keegan who gave her the green light to meet Carter: Kathleen Harris a lawyer working for News UK 

"Why did you talk to News UK's lawyers about meeting Carter," Edis. "Did you ask police or CPS whether it was a good idea to 
meet?" "No" 

Sally Brook is a journalist who supports arrested journalists at the Sun, explains Keegan of their chaperone 

"Is there any note of the conversations that took place when you met?" No. "What was the point of them?" "To meet a friend...." 

Edis asks about any further conversations since her first witness statement in Nov 12 - "just by text" says Keegan. 

"I think so," says Keegan of her email contact to Carter. Keegan texted her more recently because she no longer had an email 
address 

Keegan says she has not talked about the case with Carter. 

Edis asks how much notice Keegan had of Brooks' move in 2009. Keegan says she thinks she knew of promotion two months 
before 

Edis brings up a letter from Baroness Buscombe chair of PCC 23rd July 2009 about phone hacking to Brooks as "Chief 
Executive Designate" 

Keegan says she had very little to do with the move of office when Brooks became CEO - it was done by facilities as a "planned 
move" 

Actually the notebooks were stored on the Wednesday 2nd of September. Edis asks where the boxes were on Monday and 
Tuesday, Around the floor 

Edis takes Keegan to archiving note says "7 Brooks notebooks" - Keegan she said she would handwrite her entries for 
archives. 

Keegan said she would have problem lining up the notes for this archive form 

Edis turns to some emails by Keegan about "Rebekah still doing boot camp" seen before 

Edis cites another email from Carter (executive assistant to Brooks) to Keegan (personal assistant): "Is there any difference in 
title?" 

Keegan says 'executive assistant' meant Carter was more senior 

Edis for the crown asks about Keegan asking for bank statements to prove where Brooks was during the Milly Dowler NOTW 
story in 2002 

Keegan reads out her 14/07/11 email to Carter about the problems of duplicate bank statements for 2002 from HSBC (six year 
limit) 

Keegan says she was also looking for Brooks' diary for 2002 during the 2011 period just after the Milly Dowler story broke. 

Asked if diaries were ever archived Keegan replies "I don't think so." 

"The system was putting them in the cupboard," says Keegan. She was asked to look for 2002 Brooks diary, but cannot recall if 
it was found 

Keegan admits she has not seen the 2002 diary since. 

A short break for 15 mins 

Thanks to speedy action by twitter @support it seems the tweet limit and lock out has been resolved. 

The 15 minute break has been elongated to encompass legal argument at the #hackingtrial 

Break to 2pm 
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Back at the #hackingtrial (after a break for legal argument) with Edis re-examining Keegan. He has a new document to insert in 
jury bundle 

The first document is a 3-page document, says Edis for the Crown. 

Edis then asks the jury to turn forward to a 30 page document with a more legible document 

Edis then goes to the Cheryl Carter defence bundle and asks Brooks' former PA Deborah Keegan to confirm it's a witness 
statement 

Edis cites an 23/06/11 email from Brooks to Keegan and Carter about her 2002 diaries establishing where Brooks was 
during Milly Dowler story 

Edis cites an email making contact with HSBC from 08/07/11. Keegan says she doesn't know what it's about. 

"Why were you looking for Brooks' bank statements in 2002?" asks Edis. "I was trying to ascertain where she was in 2002," 
replies Keegan 

Between those two emails Edis asserts there was a request from Carter to Nick Mayes asking for Brooks' records. 

Keegan says she would have been sat next to Carter normally. They would never leave the office if Brooks was there. 

Asked for what reason Carter would leave the office if Brooks was there Keegan says "Because she would have to collect 
something." 

An email on 15/07/11 from Keegan to Carter about the HSBC statements: Keegan says she might have known then or before 
what this was about 

Edis wants some clarification of Keegan's statement she never thought the police would take an interest in Brooks' records. "I 
can't say..." 

Edis says he will assist Keegan, and turns to an email 05/07/11 from Hanna to Brooks cc'ed to Keegan about her security team. 

"If police concern," writes Hanna, he suggests Brooks switch teams. "Not an email that surprises me," says Keegan 

Another break for legal argument 

Back with Edis re-examining Keegan on an email from NI head of security 05/07/11 about security for Brooks which mentions 
"police concern" 

Keegan said she would have been more concerned with press attention than the police concern. 

"At some point it kicked in but not entirely sure when," says PA Keegan about police interest in her boss Brooks in 2011 

Another email from 06/07/11 about "Ken McDonald' - confirmed Ken over here but he has to get back to Parly." Keegan can't 
recall who he is 

Keegan is show a 'mood board' of Carter's interest in beauty products and PR 

Keegan confirms Carter would keep these mood boards on her desk or her big handbag. 

Keegan confirms that she had to keep some things for 7 years - business correspondence. 

Keegan says she may have received some formal document about archiving stuff - but cannot recollect any formal rule 

Edis asks Keegan about "a window closing" for her trip to Australia. Very long drawn out process. The deadline was beginning 
of Feb 2012 

Carter first applied in 2007 for a Australian visa - slot held open for five years. 

Edis asks Keegan how she knew Brooks had nothing to do with the withdrawal of the boxes. "She would have told me." 

As for the lodging of the boxes in archives in 2009: "She would have no reason to be concerned about that," says Keegan of 
Brooks. 

Saunders asks about Brooks notetaking - "they would be put in the filing cabinet." Edis: That would contain notebooks? "They 
may have done" 

"Cheryl and I got their by default, we don't know how we got there," says Keegan of arriving at deep carpet land of corporate 
level 

Edis then turns to Brooks' technical competence with phones etc. "Was she able to work an iPhone?" "Not so much an 
iPhone... the basics" 

Keegan says Brooks was not so good with iPhone but better with an iPad 

Keegan says she Brooks was fine with a laptop. She got better as time went on. 

Keegan says she still works for NewsUK working for TLS and doing research for corporate affairs. 

Edis goes to three page News International records transfer document. Keegan says she probably has seen the document 
before. 

The document is written in by Phillipa Bishop - a temp doing filing, under the direction of Carter and Keegan 

The document from Brooks office, dated 22/10/09, lists the contents of five boxes - with 21 files. 

Keegan says it looks like another downsizing with someone helping out with paperwork and filing. 
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This was 8 weeks after the first sorting before 02/09/2009: "probably part and parcel of the same thing.... the tail end of the 
downsizing" 

Keegan says the temp may have got someone from archives to help her with the filing records. 

Edis asks what happened to the Sun office "step by step". Keegan: "I wouldn't be able to accurately say how we processed it." 
Will you try? 

Keegan says they would assessed their needs. Boxes delivered. Cheryl and herself would have loaded. Move made in the last 
few days 

"It appears from these documents material was placed in archive on two different dates," says Edis. Keegan has no idea why. 
Maybe too heavy 

Saunders points out that the filing is quite detailed - editorial review, Dear Deidre: they are all dated and have been sorted. 

"We got the slight impression you just shoved it in there and got them into archives" says Saunders. "That's how we dealt with 
them" says PA 

Witness - Jane Viner (Facilities Manager at News International) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Jane Viner 

Bryant Heron for the Crown calls Jane Viner, the facilities manager at News International 

But before then Bryant Heron has a bit of house keeping on the jury bundles for Operation Sacha (alleged coverup counts 6 
and 7) 

Jane Viner is still group director for property and facilities for NewsUK, as she was for News International in 2009-2011 

Viner is in charge of properties and all the things that make the property tick. 

"If you've got any spare time can you fix the air condition here?" jokes Saunders to Viner. 

Viner had special responsibility for the move to Thomas More Square from Oct 2010 to May 2011 

Viner confirms the executive level moved to TMS in October 2011 

Viner had nothing to do with the Enfield archive for NI 

Bryant Heron wants to know specifically about events in July 2011 when NOTW was closed. The staff email was the first time 
Viner knew 

On NOTW closure email on the 7th July 2011, Viner was asked by Paul Cheeseborough (chief Tech) and Derek Crowley (HR) 
to close NOTW offices 

NOTW and Fabulous magazine was on the 2nd floor of TMS. There was police advice on how to close it down. 

Mark Hanna and his team were also involved in securing the NOTW offices. Hanna reported direct to Viner 

After the last edition of NOTW on 09/07/11, each desk, PC and pedestal was given a number, secured and photographed by 
Hanna's team 

On Sunday 10th of July 2011, police attended to survey the scene. The offices of editor and senior employees was sealed. 

Viner says in mid July July Susan Panuccio told her that Brooks may be working away from the office. Brooks resigned on 15th 
July 

Viner went to see Will Lewis running the MSC about preparing for Brooks' exit that Friday 

Viner was in Lewis' office the day she resigned: Brooks came in to say "Thankyou, Jane" 

Viner says Will Lewis told him "the police had asked (Brooks) her to leave the office by lunchtime" 

Brooks was in the office with Cheeseborough, Lewis and Greenberg and explained to her she could only leave with personal 
items. 

Viner escorted Brooks out of the building with a member of security staff: she just had a handbag and a tote bag which Viner 
carried for her 

Viner returned to see Will Lewis: "Mrs Brooks was now considered a person of interest by police and her office needs to be 
sealed" 

Viner asked for the locks to Brooks office to be changed, and security staff guarded it 

"What was locked down and secured? Was it the open plan area or just Mrs Brooks' office?" asks crown. "Just Brooks' office," 
replies Viner 

Bryant Heron winds back to 13th/14th Viner says Mark Hanna was working in Oxfordshire providing off site security for Brooks. 

That following weekend - of 16th/17th - when Brooks' was arrested, Viner thinks Hanna was in Oxon in morning of Sunday, 
back in London pm 

Viner explains Hanna reported to her in administrative matters, but took direction on security from members of the executive. 

Head of Security Hanna would provide weekly updates to Viner, but not necessarily a great amount of detail 
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Viner confirms to Saunders that it was completely acceptable for Hanna to work to direction of senior executives 

Viner explains that she doesn't know exactly which executive Hanna was working for during those days in Oxfordshire in July 
2011 

Bryant Heron goes through a call schedule which shows Hanna calling Jane Viner. 

Viner said she spoke to Hanna that Sunday morning Brooks was arrested. He wasn't driving his own car but someone else's. 

Viner then said she would sort out the insurance on the different cars, since someone else was driving Hanna's car that Sunday 

Viner made sure Hanna was covered to drive any vehicle, and that his colleague was insured to drive Hanna's car. 

The other colleague was working for private security 

Viner says working weekends is not unusual: but that Sunday were running executive meetings and building new offices for the 
MSC. 

Viner says she spoke to Hanna later that day - she was concerned he'd worked three successive weekends. 

Viner doesn't believe Mark Hanna was in Thomas More Square that Sunday 17th July 2011 when Brooks was arrested. 

Facilities, security and property were located on the second floor of Thomas More Sq, says Viner 

Viner thinks they finished late afternoon on the Sunday: "It was quite a dramatic day.... a flood in the building." 

On the Monday 18th Viner was asked by Cheeseborough to accompany DS Hartnett to retrieve bags they'd sealed on a 
previous Friday evening 

Viner cannot recollect if Carter was at work that day. 

Viner asked her facilties manager and discovered 2 items had been sent by courier by Carter to Brooks' London address on 
20th and 21st July 

The post room slip shows Carter posted items to Charlie and Rebekah Brooks: the dockets said 'small package' and the other 
a bike delivery 

Viner became aware that Cheryl Carter was leaving that week - she left on the 21st of July. She asked Viner what she could 
take 

Viner was given no specific instructions how to deal with Carter's exit: but she did advise her to leave "all work items in situ" 

Viner said they gave Carter's desk and files a specific number and it was taken to the MSC for storage - in Wapping 

Once in the safe store in Wapping those items were under control of MSC and security team - she can't recall if Hanna's or not 

Viner says that messengers worked for newspapers, a kind of 'runner', and so less relevant to the executive floor. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Jane Viner 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, cross examines Jane Viner, head of Facilities at NI. 

Laidlaw goes back to events the day before Brooks resigns: her departure was being discussed on Thurs 14th July 2011 

Laidlaw says there were discussions about a 'leave of absence' and discussions of support for an office for Brooks away from 
TMS 

Brooks' resignation was announced at 9.30 the next day. Viner has no direct knowledge of any discussions before then about 
resignation 

Viner cannot recall Brooks walking around the building saying goodbye to staff. 

Viner was in Knightsbridge when she read the 9.30 am email: didn't get back to TMS till a few hours later. 

By 10 to midday Viner was in Brooks' office to supervise sealing office, leaving computer equipment behind. 

Viner remembers a discussion about Brooks' Blackberry: it was "sealed technology wise... but they can keep the kit" 

Laidlaw says that Blackberries were disabled from accessing NI systems when NOTW was closed. 

Laidlaw asks how Brooks appeared when she was escorted out of the building: "she looked upset.... yes, she did (look 
shocked)" 

Viner confirms that once Brooks was a 'person of interest' her office lock barrel was changed, and keys in security sealed 
pouch 

Viner can't confirm directly Brooks computers were just left in the offices 

"To the best of my knowledge the office had been secured," says Viner of the Friday of Brooks' resignation. 

Viner confirms personal items returned to Brooks - work related items take to MSC storage in Wapping 

Carter left the week after Brooks: Viner personally supervised the packing of her files on 22/07/11. Items numbered but not 
checked 

Viner did not know whether the files in Carter's area was executive material or not. 

Viner will return on Monday for more cross examination by Burke and counsel for Hanna 
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Jury not sitting tomorrow because of a funeral 
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Monday 13 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Further cross examination of Jane Viner 

Witness - Jane Viner (Facilities Manager at News International) 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter continues cross examination of Jane Viner 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Jane Viner 
Further Prosecution questions to Jane Viner 

Witness - DS John Massey (Operation Sasha Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DS Massey 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks will cross examine at a later time 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DS Massey 

Witness - DC Karyn Millar (Operation Sasha Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Millar 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DC Millar 

Witness - DC Hailey Barber (Operation Sasha Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Barber 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines DC Barber 
Further Prosecution questions to DC Barber 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Further cross examination of Jane Viner 

Back at the #hackingtrial - with further cross examination of head of facilities at NI, Jane Viner 

Witness - Jane Viner (Facilities Manager at News International) 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter continues cross examination of Jane Viner 

Trevor Burke, counsel for Cheryl Carter, has questions for Jane Viner. He shows her an email from Carter to archivist Nick 
Mays on 16/05/11 

On the 13/05/11 Mays had written Carter and Keegan about Brooks' memorabilia and JRM portrait 

Carter writes back to Mays, and then asks Jane Viner for "big cupboards" for Brooks' memorabilia. Viner has no recollection of 
replying 

Burke shows Viner a floor plan of Brooks' office on the 10th floor at TMS. 

Jane Viner confirms that the big filing cabinets were behind the PAs in the 'pod' adjacent to Brooks' office. 

The floor to ceiling plan of Thomas More Square shown to jury doesn't include some 'storewalls' says Viner 

"I wouldn't say it was a paperless office, but it was a minimalistic design," says Viner of NI corporate floor 

Viner is shown the extensive filing list (some 132 pages IRRC) for the cabinets behind the PAs in the ante-room to Brooks' 
office 

Viner agrees she was responsible for packing up "to specific guidelines" the News of the World offices after it was closed on 
10th July 11 

"News of the World was the focus of your initial instructions" asks Burke of that weekend: Brooks was not a person of interest 
till 15/07/11 

On the 14th of July, the day before she resigned, Brooks was planning to be leaving Thomas More Square and "working 
elsewhere" 

Brooks emails Viner about relocating to "the Barn" during "leave of absence" and moving various items including "Rupert and 
Charlie Photos" 

As far as Viner was concerned, there was no restriction on Brooks moving any items while she was 'homeworking' and at 
another London office 

Viner emails Carter with "Plan of Action" email from Viner to Carter on 14/07/11 about Brooks' moving out of NI HQ week after 
NOTW closure 

Next day Viner emails Cheryl around 17.40 15/07/11 plans to pack and store Brooks' office over the following weekend, despite 
resignation 

The police arrive about an hour later around 18.40 on 15/07/11: Brooks was now a personal of interest, and Viner says office 
locked down 

On 17th text messages from Viner to Carter are shown to jury: "Am on the 13th floor.... call when you need some help" 

Carter texts she went with her husband to clear her beauty stuff, and says she's now working with 'Tom' - Mockeridge 
appointed new CEO 
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Viner emails Carter on the Monday 18th saying that Mockeridge was going to temporarily occupy Brooks' office 

Carter asks about Brooks' stuff: Viner says "I thought we weren't allowed into the office yet.... but if you mean files let's sort out 
ASAP 

Viner confirms that it was Brooks office which was searched and sealed on the Friday evening before: Carter was there during 
the search 

Police spent four hours or so searching Brooks' office on 15/07/11 and returned on the Monday 18th to remove IT items. 

After 4th August 2011 Viner oversaw the removal of the remainder of Brooks' office items to safe storage 

"If you mean files with you," writes Viner to Carter: "let's get them packed up as soon as possible." She's referring to Carter's 
area 

Around that week of the 22nd July 2011, after Brooks' arrest, Viner became aware Carter was leaving. 

"Mrs Carter had received a lot of gifts," on her departure says her counsel Trevor Burke: Carter brought her car in to collect 
them. 

Carter was planning to continue with her Sun beauty column despite her resignation the week after Brooks' arrested. 

Carter wrote to Derek Crowley, NI HR executive, about leaving her IT and phones behind. 

Viner says the filing cabinets behind Carter would have "been associated with her". She has no recollection of packing them 

Viner says there is no booking or invoices in her records for moving 8 crates from TMS to Carter's parents-in-law 

On the 24th of July, Viner oversaw several crates of material going into safe storage, but never saw a filing list. 

Burke alleges 8 or 10 crates of Brooks' personal stuff was organised by Viner's department: "No, I have no recollection of 
that..." 

"Police expressed no interest... in storage area behind Carters desk," asks Burke. "I have no knowledge of that," says Viner 

Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Jane Viner 

William Clegg, counsel for Hanna, makes his first appearance: "This is my first question... so my questioning skills may be a 
little rusty" 

Clegg shows Viner a satellite map of Thomas More Square - picks out road, marina, parking area and plant. 

In 2011 there was one level of an underground car park in TMS. The move there was huge logistical exercise, agrees Viner, 
3300 people moved. 

Viner confirms that Daniel Cloke previously responsible for security for News International left in 2010 - and she took over 
responsibility 

Hanna was group director for NI security, embracing all four titles, in 2011 

Clegg, counsel for Hanna, confirms that 'group director' doesn't mean Hanna was an legal director. 'Neither was I," confirms 
Viner 

Viner says she'd worked closely with Mark Hanna: agrees he was hard working, conscientous, good at his job, fair and entirely 
honest 

"Trust worthy, reliable" Viner confirms. "A family man," Clegg asksof his client: "I don't know all personal details of those I work 
with" 

Jury is shown details of Hanna's parking space - number 77 - at Thomas More Square. 

"He had very wide ranging duties.... in this country and abroad," Clegg asks. "I don't recall any work abroad," says Viner 

In the UK, Viner confirms Hanna was responsible for securing the building, and executive security. A concierge team for front of 
house 

Hanna was the line manager for the person in charge of the TMS security, entry and exits, patrols, logs of security maintenance 

Hanna's team were responsible for lost property, issuing swipe cards, liaising over fire drills. Investigating petty theft 

Viner can't remember the theft of lead from the roof of Thomas More Square - "It would have been from Wapping," she says. 

Clegg refers to Fox News, part of News Corp not NI. "In Wapping and TMS we have News Corp Europe and Asia shared office 
space," says Viner 

Clegg talks about the kidnap of Fox journalists in Egypt returned to London. Viner has no recollection 

Hanna was former army, serving in first Gulf War, and trained NI journalists for combat zones 

Viner became aware of phone hacking in 2011. She remembers an incident related to public post. 

Threatening and abusive letters to NI execs were intercepted in post room confirms Viner. 

It was Mark Hanna's job to do a 'risk assessment' of these abusive letters to NI execs. In first instance in post room 

"Anything written in green ink would, I suggest, be intercepted by security," says Cleggs. "Sounds like the sort of protocol," says 
Viner 
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Arrangements varied from title to title, says Viner, as to what happened to the mail once it had got through to the first 'sift' 

PAs might send mail back to security after a 'second sift' agrees Viners. NI offices swept for listening devices - normal and 
routine 

Viner says this is normal in most organisations she's worked with. She agree newspapers v competitive and might try to steal 
scoops. 

Clegg talks of the 'sensitive' News Corp bid for BSkyB: Viner confirms News Corp had offices 

A company called White Rock conducted the anti-eavesdropping 'sweeping' 

Email from Brooks to Will Lewis 25/01/11 "Can I have my phone, and office swept... thanks. discreetly" "Seems routine," says 
Viner 

Counsel for Hanna, Clegg, goes through follow up emails to Brooks' request. Hanna says will get to it ASAP. Will Lewis replies 
"No problem" 

Hanna stays on the supervise the sweeping of all exec offices. Brooks Chelsea offices and car also being swept in January 
2011. 

Hanna refers to issues over a dinner party, and a CCTV alarm system being installed in someone else's property. Viner: 
"Entirely routine" 

Hanna, head of security at News International, would prepare a weekly report for Viner. 

27/01/11 an email refers to the Moscow Bombings - with Hanna confirming no injuries to staff. 

"All executives were provided with security as and when necessary," agrees Viner. 

Email confirms TMS has been fully swept: in NOTW they were monitoring and sweeping an interview room in January 2011 

NI was providing electronic and personal security to an unnamed person abroad: "Shows the wide ranging responsibilities Mark 
Hanna had" 

"The idea his whole life was dedicated to providing security for Rebekah Brooks would be very far from the truth," Clegg on his 
client Hanna 

"Mrs Brooks would refer to other employees by their first names... rather than, as lawyers do in a rather stuff way, refer to Mr or 
Mrs." 

"It was a first name business," says Clegg of News International: "First name terms no indication of friends... she was very 
much the boss" 

Clegg asks about movement of Carter's 8 boxes into Wapping safe store: Viner says wasn't the responsibility of security or 
Mark Hanna 

Viner emails head of security Michael Varley at BSkyB mentioning "sweeping of the offices... which we're doing daily at the 
moment". 

"Is sweeping every day routine because of BSkyB situation at that time?" asks Saunders. Viner says yes. 

Clegg: "When the phone hacking allegations became significant news item there became a heightened security at TMS... and 
individual execs" 

Hanna was asked to organise personal protection of Brooks during this period 

Viner remembers "Threatening mail.... addressed to some of the executives..." from this period 

International Corporate Protection (ICP) ran the mail screening: MD Will Geddes will be a prosecution witness later this week. 

Contract for ICP would have gone through Viner to Susan Panuccio fro signing off - it was beyond Viner's budget 

ICP organised executive security for Brooks ('Blackhawk') , Will Lewis and Simon Greenberg (coded Kestrel and Sparrowhawk) 

Will Geddes, forthcoming witness, is the ICP managing director 

Clegg focuses on the 'Blackhawk' operation for the Brooks': they had a London property in Chelsea, and the 'Barn' in Oxford. 

Hanna made personal security reviews of both Brooks' premises: security guards provided by ICP - Viner recalls signing 
contract/invoice 

Viner agrees this security detail added a "great deal of workload" to Hanna, who was working long hours by July, with very few 
days off 

Clegg suggest Hanna took a lot of work home - "including threatening letters he had to assess for potential risk." 

"Quite a large volume of such material (threatening letters) were recovered by police from Mr Hanna's home address," says 
counsel Clegg 

On the weekend on 16/17th July 2011 the Brooks' were not staying at their home in Oxfordshire. 

Clegg suggests that Brooks new weekend location this added another set of premises Hanna had to guard over that period. 

Clegg brings up Count 7 of the indictment on the court screen 

Jury are reminded that the allegations against Mark Hanna are specifically focused on that weekend in July 
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Four other people are named on this indictment - some from various other private companies. 

Viner cannot recall signing an invoice. The company subcontracted by ICP, suggests Clegg, counsel for Hanna. 

"It was an extremely busy weekend for Mark Hanna," agrees Viner. James and Rupert Murdoch also in TMS on the Sunday. 

Viner remembers Brooks was attending Parliamentary DCMS on July 19th: she suspects she was preparing that weekend for 
committee 

"Two or three 'not in the office locations' were running in this period," says Viner 

"The perceived security risk had never been higher," agrees Viner 

This new location for Brooks was called 'Enstone': Hanna was there the whole weekend Viner says, from his reports 

Call data shows Hanna reported regularly to Viner that weekend - she remembers a call on the Sunday. 

Hanna was also liaising with the Serjeant at Arms in Parliament for arrangements for Brooks' parliamentary attendance. 

CLEGG establishes Hanna was working all hours, confirms Viner: "I was concerned about Mark's pastoral care... he had no 
rest time" 

Viner reported her concerns to Panuccio - her boss 

Clegg, counsel for NI Head of Security Mark Hanna, goes through questions from Viners PA about movements prior to Brooks' 
DCMS appearance 

Hanna's email says Brooks was intending to return to London on Monday 18th July 2011 

Viner is asked whether she knew Brooks had an appointment with police at London police station: "I can't recall," says Viner 

Viner is asked whether she had told Mark Hanna about this police appointment: "I have no recollection of being told," says 
Viner 

Clegg: "If you'd known she was coming to London... you wouldn't have prepared security in Enstone?" Viner agrees. 

Viner is shown a call schedule by William Clegg QC, counsel for Hanna. A break while it is introduced 

Rupert Murdoch has his own close personal protection officer but not James as far as Viner was aware. (Typo from previous 
tweet) 

"The rust isn't showing too much at the moment," says Saunders of Clegg's re-examination of Jane Viner, head of facilities at 
NI 

10th Feb 2011Hanna report cited: someone left a dictaphone on a train, NOTW interviews and police liason, Fox personnel 
injured in Cairo 

Hanna weekly report - "sleeping" not "sweeping" on level four. Someone dozing on the job, apparently 

3rd March Report: more NOTW interviews and police liaison for Hanna. May Day demos. 

24/03/11 Hanna Report: working with CPS. 01/04 ongoing NOTW interviews - breadth of Hanna's work 

Texts to Viner cited - heightened threat after death of Osama Bin Laden: ongoing NOTW interviews 

Lots of activity that spring points out Clegg, counsel for Hanna. James Murdoch's office swept because of BSkyB - vetting 
Brooks new driver 

The whole spring 2011 in Mark Hanna's weekly reports is filled with regular briefings with CPS, and liaison with police over 
NOTW interviews 

In July 2011, Hanna is concerned with demonstrations outside Wapping: constantly reviewing security over 'allegations' against 
NI 

Hanna is intercepting executive mail in during 2011 the phone hacking scandal, and emails. There is anti-surveillance 'masking' 
of building 

Viner confirms that these weekly emails show Hanna's "very wide remit" and the escalation of work in July 2011 

Clegg, counsel for Hanna, goes through the call data from his client's phone. 

The prosecution have amassed 3,450 entries for the billing data from Hanna's phone in relation to Count 7 

Call data from three other prosecution witnesses - Viner, Geddes and another person - only shows their contact with Hanna 

Clegg explains that the schedule shows all Hanna's contact with Viner, Geddes and Jagger: so not a complete account of this 
calls 

Defence has submitted other call data which has not been agreed with prosecution, because they haven't check numbers. 

One name cited by defence is Bridget Lee: Viner says name familiar but can't identify her. 

Other calls to other people whose records have been inspected by police are not included because it would make the schedule 
too long 

Clegg, counsel for Hanna, goes through the telephone evidence of contact with his line manager Jane Viner 

Jane Viner doesn't remember talking to Hanna on the morning of Sunday 17th July, the day Brooks was arrested 
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Viner doesn't remember being told the Brooks' were coming to London that morning of the 17/07/11 

Clegg, counsel for Hanna, explores call data for that morning showing a 6 minute call, interrupted, around 10.30 am. 

Clegg suggests that Hanna called Viner about having to drive Charlie Brooks' Range Rover back to London, new insurance 
had to put in place 

Viner can remember organising the insurance, but can't remember Charlie Brooks' Range Rover being cited. Insurance docs 
name 'any car' 

Clegg, counsel for Hanna, shows that emails requesting insurance on another car for head of security a few minutes after call 
from him 

Another request from Viner asks for Hanna's car to be insured for someone else 

Viner confirms that these requests for insurance would have come beforehand if Hanna knew in advance 

Clegg goes throughs some more call data around lunchtime on the day Brooks is arrested: Viner and Hanna keep on missing 
each other 

Call data shows Viner and Hanna talking for about six minutes that Sunday lunchtime 17/07/11 

Hanna and Viner speak at 1.15 pm: Viner can't remember directly why she was calling Hanna. 

Viner says she was at work by this time in Thomas More Square. 

"Do you think mention was made of Rebekah Brooks being at a police station?" Viner cannot remember, nor recollect prior 
knowledge of visit 

The cell site information for Mark Hanna shows a location for 'Broadway' the road that splits Wapping from Thomas More 
Square 

Hanna was at Wapping later that Sunday, but Viner cannot recall meeting him face to face 

Cell site information later that afternoon the Sunday Brooks is arrested shows Mark Hanna back at home in Buckinghamshire 

Viner remembers speaking to Hanna later that day - she was concerned about his welfare and wanted him to take the Monday 
off. 

Hanna said it was impossible to take the Monday off because of a Select Committee appearance on Tuesday 19th May 2011 

Viner cannot remember if Hanna said Brooks was still at the police around 5pm on the Sunday, or that they'd searched the 
Barn in Oxfordshire 

Break for lunch 

Aren't you really of the believer's party without knowing it?' My interview with Philip Pullman, religious atheist' 
http://aeon.co/magazine/world-views/philip-pullman-interview-the-religious-atheist 

Phenomenally fast compilation by "@thetuftii: @peterjukes This morning's session from the #hackingtrial: 
http://storify.com/thetuftii/phone-hacking-trial-old-bailey-13-01-14-am " 

Back after lunch at the epic #hackingtrial - still going through the prosecution case. Probably will be till end of the month 

William Clegg QC, counsel for Mark Hanna, head of NI security, continues with cross examination of Jane Viner, head of 
facitilies 

The evening Brooks is arrested texts are exchanged between Hanna and is line manager, Viner 

Viner recalls asking Hanna to tell her when he was home, and whether he'd be in Monday. She thinks texts that afternoon 
reflected that 

Viner explains neither her or Hanna's job is a "Monday to Friday, nine to five job" so weekend contact between not at all 
abnormal 

Four more texts that afternoon between Hanna and Viner: she cannot remember the subject matter 

Just before midnight from Hanna, who has remained in Buckinghamshire that entire evening Sunday July 17th when Brooks 
arrested 

Hanna sent a text to Viner which is his counsel, Clegg, alleges was notification of Brooks' release from police questioning 

Around 9.30 am Monday 18/07/11 call data shows Hanna calling Viner from one of the Wapping cell sites 

Viner wasn't in the office Monday morning, so Hanna could be reporting to her by phone, she says 

4.35 that afternoon, Viner says it's "reasonable" Hanna was giving her an update on his movements prior to DCMS hearing 

Further Prosecution questions to Jane Viner 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution has some re-examination questions on the plan for Brooks' office. 

Bryant Heron asks Viner about the boxes moved to safe storage and asked about the codes from a police exhibit 

Boxes were marked, by police and MSC rules, according to area - with tallying codes. 

10-39 is the code for the PAs office area: Viner was asked about the booking of a van or courier for the removal of 8-10 Carter 
boxes 
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Viner is asked about Brooks' Enstone location during weekend of her arrest. She thought it was "an executive offsite meeting" 
about Brooks 

Witness - DS John Massey (Operation Sasha Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DS Massey 

Bryant Heron for the crown recalls DS Massey as a prosecution witness in the #hackingtrial 

DS Massey previously gave evidence on the interview of Cheryl Carter on the 6th Jan 12. On 25/01/12 Massey went to 
Kingsley Napley lawyers 

Kingsley Napley are solicitors representing Brooks. They informed police and DS Massey and DC Fletcher attended those 
offices 

DS Massey was shown a box crate with ten photo albums, a black box with a sticker on the side 10-39 (the same number Viner 
mentioned) 

This box was wedding photos. The thirds box contained letters, cards, and support for Brooks resignation. Other boxes letters 
and speeches 

Other boxes contained credit card statements, share certificates, christmas card. Another Mr Murdoch 2000-2008 

Also present at the solicitors two hessian bags of photos. 

"There was no uniformity to the boxes..." DS Massey confirms they looked nothing like record archive boxes. 

DS Massey confirms there were some hard copy diaries 1995-2010, 4 A5 sized notebooks, small reporter's pad, and two 
filofaxes recovered 

Those items would have taken up between one and one a half storage boxes. 

Kingsley Napier retained the two notebooks to check whether, in journalistic terms, they contained professionally privileged 
material 

DC Massey has not seen those notebooks. But he managed to date an Oxford reporters pad recovered from Brooks' solicitors 
Kingsley Napley 

Jury shown an A5 Oxford reporter's pad - like a small exercise pad. Photos shown to jury. 

References in Brooks' - to Olympic tickets and congestion charge - dated it to September 2009 

A black and red A5 notebook, shown to jury, is dated to 2005 by an email contained within it 

The email inside the second Brooks is from a Sun Employee 

Another black A5 Brooks notebook is shown to jury: though no dates within it, there is a reference to Rupert's schedule and 
PCC 

Another blue A5 notebook has 2007 on the cover "a giveaway for the date" says Bryant Heron. 

One further notebook - described as a phone book -was recovered by Kingsley Napley: filofax contained a 1994, and 2003-4 
diary 

DS Massey's investigations were from January 2012: other sources procured evidence from NI. Later in 2012 Carter attended 
Weeting 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks will cross examine at a later time 

Laidlaw, counsel for Brooks, explains how he is trying to make sense "of not an entirely easier part of the case" about filing lists 

Laidlaw for Brooks says he will "hold fire" until the schedule of recoveries from Kingsley Napley is finalised 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DS Massey 

Burke, counsel for Carter, has some questions for DS Massey. 

Burke mentions the search of Brooks' on 15th July 2011. The returned on 18th to remove IT items. 

Massey says he is aware of the fact that the filing areas around Brooks' PAs were never searched in July 2011 

BREAKING: police were told by NI's Management and Standards Committee Carter removed 7 boxes from archives - base of 
charge 6 #hackingtrial 

It's from Nick Mays evidence that the police know Gary Keegan was present with Cheryl Carter. Keegan mentions Nick Carter's 
presence 

After Nick Carter's evidence he dropped off 7 boxes at house, police get a warrant: arrive at Carter's house when they return 
from Australia 

DS Massey adds some "clarity": he says the timing of the search was due to police process: it wasn't timed around Carter's 
Australian trip 

Four officer attended to search the house. They take nothing. But Carter gives a brief account to police that day. 

At this point Carter is interviewed as a potential witness about the 7 missing archive boxes. 
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Carter's version of events was that archives contacted her to remove. Most were Carter's. She removed and destroyed them. 

Burke explores Brooks's Boot Camp training session: Carter was correct about it being scheduled in, but wrong about it taking 
place 

Carter is arrested at 6.50 am on a January morning: "Why at ten to seven?" asks Burke. Massey explains that she was leaving 
for Australia 

DS Massey said this arrest at 6.50 am of Carter allowed them to have the whole day free for interview. 

DS Massey confirms Carter was a woman of good character with no previous conviction. In interviews, she repeated witness 
statement from July 

Carter maintained archivist Nick Mays had contacted her about downsizing earlier in 2011. 

Burke confirms the email from Mays in May 11 about memorabilia only became available from NI during the course of the trial 

The emails to archivist Mays came from emails retrieved from Carter's Blackberry - so weren't available to police until after 
arrest 

These emails were disclosed to the defence earlier in the process: no email traffic between Brooks and Carter on subject of 7 
archive boxes 

"Importantly, there is no email from Nick Mays to Cheryl Carter prior to Sept 09 sending a copy... of a blank transfer list," says 
Burke 

"Have you found a single pad that contains Cheryl Carter's beauty tips?" asks Burke of DS Massey. "Not that I'm aware." 

Burke alleges that his client Carter was present when Brooks' safe was unlocked in July 2011 

Burke for Carter asks about a email chain from NI lawyer confirming PAs Carter and Keegan could speak according to bail 
conditions 

Witness - DC Karyn Millar (Operation Sasha Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Millar 

Bryant Heron for the crown calls DC Karyn Millar 

DC Millar is shown a letter from Carter's solicitors Brandman about a visit on 25/10 to Weeting offices to identify items 

The exhibits shown to Carter and her lawyer were the items supplied to police by Kingsley Napley. 

Six days later the police receive a letter from Carter's solicitor identifying 4 items from 7 archive boxes. First notice to police 

Carter identified a 1995 blank times diary, a blue hardbook notebook, 

Hiatus as various exhibits are unbagged and shown to jury. 

Actually the hiatus is apparently for the defendants to look at the evidence box 

DC Millar identifies the third item - a desk diary. 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DC Millar 

Burke for Carter now cross examines DC Millar. 

DC Millar says she had no idea why Carter and Bradman wanted to view Weeting articles. 

All of the exhibits were brought out all the Kingsley Napley exhibits at Putney. No commentsat that meeting. Only a letter 7 
days later 

Witness - DC Hailey Barber (Operation Sasha Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Barber 

Bryant Heron is now onto Count 7 which includes Hanna and Charlie Brooks in allegations of cover up 

DC Hailey Barber is called as a witness to go through the call data for both Brooks', Hanna, Carter, and various security 
operatives 

The call schedule has called IDs, duration of calls, and the cell site postcodes of the receiving masts 

There is cell site data for both outgoing and receiving calls. The first entry is for 17th July 2011 between Hanna and other 
security 

The first text is at 4.41 am in the morning. To postcode in OX7 4NS - Enstone cell site. It comes from Hanna's mobile. 

When Hanna receives a text it's from the same Enstone cell site in Oxfordshire - these are just demonstrations of timeline to 
jury 

On the same Sunday Brooks arrested, various calls early in the morning to 'Blackhawk 1' also in Enstone area 
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Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines DC Barber 

Clegg for Hanna does not agree with the expert cell site analysis. He is happy to admit Hanna was at Enstone on that Sunday 
morning 

Clegg explains that "Enstone Farm was quite a large area" 

"It's already brain numbing," Clegg concedes of some of the evidence: "And no one needs any more numbing..." No agreement 
on admissions 

Further Prosecution questions to DC Barber 

Bryant Heron then explains the location of the Blackhawk 1 phone in the Enstone area. 

Enstone contained both a farm and a business park, according to Operation Sacha detective. 

A security firm contracted by NI named the protection operation for Brooks "Blackhawk' - 'Blackhawk 1' is their security handset 

Another mobile phone is located close to Enstone Manor Farm. 

Rebekah and Charles Brooks' mobile phones also routed through the Enstone cell site. 

About 9 am that morning, the Brooks' with their driver and a follow car go to the offices of Kingsley Napley in London 

About the same time Hanna and another security operative move from Enstone through various postcodes in direction of 
Brooks' Jubilee Barn 

Then mobile phones of Hanna and other security operatives move to the London and Thomas More Square around lunchtime 
Sunday 17/07/11 

Call phone data shows Brooks moving towards Lewisham postcode - the police station where she was arrested 

Charles Brooks and Angus MacBride, his solicitor, arrive at Chelsea Quay: CCTV shown to court. They arrive through swing 
door reception 

R Brooks arrested at 12.02 pm. C Brooks exits lift of underground car park with Jiffy bag and laptop - shown to jury on CCTV 
recording 

Less than a minute later CCTV shows a jacketless Charlie Brooks returns to the lift of car park WITHOUT Jiffy bag and lap top 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks points out the cameras are movement triggered. He says machine timing sometimes doesn't marry 
up 

Court adjourns till 10 am tomorrow. 
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Tuesday 14 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Continued CCTV Evidence on Count 7 
CCTV Evidence on 17 July 2011 - The day Rebekah Brooks was arrested 
Rebekah Brooks Bailed 
CCTV Evidence on 18 July 2011 - The day after Brooks arrest 

Witness - William Geddes (MD of ICP - International Corporate Protection) 
Prosecution Counsel questions William Geddes 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines William Geddes 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines William Geddes 

Witness - Dave Cutts (Mobile phone network expert witness) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Dave Cutts 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Continued CCTV Evidence on Count 7 

Back at the #hackingtrial and mid-way through CCTV evidence on Count 7 - involving Mr and Mrs Brooks and Mark Hanna, NI 
Head of Security 

Saunders explains to the jury that the Count 7 schedule contains agreed 'events' - it's the interpretation under dispute 

CCTV Evidence on 17 July 2011 - The day Rebekah Brooks was arrested 

Bryant Heron explains how the last two CCTV sequences, Chapter 1 and 2, fit into the timeline of events on 17th July 2011 

Bryant Heron then notes phone calls from William Geddes with Charlie Brooks and Mark Hannah around noon that day 

Charlie Brooks is also in contact with Rebekah Brooks' driver around this time she was arrested at Lewisham station 

Lee Sandell assisted, a private security guard from Advance Security 

Telephone records from 12-8pm that day: phone attributed to David Johnson and Blackhawk 1 all routed through SE13 
(Lewisham police station) 

David Johnson was another private security company hired through private contractor ICP, MD William Geddes 

13.10-13.55 Mark Hanna and Lee Sandell leave Wapping with cell site data showing them moving to SW11 3BZ- Thames 
Quay 

Jury shown Chapter 3 of CCTV evidence: a brief clip of a car arriving: Hanna and Sandell arriving at Brooks residence in 
Chelsea 

Saunders says one of the jury should go to "top of the class" for noticing a yellow timeline on the schedule which nobody can 
quite explain 

Around 14.05 after two forwards there's a call between Mark Hanna and Charlie Brooks. Chaps 4-6 of CCTV show Hanna 
meeting Brooks 

Charlie Brooks appears in shirtsleeves in the underground car park, directing Hanna's vehicle into a parking space at around 
14.09 

Hanna - wearing what looks like a Barbour jacket goes right out of shot, while Brooks, texting on his phone, goes to the internal 
lifts 

Another CCTV shows a blue car waiting outside a rainy Thames Quay in Chelsea: Lee Sandell is seen standing waiting there 

A CCTV at 14:11 shows Hanna with a bag and files coming from bin area and heading out of shot, into camera, towards car 
park entrance 

14:12-14:13 Int. shot of Hanna heading out of car park. Exterior shots of him walking past barrier. Overhead of him getting into 
blue car 

Effectively these six different CCTV camera shots show Hanna carrying bags of material from bin area of underground car park 
to Lee Sandell 

More street based CCTV shows the blue car around 14:15 heading down the rainy Chelsea Streets of Thames Quay 

14:48 Hanna and Sandell's mobile phones are routed through the Wapping cell site - i.e. they've gone to NI HQ 

Back at Thames Quay: 14:45-15:02 CCTV shows Charlie with lawyer MacBride heading into car park 

14:46 C Brooks in on the phone, heading outside of car park, followed by his lawyer. They came into main entrance 

So they leave the car park past the barrier and back into Chelsea Quay. 14:51 back into the car park for Brooks and MacBride 

14:52 Angus MacBride leaves through the main car park entrance checking his phone - C Brooks back up in internal lift 

15:02 several other cars arrive at the Chelsea residence. 
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Around the same time - 15:00 - Hanna and Sandell leave Wapping according to phone data 

Two hours later, around 17:04 police leave the Brooks' London residence having completed their search: 6 shown on CCTV 
followed by MacBride 

Police leave with several boxes - MacBride goes back into internal lift, and then out of reception according to CCTV evidence 

Two police cars had previously arrived in the Underground car park with 7 officers - MacBride had let them in with a fob 

At 16:50 there was also a short 15 minute search of Brooks' Oxfordshire residence at the barn 

After the search in London, Hanna and Charlie Brooks exchange phone messages. 

Between 17:31 and 19:11 there are 6 calls and texts between Hanna, security staff Jorsling and 'Blackhawk 1' 

CCTV from entrance to Thames Quay shows a Mr Palmer being buzzed in because no one in reception 

CCTV from outside car park shows a car arriving around 17:21 at Chelsea Quay 

David Johnson and Daryl Jorsling were texting each other: those texts retrieved: around 19:00 a text with Hanna's numbers 

Texts between Jorsling and Johnson about calling Charlie and Mark around 17:30 and picking up stuff from TMS. 

Call data shows Brooks being contacted around 19:30. 

19:32-20:14 Jorsling leaves Lewisham - cell site data show him from SE13 to SE 1 - Lewisham to Bermondsey and then 
Wapping E1 W1LD 

Call data puts Jorsling in Wapping for about 15 mins 

20:24 Blackhawk 1 texts Hanna about location of docs: 20:35 Hanna is called by Jorsling but call forwarded - Hanna calls back. 

20:37 Mark Hanna texts Charlie Brooks. Jorsling's mobile moves from SE1 to SW6 - i.e. Chelsea 

Hanna and Jorsling text each other between 20:44 and at 21:09 "Daryl Have a plan.... can you call please..." Jorsling calls back 

21: 27 Jorsling arrives at Thames Quay car park. 

21:29 Jorsling removes black bag and moves to bin area - returns empty handed. Calls Charlie Brooks. 21:31 Jorsling leaves 
in black golf 

CCTV (played earlier) of the arrival of Mr Palmer then collects a Pizza box from Thames Quarry 

21:26 - dark now - a car is let through shuttered barriers at Thames Quay. Guy comes out from car in underground car park on 
phone 

Jorsling removes a black bin bag from his black golf in Chelsea Car park, and dumps it in bin area to camera right (out of shot) 

Jorsling drives off. On CCTV a guy in white T shirt arrives immediately (assumed to be Palmer) picks up jiffy back and laptop 

The Black Golf shown driving out of car park entrance on CCTV 

Guy in white T-shirt - Palmer - now returns to lifts with a Pizza Box on CCTV 

21:35-21:40 texts between Jorsling and Johnson, Jorsling calls Hanna. "Broadsword calling Danny Boy... .pizza delivered" text 
from Jorsling 

Johnson to Jorsling "Ha fucking amateurs. We should have had DLD or brush contact on riverside.... Log in as Pizza Delivery" 

Back after a break: we're following through the details of the day of Brooks' arrest and search of Brooks' London flat 

21:24-22:01 text messages between Johnson and Jorsling "See you in the am wherever it may be". "Another fucking magical 
mystery tour" 

23:21 to 23:25 texts exchanged between Hanna and Blackhawk 1 "Any news yet?" "No news... must be grilling her big style" 

Further texts from Hanna to Blackhawk: "please call when released" 

Saunders notes there was a call from Hanna to his line manager Viner around the same time. 

Clegg counsel for Hanna notes the exact timing of text to Jane Viner, and another call from Blackhawk1 to Hannah moments 
before at 23:55 

Rebekah Brooks Bailed 

23:30 Brooks is bailed from Lewisham and driven back in an Audi to Chelsea residence 

CCT of reception at night from about 20 past midnight shows Charlie leaving in shirt sleeves 

An Audi and another car swiped through car park barriers, shown to Jury on CCTV footage 

CCTV from underground car park shows Audi and Black Golf: Charlie talks to Jorsling and Johnson and greets Rebekah after 
her arrest 

Charlie and Rebekah hug on CCTV footage 

Charlie and Rebekah exit through lifts leaving her driver in Audi - Jorsling and Johnson by black Golf 

Jorling and Johnson transfer something from their car to the Audi - Brooks' main car 
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CCTV from about 00:38 the night Brooks was arrested shows Brooks' main car, Black Audi, leaving Chelsea with follow car, 
Black Golf 

CCTV Evidence on 18 July 2011 - The day after Brooks arrest 

Next entry for schedule is following morning at 10:20 - CCTV stills show Edwards, Brooks' driver, arriving in Audi, and waiting 

Actually these are not CCTV stills - long sequence shows Edwards talking to a woman who has some orange shopping bags as 
he waits 

At 10:23 Charlie and Rebekah come down to the car park. Their driver Edwards has been waiting for an hour by this point 

18th July 2011 - cell site evidence from Paul Edwards and C Brooks show them going to Kingsley Napley solicitors in EC1 

CCTV show Mr Nascimento, a cleaner at Thames Quay, arrive with a motorpowered cleaing wagon by the bins in the 
underground car park 

CCTV shows Nascimento attaching wheelie bin to his wagon, drive off down the car park, turn around in a neat U-turn to attach 
another bin 

With four wheelie bins now attached, Nascimento drives past the camera. He then turns back. Dismounts and heads to bin 
area near lift 

Nascimento retrieves something from floor out of shot. Drives out of car park and parks his carriage of green wheelie bins 

CCTV shows Mr Nascimento leaving with items. He will be a witness soon 

12:25 on 18/07/11 Charlie Brooks calls News International: 12:48-55 Edwards, and both Brooks' return to Chelsea Quay. 

12:50 onwards. Driver Paul Edwards is on phone looking for bags. Can't find it. Calls Hanna. Jorsling arrives. Meets Edwards 
outside 

Jorsling arrives around 13:05 to meet Edwards. 13:08 Charles Brooks calls Edwards and texts message: "Need to get Becks 
some lunch. Pizza" 

Mr Perkins, employee of Thames Quay, arrive in car park. Jorsling, C Brooks and Edwards go to office of manager of building 

CCTV shows Rebekah coming out of Audi in car park, watches while Edwards and Charlie look around near bins. They go 
back up to flat 

Brooks' driver Edwards is on the phone all the time, pacing up an down. The door to the Audi remains opens. It's about 12:54 
on 18/07/11 

A guy with a peaked cap and High Visibility shirt arrives. He doesn't see Edwardss. Goes down to bottom of car park checking 
bins 

Uniformed guy in vizzy finds the Audi with doors open, swipes himself into building. Back out. Doesn't talk to Edwards. 

CCTV: When the security guy has gone, Edward reverses the Audi and heads out of Thames Quay underground car park. 
Then returns and parks 

Edwards, wearing sunglasses, walks out from car park. Seems to light cigarette, joins up with Jorsling, who holds up his hands 

Edwards, Brooks' driver, returns with Jorsling who did the 'pizza' in the pot drop off to bin area. An official looking man in suit 
waits 

Charlie Brooks, in shirt sleeves, comes out of lift, rubbing his hair. He, Jorsling and Edwards talk to manager in black suit. 

Charlie Brooks, driver, security operative and manager all leave the car park 

13:24 Hanna calls Edwards for a minute. 14:10 Police arrive at Chelsea Harbour. Brown suitcase and laptop bag given up to 
police 

15:37 Hanna calls Edwards 15:52 C Brooks leaves message then speaks to Hanna twice. 

Witness - William Geddes (MD of ICP - International Corporate Protection) 

Prosecution Counsel questions William Geddes 

Bryant Heron, for the crown, calls William Geddes, MD of ICP - International Corporate Protection - firm employed by Hanna 

Geddes has some documentary exhibits attached to his statement. 

Geddes explains that his security company provides protection and support for execs in hostile environments or at risk 

Geddes confirms ICP was employed by NI in 2011 to provide "protective surveillance for Mrs Brooks" - Operation Blackhawk 

Geddes said he had an existing relationship with both News International and Mr Mark Hanna 

Geddes says he was to provide a discreet security service, detecting other surveillance by the media or hostile members of the 
public 

Geddes said he was contracted mid June 2011 (three weeks before Milly Dowler story broke); Geddes contacted Coruna 
Solutions. 

Coruna were regularly contracted by Geddes at ICP. Mick Donovan is Geddes assistant at ICP. 
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Dave Johnson and Anthony Cox were Geddes main contacts at Coruna solutions. 

Coruna engaged a number of people in this project: Paul Lennon, Daryl Jorsling, Leon White and Paul Daly 

Daryl Jorsling was also known as 'Del', Geddes confirms to Bryant Heron. 

Geddes explains how protective coverage works - 24 hours, from a discreet distance, to check out for 'hostile reconnaissance' 
on principal 

Geddes explains they worked on the twelve hour shift system 

Mr Johnson and Mr Cox would organise the shift system for this ICP project 

Geddes confirms that Gary Keegan and Paul Edwards were the Brooks' drivers. The team would keep in contact with drivers. 

Geddes only contacted the drivers when he was 'in close proximity': information about the Brooks' movements came from the 
drivers 

Focusing on the events of 16th-17th of July 2011, the weekend Brooks was arrested, Bryant Heron asks Geddes what he was 
doing on 16th 

Geddes said he provided support for the team directly in Oxfordshire on the night of 16/07/11. He and Paul Lennon were at 
gate at Enstone 

Second ICP team led by Mick Donovan were at Brooks' Jubilee Barn premises that same night. 

Geddes explains that on his arrival at Enstone Manor Farm on the Saturday evening around 6pm he went to meet Mark Hanna, 
head of NI security 

Geddes says Hanna walked him around external perimeter of Enstone Manor Farm - he doesn't know if Hanna stayed all night. 
Geddes did 

Early morning around 7 am on 17/07/11 a relief team of Dave Johnson and Daryl Jorsling took over from Geddes and Lennon 

Geddes is asked about the 'Blackhawk 1' phone - an operational phone carried by each team for principals to contact, and with 
a central log 

The Blackhawk phones would be handed to each shift team as they took over 

Geddes can't help with the driving of Rebekah Brooks to Lewisham police station: team had to 'scramble' quickly to relocate to 
London 

Geddes was aware of Mrs and Mrs Brooks and the homeowner at Enstone Manor Farm, but nothing else, he tells Jury 

Geddes describes owner of Enstone Manor Farm as "middle Eastern gentleman... specialising in IVF treatment" 

Geddes say Hanna on the morning of 17th at front gate just as his shift was ending, around 7 am 

William Geddes, head of ICP, met Lee Sandell at Enstone - he was with Mr Hanna. Can't recall if morning or evening 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines William Geddes 

Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks, cross examines Geddes. 

Geddes agrees he knows Charlie Brooks 

Geddes agrees that advance notice of movements were useful. They would try to have an 'advance car' and a 'follow car' for 
them 

Saunder for C Brooks, asks what the concern was: Geddes explains tradition to get ahead to make sure not driving into a 
problem 

Geddes agrees the threats were from other media and possible hostile members of the public 

Saunders, counsel for C Brooks, goes over the schedule shown previously with witness William Geddes, corporate security 
boss of ICP 

NB - there are TWO Saunders in this trial. Justice John Saunders, and Neil Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks 

Saunders for C Brooks, focuses on the moment on the Sunday Brooks returns from bins empty handed. Two texts messages 
send to Geddes then 

Saunders for C Brooks, say he's "trying to piece together what's going on" and refers to a document Geddes gave to the police. 

Geddes agrees he transcribed his texts from his handset into a 'text transcript' for the police. 

In his transcript Geddes added the times of his texts. The jury is shown a page of his transcripts. 

Jury shown Geddes' text transcript: CB texts from garage "NEED MY CAR KEYS" 

Geddes replies " MARK IS DRIVING TO YOU... then 'Have you decided where you'll be staying tonight, sir?" Brooks "Flat as 
far as I know..." 

Geddes replies by text to Charlie Brooks that if he's not staying in London "could you let me know at your earliest 
convenience." 

Saunders for C Brooks asks Geddes about his and Hanna's contact with the phone designated 'Blackhawk 1' 
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Apparently the CCTV footage from Chelsea flat is already available from BBC 

The Blackhawk 1 phone was with Johnson which texts "Lewisham complete" around noon - i.e. Brooks has arrived at police 
station 

Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks, asks Geddes about a text he sent to Blackhawk1 around 12.23 - minutes after R 
Brooks arrested 

Geddes says he was unaware that Brooks was going to Lewisham police station "until much later in that day" 

A text from Blackhawk 1 to Geddes "Paul was told about the station by p2": i.e. probably Edwards informed by principle two - C 
Brooks. 

"He assumed we knew" texts Blackhawk1 to Geddes about the police station visit. Geddes replies "Paul is a twat" 

Geddes agrees he wouldn't have called Paul Lennon a twat - so it's probably the driver Paul Edwards referred to 

Geddes agrees had infrequent contact with Charlie Brooks, but he spoke to him rather than Rebekah. 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks refers back to his text saying staying in London seems more "logical" for night stay 

Geddes asks politely for advance notice from Brooks "only to ensure we have coverage at right place" 

"Because everyone was up in Oxon, the plan was to bring everyone down to London," explains Geddes about Brooks' security 
that Sunday 

Geddes text to C Brooks at 19:10 explains how he will be covering Rebekah on the Monday and her Tuesday DCMS 
appearance 

Geddes asks Charlie if he will be accompanying his wife Mon 18th, and says he'll need all the names of those going to 
Parliament on Tuesday 

Geddes confirms he provided security in a 'physical sense' for the next two days for Mr and Mrs Brooks 

Break till 2pm 

After a brief disconnected admin matter the jury are back in at the #hackingtrial. William Geddes now cross examined by 
Hanna's counsel 

Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines William Geddes 

William Clegg, counsel for Hanna, introduces some maps that show the location of Enstone Park in relation to Brooks' home at 
Jubilee Barn 

Clegg counsel for Hanna also show the location of the telephone masts which provide the 'cell-site' information mobile phone 
tracking 

Counsel for Hanna shows the logical route to drive from Enstone Farm to Jubilee Barn - past Chipping Norton 

Laidlaw for Brooks wants to raise a matter. Jury leave for a minute 

Back with Clegg's cross examination of Geddes on behalf of his client Mark Hanna, former head of security at NI. 

Clegg explains "I work for Mark Hanna who sits behind me in the dock.... someone you've worked with... since 2004/5..." 

Geddes confirms he worked with Hanna when he was employed with Nomura bank - his role prior to News International. 

Geddes describes Hanna as a "consummate professional..." Someone who he trusted and felt confident working with. 

Clegg asks Geddes to cast his mind back to April 2011: a short surveillance operation providing protection for Brooks. Clegg 
suggest 20/04 

Geddes provided short notice protection for Brooks: Clegg produces an email from 20/04/11 

Geddes cannot recollect if the protection for Brooks was 24hrs a day in April 2011 

Geddes confirms he visited Brooks' Thames Quay Chelsea Harbour flat for purposes of security in April 2011 

As part of the April 2011 survey Geddes noted the CCTV coverage of entrances and exits at Brooks' London flat and 
underground carpark 

Geddes and Hanna made a point of locating the CCTV coverage in the underground car park (several months before the arrest 
of Brooks) 

Clegg for Hanna suggests April protection lasted only 48 hrs. He shows Geddes from International Corporate Security email to 
that effect 

Geddes confirms he was contacted in June 2011 to provide protection for Brooks and two other NI execs 

Geddes agrees the 'risk' was of media intrusion as well as physical from members of the public "who had designs on them" 

The other execs were Sparrowhawk and Kestrel - previous evidence suggests Simon Greenberg and Will Lewis 

Geddes says there were a number of operators within his team, who would move around accordingly, under leadership of Cox 
and Johnson 

Security wasn't just static, but mobile aswell, with two security vehicles - one advance car, one in a follow position 
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Clegg, counsel for Hanna, asks Geddes if there was any kind of 'discretion'? 

Geddes confirms there were complaints from Mr and Mrs Brooks that they couldn't see the security. 

For the rest of the protection, the aim was to be as 'discreet' and invisible as possible. 

Geddes provided a regular counter surveillance log. In the build up to 17/07/11 "high press interest at all locations" the report 
said. 

Geddes report says he reduced to a minimum Brooks' exposure through decoy vehicles and using different entries and exits 

Clegg refers to an incident of a photographer on a motorbike being foiled from snapping Brooks on a trip to the office 

Geddes cannot recall when his team informed him of the Enstone location for weekend of 16- 17/07/11 

Geddes confirms Enstone was a large property with large grounds, with a pond, a public footpath to rear of property. 

Geddes can't recollect if the Brooks' moved to Enstone on the Friday 15th: he wasn't aware they arrived in two vehicles. 

Geddes recalls seeing a range rover as part of Brooks' transport 

Geddes agrees Hanna was already at Enstone when he arrived on the Saturday. 

Geddes says there was a large gathering on Saturday night - quite a few vehicles. Clegg says about 17 guests the night before 
Brooks arrest 

A man called Jevan installed electronic security for that time in Enstone. 

Overnight about six security guards Clegg suggests at Enstone. Blackhawk 2 was based at Brooks' home at Jubilee Barn - two 
people 

Geddes recalls Hanna had a volvo, the Brooks' a Range Rover 

Geddes recalls Hanna doing a foot patrol when it got dark at Enstone 

Geddes confirms that, by the next morning, Sunday 17th, he and Hanna were very tired 

Geddes says one of the team were dispatched to get eggs and bread from a local shop near Enstone 

"The time when errands are requested..... depends on there being sufficient of the principal," says Geddes of milk run for the 
Brooks' 

Clegg suggest Mrs Brooks' mother arrived to join for family breakfast. 

Geddes can't recall - he left Enstone around 7 am that Sunday morning 

Geddes agrees he probably said something like "I'm getting too old for staying up all night" 

Geddes says he was called by David Johnson for the address of Kingsley Napley - Brooks' solicitors in London 

Geddes says this would have been the first he knew about the Brooks' trip to solicitors 

"Generally it was from the driver we received the itinerary," says Geddes. A 9.41 he had no idea the Brooks were going to 
Police Station 

Geddes agrees he doubts Hanna knew about imminent trip to Lewisham Police station either, or would have told him 

Geddes thinks the Brooks' travelled with their driver, rather than in the Range Rover - he thinks Hanna was going to drive that 
to London 

Clegg, counsel for Hanna, draws attention to various phone calls at 10 am which Geddes can't remember 

Geddes had been up for 24 hours: "you didn't get much uninterrupted sleep the next day" points out Clegg 

Geddes agrees "you were all flying blind" that day in terms of the Brooks' movements. 

Geddes reports back about 'Ratz"= paparrazi: "All over sky news but no reports back of which station" over Brooks' arrest 

Geddes replies to Blackhawk 1 "am shattered" by about 7pm that Sunday evening: last contact that 17th July Brooks was 
arrested 

Clegg says there was a Pret a Manger on ground floor of TMS - Geddes met Hanna there on the Monday to discuss Brooks 
DCMS appearance 

Geddes had a very interrupted lunch that Monday: Charlie Brooks complained some property had gone missing - they were 
looking for it 

That Monday 18/07/11 Geddes confirmed security team had property Charlie Brooks wanted back: lots of calls to find out 
where it is 

Geddes had understood that C Brooks property had been returned to Chelsea Harbour - Charlie complains "it's not there" 
according to Clegg 

Clegg for Hanna goes through the various calls 18/07/11 from Geddes to find out where Charlie Brooks stuff left in Chelsea 
had gone 

BREAKING: Security operatives called the missing returned Brooks bag 'Pizzagate" Text: "can you talk ref Pizzagate": Geddes 
confirms 
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Some discussion about use of military slang by security operatives: "it's endemic in the lingo used by security operatives," says 
Geddes 

Geddes confirms that getting pizza, like milk and eggs, was common practice for security guarding "principals" who want 
privacy 

Geddes confirms his risk assessment mean there were internal threats from 'rogue elements' within News International 

Bryant Heron for the crown re-examines the Pizzagate text at 13:19 to Geddes from Blackhawk1 

Geddes couldn't say if he was with Hanna at 13:19. He thinks BlackHawk1 would have been Johnson or Cox. 

Geddes says it's "highly likely" he spoke to Blackhawk1: he didn't see the 'Watergate' reference in Pizzagate. 

Geddes says his operatives "were blowing an inconvenient situation into a bit of a drama" 

Geddes says Hanna wanted to know what happened. They were both trying to get information from the team 

Geddes says Hanna involvement in Pizzagate "was his involvement in the errand". 

At 17:01 Blackhawk1 texts Geddes: "Filth all over underground carpark over Pizzagate" Geddes confirms this refers to police 
search 

Geddes says he didn't know the entire nature of the police incident. "It was most unfortunate," he says: "the errand going awry." 

Witness - Dave Cutts (Mobile phone network expert witness) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Dave Cutts 

Bryant Heron for the crown calls Dave Cutts, an expert on cell site information. 

Cutts is a senior forensic engineer at the Metropolitan Police Service, with a speciality of mobile phone location. 

Cutts explains to jury the principle of cell-sites. A mobile phone is basically a radio receiver and transceiver communicating with 
masts 

Cutts explains the call data for any mobile phone gives geographical data for calls or texts incoming or outgoing 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution takes Dave Cutts to columns from the schedule which refer to Maps 

The jury are shown an exhibit of a map related to Carter and Brooks 07/07/11 in Wapping - Thomas More Square outlined in 
dotted red. 

Meanwhile Cutts explains the packets of data exchanged in and out by the relevant numbers and the postcode of the mast: 
here E1 or Wapping 

Cutts had done an exercise to explain the location of Brooks and Carter numbers during the days. 

Bryant Heron for the crown refers to another map on 08/07/11 for Thomas More Square - Carter and Brooks both in the area 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution moves onto the period from Brooks' resignation to her arrest 15th July 11 through the 
following weekend 

Cutts explore for the jury the cell site information for Enstone Manor Farm and Jubilee Barn and the phone of Charlie Brooks 

Cutt confirms he completed a number of surveys of those two areas in Oxfordship using specialist equipment. 

Cutts says his analysis suggests movement away from Jubilee Barn to the northwest. His equipment detects the local masts. 

Cutts refers to different phone 'events' which connect to different masts - giving a sense of movement and timing. 

Cutts explains that mobile masts have three or more directional antennae - so the location of a phone in relation to that mast is 
clearer 

Since the three or more antennae are directional the maps show the masts as triangles - and show which aspect the call 
connected 

Back tomorrow at 10 am 
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Wednesday 15 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Continued CCTV Evidence on Count 7 

Witness - Dave Cutts (Mobile phone network expert witness) 
Prosecution Counsel continue questioning Dave Cutts 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Dave Cutts 
Further Prosecution questions to Dave Cutts 

Witness - Fernando Nascimento (Cleaner at Chelsea Harbour) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Fernando Nascimento through an interpreter 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Fernando Nascimento 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Fernando Nascimento 

Witness - Alan Ramsay (Facilities Manager of Chelsea Harbour) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Alan Ramsay 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Alan Ramsay 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Continued CCTV Evidence on Count 7 

Jury are back in for the #hackingtrial continuing with evidence from Dave Cutts, police expert on cell site evidence (mobile 
triangulation) 

Bryant Heron thanks the defence teams for their co-operation over this evidence 

Witness - Dave Cutts (Mobile phone network expert witness) 

Prosecution Counsel continue questioning Dave Cutts 

Bryant Heron for the Crown focuses on the Jubilee Barn and Enstone area on the 15th July 2011: jury have A4 maps of the 
area and masts 

Cutts statement comes from last summer: he was following the movement of Charlie Brooks' phone over various time periods 

His conclusion about Charles Brooks' cell phone is that it connected to the cell site for Jubilee Barn that morning with two 
exceptions 

Those two divergences suggest, agrees Cutts, movement towards the NW (not in direction of Enstone Manor Farm) 

The second time segment from the 15/07/11 was approximately 11 am-12pm: call data suggests C Brooks moved toward 
Enstone Manor farm. 

Between 12.35 and 15.35 Brooks mobile phone appeared to move back to his residence at Jubilee Barn 15/07/11 

Now onto Charlie Brooks' movements on the 16th July 2011 according to cell site expert David Cutts 

In the early morning - 7.56 to 8.01 - Mr Brooks' phone connected to "cell sites in the vicinity of Enstone Manor Farm' 

8.13 to 8.53 mobile moved East to Jubilee barn. 9.10 to 23.36 on that Saturday the call data consistent with return to Enstone 
Manor Farm 

Bryant Heron for the crown now looks at call data for Charlie Brooks on the 17th July 2011 - the day his wife Rebekah 
Brooks was arrested 

A colour coded map shows Lee Sandell, Mark Hanna, Charlie and Rebekah Brooks phone in the area of Enstone that morning 

Another map shows the movement of private security operatives David Johnson and phone designated 'Blackhawk 1' 

David Johnson's mobile moves from Enstone Manor Farm to Jubilee Barn that morning - counter surveillance personal 
protection for Brooks' 

David Cutts explains that different mobile companies often but not always use different masts - differences between 
Blackhawk1 and Johnson 

Jury shown another map from early that Sunday morning Brooks was arrested, identifying the phone of both Brooks' and Daryl 
Jorsling 

Map 4 will be dealt with in more detail later - a subject needing clarification from Hanna's defence counsel. 

The fifth map shows the phones of Hanna and Sandell on 17/07/11 which culminates, around 13.04, with arrival at NI HQ at 
Wapping 

The other 'events' supported by cell site evidence - pages 5-8 - is all agreed evidence, no dispute by defence counsels 

Saunders asks how a phone can use two masts - 12k apart - at the same time. 

Cutts explains that recorded events are the 'start times' not duration; and it's possible to be in two cell sites without moving 
much 
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Saunders relates how it is possible to use a phone in court "though you shouldn't" and it can move mast by simply changing 
body direction 

That bit of insight thanks to an astute question by the jury at the #hackingtrial 

Page 8 shows David Johnson's mobile call data consistent with being at Lewisham police station during the period of Rebekah 
Brooks' arrest 

Next map gives cell site evidence showing Hanna and Sandell moving from Wapping to Chelsea Quay - arriving 13.33 on 
17/07/11 

On page 11 of the schedule, relates to Map 10, shows Hanna and Sandell back in Wapping according to cell site data from 
their mobile phones 

On p13 of the 19 page call data schedule - we're into the evening of the 17th and movements of Daryl Jorsling: from Lewisham 
to Wapping 

Call data then shows Jorsling driving from Wapping to the Brooks' London residence at Thames Quay: that completes that 
exercise 

Cutts will then explain a little more about cell site data, and then they will analyse one map subject to some questions by the 
defence 

Now a presentation is blown up on the screen "Cell Site Overview": a graphic (smiley face) connecting to cell site, network, 
landline etc. 

Next graphic shows that cell sites are effectively 'hexagonal' but a cell site cluster in reality is messier with overlapping 
coverage 

Slide 3 explains call data records: date, time, duration, originating or terminating mobile numbers, IMIE, and cell site identity 
number 

Next slide from police forensic expert shows a 'call data record' and all the info itemised in the previous slide 

Phone companies typically record the name and postcode of the mast at the beginning of the call, and then end - no 
intervening masts 

Next slide from MPS phone forensic expert shows there are three sectors for directional antennae - AZIMUTH is direction of 
antenna 

The mobile phone company gives a unique ID for each antenna: call records give directional sense of where the caller is in 
relation to mast 

Mosts masts have several antennae - but there are sometimes omnidirectional cell stones that don't. NI had one but no Jubilee 
Barn 

Cutts shows a photo of a mast with three directional antennae: a second shows a omnidirectional 'microcell' for a business or 
shopping mall 

Cutts shows a map of Oxfordshire, and how in a rural environment a mast would typically cover 6-8km. In a urban environment 
much less 

Cutts summarises: call data from mobile phone gives an idea of location, duration and travel 

Bryant Heron for the Crown says he'd now like to move from the general to the specific - an A3 size map of Oxfordshire 

The title of the map looks at 17th July 9.12 to 9.53 and we focus on the mobile phones of Mark Hanna and Lee Sandell 

Both sides agree that both phones moved from Enstone towards Jubilee Barn: the off site meeting place for the Brooks and 
their home 

David Cutts and Bryant Heron for the crown go into some intense detail about calls and numbers no one can follow without a 
schedule 

Great Tew gets a mention in the hacking trial @johnmitchinson @rachael_kerr 

Cutts did a "radio propagation survey" using equipment to check the coverage of mobile phone masts for the Enstone Manor 
Farm area 

10 minute break 

Jury back in for detailed analysis of a specific period and area of cell site data for Mark Hanna and Lee Sandell on morning of 
17/07/11 

Dave Cutts, MPS forensic evidence expert, has tried to ascertain the movement of Hanna and Sandell towards Jubilee Barn 
around 9-10 am 

Saunders tries to unpack the movement of four calls "consistent with being made a Jubilee Barn" but four others not consistent 

Cutts says "they were simply in that vicinity or local area" about the different cell site data. 

Cutts explains how the Enstone cell site extends to within 4km of Jubilee Barn - the Brooks' Oxfordshire residence. 

Three cell sites, it is established by Justice Saunders, provide coverage within the vicinity of the Brooks' country home 
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Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Dave Cutts 

Cutts is now cross examined by William Clegg, counsel for Mark Hanna about his statement and his cell site analysis 

Clegg asks "was the purpose of the exercise to establish if.. Hanna was in vicinity of Jubilee Barn between 9.15 and 9.53?" 
Cutts: "Yes" 

Clegg asks if the reading for Sandell was the same as Hanna's: "Yes, it was." 

"You were anxious not to make a mistake because a man's liberty was a risk?" asks Clegg. Cutts; "Yes I did." 

Clegg asks about Cutt's conclusion 3.4 "confirming content police had asked him to consider... Hanna's mobile phone... Jubilee 
Barn at 9.12" 

Cutts agrees "that appears to be a mistake by me" about 9.12 call by Hanna: "Had you not checked your evidence," asks 
Saunders. 

Clegg for Hanna: "The end time was 9.53 - I hope you didn't make a mistake there too": Cutts admits that's another mistake. 

"So you misread your own data when making your statement?" asks Saunders. Cutts says the name Castle Barn confused him 

"I can simply call it human error... but it's clear that cell provides coverage to Enstone Manor," says Cutts of misattributed calls. 

"Is that just thrashing about in your error, and saying the first thing that came into your head," asks Clegg of Cutts' error. 

"Perhaps you're getting confused by that bit Mr Clegg" Justice Saunders says to counsel for Hanna about Chipping Norton 
Football ground mast 

Clegg for Hanna asks about 9.20 a.m. call in Jubilee Barn; "Another mistake?" Saunders: "Just say, yes." 

"Are there any other mistakes?" asks Clegg. "Not that I'm aware of..." says Dave Cutts. They then trace the movement of 
Hanna 

Cutts seems to have switched four calls - two attributed to Jubilee Barn should be Enstone: two attributed to Enstone should be 
Jubilee Barn 

Cutts is asked whether a certain mast provides coverage on a road to Chipping Norton: "I don't know if I have another survey 
data.. but yes" 

Clegg suggests that his was consistent with a journey to Chipping Norton from Enstone Manor? #theroadtochippingnorton 

Clegg says Hanna's phone must "having been moving pretty fast... a helicopter" in its movement north of Jubilee Barn. 

"That was not something I was asked to consider," Cutts says of this mooted journey to Chipping Norton. 

"Did you consider yourself to be an independent expert?" asks Clegg: "Yes. I always ask for defence case statement..." 

Cutts said he never received the defence case statement for Hanna although he asked DC Stent at the time of compiling his 
report 

Cutts was first asked to do the work on 7th October: Clegg says that Hanna defence case statement was served nine months 
earlier in January 

"If I don't receive it, the presumption it's not available," says Cutts. He says he's employed by the MPS but considers himself 
independent 

Clegg establishes that Cutts had seen the trial had begun, and must have know Hanna's defence case statement had been 
served 

Cutt says there is not always a defence case statement in these instances. 

"I expect you phone up Mr Stent and asked for defence case statement," asks Clegg. "No, unless I'm told there is something 
contentious>" 

"You're very happy to leave that assessment to an unqualified police officer," asks of Clegg. 

"It's merely an unfortunate miscommunication," asks Clegg. He establishes no written confirmation of request for defence case 
statement 

Clegg for Hanna asks more about the Thames Valley Police mast which was contacted on 9.15 call. 9.18 Chipping Norton 
football club 

"There's a body of evidence consistent with someone driving to Jubilee Barn rather than being there throughout," asks Clegg. 

"This is more consistent on the suggestion you were asked to consider by the police," asks Clegg of Cutts. "Yes, that's right' 
says Cutts 

The next call of Hanna's is routed through Chipping Norton around 9.20. Sandells a minute later also near Chipping Norton. 

Clegg for Hanna lights on a call from Hanna to Sandell that morning on the road to Chipping Norton: consistent with being in 
two cars. 

"That's not fair," says Saunders of Clegg claiming Cutts agreed with the judge over a debate between two masts. 

Next call data, routed through Charlbury Fire Station, is consistent with Lee Sandell being in Jubilee Barn area 

"Would you go agree... two phones travelled together in convoy to Jubilee Barn and then back," asks Clegg. "Yes it is," says 
Cutts 
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Clegg for Hanna produces an 'initial draft plan' produced by Cutts and his team: "I don't recognise this map," says Cutts. 

"This looks like something prepared... not by my team... I'm only involved when police have obtained phone data," says Cutts of 
plan. 

Edis offers to tell Mr Clegg what the document is: Cutts doesn't know what this initial draft plan is. 

Clegg asks Cutts whether he has ever been asked where Hanna's phone is between 1 am to 9 am that morning of the 17th July 
2011. 

Edis for the Crown says "We have made admissions about this. I don't think there's any dispute about that. Or about much 
else." 

Clegg asks to take further instructions over lunch from his client Hanna. The jury leave, told not to discuss evidence over lunch 

Back with #hackingtrial and cross examination of David Cutts, a forensic expert on cell sites - independent from MPS I hear. 

Clegg for Hanna has asked Cutts to re-examine the range of the Thames Valley Police mast and to see if it covers Jubilee Barn 

Cutts confirms the coverage reached to about half a mile: "Half a mile is in the vicinity, because it's radio propagation, 
impossible: 

Saunders said he wasn't aware of a specific question about the mast. 

"We can all take one piece of information out of context in order to get the story," says Cutts of discrepancy in call data. 

"All my answers are caveatted by 'at or in the vicinity of... ' that's always my answer to these questions," says Cutts of his 
mobile data 

"Half a mile away is not considered in normal English as 'at' the place," interjects Justice Saunders. "Yes, my 'lud," agrees 
Cutts. 

Cutts agrees than many circumstances can affect the range of mobile phone masts. 

"I'm going to suggest you're wrong about that," says Clegg counsel for Hanna about one of Cutts' cell site statements 

"M'luds mathematics is enviable," says Mr Clegg of Saunders calculations of movement feet per second. 

Saunder is now looking at the 88ft before getting to a cell site - very granular level of detail being discussed at #hackingtrial 

"You're not trying to help one side of this case are you? Is there any question of you being partisan?" asks Clegg. "No," says 
Cutts. 

"A lot of your statement is wrong," says Clegg. "I've put my case very clearly." 

Further Prosecution questions to Dave Cutts 

Re-examination by Bryant Heron of Cutts: "Does call data support contention number was in vicinity of Jubilee Barn and Castle 
Barn?" 

That was the original question posed in Cutts' written statement. 

Saunders says "you've been given a hard time in the witness box," to Cutts. "It's essential that experts are independent..." 

"It is vital that courts and juries can rely on experts. It may be that could can give an explanation for your mistakes," Saunders 
warns 

Saunders says that in the future it may not be possible for defence to hire their own experts - points to dangers of mistakes. 

Witness - Fernando Nascimento (Cleaner at Chelsea Harbour) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Fernando Nascimento through an interpreter 

Bryant Heron calls Fernando Nascimento as a witness, accompanied by a Portuguese translator. 

The translator is sworn in: Saunders explains she is simply a conduit 

Now Mr Nascimento is sworn in via his interpreter 

Bryant Heron will ask questions the interpreter will translate. Asks him to answer in native tongue. Asks about events on 
18/07/11 

Nascimento confirms he was working in Chelsea Harbour, and "was doing things with rubbish bin and tractor" 

Nascimento is asked about the bins in the Charlie Car Park 

Nascimento confirms he went to the bins in the underground car park 

Bryant Heron for the crown says he will show some photos on the screen. The jury see shots of bin by lifts (invisible from 
yesterday's CCTV) 

Nascimento confirms through his interpreter he recognises the location. He is shown another shot of three bins. Confirms their 
arrangement 

Nascimento is asked if he saw something else there? Doesn't understand the question. He attached bins to tractor. 

When he attached the bins to the tractor, did you see something else? "I noticed a black bin liner behind one of the black bins." 
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Nascimento thinks it was black bin on the far right of picture shown to jury. 

Nascimento says it was impossible to see the black bin liner - but one of the bins was away from the wall. He went to look and 
could see. 

Nascimento confirms the black bin bag was closed, but it was possible to see what was inside because of small hole on top of 
the bag 

Nascimento say inside - not everything. He remembers a brown bag inside. 

Nascimento remembers the brown bag looked like it was made of leather 

Nascimento says when he first saw the black bin bag he didn't move it away. He just put it beside the bin. He continued 
collecting wheelies 

Nascimento says he went around the car park to collect all the bins, and saw the black bag was still there, and so put it inside 
green bin 

Nascimento says he then to loading bay to unload the bins. There's a rubbish compacting machine where he took the bins 

Just before he got to unloading the green bin into the compactor, Nascimento opened the black bin bag to see what it 
contained 

Nascimento saw two bags inside the black bin - he believes they were identical bags with different colours: one was brown, the 
other black 

Nascimento says he opened one of the bags - can't remember which. 

Bryant Heron shows Nascimento's statement from 18/07/11 and asks him if his memory would have been fresher then. He 
agrees. 

Bryant Heron asks the judge for leave to refer Nascimento to his original statement: interpreter locates Portuguese version 

Nascimento is asked if the statement refreshes his memory which bag he opened. No. "That was worth it," jokes Saunders. 

Nascimento said he opened the brown bag, and there was a computer in there. He took the two bags to show to his supervisor. 

The black bin bag went into the compactor, but not the two bags inside, Nascimento clarifies. 

Nascimento said there was a computer in one of the bags, and an iPad in the other. The rest was all papers, says Nascimento. 

Nascimento says his supervisor, Ausino Reyes, contacted the security supervisor by radio. 

Nascimento and Reyes met security supervisor, Michael, at the loading bays, and handed bags to him. They had been put in 
another bin liner 

Later that day Nascimento spoke to boss Alan about how he had found bags, and then was asked to identify the two bags by a 
police officer. 

The court is shown two bags: buff soft leather bag, and a black World Economic forum shiny black fabric bag 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Fernando Nascimento 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks cross examines Nascimento and is asked whether he knew there was CCTV there before July 11 
- yes, says the witness. 

Nascimento doesn't know whether it covers the whole area of the car park. Saunders shows Nascimento some CCTV which he 
says shows him driving 

Saunders for C Brooks asked Nascimento to see time code 10:36 - the moment he claims he saw the hidden bin bag 

10:40 - 4 minutes later Nascimento is asked if he looked to the left to see if black bin bag was still there "I think so," he replies 

Nascimento returns five minutes later to go to bin area where black bin bag was. He had been around the car park he says. 

Nascimento agrees he went to collect the black bin bag and put into the bins - we see a flash of him putting black bin bag in 
recycle bin 

Nascimento doesn't remember exactly where he drove to next. He opened the bag and thinks that was at the loading bay 

The jury are shown Nascimento arriving at the loading bay about 40 mins later. 

Nascimento agrees it's only a few hundred yards to the loading bay - takes about ten minutes to get there. He arrives 11.21. 

Saunders asks if he could have opened it earlier. Nascimento agrees he could have done, within the bag. 

Nascimento is asked if the top of the computer was flat/closed. He says yes. "Someone has opened the computer up, was that 
you?" Saunders 

Nascimento says he might have opened it a fraction. He doesn't know where he did that. Sometimes he goes to the river to get 
another bin 

"Yes, I was curious to know what was inside the bag," says Nascimento 

Saunders says the person who opened the laptop tried to put in a password not once but twice. "Was that you?" No says 
Nascimento 
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Nascimento says this wasn't the first time he's encountered equipment like this. He doesn't know if there's CCTV down by the 
river. 

Nascimento is asked why he described in his witness statement the laptop as a bit broken. It was an old computer, says 
Nascimento 

Nascimento is asked if he remembers the computer as a Sony Viao - no he says. 

Jury shown loading bay around 11.24 showing him going to first of four bins and removing brown and black bag. 

Nascimento says he was on the way to the supervisor's office, Mr Reyes. 

Nascimento disagrees with Saunders assertion he took the nylon and leather bags to cleaning office to look at them out of sight 

Nascimento says the questions put by police officers don't quite fit the order of account. He took it to supervisor not his office. 

Nascimento gave the statement in Portuguese and then translated into English - told he could change anything inaccurate. 

Nascimento says he doesn't have very good Portuguese 

Nascimento says when the questions were put to him, and he explained the process; that is more or less what happened that 
day 

Nascimento says he didn't empty out the bags - but did check them. He can't remember an Apple laptop. 

Nascimento says his supervisor told him it was an Apple computer. He doesn't know which computer was opened. 

"I don't know how to use a computer," says Mr Nascimento. 

Nascimento said he saw Mr Reye/Reis opening the computer, but not putting a password. 

Nascimento remembers Reis/Reyes didn't pay much attention, but when they saw the new ipad and newer computer - too new 
to be in bins 

Jurt are shown brown bag with various items: Nascimento thinks he took the computer out of this bag. A Jiffy Bag is also 
visible. 

Nascimento says he didn't open up the Jiffy Bag - "if you had you wouldn't forgotten, 

BREAKING: Lesbian Lovers was the magazine hidden the Jiffy Bag according to Counsel for Charlie Brooks 

"I don't understand English," says Nascimento. "There wasn't much writing on the magazine," says Saunders. 

"If I had seen it I might have taken it," says Nascimento of Charlie Brooks' copy of Lesbian Lovers. 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks suggests there was and pound;1000 cash left in the bag abandoned by the wheelie bins. 

Of other paperwork Nascimento cannot remember his supervisor paying much attention. 

Mr Nascimento's supervisor is also Portuguese and can't read English. Didn't call security right away. Protocol says contact 
manager first 

Nascimento agrees his supervisor Reis/Reyes is an old friend. He can't remember an iPod or any chargers. Or black case for 
iPad. 

Nascimento doesn't remember if the iPad had a black case. 

Nascimento says he's know his supervisor socially and professionally for about six years - they became friends at work. 

Nascimento says he went to see the security guy. Ten minute break 

Back with Nascimento and his interpreter. He's asked by Saunders for Charlie Brooks if he remembers lots of unopened 
letters 

Jury are shown a packed nylon bag with lots of papers: Nascimento remembers there were lots of papers. 

Nascimento can't remember whether it was him or his supervisor who put them into one black bin liner. 

Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Fernando Nascimento 

Junior Counsel for Hanna, Duncan Penney, has further questions for Nascimento. He doesn't know when the police searched 
the compactor 

Nascimento said he was asked which compactor he had used by police. They called back later. 

Penny for Hanna is asking about the black bin liner the bags were originally stored in. He reads two paras of Nascimento's 
witness statement 

Penny is referring to a further statement by Nascimento on the 21st of July 2011. He wants confirmation it's true. 

The second statement refers to a search the police were going to make of waste compactor where the rest of the rubbish was 
put. 

Nascimento was shown two black bin liners secured with tape at the top and was asked if they were the ones he discarded. 
"Yes, one of them" 

Nascimento said that he could only recognise the bag on the outside, twisted at the top, with sellotape around it. 

No re-examination of Nascimento from the crown. He and his admirable translator leave 
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Witness - Alan Ramsay (Facilities Manager of Chelsea Harbour) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Alan Ramsay 

Prosecution call Alan Ramsay 

Ramsay was, in July 2011, the facilities manager of Chelsea Harbour - the Brooks' London residence: he still holds that position 

Ramsay says he was contacted by his security officer late morning 18/07/11 bringing the two bags in question 

Ramsay said he inspected the bags to find some identifying document - found a cheque book for Mr and Mrs Brooks. 

Ramsay had been aware of police attendance the day before even though he wasn't personally on duty 

Ramsay "I had to make a decision whether to contact the owner and return it... events of the day before made me think of 
contacting police" 

Ramsay tried to understand "if there is any rational explanation..." Cut short by Saunders. 

Ramsay secured the bags in the manager's officers, and one of his officer inspected the CCTV. Neil Perkins, a porter, 
contacted him 

Perkins was accompanied by Charlie Brooks: Brooks said he'd lost a couple of bags to the facilities manager. 

C Brooks didn't say where he'd lost the bags 'initially.' Brooks had heard the cleaner had handed them into Ramsay's office. 

Ramsay took the detail and description of missing bags. He asked him where he lost them. Brooks: "they'd been place behind a 
bin..." 

Brooks claimed to Ramsay the bags were left there previous evening by a friend for him to pick up. 

Ramsay said he would investigate the matter. He then called the police. Police officer attended at 14.15 and Ramsay showed 
them the bags 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution asks about access to and from the underground car park at Chelsea Harbour: card system 
bar code reader 

Ramsay says access to the main building is by a fob system. 

Ramsay co-operated with DC Pritchard over the search of the rubbish compactor by disabling around 4pm on 18/07/11 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Alan Ramsay 

Saunders for Mr Brooks cross examines Ramsay, Chelsea Harbour facilities manager. The whole estate is covered by the car 
card system 

Ramsay was told the two bags had been in a black bin liner by the cleaner and his supervisor 

Ramsay did not make a note at the time of C Brooks' statement, but he said "there'd been a mistake": the bags had been left 
8pm night before 

Ramsay agrees there are 130 different CCTV cameras in Chelsea Harbour: "Covers the principal pedestrian routes." 

Saunders says to Ramsay "I think your CCTV coverage is the best I've ever seen". That's it for today. Back Monday. 

Next two days are taken with legal argument due to unavailability of a juror. 
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Monday 20 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Back at the Hacking Trial 
Further Prosecution Evidence on Count 7 

Witness - Michael Wiafe (Security Supervisor at Chelsea Harbour) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Michael Wiafe 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Michael Wiafe 

Witness Statement - Arsenio Reyes (Cleaning Supervisor at Chelsea Harbour) 
Prosecution Counsel reads Arsenio Reyes statement 

Witness - Neil Perkins (Porter at Chelsea Harbour) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Neil Perkins 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Neil Perkins 

Witness - Robert Hernandez (Concierge at News International HQ in Wapping) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Robert Hernandez 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Robert Hernandez 
Further Prosecution questions to Robert Hernandez 

Witness - Glen Jagger (Security Operations Manager for News International) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Glen Jagger 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Glen Jagger 
Further Prosecution questions to Glen Jagger 

Witness - PC Ian King (Attended Chelsea Harbour after Bin Bag find) 
Prosecution Counsel questions PC Ian King 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines PC Ian King 

Witness - Sgt Robert McDonald (Attended Chelsea Harbour after Bin Bag find) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Sgt McDonald 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Sgt Robert McDonald 

Witness - DC Alan Pritchard (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Alan Pritchard 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines DC Alan Pritchard 

Witness Statement - Postman to Castle Barn (Brooks Residence - Chipping Norton) 
Prosecution Reads Statement from Postman for Castle Barn 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Back at the Hacking Trial 

Back in Court 12 for the #hackingtrial - Rebekah Brooks, Cheryl Carter, Charlie Brooks and Mark Hanna in the glass fronted 
dock today. 

Judge Saunders explains to the jury that one of them cannot be around tomorrow afternoon: "I hope the run of bad luck ends 
tomorrow." 

Further Prosecution Evidence on Count 7 

Bryant Heron, junior counsel for the prosecution, gives the jury more papers on Count 7 - allegations of coverup against Hanna 
and the Brooks' 

Witness - Michael Wiafe (Security Supervisor at Chelsea Harbour) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Michael Wiafe 

Bryant Heron calls Michael Wiafe as the first prosecution witness of the week in the #hackingtrial 

Wiafe is sworn in (and given advice by Justice Saunders about the acoustic problems in the court): Wiafe was security 
supervisor 

Wiafe was security supervisor on the 18th July 2011 on the morning when two laptops and an iPad were discovered at Chelsea 
Harbour 

Wiafe says he was told of the discovery by the cleaner, Mr Nascimento. Nascimento was with his supervisor Mr Reis. 

Wiafe says Nascimento showed him a black bin back containing two other bags, and then took them to Mr Ramsay, facilities 
manager 

Wiafe was with Ramsay when he called the police about the discovery of the two bags - claimed by Charlie Brooks to belong 
to him. 

As he left the management office, Wiafe met a porter, Neil Perkins, accompanied by Charlie Brooks 

The porter explained to Wiafe that Charlie Brooks claimed he'd lost a bag containing a laptop 

Wiafe then returned to tell his boss Mr Ramsay about Charlie Brooks' 'inquiry': Ramsay came out with Wiafe to speak to 
Charlie Brooks 
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Wiafe said Brooks confirmed his name, address and phone number, and that he'd lost his bag with a laptop. 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Michael Wiafe 

Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks, cross examines Wiafe about the discovery of the bags. He is asked whether 
Nascimento opened the bag 

Saunders asks Wiafe if they'd opened the laptop before produced it: "I can't remember.." He can't recall if they'd opened the 
bags 

Wiafe says he has no reason to think the black bin liner he saw wasn't the original one the bags were found in. He met them in 
loading bay 

Wiafe is asked whether his manager Mr Ramsay called the Fulham police before Wiafe met Brooks. He's not sure. He's 
reminded of his statement 

Wiafe confirms this was the first time he met Charlie Brooks: ID confirmed by Ramsay at the time. 

Saunders: "Mr Brooks had lost two bags.... Mr Ramsay said if we find them... we'll let you know... But you knew they were in 
the office!" 

Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks, asks Wiafe what else Mr Brooks said to Ramsay: "He looked quite tired,' Wiafe agrees 

Wiafe agrees with Saunders that Charlie Brooks looked like he hadn't had a shower that morning of 18th July 2011 

Witness Statement - Arsenio Reyes (Cleaning Supervisor at Chelsea Harbour) 

Prosecution Counsel reads Arsenio Reyes statement 

No re-examination by the prosecution. Bryant Heron reads a statement from Arsenio Reyes, translated from Portuguese 

Reis refers to the incident at Chelsea Harbour in July 2011. He was a cleaning supervisor for interserve who have the contract 
there. 

Reis says he knew nothing of Brooks' arrest on 17/07/11 or of her. He wasn't working that Sunday, and heard nothing about it 
that Monday 

In his written statement, Reis explains how he knew Fernando Nascimento, the cleaner who recovered the bags, for several 
years. 

Reis met Nascimento in his office: he recalls two laptops, one iPad, one iPod. He say the iPad was on, and opened the laptop. 

Reis realised the computers were not rubbish, so called Michael Wiafe, the security supervisor, who they met in the loading 
bay. 

Wiafe took the bags, Reis says in his written statement, and he went back to work 

Witness - Neil Perkins (Porter at Chelsea Harbour) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Neil Perkins 

Bryant Heron for the Crown calls Neil Perkins as a witness 

Neil Perkins is sworn in: he worked at Chelsea Harbour as a porter, back in 2011, and still works there now 

Perkins knew Mr and Mrs Brooks - every day he'd see Rebekah take her chauffeur driven car (Paul was her driver) and Charlie 
taking taxi 

Perkins is told he needs to ask to refer to his written statement as he is quizzed about events on Monday 18th July 2011 

"Normal Monday morning," says porter Perkins of that day. He went down to underground car park from Thames Quay to Kings 
Quay 

Perkins: "As I progressed through the car park I noticed.... Rebekah's chauffeur talking on the phone.... and a rustling sound by 
the bins" 

Jury is shown a photograph of what is called (coincidentally) Charlie car park and the wheelie bin area. 

Perkins went to investigate the rustling sound. 

Perkins tells Bryant Heron he walked down the side of the cars, and saw "a large tall black chap with a rubbish sack moving 
around" 

Perkins asked the man "have you lost anything? Can I give you a hand?" He replied: "Looking for a bag lost night..." 

Perkins said Paul Edwards, Rebekah Brooks' driver, got off phone, and confirmed the account of a lost bag. Perkins 
concerned bins emptoed 

Perkins said Charlie Brooks arrived to say a bag containing an old laptop, papers and an old briefcase had been lost. 

"I presumed they belonged to Mr Brooks, because he said his laptop had gone missing,' says Perkins, a porter at Chelsea 
Harbour 

Perkins thought the bin would have been emptied and put into the compressor where the electronic items would be separated 
out and recovered 
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As Perkins and Brooks approached the yard, was told by cleaner 'Office'. They went to estate managers office "to investigate 
lost property" 

"We hovered outside... a few minutes I saw Mr Ramsay, estate manager, and talked to him..." says Perkins. 

Perkins said he didn't really hear much of the conversation, but it seemed "there is something found... I'll call you in 20 
minutes." 

Perkins accompanied Charlie Brooks back to his apartment and then continued with his job. 

Perkins says he was asked to follow up about the bag. He spoke to 'John' in the estate managers office, and then with Charlie 
Brooks 

Perkins was asked by Charlie about what happened to the bags: Perkins made a follow up call to security officer. 

Perkins then told Brooks "The package has been handed to the police..." Charlie Brooks responded "Something like 'I'll sue 
them'" 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Neil Perkins 

Saunders, counsel for Brooks, cross examines Perkins; says he helped out with odd jobs and knew them for three years or so. 

Perkins said he would change a lightbulb, replace a washer on a tap: Mr Brooks gave him a signed copy of his book. 

"We got on extremely well,' says Perkins the porter of Charlie Brooks: "But I'd call him Mr Brooks." 

Perkins confirms he knew Paul Edwards, even though he'd only been Rebekah Brooks' chauffeur for a few weeks. He made 
him cups of tea. 

Perkins is quizzed about what happened before Charlie Brooks arrived. He thinks he was told Charlie had left a bag in the bin 
area. 

Perkins confirms Charlie said something about an old laptop and some papers - he can't remember any mention of a laptop 
bag. 

Perkins confirmed Charlie Brooks looked relieved when he thought they could recover the items from the compactor area. 

Perkins cannot confirm that Ramsay said "If we find the bag we'll let you know..." to Charlie Brooks. He remembers Brooks 
asking how long? 

Perkins does recall Ramsay saying it would be about 20 minutes before he'd get back to Charlie Brooks about his missing 
bag(s) 

Perkins can't recall anything about ordering "Pizza for Rebekah" but maybe something about having Pizza for lunch 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks, has no more question. No re-examination by crown. 

Witness - Robert Hernandez (Concierge at News International HQ in Wapping) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Robert Hernandez 

Andrew Edis, QC, calls the next prosecution witness: Robert Hernandez 

Robert Hernandes(z) (TBC) was in July 2011 employed by Advance Security, based at Thomas More Square 

Hernandez provided a concierge service at News International HQ in Wapping, providing 'access control', escorting visitors to 
exec floor etc 

Hernandez had worked at NI at TMS since 2010. He still works there. 

Hernandez would four days on, four days off, with two other security staff. The two team leaders Lee Sandell and Luke Aspin. 

Hernandez said he'd report by email to his line managers, Aspin and Sandell, but it could be escalated to security direct Mark 
Hanna 

Hernandez is asked about the weekend News of the World was closed down: he was called in specially for that day of last 
edition 

Hernandez was asked to provide 'access control' to second floor of TMS and the News of the World offices on the Saturday 9th 
July 2011 

Edis for the Crown asks Hernandez whether he stayed till all the NOTW had gone - roughly around midnight. 

After the NOTW was closed, Hernandez went for a drink with Mark Hanna, head of security at NI at St Catherine's Docks. 

Hernandez said he had a few beers. Mark Hanna a bottle of wine to himself. They chatted while they drank 

Edis "wants as much information as you can possibly remember" from that conversation about the end of the News of the 
World. 

Hanna told Hernandez how hard he was working that night the NOTW was closing, as director of security for Rebekah Brooks. 

BREAKING: security guard says Mark Hanna, head of Security, "dug a hole in the ground and burnt stuff" during NOTW 
closure 

Hernandez asked Hanna if they were papers he burnt. Hanna didn't reply. "He looked at me... and changed the conversation" 
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Hernandez said Hanna said nothing more about it, and they carried on having their drink. He was back at work at early hours 
Sunday morning 

Hernandez said he went back to work on the second floor, NOTW offices, while they IT was labelled. 

Break for the jury 

There is a break from my coverage of the #hackingtrial for legal argument. This can only be reported once trial concluded. 

Jury and witness Robert Hernandez back in to Court 12 after some legal argument at #hackingtrial 

Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Robert Hernandez 

Willam Clegg QC for Mark Hanna cross examines Robert Hernandez about that last night of the News of the World 

Hernandez talks of the press conference on the Saturday night the News of the World closed - "the last edition ever" 

Hernandez confirms they went to the Dickens Pub in St Katherine's dock - they were put up for the night at the Thistle Hostel 

Hernandez says it was a couple of hours in the pub. They were just himself and Mark Hanna during that time. 

Hernandez confirms he had several pints of lager. 

Clegg asks "was that a strong lager?" Hernandez "No.... maybe four pints." Hanna drunk a bottle of wine "but not straight 
away." 

"No long periods of silence," Clegg asks. "Not at all," replies Hernandez. The dominant event in their lives was closure of 
NOTW. 

Hernandez confirms the closure of NOTW dominated the conversation with Mark Hanna, head of NI security, but it wasn't the 
sole topic 

Clegg asks about the fire Mark Hanna had "at home...." Hernandez knew Hanna lived in Buckinghamshire. 

Hernandez confirms that Hanna had a fire in his garden: "This was a warm summer night," asks Clegg. "That's right," says 
Hernandez. 

Clegg asks whether Hanna might have meant "I'd prefer to be having this drink by a bonfire in my garden?" Hernandez doubts 
this. 

Hernandez agrees with Clegg that Hanna "never said when he dug a hole and burnt stuff in his garden". Nor what he burnt 
therein. 

Clegg asks whether Hanna could have been talking about a "fire on a concrete platform?" Hernandez says "it could have 
been." 

"It's normal when people are talking in a pub for topics of conversation to jump one to another," asks Clegg of Hernandez. He 
agrees. 

Further Prosecution questions to Robert Hernandez 

Edis for the crown asks more about "digging the hole": Hernandez "That's all he said he dug a hole and burnt stuff." 

The jury asked to leave again for more legal argument. 

Just to reiterate - when things go quiet, it's because I can't report legal argument until the end of the trial. 

Witness - Glen Jagger (Security Operations Manager for News International) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Glen Jagger 

Bryant Heron for the Crown calls Glen Jagger: in July 2011 security operations manager for News International, line manager 
Mark Hanna 

Glen Jagger is currently employed by NI (NewsUK) in the same role. 

Jagger is asked about events on the 17th July 2011 when Keith and James Murdoch were supposed to attend NI premises. 

Jagger is allowed to check his statement to check the timings of his attendance on 17/07/11 when the Murdochs visited. 

Jagger says his duties were to ensure the Murdochs weren't troubled by protestors outside. He knows Lee Sandell, team leader 

Lee Sandell worked from 7 am to 7 pm, according to Glen Jagger. 

Jagger says he saw Lee Sand and Mark Hanna on the 17/07/11 late morning, early afternoon, at Thomas More Square, 
Wapping HQ. 

"They'd arrived in a black range rover," says Jagger of that day. "I was made aware they'd come to pick up Mark's car." 

Jagger confirms Hanna and Sandell were driving Charlie Brooks' black range rover. He can't remember Hanna's car "one of 
his Renaults" 

Jagger says Sandell and Hanna were going to drive in convoy to deliver Charlie Brooks' Range Rover back to his house. 

Jagger cannot recall if Mark Hanna had any bags at this point. He and Sandell left half an hour or 45 mins after they arrived. 
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William Clegg, counsel for Mark Hanna, cross examines Jagger. But before then he has some new documents for the jury to be 
in their bundles 

Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines Glen Jagger 

Clegg, for Hanna, asks Jagger to look at some contemporaneous documents he was copied into about "media presence" 
around Wapping. 

Clegg has produced various emails. One from Hernandez 13/07/11 about a "van from Sky News" on Thomas More Street. 

Another email produced by Clegg from the same Wednesday 13/07/11 about another film crew around Wapping NI HQ 

Clegg cites another Hanna July 2011 email about Rebekah Brooks "being personally targeted... risks to staff increased 
dramatically" 

Clegg cites a security 'Day Sheet' from 08/07/11 for News International. Jagger says it looks like an email sent during a 'hand 
over' 

"Due to the high media presence around NI sites, please be extra vigilant while on patrol tonight," says Hanna email on 
08/07/11 

Another email cited by Clegg, counsel for NI Head of Security Mark Hanna, on 17/07/11 says "JRM and KRM will be on site" 

Email: "It has been made extremely clear that the office of Rebekah Brooks has been given a D45 notice - not entry under any 
circumstances." 

Clegg submits paperwork to the jury on Hanna's parking space, and the description of his Renault. Jagger confirms he also had 
a Volvo 

Apparently Hanna had a Renault Clio as well as a Renault Scenic. The former he used that day in July 

Clegg, for Hanna, asks Jagger about his contact with Hanna: "Lots," he says. Fair, hard working boss Jagger confirms. 

Jagger confirms that Hanna had "additional pressure" on him during the closure of News of the World. 

Jagger confirms the "perceived... actual threats" to NI execs at the time, including Rebekah Brooks. 

Jagger also confirms there was "quite a bit" of "disgusting, threatening... hate mail" directed at Brooks. 

Jagger confirms that and other security staff had to read this hate mail to assess some "nutter" or a "serious threat". 

"I saw some of it at the end," says Jagger of the hate mail: "I wasn't aware of this initial influx because I was off that week." 

Jagger agrees with Clegg: "If it hadn't got enough to do, he had that to do as well" of filtering and assessing hate mail directed 
to NI 

Clegg shows the jury some examples of hate mail recovered from Mark Hanna's house to assess for potential threat to NI 
executives. 

Abusive email about Brooks and Murdoch read out in court "the universal law of karma will enact its revenge on all and 
everyone of you" 

"I'm not going to read all of these out," says Clegg for Hanna of hate mail: "which I'm sure all of you will be relieved to hear." 

One hate mail relates to a civil action between Diego Maradona and News International. 

The mail has been redacted for senders addresses. A long letter goes on about MI5 "the sort of thing arriving on a daily basis," 
says Clegg 

One letter in blue ink, suggests Clegg, is clearly unhinged. "If you write in blue ink, that means you're a nutter?" asks Saunders. 

Clegg suggests the address "Fortress Wapping... might be a bit of a giveaway" about assessing hate mail to NI during NOTW 
closure. 

Clegg takes us to page 96 of his evidence. An email to Hanna about hate mail to Brooks coming via her PAs. 

Clegg: "There was quite a bit of paperwork Mr Hanna had to deal with in the build up to the closure of NOTW... he'd take work 
home with him" 

Clegg, counsel for Hanna, now moves to 17/07/11 and shows Jagger and jury a copy of Hanna's telephone schedule. 

Jagger confirms his number and that he was rung by Mark Hanna rang him from Enstone that Sunday morning 

Jagger can't recall any of the conversations he had with Hanna that day Rebekah Brooks was arrested on Sunday 17th July 
2011 

A second call from Hanna to Jagger that day locates Hanna in North London 

Clegg points out that Mark Hanna was driving the Brooks' range rover, even though she had, by this point, resigned as CEO of 
NI. 

Clegg suggests that Hanna was concerned about the Brooks' car being recognised if they arrived the normal way at News 
International. 

Justice Saunders intervenes with Clegg: "Quite a long question that..." Clegg says he will break it down. Two Wapping Car 
parks in plan. 
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Clegg, for Hanna, explores the topography of the different entrances for cars at the News International site at Wapping circa 
2011 

"To be honest I can't recall the context of the conversation" says Jagger of Cleggs's suggestion they were talking about 
Hanna's arrival 

Though he can't remember specifically, Jagger agrees flashing head lights was the normal procedure for anyone wanted fast 
entrance to NI 

Jagger remembers taking over a cup of tea from Thomas More Square to the Wapping site for Mark Hanna that morning. 

Jagger says Hanna never went into Thomas More Square, and he never saw him arrive or leave with any kind of bag. 

The bin area from Chelsea Harbour where 2 laptops, iPad etc. allegedly belonging to Charlie Brooks were found 
pic.twitter.com/JHkMUghd7r 

CPS release pictures of the bags discovered on 18/07/11 which form part of Charge 7 in #hackingtrial 
pic.twitter.com/7YZm4LYEbU 

CPS release pictures of the Jiffy bag which counsel for Charlie Brooks claims contained the 'Lesbian Lovers' magazine 
pic.twitter.com/rSlOEDfN7u 

Jagger reiterates he cannot recall exactly what he said in his various phone conversations with Mark Hanna on that Sunday 
Brooks arrested 

"You and he were at lunch... I mean at work," says Clegg of Hanna and Jagger. "Anticipating things were you?" jokes Justice 
Saunders. 

Clegg asks Jaggers if he remembers meeting Hanna in the canteen, and then him going off to meet William Geddes. "Quite 
common," he says. 

Further Prosecution questions to Glen Jagger 

Bryant Heron for the crown has a brief re-examination of Jagger about his calls to Hanna's phone on 17/07/11. Some were out 
of hours. 

Break till 2.10 pm for lunch says Justice Saunders. 

Hate spamming my feed with pleas for support http://igg.me/at/hackingtrial2/x/5292122 But several complaints last time people 
didn't know of my crowd campaign 

Back at #hackingtrial on Count 7 - charges of perverting course of justice against Mr and Mrs Brooks, and NI head of security 
Mark Hanna 

Witness - PC Ian King (Attended Chelsea Harbour after Bin Bag find) 

Prosecution Counsel questions PC Ian King 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution calls Constable Ian King 

PC King was on duty at Hammersmith station on 18/07/11: at 13.43 he was called to Chelsea Harbour and arrived about 14.10 

PC King went to estate managers office and met Alan Ramsay, who explained the origin of the black bin bag 

PC MacDonald joined PC King and they went into Ramsay's office where he was shown the brown briefcase and black laptop 
bag. 

PC King identifies the two bags on a photo, and their exhibit numbers. The contents (see previous tweets) displayed. 

PC King made a note of some of items in the bags: Vaio laptop, correspondence from C Brooks, brown envelop and DVDs 

Cheque books in joint account names for Brooks', and another for C Brooks were found. PC King sealed the bag when Weeting 
detectives arrived 

PC King identifies the bag produced as a physical exhibit. It's sealed up and without any contents. 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines PC Ian King 

King now told he "might have to answer some questions now" by Justice Saunders, as he's cross examined by Saunders, QC 
for Charlie Brooks 

King says that Ramsay had told him that Charlie Brooks had asked for the bags back to Neil Saunders, counsel for Charlie 
Brooks. 

King says that he didn't know Nascimento and Reis had looked inside the bags in the cleaner's office 

Neil Saunders asks King if he'd opened the Jiffy Bag in C Brooks' case. "Yes I did". 

King said he made no note of the names of DVDs and magazine in recovered bags, though he was looking for items of 
importance. 

King said he only identified the items listed in his notebook at the time. He didn't make an inventory. He sealed in police 
evidence bag 

Sergeant MacDonald was looking in the black bag while PC King examined the brown. No further questions from the crown 
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Witness - Sgt Robert McDonald (Attended Chelsea Harbour after Bin Bag find) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Sgt McDonald 

Prosecution now call Police Sergeant Robert McDonald. 

Sgt McDonald from Hammersmith police station says he attended Chelsea Wharf around 2.20 pm that Monday in July 2011 

Sgt McDonald identifies the bags recovered the day after Rebekah Brook's arrest in a photo. 

McDonald examined the black laptop bag. He noted iPad, laptop, power cables and a quantity of correspondence to Mr and 
Mrs Brooks 

The police officer identifies the laptop bag "very like the one in the picture" jokes Justice Saunders. 

Sgt McDonald is cross examined by Neil Saunders for Charlie Brooks. He says he flicked through the contents. No 
recollection of removing. 

Sgt McDonald can't recall exactly where in the bag the iPad and laptop were. He was unaware of anyone else opening before. 

Sgt McDonald kept an eye on the bag, and "to prevent a break of continuity, it remained solely in my possession" 

Bryant Heron for the crown calls DC Karyn Miller - she's already under oath as she's given evidence before in #hackingtrial 

Neil Saunders explains that DC Millar can confirm exact agreed contents of the two bags recovered: sending list to judge and 
jury 

Jury shown list of contents: included British Kunekune Pig Society newsletter May 11. One DVD 'instant lesbian' 

BREAKING: A list of DVDS with various porn titles from Charlie Brook's bag briefly shown - before journos could write them 
down 

Jury shown list of correspondence found in bag: including unopened items postmarked 15/07/11 

Apple laptop with a News International tag recovered by police from C Brooks' bags. An iPad, headphones and power leads. 

The jury is shown some mail recovered from bags in underground car park, Thames Quay, Chelsea Harbour on 18/07/11 
before of bad photocopies 

DC Millar: "All of the mail has now been opened because they have been returned to their owner." 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Sgt Robert McDonald 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks cross examines DC Millar over "items more historical" Travis Perkins inbox, and one unopened 
mail from Brown Bag 

More mail identified by DC Millar from the black bag: 19 items, some with no postmarks, most dated items with that fortnight. 

Bryant Heron reads a statement about the forensic analysis of bin bags from July 2011. Officer attended Imperial Wharf for 
Weeting. 

Witness - DC Alan Pritchard (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Alan Pritchard 

DC Alan Pritchard from Operation Weeting called by Mark Bryant Heron, junior counsel for the prosecution. 

Pritchard is asked about his duties at Chelsea Harbour and the two bags. On 19th July he organised search of compactor. 

"It wasn't particularly pleasant," DC Pritchard agrees with the judge over the search of the rubbish compactor at Chelsea 
Harbour. 

Pritchard recovered two bin bags, one within the other, secured at the top with sellotape. The cleaner Nascimento said it bore 
resemblance. 

Pritchard said nothing else that matched that description was recovered from the compactor. A set of elimination fingerprints 
from cleaner. 

Pritchard has the specialist search document with him - a Book 101 or premises search document. 

Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines DC Alan Pritchard 

A junior counsel for Hanna cross examines Pritchard about the search process and documentation 

Duncan Penny, junior counsel, is going through the details of the police documentation with DS Pritchard. 

Penny for Charlie Brooks asks DC Pritchard about how he wrote in the number of a bags in his filing of the search form. 

"I just recorded what I saw at the time," says DC Pritchard of his filing of the search documentation, now shown to the jury 

DC Pritchard agrees he seems to have amended the grammar from 'was' to 'were' concerning the bags in his search 
documentation. 

Penny, junior counsel for C Brooks, cross examines DS Pritchard about the identification by the cleaner Fernando Nascimento. 

Penny asks whether this double bin bag was sent for forensic examination: DS Pritchard wasn't involved in that process. 
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DS Pritchard says he's seen photographic evidence of fingerprints found on bin bags. The jury is shown pictures of it. 

Penny says that fingerprint officers on 21/07/11 discovered three black bin bags 

"@lisaocarroll: Correction: DVD list should have included title Bride of Sin, not Bride of Sun." Best MISPRUNT of the trial so far 

Daryl Jorslings fingerprints found on one of the bin bags recovered by the police, agrees Weeting Officer. 

Pritchard agrees with Penny the sellotape was taken for DNA investigation. 

Hanna's finger or palmprint was found on another of the black bin bags, according to police 

Prosecution call Emma Theresa White 

White made a written statement on this: she is a forensic scientist with the Metropolitan Police 

White works in the evidence recovery unit, specialising in biological fluids and recovery of DNA. 

White's department was sent three black bin liners for "DNA recovery": tag said there were two bin liners, when separated 
actually three 

One bin bag sealed with sellotape: another "double bagged" with sellotape. Previous analysis had been inconclusive. 

White swabbed the very edges of the sellotape for DNA to avoid disturbing any fingerprint evidence 

Penny cross examines White - she confirms her expertise is DNA recovery not analysis. She sampled two separate sellotapes - 
four ends. 

White pooled the results of the swab, so any DNA evidence could apply to either of the bits of evidence. 

Prosecution call Kevin Young: a senior forensic practitioner specialising in fingerprint comparison. 

There's no dispute says Bryant Heron, about the conclusion of Kevin Young's fingerprint evidence. Jury turn to photographic 
exhibits. 

Kevin Young goes through the condition of the two knotted sealed bin bags when they were delivered to forensics. 

"Like a double bag to cover something heavy," asks Justice Saunders. Young says "yes, and they were very thin bin bags." 

Young explains that since the bin bags are non porous they had to treat with chemicals to identify fingerprints. The light 
sourced. 

After treatment with lasers, u/v light officers look closer to see latent marks. If nothing, then superglue is put in a humidified 
cabinet 

This vapourised superglue than shows up any organic signs which they forensic officers mark up sequentially 

Fingerprint expert confirms he detected marks consistent with fingerprints of Daryl Jorsling, a private security contractor 
contracted by NI 

BREAKING: forensics expert identified several prints from NI head of security Mark Hanna on bin bags recovered from Brooks' 
apartment 

Penny, junior counsel for Mark Hanna, cross examines finger print expert Young. 

"That's where the rot sets in with the forensic evidence," says Penny, counsel for Hanna, over confusion over number of bin 
bags. 

Bryant Heron says "I've run out of evidence slightly": "We forgive you," replies Justice Saunders at the #hackingtrial. 

Witness Statement - Postman to Castle Barn (Brooks Residence - Chipping Norton) 

Prosecution Reads Statement from Postman for Castle Barn 

A written statement from a "floating postman" at Chipping Norton is now read out - he takes over other routes when others 
away. 

The delivery routes for Chipping Norton are now explained in written statement read out in Court 12 by Mark Bryant Heron for 
the crown. 

This floating postman delivered to Castle Barn, the name of Charlie Brooks' home, on 16/07/11 (Jubilee Barn has no letterbox) 

Postman says that mail delivered to Brooks' Oxfordshire house on that Saturday before Rebekah arrested must have been 
around 10.30 am. 

9.30 start tomorrow - finishing at 1pm because a juror appointment 
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Monday 21 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Count 7 - Conspiracy to Pervert the Course of Justice 

Witness - DC Alan Pritchard (Operation Weeting and Sasha Detective) 
Further Prosecution questions to DC Pritchard 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Pritchard 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DC Pritchard 
Further Prosecution questions to DC Pritchard 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks has more cross examination for DC Pritchard 

Witness - DS Jonathan Elwell (Operation Sasha Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DS Elwell 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DS Elwell 

Witness - Sarah Ritchie (Former Police Officer Present at Search of Jubilee Barn) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Sarah Ritchie 

Witness - DC Karyn Millar (Operation Sasha Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Millar 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Millar 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examine DC Millar 
Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines DC Millar 

Witness - DC Alan Pritchard (Operation Weeting and Sasha Detective) 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks has more cross examination for DC Pritchard 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Count 7 - Conspiracy to Pervert the Course of Justice 

Back at the #hackingtrial for more on Count 7 - allegations of conspiracy to pervert the course of justice, against the Brooks' 
and Hanna 

Defence have requested a number of witnesses from the search of the Brooks' property: the crown helps them out by calling 
them 

Witness - DC Alan Pritchard (Operation Weeting and Sasha Detective) 

Further Prosecution questions to DC Pritchard 

Bryant Heron calls DC Pritchard from Operation Weeting again for cross examination over search of News International 
premises 15/07/11 

This relates to the period before Rebekah Brooks' arrest, on the Friday when she resigned. Weeting team met by Simon 
Greenberg at NI HQ 

Police search team went to 10th Floor - offices of Rebekah Brooks. Jury have already seen plan of that area in the Cheryl 
Carter 'bundle' 

The two PAs, Deborah Keegan and Cheryl Carter, had an area outside Brooks' main office. DC Pritchard describes in more 
detail 

DC Pritchard confirms the search on 15/07/11 was confined to Brooks' office, and did not include the PAs area with all her files. 

Jury are shown a list of exhibits recovered from Brooks' office - Bryant Heron mentions an iPhone pass word, iPad computer 

From the police search form it appears there were two Apple iPads in Brooks' sealed office the day she resigned, and a 
Compaq desk computer 

There was also an Apple MacBook Air with a NI tag and a Google Chrome laptop in Brooks' office when police arrived on 
15/07/11 

Police also recovered an external computer hard drive from a box on the floor in the annex storage area. 

"At the risk of being mocked" Justice Saunders intervenes: "Can you explain what a network box?" DC Pritchard explains for 
media streaming. 

Five memory sticks, and a three external hard drives, and another HP laptop, were also recovered by police from Rebekah 
Brooks' NI office 

Bryant Heron explains how some of these items were logged and returned to News International, and some of them kept by 
police. 

An IT firm, Stroz Friedman, read some of these devices, imaged them, and put them onto a database. 

DC Pritchard was also present at the search of Thames Quay, but Bryant Heron accedes to defence request to cross examine 
by property 
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Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Pritchard 

Laidlaw, senior counsel for Rebekah Brooks, cross examines DC Pritchard over the search of her News International office. 

Police had advanced warning of Brooks' resignation, and her agreement to be out of the office by mid-day, Pritchard confirms 
to Laidlaw 

Pritchard confirms there was security guard outside the office when police arrived late that afternoon. He knows nothing of the 
IT procedure 

Simon Greenberg met the police search team at Thomas More Square, and gave them consent to search it. 

DC Pritchard says he wasn't party to any discussions about preserving the office after Brooks' departure. 

Pritchard tells Laidlaw he should question a Weeting Senior Investigating Officer over precise arrangements for the search. 

"This is not 'Carry on Policing'," jests Laidlaw. Pritchard says there were two senior police managers present who spoke to NI. 

The arrangement was that computer equipment was to be sealed: some would go to MSC, some to police exhibits office, the 
next Monday. 

"Apart from some correspondence from the safe, what you recovered was almost entirely computer equipment," Laidlaw 
asserts. Pritchard agrees 

Eighteen of the twenty exhibits seized from Brooks' office were computer related, cross examination establishes. 

No paperwork was recovered in this initial search of Brooks' 'minimalist' office, Pritchard confirms to Laidlaw. 

Pritchard recalls Cheryl Carter being present, giving access to the safe: but he didn't inquire of the PA the whereabouts of CEO 
files. 

Pritchard says the police only had consent to search Brooks' office, and not the ante-room where the PAs worked and business 
records kept 

Laidlaw brings up the 10th July 11 filing list adduced as part of Cheryl Carter's case. 

There are "dozens and dozens of files" listed in the PA area, both Brooks' personal stuff and company records 

Pritchard says he didn't know about the packing up of Cheryl Carter's area: police had to seek further permission from NI to 
investigate 

"It was literally a few yards away from you," points out Laidlaw. Pritchard says they only had consent from Greenberg for 
Brooks' office 

DC Pritchard on minimal police search of Brooks' records: "we only had the authority and the consent to search her office" from 
News Int. 

We now move onto the search of Brooks' Chelsea property on 17th July 2011: the police were met by Mr MacBride, Brooks' 
solicitor 

Five DVDS were recovered at Chelsea Harbour, a Hewlett Laptop computer, a Nokia Mobile, two Apple Macs, one with NI tag. 

8 CDRs (recordable CDs), 4 thumb drives were also recovered from Chelsea Harbour. Brooks' lawyer made several 
representations at scene. 

An email is read out to jury from MacBride to DC Roycroft about the items found in underground car park: "personal property" 

MacBride. "None of these items contain anything relevant to your investigation... no attempt to conceal... demonstrable... not 
section 18" 

Charlie Brooks lawyer wrote to Michelle Roycroft over Charlie's bags saying they were personal items and "no grounds for 
arrest" 

Pritchard is now cross examined by Laidlaw, for Rebekah Brooks, about the search of her Chelsea home on Sunday July 17th 
2011 

Laidlaw establishes that while Rebekah Brooks was interviewed in Lewisham, police offices search both her London and 
Oxfordshire residences 

Laidlaw focuses on the three computers recovered from Chelsea Harbour: and two sets of representations by lawyer McBride. 

"What McBride was saying on the Sunday... two of the three are Charlie Brooks' computers," Laidlaw says. Pritchard agrees. 

"The terms of the search warrant meant that police could not take the two computers belonging to Charlie Brooks," Laidlaw 
says of McBride 

DC Pritchard explains the search was a Section 18 search, under PACE and hinging on an arrest, so not a search warrant. 

The police did not think McBride's representations had any force, so seized the computers anyway. 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DC Pritchard 

Neil Saunders for Brooks cross examines Pritchard over a blue hard back notebook recovered from Chelsea Harbour in July 
2011. 

Pritchard says the blue book had lists of potential phone hacking victims. McBride made representations about this blue book. 

McBride, the lawyer, claimed that the blue book belonging to Charlie: Pritchard says there were contents relevant to his inquiry. 
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There were two names in the blue book - Lowther Pinkerton and Harverson - names connected with Weeting investigation. 

Saunders for C Brooks asserts the book was filled with articles on 'rural affairs' 

The blue book is later returned as "not of any value to the investigation". N Saunders also establishes contents of rubbish bin 
recovered. 

Rebekah Brooks torn resignation letter was recovered from the bin at Chelsea Harbour apartment. 

Saunders establishes the study at Chelsea Harbour was fairly small. Some of the thumb drives recovered from there. 

End of cross examination by Saunders for C Brooks. Bryant Heron re-examines: one of the computers alleged to be Charlie's 
had NI sticker 

Further Prosecution questions to DC Pritchard 

Pritchard confirms that a number of computers were 'imaged' by forensic officers, then returned. 

Justice Saunders establishes the conditions of consensual search of News International: Met and NI had established 'protocol' 
over computers 

Justice Saunders establishes the need to go to a magistrate for a search warrant - not relevant to these two searches. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks has more cross examination for DC Pritchard 

Laidlaw for R Brooks has further questions about a later application for a search warrant. 

Three different searches established: 1/ By consent at NI 2/ Following an arrest at Chelsea Harbour and 3/ Magistrate signed 
search warrant 

The magistrate search warrant has to be applied for, and grounds for search made on oath, Laidlaw establishes with DC 
Pritchard. 

"It is essential that... a police officer provides the full picture to the magistrate," says Laidlaw: Pritchard agrees. 

Pritchard made the application for a search warrant for Jubilee Barn in Oxfordshire, he confirms. 

Laidlaw now provides copies of the original search warrant application for Jubilee Barn, 12th March 2012. 6 months after arrest. 

Laidlaw establishes Cheryl Carter's house was searched in November 2011, she was arrested the following January 2012 

Laidlaw corrects himself - the search of Jubilee Barn was on Tuesday 13th March 2012. 

Laidlaw asserts both Thames Quay and Brooks' new Marylebone Office was also searched that day in March 2012. 

Jubilee Barn was searched under a Section 8 procedure, private hearing in chambers with Magistrate, not on notice to 
occupants of premises 

Pritchard says this is not a magistrate form he signed, or was the magistrate's court he attended. 

Break while some documents are looked for. 

Jury told original search warrant has now been found, but not in court yet. Will delay cross examination of DS Pritchard till it 
arrives 

Witness - DS Jonathan Elwell (Operation Sasha Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DS Elwell 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution call DS Jonathan Elwell from Operation Weeting about 17th July 2011. 

DS Elwell searched Jubilee Barn in Oxfordshire, to search the Brooks' home there. 

DS Elwell was in contact with Thomas McBride, Brooks' solicitor from Kingsley Napley, on the drive to Oxfordshire. 

CORRECTION: Thomas Bryants not McBride. DS Elwell met Bryants at the Oxfordshire residence. 

Elwell is taken through the various areas of Jubilee Barn - stables, kitchen, and bedroom: a short 15 minute search. 

Elwell: "Property was exceptionally neat and tidy.... no electronic equipment, mobile phones... like a holiday home... minimal 
property" 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DS Elwell 

Neil Saunders for C Brooks cross examines DS Elwell, who agrees substantial building work was going on at Jubilee Barn. 

Elwell confirms a wine store at the end of the barn, and rooms being built in the stables, with building materials in them. 

Elwell confirms the different premises, including where Charlie's mother lived. He doesn't remember the personal photographs 
at Jubilee Barn 

Only one thing taken in police search - a business card. A police officer left her rucksack behind. That was retrieved, and card 
returned. 

Elwell made two subsequent statements about the search. 13 months later he says he was told to look for "any pornographic 
material" 
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Elwell says to N Saunders, for C Brooks, they found a pornographic DVD in one of the two upstairs bedrooms at Jubilee 
Gardens 

Elwell says another officer, DC Ritchie, was searching the bedside cabinet: he was present during that part of the search. 

Elwell says the DVD was a "soft pornographic" DVD - Lesbian pornography. 

This was 13 months after the initial search in July 2013: Elwell was aware of pornography from previous search, but not lesbian 
nature 

All these questions about DVDs and pornography come from Neil Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks. 

Elwell confirms that these items had no relevance to their search. 

End of cross examination of DC Elwell: no re-examination by prosecution. 

Witness - Sarah Ritchie (Former Police Officer Present at Search of Jubilee Barn) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Sarah Ritchie 

Former police officer Sarah Ritchie is called by the prosecution about her recollection of the search of Jubilee Barn in 
Oxfordshire. 

Ritchie searched the double bedroom: she recalls a pornography magazine being found. Now she's cross examined by N 
Saunders for Brooks. 

Ritchie searched the left hand bedroom - not the other with TV and DVDs. She wasn't in same room as Elwell, despite his 
evidence. 

Ritchie saw porn magazine from a distance, but can't recall who had it. 

Ritchie had a subsequent conversation about the search: she thinks "a couple of months ago" - definitely didn't find DVD with 
Elwell. 

Witness - DC Karyn Millar (Operation Sasha Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Millar 

DC Karyn Millar is recalled by the prosecution about the searches of Jubilee Barn, mainly for defence cross examination. 

Millar was present at July 2011 search of Jubilee Barn, Bryant Heron wants to concentrate on 13th March 2012 search. 

The purpose of this second search was to arrest the Brooks' on suspicion of perverting the course of justice. Rebekah opened 
door. 

Rebekah and Charlie were arrested on those charges 13/03/12 at their Oxfordshire home. 

Rebekah's Blackberry mobile was seized from main bedroom: an Apple MacBook Air with NI tag identified as Charlie's by 
Rebekah. 

An Apple iPad with an NI tag was identified by Rebekah Brooks as hers to police and seized. Another Blackberry belonging to 
Charlie as well 

Two iPods were seized from the Brooks' living room, another two iPods from the kitchen on March 2012. 

A second Apple iPad seized from office adjacent to the gym in the Brooks' Oxfordshire residence. Some items have been 
returned. 

During course of this search, R Brooks confirmed she had a London office in Marylebone and handed over keys to police 
officers. 

Police also conducted a search of some outbuildings - in a laundry area there boxes of A3 scanned photographs. Nothing was 
seized. 

In a cupboard in the laundry room of the Brooks' home was a wardrobe - but nothing relevant to police inquiry was seized 

An Apple iPad was seized from an office adjacent to the gym area of Jubilee Barn. Two cars also searched - Subaru and 
Range Rover. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Millar 

DC Milar cross examined by Laidlaw, counsel for Rebekah Brooks, over second search of 13/03/12: a coordinated operation 

The intention, Laidlaw says, was to search Jubilee Barn, Castle Barn, and the Thames Quay premises; she can't confirm the 
latter. 

DC Millar says she believes that the intention was to search any premises controlled by Mrs Brooks. 

Nine officers from Weeting arrived at Oxfordshire, with two local police officers. 

DC Millar says she wasn't part of the application for the warrant on 12/03/12 or the decision to arrive at 5 a.m. 

"So we picture the scene," says Laidlaw: "Banging on doors. Dark. No warning to Mr and Mrs Brooks... presence of very young 
baby." 
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Scarlett had born six weeks earlier, prematurely, Laidlaw asserts. "We didn't know the baby would be at the address," says DC 
Millar. 

"Was there any discussion of the impact of the baby when you bang at the door at 5 am?" asks Laidlaw for Brooks. "No." 

DC Millar wasn't at front door and didn't hear her express concern about nanny and the baby. She spent time with Mrs Brooks, 
she had baby. 

DC Millar can remember Charlie Brooks being concerned about the impact of search on 81 year old mother. He was allowed 
to make phone call, 

Laidlaw says Rebekah Brooks put on Sky News and referred to police leaks and publicity. DC Millar can't remember this. 
Coverage began 6 am 

DC Millar says this is the first time she's ever heard Rebekah Brooks allegations police must have leaked the dawn raid to 
press and TV 

DC Millar agrees Rebekah Brooks was helpful during the search. 

DC Millar discovered later that one of the items seized during that March 2012 search had been seized in previous search the 
year before 

DC Millar confirms the Rebekah Brooks gave the location of her Marylebone office, as well as the keys. 

DC Millar has no recollection that Thames Quay was let to tenants, but does know it wasn't searched. 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examine DC Millar 

Neil Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks, goes back to the July 2011 of Jubilee Barn: the only item recovered was a 
business card 

Saunders, for C Brooks, establishes the business card was found in bedside cupboard. DC Millar was the exhibits officer and 
noted card. 

DC Millar returned the business card when DS Elwell was "satisfied it wasn't relevant". 

Counsel for Mark Hanna cross examines DC Millar 

Penny for Hanna, cross examines DC Millar over the search of the compactor at Chelsea Quay and conversation with manager 
Ramsay. 

Penny for Hanna is going into some detail about the black bin bags, recovered from compactor, and promptly sent for 
fingerprints and DNA 

Penny for Hanna quizzes Millar on an email from forensic expert about swabbing the cellotape on black bin bags. 

Duncan Penny for Hanna is honing in again on the number of bin bags recovered from compactor: two became three. 

Duncan Penny establishes that the police were still confused about separation of 3 binbags a year later, and called round table 
meeting. 

DC Millar says they needed meeting to compile the graphic package for the court. 

Penny for Hanna: "You had all these police officers sitting around, significant resources of the Metropolitan police?" DC Millar 
"Not really" 

Justice Saunders intervenes at close of Penny questioning: "Stunned into silence... this questioning will become clearer in 
good time." 

Witness - DC Alan Pritchard (Operation Weeting and Sasha Detective) 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks has more cross examination for DC Pritchard 

DC Pritchard is cross examined again by Laidlaw on the application for the search warrant on the 12/03/12 

DC Pritchard now has a copy of his signed version of the application for the search warrant: the schedule still missing, needed 
tomorrow. 

Laidlaw for R Brooks reads out details for the warrant, made at Westminster magistrate's court. 

The 'all premises warrant' was signed by DC Pritchard for Jubilee Barn, Castle Barn, Thames Quay and Marylebone 

DS Pritchard swore on oath on the warrant that he believed an indictable offence could be committed, and evidence not 
excluded. 

Laidlaw explains to the jury how privileged legal LLP material is dealt with during police searches. 

DS Pritchard explains how journalistic material also attracts privilege - it needs to be held confidentially because of exposure of 
sources 

The Brooks Police warrant from 2012 describes four Blackberry phones they were looking for. 

Laidlaw points out that DC Pritchard swore 1/ It wasn't practicable to communicate before 4/ Search may be compromised with 
immediate entry 
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Laidlaw asks DC Pritchard to "think carefully about this question: did you add anything orally to this application?" to Magistrate 
Wycombe 

DC Pritchard says he has no recollection of adding orally, but anything added should have been noted by the magistrate. 

DC Pritchard said he drew up the warrant, but - from recollection - Inspector McCallum gave the instruction for it. He consulted 
with others 

DC Pritchard agrees it's important to give the "full picture" to Magistrate for the search warrant. 

Court breaks till 10 am tomorrow. 

The court will be sitting this afternoon without a jury for legal argument. 
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Wednesday 22 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Fire - False Alarm 

Witness - DC Alan Pritchard (Operation Weeting and Sasha Detective) 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks continues cross examination of DC Pritchard 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DC Pritchard 
Further Prosecution questions to DC Pritchard 

Witness - DI Steve McCabe (Operation Weeting and Sacha Investigation Officer) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DI McCabe 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DI Steve McCabe 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DI McCabe 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DI McCabe 

Witness - DS Philip Audrey (Investigated Archived Material at News International) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DS Philip Audrey 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DS Philip Audrey 

Witness - Nicholas Mays (Archivist at New International) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Nicholas Mays 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Nicholas Mays 

Witness - Deborah Keegan (Former Personal Assistant to Rebekah Brooks) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Deborah Keegan 
Mr Justice Saunders questions Deborah Keegan 

Witness - DS John Massey (Operation Sasha Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DS Massey 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Massey 
Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DS Massey 
Further Prosecution questions to DS Massey 

Witness Statement - Tony Cox (Co-Director of Corunna Solutions - Counter Surveillance) 
Prosecution Counsel reads Tony Cox statement 
Prosecution Counsel reads Tony Cox second statement 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Fire - False Alarm 

Back at #hackingtrial - a 'non fire' alert and some case management before the jury are in. 

"You'll be happy to know we worked through the non-fire," Justice Saunders tells the jury. DC Alan Pritchard recalled to 
witness box. 

Witness - DC Alan Pritchard (Operation Weeting and Sasha Detective) 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks continues cross examination of DC Pritchard 

Laidlaw for Rebekah Brooks returns to the issue of the search warrant in March 2013 which had been submitted by DC 
Pritchard. 

Laidlaw emphasises DC Pritchard was "under oath" and he cannot recall any verbal questions from the magistrate, or adding 
further info 

DC Pritchard has returned this morning with the schedule attached to the search warrant with the four Brooks premises. 

DC Pritchard confirms the search warrant included vehicles owned by Rebekah and Charlie Brooks. Laidlaw goes through 
written application 

First para of search application names Brooks properties. Second para explains Operation Weeting: 

13/03/12 Warrant says: "Both prior and since her arrest... documents and computer devices relevant to the inquiry... have gone 
missing" 

Laidlaw asks what storage devices and documentation went missing since Brooks' arrest: DC Pritchard says computers and 
docs went missing 

"When she left News International I'm not aware of any computers she was using have come into our possession," says DC 
Pritchard. 

Laidlaw asks about the computers bagged up at News International on 15/07/11. Pritchard says analysis of those showed little 
use. 

"We haven't recovered a computer that has the relevant activity when she left the company," says DC Pritchard. 

Laidlaw goes through the two iPads, HP base Unit, Apple Mac recovered from NI HQ two days before Brooks' arrest in July 
2011 
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DC Pritchard also explains how the documents and emails were imaged by Stroz Friedberg and then stored on the Nomad 
system of the MSC 

"The office was secured, that's as much as I know," says DC Pritchard of the computer equipment on 10th Floor of News 
International HQ 

"The user activity on those machines indicated she wasn't using them at the time," repeats DC Pritchard of Brooks' NI 
computers recovered 

Laidlaw returns to March 12 search warrant: it sets out the Count 6 and 7 allegations about missing archives and alleged cover 
up 

More on the search warrant: also deals with journalistic and legally privileged material that could be recovered: go to 
independent counsel 

The warrant also explains how, in the light of previous charges, the material has to be seized as quickly as possible. 

"Were you satisfied at the time this was giving the magistrate the full picture," asks Laidlaw. "Yes I was," says DC Pritchard of 
warrant. 

Laidlaw focuses on C1 category "no practicable to contact anyone" and then "full picture." 

"I'm going to make the suggestion you did not provide the magistrate with the full picture," asserts Laidlaw for Brooks to DC 
Pritchard. 

Laidlaw says DC Pritchard didn't include the NI search in 14/07/11: Pritchard says search was relevant to perversion of course 
of justice 

"How was the magistrate come to an informed decision if you didn't tell her you had recovered items from Brooks' office?" asks 
Laidlaw 

Pritchard repeats that this new search was over perversion of the course of justice charges, not original phone hacking 
allegations 

Laidlaw asks about the 'element of surprise': did Pritchard not tell magistrate Brooks said she would co-operate with any 
searches. 

"The words were not effective in the deeds we saw," says DC Pritchard of Brooks' promises to co-operate with the police over 
searches. 

Laidlaw points out that Brooks' solicitors Burton Copeland wrote to the police saying she would co-operate with any searches 

"Was this a conscious decision or something you overlooked?" asks Laidlaw of promise of co-operation. Pritchard "I didn't think 
it relevant" 

Laidlaw concentrates on the files in PAs office: "we only had consent to search Brooks' office," explains Pritchard. 

"The long and short of it was it missed," says Laidlaw of company records in HQ. Pritchard says he wasn't party to decision of 
search. 

"This was to do with material missing from archive," says DC Pritchard of that search in March 2013. 

DC Pritchard admits he didn't include the fact they searched Jubilee Barn before in his search application: "It could have been 
included" 

Of Thames Quay; "in hindsight that could have been included," says Pritchard of non inclusion of previous search in warrant. 

Laidlaw asks about correspondence between Kingsley Napley and the police before drawing up warrant: "you'll have to show 
me document" 

DC Pritchard shown email (seen before by jury) from McBride offering to show police material at Kingsley Napley: he hasn't 
seen it before 

Laidlaw says DC Pritchard might have inquired about correspondence between Kingsley Napley and other officers after Cheryl 
Carter's arrest 

"You didn't ask your senior officers or colleagues.... has there been any communication with potential defendant?" asks 
Laidlaw. 

Laidlaw for Brooks goes through an email from 11/01/12 from police in response to Brooks' solicitors at Kingsley Napley. 

Email from Weeting Detective Fletcher explains how Cheryl Carter removed boxes from NI archives "material relevant to this 
inquiry." 

"How many officer involved in Operation Weeting at this time," asks Laidlaw: "About 50 or 60" says DC Pritchard. 

DC Pritchard says he was mainly based at NI at this time: when at same office "I can't recall where DC Fletcher sat" probably 
far end. 

"It would be a more senior officer who would ask you to prepare this application," repeats Laidlaw. DC Pritchard confirms. 

Several emails from January 2012 between McBride, Brooks' solicitor, and DC Fletcher at Weeting read out. DC Pritchard 
hasn't seen these. 

Laidlaw says that police officers spent four days searching Brooks' material at Kingsley Napley: DS Massey involved in that and 
warrant 
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Laidlaw asks Pritchard "did you forget you were told or can't remember?" Saunders intervenes "those particular questions hard 
to answer" 

DC Pritchard explains how come Jan 12 he'd gone to work at News International at the Nomad system storing the data. 

DC Pritchard sticks by his assertion it was not practical to inform the Brooks in advance. He'd still stand by the warrant. 

"It's what we've never found in relation to Brooks' computers," says DC Pritchard of the warrant. 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DC Pritchard 

Neil Saunders asks DC Pritchard about another Weeting officer: senior officer in searching Jubilee Barn. 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks asks whether DS Elwell told DC Pritchard Jubilee Barn was a holiday cottage. "No, I wasn't 
there." 

Neil Saunders asks DC Pritchard knew Charlie Brooks was the countryside editor for Telegraph: "No I didn't". 

Further Prosecution questions to DC Pritchard 

Bryant Heron for the Crown re-examines DC Pritchard on the warrant: the senior officer was Mr McCabe and he'd liaised with 
DS Massey 

DC Pritchard says he showed the Brooks' warrant application to DS Massey who wanted to recover material taken from the 
archive. 

"Not at all," says DC Pritchard about whether his senior officer felt he had recovered the missing Brooks' material. 

DC Pritchard on why no pre-notification: "We had evidence material had been removed from the archive... and respective 
addresses" 

Bryant Heron for the crown asks about Brooks' emails offering to co-operate. Pritchard repeats she made "no comment" in 
police interviews 

Bryant Heron for the crown asks DC Pritchard more about the 15/07/11 search of Rebekah Brooks' NI offices. 

DC Pritchard is asked about the equipment. Laidlaw intervenes wanting to make a legal argument for 30 seconds or 5 mins. 
Jury leave. 

A break for at least 20 minutes. 

Back in after the break at the #hackingtrial. Saunders apologise to jury for interruption. 

Witness - DI Steve McCabe (Operation Weeting and Sacha Investigation Officer) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DI McCabe 

DI Steve McCabe is called by Edis for the prosecution. McCabe has been in and out the court so he understands about 
keeping voice up 

Inspector McCabe explains he was the investigating officer, deputy to senior, during closure of News of the Word and aftermath 

McCabe was investigating officer responsible Operation Weeting and then Operation Sacha : phone hacking and alleged 
coverup 

McCabe can answer questions about major decisions. He wasn't personally involved in dealing with Linklater's in 2011 

DI McCabe was in control of the DS Massey's investigations at Kingsley Napley in 2012, and then the search warrant in March 
2012 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DI Steve McCabe 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines DI McCabe about the search warrant and "a number of different topics" 

Laidlaw asks about 15/07/11 and Brooks' resignation and the searching of her office at NI HQ. McCabe says DI Ratcliffe was 
there that day 

McCabe says he can speak to what happened to documentary material at Brooks' office and search of Jubilee Barn in March 
2012 

DI McCabe recollects the police were forewarned of Brooks' resignation - but cannot say how much notice they were given 

McCabe is asked whether he remembers conversations with Senior NI execs and the police on the Friday she resigned. 

DI McCabe cannot talk to the details of those discussions, but the general principles he can explain 

Laidlaw says early on 15/07/11 Will Lewis agreed Brooks should be escorted out of the building. McCabe says: "That sounds a 
bit harsh" 

DI McCabe agrees that leaving behind computer equipment "would be normal. On Brooks's Blackberry being disabled; "Rather 
not comment." 

McCabe says of NI office: "my understanding was that... we would seek to have a search.... but we had no power and consent 
was sought" 
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DI McCabe can only speak in general terms because he wasn't there during the NI search about bagging and marking in situ 
computer equipment 

"If material was found, we would secure it," says McCabe. But he can't speak to whether devices were left in situ or moved to 
secure store 

McCabe explains the 'protocol' for 'controlled access to digital data' agreed between police and News International. 

"My understanding of office environment, very little in terms of documentation, and mainly electronic devices: McCabe on 
Brooks' office 

"It would be fair to say they didn't," says DI McCabe of the officer lack of awareness the PAs stored most of Brooks' paper 
records. 

McCabe explains how the material around Mrs Carter's workspace was moved, and it "was a challenge" to reconstitute it. 

McCabe says that until Brooks' filing lists coming to police attention at end of 2012, the police weren't aware paperwork had 
been separated 

"Once we came into possession of filing lists we became aware not all the material of NI, but was with her lawyers," DI on 
Brooks paperwork 

"Having interviewed Mrs Carter, clear material... had been returned to Mrs Brooks," DI McCabe said police had written to 
lawyer McBride 

After exchange of emails, Kingsley Napley let police search Brooks' material - not solely from Carter's workspace, couldn't say 
from where 

Laidlaw now moves on two months to the events of 13/03/12 and the new search warrant for Brooks' property. DI McCabe is 
handed warrant. 

Laidlaw asks DI McCabe about his personal responsibility for the search warrant. He would generally review the document. 

DI McCabe says he would have reviewed the warrant application, but DI Beswick, independent officer, would have authorised 
it. 

Laidlaw says he's "made certain statements of a critical nature" of this warrant application with DC Pritchard. He reiterates 
them. 

Laidlaw asks whether the application for the warrant provides the "full picture" and the "not practicable to communicate" box. 

McCabe says he'd expect previous searches to be included in warrant. He wouldn't expect NI search to be mentioned. 

McCabe says previous searches had been frustrated - so effectively had been mentioned. 

"I believe the application was balanced," says DI McCabe: but "more information would not have harmed the application." 

DI McCabe defends omitting: "the fact we entered into correspondence with solicitors about what the defendant wants to allow 
us access to" 

Laidlaw asks about the timing of the raid on Jubilee Barn - around 5 a.m. - he says police couldn't find it at first. 

DI McCabe says he knew about the young baby at Jubilee Barn - but didn't know the Brooks' child was born premature. 

"I wouldn't use the term banging on doors," DI McCabe". But we were conducting multiple arrests.... to make sure people don't 
confer." 

"One of the arrestees left for work extremely early", says DI McCabe: "I believe it was Mr Hanna." 

"I'm a father myself, and have had a very young child... so I would have instructed my officers," DI McCabe. 

"Would you expect the child's Moses basket to be searched?" asks Laidlaw. "Yes," says DI McCabe 'if officers had reasons." 

"Mr Brooks was a horse trainer, and they're very early risers too," says DI McCabe of early search. "I'm not in the business of 
humiliating" 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DI McCabe 

Trevor Burke, counsel for Cheryl Carter, has some questions of DI McCabe about the search of Brooks' office in July 2011 

Carter, Burke says, helped police get access to Brooks safe. But no request were made of PA filing cabinets. "I wasn't present," 
says McCabe 

McCabe is asked whether the information from Cheryl Carter about packing up stuff triggered the inquiry to Kingsley Napley. 
"Yes it was" 

"That's not correct, sir," says McCabe to Burke: "the filing lists weren't available till late 2012" 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DI McCabe 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks has a question about Cheltenham starting the day his house was searched. McCabe not aware 
he had no runners. 

"Absolutely not... it was news to me he was," says DI McCabe of news C Brooks was journalist: "I was aware he was a 
racehorse trainer" 

Edis for the crown has some re-examination of McCabe, and the fact he didn't mention New Int in the search warrant. 
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McCabe confirms the search of Kingsley Napley was to look for missing archives. That search was not recovered in DI 
McCabe's opinion. 

DI McCabe says "as far as I was concerned" the search before the warrant was served had not turned up the missing material 

Saunders has a query about the search warrant: they enacted another power of search because they were arrested 

McCabe explains that the search warrant was prepared just in case no one was there to be arrested at Jubilee Barn. 

Break till 2.15 pm 

Crass but effective: I'm giving away special prize to anyone who tips #crowdfunding #hackingtrial to 9k - 3/4s funded 
http://igg.me/at/hackingtrial2/x/412026 

Witness - DS Philip Audrey (Investigated Archived Material at News International) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DS Philip Audrey 

Andrew Edis QC for the prosecution calls in DS Philip Audrey (sp?): an expert on the archive transfer lists provided by News 
International 

DS Audrey compared five archive lists from News International and another document which sets out the structure of the 
archive records 

The DC says there was no specific area for CEO, but there was one dedicated to Rebekah Brooks - a number of boxes noted 
as her notebooks 

The DC also looked for the transfer records of Brooks PA, Deborah Keegan, mainly during her time at the Sun. 

Edis for the QC adds some extra filing lists for the archive for the jury to add to their (mounting) bundles. 

Edis for the crown goes through a number of Deborah Keegan archive filings: three for 2001, Jan 2004, Jan 2007, Oct 2008, 
May 09 

Another 24/08/09 transfer list relates to the archiving of 4 boxes of material from the Sun. Another six boxes 2010 

These were all transfer lists from the Sun editor's office. The DC got these lists from Nick Mays NI archivist when requesting 
Sun records. 

The DC confirms to jury that Nick Mays, NI archivist, never declined to give him whatever he asked for. 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DS Philip Audrey 

Trevor Burke QC, counsel for Cheryl Carter, has questions for the DC in charge of transfer lists about precisely when they 
arrived. 

Trevor Burke confirms that 46 boxes were archived covering NOTW, Sun and executive offices. 39 remained after Carter 
removed seven 

Witness - Nicholas Mays (Archivist at New International) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Nicholas Mays 

Edis recalls Nicholas Mays, NI archivist, as a witness for the prosecution. 

Saunders apologises to Mr Mays for calling him back. Edis hands him the newly filled bundle and the file transfer records from 
archives. 

Mays confirms he provided the police with this transfer list, and "nothing was ever withheld". 

Mays confirms that the Sun list was filed under 'editorial' rather than under the chief executive office, though they came from 
there. 

Edis asks Mays about Philippa Bishop - a temp who helped out in the office. Mays confirms his red markings on the transfer list 

Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines Nicholas Mays 

Trevor Burke QC for Cheryl Carter, cross examines Nicholas Mays about the temp worker's 2009 list. He cannot recall when he 
gave to Police 

Nicholas Mays is asked to go back to archives and indicate which if any of these boxes have been withdrawn from archives by 
police. 

Saunders jokes to Nick Mays as he leaves: "We'll give a video link" Brief break as jury asked to leave 

Witness - Deborah Keegan (Former Personal Assistant to Rebekah Brooks) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Deborah Keegan 

Prosecution recall former Brooks PA Deborah Keegan for further cross examination by Trevor Burke, counsel for Carter 

Deborah Keegan is asked whether she recalls Philippa Bishop, a temporary worker, who filed several boxes in archives. 

Keegan is taken over the new lists of various archivings by Trevor Burke. Joe Ball archiving was by PA to deputy Sun editor. 
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Edis re-examines Deborah Keegan on the Phillipa Bishop document: she worked in CEO office between leaving Sun and going 
to TMS 

Keegan agrees these were Sun editorial office: "we didn't see any reason for leaving them behind... we didn't have a reason not 
to take" 

Mr Justice Saunders questions Deborah Keegan 

Saunders has some questions for Deborah Keegan: "Please don't guess the answer...." 

Saunders first question about clearout from Sun when Brooks moved to CEO in late summer 2009 - no exact date on a Sunday 

"Who was involved in that clearout?" asks Saunders. "Myself and Cheryl... and removal people." 

"Where did the sorting out take place?" asks Saunders of Keegan. "More in the office we were moving to." She can't recall who 
did moving. 

"How long did it take you?" asks Saunders. "Maybe two or three hours." "Just tell us what you did?" he asks of Keegan 

Keegan says she put them into yellow crates. Putting into rubbish bags happened in new office. "Does it all happen on same 
day?" 

"What did you do by sorting out?" asks Saunders. "Throw away broken folders". Other stuff put in file for temp. 

Saunders asks what happened to kept stuff put into the cupboards? "I don't remember." "Do you remember having anything to 
do with archiving" 

"Apparently we did," says Keegan of archiving. "Where did you get 'apparently' from?" asks Saunders. "What do you 
remember?" 

"Did you have anything to do with actually archiving the boxes?" asks Saunders. "I'm sure I would have done..." says Keegan. 

Saunders points out there doesn't appear to be an archiving list. The archiving would have been "done at a later stage." 

"We wanted to clear the office, sort it, and do the paperwork later," says Keegan of that Sunday weekend. 

Keegan agrees there would lists like seen before 

"We've now completed the evidence for Mrs Keegan," Justice Saunders tells the jury. DS Massey is recalled by Edis for the 
crown 

Witness - DS John Massey (Operation Sasha Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DS Massey 

Massey is asked about the search of material of Rebekah Brooks provided by Kingsley Napley 2012, and compared to NI 
CEO filing lists in 2011 

Massey has a 7 page statement of findings comparing the two sets of documents from 2011 and 2012 

Laidlaw for Brooks intervenes explaining that defence provided the list of Linklaters and Kingsley Napley material 

"There are number of items that correlate to the filing list" - i.e. some of the Kingsley Napley material comes from the CEO 
office. 

DS Massey discovered in Kingsley Napley: "one cardboard box - Mr Murdoch 2000-2008" appeared to be sundry 
correspondence, agenda, minutes 

On the CEO executive lists was a file of documents relating to phone hacking: Massey recovered a letter from Mr Lewis but no 
file. 

Edis asks DS Massey about the executive office filings for Brooks notebooks: four notebooks recovered at Kingsley Napley. 

"There is a reasonable amount of documentation which was 'similar' to CEO documents, but certainly not all of them,' says DS 
Massey. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Massey 

Laidlaw for Rebekah Brooks introduces another filing list of her documents handed over to her solicitors: Linklaters and 
Kingsley Napley 

Laidlaw points to a crate pushed into doors of Court 12 by Kingsley Napley staff: 8 or so of those big file boxes given to Brooks' 
lawyers 

Laidlaw points to Ms Connell "a lady dressed in black" Saunders points out "they're all dressed in black". Laughter. 

Ms Connell has gone through files in Kingsley Napley and CEO lists: marking in green what tallies, in yellow where there is 
none, 

Laidlaw also has a list of what Kingsley Napley think the police took in their searches of Brooks' belongings. 

Laidlaw establishes four Brooks notebooks from Kingsley Napley when through a legal privilege exercise. He took all desktop 
diaries. 

These desk diaries have already been adduced in terms of Milly Dowler and Eimear Cook. 
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Counsel for Cheryl Carter cross examines DS Massey 

Burke, for Cheryl Carter, cross examines DS Massey on material recovered from Brooks' solicitors. 

Burke for Carter says it appears the only reason items ended up at Kingsley Napley was because PA took them from office to 
Brooks. 

Burke then returns the moment when Carter visits Putney police, and lawyers write back later identifying some of the docs. 

DS Massey is asked by both defence counsel to go back and compare his lists with the new ones provided by them of Brooks 
docs #homework 

Further Prosecution questions to DS Massey 

Edis asks DS Massey how long this cross check will take: "Two to three days perhaps," says Massey. 

DS Massey is excused and Edis asks the jury to add another statement to their bundles (tables groaning with the weight now, 
perhaps) 

This is more call data material from Cheryl Carter's phone on 10/07/11 - the day the last edition of News of the World was 
published. 

July 10th 2011 is also two days after Carter removed 7 boxes from the archive. Carter making calls from Bicester and environs 
around 11 am 

The map from that Sunday NOTW was closed and boxes removed from archive shows Cheryl Carter moving to the Enstone 
area with her phone 

Minutes later, around noon, two days after withdrawing 7 boxes from archives, Cheryl Carter, is near Chipping Norton. 

More mapping of Cheryl Carter's calls on Sunday July 10th 2011 takes her to Charlbury, Woodstock, Bletchington, Beckley. 

"Those masts have an area of coverage..." Edis claims 11.16 to 14.26 hours on 10/07/11 around Brooks' Oxfordshire 
residence. 

3 or 4 minute break after an intervention by Clegg, counsel for Mark Hanna before the evidence of Tony Cox. 

Witness Statement - Tony Cox (Co-Director of Corunna Solutions - Counter Surveillance) 

Prosecution Counsel reads Tony Cox statement 

Edis reads a statement by Tony Cox - he's a co-director of Corunna solutions, co partner with David Johnson: anti and counter 
surveillance 

The company also know as CST contracts self employed security operatives: they work a lot with ICP, who work a lot with NI 
and Mark Hanna. 

Cox identifies a surveillance report and explains about the 'Blackhawk' codename for counter surveillance for Rebekah 
Brooks. 

Cox explains the two phones Ops 1/Blackhawk 1 and the backup Ops 2/Blackhawk 2 and gives their number. 

Cox can't remember the execs named Kestrel and Sparrowhawk. Cox arrived alone outside Lewisham police station when 
Brooks was arrested 

Cox said he did counter surveillance on Blackhawk/Brooks while she was in custody and her return to Chelsea Harbour at 
12.45 am 

Once Brooks home the team went to 'probing the area': he noted two other vehicles doing surveillance. Cox enters the reg 
numbers on phone 

Cox said he handed over his Ops 1 phone to Johnson around 7 am that morning. 

Two colleagues - one in a black cab, the other in a black golf - were also surveilling the area of Chelsea Harbour that day 
Brooks arrested 

Prosecution Counsel reads Tony Cox second statement 

A second statement by Cox (made later in 2012) clarifies his rota operations in July 2011: Kieron a biker on the team. Karen 
Wakefield. 

Further security operatives working on Brooks protection are also named by Cox. He was on day shift on Saturday, nights on 
Sunday 17/07/11 

Edis explains that completes the business for today: "I hoped to have more time with Detective Massey": Jury out till 10 am 
tomorrow. 
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Thursday 23 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
The Prosecution Case is Drawing to a Close 
The Judge, Mr Justice Saunders, instructs the Jury 

Witness - Superintendent Mark Mitchell (Senior Investigating Officer Operation Kilo) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Superintendent Mitchell 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Superintendent Mitchell 
Further Prosecution questions to Superintendent Mitchell 

Witness - DC Nunn (Operation Kilo detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Nunn 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DC Nunn 
The Judge Mr Justice Saunders directs the Jury 

Witness - Tajvinder Singh Atwal (Forensic Computer Analyst Metropolitan Police Laboratory) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Tajvinder Singh Atwal 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Tajvinder Singh Atwal 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Tajvinder Singh Atwal 

Witness - DS Hayley Broom (Operation Sasha Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DS Hayley Broom 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Hayley Broom 
Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DS Hayley Broom 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Broom 
Further Prosecution questions to DS Broom 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

The Prosecution Case is Drawing to a Close 

Heading back to the #hackingtrial on a week dominated by detail on file lists, cell sites and electronic devices 

As the prosecution case comes to a close, the #hackingtrial has been interrupted by lots of legal argument - only reportable 
after the trial 

Next week, however, the prosecution return to count one - conspiracy to phone hack - and it looks like a gripping week. 

Then the defence cases begin, with defendants who testify open to cross examination: often the most dramatic phase of any 
trial 

In short, the drama at the #hackingtrial hasn't really begun. Help immediate live independent coverage till the end 
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/live-tweeting-the-hacking-trial-till-the-verdict/ 

The Judge, Mr Justice Saunders, instructs the Jury 

Saunders explains to the jury about "the evidence they are about to hear" - leaks to the Press from Operation Weeting 

This, Saunders explains, is only relevant to "what Charlie Brooks knew on July 17th 2011" and has been requested by 
Saunders QC for Brooks 

Witness - Superintendent Mark Mitchell (Senior Investigating Officer Operation Kilo) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Superintendent Mitchell 

So prosecution call Superintendent Mark Mitchell from MPS anti corruption department. Edis for the crown explains about court 
acoustics. 

Mitchell was in charge of Operation Kilo into leaks from Operation Weeting to the press: op started with a letter from Coulson's 
solicitors 

BREAKING: complaint by Coulson's solicitors about leak of his arrest to the Guardian led to police anti corruption operation Kilo 

The letter from Coulson's solicitor's to Supt Ponting at Op Weeting named Guardian journalist Amelia Hill as recipient of leaks 

The letter was handed to anti corruption in August 2011: 2nd August Operation Kilo began, says 

Mitchell the SIO 

Mitchell discovered the source of the leaks, arrested DC Peter Cripps 

A charging file for Amelia Hill and DC Cripps was sent to the CPS who decided it wasn't in the public interest to prosecute 

"There was no evidence of financial inducement," says Supt Mitchell: "and that was why the CPS decided not to prosecute" 

Mitchell discovered telephone evidence around key moments in the Weeting investigation of contact between Hill and DC 
Cripps. 

DC Cripps was the interview strategy advisor for Operation Weeting, so he was well placed to know the schedule of arrests. 
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Supt Mitchell from anti corruption says "DC Cripps was informing Amelia Hill about when arrests would take place.. and things 
like bail" 

Supt Mitchell says the information passed to Guardian was essentially about arrests and bail conditions - nothing else. 

Supt Mitchell explains his operation was covert in August, and to the best of his knowledge there had been no other leaks to 
public domain 

Other than the stories the Guardian were carrying, there was nothing else in the public domain, says Supt Mitchell 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Superintendent Mitchell 

Neil Saunders QC for Charlie Brooks has drawn up a schedule of the leaks with the police. But another officer drew that up. 

"There was more than just names being mentioned in the Guardian," says Saunders QC. Mitchell says he's discussed what 
was revealed. 

Saunders QC goes through the role of anti-corruption, and suggests that Supt Ponting had decided it was already a policeman. 

Mitchell disagrees with Saunders QC: our job is to prove or disprove. 

Saunders QC reads out a Weeting statement about the leaks in 2011, which claimed they attempted to undermine the inquiry. 

Statement concerned with "significant leaks of selective information": Mitchell says he became of statement around beginning 
Operation Kilo 

Further Prosecution questions to Superintendent Mitchell 

Edis re-examination: Supt Mitchell says he had nothing to do with that statement. 

Witness - DC Nunn (Operation Kilo detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Nunn 

DC Nunn was the case officer for Operation Kilo: he's been asked to consider a schedule prepared by Charles Brooks' counsel 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DC Nunn 

Saunders QC for Brooks hands over a schedule of the leaks from DC Cripps to Amelia Hill for the jury. 

Dates on Operation Kilo: Coulson arrested on the 08/07/11. Letter from his solicitors to police 11/07/11. Operation Kilo starts 
01/08/11 

Neil Saunders is counsel for Charlie Brooks (not the judge): he goes through a timeline of texts, calls and relevant tweets on 
Kilo evidence 

On N Saunders schedule: Thurlbeck arrested on 5th April: DC Cripps (since retired) sends text to Hill. She replies. Another 
NOTW arrest. 

The second NOTW arrest is followed by a series of texts and two phone calls: an article in Guaridan April names Thurlbeck and 
second journo 

DC Nunn says the police never give names of people going to be arrested: there was additional info on police station and 
searches in leaks 

More text messages from former DC Cripps show Amelia Hill tweeting confirmation by Scotland Yard of her Guardian article. 

Amelia Hill tweets the following day in April 2011 that the desks of two NOTW journalists were being searched. 

There are texts between Cripps and Hill on the arrest of James Weatherup. A phone call. Amelia Hill tweets about arrest. 

Neil Saunders goes through the usual police press release protocol: they only give age - not name or if there are searches. 

More texts and phone calls between Hill and Cripps when Weatherup bailed, and a tweet from Hill "Stick with me: more arrests 
to come" 

Hill then reports how NOTW had removed all the evidence of Weatherup's desk beforehand. 

Amelia Hill and Dan Sabbagh article about how NOTW clear Weatherup cleared his desk before police arrived. Bagged up 
everything. 

DC Nunn cannot say whether the bagging up of Weatherup's desk came from Cripps. 

Justice Saunders intervenes to tell Neil Saunders, for Brooks, that the DC can't say the desk bagging came only from Cripps. 

After a series of texts, the arrest of another NOTW female reporter written by Guardian. 

26/06/11 unnamed woman arrested cited in Guardian. James Robinson writes about release of Laura Elstone in Guardian. 

DC Nunn explains Laura Elstone's name could have easily been worked out by her age and gender. 

"Within field of media and journalism... it wouldn't be hard to anyone to work this out," says DC Nunn of naming of arrested 
journalists. 

DC Nunn agrees with Justice Saunders that not all of this would have come from MPS leaks. 
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Neil Saunders goes onto the Milly Dowler story: 3rd July texts between DC Cripps and Amelia Hill. DC Swift statement over 
Dowler 

DC Swift statement on 20/09/11 says he remembers speaking to DC Cripps about the discovery of Milly Dowler hacking 

04/07/11 Nick Davie and Amelia Hill article breaks Milly Dowler story: DC Nunn says no official press release. 

BREAKING: Rebekah Brooks asked Times Editor James Harding to ask Crime Correspondent Sean O'Neil source for Milly 
Dowler story 05/07/11 

7th July - 17 text messages from Amelia Hill to DC Cripps. Two phone calls. 19.42 Guardian breaks "Andy Coulson to be 
arrested" 

Amelia Hill article says the Coulson was asked to attend the police station: dates shifted from 7th to 8th July 

Neil Saunders reads Hill article saying the Weeting arrests are being brought forward because of leaks. Clive Goodman then 
arrested 

Neil Saunders, for Charlie Brooks, has entries for Amelia Hill's contact with other Guardian journalists. 

Phone calls between Hill and anonymised phone and another Guardian article by another journalist names Clive Goodman. 

11/07/11 Police statement about disruptive leaks from Weeting. Coulson's solicitor writes to police complaining about details 
leaked. 

14/07/11 and the arrest of Neil Wallis shows similar traffic between Cripps and Hill and then from Hill to anonymised phone. 

The Judge Mr Justice Saunders directs the Jury 

Jury asked to leave for a moment by Justice Saunders. 

Back at #hackingtrial after a break: brief non reportable legal argument 

Justice Saunders gives the jury some legal direction; "the facts of a newspaper articles... do not go to the truth. Rely on other 
evidence" 

18/07/11 "Two amazing phone hacking exclusives" tweets Hill: lots of contact with DC Cripps and then Charlie Brooks Bag 
story appears. 

The Amelia Hill article from 18/07/11 sets out the details of the car park bags before any other paper. Police confirms details 
correct. 

More texts on 21/07/11 dozens of texts between Hill and Cripps: Guardian article talks about iPad and asking C Brooks' for his 
passwords 

Final page of Neil Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks, schedule details arrests and interviews of Amelia Hill and DC Cripps. 

CPS statement says insufficient evidence for charging Hill and Cripps, partly because no evidence of payment. 

Witness - Tajvinder Singh Atwal (Forensic Computer Analyst Metropolitan Police 
Laboratory) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Tajvinder Singh Atwal 

Edis for the Crown now explains how we're now going to examine the computer evidence. Bryant Heron calls Singh Atwal. 

Atwal is a forensic computer analyst at the Metropolitan police lab. A schedule is handed over to jury. Neil Saunders for Brooks 
requested. 

This schedule explains where computers have been recovered from. 

26/11/12 Statement by Atwal, computer forensic expert. He started as a DNA analyst, then data capture, last 3 years with Met. 

Atwal was initially asked to look at (exhibit labels given): a sony laptop, apple laptop, and ipad found in Thames Quay in July 
2011 

Atwal also asked to look at articles recovered from Jubilee Barn: an iPad, MacBook Air found in master bedroom, ipad from 
gym office 

Bryant Heron for the crown goes slowly through the computer forensic discoveries. Atwal explains the 'device name' 

Atwal explains that users enter a computer 'device name' - anything they like. 

The MacBook Air was called "Rebakah's (sic) MacBook" the iPad "Rebekah's Ipad" the gym iPad called "Charlie's iPad" 

Met computer expert Atwal now explains different "user accounts" on computer devices. 

On the computers seized from Thames Quay - the user account on Sony was 'Charlie' - no other standard user accounts 

On the Apple Laptop seized was "localad"(local admin) account and a "Rebekah" account. 

On the MacBook Air seized on 13/03/12 from Jubilee Barn; it had three user accounts 'Pcadmin' 'Rebekah' and "TMadmin' 

Atwal explains that the Apple mobile devices only allow one individual user: the iPad in Thames Quay had a history of two 
apple ids 
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There was no Apple ID recorded on ipad recovered from Jubilee Barn bedroom says Atwal, Met computer forensic expert. 

Atwal explains why the same device has two exhibit numbers: Met capture all the accessible data which is verified. Freezing it 
in time 

So the Met have two different images for the iPad for both times it was seized in 2011 and 2012 

Atwal has accessed how often different user accounts used: the Apple laptop from Thames Quay 

"Computers love to record information about their usage," explains Atwal: account of Apple Laptop created July 2009, last used 
one day later 

That was the admin account for Apple Macbook: Brooks account first created July 2009 last used 10/07/11 

MacBook Air from Jubilee Barn: Rebekah Brooks account created in 11th November 2011: files processed until the date it was 
seized 13/03/12 

Further examination of Sony Vaio showed it had an aol account in the name of Charlie Brooks 

Apple Laptop from Thames Quay had an email account for Charlie Brooks. 

Charlie Brooks also had a news international account as well as his aol account, it seems from computer forensic evidence at 
#hackingtrial 

The re-imagined iPad had the two original Charlie Brooks accounts, and a new one at themorigan dot com 

Atwal has produced a timeline of the use of the devices referred to around the time Brooks' arrest in July 2011. 

Jury shown a graph of computer usage starting 15/07/11 shows MAC addresses, Wifi connections, ip connections, email and 
file creation 

Three devices tracked from the day of Brooks' resignation: the ipad from carpark shows an 8:48 network connection, 2 hrs file 
connection 

Atwal says "this is solely computers doing what they love doing, talking to each other" of the router connection the morning of 
resignation 

Atwal created a schedule of any files accessed, created or modified: 37 emails were downloaded to the iPad that morning. 

Atwal explains that some iPad data suggests a screen shot was taken of the device that morning 

Around 11.28 on the 15/07/11 the apple iPad in Jubilee Barn shows router connection and then wifi internet connection. 

Edis explains we'll be looking at the location of the Brooks's electronic devices at a later stage. 

No recorded activity for Sunday 17th July 2011: but a computer start up on the Monday shortly after it was found on the 
Monday by cleaner 

A number of files show the MacBook had been switched on around 11 am the morning it was found by bins in Thames Quay 

Atwal goes through the computers start up regime: two incorrect passwords entered. The computer put into sleep 

Bryant Heron puts computer evidence in the context of Mr Nascimento's recovery of the computers at Thames Quay on 
18/07/11 

Bryant Heron for the crown goes to a second Singh Atwal statement from 12/06/13: content of computers 

Atwal has analysed the contents of two laptops and iPad discovered in Thames Quay, and replicated contents on a CD. 

The CD's contained "all the files I relied upon," says Atwal, computer forensics officer. The actual contents inspected by 
Weeting officers 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines Tajvinder Singh Atwal 

Neil Saunders, counsel for Brooks, cross examines Atwal on three computers recovered from Thames Quay. 

N Saunders asks Atwal if the Sony Vaio looked 'broken': he says he never saw the physical computer, only the data. 

The Sony Vaio had an operating system from 2004, says Neil Saunders. Atwal cannot confirm the battery didn't work. 

Met Computer expert explains two batteries: a mini battery for the clock. The date on the Vaio had reset to manufacture, so had 
run out 

The last activity for the Vaio, Neil Saunders for Charlie Brooks asserts, is 12/10/10: Atwal explains a shortcut suggest 
08/10/10 

But going to the index, the last time the Vaio was turned on was 12/10/10 confirms computer expert. In 2009 only used 10 
times. 

Main browser use for the Sony Vaio is 2004-5. Outlook email use 2007. 

Atwal confirms that "Miriam' seemed to have an email address on this computer around 2007: there are 1,900 document files 
on Vaio 

Most files are wps files from 2005; Microsoft Office Works. Apparently chapters from a book on Sony Vaio 

'Citizen Two' was apparently the book being composed on this Sony Vaio around 07/04/08 and more entries for that year. 
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Atwal has composed a report on the emails from the Sony Laptop recovered from Chelsea Harbour: 2,507 emails on it. 

Now we look at the Apple MacBook with two user accounts "Rebekah" and "localad" (the latter just an admin account common 
in companies) 

The clock on the Apple laptop was four minutes fast says computer expert Atwal, even when adjusted for British summertime 

The Apple Laptop last successfully accessed on the 10th July 2011 modify an article on Frankie Dettori: a week before R 
Brooks' arrest. 

Justice Saunders asks Neil Saunders: "Does any of this matter? ... make sure what is being considered is actually relevant." 

"You do what you need to do," says Justice Saunders to N Saunders of questioning. Break till 2pm 

Third of the way through #hackingtrial crowdfunding campaign: nearly 3/4s funded. Help me stop spamming for support 
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/live-tweeting-the-hacking-trial-till-the-verdict/x/5292122 

Back at #hackingtrial with Tajvinder Singh Atwal computer forensic expert from the MPS. Neil Saunders going through files 

Royal Ascot and Warren Jackson, Pudicot Partnership, Peasants in Winter - are just some of the files recovered from Brooks' 
laptop 

There was only a single user account for CEBBrooks at aol for this computer, Neil Saunders, for Charlie Brooks, establishes. 

The user account is 'Rebekah' but most the email seems to be for Charlie on this computer. 

Atwal tells the jury there were 4,260 messages reported on the CEB Brooks aol dot com account, with 8,882 email files 
(includes trash) 

There were 1,435 email attachments on this C Brooks email account. 

Neil Saunders asks whether the attempt to open the computer accessed the Frankie Dettori Telegraph article on 18/07/11 

We now move onto the contents of the Apple iPad recovered from Chelsea Harbour, as N Saunders for C Brooks, cross 
examines Atwal 

Atwal made an optical disk of relevant files from the iPad. 

The second time the iPad was seized, it had changed its name from 'iPad' to 'Charlies iPad', Atwal MPS computer forensic 
expert confirms 

On this iPad there are two Apple User IDs - one for Rebekah's news international account, another for 'Melville' 

Apps include 'Kick Off' "Racing Post' 'Racing UK' 'Angry Birds' "Paddy Power' 'BBC and Sky apps 

The purchase date for these iPad aps were mainly 2010/11 

From the Apple Runtime record it appears the apps were used throughout 2010/11 "I hope the user got better at angry Birds," 
notes Saunders 

Last update for the iPad is the Saturday before Brooks' arrest: five contact updates for Will Geddes and Simon Greenberg. 

Neil Saunders goes through the Safari browser history - the Sun, Racing Post, Recipes, Champions League, Peter Scudamore, 
Houses fro Sale 

"Racing seems to be the theme going through the whole of that browser,' asserts Neil Saunders, counsel for Charlie Brooks, 
of recovered ipad 

Atwal confirms Charlie Brooks News International account seems to have been downloaded twice, last time 15 July 2011. Aol 
five times. 

Atwal gives the cumulative total for emails on the iPad recovered from Chelsea Harbour: 441 emails 

37 emails and attachments downloaded onto 'Charlie's iPad' on 15th July 2011. By default, iPad's will automatically update with 
internet 

In copying data to optical disk, Atwal has reproduced the iPad's index of emails. Neil Saunders asks computer expert to look at 
edited copy 

Neil Saunders says this is a redacted version of master file, removing the email addresses. Atwal hasn't checked in detail but 
thinks so 

Atwal explains the emails are arrayed in the form the computer stored them: he then entered into an excel spreadsheet. 

Neil Saunders has listed the database of over 500 emails alphabetically. There are 44 entries of emails FROM 'Rebekah 
Brooks' 

Cheryl Carter also sends Charlie Brooks a number of emails on this iPad. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Tajvinder Singh Atwal 

Laidlaw for Rebekah Brooks: "I will set out her case in regard to these devices" he tells the jury. 

Brooks case is that the Apple Laptop and Apple iPad from underground car park were News International devices, but not used 
by her. 

Laildlaw for Rebekah Brooks establishes the Vaio had a user account name 'Charlie', and two email accounts not related to 
her. 
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There are asset tags for News International on both the apple devices. The admin address suggests corporate set up on the 
Macbook. 

"It's the most difficult question we get as computer experts, who used the computer at a particular time," says computer expert 
Atwal. 

Atwal confirms that though the iPad Apple User ID is for R Brooks at News Int, the email account is not for her. 

Laidlaw takes us to a new device - the Apple MacBook Air recovered in March 2012 from Jubilee Barn. 

Again, this seems to be a corporate computer with two admin accounts, the MacBook Air has two email accounts for R Brooks 

Laidlaw shows again the chart showing computer usage for the weekend of Brooks' arrest. Atwal can't confirm this is the ipad 
being set up 

Laidlaw for Brooks maintains these were two Apple devices issued to her by News International AFTER her resignation as CO 

Witness - DS Hayley Broom (Operation Sasha Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DS Hayley Broom 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution calls DS Hayley Broom: with particular responsibility for Operation Sacha - Counts 6 and 7 

DS Broom was responsible for viewing the material inside the bags at Chelsea Harbour. Atwal's team get the image and do the 
analysis 

Sony Vaio laptop DS Broom concluded was used by Charles Brooks. 

Photos of a holiday in Corfu with Rupert Murdoch were found on Apple MacBook. Camera prank footage and C Brooks novel 
also on computer 

DS Broom concluded the Apple MacBook was predominantly used by Charles Brooks. But also a News International Budget 
22/03/10 

"Leverage size and scale... market dominance" mentioned as part of 2010 three year plan for News International. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Hayley Broom 

Laidlaw for Brooks gives the title of four docs: include draft speech, draft for James Murdoch and stock calculation for R 
Brooks. 

"I'd rather try to preserve the rules of confidentiality," says Laidlaw of these four files. 

Five minutes break. 

Jury back in at #hackingtrial: we continue to look at four NI related documents recovered from Apple MacBook. 

RB final draft speech about John Terry and Piers Morgan briefly seen by jury. 

3rd Draft Editorial about New Labour failing on Law and Order and on schools. For APPROVAL JRM. 

BREAKING: Rebekah Brooks' Labour's Lost it editorial for draft approval by James Murdoch shown to #hackingtrial jury 

Fourth document not shown to jury is about R Brooks stock options recovered from Apple MacBook seized by police in Chelsea 
Harbour 

The third device recovered in Chelsea Harbour, an iPad, was password protected. 

DS Broom was also present at the second search of Brooks's premises on 13th March 2012 

Counsel for Charlie Brooks cross examines DS Hayley Broom 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks, cross examines DS Broom: she was told these were all Charlie's devices and nothing to do with 
Rebekah. 

As Neil Saunders for C Brooks makes clear, the jury have already seen the letter from the solicitor's asserting his ownership. 

7,538 email files DS Broom estimates were on the Sony Vaio. 1000 or so Microsoft docs. 6000 plus other docs. 

Saunders for Charlie Brooks asks if 25 images of female nudity - breasts, genitalia, masturbation were found on the Viao. DS 
Broom confirms 

Saunders for C Brooks gets DS Broom to confirm the images on the Viao similar nature to lesbian soft porn DVDs found in 
brown bag 

"When you think you drop your voice," says Justice Saunders to DS Broom: "Can you think more loudly?" DS Broom laughs 
and says she will 

On the MacBook, DS Broom confirms, there were over 8,000 emails: there were no emails sent solely to Rebekah Brooks or 
from her. 

Neil Saunders goes through the four NI docs: 3 year plan March 2010, RB speech he suggests for Women in Communication 
and Ad 23rd Feb 2010 

Of the "draft editorial for approval JRM", DS Broom cannot date. Saunders says for September 2009 Party Conference: 
Labour's Lost It 
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Saunders confirms the JRM approval document is the 'Labour's Lost It' Sun front page editorial from September 2009 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Broom 

Laidlaw for R Brooks cross examines DS Broom about 'disproving' they were Charlie's 

"Why are you setting out to disprove a likely device, rather than approaching with an open mind," ask Laidlaw. 

"You don't have a particular agenda do you?" asks Laidlaw: "Why don't you just see where the evidence gets you?" 

"It is indicative of you not having an open mind," says Laidlaw to DS broom. "I was particularly interested in finding items 
related to R B" 

On the two News Internationally tagged devices, D S Broom says that she didn't know Charlie Brooks was given NI devices. 

DS Broom cannot say how the four News International files appeared on the Apple MacBook - they were on the screen. 

"Did you feel comfortable expressing the view that because of 4 files out of a thousand, Rebekah Brooks could be a user of 
this device?" 

DS Broom says "yes" to Laidlaw's last question: "She COULD be a user of this device" - the Apple MacBook. 

Further Prosecution questions to DS Broom 

Bryant Heron re-examines Broom: "Have you sought to present a bias picture" "Not at all. I've conducted my investigation with 
an open mind" 

DS Broom explains the four documents from NI were icons on the MacBook screen: not her expertise how those docs got 
there. 

Justice Saunders says DS Broom might be back. Jury back at 11 am tomorrow. 
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Friday 24 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Email evidence from iPad seized from Chelsea Harbour 

Witness - DC Philip Stead (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Stead 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Stead 

Witness - Tajvinder Singh Atwal (Forensic Computer Analyst) 
Prosecution Counsel questions Tajvinder Singh Atwal 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Tajvinder Singh Atwal 

Witness Statement - Paul Cheesborough (Senior News International IT Eexpert) 
Prosecution Counsel reads Paul Cheesborough first statement 
Second statement from Paul Cheesborough 

Witness - DC Ian Gower (Investigated Rebekah Brooks Mobile devices) 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Gower 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Email evidence from iPad seized from Chelsea Harbour 

Justice Saunders apologises to the jury at the #hackingtrial for the delay. Bryant Heron adduces a document by DC Philip 
Aldred 

This is a review of the timeline of activity of the three computers seized from Chelsea Harbour: DC Aldred has accessed a link 
from the iPad 

DC Aldred reviewed 37 emails downloaded onto iPad - some of them forwarded from Rebekah Brooks for her work account. 

The jury shown the document on the screen: it's a News Corp press release from Rupert Murdoch 06/07/11 saying Rebekah 
Brooks will cooperate 

Murdoch's statement talks of continuing co-operation under "Rebekah Brooks' leadership" and the appointment of Joel Klein 
and Viet Dinh 

A second document from the iPad has a summary of media coverage of the Milly Dowler revelation on 06/07/11 

The 4th document is an email chain to Charlie from Rebekah Brooks' statement about Milly Dowler "I think this needs work 
darling" 

It's accepted from both sides these documents were forwarded to Charlie Brooks from Rebekah Brooks. 

Edis for the crown hands out a new file for the jury on this bundle to be put behind one of their many dividers. 

Saunders to jury: "I've been alarmed by the detail at some stages.... but it can be boiled down to few propositions. I hope 
anyway" 

Witness - DC Philip Stead (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Stead 

DC Stead Philip is called by Anthony Edis QC for the crown. He's attached to Operation Weeting. Asked to speak up 

DC Stead has an exhibit on TEN devices "maybe attributable to Mrs Brooks... and their current location" 

Edis explains the ten alleged Brooks devices: iPhone, iPad, unknown device, three blackberry's, HTC, two more iPhones and 
another iPad. 

The schedule sets out details from News International, and information from both Apple an Vodaphone about these ten 
devices. 

DC Stead has married up serial numbers and Mac Addresses to work out which devices are in possession of News 
International or the police 

A screen capture from the Apple MacBook from Chelsea key shows a list of devices that connected to a router in Jubilee Barn 
on 26/06/11 

The BT fusion Wifi router is located at or about Jubilee Barn: Laidlaw agrees they connected at the 26/06/11 at Brooks' 
Oxfordshire home 

The router from Jubilee Barn shows Charlie's iPad connecting and a MAC address - a unique identifier for a device. 

DC Stead explains how, regardless of the names given to electronic devices, the MAC address is unique and never repeated. 

Edis explains that the Jubilee Barn router is password protected; two devices called 'Rebekah's ipad' have different MAC 
addresses. 

As well as the two iPads connected on 26/06/11, there's one called 'Rebekah's iPhone'. 
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Of the ten devices listed from the Jubilee Barn router, three are in question, Edis tells the jury 

Edis goes to Rebekah's iPhone: a statement from News International says they iPhone 4 empty box with a unique IMEI number 
for that phone 

"You can change the chip on a phone but not it's IMEI," says Edis. No phone has been seized. Not registered with Apple. But 
Mac matches IMEI 

BREAKING: data from Apple and News International confirms a phone called 'Rebekah iphone' in 2011 has never been 
recovered by policee 

DC Stead says that because the name was changed to 'Rebekah's iPhone' and was connected to the router, it has been used. 

Edis shows the jury the picture of the empty iPhone 4 box from News International with the IMEI and serial number 

A statement from Apple 10/09/13 confirms this iPhone is not currently registered. A search across the five major phone 
networks follows. 

The cross network search of service providers shows no use of this iPhone 31/07/12 to 31/07/13 

DC Stead explains service providers keep phone records for 12 months, so they could on research 'current situation' and not 
July 2011 

Edis now goes to one of the two iPads called 'Rebekah's iPad' on the Jubilee Barn on 26/06/11. This is an iPad 2 

Apple have told DC Stead that the same email address were used to register this iPad was the same as a recovered device. 

There are three iPad 2s on an 'asset list' from News International for iPad's issued to Rebekah Brooks: this iPad 2 is NOT on 
that list. 

The unconfirmed registration date for this iPad 2, connected to Rebekah Brooks' London address, was around spring 2011 

07/04/11 is the approximate date from Apple's automated process for the registration of the 'Rebekah's iPad' from Jubilee Barn 
router 

BREAKING: police have also not recovered an iPad 2 called 'Rebekah's ipad' at her Oxfordshire home around June 2011 

Police are still conducting inquiries into phone allegedly registered to Sir Charles Dunstone from Jubilee barn router in or before 
June 11 

DC Stead has information that has come to them "fairly recently" from News International which lists devices supplied 
to Rebekah Brooks 

On this News International document lists a blackberry mobile phone for Brooks and a phone number: no serial numbers or 
IMEI numbers 

The phone number was given to police "late in the day": DC Stead made inquiries to Vodaphone on subscriber details. 

Vodaphone confirmed Blackberry connected 08/06/11 and disconnected in September that year. The outbound calls have been 
recovered. 

DC Stead says inquiries to News International have been ongoing. On 15th Jan 2014 has provided a response about this 
Blackberry 

News International's record of this Blackberry, confirmed this month, is that it was never returned. 

Meanwhile, Vodafone's record of this unreturned News International shows the phone number has been used by different 
people. 

Information from Vodafone shows this blackberry was connected by R Brooks in June 11 and disconnected in 29/09/11 - usage 
follows 

Vodafone have provided billing information for August 2011 - it made no calls, but has 500 MB data subscription 

Laidlaw for Brooks says he has a document to explain what this corporate subscription for Blackberry provides. 

BREAKING: As well as iPhone and iPad Police have not recovered a Blackberry registered to Rebekah Brooks from June to 
September 2011 

New International on SECOND Blackberry registered to R Brooks through them: "No record of return assumed to be still with 
user" 

This second blackberry registered to R Brooks was connected 26/09/10 disconnected 27/09/11 

We're now on sixth item; a Blackberry to Brooks connected 04/10/07 "no record of return assumed still with user" says News 
International 

Three Blackberry's, one iPad, one iPhone, and an HTC handset all registered to Rebekah Brooks "assumed with user" never 
recovered by police 

The HTC has a mobile internet account but no outgoing phone calls: DC Stead says he doesn't know where it is. 

Two more iPhones supplied to Rebekah Brooks are now looked at. DC Stead confirms Jubilee Barn router didn't record phone 
number. 

All News International have supplied on this iPhone is the phone number, but not the IMEI. 
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Quick break 

Back at the #hackingtrial after a short break for the jury following the 'missing devices' of Rebekah Brooks. 

Saunders explains his joke about Sir Charles Dunstone having lots of phones: he was the founder of carphone Warehouse 

Justice Saunders also explains the Blackberry disconnection dates in September 11: News International were account holders 
and terminated 

Two other iPhones now analysed: again not returned, no calls but 1 GB data connection, used July and August 11 

Third iPhone has connection date 03/03/11 and disconnected in September 2011. 

We're now looking at the tenth device: an unknown model of Apple iPad listed on News International schedule: serial and tag 
number provided 

This second iPad has never been recovered by police, but with the serial number police requested search from Apple 
computers 

Apple provided details for the 64GB iPad "not currently registered": it's not known to police investigation. 

This iPad has the same MAC address as the one called 'Rebekah's ipad' which connected to Jubilee Barn in June 2011 

An email from R Brooks to Carter and Charlie Brooks 01/04/11 "Lost iPad 2!" 

Charlie replies" Car last night? Restaurant?" over missing iPad 2. 

Police has a screen capture from News International 01/04/11 10.53 from a system administrator: "owner set to Rebekah 
Brooks" 

10/09/13 Apple confirm this iPad is "device not registered" (summary will not doubt clarify how many devices missing soon) 

BREAKING: TWO iPads, two or three iPhones, 3 Blackberrys, and one HTC registered to Rebekah Brooks in 2011 never 
recovered by police 

One of the iPads might have been lost. One of the iPhones might appear twice in records because News Int didn't have serial 
number 

Heartfelt thanks to 100s of donors who have 3/4s funded my coverage of #hackingtrial within just a week 
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/629115/emal/412026 Amazing. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Stead 

Back at the #hackingtrial for cross examination of DC Stead on missing devices by Jonathan Laidlaw QC, counsel for Rebekah 
Brooks 

DC Stead agrees with Laidlaw "this has not been a particularly easy exercise for you." 

DC Stead agrees with Laidlaw "we don't know where they are." 

"You are reliant on large part on NI records are you not?" says Laidlaw of six of the ten missing devices. 

Laidlaw establishes that the Blackberry devices attributed to Brooks would not have been through the router. 

Laidlaw goes to NI statement over many of these devices "we assume the devices are still with the user" - he's concerned by NI 
records 

Laidlaw goes through the various devices starting with empty Apple iPhone 4 box. 

DC Stead confirms that the image capture of the router devices doesn't specify when the devices connected, to Laidlaw, 
counsel for Brooks 

Laidlaw for R Brooks establishes that this first 'Rebekah's iPhone' does not appear on any of their other call data witness 
material 

Laidlaw for Brooks goes over the two other iPhones registered to Brooks by NI: one of them could have been the one on 
Jubilee barn router 

Saunders establishes that whether this iPhone was in the house or garden would need to enter password. 

Laidlaw for R Brooks asks DC Stead when he went to Apple for registration: 23rd September 2013: it was gmail address 

The Apple Records don't give any information about changes in registration details, DC Stead tells Jury 

Laidlaw for Brook explains the iPad alleged to attributed to Sir Charles Dunstone "He's a friend of the Brooks' and has visited 
their home" 

Laidlaw goes through the connection dates of three missing Blackberry's attributed to her: they are 04/10/07 26/10/10 08/06/11 

Laidlaw asks DC Stead asks about the practical support given to executives by News International over blackberries: he can't 
speak to that 

DC Stead confirms to Laidlaw that when Rebekah Brooks arrested in July 2011 ANOTHER Blackberry confiscated by police 

DC Stead explains that the police have phone numbers for the three missing NI blackberries but no IMEI number. 

There are only two months of records for the Blackberries and they show no outgoing phone calls. 
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"What might have been in earlier billings we'll never know," said Laidlaw of HTC and Blackberry phone records till existant. 

Laidlaw for Brooks no refers to the two other iPhones from 2011. DC Stead has not heard of NI emails talking about changes of 
iPhones. 

Laidlaw establishes that this second iPad is not connected to router at Jubilee Barn. 

Laidlaw takes us back to exchange between R Brooks and C Brooks in April 2011 about the loss of an iPad 2. 

Laidlaw finishes his cross examination. Anthony Edis QC recalls Vajinder Singh Atwal as a crown witness. 

Witness - Tajvinder Singh Atwal (Forensic Computer Analyst) 

Prosecution Counsel questions Tajvinder Singh Atwal 

Edis for the prosecution asks Atwal, the police's computer forensic expert about the Jubilee Barn's router's configuration page. 

The MacBook recovered from the underground car park had two records of the Jubilee Barn router but no record of itself as a 
device. 

Atwal suggests the MacBook was connected by a Lan or cable, and so doesn't appear on the wireless device list. 

So the MacBook from the car park had two records of other devices from the wireless network - both in machine data and 
browser info 

The info on router depends on the expense and quality of the software: all Atwal can say is these devices connected on or 
before 26/06/11 

Computer forensics expert Atwal did some work to locate the router: there were geographical co-ordinates for the router with 
GPS elements 

"They're you're best friends," jokes Saunders of Computer expert Atwal's enthusiastic description of the information contained 
in routers. 

A record for 26/04/11 brings up the location for Jubilee Barn. A later data point showed the BT Fusion router had moved 5 
metres. 

Atwal had the internet browsing history for recovered laptop from underground car park: it showed regular connections to router 
to 09/07/11 

Back to the iPad recovered from Chelsea Harbour car park (not one of the missing iPads): on 15/07/11 is shows wifi connection 
to BT fusion 

Atwal examined a file on the iPad related to connection on the 15/03/11 - it connected to the second MAC address on the 
router. 

So two of the items recovered from Charlie's Bags behind bins at Chelsea Harbour also connected to Jubilee Barn router 

The computer forensic evidence locates the iPad found in London 18/07/11 connecting to Brooks' Oxfordshire home 8.48 am 
BST on the 15/07/11 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines Tajvinder Singh Atwal 

Laidlaw for Rebekah Brooks, cross examines Mr Atwal the computer expert. He's not concerned with identity of the router. 

"Perhaps if the jury want to escape from this case, perhaps don't take your phones with you," jokes Laidlaw of the info in call 
data. 

Atwal confirms to Laidlaw that the router snapshot of connected devices cannot tell you what device connected when. 

Laidlaw confirms that there is no record of what activity happened on that router. 

Witness Statement - Paul Cheesborough (Senior News International IT Eexpert) 

Prosecution Counsel reads Paul Cheesborough first statement 

Edis reads out a statement by Paul Cheesborough, senior news international IT expert 

Cheeseborough was concerned with move to TMS and the management of computer server and mobile practices. 

Nick Marsey was recruited by News International to identify relationships between 'assets and end-users' in early 2011: SNOW 

SNOW tracks and manages all laptops and phone at News International: Chris Taylor provided a list of her assets. 

15th July Rebekah Brooks' corporate account suspended, personal email was forwarded. New Int configured various 
computers for her new office 

"It's late on a Friday afternoon and it's been a long week," jokes Edis of confusing the dates 2009 and 2019. 

Most the Brooks devices recovered by police have 'information not available' according to Cheeseborough, NI head of IT. 

Second statement from Paul Cheesborough 

A second statement 23/01/14 by Cheeseborough, Chief Technology Officer (the other was November 2013) is read out by Edis 
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Cheeseborough has been asked by police whether they are in possession of a number of devices - the iPhone 4 and iPad 2 - 
they are not. 

Cheeseborough confirms News UK could not access their own 3 blackberries, HTC, two iPhones and iPad registered 
to Rebekah Brooks 

Cheeseborough has no idea why Brooks' blackberries were disconnected in September 2011. 

Witness - DC Ian Gower (Investigated Rebekah Brooks Mobile devices) 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Gower 

DC Ian Gower called by the prosecution: he's been involved in investigation into devices issued to Brooks by News 
International 

Laidlaw for Brooks has some questions about DC Gowers report from 13/05/13. Laidlaw will read a page. 

DC Gower's report explains audit trail of devices: NI needed improvements in tracking 'assets' to 'end users' 

"I'm ashamed to say I've run out of witnesses," says Edis. Laidlaw explains next week's witnesses do not affect R Brooks, she 
won't be here 
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Monday 27 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
The Prosecution return to Count 1 - Phone Hacking 

Witness - Jude Law 
Prosecution Counsel questions Jude Law 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Jude Law 
Further Prosecution questions to Jude Law 
A member of Jude Law's family sold stories to the News of the World 

Witness - Dan Evans (Former Sunday Mirror and News of the World Journalist) 
Dan Evans name is added to Count 1 
Dan Evans has pleaded guilty to four counts 
Prosecution Counsel questions Dan Evans 
Dan Evans meets Andy Coulson 
Dan Evans given list of Phone Hacking tragets 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

The Prosecution return to Count 1 - Phone Hacking 

Edis for the prosecution asks the jury at the #hackingtrial to return to an old 'bundle' - we're going back to Count One: phone 
hacking 

Edis goes back to the timeline of the phone hacking of Jude Law and Sienna Miller at #hackingtrial 

The Jude Law Sienna Miller timeline covers 2002-05 with entries in Mulcaire, articles and News of the World articles 

Edis goes through some specific dates of agreed 'hacks': this timeline in Sienna Miller Jude Law goes through to March 2006 

There are emails from Mulcaire to NOTW news editors James Weatherup about nanny Jade Schmidt, and offers of kiss and 
tells, and hacks 

James Weatherup offers Jade Schmidt 100K for her story while she is being consistently hacked by Glenn Mulcaire in 2006 

An article on 04/06/06 is based on hacking of Jade Schmidt's phone - the former Nanny of Jude Law and Sadie Frost. 

Voicemails from Jade Schmidts voicemail phone has former NOTW news editor James Weatherup leaving messages 

Witness - Jude Law 

Prosecution Counsel questions Jude Law 

BREAKING: Back at the #hackingtrial Anthony Edis QC, counsel for the prosecution, calls Jude Law as his first witness on 
Count One. 

Justice Saunders apologises about delays. Edis says he doesn't need to ask Law who he is, and he won't have problems with 
voice 

Edis for the crown goes back to 2001-06 and asks Jude Law to explain who people are and what they meant in your life. 

Law explains Ben Jackson is a friend who is also producing partner and assistant 

"This is probably a stupid question, but I'm going to ask it anyway - who is Sadie Frost?" asks Edis. Law explains her, Miller 
and Schmidt 

Andrew Edis asks about Jude Law's nomination for Oscar in 2001: "There was a lot more interest in my private life," says Law 

Law explains to Andrew Edis QC how his marriage with Frost became difficult around 2001, and the press reported on it "quite 
regularly" 

Law says from 2001, increasing over 4 or 5 years; "the daily appearance of packs of photographer... me and my children and 
friends folllowed 

"I became aware that when I went to a meeting secretly... with the children... the press would already be there," says Law 

"Press attention was from the divorce with Sadie to when I met Miss Miller and beyond," says Law 

Jude Law explains how he and Sienna Miller were together to about 2005. Then met up again and were together from about 
2009 to 2011 

Jude Law says he'd never heard of Mulcaire till the police showed him the former NOTW private investigator's notes 

"There seemed to an unhealthy amount of information someone had about my whereabouts," says Law. "I was shocked but 
didn't surprise me" 

"They were able to follow me not just in this country but abroad aswell,' says Law to #hackingtrial 

BREAKING: US hacking: "One of the numbers that appeared on the notes was an agent... and several other numbers I'd been 
loaned," says Law 
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Law confirms he was in the US for 18th months into 2004 filming Cold Mountain (with Anthony Minghella) 

Jude Law was shooting both Alfie in New York and Cold Mountain in that 2003-4 period when he was hacked 

Law explains about Jade Schmidt: "There were two sides of this story.... there always are..." Schmidt had some disagreement 
with Frost 

Law was played messages of his own voice , arrangements over his children, played to him by police. Also Sadie Frost's 
disagreement 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines Jude Law 

Andrew Edis QC gives way to Timothy Langdale QC, counsel for Andy Coulson. 

Langdale wants to ask about some matters "that took place in 2005' which may have "some bearing on another witnesses' 
evidence" 

In September 24 2005, Sienna Miller went to the wedding of her sister Savannah in West Country, says Langdale for Coulson. 

Law confirms he went to the wedding reception, he arrived early evening he says. Sienna Miller was already there. 

FYI: Edis has finished his questioning, Langdale is cross examining 

Jude Law confirms he spent the night at Cliveden on that Sunday night returning from wedding. Surprised if he had lunch there 
on the Monday 

Law is asked if he was at the Groucho Club that Monday night: he can't say but confirms it is a location he and Miller went to 
time to time 

Langdale asks Law if he was "aware of rumours of an... affair with Daniel Craig?" around the 24/09/05 "I think I probably was" 

Langdale asks if Law was told about the Daniel Craig affair: "How did I find out?" Law asks himself. "Hard to remember... blurs 
in...." 

"I was told before it was reported on," says Law about the Daniel Craig Sienna Miller affair. 

Langdale says he will produce at NOTW article from the 9th of October breaking news of the Miller/Craig affair. 

Jude Law confirms he rang Daniel Craig at the time when he was in Baltimore: "No doubt you expressed your view," says 
Langdale 

Law is asked if he made any reference to Daniel Craig's girlfriend "More than likely.... we've known each other many years," 
explains Law 

Law confirms that he told Craig he ought to tell his girlfriend about his affair with Sienna Miller. 

"You probably know more than I do," says Law. "It's your memory that counts." says Justice Saunders," about whether before 
NOTW article 

Langdale produces a bundle for "Mr Craig": picked up by the judge he corrects "Mr Law" 

Langdale for Coulson takes the jury to 'Sienna Cheats on Jude" NOTW headline 

Another NOTW article headed 'Layer Fake': "I'm not going to ask you to read it," says Langdale. "I'd rather not," says Law 

Article cites Law's conversation with Daniel Craig from "our source" - confirms the gist is right to Langdale, counsel for 
Coulson. 

Law confirms he didn't leave any voice mail messages for Daniel Craig. 

Langdale asks if Jude Law knew "people associated with you... had been talking to NOTW about this story." Law: "No... though 
I suspected" 

"I suspected many people over that period of time,' says Jude Law about the volume of press coverage. Langdale focuses on 
Sept Oct 2005 

"Were you not aware a member of your immediate family was talking to the NOTW about this?" Langdale. Law: "I was made 
aware later on." 

Law said he wasn't aware until 2011 that NOTW had been in contact with members of his family asking for quotes. 

Langdale asserts Law's family member was paid by NOTW: "I've never been aware of that..." 

Langdale wants to write the name on a piece of paper. Law says he was aware of no one. Saunders allows Langdale to pass 
on the name 

"Were you aware that member of your family was providing information to NOTW?" Law said he was made aware very recently 
#hackingtrial 

Jude Law says he was "never aware any money had changed hands". As for a publicist also talking to NOTW "only made 
aware recently" 

Langdale asks Law about his close friend and publicist talking to him when the latter was talking to another NOTW journalist. 

Law says his publicist friend "was speaking to various journalists" when that story was in the paper. "Troubleshooting, basically" 
says Law 

Jude Law on October 2005: "there we so many stories, so incessantly... I had my publicist on speed dial" #hackingtrial 
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Langdale "Were you aware you publicist friend was talking about your side of story" to NOTW journo. "I wasn't aware of that," 
says Law 

Jude Law also only became aware later that another contact "who provided services" was also talking to NOTW 

Langdale hands over a piece of paper with these other to names to Jude Law: "Yes, that's correct' he says of publicist and 
employee 

Langdale asserts that these sources provided the basis of the NOTW article. "The jury are going to be shown a transcript," says 
Langdale 

"To answer that wholly and clearly, my conversations with publicist... were to get story straight or my point across, a level 
playing field" 

"It was a conversation I was having on a regular basis.... to troubleshoot the stories yet to come out," says Jude Law on his 
publicist 

"You're often given a head up where it's going a day before... because they'd normally call you for a quote," says Law of NOTW 
stories. 

"I didn't know that," says Law of a NOTW journalist: "I don't remember meeting him." He's asked about Wimbledon 

"I hate to sound blase, I go to things and meet a lot of people," says Jude Law of meeting a journalist at Wimbledon. 

Saunders asks Timothy Langdale QC to speak up: "Now that I've been asked to speak up, you'll be delighted to know I have no 
more questions" 

The two pieces of paper with three names shown by Jude Law will be retained by the court, and will be seen by prosecution 
and judge later 

Further Prosecution questions to Jude Law 

Edis for the crown wants the jury to retire. 

Jude Law the witness and #hackingtrial jury back in after a short break 

Edis for the crown asks Law when was the first time he heard a member of his family had been paid by NOTW: "Today," says 
Law 

Edis turns to NOTW 09/10/05 article on the allegation of Craig Miller affair. "Is that an article you wanted to appear?" "No," says 
Law 

Edis "It has been suggested part of that article... came from sources close to you. Did you authorise that exercise" Law "No, in 
no way" 

Three NOTW journalist, including Dan Evans, are cited as authors. Law confirms he had no contacts with any of these 
journalists. 

A member of Jude Law's family sold stories to the News of the World 

BREAKING: Jude Law learns in court for the first time a close family member received money for selling stories to NOTW. 

Law says there was no conversation between his publicist and NOTW before the Daniel Craig Sienna Miller story was 
published. 

Edis asks Law when he became aware of employee selling stories: Law ponders. 

"I would say I first... I mean I've never been given concrete fact this was the case... the name first came up 2012, maybe 2011" 
Jude Law 

Sienna Miller was the source of the information about an employee betraying him. 

Law says he first became aware "more recently... in autumn of last year" a close family member was in contact with NOTW. 

"I was simply told.... not specific to a story... around this time this relative had been.... brought into a conversation." says Law 

"I hope I'll forgiven,' says Edis what was the source of information: "From the relative. Initially from investigation," says Law. 

"Information from the police cause you to have a conversation with the relative?" asks Edis. Law confirms. 

On Daniel Craig's girlfriend at the time, Saski, Jude Law says "I didn't really know her." 

"As far as you are concerned, did anything go into this edition of NOTW, on your behalf," Edis asks. "No," says Law. Evidence 
over. 

Saunders explains break till 2pm for another witness who "is going to take some time" 

.@magpiejem @Indiegogo Thanks Jeremy. Nearly 10k donated by - 400 followers. If the other 95% chipped in and pound;1, 
job done, tiresome nags end 

Lots of journos in my timeline complaining about obsession with celebs. Looks like Fleet Street has gone through mass 
conversion to sanity 
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Witness - Dan Evans (Former Sunday Mirror and News of the World Journalist) 

Dan Evans name is added to Count 1 

BREAKING: Back at the #hackingtrial after break. Anthony Edis QC adds a new name to the Count One Conspiracy - Dan 
Evans 

Dan Evans is added with "other persons known and unknown" to amended indictment 

BREAKING: Andrew Edis QC for the crown calls Dan Evans, former NOTW journalist, as a witness 

Dan Evans is sworn in. Saunders says he can sit down "because you will be in court quite a long time" 

Justice Saunders asks Dan Evans not to refer to his statements without asking but says "this is not a memory test" 

Dan Evans has pleaded guilty to four counts 

BREAKING: 10th September last year Dan Evans pleaded guilty to four counts of phone hacking. 

Edis for the crown goes through the Counts 1/Phone hacking between 28/02/03 and Jan 05 at Sunday Mirror. 

BREAKING: Count 2 Dan Evans pleaded Guilty to phone hacking 2004-10 at News of the World 

BREAKING: 2008-10 Dan Evan pleaded guilty to misconduct in public office 

BREAKING: Count 4 Dan Evans pleaded guilty to making a false witness statement as a defendant in civil proceedings by 
Kelley Hoppen 

BREAKING: 29/08/12 Dan Evans entered in written agreement with the CPS and made first witness statement: made two 
subsequent statements 

Prosecution Counsel questions Dan Evans 

Edis returns to "history of events that brought you here". He joined NOTW Jan 2005 after working at Sunday Mirror 

Evans says he was approached to join NOTW by James Weatherup around mid 2004 

Dan Evans said he knews James Weatherup - they worked together at the Sunday Mirror for 18 months or 2 years. 

BREAKING: "What sort of work did you do at Sunday Mirror?" DAN EVANS "I was a news reporter... and latterly hacking 
people's voice mails 

Dan Evans explains his career as a cub reporter, and jobbing around Fleet Street before he joined Sunday Mirror. 

"I didn't know the practice existed prior to that," says Dan Evans of hacking at Sunday Mirror in 2003 

"Was Mr Weatherup aware you were doing that while working at Sunday Mirror," asks Edis. "Yes he was..." 

"He was aware I was tasked to hack people's phones," says Evans of James Weatherup at Sunday Mirror 

In 2004 James Weatherup became News editor at NOTW: "we knew Sunday Mirror phone hacking inside out" 

Edis asks about the Sunday Mirror's "phone hacking regime.... the technique, and what you brought to News of the World" 

"I was bringing phone hacking methodology... and a list of targets to perpetuate that activity" Dan Evans says of transfer to 
NOTW 

Edis asks about targeting Andy Gilchrist while at the Sunday Mirror. "I put that story to editor of Sunday Mirror... didn't want it" 

As far as Evans was concerned the Gilchirst story WASN'T a phone hacking story. Evans gave it to the Sun who "splashed it..." 

Evans said he was give and pound;1k by the Sun for a story that spread over six pages. 

Dan Evans explains more about Weatherup's recruitment of him to NOTW - at a bar in Wapping with another NOTW journalist 

Dan Evans talks about recognising the other NOTW journalist through a big breaking story at the time. 

Edis for the crown asks about "terminology" and "undercover stuff": Evans explains about impersonations, secret cameras etc. 

Evans tells jury that undercover stuff, "I'd fallen into at Sunday Mirror" was a "big speciality" at News of the World 

"It was 9/11 and was very much the flavour of the times," says Dan Evans of undercover stuff. A Beckham story came up 

NOTW journalist and Weatherup "boasted how they had stitched him up" says Dan Evans of Beckham story in 2004 

Dan Evans was offered work with the Fake Sheikh, Mazmeer Mahmood, at Boots Bar in Wapping in 2004 

"Phone hacking didn't exist as a phrase then," Evans says about his discussion accessing voicemails in that 2004 
conversations. 

Evans says it was "pretty clear" that Evan's ability to phone hack was wanted. He was offered a job at NOTW. He didn't take it 
at first. 

"My interested was piqued by James' approach.... but I didn''t want to arrive there as his pet phone hacker," says Dan Evans 
about Weatherup 

"James is a classic old school tabloid hack... you need to arrive with great source of exclusive stories... I could see why he 
wanted me." 
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Dan Evans though "things had slipped too much into phone hacking at Sunday Mirror": he hoped to be investigations editor. 

"I was taken aside by a very senior exec and told I was tasked for something secret... and shown how to hack a voicemail" says 
Evans 

BREAKING: Evans given a list of famous people and told by Senior Sunday Mirror exec "this is your job, you have to hack and 
crack the numbers" 

"Over a period of time I did this quite successfully... too successfully... forsaking all the stuff I enjoyed doing... I wanted to get 
out" 

"When James wanted me to do the same for him, I didn't want to do it either" says Dan Evans of approach by NOTW news 
editor Weatherup 

This was nothing to do with money "I would have bitten my arm off at the elbow for the pay raise," he says of NOTW approach 
in 2004 

Edis for the crown now introduces a new bundle of evidence for the jury on the Count One allegations. 

Edis explains there's a two page index: 07/05/04 there is a letter from NOTW managing editors office to Dan Evans: contract 
and handbook 

This is the formal job offer from the meeting at Boots's (sp) bar. Then an internal memo about hiring Dan Evans from NI 
records. 

27/05/04 another letter withdrawing the offer from NOTW managing editors office when Dan Evans declined. He got a pay rise 
a Sunday Mirror 

Weatherup "wasn't taking no for an answer... he was trying to persuade me... you should come and meet someone who could 
mould my career" 

My week on twitter: 359 New Followers, 535 Mentions, 1.36M Mention Reach, 457 Replies, 1.16K Retweets. via 
https://sumall.com/twitter 

Weatherup wanted Dan Evans to meet another NOTW journalist who had also worked at another paper 

Dan Evans says "I was pretty conflicted" by this approach to meet someone who would mould his career. Pay rise had been 
agreed. 

Evans went to meet this other NOTW journalist with James Weatherup (man names not mentioned here for legal reasons) 

Evans says this NOTW journalist - "a bombastic character" asked "we know you can screw phones but what else can you do?" 

"God bless it (Trinity Mirror) had always been a poor relation on Fleet St," says Evans on this conversation. They talked about 
voicemails. 

When Dan Evans mentioned he didn't want to work with Weatherup, this NOTW journalists "eyes glazed over and he went to 
his car" 

Dan Evans told his Sunday Mirror employers he'd been approached a second time "My head had been turned, definitely" 

Edis says to Jury how Evans has been explaining about internal dynamics at NOTW. 

Dan Evans had been now approached by another department in NOTW - by someone he'd only ever met once before at 
Weatherup's leaving do 

"Lots of things happen in pubs in Fleet St," explains Dan Evans of this other journalist who approached him at party. 

This journalist was "the kiss and tell king... a big beast of the tabloid jungle" says Dan Evans of third approach to work for 
NOTW 

Dan Evans remembers this third journo shouting "i don't understand why people don't just change their fucking voicemail pins" 
at party 

Dan Evans says the heckling at Weatherup's farewell party "was shouted to room at large... a pretty standard tool in the tabloid 
journos kit 

Dan Evans then recalls the follow up call from another NOTW department: they had a sandwich in Jubilee Place Canary Wharf 

At discussion with third NOTW journo who said: "you'd be a good fit for us" Evans says "I wanted to work for market leader." 

"I want you to set up an investigations unit" said this NOTW journo: "If you can't beat them, join them... we want you to do 
'some of that'" 

Dan Evans can't remember if he said "Sure, let's do it" at that third meeting, but it was soon after 

Dan Evans said NOTW journo wanted to meet him at the 'plant' (i.e. Wapping): Evans reluctantant: they met at a bar near 
Wapping. 

Evans: this second meeting with third NOTW journalist more "nuts and bolts... he wanted to know more about phone hacking, 
what I was doing" 

"My general memory is that we went through what you did to hack a phone," says Dan Evans of second meeting with third 
NOTW journalist 
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Dan Evans also discussed a 'phone hacking list.... celebrities, agents... their voicemail PIN numbers.... a working list" with 
NOTW journo 

Evans says he'd update this "phone hacking list" and share with other senior Sunday Mirror staff 

Dan Evans says he didn't share this list immediately with third NOTW journalist, but kept it to himself 

Dan Evans meets Andy Coulson 

Next meeting NOTW wanted Dan Evans to meet the 'boss' Andy Coulson 

Dan Evans had not met Coulson before. 

Dan Evans met Andy Coulson at Aldwych Hotel one moring. 

"First person I saw was Stan Collymore bizarrely," says Dan Evans of his first meeting with Andy Coulson, who was meeting 
someone else 

At breakfast meeting with Coulson, "nearest formal thing to interview" Dan Evans told him his investigations background 

BREAKING: Dan Evans claims he told Andy Coulson all about his voicemail hacking skills at breakfast meeting. 

BREAKING: "I can get you big exclusive stories cheaply," Dan Evans tells court about meeting with Coulson and his phone 
hacking skills. 

"You've got something which can shift units from supermarket shelves" says Evans of Coulson meeting: probably called it stuff 
on phones. 

After 25 minute interview with Andy Coulson about 'stuff with phones' he was called 5 minutes later and given job 

"There wasn't really shorthand for it as there is now," says Evans of 'phone hacking' conversation. 

Dan Evans told Coulson "every week there was a humdinger of a story in Sunday Mirror.... achieved through this method. Andy 
knew context" 

Ten minute break for jury - and my worn out fingers at this point 

Back in a with #hackingtrial after a short break. 

Andrew Edis QC back with questions about his recruitment. Dan Evans resigned that day, and a contract was biked over that 
afternoon 

Dan Evans worked out a three week resignation period under his Sunday Mirror contract. 

Edis shows jury 21/01/04 internal NOTW email from NOTW journalist to Stuart Kuttner "Andy is keen to hire him as feature 
writer.... for and pound;53k 

That was 21/10/04 Evans started work at NOTW 05/01/05 

Evans says of NOTW "I was expected to arrive with strong story list... an investigation I wanted to pursue concerned a 
soldier..." 

NOTW journo took Evans into the smaller glass offices: "I'd better give you my contacts list to get cracking on...." 

Evans "he certainly emailed the version... now in possession of operation weeting." Jury shown list of targets 

BREAKING: email from NOTW journalist to Dan Evans on first day of work lists names, numbers and targets "I'll file over stuff 
later" 

The list of alleged phone hacking targets has hundreds of names and phone numbers 

Dan Evans given list of Phone Hacking tragets 

List handed to Evans of phone hacking targets and numbers still being shown to jury - already ten closely typed pages. 

Zoe Ball appears on the list. John Birt, Cilla Black: "thats the [NOTW journos] contact list.... wanted me to hack interesting 
looking names 

This list emailed from NOTW is in addition to the list Dan Evans had 

BREAKING: Dan Evans says that between 05 and arrest of Mulcaire he would hack phones 'most days" at NOTW 

Dan Evans "I'll be taking a bit of a punt... 60-100 on my list.. quite a few from that list... I was paying lip service to the task..." 

"I was a little bit crest fallen the first thing I was told was 'get on that list'," says Dan Evans of the NOTW phone hacking. 

BREAKING: Dan Evans said he hacked "100 people" at NOTW and went back to their voicemails "thousands of times" 

"It wasn't even a science. It was an inexact process," says Evans of hacking phones while at NOTW. 

BREAKING: Dan Evans said NOTW had a budget for "inquiry agent" TDI - trace direct international (ELI) - a couple of grand a 
week on nos 

Dan Evans alleges you could get "on demand three or four hours later... numbers, phone billing, credit cards, tax records, 
medical records" 

BREAKING: "Pretty anything private" Dan Evans tells #hackingtrial could be got by 'inquiry' agents hired at and pound;2k a 
week by NOTW 
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"So I want to find out about you," says Evans to Edis. He gets billing data. Who you called first thing, last thing. Significant 
others. 

"Can we hack their voicemail? Oh they are... let's go along with a photographer," Evans explains of the Dark Arts. 

"That's kind of how tabloid journalism worked in those days, that was life;" says Evans of dark arts culminating in payments. 

Evans says he "can't speak for other departments" and didn't know about other inquiry agents. Rob Palmer was preferred agent 
he used. 

Dan Evans explains how inquiry agents would blag private records: "confident and fluid about... pretext blagging" 

"I was supplied with company phone... a Nokia 'brick'... and a cash for some 'burner phones'" says Evans of his employment at 
NOTW. 

Jury shown document from 13/01/05 of the 'Nokia Brick'. Dan Evans explained that 'burner phones' would be destroyed after 
illicit use 

"Cash would be delivered by PA or runner... from ground floor at Wapping... usually in an envelope, a white one," Evan says of 
cash payments 

Evans says he'd get rid of burner phones every few months. He now explains his "very unscientific method' of phone hacking. 

"I'd press dial on one, count a few seconds, dial the second, and one trips the voicemail menu, the other put down really 
quickly" Evans 

"In the voicemail menu you press star.... enter the correct pin. If you didn't know it, you'd guess it... Dates of birth, years of birth" 

"You try and think 'what would I do if it was my phone'" Dan Evans says of breaking pin code protection. 

Former NOTW journalist explains the various default pin codes - he still remembers all the numbers for the network "etched in 
my brain" 

"It's hardly rocket science, that's why tabloid hacks were doing it," says Evans of phone hacking at NOTW. 

"One of the rules handed to me at Sunday Mirror... don't leave footprints" Dan Evans says of listening to unlistened to 
messages. 

Dan Evans calls it like a 'farming process' getting the numbers of those who left voicemails on others phones. 

"I told xxxxxxxxx," says Dan Evans of any information he got from phone hacking. "I'd have a big conversation... I picked this 
up..." 

"Permission to go run with it" is how Dan Evans explains his report back procedure. He'd write a note of intercepted voice mail 
messages 

Edis asks about 'conferences' with NOTW: usually Tuesday morning. "You'd finish up Sat... you'd expect to arrive with three 
stories Tuesday" 

Evans:"You'd rock up 11 am.... have a show and tell.... things liked look of.... taken to editor's conference. Andy would chair 
meeting' 

"I never attended these meetings but sat at my desk 300m away watching them for five or six years,' says Evans of editorial 
conference 

Evans on 'budget control system' at NOTW: "a strict hierarchical protocol... over a thousand pounds... had to be given thumbs 
up by Kuttner" 

"People were checked against electoral roll to see if they were real people," Evans says of contributors payments. 

"I was caught phone hacking... Kelly Hoppen, interior designer," says Evans. "I made a fairly fundamental blunder... oh god." 

"In a moment of panic I tried to hack her phone.... she managed to obtain a court order from Mr Justice Eady to disclose 
number" 

Evans used his company phone for that attempted hack of Kelly Hoppen: "I was a moron," says Evans of that use 

"This is a long story..." says Evans. "This is all happening in 2009," says Edis. He hadn't hacked since "Glenn got busted" 

"There was a clampdown on dark artistry... I didn't own any burners... obsession with budget... didn't like people out of the 
office" Evans 

Evans explained that in 2009 he felt 'chained to his desk' and that he was worried about expenses: so he stopped using 
burners and co phone 

"The culture there was pretty blase about these things," says Dan Evans about phone hacking at Wapping in 2009 

#hackingtrial breaks till 10 am tomorrow. Dan Evans' evidence continues tomorrow 
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Tuesday 28 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Delay due to problems on the Underground 

Witness - Dan Evans (Former Sunday Mirror and News of the World Journalist) 
The Prosecution continue their questioning of Dan Evans 
Evans gets rid of Evidence after Glen Mulcaire Arrest 
Evans goes back to Phone Hacking 
Evans describes Phone Hacking at News of the World 
Evans hacks Daniel Craig's phone 
Evans says he told Andy Coulson about Daniel Craig hacking 
Daniel Craig story Breaks 
Dan Evans is caught Hacking 
Cross-examination Delayed due to Missing Papers 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Delay due to problems on the Underground 

Back at the #hackingtrial - don't know why the late start today - continuing with the evidence of former NOTW reporter Dan 
Evans 

Justice Saunders says to jury "I know some of you have had problems on the tube..." explains late start 

Witness - Dan Evans (Former Sunday Mirror and News of the World Journalist) 

The Prosecution continue their questioning of Dan Evans 

Andrew Edis QC, counsel for the prosecution, has hard copies of a document for Evans - which was impossible to see on the 
screen 

This document is from News UK (formerly News International) with Dan Evan's expenses claim forms 

Evans confirms a claim form for 18/02/05 with a NOTW cost centre stamp, and 3 entries for and pound;300 cash advance: and 
pound;100 for burner phones 

In this Dan Evan's claim form for Feb 2005 is signed by him and countersigned by another NOTW journalist, and by deputy 
managing editor 

The claim has receipts for two Nokia handsets, SIM cards and a claim for top up sums 

A further Dan Evans claim from March 2006 has item "phone top up for contact police drugs probe" 

Edis asks of phone purchases "What was the purpose of those things". Dan Evans replies: "For the untraceable interception of 
voicemails" 

Jury shown a police exhibit of Dan Evan's phone billing data "inferred double taps" - two calls almost simultaneously to activate 
voicemail 

This call data begins in April 2005 

Kate Moss appears on this list. Struan Marshall appears - agent for Steve Gerard. Trevor MacDonald etc. 

This schedule is only of double taps from Dan Evans mobile phone, and the NI hub phone. 

Dan Evans talks about the impact of August 2006 arrests of Goodman and Mulcaire on his phone hacking: "It stopped... until it 
started again' 

Evans gets rid of Evidence after Glen Mulcaire Arrest 

"A second phone hacking operation was well advance... Glenn Mulcaire had been lifted... people were on tenterhooks. Lot of 
anxiety and fear" 

Evans was in a lift with NOTW journalist after Mulcaire: "Goes without saying no more hooky stuff. Upstairs... palpable sense of 
shock" 

Evans said he got rid of all the evidence, destroyed tape recordings stored in his drawers, broke his phones and put in blue 
recycling bin 

Sorry - he destroyed tape recordings, not phones. "Went through inboxes and outboxes... removed all printed and faxed sheets 
of call data" 

Evans shredded this paper material about 3 metres away from main conference room, and in sight of other NOTW journalists 

"It was a purge," says Evans of covering up his tracks in 2006. He "did away" with all his notebooks. Put them in black bin bags, 
put in car 
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"As of that date, did you still have a list?" Edis asked. "Yes I had a phone hacking list, and that stayed in my pocket," says 
Evans 

Evans says it was a print out of a word file which he deleted, in case it was found "at a later date" 

Evans goes back to Phone Hacking 

Dan Evans put list in an envelope, wrapped it in black gaffer tape, and put in friends loft. He retrieved. And "in a moment of 
madness" used 

Evans said he used his phone hacking list to establish any truth in a story about Kelly Hoppen and Guy Ritchie in 2009 

"Curiosity killed this particular cat," Dan Evans says of his attempt to hack Kelley Hoppen in June 2009 #hackingtrial 

This attempted hack was discovered and led to civil proceedings by Kelley Hoppen against Dan Evans and another news 
company 

Jury shown a second page of the call schedule and calls to Kelly Hoppen from Dan Evan's number at 09:26 on a day in June 
2009 

"From memory there was maybe one or two occasions when I hacked Struan Marshall and Ian Monk" says Evans of post 
Mulcaire phone hacking. 

Dan Evans shown a document he worked on during his debriefing by police, naming attempted hacks, actual hacks. 

Kelly Hoppen, Jonathan Woodgate appear among many names. 

Evans hacked Kelly Hoppen back in 2006 because of friendship with Sienna Miller. Failed attempt to hack Rolf Harris 
explained to jury 

Jury also shown another call schedule marked up by Evans. Among others Libby Waddington, Jade Goody, Cilla Black shown 
as successful hacks 

Peter Jackson marked up on Dan Evan's call data as a failed hack 

Jury also shown a handwritten contact book: Edis "did the police go through that?" Evans: "Yeah they went through everything." 

BREAKING: Evans also annotated the long list of hacking targets - 26 pages long - given to him by another NOTW journo. 

Evans said his own list of phone hacking data eventually got "ripped up": we go back to his first year or so at NOTW before 
Mulcaire arrest 

Edis "Do you recall any further conversations with management about phone hacking?" Evans "It was referred to daily." 

Evans describes Phone Hacking at News of the World 

Dan Evans on phone hacking at NOTW: "It would be referred to conferences.... referred to as SPECIAL CHECKS" 

Dan Evans says that if he didn't turn up with stories on Tues morn conference: "Proverbial rocket up the backside." 

"I was feeling particularly bullied... monstered" says Evans. "You don't come up with a front page story you might as well jump 
off a cliff" 

"At the Sunday Mirror the mo was nothing electronic ever," Evans. "At the NOTW.... wanted everything in email. Checks. 
Special checks. 

Dan Evans talks again about using an inquiry agent or 'pretext blagger' 

Evans talks about an email he received on a Friday: "Feeling terrorised.... I hadn't produced a lot of phone hacking material" 

'As far as I'm concerned your USP is the phones," says NOTW journalist to Evans: "And I suggest you fucking get on with some 
more." 

Evans hacks Daniel Craig's phone 

That weekend "I did everything to get a story.... I hacked everything I could... including Daniel Craig. James Bond" 

BREAKING: Dan Evans hacked Daniel Craig's voicemail: "Hi it's me. Can't speak. I'm with Jude at Grouchos." 
Identified Sienna Miller 

Dan Evans copied an electronic list on a palm pilot for his "hundreds and hundreds of famous people I was tasked to hack into" 
at S Mirror 

Dan Evans returned to work Monday says to NOTW journo: "Did you know Sienna Miller is having an affair with Daniel 
Craig?" 

"It was almost... the next instalment of a soap opera," Evans says of new Jude Law/Sienna Miller revelation. He recorded the 
voicemail 

"Play it for me... let's hear it," said NOTW journo of Dan Evan's hacking of Daniel Craig. "I played on dictatphone... he got very 
excited" 

Dan Evans claimed the NOTW journo knocked up copy as quick as possible to show editor: "and we started an operation on it" 

Other NOTW journalists involved in this "operation" on Daniel Craig to "stand up the story" gleaned from phone hacking. 

'It was the incontrovertible truth the NOTW editor needed to run a story" says Dan Evans of hacking Daniel Craig 
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Other NOTW journos worked on sources to provide a "line of deniability" 

"Who set up this operation," asks Edis. "Andy..." replies Evans. 

Evans says he told Andy Coulson about Daniel Craig hacking 

Evans claims he spoke Andy Coulson directly about the Daniel Craig Sienna Miller story 

BREAKING: Evans played Andy Coulson tape of voicemail hacking of D Craig. "Andy came over... wanted to hear the tape... 
XXXX was around..." 

"Andy got very animated... I told you so!" of Evans recorded voicemail of D Craig: "XXXX held my elbow said 'You're a 
company man now" 

"Andy wanted to preserve the tape... He said to me. Make a copy of the tape. Put in Jiffy bag. Have it dropped in anonymously" 
says Evans 

BREAKING: Dan Evans claims Andy Coulson directly told him to make Daniel Craig tape look like it was delivered 
anonymously 

"I got two different phones... I got a connector... put microphone into the other," Dan Evans says of replicating hacked voicemail 

"We'll stick it in the safe," said Coulson to Evans of replicated tape. Another NOTW journo said "Look what I've found." 

"What happened to original tape," asks Edis. "I destroyed it... had other identifying messages... in time honoured way I 
shredded it." 

Dan Evans claims he destroyed the dictaphone used to record Daniel Craig's hacked voice messages "just in case" 

"I was dispatched to front up Daniel Craig later that week," says Evans. "I went to his house... knocked on his door... he had 
bloodshot eye 

"I'm very sorry to do this to you.... But we're running a story you're having an affair with Sienna Miller" "no, no. It's not true," 
Craig. 

Because this denial the story was not published that week in NOTW. They spent a week standing it up. 

"For the record I'd like to apologies to all those people whose privacy I infringed" says Dan Evans of hacking Daniel Craig's 
phone 

"I kept monitoring Daniel's voicemail,' says Evans of that week. Jude law left 'bitchy message':"Thanks, mate. Hope Saskia 
doesn't find out" 

Dan Evans transcribd a tape of a conservation between another NOTW and Jude Law's publicist. "Jude Law was 'bouncing'" 
says Evans 

"Effectively Jude Law approved the story," says Evans of publicist's response to Daniel Craig Sienna Miller affair. 

Edis asks Dan Evans to confirm some internal NOTW emails from the time about Jude Law/Sienna Miller/Daniel Craig. 

"There's nothing going on. It's wrong. Just wrong," says D Craig of affair allegations in internal NOTW emails. 

Daniel Craig story Breaks 

8th October 2005 story appears in NOTW: internal email to senior staff talks of transcripts 

Jury shown NOTW story covering 3 pages written by Dan Evans: 

"It was an amalgam... source... PR, intercepted voicemails and the cuttings system," says Evans of his NOTW story on Law, 
Miller and Craig 

Evan explains the importance of bye-lines: "Especially at NOTW, they get counted up every year and used as a performance 
indicator" 

Evans is asked about other journos sharing his byelines - even though not involved in story 

Internal email to Coulson argues out the importance of Evans: "He brought in Steve Gerrard and Jade Gooding" Coulson sets 
byeline 

Jade Goody and Struan Marshall appeared in Evans list ticked as 'hacks': The Steve Gerard reference is intercepted voicemail 
about new baby 

Ten minute break 

Back with Daniel Evans: Andrew Edis QC asks about 'Sol Campbell split': he draws jury's attention to a NOTW story about 
Hoppen and Campbell 

"Sol Campbell's been dumped," says Evans of NOTW article: source "I'd say an intercepted voicemail." 

Jury shown an email from NOTW reporter to Andy Coulson about Jude Law and Daniel Craig about Sienna Miller. 

Dan Evans asked if he had anything to do with securing info on this email. He doesn't think so. 

07/10/05 Coulson and other NOTW journalists involved in email chain about Daniel Craig and 'Layer Cake' stuff. 

Jury shown email chain 01/11/05 Dan Evans reporting to NOTW employee about separate MOD story "we need stuff on tape" 
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Evans on another source: "Def was on tape... my worry it's the same stuff Daniel and Sienna stuff was on which was 
destroyed." 

Apart from the Sienna Miller story Dan Evans says he has no direct connection with Andy Coulson about phone hacking. 

Evans names those that knew about Phone Hacking 

"From your direct knowledge... who knew of your phone hacking at NOTW?" Evans names Coulson, Weatherup and 6 or so 
others. 

Edis asks about a NOTW journalist who cannot be named for legal reasons 

Dan Evans talks about a voicemail from Barbara Broccoli to Daniel Craig about a new Bond girl. 

Evans claims told of meeting with Andy Coulson with other execs about a story from phone hacking. "I won't do it again," says 
Evans. 

Jury shown emails from 16/04/06 about Shane Ritchie's baby "head's engaged": It came from "Shane Ritchie's voicemail" says 
Evans 

Edis shows another email from 12/04/06 "Button girl... can I spin for a name pls." about using blagger to ID voicemail left for J 
Button 

BREAKING: 25/10/05 on failed attempt to hack Rolf Harris and all his details. "Editor loved the idea of turning him over" 

The email refers to 'checks' on Rolf Harris: "probably talking about a wider range of checks" : shady stuff: "blags, spinning 
numbers." 

Dan Evans said he tried to hack Harris as a result of this email but got details of Harris and wife - three months of his call data. 

Dan Evans is caught Hacking 

Andrew Edis QC, takes us forward in time, to Dan Evan's being detected phone hacking Kelly Hoppen in March 2010 

Dan Evans was called in to see Bill Akass, NI managing editor, about Hoppen obtaining order from Justice Eady showing 
Hoppen hack 

Dan Evans number was detected by Hoppen's case: He told Akass in "stone cold shock.... I don't remember." 

Dan Evans said he was suspended from front line duties at NOTW, no longer getting byelines, place under investigation by 
News International 

"I was named in the New York Times," Evan says of NYT piece in Sept 2010. "I was put on gardening leave, cut off, sent to 
coventry." 

BREAKING: Dan Evans was never sacked for phone hacking, paid salary, and was only made redundant in 2011 when NOTW 
closed 

Dan Evans explains how he got 'busted' for amphetamine when he was a student, and for cocaine 7 years ago. 

Dan Evans asked for any other arrests or charges "Don't think so" 

Dan Evans explains he had extensive drug use, cannabis, ecstasy and cocaine "played a part in my life since mid late teens... 
no longer." 

"I had my first spliff at about 14.... I have had not drugs in my system for quite a while now. I'm recovering," says Evans of 
drugs habit 

Evans is asked about fourth charge of making a 'false account' in civil proceedings by Kelley Hoppen "no recollection of making 
phone calls" 

Cross-examination Delayed due to Missing Papers 

Edis for the prosecution concludes his questioning. Langdale for Coulson cannot continue with his cross examination. He wants 
Evans to leave 

Edis says "if it's what I think it's about probably better in absence of jury": jury asked to leave. 

Saunders explains to Jury because of late delivery of papers from a particular source, Langdale unable to cross examine 

Court will try to deal with situation at 2pm. Jury at 2.15. There maybe a further delay 

"It's not the fault of anyone in court. I hope to see the person who may be at fault at 2pm," says Justice Saunders of delay in 
paperwork 

Jury back in at #hackingtrial after some legal argument. 

Apologies they're not back in. 

The jury is one short: "The documents arrived at 1.30.... with best will in the world they can't be assimilated today." Back 
tomorrow 10 am 
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Wednesday 29 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Counsel for Andy Coulson begins his cross examination of Dan Evans 
Civil Proceedings against Dan Evans for the Hacking of Kelly Hoppen 
Dan Evans Agrees to Cooperate with Police 
Evans seeks Immunity 
Evans changes Solicitor 
Mr Justice Saunders gives notice of Video Link with Sienna Miller on Friday 
Evans Cross-examined on Hacking Daniel Craig 
Evans questioned on joining News of the World 
Counsel for Andy Coulson questions Evans on Hacking 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Counsel for Andy Coulson begins his cross examination of Dan Evans 

Back at #hackingtrial after technical issues. Langdale cross examines Dan Evans on Coulson's alleged 'Brilliant' expression 
over Miller 

Langdale for Coulson points out to Dan Evans that none of his previous statements had used 'brilliant' 

Dan Evans says it was a true and accurate reflection of the general sense of appreciation there and then. 

Langdale "the account you're giving now of phone hacking is not the account you're giving now... you lied did you not?" 

Dan Evans: "Yes I lied.... I was part of a conspiracy." Langdale goes back to the civil proceedings over hacking of Kelly Hoppen 
in 2009 

"You decided to deny the truth..." says Langdale. "I'm ashamed to say I did,' replies Evans. "We'll see how ashamed you are,' 
says Langdale 

Langdale produces a bundle for Dan Evans 

Dan Evans agrees he's waived his legal privilege "in the interests of transparency." Langdale: "You waived to get immunity..." 

Civil Proceedings against Dan Evans for the Hacking of Kelly Hoppen 

Langdale produces documents about the civil proceedings over the hacking of Kelly Hoppen 

23/04/10 Dan Evans statement "not going to take you through all that witness statement," Langdale over initial account of 
Hoppen hacking 

Dan Evans admits he gave an untrue account about hacking Kelly Hoppen through "sticky keys". 

Evans"This was a document drawn up by News International... there was an enormous conspiracy I was drawn up in... i was 
toeing company line" 

Justice Saunders asks about the "sticky keys" excuse: Evans says he mentioned problems with phone to Bill Akass, appeared 
in witness stmt 

BREAKING: Dan Evans alleges his false statement about sticky keys and hacking Kelly Hoppen was first inserted by News Int 
lawyers 

Dan Evans confirms he continued with untrue story throughout 2011: "a matter of great regret" 

Dan Evans Agrees to Cooperate with Police 

Evans instructed another firm of Michael Okaine (sp) at Peters and Peters, who wrote to police indicating cooperation in April 
2011 

Evans agreed he offered to make himself available to interview. Then Operation Weeting arrests in July 2011 - 6 other NOTW 
journalists 

19/08/11 Dan Evans is arrested: "I was waiting for them to call... it was a foregone conclusion" No comment interview under 
caution 

In August 2011 a prepared statement by Evans was "cobblers..." he says. "It was maintaining the lie about Kelly Hoppen. 

"I loosely repeated the Farrar's prepared defence" says Evans of "bogus sticky keys defence": entirely my own decision he 
says 

19/08/11 Langdale says Evans got a hint that the "police might be interested in what you has to say? DC Mahoney "a very 
aggressive interviewer 

"I think he gave that to my lawyer," of DC's suggestion. By November 2011, Evans admits he was interested in helping the 
police. 
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Evans seeks Immunity 

Langdale refers to a letter from Amanda Ching to Evans' lawyer Mr O'Kane about "the prospect of seeking immunity" 

Evan was seeking a complete immunity from prosecution in December in 2011: "In an ideal world..." Evans agrees it was his 
target 

Dan Evans was applying for complete immunity under section 71 of SOCPA 

"It was a quite a long period of time," says Evans of discussions with police about immunity and co-operation. 

Langdale refers to a handwritten note of meeting with lawyers 02/12/11 

David Owen was at all these meetings - he's former father in law who "was holding my hand in a very scary situation" says Dan 
Evans 

"He was telling me to listen to people sat around him," says Dan Evans of his father in law David Owen's presence at these 
meetings. 

"I've waived in general," says Evans of his legal privilege: "as part of this process of transparency." 

Memo cites discussions with DC O'Mahoney about Dan Evans co-operation with police. 

"I asked 'what have they got on me'"? says Evans. "Yes," says Langdale. "Probably," agrees Evans 

Langdale refers to a journalist at NOT: Evans asks "Nick Davies"? Laughter. 

"Every journalist in News in the World was mucking around with phone tapping..." Evans had alleged. He clarifies about inquiry 
agents. 

Edis asks Evans to clarify the Nick Davies comment. 

More notes of the Evans discussions of 'immunity' cited from 2011. His lawyer O'Kane explains the legal position to Evans in a 
note 

Because of the false statements in the Kelly Hoppen litigation meant, alleges Langdale, meant there was a problem with getting 
immunity 

"That remained a big problem for you," says Langdale. "The whole thing was a big problem... I was very frightened man..." 

"Caught between the prime minister and the tabloids, caught between high paid lawyers," Dan Evans explains why he was 
frightened in 2011 

There was a discussion back in 2011 about Evan's PC: he didn't think there was anything on it: "I'd willingly given up my 
database of nos" 

"I didn't make this note," says Evan of legal records. He doesn't remember saying anything about his PC. 

Langdale cites another document re a meeting between QC Jonathan Turner and Evan's lawyer Michael O'Kane. 

Note sets out matters discussed between O'Kane and counsel Turner: which included "no guarantee of.... sufficient immunity" 

Langdale: "Immunity would only come... with information about the involvement of others" Evans: "I hadn't been open about the 
conspiracy.." 

Evans agrees that the immunity at the highest level required him to expose others. 

Langdale makes a last reference to document about meeting between his solicitor and counsel: 

Evans agrees that his solicitor's view was he should only agree to co-operate with police if he was given "comprehensive 
immunity" 

16/02/12 DC O'Mahoney had two conversations with Evan's legal team. 

Langdale says of early 2012: view being expressed was "if the police had very strong case" they wouldn't be offering immunity 
to Dan Evans 

Evans said "phone hacking discussed at daily editorial conferences... everyone implicated in conspiracy," he claimed 

Langdale asks how, if he wasn't present, how Dan Evans could know phone hacking was discussed at daily editorial 
conferences. 

Evans refers to previous to statements about information relayed back to him by other NOTW journalists. 

"Were you relying on one incident," asks Langdale: Evan: "Yes". "You're prone to making sweeping generalisations based on 
one fact." "No," 

Evans then told his legal advisors that his "instinct was to put the prosecution to proof" in early 2012 

More discussions about getting full immunity are cited by Anthon Langdale, QC, Counsel for Coulson at the #hackingtrial 

"You'd only be a candidate for immunity if you'd involve others... at senior levels," asks Langdale. "That is correct." 

Langdale now refers to three days of meetings between Dan Evans and his lawyer O'Kane in February 2012. 

Those Dan Evans discussions with his lawyers related to his Sunday Mirror people "at senior levels involved in phone hacking" 
say Langdale 
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Langdale cites a Dan Evans note about a meeting with Andy Coulson "alluding to phone hacking" 

O'Kane's advice to Evans in 2012 then was to seek immunity to 'police investigation' through police co-operation 

Justice Saunders stops Evans amplification: says he'll be given chance to say whatever he wants to say later "within the 
context of the case 

"I explained the scope of my evidence and what I knew" says Evans of this legal meeting when he told of Sunday Mirror and 
NOTW experiences 

It's during these statements to his lawyers in Feb 2012, that Dan Evans first spoke of hacking the Sienna Miller message on 
Craig's phone 

"That was something you used to involve Mr Coulson specifically," says Langdale of Daniel Craig hack. 

Langdale says Evans account of Coulson and the 'Craig hack' meeting is untrue. Dan Evans says it is true. 

Langdale goes back to Aldwych recruitment meeting with Coulson: "It was very obvious to me" says Evans of phone hacking 
subtext. 

"The phrase phone hacking didn't exist at the time, there wasn't an easy way to describe it," reiterates Evans of discussions 
with Coulson 

"My ultimate goal," says Evans in 2012 notes "was immunity." "I was very frightened," says Evans of the process. 

14/05/12 a meeting with Evans' solicitors and two police officers from SOCPA immunity team. 

DI Moore the lead officer of SOCPA team, Langdale says, "had expressed a view of what was necessary... for them to be 
considering immunity" 

DI Moore was explaining to Evans' lawyers "what does your client have to say, does it concern his own business... or the bigger 
picture?" 

"Can he speak of what other people did, drivers, ethos," then DI Moore from immunity team would be interested claims legal 
note from 2012 

Evans' first legal team expressed the view "immunity for everything" was "indivisible" throughout 2012 

In 04/07/12 CPS document talks about 'scoping and debriefing process' for Evans: Langdale agrees could be police document 

"It was clear police and CPS were after... a full account of everything you'd done," says Langdale of immunity discussions in 
2012 

10/07/11 Dan Evans had admitted his previous statements on Kelly Hoppen was a lie, and admitted attempting to hack her 
voicemail 

Evans admitted to his lawyers attempting to hack the voice mails of Cilla Black and Jensen Button in early July 2012. 

Lengthy interviews over three days followed with the SOCPA immunity in July 2012, concerned Evans' activities at Sunday 
Mirror and NOTW. 

Langdale refers to the lengthy documents on the interview: Evans is handed a large white ring binder 

Langdale wants to know what Evans was told "at the beginning of this process" on 11/07/12 

"OK this is voluntary process.." Langdale reads out police opening to Evans: "At any stage you can say enough's enough...." 

Police interview to provide information for the CPS for their SOCPA process. Evans is not under caution, but warned of false 
statement 

Police officer, read out in transcript by Langdale, explains the difference between a section 71, 72 and 73 immunity deal. 

Section 71 is full immunity. Section 73 is "a potential reduction of sentence in return for information to police": Langdale 
explains SOCPA 

"We're not offering you a contract under any of those sections," said police officer to Evans: "What we really want is the truth 
today" 

Evans statement talks of his career "I've always tried to uphold the ethics and morals associated with power of journalist" 

"I can pinpoint the moment I took the wrong path.... I want to be able to look my kids in the eyes and tell them I was honest." 
says Evans 

"I want to roll back to that moment when I deviated and take the right path," said Evans to police in 2012 

"You knew none of what you said could be used to prosecute you for any offence" ask Langdale. "As it was not under caution,' 
agrees Evans 

Evans agrees they could use his information to "make further inquiries" but could not be "directly" used against him. 

"To be fair, I didn't really understand the ramifications of all this," says Evans. Langdale says "I'll discuss later." Evans "Can't 
wait" 

Evans shown lengthy 30 page letter from his lawyers in 08/08/12 after the three day interview with SOCPA immunity team. 

The Peters and Peters letter from 2012 sets out why Evans should be entitled to full immunity under section 71 of SOCPA 

Break for fifteen minutes 
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Back at the #hackingtrial after the break: continuing with cross examination of Dan Evans by Timothy Langdale QC, counsel for 
Coulson 

Langdale goes back to the "desirability" of full immunity for Evans in 2012. But the police came back that August wanting to 
know more 

Police wanted another day of interview "to clarify some points" after Evans' first interview read by CPS lawyers 

Police wanted more "scoping" before CPS would agree to a "contract". They wanted legal privilege waived, and Evans would 
give evidence 

"You were willing to do about anything to get your section 71 immunity," says Langdale. "Yes, I wanted to move on," says 
Evans 

There are emails cited between DI Moore of immunity team, and Evan's lawyers then at Peters and Peters. "I don't have a 
problem," said Evans 

Langdale goes to a note of meeting between Evans and his lawyer O'Kane who said "they must be considering section 71" 

"Full immunity is the only thing I'm after," Dan Evans told his lawyers in summer 2012. 

Peters and Peters solicitors wrote back to DI Moore confirming waiver of privilege. Moore set out the further info they wanted in 
general 

September 2012 Evans had a further lengthy interview with police about phone hacking 

"Then your prospects of getting section 71 immunity began to darken, didn't they?" says Langdale to Evans, who agrees. 

December 2012 talk moves onto a section 73 partial reduction of sentence for pleading guilty. Evan's solicitors "weren't 
interested in 73" 

Police couldn't use 'scoping' evidence: Evans explained there "wouldn't be much difference" between sentences under 73 

"Mr O'Kane saying 'it wasn't necessary worth it' pursuing a section 73" Langdale reads. Dan Evans said "I agree " in 2012 

"One more try," is how Langdale 'paraphrases' O'Kane's last approach to CPS. "So it doesn't say one more approach," quips 
Evans 

"That attempt having failed... 11th December," says Langdale, Dan Evans had one more conference with lawyers and father in 
law 

Legal advice from O'Kane to Evans at time says police "may make a strategic decision not to prosecute.... low level." Evans 
wasn't there. 

"Did you express the view... 'no point in writing to them, really pisses me off'" asks Langdale. "Sounds like the kind of thing I'd 
say" 

21/12/12 Final attempt from Peters and Peters to get Greg McGill at CPS to "revisit" offer of section 73 rather than full immunity 
73 

O'Kane complains the police had done more than a scoping exercise, and that it had been a full interview in December 2012 

A statement from McGill at CPS says the section 71 full immunity is not on offer as it used "only in the most exceptional cases" 
04/01/13 

"He would be extremely vulnerable to the charge that he had made up evidence,' if offered a section 71 full immunity wrote 
CPS in Jan 2013 

08/01/13 "Our client's position remains the same... section 73 not acceptable" writes Dan Evans lawyers to CPS. 

"What had happened to your desire to start a clean slate, and look your children in the eye?" asks Langdale of Evans' position 
in Jan 2013 

"You're taking advice from the lawyers, who say section 73 only desirable outcome... " 

"To be frank I'd had enough of being used by all the people in this particular game... Recalcitrance got the better of me..." says 
Evans 

"I didn't want to know anymore" Evans explains of withdrawing from cooperation with police. But he was further arrested on 
false statements 

"Out of the frying pan and into the fire," says Langdale. Evans agrees. His SOCPA interviews now available for civil 
proceedings March 13 

Evans changes Solicitor 

At this point Evans changed solicitors: Mr Colin Nott: "I received new guidance" says Evans. Advised to go for a section 73 
agreement 

Attendance note shown by Langdale between Colin Nott and DCI McDonald about Dan Evans after further interviews under 
caution 

Police officer said they CPS wouldn't consider reapplication for 73, except that the 'had been an misunderstanding': 

"Had there been a misunderstanding," asks Langdale about CPS deal. "I believe there had," says Dan Evans at #hackingtrial 
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"He was in uncharted territory... the terms of SOCPA were alien to him... told to consider nothing but immunity" writes Evans 
new lawyer 

New solicitor approaches CPS to renew the section 73 deal on the basis he's already been open and available, and just took 
advice 

"If there are questions appropriate to this letter, they ought to be asked," says Justice Saunders to Langdale. 

Evans confirms to Langdale he was aware this letter had been sent 

"Plain as a pikestaff... other options do not appear to be discussed by P and P... dissatisfaction and concern about the advice" 
writes NOTT 

Langdale says to Evans that letter was wrong - he had discussions about options about 73. He had a choice. 

"You decided not to take it fully informed," says Langdale. Dan Evans says section 73 offer "never shown details of" relayed to 
me verbally 

"Clearly there was an alternative... but there wasn't an acceptable alternative given the advice I'd been given," says Evans of 
section 71 

Langdale shows Evans two emails: from O'Kane to him Dec 13 with attachment of document from CPS not offering section 71 

"I disagree with most the judgements in... particularly that immunity would make you a worthless witness," writes O'Kane to 
Evans Dec 12 

18 mins later Evans replies to O'Kane: "We should waste no more time with this, since there's no stomach to take the 
investigation forward. 

"I was in a situation where... I was keen to help, and this felt like a rebuttal. It didn't feel like an alternative," says Evans of 
O'Kane 

"Kind of indicative of you blaming others for the circumstances on others." says Langdale. 

Evans disagrees. It was only later made clear to him section 73 immunity only given when lives are at stake or national security 

Evans says: "I was never given an opportunity to see it..." of section 73 offer. "Step back" says Langdale. Mr Edis intervenes. 

Edis says there's no evidence the CPS document was attached. 

Langdale says second page of document shows CPS attachment. 

"You're right. I did reject the offer. I was taking the advice given to me in this letter." says Evans. 

"Having said it was section 71 or nothing I felt I had no other choice.. I chose to follow his advice consistently given to me" says 
Evans. 

Evans is given another large ring binder of evidence by Timothy Langdale, QC, counsel for Coulson 

"Agreement with co-operating defendant" section 73 agreement to be signed b Alison Leavitt is shown to Dan Evans, dated 
29/08/13 

Langdale reads out the agreement which covers operations Weeting, Elveden and Tuleta, and the 'debriefing' process under 
SOCPA caution 

The SOCPA deal with Evans outlines a guilty plea and admission under caution for false statements over Kelly Hoppen 

As a result of that SOCPA deal Dan Evans made three statements to the police. Dan Evans is now shown a plan of NOTW 

The locations of editor and deputy editor, back bench, middle bench, news, pictures and features dept at NOTW in 2003-06 
pointed out 

Langdale points out where Dan Evans worked and the small glass features office - a more general space. 

Justice Saunders asks Dan Evans to mark out the office plan. Break for lunch. 

Back at the #hackingtrial continuing with the cross examination of Dan Evans, former NOTW journalist, by Langdale for 
Coulson 

Mr Justice Saunders gives notice of Video Link with Sienna Miller on Friday 

Saunders explains there's a video link with Sienna Miller on Friday which means court will last to 5pm 

Edis has checked the relevant outbox of Peters and Peters email box, the email from Jan 13 it did attach 04/01/13 CPS letter 

Evans Cross-examined on Hacking Daniel Craig 

Langdale asks Evans about events leading up to an including the Sienna Miller message left on Daniel Craig's phone 

Evans says Sunday or Monday was the occasion of the hacking. The message was left on Craig's phone on the Saturday. 

That Friday Evans had claimed he received a bullying email telling him to get better stories. Went to work on the Tuesday with 
Miller story 

Langdale goes over evidence Evans played tape to Coulson and other NOTW employees on that Tuesday. 

Langdale goes through timeline: doorstepped Craig on 30th. No NOTW story on 2nd of October. Appeared 9th of October. 
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Evans concedes he must have told Coulson of Miller voicemail on Tuesday 27th September 2005 

The jury is shown some emails (not involving him) from other NOTW staff on "strong sources" on Jude Law story otherwise 
"actionable" 

These emails are from February 2005 - lots of coverage of Jude Law and Sienna Miller before Daniel Craig involved in 
September. 

More emails read out by Langdale: subject "Sienna" by other NOTW journalists, and 'on the face of it" talking with Miller. 

"It may look from the outside," says Evans of Miller quote about loving Law. "Hostage to fortune for when cheating starts" a 
journo emails 

Langdale cites NOTW article quoting Sienna Miller saying how Jude Law has been through hell "but I still love him." 

Evans questioned on joining News of the World 

Langdale asks Dan Evans "why it was you left the Sunday Mirror?" at the #hackingtrial 

Langdale goes back to one of Dan Evans' earlier witness statements for the jury to follow as he reads out. 

"I'd cut my teeth there as an undercover reporter, and was no longer able to pursue public interest stories," said Evans 

Evan's statements talks about the 'dark arts' and how he "was drinking too much, using drugs, conflicted inside, and generally 
unhappy" 

"I got a few extra thousand a year at the S Mirror.... but was feeling compromised personally and professionally," said Evans in 
statement 

Evans After NOTW meeting: "Things didn't improve at S Mirror... I was still tasked with hacking.... instructions I increasingly 
resented" 

Evans said the drugs and drinks continued at NOTW, and says he was using cocaine every couple of weeks. 

Evans on self medicating: "When people are unhappy and depressed... for me it was initial drink after work, and then during 
afternoon." 

"Having an enormous secret and delving illegally into the lives of people who didn't deserve it made me unhappy," says Evans 
of drugs 

Of moving to NOTW, Evans said the undercover offer was attractive to him, the phone hacking attractive to NOTW. "I was 
extremely ambitious" 

"He didn't want me there entirely as a hacker... I wanted to start afresh," says Evans of NOTW move. "I was a young guy. Made 
mistakes" 

The NOTW wasn't "interested in what went on before.... I didn't tell him. A lot of stuff I haven't been honest about till I started 
therapy" 

"Hacking was the hook.... that was clearly what Andy was interested in," says Evans. 

"You've never said that before," says Langdale: "The only reason you were wanted was as a hacker." Evans stands by his 
statement 

"According to you, from day one (NOTW) wanted you to get on with hacking," Langdale asks. Evans confirms. 

"Didn't you say from day one... you didn't want to carry on with hacking?" asks Langdale. "Getting monstered by execs not my 
idea of fun" 

"I don't full verbatim conversations that we had," Evans answers. Saunders asks Langdale to move on - you've made your point 

Langdale: "The reason you didn't succeed at NOTW because you were a failing journalist..." Evans: "I had a difficult 
relationship with x" 

Counsel for Andy Coulson questions Evans on Hacking 

Langdale says Evans led the hacking: "I was under a lot of duress... hard to understand pressure human beings put under in 
that job" 

Dan Evans says of contact list handed to him by another NOTW journo for hacking - he hacked relatively few 

Langdale then wants to go through a document, but will come to it with hard copies. 

Hard copies instantly handed to Evans and jury. Saunders jokes "We would have finished the trial if things had appeared as 
quickly as that" 

This is 05/01/05 email of 26 pages of contact lists and numbers from NOTW employees. Langdale asks where the instruction to 
hack was. 

"Is this the sort of material available to others in features department." asks Langdale of 26 page doc. "No, absolutely not," says 
Evan. 

Evans is cross examined about his notations about 'possible hacks' - one name he remembered as a TV exec. He's asked 
Geoff Brazen 

Langdale goes through more names on 26 page list - Max Clifford - "rather a silly person to start hacking," asks Langdale. 
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"I have thought - but I don't recall," about whether he was instructed to hack Max Clifford, and doesn't think he succeeded. 

Evans has noted an unsuccessful attempt to hack Calum Best. 

Very few markings until attempted hack on Sven Goran Eriksson on the 26 page alleged NOTW target list given to Daniel 
Evans in 2005 

"What happened to the list... he gave you?" ask Langdale. "It sat in my inbox...." says Evans. 

Dan Evans says "the general tenor of conversation... was of complete understanding of the material I had." 

Dan Evans says he can't pin down exact dates of conversations: "I'm here to help": he thinks other NOTW would have been 
aware. 

Dan Evans said he kept his list of hacking victims "In my back pocket" 

Of investigations unit Evans was promised: NOTW journo "made his ideas and wishes plain by types of stories... he wanted 
quick turnaround" 

Evans realised "pretty quickly' promised investigations unit wasn't happening. He stayed because didn't want to leave with tail 
between legs 

Evans says he'd become a father, his confidence was knocked, no offers elsewhere. His 'pride' stopped him looking elsewhere. 

"There was nothing to stop you looking elsewhere," says Langdale. "There was nothing to stop me jumping off a bridge," replies 
Evans 

Langdale asks why, if it was an 'open secret', euphemisms were used to discuss phone hacking. "Lip service was paid," says 
Evans 

"Why would you need private space to hack phones?" asks Langdale. "It was an illegal activity... Fleet Street is a leaky space." 

Langdale asks if Evans was "ducking and diving" to phone hack in open plan NOTW office: 3 or 4 phones on his desk. 

"What was the point of doing that if everyone knew what you were doing of ducking and diving" asks Langdale. "Maybe I was 
embarassed" 

"I wasn't particularly hiding it from anybody... other reporters would ask me to do things.... the office cat knew," says Evans 

Evans names three other NOTW journalists who knew what he was doing. 

"It would be very easy for anyone else.... to do the same thing," Evans agrees with Langdale. "Did you see other people... 
hacking." "No." 

"I didn't broadcast it, that would have been crass, it was an open secret. Everyone knew. I can't change the facts" says Evans 

Evans says he's tired. Saunders offers break in five minutes. 

Evans then explains his methodology - initially double tap method with two mobile phones. 

"A lot more risky," says Evans of using the hub phone. He took risk because of restriction on expenses, leaving the office. 

"We shouldn't be doing this but...." Evans alleges of other NOTW journalist: "Work was a never ending stream of grief..." 

"Andy Coulson knew exactly what was going on under his watch," Dan Evans says in reply to his counsel. 

Dan Evans explains the "practical reason" at TMS made getting pay as go phones for hacking problematic. 

"What sense in that warped world..." Stop! says Saunders and re-asks the question about re-starting phone hacking. 

Langdale returns to getting pay as you go phones and top-ups in Dan Evans' original hacking methodology. 

Jury are shown again the NOTW expenses form seen two days ago, and the invoice for mobile phones. 

Langdale asks about fake "Pete Beale" put in expenses claim: "I didn't want to put my own name down for dodgy activities.. I 
flapped a bit" 

"I definitely had some other pay as you go phones," says Evans. `Break for 15 minutes. 

Langdale asks about the other pair of pay as you go phones Evans bought. He did buy another handset for 'regular 
investigations' 

Langdale goes through the advantages of pay as you go phones for phone hacking, and asks Evans why he dropped the 2005 
phones. 

Evans says he ceased using those pay as you go phones because of expenses. Complains of "controlling.... bullying" other 
NOTW staff 

"Why didn't you tell him?" asks Langdale of using landlines: "no top ups, forking out my own money... it was a lazy way of doing 
it" 

Evans claims there was "a slightly more blase way of doing things at NOTW": Langdale goes through Evans's other NI phones. 

Evans barely used Nokia Brick - the "silver Nokia" was his own, with his work phone chip put in it. At "Mirror didn't supply 
company phone" 

Evans was given another black Nokia in 2007, which he used in 2009 to hack Hoppen. Got damaged in a pub and so "sticky 
keys" 
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After 2009 Evans got a Blackberry. He is asked about another phone - his personal phone. 

Dan Evans explains how he's kept one personal for over ten years. 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, goes back over the double tap method and it's dangers "someone would realise they were 
hacked." 

"Blocking the line with the first call, so second call would go into voice mail. The hope that the first call would not be answered." 
2 tap 

Langdale points to the second danger of double tap phone hacking - that a listened voicemail message would go to saved. 

Evans explains that he also had a direct dial number for Daniel Craig, rather than double tap. For the Orange system wasn't 
needed either 

"I probably broke them and binned them," says Evans of pay as you go. "When I was at Sunday Mirror I'd sling them in the 
river." 

"How many phones did you chuck in the river?" asks Langdale. "Maybe ten.." says Evans. Police divers have searched the 
river jury told 

Evans says he never used his personal number because I knew "how easy it was to spin a number and get personal details." 

Langdale then asks why he used his personal number to hack "it was extreme stupidity... but when dealing with hit men.." 

"When I was dealing with serious investigations, people who wouldn't go to a lawyer, but would pull you off a street in a white 
van" 

"How many hit men were you investigating at NOTW," asks Langdale. "One" says Evans. 

Langdale ask Evans to "think carefully" about other phones. "If you can jog my memory," says Evans. 

Langdale asks about ELI/TDI inquiry agents used by Evans. 

Evans says these inquiry agents could "spin mobiles" - turning number into name and address, or vice versa. 

Dan Evans says he's never heard this called "turning' a phone. Saunders says "this is quite important" 

Only one NOTW employee called phone hacking "special checks" says Evans. 

Langdale produces another ring bound file and goes to emails on 22/07/05 from NOTW employee to various including Andy 
Coulson 

The email is about Sienna "crisis talks" with Jude Law and her disappearance from Dorchester, watched Law's place. 

Email talks about "special checks" Dan Evans has made on Kelly Hoppen and her phone. 

Evans remembers Miller rang Kelly Hoppen upset: he can't remember great level of detail "she was distraught" 

Langdale claims these "special checks" were not phone hacking. "I certainly hacked her phone," says Evans. 

Langdale goes back to Evans 4th statement in civil proceedings May 2011. 

The fourth witness statement refers back to second statement and "DE Hoppen doc" about an electoral name check using 
CAMEO system 

Langdale re-reads Dan Evans statement about the Craig/Miller affair which details watching the house, personal info checks 
etc. 

"The Jude Law Sienna Miller affair was the only show in town, clearly the lead for all the tabloid press," says Evans 2011 
statement 

Langdale asks about something Dan Evans said about other "sources' within Kelly Hoppen's circle: "that wasn't true.. source 
was her phone" 

Langdale introduces a new call schedule for "Coulson Jury Bundle Number One" - he says they've seen before. Edis says they 
haven't. 

The schedule shows a year of Evans hacking Kelly Hoppen's phone 2005 to 2006 and the failed hacks of 2009 

Evans says he'd need more call data to establish these Kelly Hoppen hacks were a "double tap". Generally use first system. 
Sometimes direct 

Call data billing shows two 15/07/05 hacks on Kelly Hoppen: "Could have picked up voicemail," says Evan. 

Langdale says the call is 1.30 mins too short to a call in tears: how did Evans know it was Miller: "Because of the number she 
was calling" 

"I called up the number the day after she left, listened to a 1.30 minute message," says Evans. 

"Must have been something you were doing that justifies special checks," says Langdale. "Why?" 

"There were other sources of information for this story," says Langdale of Sienna Miller in tears. "What were they?" asks 
Evans. 

"This isn't a special check," says Evans of getting address. "Don't worry Mr Evans, I used the word 'check'" 

Break till tomorrow. 
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Thursday 30 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Counsel for Andy Coulson continues his cross examination of Dan Evans 
Dan Evans changes testimony on Sienna Miller 
Evans apologises for his evidence on Sienna Miller message 
Evans says he wanted to get caught 
Coulson questions being in office when Evans plays tape 
Evans cross-examined on making a copy of the tape 
Evans to return for more cross-examination 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Counsel for Andy Coulson continues his cross examination of Dan Evans 

Timothy Langdale QC is back cross examining Dan Evans on the issue of "special checks" and whether that tracing agents or 
phone hacking 

Evans: "the way X used special checks... simply referred to voicemail interception. That's how he meant it." 

Langdale says; "If he referred to this is an email, he's given the game away hasn't he?" Evans: "X was blase, even naive at 
times." 

Langdale, counsel for Coulson, asks about Evan's memory. "I did hack thousands of voicemails when I was at NOTW" 

Langdale suggests Dan Evans has only remembered the Miller tearful message when shown email in 2011 

"I've been thinking very hard about this... I've got a nagging feeling it might be Sienna Miller's sister leaving a message," says 
Evans 

"I thought was it Sienna or a sister of hers," Evans. "I don't have a total perfect recall of things years ago. I want to get this 
right." 

"My evidence amounts to about 60 thousand words, maybe more," says Dan Evans about the 'tearful voicemail' to Kelly 
Hoppen. 

Dan Evans changes testimony on Sienna Miller 

BREAKING: Dan Evans changes his testimony over the tearful voicemail on Kelly Hoppen's phone: may be Sienna Miller's 
sister not her 

Langdale for Coulson takes Evans back to his written witness statements over the Sienna Miller Kelly Hoppen hack 

Evans is taken back to his witness statement from 09/09/13: he refers to email from NOTW staff and "Sienna Miller leaves 
tearful message" 

Evans is referred back to another witness statement under the SOCPA regime - an interview from 08/09/13 - day before 

"The inside stuff from the Kelly Hoppen stuff.. which was from memory Sienna leaving a tearful message, and seeking support," 
says Evans 

"It was a multi-page process for each statement," Dan Evans explains to Justice Saunders. 

"Without being flustered, when my mind was relaxed, apply to myself the question...First and foremost it was a hack" 

"My evidence is reliable about this. There was a tearful message. Trying to flag up to everyone today... perhaps it was her 
sister." Evans 

"I don't have 20-20 recall on this... Guys. I apologise is anyone feels misled." says Evans 

Evans still asserts that this "special check" was a hack of Hoppen's voicemail. "I picked up a voicemail, made inferences from 
it." 

Evans addresses the anomaly of the email to Coulson: this could have been an elaboration by intermediary "often happens in 
newspapers" 

"You perpetuated the same inaccuracy," says Langdale. "Which sister?" Evans mentions Savannah and Natasha. 

"I don't remember the voice mail... no doubt the key matter, I hacked Kelly Hoppen's voicemail. And a key piece of Sienna 
Miller related" 

"I think I've spoken pretty honestly about this," says Evans. Saunders intervenes. "How many sisters?" "I was thinking of 
Savannah" 

"If you were hacking this message, it was clearly Sienna Miller in your mind," says Langdale. "Not necessarily..." says Evans 

"This is a tabloid newspaper... not every quote is nailed as the truth. When it says 'a source says' it's just made up," says Evans 
of NOTW 
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"I would editorialise a bit about sisters closing ranks around the love rat. Four of five paras of editorialised tabloid fluff," Evans 
says 

"I've chosen to be completely transparent here... this is the way it works in a tabloid newspaper," says Evans of his NOTW 
Miller piece 

"We rewrite.... we sanitise... I'm a bit embarrassed about it." Evan. "I'm going to go through every word of this," says Langdale. 
"Good." 

"I understand it's tempting to argue," says Saunders to Evans. "Just listen to questions and answers." 

Dan Evans does not remember another source for his Miller tearful story. If it had been, it would have been written by another 
journo 

As for a line about Miller family "laying on tea and sympathy" was inspired by phone hacking. 

Evans tells court that tabloid journalism is often "what would have been said.... tabloid fluff, never intended to be forensic 
analysis" 

"I've been dealing with the email evidence and 60 thousand other words that goes to detail of many things," Evans says of 
anomalies. 

Evans explains he wouldn't need TDI to check ages - he'd get that from cuttings. 

Langdale quotes another passage from Evans 2005 article: "a bit of 'friends said' quottery" 

"I can only tell you what I know, we can go round in circles for ever, if that's what you want to do, we can do that." says Evans 

"I'm testing your evidence with these questions," says Langdale. "I understand" 

Evans says it another journalist was the main source they would have got the byeline on the NOTW piece. 

Evans attributes another quote as "what would she have said" when Langdale challenges that info couldn't have been from 
phone hack 

"That passage might have been just you, making it up"? asks Langdale of Evans of his NOTW. 

"You were capable of using a voicemail hack... as the basis of a substantial piece," Langdale asks. "Stories need to be stood 
up." 

"Newspapers made educated punts on what's likely to get sued if they publish," says Evans 

"When X wrote 'Good inside stuff from the Kelly Hoppen stuff" all he meant from that was your voicemail?" asks Langdale. 

Evans says that from the Kelly Hoppen phone hack it wasn't unreasonable to Miller seeking support from the women in her life 

Langdale asks about the other source "a friend added Natasha's been in close contact" - is that the product of the hack? 

"It could be partly through cut(ting)s, partly through hacks... all predicated on a message left on Kelly Hoppen's phone," says 
Evans 

Evans goes through 1.30 minutes voicemails: "I don't know why you seem incredulous something significant could have been 
left." 

"A minute and a half is certainly long enough to do it," says Evans of Kelly Hoppen hack. He attributes Sol Campbell info to 
"cuts" 

On a para about the NOTW story "rest of the family not being so generous" Evans said he "popped it in" 

Evans apologises for his evidence on Sienna Miller message 

"This document jogged my memory.... after many many years and thousands of hacks... Sorry if I mispoke my evidence." 

Evans doesn't know if it was Sienna or her sister he confirms to Justice Saunders; he's got a "nagging doubt" it wasn't. 

Edis asks to see a document produced by Langdale: calls to ELI (trace agents) from Evans over the course of that July 2005 

The call data shows calls to ELI and hacks of Daniel Craig. 

Langdale focuses on the timing of an internal email. The calls from NI cannot be attributed to any single person at NOTW. 

Calls 22/07/05 to 26/08/05 to ELI are detailed in this billing data from NI hub phone. 

Langdale hones in some mobile calls from Dan Evans to ELI 

Evans says an NI hub call on 22nd September is a hack or attempted hack of Daniel Craig or Sienna Miller. Other ELI calls 

"ELI were used routinely for myriad targets," says Evans of his call to inquiry agents used to source personal info 

Call data goes to October 2005: details more hacks of Daniel Craig's phone 

Saunders looks at the inconsistent timing on the call data - one says 98 seconds rather than 1 min 38 secs. 

Langdale goes back to an email called 'updates" sent from another NOTW employee to various including Andy Coulson: 
terrorism, big brother 

Most have been redacted. The rest of the email details observations of Sienna Miller's movements in October 2005 
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Dan Evans is referred by Langdale to another NOTW piece bylined to two other journalists about 'Crunch talks' between Law 
and Miller 

Evans is asked about "a source close to Jude Law" in other article, and a "seething Sienna": "a show biz source says...." 

Dan Evans says he had some input into the other NOTW article. "Inspired by..." voicemail hacks from him he says. 

Monday 18th July, Evans says he'd be out of the office. A double tap hack might have failed because "she probably picked up 
the phone" 

Evans says he wanted to get caught 

"You seem to be a rather risk hacker," says Langdale. "By this point of time I didn't really care much," says Evans: "I wanted to 
get caught 

"You might say in a kind of weird way I wanted to get caught," says Evans of his recklessness in phone hacking in 2005 

Langdale asks about Dennis Owen - Evans former common in law father in law. "Has he been attending court building with 
you?" Langdale 

"Have you discussed your evidence with him?" Langdale. Evans: "Yes. In so far as...How did it go? It was tough? 

"I spoke to him about my doubt this morning..." says Evans. "He said you ought to tell the court." 

Back after a short break. Sorry I should have warned you. 

Langdale cites a piece from the 'Mirror' (he doesn't say which) relating to Daniel Craig and Jude Law story 

Langdale takes Evans through a series of newspaper articles from September 2005. 

14/09/05 piece from 'People' cited by Langdale about Law and Miller 

"Daily Star is a notoriously dodgy paper," says Evans of parallel speculation about Miller and Law in another tabloid 

Evans describes the Daily Star as a "nest of inaccuracies" when taken through contemporary coverage of Law, Miller and Craig 

Langdale goes through another email for the "picture side of things" from NOTW. Email from Weatherup cited about a wedding 

Email to Goodman from same time about whether Jude Law had turned up a Savannah's wedding also cited by Langdale for 
Coulson. 

Evans talks about a "Campaign targets with contact details" email: it would get in touch with people over the 7/7 campaign 

"Nothing to do with hacking," Evans agrees. But a list of people for him to contact over 7/7 campaign. 

Email from Taylor to Coulson about Archie Keswick and Sienna Miller with heading "please legal" cited by Langdale. 

Langadale cites emails about "pics of Sienna at Savannah's wedding": Kelly Hoppen, Archie mentioned. Other coverage 
analysed. 

"What?" asks Langdale. "I remember having a conversation with Taylor about Andy Coulson and phone hacking," says Evans 
out of the blue 

Langdale moves onto other 'splashes' Evans wrote around the time: he recalls Lineker's divorce among a couple of others 

"Is that something you would have taken note of at the time?" asks Langdale about the Sunday Mirror. Evans conceded he 
might have read 

"My skim reading of newspapers years ago is very difficult," says Evans of other coverage of Miller/Law affair in 2005 

"I wouldn't necessarily have read it because I didn't live in Ireland," says Evans of being shown a Daily Mirror Irish edition 

Langdale goes back to an email Dan Evans received saying he should "jump off a cliff" - an "excoriating email" about lack of 
stories 

Evans says: "I was routinely hacking Daniel Craig at the time... him and Kate Moss made a splash in Mirror." 

Langdale says there was no excoriating email to him from NOTW about not getting stories. Evans replies: "There emphatically 
was" 

Evans agrees he had a direct dial number for Craig: "I can't think of anyone else who had a direct dial number" (Straight to his 
voicemail) 

Evans says he would have hacked Daniel Craig through a hub phone. But Langdale says he wouldn't have done on Sunday 
and Monday 

Evans corrects Langdale on the brand of his phone: "It's easy to forget things." 

"On that day I don't remember," says Evans of which method he used to hack Daniel Craig in September 2005 

"The main thing is I would have hacked a direct dial from a hub phone," says Evans. He recollects getting the Jude Law 
message. 

"Is it right then you did not use you home landline to hack Daniel Craig?" asks Langdale. "I don't know - I might have done." 

"You ask me which handset I used to hack a phone nine years ago," says Evans: "I got into his phone messages by a double 
tap I can't recall" 
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Langdale asks Evans that he would surely use the direct dial number. Evans says "not necessarily". 

"I remember it because of the relief I felt when I got it 'Thank you'" says Evans of Sienna Miller message left on Craig's phone: 
10-15 sec 

Evans says he identified Miller partly from context "I'm in Groucho's with Jude" and a number he had in his palm pilot. 

Saunders clarifies that the number in Evans palm pilot (when reclaimed by police) was one Miller didn't have till a later date. 

"The point is I knew it was Sienna Miller on the phone," says Evans 

"I would have taken the number and cross referenced it," says Evans of identifying the message left by Miller. 

"Just take a deep breath and concentrate for a bit," says Saunders to Evans. 

"You said... you would have checked the number in your palm pilot," says Langdale. "That's what I would have routinely done. 

Langdale asserts that Monday was the first time Evans had said he'd checked the Miller number. Saunders says that can be 
checked. 

Evans is asked if he hacked Sienna Miller: "I would have had a good go..." though he doesn't remember doing it. 

"Presumably you did it in July?" asks Langdale. "That's your presumption.... I don't recall doing it." says Evans of hacking Miller 

Evans explains his modus operandi skipping through messages and recording: 'How long did it take?" "As long as it took to 
play.." 

"It was never going to be used in a court of law... about 8-10 seconds," Evans says of recording the message. 

Langdale asks if the recording Dan Evans made of Miller on Craig's phone was "on a tape that contained other material": "yes it 
was." 

"What else did it contain?" asks Langdale. "Innocent stuff.... we were asked to record stuff at NOTW all the time," says Evans 

Evans says the rest of the stuff on the Miller tape he was intending to keep. Is asked if he often played tapes to other NOTW 
staff 

"It was on my machine.. I played X a few times different stuff," says Evans of his taped hacked voicemail message of Miller's 

Evans is asked what time of day he got in - he said he played the tape immediately, before conference. 

Evans said he would have played the Miller message a few times: he claims two NOTW journos present. 

""How many times did you play it in total?" asks Langdale. "I don't know.... 2 or 3 times... till confident enough to go to Andy." 

"Is it right that... mobilising resources straight away including tracing agents," asks Langdale of NOTW reaction. "I would have 
routinely" 

"We would have mobilised resources," say Evans. He doesn't specifically remember contacting inquiry agents. 

Statement from Evans talks about initiating "tracing agents.... photographers... tabloid style." 

"Nothing of any consequence started on Tuesday 27th," says Langdale: "What do you say to that?" 

"I put it to you that nothing of any significance happened that Tuesday," says Langdale. "Bring it on," says Evans. 

"Let's bring it on at five past two," says Saunders. 

Back with #hackingtrial and the continuing cross examination of former NOTW journalist Dan Evans, by Timothy Langdale QC, 
for Andy Coulson 

"We're going back to time when you played the tape and (NOTW journo) mobilised resources... and you claim of 
incontrovertible truth." 

Evans talks about how Miller was out with Jude Law and left message to Craig "I love you" as "incontrovertible." 

Evans talks about putting together cuttings, liaising with other journos, assessing the movements of the parties, immediately 
after tape 

"All I know it was later in the day, pretty dark outside" when Coulson arrived says Evans. "Are you saying after sunset?" 

"It was a twilightly day," says Evans. "It could have been dark day.." 

Coulson questions being in office when Evans plays tape 

BREAKING: "Mr Coulson wasn't in the office that day... wasn't even in London that day," Langdale says of talking to Coulson. 

"My recollection was it was the same day," says Evans. "It's what you've always said in every statement," says Langdale. 

"In your evidence you made it clear," says Langdale. "That was my memory," says Evans. "Possibilities of forgetting or not?" 
asks Saunders 

"Perhaps it was the following day, later in the day," says Evans. "It does alter the fact the playing tape... and remarks made... 
happened." 

"How can you explain that was the following day?" says Langdale. "If this had happened you could not have forgotten what 
day?" 
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"I remember it being after going to x, dusky twilightly outside, I played a tape to them... certainly salient elements are clear in 
my mind" 

"Given that I saw X and Andy there.... they were both present" Evans. "Stop... this becoming comment," says Saunders of 
Langdale follow up 

"My memory isn't clear of exactly when it happened, but happen it did" says Evans: "Happened in course of early part of the 
week." 

"Sienna Miller wasn't in the Groucho that Saturday.... and you did not hack Daniel Craig on the Sunday or Monday" Evans: 
"Yes, I did." 

"You're sticking with that, are you? That you did hack him the Sunday or possibly or the Monday?" asks Langdale. 

"I gave it to X at the earliest opportunity," says Evans. "So that would have been a Tuesday." 

Langdale brings out a schedule of call data for numbers from Dan Evans palm pilot number for D Craig's number. 

"Why were you hacking him," asks Langdale of Evans' hacks of D Craig: "To get a story," says Evans. 

"There seems to be no hacking this Saturday or Sunday," points out Langdale. "I had other handsets... can't say for certain." 

"This is not a call record of all the mobiles I would have had access to at the time," says Evans. "I would have used a mobile 
phone." 

Langdale points out that Evans hacked Daniel Craig on the Tuesday 27th. "What was it you obtained in that 4 mins 17 
seconds?" 

"Until you just reminded me now, I wouldn't have known I had done it. It was perfectly normal," says Evans of Tuesday Craig 
hack. 

"Might have been a bunch of messages.... it was a live scenario... case of monitoring information.... I don't remember. What can 
I say?" 

"This number... is the number of his phone not his voice mail messaging," says Langdale. "Why did you use the mobile phone?" 
asks Saunders 

"If there's a word of truth in that Mr Craig (think Langdale means Evans) what's going on with all these hacks going into his 
phone?" 

"I was probably thinking it's best not to go through to his mobile through a hub phone," says Evans of hacking Craig through 
risky method 

Evans says that it's only safer until someone detects a call on the direct dial number. "Why did you not use direct route in," asks 
Langdale 

"Maybe his phone was off and I didn't need to do it," says Evans. "He's given an explanation," intervenes Saunders. 

Langdale asks how Evans was hacking Craig shortly after he'd door stepped him? "I was generally keep an eye on voicemail 
account" 

"He'd presumably been on the phone to his lawyer, Sienna... possibly they would have left a voicemail message," says Evans 
of post doorstep 

"I was looking for any messaging that might have come through...." says Evans. 

Three more hacks the next Tuesday 4th October, another early on the 5th. 

"When was the Jude Law voice message," asks Langdale. "Pretty shortly after that... this might not be definitive list of hacks,' 
says Evans 

Evans says that without further information he can't identify the hack that gleaned the message from Jude Law to Daniel Craig. 

Evans says he'd need the date another NOTW journalist went to the PR agent to find the precise date of his hack 

More hacks on 12th and 13th of October 2005: "You can take it as read (these are hacks)," says Evans. List goes on till Feb 
following year 

Langdale notes all hack on schedule after Feb 06 are from NI hub phone - and not from his mobile. 

"It's eminently like I was, for most of this time, I was using both," of mobile phone and NI hub hacks of Daniel Craig through 
2006 

"You don't seem to have the direct dial data." Evans points out of call schedule. 

Langdale asks why late spring and summer Evans seems to use his mobile for hacking; "I was out and about more often," says 
Evans 

Saunders points out the 8th August a significant date - the arrest of Mulcaire. 

Evans says there would be evidence of hacks to direct dial line - not present in court. 

"You've said that a number of times," says Langdale of Evans' claim Coulson was there when tape played: "Because it's true." 

Evans says it was unusual that Coulson would listen to this in open. "It was at x's desk..." he claims. 
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Evans cross-examined on making a copy of the tape 

"There's not a word of truth in that is there, Mr Evans?" says Langdale about Evan's claim Coulson aske for copy, and shouted 
out for jiffy 

"What was the point of that?" asks Langdale. "There is an understanding, this is illegal, dodgy, hooky... we're all in it together." 

Evans explains the copy was to 'sanitise' the tape and to play it: "Here it is Sienna, what do you think of that?" 

Langdale says "Fleet St is a very leaky place... how did it make any sense for the editor of NOTW to be broadcasting this?"- 
tape sanitising 

"He would have felt safe in that environment..." says Evans of Coulson's demands to copy tape and sanitise it. 

"On the exact day in question I don't know who was in the office," says Evans of the day he made the copy. 

Edis intervenes and asks Langdale to read the whole statement to end of the sentence and then asks a question. 

"Can I just find out what question he's answering," says Justice Saunders of Langdale's list of names of NOTW journos 

Evans statement names a list of NOTW who would have typically been present at this tape copy moment, cannot specifically 
remember which 

"Does that make any sense to you," Langdale asks about arrival of copied tape. "Strange things turned up at NOTW from time 
to time 

Evans said he put the tape in the Jiffy bag. Doesn't know if anyone else wrote on it. Probably rubbed with his shirt to rub off 
prints 

"Did you say in police statement that you picked up the tape with a hanky?" Langdale. "That precaution was taken." Evans: "I 
believe so" 

"I know this is a stressful situation, but would you mind answering the question?" says Saunders to Evans about who delivered 
tape. 

"I was told to Andy's office, presumably to a safe, I never saw the safe." says Evans of tape "whether that safe in his office I 
don't know" 

"There was no safe in Andy's office," points out Langdale. Evans cites another safe nearby. 

"The editor's safe was legendary," said Evans in statement. "There was a NOTW safe... it was the stuff of legend." 

"The editors safe was regarded as a place where all kinds of stories were buried... It may be the safe that X had. I never saw 
the safe" 

"Is this not just another example of fiction, of story telling by you?" asks Langdale. "It isn't... I was simply told it was going into 
safe 

"He was the editor... he had control of what went into it. Wherever it was located, it was the editor's safe," says Evans of 
legendary safe 

Evan says of dictaphone he "probably stamped on it" - the new dictaphone Saunders establishes. "I only did it on this specific 
occasion" 

"This seemed to be very important.. he was very cagey, very careful... he didn't want it to come back to a machine owned by his 
staff" Evans 

Langdale goes back to Evans statement about activities at Sunday Mirror: "Key difference is S Mirror didn't produce tape as 
evidence" 

Evans alleges the "rigmarole" surrounding this tape was unique to NOTW relying on it to stand up story 

Evans and Jury shown call data from 27th September 05 - and is asked why he was hacking Jeff Brazier - Jade Goody's 
boyfriend. 

"You've come in wagging your tail with this story... what are you doing hacking Jeff Brazier, what were you doing?" "I was doing 
my job" 

"Maybe I was just flicking through the paper and saw something about Jade and Jeff... you were constantly feeding, maybe 
take pressure off" 

15 minute break 

Back after the mid afternoon break at the #hackingtrial - Dan Evans continues to be cross examined by Timothy Langdale, QC, 
for Coulson 

Evans to return for more cross-examination 

Saunders explains to Dan Evans: "I know you're tired... but we will go on till 4.15 and you'll have to come back tomorrow." 3 
days x-examine 

Langdale cites a Mirror article from 27/09/05 about Jude Law and Sienna Miller, and then goes to an email chain between 
NOTW staff 

"Hi I'm back and ready to go... stories I'm working on this week... Kylie, Britney... Kate Moss..." 27/09/05 email from another 
NOTW journo 
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There's no indication about the Sienna Miller tape on this email from another NOTW journo. "X always said keep it off email," 
says Evans 

There's no mention of Miller and Craig on this email. Though there is of Jade Goody. "So you were distracted from your task," 
say Langdale 

Sienna Miller apparently in Milan on 28/09/05 according to internal NOTW emails. 

Various internal emails between NOTW staff adduced from that time, none of which seem to mention Dan Evans Craig/Miller 
story 

"Doesn't look like all hands to the pump," says Langdale. "Life doesn't stop," says Evans "because we don't have it on our lists" 

29/09/05 Daily Star reports about Law and Miller. Same date the Sun mentions Daniel Craig. 

"I would have thought so," says Evans to Langdale's assertion he would have been following other Law, Miller, Craig stories. 

30/09/05 email from Coulson to another NOTW journo: "What progress have you made overnight?" 

"How can she be in rehab then?" asks a response. Another NOTW journalist seems to be covering the Miller/Law story on 
30/09/05 

"I've just spoken to source two (person on PR side) about Sienna - he has to speak to someone else before doing it," email 
from NOTW journo 

Internal NOTW email talks about two sources: and 'Splash' agency providing something on Craig 

"Obviously [another NOTW journo] getting info from another source," says Langdale. 

The rest of the email seems to refer to a Kate Moss story. 

Another email cited by Langdale mentions more research on Daniel Craig: "somebody has obtained an address for Daniel 
Craig." 

Evans said he already knew where Daniel Craig lived: "I've known where he lived... since he was dating Kate Moss." 

Another internal email shows two other NOTW journalists discussing Dan Evans knocking on Daniel Craig's door. 

"So what is it you're getting at?" asks Evans of Langdale's question about emails with other journos. "I'm not sure the events 
connected" 

Evans goes back through door stepping Daniel Craig, and then hacking him moments after. "Was it a wise thing to do?" asks 
Langdale. 

"There was a sense at the time NOTW was untouchable. There was an arrogance.... created by editor and his attitude," says 
Evans of re-hack. 

Langdale asks if Evans told other NOTW journalists he was continuing to hack Daniel Craig: "I wouldn't felt I needed to tell 
them" 

"In a sense I was telling them (I was continuing to hack) by producing a story later in the week," says Evans of informing others 
at NOTW 

Langdale asks about other emails not concerning Law/Miller: "We were germinating stories..." 

"Did you, as would be investigative reporter, think it was worth going to Groucho club" asks Langdale. "Didn't take it upon 
myself" Evans 

"Not my job," says Evans of sending photographers: "We had a picture editor... it was hiatus period. Friday a day to get 
everything together 

"I remember being outside Daniel Craig's house in a photographer's car... but no one shooting over my shoulder (at 
doorstepping)" says Evans 

Langdale asks again "why wasn't there a photographer present when you door stepped Daniel Craig... the normal thing." "Yes 
it would," Evans 

"I became aware of the fact of their relationship when I picked up that voicemail," says Evans. 

01/10/05 Evans receives email about 'forward planning' thinking. Langdale:"Not asking you to hack, but get on as investigative 
reporter" 

"Ultimately it all went to the list... we had to do what was required first and foremost," says Evans of NOTW news list. 

02/10/05 Not Miller Law stories, but something to do with Blunkett in this edition of NOTW establishes Langdale. 

Another article cited by Langdale mentions Daniel Craig mooted by papers. More in MoS about Jude Law and Sienna 
Miller and wedding. 

"Not necessarily, mate," says Evans to Timothy Langdale QC about other stories. "I would have been drunk after a night going 
out." 

"Looking at this article where does it say where he was and when?" asks Evans of Mail on Sunday article. 

"What I could have, should have wanted at the moment is irrelevant. I picked up the voicemail as I said... this is meaningless," 
says Evans 
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"I heard a voicemail from Sienna which said, as I understood, I'm at the Groucho with Jude... I took that as primary evidence" 
says Evans 

Langdale says: "that's the appropriate place to pause..." Break till 10 am tomorrow. 
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Friday 31 January 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Mr Justice Saunders thanks the jury for overcoming transport problems 
Counsel for Andy Coulson continues his cross examination of Dan Evans 
Evans asked about use of drugs 
Further Prosecution questions to Dan Evans 

Witness - Sienna Miller 
Counsel for the Prosecution questions Sienna Miller 
Counsel for Coulson cross-examines Sienna Miller 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Mr Justice Saunders thanks the jury for overcoming transport problems 

Back at #hackingtrial with the third day of cross examination of Dan Evans, former NOTW journalist, by Timothy Langdale QC 
for Andy Coulson 

"We've had rain, landslips, bridges falling down, and next week we have a tube strike," Justice Saunders talks to jury about 
transport 

"You all been amazing getting here so far," Saunders praises the jury for overcoming transport problem. 

Counsel for Andy Coulson continues his cross examination of Dan Evans 

Langdale refers back to some more internal NOTW emails - around 05/10/05 to Coulson re Sienna Miller's movements. 

"Is it necessary to go into this particular... It's the content I'm concerned about," intervenes Saunders re: email about Miller and 
Craig 

"Do you really have to have every word of this read out?" asks Saunders about personal details of Miller and Craig. "Yes," says 
Langdale 

Still 05/10/05 still more newspaper articles on Miller. 06/10/05 More on Jude Law. Langdale goes back to a Dan Evans piece on 
Jade Goody 

Another NOTW email to Coulson and others on 06/05/11 about Miller going to Marrakech. "Send" agreement for journo to 
pursue 

06/10/05 Another NOTW email on "Sienna Meetings" and talking about 'doing deal' with a source cited by Timothy Langdale 
QC for Coulson 

Langdale says it's the same source for the Jude Law NOTW information as for the Sienna Miller email just cited. 

NOTW email talks of Sienna Miller texting her ex, and more detail about people close to her. 

"You would have been kept apprized of that?" asks Langdale of other NOTW emails on Miller. "Quite possibly," replies Dan 
Evans 

Saunders asks the press to use discretion about the reporting of these private matters. 

Langdale now cites a draft article from Dan Evans, dated 6th October in previous civil proceedings against NGN 

"World Exclusive" is attached to this Dan Evan's draft piece about Sienna Miller falling for Daniel Craig. It says Law called 
Craig. 

Article says Law "confronted " Craig: Evans says "I hope Saskia doesn't find out" line was directly gleaned from hacking Craig's 
voicemail 

"He's had it out with Daniel," says article "Where does that come from?" Evans says subsequent conversations from PR people 
and door stepping 

Dan Evans' draft NOTW world exclusive was the "version of a story which would then be developed" in conversation with 
publicity people 

"Hey, this is tabloid news stories," says Evans of contradictions in his draft articles. "What is actually relevant are the sources." 

"This is how I've been asked to treat the information, play it down," says Evans of 1st draft NOTW police which contained 
denials of affair 

"Jude Law says he didn't leave a voicemail message," says Langdale. "He did. I heard it," says Evans, 

"Why in all the interviews you had with police in 2012, you made no mention at all of having intercepted such a voicemail 
message," Langdale 

"The very first time you mentioned intercepting this voice message was the 6th September last year" says Langdale about hear 
Law message 

Langdale goes back to the two first mentions in a statement and transcript of Jude Law voice message. 
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Evans is handed a copy of his 2013 statement. 

Langdale reads "if our source said Jude phoned Daniel in Baltimore... " "Where does that come from?" asks Langdale. 

"The power that receiving that message gives you.... we're talking about dressing things up as a source quote to obfuscate 
things," Evans 

"I'll explain to you slowly. If you have a message... in tabloid terms at this time it would not be unusual to draft a quote" says 
Evans 

"I don't think I ever hacked Jude Law's phone," said Evans to police in 2013. 

"Rather important... this confirmation. Would you have taken that tape in?" asks Langdale. "Yes" says Evans. Can't remember 
doing with this 

"What I couldn't write was 'last night our reporter hacked the voicemail of Daniel Craig and heard a voicemail by Jude Law," 
says Evans 

Evans says he probably got details of Craig's other relationship in draft article from another NOTW journalist. 

Evans of draft NOTW article on Law's anger toward Craig; "I inferred from the fact he called him... dripping with sarcasm..." 

Evans: "You can't run a story Daniel Craig and Sienna Miller DIDN'T have an affair. That's not a story. I'd like to see the final 
article." 

Langdale now goes to the second draft of Evan's 'World Exclusive' about the Miller/Craig affair and 'Jilted Jude' additions 

"Bitterly confronted... clearly not a voicemail message," says Langdale. Evans maintains it is based on the voicemail message 
Law left Craig 

Draft article speaks of Law and Craig arguing: that came from PR says Law. 

"Absolutely emphatically wrong," says Evans in response to Langdale's assertion there was no voicemail left by Law 

Email between two other NOTW staff about story: "who's this from?" Other info from sources to other journalists on the paper 

"X's info so far on Jude and Sienna.... working on an affidavit, Daniel in Baltimore" reply from other NOTW journo. 

"My contact doesn't think Jude has talked to Daniel yet," says another NOTW journo during that week building up to world 
exclusive. 

Langdale establishes that one NOTW journalist had two sources, another had one. Coulson emails for a "view on the story" 

"This guy should know where all the bodies are buried," internal NOTW email; "I think we should get him... before he runs 
to Max Clifford" 

Dan Evans says he's not aware of these other internal emails between NOTW journos. 

Langdale cites the transcript another NOTW journalist of Jude Law's publicits. Evans typed out, but hasn't seen for 9 years. 

Langdale says the story came from other journos "sources and not the voicemail you claim you heard on Daniel Craig's 
phone." 

Langdale explains this document is redacted. Source says the first time they knew of Miller/Craig affair was when they were at 
the Ivy 

Transcribed source says Miller panicked "Can't believe the papers are going to go with this". 2nd meeting she was hiding 
behind Craig's door 

Transcribed sources talks to NOTW jour about two meetings between Miller and Craig: "Your guys knew.... they were there 
anyway" 

Transcription talks about "lots of traffic" between Miller and Craig. Langdale asks Evans if that was material he got from trace 
agents. 

Transcript of two sources to NOTW journo talks disparagingly about Miller's relationships with men: "stalker" "keeping them 
dangling" etc. 

"I just wonder why PR people are people who should be kept anonymous," says Saunders of naming one of the sources in 
transcript 

"Source two is someone from the PR team of Jude Law," establishes Justice Saunders. 

NOTW journo talks about "covering our tracks" for his sources about Law and Miller during the falling out after Craig affair. 

"She'll sit and chat on that mobile phone like she''s right next door, and I'm sure that's where a lot of these stories originated" 
source 1 

Evans can't remember second transcript of tape to source one. "I haven't seen this for nine years.... not clapped eyes on this." 

"I've been interested in seeing this for quite a while," says Evans of transcribed tape of another NOTW journo with PR source. 

"So Jude rang Daniel and confronted him and Daniel admitted having affair with Sienna," says source. 

"Of course it was to do with voicemail messages. One thing happened and then this happened," says Evans. 

Second source, associated with Law's PR team, discusses in detail Law and Miller "they're both as bad as each other" 
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08/10/05 Another taped talk between NOTW journo and second source. "Don't let me down or I'll tip off xxxxx" jokes source 

Source two wants the story big, and agrees to meet NOTW lawyer. 

"Will you backdate it," says second source from Law's PR team, " so she cheated first, that's what he wants in. " 

"Run with the headline," says source. "That was from him?" asks NOTW journalist. Source says the article had Law's approval. 

Source two claims Law wanted the story of Sienna Miller cheating first would counteract what was being said in other tabloids. 

Evans asks for a two minute comfort break. Ten minute break for all court. 

Back after the break. Langdale reiterates his suggestion there was no voicemail message left by Jude Law on Daniel Craig's 
voicemail 

Evans asked about use of drugs 

Langdale asks: "was your work affected by your drug use?" Evans: "I never went to work under the influence... I was a 
recreational drug user 

Langdale goes back to SOCPA agreement between Evans and the police 

The SOCPA agreement deals with a number of Evan's potentially prosecutable drug offences: cannabis, cocaine and ecstasy 
use. 

Evans statement say he provided cannabis to someone else on two occasions. 

"These are related to stories.. I was required to buy things in the course of my work, or writing a story," Evans says of some 
drug offences 

Langdale asks again about the Sienna Miller left from Groucho: is it "derived in any way from Kate Moss's phone when at 
Sunday Mirror" 

BREAKING: Evan's reveals he hacked Kate Moss's phone at Sunday Mirror and a message declaring love left by Daniel Craig. 

Langdale says he reported tape from Kate Moss's phone to Sunday Mirror executives. Evans says he is "not conflating that" 
with Miller 

More NOTW emails cited: this time about Evans working on Jade Goody story. 

More NOTW emails between other journalists discussing the Miller/Law/Miller triangle. 

Langdale is now moving towards final NOTW article drafted by Evans which drops all caveats about Miller/Craig affair. 

"I typed this," says Evans of 09/10/05 NOTW article. "This goes up to the subs, there's a process...." but agrees essentially his 
story 

"Avoid describing Law as a love rat or sex addict" writes back Andy Coulson of final NOTW Dan Evans article. 

Email from Coulson and other NOTW staff sets out 'World Exclusive': there are differences from final version. Evans show 
amendments. 

The amendments are mainly additions to the NOTW Miller/Craig story made by another journalist. 

"This still doesn't mean its come from a source," says Evans of additions saying "a source says" but consistent with other 
journo's sources 

"I would not write about interception of voice mail messages in this story," says Evans of absence of any mention of hacking in 
NOTW piece 

When Mirror published a Miller piece later that week saying "I love you" to Craig: "I immediately thought they'd hacked his 
voicemail' Evans 

"Just think please... did you have Daniel Craig contacts?" asks Langdale. "My contact was his voicemail," says Evans. 

"You do add a comment that invites a comment back," Saunders says to Langdale QC. "M,lud. You're absolutely right" 

"I'd had a decent week," says Evans of staff turning from bullying to encouraging. "X could be at times, but completely self 
serving." 

31/10/09 internal NOTW email to Evans "I know I can be a grumpy and demanding bastard... but we turned around a huge 
story." 

"To be fair this is one short email sent to whole department, one in tens of thousands I was receiving a the time," Evans says of 
nice email 

Evans asked about Mirror coverage of the Miller/Law/Craig story - he says he can't really remember it. 

Evans recollected to police that John Prescott diaries took precedence that week at NOTW, so didn't splash it. 

"This is your story, how could you forget? (what the picture was on front page)" asks Langdale. "Prescott diaries were following 
year. " 

Jury shown Prescott diaries NOTW front page from 2006: Evans says he got mixed up because another story of his on front 
page. 

The exclusive from October 9th 2005 didn't credit Evans on front page splash of NOTW. "I knew I kicked off," about another 
credit, he says 
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Langdale refers to the People and other coverage that weekend of affair that weekend of the 09/10/05 

NOTW email talks about changing the last edition of the paper because the Sunday Mirror had copied story: "very common" 

Langdale asks if Coulson every said thankyou? "It was never discussed again," says Evans 

Langdale talks about Coulson regularly sent "herogrammes" but asks why not to Evans: "X said I was a company man now," 
replies Evans 

Evans is asked about an expenses claim for "meal with Daniel Craig contact"; "I was having a meal with my girlfriend." 

BREAKING: "This was a tabloid way of life, part of our culture at the paper," Evans says of "fiddling his expenses" on Daniel 
Craig story 

Langdale shows Evans his "byline count" from a NOTW internal document. 

"Spreads 12 total bylines 33" the document says. "Is that successful for you?" Evans "A difficult first year, a square pin in a 
round hole" 

More internal email traffic and other stories cited by Langdale for the week after Dan Evan's "World Exclusive" on Miller/Craig 

Email outlines someone is 'offering' NOTW information from the Sienna Miller camp. "Problem is someone always wants silly 
amounts of cash" 

Email from 15/10/05 Evans is offering other stories about Roy Keane from Man U yoga teacher, and permission to use 'checks' 

27/10/05 another email from Evans to NOTW staff about Lord XXXXX "ELI are shit," writes Evans about inquiry agents. 

"It won't be disputed, that's from contemporaneous notes..." writes Evans. Other NOTW journalists talk about putting stuff on 
tape. 

'My worry is that it's on the Craig Sienna Miller tape that I destroyed," says an email from Evans 21/10/05. 

Evans says "It indicates that X knew of the destruction of the Sienna Miller tape...:" to Langdale's assertion timing means he's 
lying. 

Another email says "Get Rob Palmer to do it" means that Evans was contact inquiry agent to 'spin' a number (get residential 
details etc.) 

Langdale goes back 2 civil proceedings. Evans never saw he the transcript he was 'exhibiting it': "Never read it since 
transcribed it" 

Langdale asks if "it made any sense at all" why Coulson would be pressing another journo for source of story if he knew of 
hacking. 

Evans was asked of his Bond Girl story of 12/02/06 being Eva Green coming from phone hacking. "It was..." "Just think." "I've 
thought" 

"I don't know why I would have said that because it did," replies Evans to Langdale's assertion Bond Girl story didn't come from 
hacking 

Statement to police says hack to Craig's phone of Barbara Broccoli's message led to original story. 

Evans asks to see the Feb 2006 story to check: Langdale says that will be arranged as soon as possible. "If I might just have a 
moment.." 

Langdale shows NOTW 12/02/06 article about new Bond Girl to Dan Evans 

"The original story about her being a Bond girl came from me and voice mail message left on Daniel Craig's phone," says 
Evans. 

"This was presented to me by lawyers... the mistake is merely because this is follow up story and not the original story," says 
Evans 

Saunders reads "Sexy Eva Green proves no one does it better than a Bond girl," pretty good reading I must say of one para 
piece. 

"If a cutting service was to be done... it would have shown when the story appeared... probably not long before (the piece show) 
says Evans 

Langdale goes back to Evans statement of a meeting with Coulson at 1 Aldwych. "Did Mr Coulson ask about previous 
rejections" "Not to memory" 

"It's my strong belief," says Evans that he was sold to Andy Coulson on his ability to hack phones. "X wanted me to give my 
patter" 

Evans says he discussed with Coulson "stuff to do with phones... and described... front pages Sunday Mirror... (from) voicemail 
interception 

"A good way of getting big stories cheaply," Evans says he described voicemail hacking. 

"I suggest to you the reason you cannot give much detail about this meeting is that you didn't discuss hacking phones," says 
Langdale. 

Evans insists he did discuss with Coulson. End of cross examination. 
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Further Prosecution questions to Dan Evans 

Edis for the crown re-examines Dan Evans, and goes to the first time he ever discussed phone hacking with his lawyers Peters 
and Peters 

Evans original statement was to solicitors in February 2011. Edis cites a junior who took notes of four hour meeting. 

O"Kane gave Evans advice about "professional embarassment" - he didn't want to compromise himself professionally. 

O'Kane says they should talk 'hypothetically' to see if Evans was a 'candidate for immunity': he talked about Sunday Mirror 
activities 

Evans only got to NOTW right at the end of that first session with his lawyers: "breakfast meeting... discussed phone hacking 
with Coulson" 

Original statement confirms subsequent statements about "good at screwing phones" 

Second interview on 09/02/12 O'Kane changed advice: he should seek immunity through police co-operation. 

Evans leaves while a sound problem is sorted out. 

Should have said that we've now broken for lunch and video link test. Back around 2.15 

Memo to my employers (you!): I can't be at trial early Monday morning because of commitment to be at reading of my new 
radio play, 

FYI it's a pilot for a new Radio 4 drama series - Day Release starring @ITISLENNYHENRY. We've moved dates a few times 
because of #trial 

Usually I'm there for whole 2 days of recording (this was commissioned 2 years ago) but will only attend read-through Monday 
a.m. 

Hopefully, I should be online and able to RT all the other great journos at the #hackingtrial that morning 

Evans confirms that News International were funding his defence during first statement 

Original statement to lawyers of Evans talks of his meeting with Coulson during recruitment phase. 

The original statement also says he was offered more "undercover journalism" but NOTW interested in his "tapping skills" 

The bullying email is mentioned: "jump off a cliff" in this first lawyer statement by Evans 

O'Kane, Evan's lawyer, asked him to tell of stories sourced from phone hacking: he cited back in 2012 the Sienna Miller "I love 
you" message 

The original account deals with Jiffy bag and Sienna tape, and another NOTW journo providing a high level of info 

There's no note in original lawyer's meeting of when the Sienna Miller hack happened 

Another note from 14/03/12 records Evan's telling his lawyers "of his illegal activities at Sunday Mirror and NOTW" Edis 
establishes. 

Another note of discussion between solicitors and counsel on 10/07/12 Evans conceding that he did hack Hoppen and Button. 

"We have advised D Evans, following the SOCPA interview, he is much more likely to get section 73 than a section 71 (full 
immunity)" 

Turner's advice was for Evans to tell the truth to the police. He did that. 

Edis then goes to a series of 5 days taped interviews by police in July and September 2012 

Edis goes to section of interview about Coulson: "very very shouty emails... all capital letters... If I don't come up with a fucking 
story" 

Evans; "I went home that weekend with my head in my hands. And Boom. Daniel Evans and Kate Moss' voicemails." then 
Miller message 

"It was the sort of story I knew Andrew Coulson... would love...." reaction: "Great. Fucking great. Well done,son" from police 
interview 

"I think this was Tuesday morning.... I was dispatched to go and front up poor Daniel Craig that Friday," says original police 
interview 

Edis distributes some further documents to add to the Dan Evans jury bundle. 

Apparently some of these documents are on "cheap" paper and some on "more expensive" paper. "Pop these into that file," 
says Edis 

Edis explains there are some more expenses documents and phone schedules in these new papers added to jury bundles. 

Edis cites 09/09/05 internal NOTW email mentions Dan Evans "checks" of Sven Goran Eriksson and being "surreptitious" 

23/09/05 email to Coulson and others about SFX agenc: "Dan Evans has picked this up from this 'checks'" Struan Marshall was 
an agent 

"I was hacking to keep an eye on," Evans says. "What do these checks mean," asks Edis. "Voice mail hacks" says Evans 
28/09/05 
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A new call schedule is produced by the prosecution in the Dan Evans testimony 

Edis just wants to look at a few pages of a 16 page document. The second 10 page document is explained. 

Edis has made additional entries to Langdale's call schedule produced on Wednesday. Langdale says his "based on 
information supplied" 

The duration of some of those calls has been amended, but "nothing that need detain us this afternoon" says Edis. But the 
purple doc does. 

Evans couldn't remember what the Craig UVN was, so can't identify it or obtain call data. No data available for the burners 
Evans used. 

But Edis has a schedule for outgoing calls for September 05 from the News International hub. 

Evans asked about to Clare Dobbs and Vicky Kim - regular calls. 

Evans identifies a hack of Jensen Button's girlfriend on that Saturday. 

On Sunday, Evans NI hub phone hacked Lauren Hope. He can see no other hacks. On the Monday 26/09/05 Evans' mobile 
made 9 calls. 

No hacks from Evans mobile on the Monday. Nearly 100 lines of data for Tuesday. League of Cruel sports was not a hack, 
says Evans. 

The first 'very possible hack' of Stephen Gerrard's agent is cited. Daniel Craig, Jenny Seagrove, Cilla Black and others hacked 
that day. 

"Louise Griffiths, Vicky Kim, Jenny Seagrove, Jackson Scott, probably Jade. Ian Monk... Mark Wallah... would have been a 
hack, yeah." Evans 

Struan Marshall... Jackson Frost all established as hacks by Evans on this day in September 

"Heather White 8 mins... probably talking to her... the rest are not hacks... in the purple, Kate Moss, Orange voicemail...." says 
Evans. 

These are all still on one day 27th September... Heather White," says Evans 

Evans asked to return at 10.30 on Monday morning as we have video link from US 

Edis will continue his re-examination of Dan Evans on Monday: meanwhile we're testing video evidence. 

Witness - Sienna Miller 

Counsel for the Prosecution questions Sienna Miller 

BREAKING: Sienna Miller appears at the #hackingtrial via video link from New Orleans. 

Miller is accompanied by an FBI man who identifies himself - no one else in the room but himself and Miller. She has 
affirmation on monitor 

Miller is to be questioned by Edis and then cross examined by Langdale. "A small number of questions from me,' says Edis 

Miller is asked about Kelly Hoppen's phone in July 05 - her step mother from 5 to age 18: "now my ex step mother" 

Miller confirms she was having "a degree of difficulty' in a relationship and discussed that with Kelly Hoppen. 

"It's very difficult to remember voice mail messages left 9 year ago, at a very difficult time, but absolutely feasible," says Miller. 

Miller is asked if she communicated with Daniel Craig using phones "for a long period of time he was one of my closest 
friends." 

"My membership was always a little bit of a hazy issue, but I was there a lot of the time" says Miller of the Groucho Club. 

"It's likely... I was in constant communication with him. It's likely I would have called him. And likely I was there, " says Miller 

"Since we'd become close friends, I always left a message 'I love you'. I often did with family and friends. That makes is most 
likely" 

Counsel for Coulson cross-examines Sienna Miller 

Langdale for Coulson introduces himself to Sienna Miller over video link 

'We've turned ours up," says Miller of volume. Langdale speaks up and admits going back to August 2005 is hardly easy. 

Langdale asks Miller about the wedding of her sister Savannah: Saturday 24th: "I would be in a lot of trouble if I got that wrong" 

Miller confirms Jude Law came down after the wedding, and they spent the Sat night in West Country. She doesn't recall 
Cliveden stay. 

"If he remembers that I'm sure he's correct," says Miller of Jude Law's recollection of staying at Cliveden on return to London 

Miller says "it's a very leading question... to see things in good and bad" about her relationship with the media. 

Langdale asks if "on occasion" Miller will talk about her private life. "I would be willing to talk about myself as I seem fit." 

"I wouldn't say I talked about things I felt uncomfortable with", says Miller. 
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FBI agent gives bundle to Sienna Miller in New Orleans. Told to look to page 2 by Langdale counsel for Coulson. 

Miller shown copy of NOTW 13/02/05 and a photo of herself relating to Jude Law. 

Photo shows Miller in company of another NOTW journalist. "Never had contacts with X personally... just posed with him at 
party." 

"Most of this has been misconstrued, and invented... common for journos to ask for a picture... I said "please stop"' says Miller. 

"There's no way I would have said 'I love him so much and I wanted to marry him'". says Miller. X wasn't carrying a tape 
recorder. 

"i probably said he one of the nicest kindest people I know and you're misrepresenting him" says Miller of her convo with 
NOTW journo. 

"Never, ever... hand on my heart," says Miller of letting photographers know in advance where she was for pics. 

Langdale asks about "on off" relationship with Jude Law. "Was it clear to you people connected with Law were in contact... with 
NOTW?" 

"No... at some point at the end of the year I did suspect someone who has since been revealed as a source," says Miller. 

"The only person who I do know was in contact with the NOTW was my then publicist Kieran Parkes," says Miller 

Miller confirms she's been visited by DI Setter over Dan Evans: she has seen a transcript between NOTW journo and two 
sources. 

Langdale asks if Miller remembers on 10th December visit from police officer. "Yes." 

Miller says she was shown evidence that indicated Evans intercepted a voice mail left by her. Another interview this year shown 
statements 

"We looked at some of the Dan Evan's comments and articles in NOTW," says Miller. 

"That sounds like a message I would have left... but nine years ago can't say definitely," says Miller. 

"You just told me you loved me and I interrupted you," says Miller to Langdale. Court erupts in loud laughter. 

"I always ended my phone calls to Daniel with "I love you" - it was a declaration of friendship," says Miller. 

"This is a very uncomfortable part of my life.. .to release to the world media, and be vilified... it was a brief encounter." says 
Miller. 

"It's kind of been turned into this tittilating piece of information... and I regret this," says Miller. 

"The timing was significant," says Miller of the 'I love you' message being the basis of a story. 

"If a journalist got hold of that piece of information... it could be the basis of a story. If they didn't understand the relationship" 

"'I love you' could be exciting to a journalist who didn't understand our relationship," says Miller to #hackingtrial jury 

As for message on Kelly Hoppen's voicemail: "it's a difficult time to remember... I think I was crying a lot of the time..." 

"I don't think I would crying on a voicemail message to Kelly Hoppen," says Miller. 

"It's a very difficult thing to be certain of any of these things." Miller tells Langdale about voicemail messages left on phones. 

Sienna Miller referred to NOTW piece on July 24th 2005 that says "Sienna turned to her mum... a pal of Sienna's said..." 

Miller says it's feasible Kelly Hoppen would have given advice at that time. 

"Were you aware in July 05 any associated with you was providing info to NOTW" ask Langdale. "No," says Miller. 

Langdale promises this is the last document to show to Sienna Miller. "Is this an email?" asks Saunders. 

Miller has not seen this NOTW internal email before: it's all about her personal life 

"Right. I've read it," says Miller. "I was not in the best of ways." She agrees the internal NOTW email reflects the general 
situation 

Edis has one re-examination question for Sienna Miller about the email: "sourced through someone who knows Sienna's mum, 
but not well" 

"I don't remember losing half a stone in weight, or being flat chested, I've always bitten my nails," says Miller. Edis apologises. 

"I didn't mean to make you ask a question to say all that," says Edis. 

"I am very sorry that was has been said in court and reported in the press has caused you upset," says Saunders: "But it been 
necessary" 

10.30 on Monday 
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Monday 3 February 2014 

Summary 

The Prosecution Case Continues 
Peter Jukes not in Court for morning session due Play Writing commitments 
Guest Tweeters - James Doleman (JD) and Martin Hickman (MH) 

Witness - Dan Evans (Former Sunday Mirror and News of the World Journalist) 
Prosecution Counsel continue to question Dan Evans 
Jury not required on Wednesday and Tuesday due to Underground Strike Action 

Witness - DC Nicholas Oskiewicz (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Oskiewicz 
Peter Jukes is Back in the Office 

Witness - Dan Evans returns to the stand 
Prosecution Counsel have a few last questions for Dan Evans 
Counsel for Andy Coulson has more cross examination for Dan Evans 

Witness - DC Richard Fitzgerald (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Fitzgerald 

The Prosecution Case Continues 

Peter Jukes not in Court for morning session due Play Writing commitments 

In my brief absence from #hackingtrial this morn @jamesdoleman and @martin_hickman have promised to pick up the slack. 
Follow them. I'll RT 

Guest Tweeters - James Doleman (JD) and Martin Hickman (MH) 

[JD] Scheduled 10.30 start for #hackingtrial this morning 

[JD] Dan Evans arrives at court pic.twitter.com/6kKx1GqEsw 

[JD] We'll be starting with the sixth day of testimony from former NotW reportet Dan Evans #hackingtrial 

[MH] As @peterjukes is away, I'll tweet more this morning from the trial. First up Dan Evans (arriving at court) 
pic.twitter.com/OMAcVftZZU 

[JD] Some legal discussion taking place without presence of jury. #hackingtrial 

[JD] Jury coming in now #hackingtrial 

Witness - Dan Evans (Former Sunday Mirror and News of the World Journalist) 

Prosecution Counsel continue to question Dan Evans 

[MH] Legal argument ends, jury in. Dan Evans to be re-examined by Andrew Edis Qc, for prosecution. 

[MH] Evans says he got direct dial no for Daniel Craig from NoW's tracing agents ELI 

[JD] Evans testifies that he got Daniel Craig's voicemail number from "one of the girls at ELI" #hackingtrial 

[JD] Evans again states that Andy Coulson "expressed satisfaction" over his hacking abilities 

[MH] Evans reads from his police statement, in which he mentions both the breakfast meeting with Andy Coulson and 
hacking Daniel Craig. 

[JD] Evans being taken back through his witness statements by prosecution #hackingtrial 

[JD] Evans told by lawyers his only chance of gaining immunity from prosecution was to have "clean hands" #hackingtrial 

[JD] Evans describes police case against him as a "slam dunk" #hackingtrial 

[MH] Judge asks: "Did you ever call Daniel Craig's number in order to speak to him?" Evans: "No" 

[JD] NotW used tracing agents ELI to secure phone billing records of targets court hears. #hackingtrial 

[JD] Jury asked to leave court while legal matters discussed # hackingtrial 

[MH] Jury out, legal argument 

[MH] On his untrue defence to Kelly Hoppen's lawsuit, Evans says he was represented by NI's law firm Farrers - while it was 
also representing NI. 

[PJ] Rupert Murdoch: hall of fame or den of infamy? http://www.theweek.co.uk/us/hacking-trial/57078/rupert-murdoch-hall-
fame-or-den-infamy quotes my Daily Beatst piece @DailyBeast 

[JD] Jury still out of court. #hackingtrial 

[MH] We're back. 
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Jury not required on Wednesday and Tuesday due to Underground Strike Action 

[JD] Jury told they will probably not be required to attend court Wednesday and Thursday when tube strikes planned 
#hackingtrial 

[MH] Judge tells jury end of prosecution case will be "even bittier than we thought". Unlikely to sit Weds and Thu and whole of 
next week 

[MH] Jury and judge out - looks like case will resume at 2pm 

Witness - DC Nicholas Oskiewicz (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Oskiewicz 

[MH] Det Const Nicholas Oskiewicz returns to give evidence. Jonathan Laidlaw, for Rebekah Brooks, on his feet. 

[JD] Over 500 taskings of Glenn Mulcaire during Brooks editorship of NoTW #hackingtrial 

[MH] Laidlaw says more thank 50 per cent of taskings in Mulcaire's notes during Brooks's NoW editorship had no mobile phone 
number. 

[JD] For those following @martin_hickman his phone battery has just died. #hackingtrial 

[JD] Discussion in court about if a note says "pin" or "pink" #hackingtrial 

[JD] Police officer explains he categorised a Mulcaire not as a potential hack as it says "do both mobiles" #hackingtrial 

[JD] And that's lunch #hackingtrial 

[JD] Andy Coulson 'expressed satisfaction' with hacking abilities, Dan Evans tells #hackingtrial http://po.st/ZHHYgK 

[MH] Sorry folks, iPhone battery died. Before lunch: of 500+ Mulcaire taskings during Brooks's editorship, police agree only 12 
"significant"... 

[MH] ..that is between 2000 - Jan 2003 (Brooks's editorship) only 12 Mulcaire notes showed a hack or preparation to hack, 
such as PIN, DDN or UVN 

Peter Jukes is Back in the Office 

[PJ] Back at the #hackingtrial: thanks so much to @jamesdoleman and @martin_hickman for covering in my absence. Follow 
them 

[PJ] DC Oskiewicz is back in the witness stand being cross examined by Laidlaw, for Brooks, over the evidence of Mulcaire 
taskings 2000-2003 

[PJ] Laidlaw is now onto the Neville Thurlbeck taskings of Mulcaire when Brooks was editor of the News of the World. DC 
Oskiewicz has analysed 

[PJ] Laidlaw says 135 Thurlbeck taskings of Mulcaire between 01/09/03 to 13/01/00 - the period from Mulcaire's hiring to 
Brooks leaving NOTW 

[PJ] One of these Thurlbeck taskings was the hacking of the mobile phone of Milly Dowler in 2002 

[PJ] The vast majority of what Mulcaire recorded on his notebooks for these 135 were what Laidlaw has designated 'Category 
1' 

[PJ] Jury is shown a Mulcaire document for Chris Mitchell - linked to Lord Archer - which shows numbers, DOBs, addresses 

[PJ] Jury shown a second Mulcaire note Ann Louise Julie nee Ramsden with age, family details, Martinique, phone numbers. 

[PJ] Another Mulcaire note on Francis Ortet (connected with Royal Family), brewing companies etc - "All category one 
assessments," says Laidlaw 

[PJ] Another 'Neville' tasking for Mulcaire on 'Sara Cox' has car, agent, registration details, landline numbers, and management 
company 

[PJ] Another Mulcaire note for Tracey Colley is shown - Grade 2 because it shows likelihood of blagging with NI number etc. 
Grade 1 lacks these. 

[PJ] Another sign this is a Category 2 (i.e. with preparation or evidence for blagging) is a mention of friends and family BT 
numbers 

[PJ] Jury is shown Mulcaire hacking note on member of East 17: "favoured calls" reference shows evidence of blagging, so 
category. 

[PJ] Police targeted: DC Stevens and DC Goodbridge appear Mulcaire note of 13/09/12- also mentions ex wife and addresses 

[PJ] Another Mulcaire note for Brian Vincent Hume shown to jury with a list of numbers of BT 'friends and family'. 

[JD] According to docs Glen Mulcaire often "blagged" friends and family lists from phone company. #hackingtrial 

[JD] Court shown evidence Mulcaire investigated a young woman whose boyfriend was killed while abroad #hackingtrial 

[PJ] Final sample of 'Neville' taskings cited by Laidlaw mentions Colin Stagg - with name and address of contact. A Grade 1 
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Witness - Dan Evans returns to the stand 

Prosecution Counsel have a few last questions for Dan Evans 

[PJ] Dan Evans is back in court briefly to be asked about a new document found last Friday - not previously made available. 

[PJ] Joanna Lees, whose husband had been murdered while abroad, appears in the 'Neville' taskings of Mulcaire with account 
numbers 

[PJ] Edis for the crown hands out a new document for the Dan Evans bundle. 

[JD] Dan Evans recalled over document "discovered over the weekend" #hackingtrial 

[PJ] Evans was asked questions about his allegation that a story about Eva Green becoming a Bond Girl from hacking Daniel 
Craig's phone. 

[PJ] Evans was asked about an article on the 12/02/06 on Eva Green but he said he hadn't written it. 

[PJ] Dan Evans is shown a draft a draft article of his from the week before. Cites an producer from Eon Productions source of 
Bond Girl scoop 

[PJ] Evans says the Eon producer is a reference to Barbara Bruccoli: "It was a message I intercepted... from Daniel Craig." 

[PJ] Evans "I remember it being a pretty informal message from Barbara Broccoli... did't say (Eva Green) had got the part but 
mentioned her name" 

[PJ] "It would have been a verbal smoking gun," Evans says about directly quoting Broccoli's voicemail message. 

[JD] New document is draft of an article Evans claims came from hack of Daniel Craig voicemail. #hackingtrial 

Counsel for Andy Coulson has more cross examination for Dan Evans 

[PJ] Langdale, for Coulson, cross examines Dan Evans on this hack of Daniel Craig's phone. 

[PJ] Langdale quotes Dan Evans from previous evidence "it was a message from Broccoli saying Eva Green was to be the new 
Bond girl." 

[PJ] "It wasn't quite as unequivocal as that... but it was right. And I read it right, " says Evans of Eva Green Bond Girl scoop. 

[PJ] "When it was presented with the evidence... it made me think it was a follow up story, and there must have been a 
exclusive before:" Evans 

[PJ] Langdale goes through the draft article "it's not saying Eva Green has got the part of the Bond Girl" 

[PJ] "I passed it onto my line manager and he passed it onto Mr Coulson," says Evans. 

[PJ] Langdale reads about "raven haired French beauty" Eva Green being screen tested for Casino Royale 

[PJ] Langdale points out that the time Evans article suggests Thandie Newton was going to play Vespa. 

[PJ] "Christ. What do you want?" says Evans. "You keep getting things wrong" says Langdale. 

[PJ] "No this is the example of tabloid making mistake, top and bottom," says Evans of article's inaccuracies. 

[JD] "How many girls are in a Bond film, what's your point" Evans asks defence QC #hackingtrial 

[PJ] "Eva Green played Vespa Lind and she was excellent in the role," says Evans. "We don't need a film critique, "says 
Saunders. 

[PJ] Evans' evidence is finally over. Edis tells the jury at #hackingtrial "now we're going to do something exciting with dividers..." 

[JD] Court now doing "something exciting with dividers" according to Andre Edis QC 

Witness - DC Richard Fitzgerald (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Fitzgerald 

[PJ] DC Fitzgerald from Operation Weeting, a specialist on telephone evidence, is called again as a witness by Bryant Heron 
for the crown. 

[PJ] DC Fitzgerald was responsible for two schedules of phone evidence in the #hackingtrial 

[PJ] "We were only able to obtain what was inherited from Operation Carytid," says DC Fitzgerald of limitations on Mulcaire call 
data. 

[PJ] DC Fitzgerald points out that mobile phone call data only has to be kept for a year, so all Weeting had was call data 
from05-06 Carytid op 

[PJ] The 05-06 Mulcaire phone data shows an home office landline and the mobile phones held by him. 

[PJ] DC Fitzgerald points out how quickly Mulcaire would change his landline numbers. 

[PJ] Because of misnumbering, Mulcaire's number was allocated to a cash machine, and he was then given a new number. 

[PJ] So tiny BREAKING for phone hacking geeks: Mulcaire was never using a cashpoint landline for phone hacking 

[PJ] Some billing from Mulcaire's records was available from late 05 till the time of his arrest. 
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[PJ] DC Fitzgerald explains how various people's numbers - Sienna Miller, Sven Goran Eriksson - had different forms of hacks 
depending on Network 

[PJ] Going through the Paul McCartney timeline - DC Fitzgerald says two targets had Vodafone prepay and pay as you go and 
direct lines to hack 

[PJ] DC Fitzgerald says the phone networks has analysed how quick it would take to hack their voicemail. 

[PJ] Vodafone estimated it would take ten seconds to hack into their voicemail inbox (at the time of Mulcaire): indy engineer 
estimate 6 secs 

[PJ] 02 network and Virgin Media both estimated 10 sescs. T-Mobile estimated 15-30 seconds to hack voicemail during 
Mulcaire's time. 

[PJ] Wow. Light day. Finished to 10 am tomorrow (at least with jury). 

[PJ] Just to explain why I asked @jamesdoleman and @martin_hickman to cover this a.m: they're the only other two 
freelancers in court. 

[JD] It took just six seconds to access voicemails through hacking, court hears http://po.st/eCwQoC via #hackingtrial 
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Tuesday 4 February 2014 

Summary 

Witness - DC Richard Fitzgerald (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Fitzgerald 

Witness - DS James Guest (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DS Guest 
The Judge outlines the expected timeframe of the Trial ahead to the Jury 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DS Guest 

Witness - DS John Massey (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DS Massey 

Prosecution Evidence on News of the World Budgets 
More Prosecution documents presented to the Jury 
Peter Jukes explains break before the Defence Case opens 
More Prosecution Evidence on proposed Max Clifford Settlement 
DC Fitzgerald gives further evidence 

Witness - DS James Guest (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel has more questions for DS Guest 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Guest 

Witness - DC Andrea Fletcher (Operation Weeting Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel has more questions for DC Andrea Fletcher 
Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Fletcher 

Witness - DI Steve McCabe (Operation Weeting Investigation Officer) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DI McCabe 

Witness - DI David Kennett (Operation Elvedon Detective) 
Prosecution Counsel questions DI Kennett 

Witness - DC Richard Fitzgerald (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Fitzgerald 

Some legal argument slightly delaying the start of the #hackingtrial this morning. 

Bryant Heron for the prosecution recalls DC Fitzgerald as a witness in the #hackingtrial 

DC Fitzgerald is the expert on call data for Operation Weeting. He's been asked to look at phone evidence overall 

"Very much as a summary and overview," Bryant Heron asks about Mulcaire's date from Feb-April 2005 and December 05 to 
August 06 

Over those 10 months or so the police have detected 1,450 calls to 87 different voice mail numbers on Glenn Mulcaire's billing 

In addition there were 445 of calls to the Orange Platform - a generic single number for all Orange customers (included in 1,500 
figure) 

Saunders gets clarification of previous evidence: everyone except Orange and some pay as you go providers had single voice 
mail numbers 

The orange voicemail number was generic, so no number of targets in that 191 days of billings for Mulcaire. 

Of those 445 to the Orange platform only 45 customers can be identified from Feb to May 06 - small amount of data still 
available. 

DC Fitzgerald now go through the News International landline and their Vodafone hub - no individual caller identified. 

On the Vodafone Hub (private wire) police have seized records from NI from July 04 to May 09. 

The private wire line from Vodafone would route certain numbered calls through Vodafone for cost savings 

Police have identified 4,714 calls to 98 unique voicemails from NI hub. 1,975 of those calls to Orange Platform (no firm no of 
targets) 

DC Fitzgerald also analysed Clive Goodman's home phone billing data for Jan 05 to August 06. 

Goodman's call data records show for that year show 649 calls to 14 unique voicemails, of which one targeting a Orange 
customer. 

Police have not been able to identify the tapes seized from Goodman and the call data is quite limited. 

Jury asked to leave for a minute by Justice Saunders at #hackingtrial 

Clarification on the NI hub and landline interception by Justice Saunders. 

"My concern was hub phone billing... way to May 09. The conspiracy count only goes up to August 06" says Saunders. 

"The figures you gave us actually exclude anything after August 2006," Saunders establishes on NI hub figures. 
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Witness - DS James Guest (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DS Guest 

Bryant Heron for the crown calls DS Guest for more evidence on the Calum Best timeline. 

There is now an amended Calum Best timeline being introduced into the jury's mounting bundles. 

DS Guest confirms the 'tasking' of Best: calls same date as tasking and texts between Mulcaire and NOTW journo and an 
article. 

Saunders establishes that the "scraping the bottom of the barrel" email from Coulson comes around this time. Will be inserted 
in bundle 

BREAKING: via @martin_hickman: News International journalists and Glenn Mulcaire made 6,813 hacking calls to voicemails 
from 05/04 to 08/06 

Or in other words, Mulcaire and NOTW journos made on average ten hacking calls a day for two years - based on patchy 
incomplete records. 

Bryant Heron insert on 21/04/06 email from Coulson "scraping bottom of barrel" email about Calum Best into timeline 

A cross reference to a 10/05/06 email is inserted into the Calum Best timeline. 

That email is from Glenn Mulcaire to NOTW "as instructed" and a list of calls and includes another NOTW journalist 

Another email from Andy Coleman to Stuart Kuttner, about unbilled calls for another NOTW journo, inserted into timeline 

A 13/05/06 email from Northern Reporter from NOTW, Chris Tate, also inserted into the jury's timeline on Calum Best 

NOTW email talks about source for story on unborn Calum Best child. "Hoping to go to Max Clifford today, rather than staying 
with us" 

Bryant Heron goes over cross examination of the Calum Best timeline (which made it appear police had missed Calum in 
searches.) 

20/03/12 Operation Weeting received the "Do his phone" email and opened a victim file for Calum Best. 

27/04/12 the 'Do his phone' email is introduced formally as an exhibit by police. 

There was cross examination about the Chris Tate email. 16/05/12 Stroz Friedberg were asked to look at related 
correspondence. 

The "bottom of the barrel" arrived a day later 17/05/12. Initial review marked that email as irrelevant by Weeting team. 

"Relevant emails were handed to investigation team - irrelevant emails filed away in NOMAD system," says DS Guest. 

Unused material would have to appear on schedule in the normal way establishes Bryant Heron. 

27/05/12 Weeting officers met Calum Best but no statement taken 

25/05/12 the Chris Tate email was received by Weeting from Stroz Friedman, among 378 documents. 

That Chris tate email was also marked as "irrelevant' by Weeting. 

In September 2012, DS Guest confirms, Calum Best and Laura Hogan signed their witness statements. 

Another review of Coulson related emails in July 2013 did not identify 'scraping the bottom of the barrel' email as relevant. 

19/07/13 the "scraping the bottom of the barrel" email disclosed to Coulson defence teams as part of "unused material" 

15-22nd October 2013 DC Ryall went through material marked irrelevant, and identified the Chris Tate email about Laura 
Hogan 

14/11/13 the Chris Tate email disclosed to defence, and same day "scraping bottom of the barrel" email went to all the 
defendants. 

Timothy Langdale QC for Coulson has some further questions for DS Guest. But a quick break. "Please just be patient," 
Saunders tells jury. 

Back at #hackingtrial after a break. 

The Judge outlines the expected timeframe of the Trial ahead to the Jury 

Justice Saunders explains to the jury about the timetable for the months ahead 

Saunders wants the jury in tomorrow at noon. "We will finish the prosecution case tomorrow." 

"I then have various matter of law to discuss with counsel... not unusual... you will have whole of next week off" says Saunders. 

Saunders "worst case scenario... the latest time for you to consider your verdict is middle of May." 

Saunders says employers can't interfere with jury service "Tell us and we'll intervene.... important case for all concerned." 

"We have to get through to the end, you and I together," says Saunders. 

"It's taken a great deal of time because there's a lot of evidence... going to the issues you have to decide." says Saunders to 
jury. 
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"I don't think you're wasting time, and I hope you don't either," says Saunders to jury. 

BREAKING: #hackingtrial prosecution case due to finish tomorrow. Jury likely to be considering verdict in Mid May 

After tomorrow, legal argument until February 17th; Saunders says this is nothing unusual in a case of this length and 
complexity. 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DS Guest 

Timothy Langdale QC, cross examines DS Guest on Calum Best timeline. 

Langdale asks about DS Guests decision to make Calum Best "victim team 5". A file had been held on civil side of inquiry 
earlier, says DS 

DS Guest concedes the Calum Best email should have been candidate for earlier disclosure. Langdale inserts new email into 
jury bundle. 

"Girl won't budge from 5k" is the email which should have been disclosed to defence, establishes Langdale. 

"That 'scraping the bottom of the barrel' email came to us responsive to previous submissions," says DS Guest on Coulson 
email 

The 'Do his Phone' email was presented to Coulson during a police interview, Langdale establishes with Weeting officer. 

Lots of detail here. Langdale is discussing the review process with Weeting officer of Calum Best related emails. 

Many references to numbered items on a schedule which - without sight of it - hard to explain and follow. 

Edis intervenes on the issue of contact with another NOTW journo on the Calum Best timeline. 

Langdale establishes a Calum Best related email was disclosed to defence through the order of judge last summer. 

30/08/13 another defence team received disc with all emails related to that defendant on undertaking not to disclose to other 
defendants. 

05/09/13 Weeting detectives compiled report on the meaning of "Do his phone" email sent by Coulson. 

The review of "irrelevant material" in October 2013 found various emails that were deemed relevant, including Chris Tate email 

Saunders asks if the "scraping the bottom of the barrel" and Tate emails were on disc disclosed to other defendant. 

"This is not a criticism of you one way or another," says Langdale to DS Guest of the Nov 13th disclosure of Calum 
best related emails. 

Bryant Heron re-examines DS Guest and confirms "Do his phone" email disclosed to defendant in July 2013. 

Saunders confirms the Chris Tate email was not disclosed to defence until the morning Calum Best gave evidence at 
#hackingtrial 

Witness - DS John Massey (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines DS Massey 

DS John Massey is called by Bryant Heron for the prosecution. He's already under oath. 

He was previous asked about disclosure of Calum Best documents. Langdale takes up a re-examination over "two things" 

Langdale said DS Massey was "being falsely blamed" for missing a Calum Best email: it wasn't in the emails he viewed. 

DS Massey is now cross examined over a police action alert which he thought might have been related to another police 
operation. 

DS Massey says that from records he can't say that it was exclusively a Weeting action. 

"Please raise action.... for MSC at News International" relates to another NOTW journalist. 

"A hard drive was overlooked which related to Mr Coulson's emails," explains Langdale of inconsistencies in police searches. 

DS Massey explains his erroneous apology for having missed emails. The other review was a much fuller set of data from 
NOMAD. 

"The emails that were allegedly there weren't there," says DS Massey. "Retraction of apology readily accepted," says 
Saunders. 

"Though it seems quite complicated, I'm sure at the end of the day we'll be able to summarise quite quickly," Saunders on Best 
timeline 

DC Scott explains to Langdale about his Calum and Lorna search of NOMAD. Found on 'sub schema" in second search. 

"I don't think I have access to it," says Scott of material that sits about MSC/NI/NOMAD sub schema. 

Prosecution Evidence on News of the World Budgets 

More Prosecution documents presented to the Jury 

Edis says there is another witness, but before lunch he has another paperwork exercise involving jury bundles and dividers. 
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Edis has new documents on NOTW budgets. 

Edis explains NOTW budget year began July, and plans for them began in February and March before. So first 9 pages related 
to 2005-09 

"What we're doing is giving you the documents in a form you can follow," says Edis of new paperwork for jury on NOTW 
budgets. 

These new documents track the special inquiries and Mulcaire NOWT budget elements over time: how cuts proposed and then 
deleted. 

The second budget analysis 2006 concerns proposal to reduce Mulcaire's payments to and pound;75k. Document tracks what 
happened. 

"This is the file with the controversial dividers," says Edis of another jury bundle for which he has new documents. 

This new document is a "forensic analysis" report - concerned with cell site data. 

"This is about the settlement of civil litigation by Max Clifford... internal NI documents from January 2010," says Edis 

First document concerns meeting between lawyers, Rebekah Brooks, Colin Myler among others in January 2010 

The legal document contains a skeleton argument about sentencing of Mulcaire and Goodman in 2007 

Julian Pike for Farrers reports about the "Mulcaire has popped up out of the blue... he's concerned judgement will entered 
against him" 

"Mulcaire came on the scene very late... NGN does not oppose the notion Mulcaire should answer questions," wrote Farrers in 
civil case. 

Brooks asked Farrers about indemnification of Mulcaire for costs in civil proceedings according to legal note. 

The issue relates to criminal penalties Mulcaire could suffer if he did not attend Max Clifford case. 

BREAKING: jury hears Brooks tried to strike a deal for and pound;200K with Max Clifford around time of his civil litigation. 

"She could physically turn up with cash this evening," legal note says of Brooks alleged payout to Max Clifford. "Retainer a 
problem" 

Mulcaire was about to forced by court to name who he'd talked to at NGN about Clifford hacking "people might be named." 

"You have to consider what is worse... doing a deal with Clifford" says legal note. RB: "It would look terrible if seen to buying off 
Max." 

Break till 2pm 

Peter Jukes explains break before the Defence Case opens 

Just to explain about the week break from #hackingtrial to discuss points of law before defence cases can begin. 

As Justice Saunders says such a break is "not unusual" in long complex trials like this. 

Meanwhile, I'll try to record the legal argument for publication post trial. I'll also be fulfilling my pledges 
http://igg.me/at/hackingtrial2/x/412026 

More Prosecution Evidence on proposed Max Clifford Settlement 

Edis continues with his new insertions into a jury bundle "Farrer and Co" note on Max Clifford and early settlement of case. 

"Everything so far has been leaked, excepts RBs conversations with Max..." says legal note concerned about Guardian 
coverage of Clifford. 

Brooks talks about and pound;25-30k settlement with Max Clifford before leaving the room on this Farrar's legal note. 

03/02/10 note on hearing before Justice Vos, cited by Edis. Clifford, Mulcaire and Goodman explained. 

Legal Note says Clifford asked for disclosure order from Mulcaire in Feb 2010: name of people who instructed him, who he 
passed info to. 

That application to disclose was opposed by Mulcaire's solicitor. Vos said disclosure orders "are justified for a number of 
reasons" 

"I will order of the order... for the draft order," wrote Vos about Mulcaire forced disclosure of his taskers and who he reported to. 

Email same day from Frederic Michel to Brooks on the Feb 10 ruling "it could have provided the Guardian with a headline" 

Email chain now cited by Edis on the civil settlements in 2010. 

10/02/10 Charlotte Harris writes to Julian Pike: "terms of settlement have been agreed privately between Mr Clifford and Mrs 
Brooks." 

Harris says she was not party to that settlement, though the issue of costs was still live. 

Pike writes to NI about and pound;200k costs; "this is looking expensive, but do we want the risk of Mulcaire answering 
questions...?" 

Email from Martin Ivens at Sunday Times 20/02/10 about Tory lead going down. Brooks: "Christ, why?" 
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Brooks to Ivens: "Can you do us a favour.... He's a slippery fish." Ivens says a Clifford story is "minor league and we'll leave it 

Email chain from December 2010 over three emails that would start Operation Weeting the next January. 

Anderson from News Corp: "We lose a lot by not announcing suspension quickly... we lose a lot on Sheridan." 

Anderson email chain: "Nick Robinson rubbished the whole thing and said it was one side of the story from civil case." 

"We've spent months moving from rogue reporter to zero tolerance" says Anderson to Brooks on news of new hacking emails. 

Anderson wants NOTW journalist quickly sacked he tells Brooks. "Colin (Myler) has spoken to him... it could be strange to wait 
a long time" 

DC Fitzgerald gives further evidence 

DC Fitzgerald called by Bryant Heron for the crown on further detail on the Mulcaire Orange call data Feb-May 06. 45 calls to 
10 targets 

July 04 to August 06 - 350 calls to 37 individual Orange customers identified on NI hub line 

Witness - DS James Guest (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel has more questions for DS Guest 

DS Guest returns to the witness stand to answer questions from Andrew Edis QC 

DS Guest has reviewed documents retrieved from Mulcaire's premises, and info from the MSC at News International. 

DS Guest is familiar with Mulcaire notes. He has also identified stuff an inquiry agent might be expected to deal with. 

16/01/14 statement by DS Guest. 1) gathering facts for stories 2) confirming facts suggesting strategies. 

Credit agency checks, land registry, tracing individuals from DOB and electoral roll, county court searches, surveillance, 
analysis of docs 

All those are the normal things done by Inquiry Agents. 

BREAKING: no evidence say police that Mulcaire engaged in any of the activities of a normal PI or inquiry agent 

16/11/03 "Ruddock surveillance TXT urgent" says NI business records for Mulcaire billing. But no evidence of surveillance. 

NI records talk of payment of for "graphology expert" to Mulcaire. No evidence that he worked on graphology 

"Did you find a companies house invoice" asks Edis of Mulcaire's record. "Yes". He'd paid and pound;373.50. Not a subscriber 
to their services. 

No information recovered from Mulcaire from Trackers UK or Tracesmart. 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DS Guest 

Laidlaw for Brooks cross examines DS Guest. 

DS Guest confirms he wasn't involved in 2006 arrest of Mulcaire and searches of his addresses. 

DS Guest has looked at every one of 8000 pieces of paper recovered from Mulcaire he tells Laidlaw for Brooks. 

"In what was seized in 2006 you haven't found what was cited by Mr Edis," says Laidlaw. "That's absolutely correct and fair," 
says DS Guest 

"Pure speculation" says DS Guest of documentation that wasn't kept by Mulcaire or seized by police 

Telephone records for Mulcaire only go back to mid 2004 onwards. Laidlaw: "Who Mulcaire may have been callin is a matter of 
speculation" 

DS Guest says he hasn't seen any record of activity on the computers seized from Mulcaire in 2006. 

DS Guest says they found no receipts of Mulcaire subscribing to Tracesmart etc. "He has been a tracing agent," Guest agrees. 

DS Guest says police have been to various tracing agencies and they have no record of Mulcaire being a subscriber. 

Edis re-examines DS Guest on Mulcaire's bank accounts. 

Langdale excuses himself as he needs to take instructions from his client Coulson - the next witness does not concern him. 

Witness - DC Andrea Fletcher (Operation Weeting Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel has more questions for DC Andrea Fletcher 

DC Andrea Fletcher called by Bryant Heron for the prosecution on two outstanding areas from previous evidence. First re: 
Mills/McCartney 

Jury shown NOTW story from 22/06/02 about Mills McCartney ring throwing argument in Miami. 

DC Fletcher has carried out further investigation on this story. 

DC Fletcher identified a further story 16/06/02 'Macca's Feud of the Rings' and its source. 
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Searches on MSC database have revealed a payment request to Peter Hodgson in relation to 16/06 story. 

Back to 02/06/02 McCartney Mills story the jury are given new documents for their bundles by Bryant Heron for the crown 

An Email from Brooks 01/06/02 to Harry Scott, Bill Akass and others at NOTW "change headline and sub dec on Macca Story" 

Brooks, then Wade, changes headline to throwing ring out of window story in NOTW of 2002. 

02/05/02 and pound;6k is paid for McCartney bust-up on NI payment schedule. 

DC Fletcher received a schedule of payments from NI recently on who was paid that and pound;6k for Macca story. 

7 payments in relation to Macca Wedding Ring TXT urgent: over 2k to Samantha Edrie, Macc ring story TXT to "big apple 
freelance" 

A smaller payments to Sharon Sweeney for a pic. 

Again two more payments to Sharon Sweeney (photographer) and another US based reporter. 

Samantha Edrie has never been traced in those payments. 

Since the photographer was US based, the day rate for Sharon Sweeney was probably $500 per day. 

Weeting officer also questioned by Bryant Heron on her involvement in the Thames Quay search and computers retreived. 

New evidence on the computers seized from Thames Quay now added to jury bundles. 

Jury taken through user accounts on HP Laptop recovered from bins at Thames Quay 

18/01/08 was last recorded log on for R Brooks from this computer. 

The Apple Mac from study had an aol account for Charlies, and R Wade and shared accounts. Last used 17/07/07 

Counsel for Rebekah Brooks cross examines DC Fletcher 

DC Fletcher has been asked to produce a schedule of documents recovered from the computers by Laidlaw for Brooks. 

Nicholas Harlow is cited as a source of expertise on the computers by Laidlaw. 

Harlow studied the HP laptop and the OS was registered to News International. 

The computer has been used to 26/09/09 according to Harlow computer analyst. 

An exchange server on this HP laptop was used from 27/10/03 to 18/01/08 establishes Laidlaw with DC Fletcher. 

About 100 word documents were recovered from the HP laptop, the majority created on that laptop. Identified through key word 
search. 

DC Fletcher says she cannot confirm that documents go back to 1999. Laidlaw says one document belongs to Ross Kemp. 

Laidlaw says that the speaking note by Ross Kemp "consistent with period he and Mrs Brooks were together" 

One document relates to http://Exclusive.Com which was a NI project from late 90s saids Laidlaw for Brooks. 

"There are a very limited number in relation to NOTW, but more related to the Sun," says DC Fletcher of 100 docs recovered 
from Laptop 

Personal documents from Murdochs, draft leaders, etc from these 100 docs from 1999-2008 

Last document found on HP laptop relates to DCMS appearance of Brooks in 2008 

On the Apple Mac computer from study the OS was installed on 22/07/07 according to computer expert Harlow. 

On this Apple Mac the local admin account is associated with Charlie Brooks' email account. 

From the Safari web cache the emails seem to deal with Charlie Brooks' account. 

Another Apple Mac contained the clip of 20 or so emails from March 11-July 11 from Rebekah Brooks to Charlie's account 
(cc'ed or forwarded) 

"Two defence barristers trying to protect you," jokes Saunders to DC Fletcher. "Don't rely on it for the future," jokes Laidlaw 

15 minute break for the jury. 

Witness - DI Steve McCabe (Operation Weeting Investigation Officer) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DI McCabe 

DI Steve McCabe is called by Bryant Heron for the Crown 

DI McCabe has supervised an inquiry on behalf of Laidlaw for Brooks: to look at schedule of Brooks' filing list kept by Kingsley 
Napley 

DI McCabe has compared the material kept by Brooks' lawyers, Kingsley Napley, Linklaters and what police have siezed. 

The master document is a filing list from 2011: some documents have not been recovered. 

Bryant Heron gives way to Laidlaw cross examining him on Brooks' filing and documents. 
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Witness - DI David Kennett (Operation Elvedon Detective) 

Prosecution Counsel questions DI Kennett 

DI David Kennett called by Bryant Heron for the prosecution (whizzing through these last witnesses - mainly in response to 
defence questions 

DI Kennett is currently attached to Operation Elveden 

Bryant Heron asks FDI Kennett about his statement on the Royal Directories and steps taken to try and identify officers who 
may have sold 

"That's because it was just so long ago," establishes Saunders of personal protection officers who might have supplied Royal 
Directories. 

SO 14 records which identify precise locations of Royal Protection Officers only begins in 2005. DI Kennett has list of officers 
since 2001 

538 Officers worked for Royal Protection since 2001: about half have left since then. 

Fingerprints from Royal Directories not of sufficient quality to align with police officers on SO14 

DI Kennett asked about allegations against Rebekah Brooks and Prince William in a Bikini evidence. 

09/12/13 the soldier who was abroad was interviewed by police over Sandhurst allegations 

Two further statements and analysis of phone data led to a "development... and interview under caution.. " not Mr McKay but 
somebody else. 

Mr David Spens QC, counsel for Clive Goodman, cross examines DI Kennett 

Spens: "Does it really come to this... apart from Godfrey fingerprint, and given signature.... no evidence to connect to other 13 
books" 

Spens for Goodman goes over the fingerprint testing on Royal Directories: 19 fingerprints attributed to Goodman. 112 
unidentified 

DI Kennett is asked to re-check payment records over the period covered by the counts relating to Clive Goodman. 

There are 60 officers in all linked to St James Palace in 2005: intelligence checks were made for "adverse information" 

"All of those 60 officers fingerprint evidence was available" says Spens. DI Kennett confirms none found on Royal Directory. 

DI Kennett makes the distinction between police officers who guard Royal persons, and those who guard fixed locations. 

Saunders asks the jury to leave for a moment. 

12 O'Clock tomorrow for the jury to return to #hackingtrial 

Apparently I've passed 1 million keystrokes covering #hackingtrial. A few 100 of those immediately correcting typos, 
mishearings and errors 
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Wednesday 5 February 2014 

Summary 

The Last Day of the Prosecution Case 
Court is sitting despite Underground Stirke 
Further Prosecution documents are provided to the Jury 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 
Prosecution Counsel questions DC Oskiewicz 
Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines 

The Last Items of the Prosecution Case 
Prosecution Counsel presents the final agreed facts 
Agreed facts on archived and deleted emails 
Witness Statement from James Shelley (Ministry of Defence Press Officer) 
Further Prosecution evidence on the hacking of Brooks and Coulson 
Emails between Rebekah Brooks and Ross Kemp 
Letter from Rebekah Brooks to Andy Coulson 
Further Admissions 
The Prosecution Case Ends 

The Last Day of the Prosecution Case 

Court is sitting despite Underground Stirke 

Back at the #hackingtrial despite transport delays for what could be the last day of the prosecution case. 

Saunders thanks the jury at #hackingtrial for "struggling in - the Dunkirk spirit survives" 

Further Prosecution documents are provided to the Jury 

As Andrew Edis put it the other day the jury are now doing "something exciting with dividers": agreed transcript of 
Coulson/Blunkett put in 

Timothy Langdale QC, counsel for Coulson, asks for a copy of what has just gone into the jury bundles. 

Rebecca Chalkley, for the crown, introduces more amended schedules for the jury bundles. 

Chalkley introduces some five new emails into the schedule. 

"These emails have been put up on screen or referred to previously," says Chalkley for the crown about this filing exercise. 

"Though we could do this for you," says Saunders to Jury about filing exercise "it's probably better that you know what goes in." 

Witness - Operation Weeting Detective DC Oskiewicz 

Prosecution Counsel questions DC Oskiewicz 

Bryant Heron for the crown recalls DC Oskiewicz to take us through some of the new schedules introduced. 

DC Oskiewicz has previously given evidence on the "top left schedules" - the taskings in the top left of Glenn Mulcaire's 
notebooks. 

The Weeting detective has been us to come up with completed "top left schedules" for the period of Coulson's editorship of 
NOTW. 

If a Mulcaire tasking and target relates to an individual and related News of the World story it gets a tick. 

"You can't assume that because a tick is there these means a NOTW story is the result of phone hacking," says Bryant Heron 
of the new list 

The four NOTW news editors mentioned in the Mulcaire taskings are each colour coded in these documents. 

Counsel for Andy Coulson cross examines 

Pople, junior counsel for Coulson, cross examines DC Oskiewicz on the taskings during the period 2003-2006. Some are 
duplicates. 

"We've identified nine," says Pople of the number of the duplicates "Not a huge number... raising the point for clarification." 

Pople clarifies "News of the World story identified... relates to person relevant to investigation column.. connected or related" 

"The same story may have been used twice... it doesn't mean an individual with unique story," Pople confirms with Weeting 
detective. 

In a "small number of instances" - eight - the tasking actually comes after the NOTW story, establishes Pople for Coulson. 

Pople cross examines the Weeting detective on Miskiw's taskings after he moved to Manchester 08/12/03 - there are 450 
entries. 

When Miskiw left for Mercury Press Agency in August 2005 there are 73 taskings of Glenn Mulcaire. 
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206 undated Miskiw taskings on this top left schedule which can't be definitely appended to the NOTW era. 

"There are three entries known to the police where a human source was paid money for items on the schedule," says Pople 

The Last Items of the Prosecution Case 

Prosecution Counsel presents the final agreed facts 

Bryant Heron for the crown says "there are about 3 items left and some admissions" to be sorted out this afternoon before 
prosecution closes 

Court back at 2.05 for the last afternoon - an hour or so - of the prosecution case in the #hackingtrial. 

Now read the Deng/Blair piece on Vanity Fair: previous articles have alleged News Corp has copies of emails. Gossip question: 
cui bono? 

Chuffed to be able to cover the defence which begin 10 days. One day left to sign up for any additional perks or info 
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/live-tweeting-the-hacking-trial-till-the-verdict/x/5292122 

Back at the #hackingtrial on Day 57 for what could be the last afternoon of the prosecution case 

Bryant Heron for the crown gives the jury the final round of 'admissions' - jointly agreed facts by both sides - in the #hackingtrial 

Through agreement between counsel there's a revised page of admissions on the disclosure of material by News International. 

Bryant Heron reads the new admissions on source of email data: NI took nightly backup of email stored on tapes for 6 months. 

Agreed facts on archived and deleted emails 

HCL did the backup of NI computers: they would often fail to complete. HCL might not have retained for 6 months consistently 

In addition to computer backups, Essential Computers advised a backup of system on internal computer during migration to 
new servers 

12/01/11 a successful back up was made. In Feb police ask for backup. In June 2011 NI confirm backup secure. 

29/06/11 Cheeseborough provides a list of backup, but that did not include back up email. NI provided internal archive backup. 

NI found a backup of email from 2010 before purge: of 4.9 million deleted emails, 1.49 recovered: rebuilt as DP 1. 

Three other reconstructed datapools were created. So there were four datapools of partial rebuild: 

There was duplication of data between DP 1, 2, 3 and 7 - the four reconstructions of emails. 

So there are still a large number of missing emails. 

Brooks email archive. She never opted into original archive in 2005. Her own emails not retained, but those sent to others 
would be retained 

It is not known what percentage of Brooks' email was recovered. 

The HERMES content management system at NI had a 'transient system' of legal referral. The text remains 2-6 weeks. Purged 
to legal archive 

The legal archive was set to purge after three years so no data remains for the period of the indictment. 

Disclosure of docs by NI to police admissions: Stroz Friedberg instructed 23/01/11 to reconstruct database called NOMAD 

The emails extracted by NOMAD was attached to 'custodians' - or persons of interest. 

23/03/11 21/02/12 two Memorandums of Understanding between MSC and Metropolitan police about examining the NI 
database. 

Police accessed some backup tapes during the prosecution and were allowed access to sub schema of data. 

R Brooks' old hard drive admissions: as part of move to TMS and upgrade NI staff provided with new equipment and told to 
leave old behind 

Between 2010-11 lots of old computer equipment destroyed to protect company and employees from data theft and protect 
sources. 

Prior to Jan 2010 computers disposed of in ad hoc fashion. But during move to TMS executive equipment stored securely. 

Paul Cheeseborough asked Gareth Wright to remove the hard drive from Brooks' PC. It was put in Jiffy bag. 

By the time the hard drive had arrived in Cheeseborough it was a bit lock encrypted hard drive with a different operation system 
(XP) 

An audit conducted in May 2011 found no hard drive in Brooks' old computer. 

Hamilton Asset Management were tasked to destroy executive hard drives but it was halted in June 2011. 

Cheeseborough told employees that only those named employees hard drives should be retained - it did not include R Brooks. 

BREAKING: admissions at #hackingtrial show that the hard drive of Rebekah Brooks computer destroyed in June 2011 
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Witness Statement from James Shelley (Ministry of Defence Press Officer) 

A statement by James Shelley at MOD press offices is read out to the jury by Anthony Edis QC. 

James Shelley explains the relationship between his department on Bettina Jordan Barber "known to me as Betsy" 

Shelley explains the various roles of the MOD press office in his written statement read out to the #hackingtrial 

Shelley talks about his relationship with a Sun journalists "a people person... we would mainly have contact over the phone..." 

Shelley explains he's supposed to build relationships with journalists. He spoke to Sun journalist frequently, then latterly once a 
month. 

"I'm not going to lie and tell a journalist it's wrong,' says MOD press officer when confronted with an accurate story. 

'There could be occasions when I've been contacted with info on a story which I think gratuitous or personally damaging to an 
individual" 

"Usually such requests would be unsuccessful, but I would attempt to change detail or timing of story," MOD press officer says. 

MOD press officer says meeting with journalists would be recorded in the appropriate manner. 

Further Prosecution evidence on the hacking of Brooks and Coulson 

Edis has some more documents for bundle two. 

Edis QC: "this material.... relates to Mulcaire's hacking of Rebekah Wade and Andy Coulson" 

"Andy Coulsden and Rebecca Wade" appears in taskings in Nov 05. "Coulsden and Voda" appears in private tasking" - a 
hacking narrative 

'Rebecca Wade' appears on another page of Mulcaire's book. Under a 'Clive' tasking is an "ask Rebecca" note 

Another document seems to be handwritten transcript of a voice mail with the name "Rebecca" at top of page. 

Another Mulcaire "Clive" tasking refers to Wade. And another to both Wade and Ross Kemp. A third has her mobile number, 
DDM and PIN 

The previous tasking was Greg. Two more entries for Rebekah Wade, a reference to salary and a Sun staff member 

Andy Coulsden appears three more times under 'Clive' tasking. Helen Asprey appears on one page. Another untasked page 
has hacking details 

A filofax page with info on MR Coulson, now correctly spelled, recovered from Mulcaire's belongings. Computer has entries on 
R Wade. 

Edis cites a Mulcaire 'networking' whiteboard where the name Rebekah Wade appears 

01/02/06 t0 July 06 shows some Mulcaire hacks of Coulson. 01/03/06 to July 06 some call data on hacking Rebekah Brooks 

Emails between Rebekah Brooks and Ross Kemp 

Edis introduces some emails from Brooks' blackberry to evidence. 23/06/11 to Ross Kemp 

"Need to talk to you about phone hacking" writes Brooks to Kemp. The emails PAs about 2002 diaries. 

24/06/11 Ross Kemp replies "over a month away is too long.. am I in trouble. I'm always in trouble. " 

05/07/11 Keegan writes to Brooks "Ross called... really good to see you and Charlie at the weekend." 

08/07/11 - day of removal of archive boxes - Brooks to Carter: "Coffee and hot milk separately - this is disgusting." Carter: 
"Coming up 

Letter from Rebekah Brooks to Andy Coulson 

Edis asks the jury to read a letter quietly to themselves from Feb 2004 

Complete quiet in court for several minutes 

After nearly 5 minutes Edis reads out a paragraph from this letter. 

"How do we really work this new relationship.... you are my very best friend," this is the letter Brooks wrote to Coulson when 
they broke up 

These paras about the future post affair Brooks Coulson relationship have been read before in the opening. 

"If it's necessary... that we two editors will deal with it, then we will," wrote Brooks to Coulson 

Admission on email evidence: send and receive timings accurate except for a faulty clock setting on one of the computers. 

Further Admissions 

BREAKING: Bettina Jordan Barber has already entered a plea she had committed misconduct in office 

However, Bettina Jordan Barber that info passed onto Sun wasn't always from her work. 

03/02/05 Sun journo emailed Brooks about and pound;500 payment to unknown source but not charged with any criminal 
offence. 
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Admissions on Ambi Sitham on Coulson's Party: she has since confirmed it could have taken place in 04 rather than 03 

Admissions on police seizures of Rebekah Brooks' office in July 2011. 

Analysis of a computer in August shows that one of them had been used by Rebekah Brooks between June and July 2011 

Various documents from other computers are dated and written into evidence. 

These computers were also used to visit Brooks' mail boxes at News International. 

Admissions goes through the access to Brooks email boxes: seem only to go back to June 2011, though could have been 
accessed earlier 

Operation Sacha admissions: archivist Nick Mays confirmed 45 boxes related to Brooks' time at Sun, or CEO, and are still in 
storage at Crown 

Admission on Count 7: the black Range Rover was driven into car park by Mark Hanna and was not searched by police 
officers. 

Charlie Brooks was using a blackberry during 2011 search but it was not seized until 2012. 

The Charles iPad device connected to Jubilee Barn did belonged to Sir Charles Dunstone, connecting 20/11/10 

05/07/11 Robert Peston appeared on 10 O'clock news talking of payments to police men at NOTW - an investigation that began 
Operation Elveden 

Peston was aware Vanity Fair was planning to prepare a report on Elveden. 

Police statement issued on 11/07/11 was in response to a Evening Standard piece about Operation Elveden earlier that day. 

Senior Weeting officer apologised to Andy Coulson's solicitor on 22/08/11 

Cell Site admissions: Since Cutts gave evidence it has be reviewed by another expert, Baxter. 

Baxter concludes the cell site evidence is consistent with Mark Hanna being in Enstone Manor farm the night of 16/07/11 

Cell site evidence consistent with Hanna's phone being at Enstone the next morning 

Only one call puts Hanna in the vicinity of Jubilee barn the next morning but cannot tell if Hanna entered the building. 

"The effect of this," says Saunders is correct Cutts' evidence, but is consistent with current schedule. 

New admissions on phone hacking of Alam and Goran Eriksson identifying people for the benefit of defence counsel 

Bill Kenwright and James Beatty's biographies are now entered as admissions. 

Admissions on Andy Gilchrist: describes his bio as Fire Brigade Union chief. Between Oct 02 to May 03 many articles in other 
papers. 

Admissions cite article noting that Andy Gilchrist has a picture of Che Guevara 

Edis "for reasons that are quite urgent" needs to update the judge in absence of the jury. 

Saunders explains to the jury only four more pages of admissions. 

Admissions include Sun articles on Gilchirst: e.g. "Fire Union Chiefs are Saddam Stooges" 

A Sun Says article refers to Che Guevara picture in 2002, then that he is a "posh schoolkid" two more Sun Says pieces on 
Gilchrist. 

More Sun editorials on Gilchrist in November 2002. 

Saunders previously explained his "Dunkirk spirit" comment related to the weather. 

Last page of admissions on phone hacking. 15/09/05 Daily Mail photos on Kate Moss and then Chanel Contract. 

03/11/05 police attend residence of Wade and Kemp - reported in a number of newspapers. Only occasion police ever called. 

This is the only alleged assault by Brooks at any time. Jury are told this relates to evidence of Eimear Cook. 

Late BREAKING: news; final numbers show Rebekah Brooks was hacked 44 times by Glenn Mulcaire and Andy Coulson 21 

The Prosecution Case Ends 

Jury leave till Monday February 17th. Prosecution case over. 

So, after 57 days, one million keystrokes, 200,000 words - my live tweeting of prosecution case is over in #hackingtrial 
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Wednesday 19 February 2014 

Summary 

The Trial Resumes 
Jury not in Court due to Legal Argument 
Rebekah Brooks case opening is delayed to tomorrow 

Prosecution Submit Evidence and Admissions 
Several Admissions presented to the Jury 
Evidence on David Blunkett and Sally Anderson Voicemails 
Further Items of Evidence 

Rebekah Brooks email Evidence on Plan B 
Rebekah Brooks email to James Murdoch 

Rebekah Brooks email on Tony Blair offer of advise 
Tony Blair offers to be unofficial advisor 

The Trial Resumes 

Jury not in Court due to Legal Argument 

Court 12 of the Old Bailey back in session after 2 week break in #hackingtrial but not with the jury - legal argument first 

Jury back at the #hackingtrial after several hours of legal argument. 

Saunders explains to the jury what has been going "a number of shattered faces because everyone been working hard while 
you're away" 

Saunders explains that "admissions" have taken a long time - and apologies for getting them in when there's a limited amount 
to do. 

Rebekah Brooks case opening is delayed to tomorrow 

"For perfectly good reasons, Rebekah Brooks won't be giving evidence today but tomorrow morning," explains Justice 
Saunders to jury 

"Winds, gales, bridges, everything permitting," Justice Saunders tells the #hackingtrial jury there should be no more delays 

Justice Saunders explains that Clive Goodman is not attending court for a medical problem. 

"Bad news is we've got to put things into bundles,' says Edis for the Crown tells jury: "the good thing is that's all we're doing 
today." 

Prosecution Submit Evidence and Admissions 

Several Admissions presented to the Jury 

Saunders adds to jury bundle a text message from 16/07/11 from private security over rats during personal protection 
of Rebekah Brooks 

Another text message from 'Blackhawk 1" about "rats" (i.e. paparazzi) pursuing Brooks over weekend of her arrest 16/07/11 

Another admission says Greg Miskiw continued to use Mulcaire while employed by Mercury News Agency 

Another admission of Mark Hanna shows first police questioning was a "no comment" interview. On second he protested 
innocence. 

Admissions agreed by both sides show the guilty plea of Mulcaire, Miskiw, Thurlbeck and Weatherup 

Evidence on David Blunkett and Sally Anderson Voicemails 

Before Edis inserts some agreed facts before jury, Timothy Langdale QC, for Coulson, invites jury to read some voice mail 
message to clarify 

These concern voicemail messages from Sally Andersons phone in Nov 2005 left by David Blunkett 

Those voicemail messages by Blunkett, already heard in court, were hacked by Glenn Mulcaire it is agreed. 

Some of these Anderson voicemail messages can be dated 23/09/05 to the 26/09/05 

In those messages to Anderson, Blunkett said the press were "vile and should rot in hell" after 24/09/05 Mail article about their 
friendship 

Unknown to Mr Blunkett, Sally Anderson had passed on messages to press, and also tipped them off about meeting 
Annabelle's. 

Admissions say that "Sally Anderson orchestrated the press coverage" Mail were tipped of a visit by Anderson to Blunkett. 

The Mail made payments to Sally Anderson's boyfriend, who she later married. She was in open contact with Mail reporters 
from 25/09/05 
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Anderson then engaged the services of Max Clifford. On 16/10/05 in the People article alleged Blunkett had affair and she got 
pregnant 

After a libel claim, Anderson apologised and withdrew her claim. Both The People and Sky News apologised for the false 
Blunkett claim 

Saunders explains to the jury the relevance of this: "there was a risk you were being misled... newspapers do get info from 
other sources" 

Further Items of Evidence 

Jury are asked to insert a letter from the Press Complaints Commission from 2007, and a draft reply 

27/03/07 letter from Sun executive about "controls" over phone hacking after Goodman case is put into evidence 

Edis adds inventories of the contents of the bags found in the car park in Chelsea Harbour 

Rebekah Brooks email Evidence on Plan B 

Rebekah Brooks email to James Murdoch 

Email 08/07/11 from Brooks to James Murdoch about 'Plan B": "a Les situation could play well.... report would slam Les and 
Colin" 

The Plan B email from Brooks four days after closure of NOTW announced is read out to jury 

The draft sent from Brooks to James Murdoch outlines the establishment of the MSC internal inquiry "we will not be on trial by 
the media" 

Brooks email 08/07/11 talks about Will Lewis taking over a role, and he will go on Andy Marr show - and launching the Sun on 
Sunday soon 

Rebekah Brooks email on Tony Blair offer of advise 

Tony Blair offers to be unofficial advisor 

BREAKING: email from Brooks to James Murdoch on 11/07/11 claims Tony Blair offered to help over phone hacking scandal 
day after NOTW closed 

BREAKING: Brooks email alleges Blair told her to set up a "Hutton Style report" 

BREAKING: Blair offered to be unofficial advisor to Brooks and Rupert Murdoch over phone hacking scandal according to email 
on 11/07/11 

Brooks email also alleges Blair told her to take sleeping pills to keep a clear head. 

Justice Saunders apologises again to the jury for such a short day. "Hopefully we'll all be ready to go at 10 a.m." 

BREAKING: Previously on that Brooks email she'd written to J Murdoch about NOTW last sales. He'd replied "What are you 
doing on email?" 

Back tomorrow at 10 a.m. when Rebekah Brooks' defence case will begin 

 

 

 

 

 


